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Preface

This is the latest book in a series of related texts covering concepts of cardiovascular 
diseases (CVD) and associated conditions. The latest volume is divided into three 
sections: “Cardiovascular Pathophysiology”, “Cardiovascular Diagnostics”, and 
“Cardiovascular Treatments”.

Section 1, “Cardiovascular Pathophysiology,” approaches subjects related to disease 
development. The chapters investigate the role of obesity in CVD, the emergence of 
cardiotoxicity, and the role of cardio-oncology, especially in light of the COVID-19 
pandemic, which disrupted many routine but essential treatment options for cancer 
patients. Other topics discussed are the role of adiponectin in preeclampsia, CVD in 
Kawasaki disease, Takayasu arteritis in pediatrics, and stress-induced cardiomyopathy.

Section 2, “Cardiovascular Diagnostics,” concentrates on modalities for detecting CVD 
including anthropometric measurements, echocardiography in pulmonary hyperten-
sion, assessment of hair cortisol and cardiometabolic risk, and cardiac troponin in 
postmortem samples obtained at autopsy.

Section 3, “Cardiovascular Treatments,” focuses on interventional strategies to pre-
vent or treat CVD, including discussions of the value of resistance exercise training, 
adherence to medical prescriptions for CVD, Treatment of type II diabetes mellitus, 
diagnosis and management of acute ischemic stroke, surgical interventions for valvular 
prosthesis, and cryoablation and transcatheter treatments for aortic valve disease.

This book is designed for general medical and biomedical students at both under-
graduate and postgraduate levels. It offers insightful updates on recent advances in the 
understanding of the pathophysiology of cardiac diseases and new techniques added to 
the medical armamentarium to improve outcomes and prevent mortality; thus it is also 
of interest to those working in academic research and within the field of healthcare 
science. Finally, my thanks go to the authors of each chapter who have provided excel-
lent scientific content and responded to editorial changes at speed. I also acknowledge 
the help and support of the book management team at IntechOpen.

Dr. David C. Gaze
School of Life Sciences,

Biomedical Sciences,
University of Westminster,

London, UK
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Chapter 1

Perspective Chapter: Physiology
and Pathology of the
Cardiovascular System
Md. Shah Amran, Nasiba Binte Bahar and Shopnil Akash

Abstract

The cardiovascular system (CVS) is made up of the heart, blood vessels, and blood.
The fundamental function of CVS is to transport substances to and from all parts of
the body. The heart is the major pumping organ, pressurizing blood for circulation
through the blood vessels; blood is propelled away from the heart in the arteries and
returns to the heart through the veins. Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is an umbrella
term for a number of inter-linked diseases, generally defined as coronary artery
disease, cerebrovascular disease, high blood pressure, peripheral arterial disease,
rheumatic and congenital heart diseases, arrhythmia, etc. Globally, CVDs are the
leading cause of deaths, and according to the estimation of the World Health Organi-
zation (WHO), about 17.9 million people died from CVDs in 2019, accounting for 32%
of all global deaths. About 75% of CVD deaths occur in low- and middle-income
countries. This burden of CVDs can be decreased by careful risk reduction (such as
lifestyle modification, smoking and alcohol cessation, weight optimization, physical
exercise), and proper medical treatments, including herbal components. The preven-
tion of CVDs can reduce the occurrence of major cardiovascular events, thereby
reducing premature disability, morbidity, and mortality, while prolonging survival
and quality of life.

Keywords: cardiovascular system (CVS), heart, coronary artery disease (CAD),
physiology, pathology, cardiovascular drugs, herbal components

1. Introduction

The cardiovascular system acts as the engine that drives the human body. It is
responsible for transporting oxygen, nutrients, hormones, and enzymes throughout
the body, as well as removing carbon dioxide and other waste products from it [1].
This cardiovascular system is mainly separated into two parts—(i) the pulmonary
circulation and (ii) the systemic circulation, which are supplied by the right and left
ventricles of the heart, respectively [2]. Each of these circulations is constituted of the
respective heart pump, the microcirculation, the arteries, and the veins. Basically, the
cardiovascular system is a well-regulated carrier syntax of the body that allows the
circulation of blood throughout an intact system under varying pressure gradients,
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generated by the pumping mechanism, with the heart serving as the core pumping
unit [3]. This heart is a super sophisticated and highly developed organ that integrates
a diverse range of anatomical and functional features to fulfill its fundamental
pumping function. It is not just a sophisticated information processing and encoding
center [4], but it also functions as an endocrine gland that is capable of generating and
releasing its hormones and neurotransmitters [5–8]. The heart is positioned in the
center of the chest, between the lungs in humans. An average human heart measures
around the size of a clenched fist and its mass falls within the range of 250–350 grams,
with a typical beating of around 100,000 times per day (approximately 72 beats per
minute (bpm)) [9]. The interior anatomy of the heart exposes four myocardial cham-
bers—two atria and two ventricles. The two atria are the upper chambers that pri-
marily serve as the collecting chambers; whereas the two ventricles are the lower
chambers that primarily function as the blood-pumping chambers [10]. A healthy
heart has a set of four valves that keep blood flowing in one direction to prevent
backflow. The rate and strength of the heart’s contractions dictate cardiac functioning
[4]. The cardiovascular system entails the blood vessels as well, which circulate the
blood pumped by the heart throughout the body. Since the heart and blood vessels are
integral parts of the cardiovascular system, any damage or dysfunction of the heart or
blood vessels can have catastrophic repercussions, leading to severe cardiovascular
diseases (CVDs) and even death [11].

CVDs encompass a wide spectrum of disorders, including diseases of the heart
muscle and the vascular system that supplies the brain, heart, and other vital organs
with blood and oxygen. CVDs are the preeminent cause of death worldwide, claiming
the lives of an estimated 17.9 million people annually [12], with the majority (80%) of
these deaths occurring in developing nations [13]. The prevalence of CVDs is
projected to increase as their risk factors become more pervasive in formerly low-risk
countries. The death toll from CVD is currently three times higher in developing
countries than that in developed ones [14]. According to the estimation of the World
Health Organization (WHO), more than 75% of premature CVDs are avertible and the
mitigation of the risk factors can assist to deal with the rising burden of CVDs [15].
Moreover, WHO has emphasized the importance of lifestyle factors such as unhealthy
diet habits, tobacco use, psychological stress, and physical inactivity contributing to
the rise of CVD, and according to the estimation of WHO, three-quarters of deaths
caused by CVDs might be avoided with united efforts [16]. Furthermore, an early
diagnosis of CVDs is pivotal for reorienting the focus of therapy toward prevention
rather than treatment [17]. However, in recent years rapid progress is being made in
the treatment of heart diseases. Several therapeutic choices are constantly being
presented to cardiologists caring for patients with CVDs . The most frequently pre-
scribed drugs for CVDs include beta-blockers, angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE)
inhibitors, angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARB), alpha-adrenoceptor blockers,
adrenergic receptor blockers, antihypertensive drugs, vasodilators, nitrates, calcium
channel blockers, potassium channel activators, diuretics, positive inotropic drugs,
antiarrhythmic drugs, sympathomimetic drugs, anticoagulants and protamine sulfate,
antiplatelet drugs, fibrinolytic drugs and lipid-lowering agents etc. [18]. According to
the Bangladesh Unani, Ayurvedic and Herbal pharmacopeia, a lot of plant-derived
medications are also applied for the treatment of these ailments.

This book chapter aims to present a succinct and simplistic review of the basic
physiological and anatomical aspects as well as the pathological information regarding
the cardiovascular system. Additionally, this chapter includes information on the
diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of CVDs.
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2. Cardiovascular system

Every living body relies on a functioning cardiovascular system, which is a com-
plex and multifaceted physiological system with numerous regulatory sub-systems
controlled by the central and peripheral autonomic nervous systems as well as
humoral factors [19]. The cardiovascular system is primarily responsible for supplying
the body’s cells with the materials they require to function properly and for removing
the waste products that they make as a result of their metabolic processes. It is
responsible for transporting blood throughout the body. It is controlled by numerous
stimuli, including sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems, changes in
blood volume, electrolytes, hormones, osmolarity, adrenal glands, kidneys,
medications etc. [20–23].

The fundamental role of the cardiovascular system is to meet the metabolic
requirements of the body as well as transporting carbon dioxide and other
wastes out of the body. This function is accomplished in two ways—by
maintaining a healthy circulatory system and by keeping blood pressure at an
optimum level.

2.1 Divisions of the cardiovascular system

The circulatory system has two functionally opposite divisions through which
blood flows—systemic circulation and pulmonary circulation as shown in Figure 1.

2.1.1 Systemic circulation

This circulation is more generally referred to as greater or superior circulation with
a highly elevated resistance circuit [3]. It commences at the left ventricle and termi-
nates in the right atrium [3]. The left ventricle pumps blood which is traveled through
a set of blood vessels known as the arterial system [24]. At the capillaries, blood and
tissue exchange a variety of substances. Following such exchange, blood turns back to
the right atrium of the heart via the venous system. After that, the right ventricle
receives blood from the right atrium. As a consequence of this systemic circulation,
the oxygenated blood from the heart travels to the tissues, while venous blood from
the tissues returns to the heart [3].

2.1.2 Pulmonary circulation

This circulatory system is known as the lesser circulatory system with a lower
resistance circuit [3]. Such circulation begins at the right ventricle and terminates in
the left atrium [3]. At first, the right ventricular blood flows to the lungs via the
pulmonary artery [24]. By means of the pulmonary capillaries, the exchange
of gases takes place between the circulating blood and the lungs’ alveoli [24].
Once the blood has been oxygenated, it returns to the left atrium via the pulmonary
veins.

2.2 Components of the cardiovascular system

The cardiovascular system is primarily composed of—(i) heart and (ii) blood
vessels (i.e. capillaries, arteries, and veins).
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3. Healthy heart

A healthy heart serves as the chief pumping unit of the cardiovascular system. In a
healthy state, the muscular heart performs two key functions. Firstly, a healthy heart
takes oxygen-depleted blood from the tissues and pumps it to the lungs, where the
lungs pick up oxygen and discharge carbon dioxide. The second function of a healthy
heart is to draw oxygen-rich blood from the lungs and deliver it throughout the body.
The heart also removes interstitial fluid from the bloodstream and transports it to the
extracellular space through systemic circulation.

4. Anatomical and physiological aspects of a healthy human heart

4.1 Structural features and anatomical position of healthy heart

The structure of a healthy human heart roughly resembles the shape of the heart
on a playing card (Figure 2A) [3], with around two-thirds of its mass located to the
left of the midline [10]. The human heart lies obliquely in the thorax which shields the

Figure 1.
Circulatory system of a heathy heart (designed with biorender).
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delicate anatomical structure of the heart. It is positioned roughly on a plane that
spans from the right shoulder to the left nipple of the body [10]. Its anterior surface
confronts the sternum, whereas its posterior surface confronts the vertebral column.
However, the inferior surface of the heart is supported by the superior surface of the
diaphragm. The human heart is housed in an enclosed region within the pleural
cavities known as the middle mediastinum, which refers to the inner space of the
pericardium, the protective sac that covers and cushions the heart as well as keeps the
heart separated from other parts of the chest, including the lungs [9]. This pericar-
dium is a serous membrane, which consists of a fibrous thick outer layer (the parietal
pericardium) and an inner layer (visceral pericardium) separated by a lubricating
substance known as the “serous fluid” (�25–35 ml), that aids to “glide” the inner
visceral pericardium against the outer parietal one [2, 10]. This pericardium serves to
limit the heart’s ability to expand excessively.

4.2 Layers of the heart wall

There are three distinct layers that make up the walls of a healthy human heart (as
illustrated in Figure 3). These are—(i) Superficial Epicardium (ii) Middle Myocar-
dium, and (iii) Inner Endocardium.

i. Superficial Epicardium: This layer is the most external to the heart. It is the
visceral layer of the pericardial sac, which constitutes the innermost layer of
the serous pericardium. An exterior layer of flat mesothelial cells forms this
epicardium, with a layer of adipose and connective tissue lying beneath [25].
This inner layer shields the heart and it directly connects the epicardium to
the muscular myocardium. This epicardium houses the blood vessels and
nerves that furnish the heart [25]. At the base of the great vessels, the
epicardium extends as the pericardial sac, composing an enclosed pericardial
cavity.

Figure 2.
Healthy heart (A) vs. diseased heart (B) (designed with biorender).
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ii. Middle Myocardium: The myocardium is the thickest of the three heart layers
and it is the primary functioning component of the heart. The pumping action
of the heart is made possible by this layer, which allows the heart to contract.
This layer is primarily made up of capillaries, collagen fibers, and
cardiomyocytes. The cardiomyocytes are arranged in a spiral pattern in the
myocardium to press the blood into an appropriate trajectory throughout the
heart [10]. These cardiomyocytes possess a high concentration of mitochondria
and glycogen deposits, which has a tremendous functional eminence since this
layer is contracting persistently, requiring a lot of energy all the time.

iii. Inner Endocardium: It is the inner layer of the heart wall. This layer is a
smooth, thin gleaming membrane. This endocardium consists of an
endothelium that is connected to the endothelium of blood vessels and
connective tissue that fuses with the muscular myocardium [10, 24]. This
layer forms the heart valves and serves as the lining of heart chambers.

4.3 Chambers of the heart

A healthy human heart is composed of four chambers—right atrium, right ventri-
cle, left atrium, and left ventricle (Figure 3). Therefore, humans have two sides of
their hearts—the right and left parts.

4.3.1 The right part of the heart

This section is made up of the right atrium and the right ventricle. The wall of the
right atrium is quite thin, and this chamber remains under low pressure [24]. The

Figure 3.
Physiology of healthy human heart (designed with biorender).
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right atrium carries the pacemaker called the SA (sinoatrial) node, which generates
cardiac impulses, as well as the AV (atrioventricular) node, which transmits electrical
signals to the ventricles [22]. This right atrium collects the deoxygenated (venous)
blood from the whole body via the superior and inferior vena cava and the coronary
sinus [3]. This right atrium is connected to the right ventricle via the tricuspid
valve, through which deoxygenated blood enters the right ventricle from the right
atrium. The pulmonary trunk, which originates in the right ventricle, transports the
deoxygenated blood from the right ventricle to the lungs, where it is oxygenated [24].
The right ventricle has a thicker wall than that of the right atrium, but it’s less
muscular compared to the left ventricular wall.

4.3.2 Left part of the heart

This part is made up of the left atrium and the left ventricle. The left atrium is a
low-pressure and thin-walled chamber [24]. Pulmonary veins deliver the oxygenated
blood from the lungs to the left atrium, from where the blood moves to the left
ventricle via the bicuspid or mitral valve [24]. The arterial blood is pumped by the left
ventricle throughout the body via the systemic aorta.

However, the two right chambers are detached from the left ones by a constant
divider, the ventricular section of which is known as the interventricular septum
whereas the atrial portion is called the interatrial septum [3]. The interatrial septum is
fibrous in nature, but the interventricular septum possesses dual structural character-
istics, with the upper one-fourth segment being fibrous and the lower three-fourth
section being muscular.

4.4 Valves of the heart

The human heart possesses four valves, each with a distinct function. Two of them
are situated within the junction of the atria and the ventricles. These two valves are
termed as the atrioventricular valves. On the other hand, the remaining two valves
are located at the aperture of blood vessels originating from the ventricles, i.e., the
pulmonary trunk and systemic aorta. These two valves are termed as semilunar
valves. Four of these heart valves ensure the unidirectional flow of blood across the
heart [26].

4.4.1 Atrioventricular valves

The right atrioventricular orifice is shielded by the tricuspid valve, which is com-
posed of three cusps or flaps, i.e., infundibular or anterior cusp, medial or septal cusp,
and marginal or posterior cusp [3]. Conversely, the left atrioventricular orifice is
protected by the bicuspid valve, which is composed of two valvular cusps, namely, the
anterior cusp and the posterior cusp [3]. This bicuspid valve is also known as the
mitral valve because of its similarity to the miter of a bishop. The cusps of both of
these valves are triangular in appearance and are linked to the edges of the fibrous or
dense connective tissue surrounding the atrioventricular openings.

4.4.2 Semilunar valves

The aperture within the pulmonary artery and the right ventricle is guarded by the
pulmonic semilunar valve, while the opening between the systemic aorta and the left
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ventricle is guarded by the aortic semilunar valve that is stronger and larger compared
to the other one [3]. Both of these valves have a shape that resembles a half moon,
because of which these are referred to as semilunar valves. These valves are composed
of three cusps. The pulmonary semilunar valve is composed of the left anterior cusp,
right posterior, and left posterior cusp; whereas the aortic semilunar valve is made up
of the right anterior cusp, right posterior, and left posterior cusps, respectively [3].

4.5 Special junctional tissues of the healthy heart

A healthy heart muscle is primarily made up of some specialized structures that
play critical roles in commencing and transmitting impulses at a rate that is signifi-
cantly faster than that of the remaining muscles. These structures are inclusively
termed as the “Junctional Tissues of the Heart”. They consist of the following struc-
tures—(i) S.A. (sino-atrial) node, (ii) A.V. (atrioventricular) node, (iii) Bundle of
His, (iv) Bundle branch, (v) Purkinje fibers. A brief description is given below:

i. S.A. node: It is located in the right atrium of the heart at the intersection of the
right auricular appendage and superior vena cava [3]. It is wider at the top
and tapers toward the bottom, measuring approximately 5 � 20 mm. It
functions as the heart’s natural pacemaker and produces impulses at a rate of
70–80 bpm in adults [3, 24, 26]. The rhythm initiated from the S.A. node is
commonly referred to as the sinus rhythm.

ii. A.V. node: It is located in the right atrium, near the opening of the coronary
sinus, in the posterior portion of the interatrial septum [3]. It has a
measurement of approximately 2 � 5 mm. It serves as the reserve pacemaker
of the heart. It accepts the impulses generated by the SA node and conducts it
to the ventricles at a rate of 40–60 bpm via the bundle of His [24, 26]. The
rhythm emerging from this node is termed as the nodal rhythm.

iii. Bundle of His: The main trunk of this bundle is continuous with the A.V. node
and passes upwards until it reaches the posterior margin of the membranous
part of the interventricular septum and then forwards below it [3]. It is
approximately 20 mm in length.

iv. Purkinje fibers: The branches of the bundle of His give rise to these fibers,
which travel through the papillary muscle and lateral ventricular walls,
eventually terminating in the subendocardial network of the heart [3]. The
primary function of these fibers is to instantly transmit impulses to all parts of
the ventricular muscle fiber. Atrioventricular dissociation can cause these
fibers to fire at a rate of 30–35 bpm [3, 24, 27].

v. Bundle branch: Immediately above the muscular portion of the septum, two
branches (right and left) of the bundle are visible. Both of these branches
remain just below the endocardium [3]. The right branch of the bundle
travels along the right side of the septum and is comparatively longer than its
left counterpart. On the contrary, the left bundle branch travels along the left
side of the septum, bifurcating into inferior and superior sections, and
culminates in the Purkinje system, which is located within the ventricular
subendocardial tissue [3]. The atrial impulse is normally carried to the
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ventricles by these bundle branches. These branches can generate cardiac
impulses at a rate of 36 beats/min in the event of failure of the S.A. and A.V.
nodes.

5. Physiological properties of heart muscle

Heart muscle possesses certain special features. These include:

i. Rhythmicity

ii. Conductivity

iii. Contractility

iv. Excitability

v. All or None Law

vi. The Staircase Phenomenon

vii. Refractory Period

viii. Tone

A summary of all these properties is given below:

i. Rhythmicity: It is the capacity of a cardiac tissue to generate its own impulses
regularly. This property is also known as self-excitation or autorhythmicity. All
of the tissues of the heart own this feature. However, in the human heart, there
is an exclusive excitatory structure that produces rapid electrical impulses. This
exclusive structure is termed as the “pacemaker of the heart”. The sinoatrial
node (SA node) serves the purpose of the pacemaker in the mammalian heart.
From this node, the impulses propagate to other portions of the heart through a
specific conductive system. Moreover, the AV node, the atria, and the
ventricles of the heart are also capable of generating impulses and can perform
as pacemakers. In spite of this, SA node is referred to be the pacemaker because
of its high rate of impulse generation capacity compared to others.

The rhythmicity of different portions of a healthy human heart is shown in
Table 1.

ii. Conductivity: The human heart possesses a unique conducting system, which
is constructed by specialized cardiac muscle fibers known as internodal fibers.
These fibers are responsible for the quick transmission of impulses from the
SA node to other parts of the heart. The fundamental elements of the
conductive system in the heart include—the AV node, Purkinje fibers, right
and left bundle branches, and bundle of His. These conductive tissues are also
referred to as the junctional tissues of the human heart. The conductivity of
the heart muscle is maintained in the following way:
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At first, the AV node receives the impulses from the SA node through the
internodal fibers. The AV node then sends these impulses to the ventricles via
the bundle of His and its branches. The Purkinje fibers further carry these
impulses from the top of the heart down to the base.

The velocities of impulses at various portions of the conductive system of the
heart are given in Table 2.

iii. Contractility: Contractility of the heart muscle refers to its ability to shorten
or contract in length in response to a stimulus. Myofibril is the core
contractile unit of the heart muscle, which is made up of actin and myosin.
These two units are linked together under the presence of ATP during
contraction, which causes the fiber to be shortened. However, at the time of
rest, these two units become dissociated as the ATP is resynthesized.

As it pertains to contractility, Starling’s Law of the heart or Frank-Starling
Law has been codified. This law states that the heart has the ability to modify
its stroke volume and force of contraction in response to changes in venous
return.

iv. Excitability: It is the capacity of the cardiac muscle to generate a propagated
action potential in response to a stimulation that is sufficiently strong.

v. All or None Law: The cardiac muscle strictly obeys this law. In accordance
with this law, whenever a stimulus is provided, regardless of its strength, the
entire heart muscle either responds to it at its maximum capacity or there is
no response at all.

Portions of human heart Rhythmicity

SA node 70–80 bpm

AV node 40–60 bpm

Purkinje fibers 30–35 bpm

Atrial muscle 40–60 bpm

Ventricular muscle 20–40 bpm

Table 1.
Rhythmicity of different portions of a healthy human heart.

Components of conductive system Velocities of impulses

SA node 0.05 m/s

AV node 0.1 m/s

Purkinje fibers 1 m/s

Bundle of His 1 m/s

Ventricular muscle fibers 0.4 m/s

Table 2.
The velocities of impulses at various portions of the conductive system.
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vi. The Staircase Phenomenon: When the heart muscle is excited with sequential
maximal stimuli, the initial few contractions display a progressive increase in
magnitude, which is referred to as a staircase. Following that, the strength of
contraction stabilizes at its regular level.

Refractory Period: The refractory period of the heart is the duration of time
during which a typical cardiac impulse cannot re-excite a section of cardiac
muscle that has already been stimulated or excited. It is of two types: absolute
refractory period and relative refractory period.

Absolute Refractory Period: In the absolute refractory period, the muscle does
not respond at all, no matter how strong the stimulus is. The reason is that
depolarization is taking place at the time. As a result, there cannot be a second
depolarization.

Relative Refractory Period: During this period, the muscle responds if the
power of stimulus is maximum. At this point, the muscle is in a repolarizing
state.

The comparative refractory periods of different portions of the heart muscle
are given in Table 3.

vii. Tone: The heart muscle of humans has tone. This tone is nerve-independent
and adjustable. This allows the heart to keep reasonably constant tension on
its different contents.

6. Cardiac cycle of healthy heart

A single cardiac cycle consists of two primary phases- diastole and systole. The
term “diastole” denotes relaxation, and the term “systole” refers to contraction [3].

6.1 Diastole

During the diastolic phase, blood flows into the right atrium from the superior and
inferior vena cava, which elevates the internal pressure of the right atrium. When the
right atrial pressure surpasses the right ventricular pressure, the tricuspid valve pas-
sively opens, enabling the blood to move toward the right ventricle. Simultaneously,
the oxygen-rich blood from the lungs returns to the left atrium, resulting in an

Portions of heart muscle Refractory period

SA node Highest

AV node Lower than S.A node

Ventricular muscle fibers Lower than nodal

Atrial muscle fibers Lower than ventricular

Purkinje fibers Lower than ventricular

Table 3.
The comparative refractory periods of different portions of the heart muscle.
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escalation in left atrial pressure. This leads to the opening of the bicuspid valve, which
allows the passage of blood from the left atrium to the left ventricle.

6.2 Systole

During systole, the right and left ventricles contract and discharge blood into the
pulmonary trunk and the aorta respectively. At this time the pulmonic and aortic
heart valves open to allow the passage of blood into the pulmonary artery and aorta.
However, the bicuspid and tricuspid atrioventricular valves remain closed during this
period. But during the closure of these two valves, the first cardiac sound, i.e. the
“lub” sound is generated at the beginning of the ventricular systole; and at the end of
the ventricular systole, the second heart sound, i.e. the “dub” sound is generated due
to the closure of the pulmonic and aortic valves.

So, each cardiac cycle comprises the full contraction and relaxation of both the
atria and ventricles and lasts around 0.8 s.

The time periods of the atrial and ventricular events of the cardiac cycle are given
below:

Atrial events • Atrial systole
• Atrial diastole

0.1 s
0.7 s

Ventricular events • Ventricular systole
• Ventricular diastole

0.3 s
0.5 s

7. Cardiac output of heart

The volume of blood that a healthy heart pumps in 1 min is termed as the cardiac
output of the heart. Logically, the cardiac output (CO) is equal to the product of the
stroke volume (SV) and heart rate (HR). It is expressed in l/min.

CO ml=minð Þ ¼ SV ml=beatð Þ �HR beats=minð Þ

8. Pathology of cardiovascular system

8.1 Diagnosis of cardiovascular diseases

Diagnosis of CVDs is often conducted by the following approach

i. Assessment of risk factors, medical, and family history of the patient.

ii. Physical Examination: Physical examinations can assist in evaluating an
individual’s risk of developing heart disease. Complete cholesterol testing is
the most generally recommended physical examination to determine
susceptibility of CVDs.

iii. Electrocardiogram (ECG): ECG helps to monitor the electrical activity of the
heart painlessly. The activities of the heart are recorded on graph paper via a
portable small machine. ECG aids in detecting the incidence of arrhythmias,
angina, and heart attacks.
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iv. Echocardiogram: It is a type of ultrasonography of the heart. It creates an
image of the heart using sound waves. It may be used by doctors to examine
the conditions of the heart muscles and heart valves of the patient.

v. Chest X-ray: In this test small doses of radiation are used to provide high-
resolution pictures of the chest and heart. The causes of chest discomfort can
be identified with the help of this test.

vi. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of the Heart: An MRI uses radio waves
and large magnets to produce internal images of the body. During this test, a
technician generates images of the heart and blood vessels as it beats. The
captured pictures can help doctors in diagnosing diseases of the coronary
artery and heart muscle.

8.2 Risk factors of cardiovascular diseases

The risk factors of CVDs can be categorized into two classes: non-modifiable and
modifiable risk factors (Figure 4). Non-modifiable risk factors are those that cannot
be altered or controlled. These include- ethnicity, race, age, gender, and genetic
factors of an individual. On the contrary, modifiable risk factors are those that
can be altered or controlled by modifying the lifestyle of an individual. For

Figure 4.
Risk factors of cardiovascular diseases (designed with biorender).
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example—smoking cessation, weight control, proper maintenance, and control of life-
style diseases (e.g. diabetes, hypertension) can significantly reduce the risk of CVDs.

8.3 Classification of cardiovascular diseases

Heart disease is of basically two types

i. Coronary Artery Diseases (CAD) and

ii. Arrhythmia.

iii. Brief descriptions of both of these diseases are given below:

8.3.1 Coronary artery diseases (CADs)

Coronary artery disease (CAD) or coronary heart disease (CHD) is one of the
most pervasive forms of CVD which is considered to be the preeminent cause of
mortality in both first-world and third-world countries [28]. According to the esti-
mation from a study, CAD accounts for 32.7% of overall CVDs and 2.2% of the total
burden of maladies worldwide [29]. CAD is an inflammatory atherosclerotic disease
[27]. It is a multifarious human disorder in which there is an insufficient transmis-
sion of oxygen and blood to the cardiac muscle, resulting from a blockage of the
coronary arteries. It is often characterized by plaque deposition within the lumens of
coronary arteries, which obstruct blood flow [30]. Hence CADs are linked to
impaired circulation to the heart via the coronary artery. There are various forms of
CAD. Among these are:

a. Myocardial Ischemia and Reperfusion: Ischemia and reperfusion is a diseased
state marked by a temporary reduction in blood flow to an organ, followed by a
successive restoration of perfusion and accompanying reoxygenation [31].
Myocardial ischemia develops when the oxygen requirements of the heart
muscle are greater than the amount of oxygen that is available to the heart.
Unless this situation is remedied, cell damage is likely to occur. Ischemic
myocardial cells can have their oxygen and energy substances restored when the
ischemic myocardium is repercussed [32] during procedures such as coronary
artery bypass surgery, thrombolysis, or angioplasty. However, this process may
create another form of myocardial damage, which is referred to as “reperfusion
injury”.

b. Angina Pectoris: Angina pectoris is caused by a lack of oxygen supply in the
myocardium. There are three clinically distinct types of angina pectoris, each
with its own pathogenesis:

• Stable or typical angina

• Prinzmetal’s variant angina and

• Unstable or crescendo angina.

A brief description of each type is given below:
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• Stable or typical angina: It is the most typical form of angina. It is marked
by the sudden attack of chest pain or bouts of discomfort after emotional
stimulation or physical activity, which are assuaged by rest. The
pathogenesis of such a situation lies in atherosclerosis which is chronically
stenosing the coronary arteries and thereby preventing the heart muscle
from receiving adequate blood supply when the heart’s workload rises [33].

• Prinzmetal’s variant angina: Pain at rest characterizes this type of angina,
which is unrelated to physical exertion. The specific cause of prinzmetal’s
angina is still a mystery to scientists. Atherosclerosis-induced sudden
coronary vasospasm or mast cell-stimulated release of humoral
vasoconstrictors in the coronary adventitia may be to blame for this
phenomenon [33].

• Unstable or crescendo angina: It is the most severe form of angina. It is
marked by a greater recurrence of pain onsets that last longer and occur
more frequently during rest [33]. Therefore, it may be a warning sign of an
oncoming myocardial attack and should be handled seriously.

c. Myocardial infarction (MI): It refers to the occurrence of a heart attack. MI
takes place when the blood ceases to flow adequately to a segment of the heart,
causing injury to the heart muscle due to a deficit of oxygen delivery, when one
of the coronary vessels that supply the heart with blood becomes blocked due to
an unstable deposition of cholesterol, white blood cells, plaques, and fat [34].
When the situation becomes more critical, it is referred to as acute myocardial
infarction (AMI).

d. Coronary Sclerosis or Atherosclerosis: Accumulation of plaque in the inner
lining of artery results in a condition known as arterial hardening or thickening.
When fatty materials, calcium, and fibrous elements build up in the intima of an
artery, it is known as atherosclerosis or coronary sclerosis.

8.3.2 Arrhythmia

Cardiac arrhythmias are a form of irregular heartbeats that are either too slow (i.e.
bradycardia) or too fast (i.e. tachycardia). Arrhythmia attacks can be triggered by
even a slight shift in the morphology or dynamics of the electrocardiogram (ECG),
resulting in shortness of breath, chest pain, exhaustion, and even unconsciousness due
to reduced heart pumping capacity [35].

8.3.2.1 Mechanisms of cardiac arrhythmias

Cardiac arrhythmias are caused by three basic mechanisms:

• Abnormal Automaticity

• Triggered Electrical Activity

• Reentry
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Brief descriptions of these mechanisms are given below:

• Abnormal Automaticity: Premature heartbeats are caused by abnormal
automaticity, which happens when non-pacemaker cells initiate spontaneous
firing. Ventricular tachycardia, atrial tachycardia, accelerated idioventricular
rhythm, and premature beats are examples of arrhythmias caused by abnormal
autorhythmicity.

• Triggered Electrical Activity: Although activated once, cardiac cells contract
twice in response to triggered activity. This is frequently brought on by
events known as early after-depolarizations (EADs) or delayed after-
depolarizations (DADs), which are attributable to electrical instability in the cell
membrane of the heart. Torsade de Pointes is a typical example of this
phenomenon.

• Reentry: Following normal activation of the heart, when a propagating impulse
does not die out, reentry occurs, leading to re-excitation of the heart and causing
it to beat faster after the refractory period has expired. Many forms of
arrhythmias are brought about by this mechanism. Wolff-Parkinson-White
syndrome, atrial flutter, atrioventricular nodal reentry, and bundle branch
reentry are some examples of reentry-based cardiac arrhythmias.

8.3.2.2 Types of cardiac arrhythmias

Arrhythmias come in many varieties, which are associated to origination of
impulses in the S.A. node and their consequent distribution to every portion of the
heart. Some of the most notable forms of arrhythmias are mentioned in Table 4 along
with their morphology and characteristic features.

Besides these two major cardiovascular problems, there are a number of other
critical heart ailments. These include:

8.3.3 Hypertension

Hypertension or high blood pressure occurs when the blood exerts an excessive
force against the walls of the blood vessels. In other terms, a persistently elevated
blood pressure of more than 140 mmHg over 90 mmHg (i.e. a systolic pressure greater
than 140 or diastolic pressure greater than 90) is considered to be hypertension. The
most severe form of hypertension is chronic hypertension, which is an asymptomatic
“silent” illness. It can lead to alterations in the retinal blood vessels, brain damage,
kidney failure, and atypical thickening of the cardiac muscle.

8.3.4 Cor pulmonale

Cor pulmonale is the medical term for cardiac disease affecting the right side of the
heart as a result of respiratory issues [33]. More specifically, cor pulmonale is defined
as an anomaly in the structure and performance of the right ventricle of the heart
owing to an ailment in the primary respiratory system that results in pulmonary
hypertension. Hypertrophy, right ventricular dilatation or both are hallmarks of this
condition [33].
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Types of
arrhythmia

Morphology Characteristic
features

References

Sinus
Tachycardia

• Increased impulse
release from the SA
node causes an
abnormal elevation
in heart rate which
may rises up to 150
bpm;

• ECG exhibits short
R-R interval due to
elevated heart rate

[24, 36]

Sinus
Bradycardia

• Decrease in heart
rate which is less
than 60 bpm;

• Extended R-R
intervals on ECG.

[24, 37]

Sinus
Disrhythmia

• Periodic rise (during
inspiration) and fall
(during expiration)
in heart rate
associated with
respiration;

• Shortened R-R
intervals during
inspiration and
prolonged R-R
intervals during
expiration.

[19, 36, 37]

Atrial
Tachycardia

• Atria beat at a rate of
300 bpm;

• Characteristic
sawtooth pattern
observed in the
intervals between
the QRS complexes
on ECG.

[38]

Ventricular
Tachycardia

• Three or more
consecutive
abnormal heartbeats
in a row beating
faster than 100 bpm.

[38]

Atrial Fibrillation • Irregular and rapid
contractions of atria
at a rate of 300–400
bpm;

• ECG shows no P
wave.

[24, 39]

Ventricular
Fibrillation

• Irregular and rapid
ventricular
twitching at a rate of
400–500 bpm.

[24, 40]
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Types of
arrhythmia

Morphology Characteristic
features

References

Premature
Supraventricular
Contractions

• Premature actuation
of the atria
originating from a
site except for the S.
A. node.

[41]

Paroxysmal
supraventricular
tachycardia
(PSVT)

• Events of rapid heart
rate (150–250 bpm)
originating in a
portion of the heart
above the ventricles;

• ECG shows a
narrowed QRS
complex with
regular rhythm.

[42]

Premature
Ventricular
Contractions
(PVCs)

• The heartbeat is
generated by the
purkinje fibers
instead of the S.A.
node;

• With each PVC,
there is an additional
pause in the heart’s
regular rhythm;

• PVCs may appear
singly or repeatedly
in a pattern.

[43]

Wolff-
Parkinson-White
Syndrome

• Marked by frequent
attacks of AV nodal
paroxysmal
tachycardia in those
with bundle of Kent;

• ECG exhibits
shortened P-R
interval with normal
T wave and QRS
complex.

[24, 44]

Heart Block • Partial or complete
blockade of electrical
signals controlling
heartbeat, leading to
an obstruction in
transmission of
impulses from atria
to ventricles

[45]

Torsade de
Pointes

• Each subsequent
QRS complex has a
different shape than
the preceding one;

• Twisted QRS
complex is observed
around the baseline
on ECG surface;

[46]
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8.3.5 Heart failure

Heart failure is characterized as a pathophysiologic condition in which the defec-
tive heart function is incapable of maintaining optimal circulation for the metabolic
demands of the body’s tissues [33]. Heart failure may be chronic or acute.

8.3.6 Valvular heart disease

It develops when the valves of the heart become impaired or defective. Valvular
heart diseases are of two types:

• Stenosis and

• Regurgitation.

• Stenosis: Stenosis refers to the inability of the heart valve to completely open
during diastole, which obstructs the blood flowing in a forward direction [33].
Aortic and mitral stenosis are the most prevalent types of valvular stenosis.

• Regurgitation: Regurgitation of blood occurs when a valve fails to close perfectly
during systole, causing regurgitation or backflow of blood [33]. Aortic and mitral
regurgitation are the two most common types of valvular regurgitation.

8.3.7 Inflammatory heart disease

Inflammatory heart disease (IHD) refers to a set of conditions that include myo-
carditis, pericarditis, and endocarditis [47].

• Myocarditis: It is an inflammation or infection that develops inside the heart
muscle prompted by viruses like specific immunological conditions and
sarcoidosis [48, 49].

• Pericarditis: It refers to the inflammation or infection of the pericardium [48].

Types of
arrhythmia

Morphology Characteristic
features

References

• Multiform and queer
shaped QRS
complexes with
unidirectional sharp
points for a short
duration;

• Extremely rare
arrhythmia that may
be caused by
prolonged QT
complexes.

Table 4.
Different forms of arrhythmias with their morphology and characteristic features.
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• Endocarditis: This condition is brought on by an infection of the inner lining of
the heart (i.e. endocardium), which causes severe inflammation [48].

8.3.8 Rheumatic heart disease

It is a nonsuppurative, post-streptococcal, systemic, inflammatory disorder that
mostly affects the central nervous system, heart, skin, joints, and subcutaneous tis-
sues. The chronic episode of RF affects all layers of the heart (pancarditis), resulting in
significant cardiac consequences known as rheumatic heart disease (RHD).

8.3.9 Stroke

According to the definition of World Health Organization (WHO), stroke can be
defined as- “rapidly developing clinical signs of focal (or global) disturbance of cere-
bral function, with symptoms lasting 24 h or longer or leading to death, with no
apparent cause other than of vascular origin [50].

8.3.10 Peripheral arterial disease (PAD)

It is a chronic atherosclerotic condition that leads to the narrowing of the periph-
eral artery vasculature, primarily in the lower extremities [50]. This usually restricts
blood supply to the extremities, resulting in calf or thigh pain while exertion or
walking. It has an estimated global incidence of up to 10%, rising to approximately
30% in patients older than 50 years [51].

8.3.11 Cardiomyopathy

It is a pathological and anatomic condition related to electrical or muscular mal-
function of the heart [49]. In other terms, cardiomyopathies constitute a varied
category of disorders that frequently result in progressive heart failure and substantial
morbidity and mortality. Cardiomyopathies can be either primary (i.e., inherited,
acquired, or mixed) or secondary (e.g., infammatory, toxic, infltrative) [52]. Hyper-
trophic cardiomyopathy, dilated cardiomyopathy, arrhythmogenic right ventricular
cardiomyopathy, and restrictive cardiomyopathy are the most prevalent forms of
cardiomyopathy.

8.3.12 Congenital heart disease

The malformation of the heart that is apparent at birth is referred to as congenital
heart disease [30]. The condition affects roughly 0.5% of all newborns and is the most
common kind of congenital cardiac disease. Premature newborns have a higher risk of
congenital heart disease. Some notable forms of congenital heart diseases include—
congenital long QT syndrome (LQTS), congenital short QT syndrome (SQTS) etc.

• Congenital LQTS: An inherited heart condition known as congenital long QT
syndrome (LQTS) is attributable to a prolonged QT interval at rest and a
significant risk of life-threatening arrhythmias [53]. Nearly one in every 2500 live
newborns is estimated to be affected by the disease.
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• Congenital SQTS: This condition is characterized by an unusually short QT
interval, potentially fatal ventricular arrhythmias, and paroxysmal atrial
fibrillation. Children and young adults can be affected by this autosomal
dominant condition; often a family history of cardiac abrupt death is
revealed [54].

• Andersen-Tawil Syndrome: It is a congenital heart disorder in which irregular
heartbeats (arrhythmia), muscle weakness (periodic paralysis), and
developmental anomalies are common occurrences. The paralysis episodes
generally begin in early infancy and last from a few hours to several days.

9. Management of cardiovascular diseases

CVDs can be managed by following two approaches

• Non-pharmacological approach

• Pharmacological approach

Brief descriptions of both of these approaches are presented below:

9.1 Non-pharmacological management of cardiovascular diseases

The recommendations for the management of heart failure developed by the
European Society of Cardiology (ESC) contain a number of tips and advice that should
be included in patient education. These tips and advice are intended for patients who
have chronic heart diseases [55]. In patients suffering from heart disease, the follow-
ing are some of the most important aspects of non-pharmacological therapy and
treatment plans -.

9.1.1 Diet modification

Diet modification is of utmost significance for persons suffering from chronic
heart diseases to maintain their disease conditions [55, 56]. These may include:

i. Control of Salt Intake: Chronic cardiovascular patients should intake less than
2000 mg salts per day [57]. It is important for patients with advanced heart
failure to keep their daily salt intake under 2000 mg, and these patients
should also be encouraged to limit their fluid intake between 1500 and
2000 ml [58]. It should also be pointed out that salt replacements need to be
used with extreme care since potassium might be included in them. They
have the potential to cause hyperkalemia when consumed in significant doses
in conjunction with medications that inhibit angiotensin-converting enzymes
(ACEs) [59].

ii. Inhibition of Alcohol Consumption: In patients with a diagnosis alcoholic
cardiomyopathy, drinking alcohol is strictly restricted; nevertheless, in other
situations, drinking alcohol in moderation is acceptable [60].
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iii. Smoking Cessation: For smoker cardiac patients, quitting smoking is the
most successful course of therapy. It greatly curtails the fatality rates of
cardiac patients compared to any other form of intervention or treatment
[61–63]. Cardiac patients who cease the habit of smoking minimize their
possibilities for prospective diseases and fatality by one-third two years
later [62, 64].

iv. Intake of Calorie Restricted Diets: Calorie-restricted diet consumption may
lead to modest loss of weight and reduction in blood pressure in overweight
hypertensive individuals.

9.1.2 Rest and exercise

Patients diagnosed with heart failure were traditionally counseled for engaging in
physical activity in the hopes of preventing their condition from deteriorating.
Numerous investigations have reported that physical rest has come to be
recommended only in cases of acute heart failure or instability in chronic heart failure
[58]. Physical exercise is critical for reducing obesity, overweight and is also useful for
chronic cardiovascular suffering. Even if no weight is lost, exercise can help reduce
the risk factors for CVDs and assist weight loss efforts for those who are overweight
and have type 2 diabetes.

9.1.3 Ventilatory support: oxygen and non-invasive ventilation

Oxygen has been utilized extensively outside of hospitals as well as in emer-
gency rooms due to the widespread belief that it may alleviate breathlessness and
increase myocardial oxygenation, regardless of the fact that oxygen saturation
levels should be maintained and available for heart patients. On the other hand,
supplementary oxygen and supported breathing such as ventilation should be
stored or reserved for cardiac patients who are experiencing hypoxemia. Several
research findings have comprehensively evaluated the effects of elevating fraction
of inspired oxygen (FiO2), oxygen deficiency produces a decline in cardiac output
as well as enhances systemic vascular resistance (SVR), and ventricular filling
pressures [65].

9.2 Pharmacological management of cardiovascular diseases

Pharmacological management involves two approaches –

i. Treatment with Allopathic Medicines

ii. Treatment with Herbal Medicines

9.2.1 Treatment with allopathic medicines

Different types of medications are recommended for cardiac patients depending
on their disease conditions. In Table 5, major classes of cardiovascular drugs are
presented along with their mechanisms of action.
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Different classes of
cardiovascular drugs

Mechanism of actions Examples of drugs References

Beta-adrenoceptor
Antagonists

Block beta-adrenoceptors in heart and inhibit
the actions of epinephrine and
norepinephrine, leading to a deceleration in
heart beat and a reduction in blood pressure
(Figure 5).

• Propranolol
(non-selective)

• Timolol (non-
selective)

• Atenolol
(selective)

• Metoprolol
(selective)

[67]

Angiotensin
Converting Enzyme
(ACE) Inhibitors

Inhibit the conversion of angiotensin I to
angiotensin II (Figure 5).

• Captopril
• Enalapril

[68]

Angiotensin II
Receptor Antagonists

Selectively block the action of angiotensin II
by competitively antagonizing the
angiotensin II receptors, specially AT1
receptors and aid in dilating the arteries and
veins to reduce elevated blood pressure
(Figure 5).

• Losartan
• Valsartan
• Candesartan

[69, 70]

Alpha-Adrenoceptor
Blocking Drugs

Block alpha receptor in heart. • Prazosin
• Doxazosin

[71]

Adrenergic Receptor
Blocking Drugs

Block adrenergic neurons and prevent the
release of noradrenaline from postganglionic
adrenergic neurons.

Guanethidine [72]

Vasodilator
Antihypertensive
Drugs

Dilate the constriction or narrowing of blood
vessels.

• Diazoxide
• Minoxidil
• Hydralazine

[73]

Centrally Acting
Antihypertensive
Drugs

Regulate and control impulses along certain
nerve pathways.

• Clonidine
• Methyldopa

[74]

Ganglionic Blocking
Drugs

Inhibit transmission of impulses at both
sympathetic and parasympathetic ganglia

• Pempidine
• Trimetaphan
• Mecamylamine
• Hexamethonium

[75]

Nitrates Coronary vasodilation (Figure 6) • Nitroglycerine
• Isosorbide

Dinitrate

[76]

Calcium Channel
Blockers

Blocks inward movement of calcium ions
(Figure 5, Figure 6).

• Verapamil
• Diltiazem
• Nifedipine
• Nicardipine

[77, 78]

Potassium Channel
Activators

Dilates veins and arteries. • Nicorandil [79]

Cerebral and Peripheral
Vasodilators

Dilates blood vessels • Cilostazole
• Niftidrofuryln

[80, 81]

Potassium Channel
Inhibitor

Block efflux of potassium ions through the
cell membranes, resulting in a prolongation
in action potentials.

• Satolol
• Amiodarone
• Amifampridine

[82]

Potassium-sparing
Diuretics

Act either by disrupting the exchange of
sodium-potassium in the distal convoluted
tubule or as an aldosterone receptor
antagonist (Figure 7).

• Amiloride
• Eplerenone
• Triamterene
• Spironolactone

[83, 84]
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Different classes of
cardiovascular drugs

Mechanism of actions Examples of drugs References

Thiazide Diuretics Reduce sodium and fluid reabsorption
(Figure 7).

• Metolazone
• Chlorthalidone

[85]

Loop Diuretics Inhibit the luminal Na-K-Cl cotransporter in
the thick ascending limb of the loop of Henle
(Figure 7).

• Furosemide
• Bumetanide

[86]

Osmotic Diuretics Elevate the osmolality of blood plasma
(Figure 7).

• Mannitol
• Isosorbide

[87]

Inotropic
Sympathomimetic
Drugs

Directly stimulate beta-1 receptors of the
heart to increase myocardial contractility and
stroke volume, resulting in increased cardiac
output.

• Dobutamine
• Dopamine
• Isoprenaline

[88]

Vasoconstrictors Indirectly stimulate the adrenergic receptor
system by enhancing the activity of
norepinephrine.

• Ephedrine
• Methoxamine

[89]

Drugs for
Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation

Relax the muscles in the airways and tightens
the blood vessels.

• Epinephrine
• Norepinephrine

[90]

Parenteral
Anticoagulants

Produce antithrombotic effect by binding to
antithrombin III.

• Heparin
• Fondaparinux

[91]

Oral Anticoagulants Block one of the enzymes (proteins) that
uses vitamin K to produce clotting factors.

• Dabigatran
• Rivaroxaban

[92]

Anti-heparin Agent Form a complex by binding with high
affinity heparin and rapidly reverse the
anticoagulant effects.

Protamine
Sulphate

[93]

Antiplatelet Drugs Irreversibly blocks prostaglandin H
synthase in platelets and prevent platelet
aggregation by inhibiting the synthesis of
thromboxane A2.

• Clopidogrel
• Aspirin

[94]

Fibrinolytic Drugs Act with plasminogen to produce an
“activator complex” that converts
plasminogen to the proteolytic enzyme
plasmin.

• Anistreplase
• Urokinase

[95]

Antifibrinolytic Drugs
and Hemostatic

Act by inhibiting the breakdown of blood
clots, which prevents bleeding.

Aminocaproic acid [96]

Anion Exchange Resins Reduce high cholesterol levels in the
blood.

• Cholestipol
• Cholestyramine

[97]

Fibrates Decrease the levels of triglycerides and
increase HDL cholesterol levels.

• Clofibrate
• Fenofibrate

[98]

Statins Block 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-
coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) reductase
(Figure 8).

• Atorovastatin
• Fluvastatin
• Simvastatin

[100]

Nicotinic Acid
Derivatives

Reduce plasma viscosity and platelet
aggregation.

Inositol nicotinate [101]

Table 5.
Major classes of cardiovascular drugs and their mechanisms of actions with examples of each class.
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9.2.2 Treatment with herbal medicines

Various herbal drugs are also utilized for the management of cardiovascular
diseases (Table 6).

Figure 5.
General mechanism of antihypertensive drugs (significantly modified as per study design) [66].

Figure 6.
Proposed anti-anginal mechanism for nitrates, beta-blockers and calcium channel blockers (designed with biorender).
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Figure 7.
General mechanism of action of diuretics (designed with biorender).

Figure 8.
Mechanism of action of statins [99].
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10. Conclusion

This review shines a spotlight on the physiology, pathology, and management of
the cardiovascular system. The cardiovascular system simultaneously eliminates waste
products from the tissues and delivers fresh oxygen and nutrients to the tissues and
cells of the body. The heart and blood vessels are the fundamental components of this
cardiovascular system, with the heart serving as the core pumping unit. The heart is
composed of two atria and two ventricles. It has been considered that the right side of
the heart receives blood that is depleted in oxygen but rich in carbon dioxide. This
blood is then pushed into the pulmonary veins and finally travels back to the left side
of the heart, where the blood is oxygenated by the lungs, which removes carbon
dioxide from the blood. The left ventricle is responsible for ejecting blood from the
heart and distributing it to the rest of the body. During each phase of the cardiac cycle,
the atria compress while the ventricles remain relaxed, and then the process is
reversed. However, any dysfunction of this precious organ can have disastrous con-
sequences, leading to serious cardiovascular ailments and even death. These cardio-
vascular ailments are the greatest cause of morbidity and mortality in both developing
and developed countries, with CADs and arrhythmias being the most prominent.
These CVDs can be triggered by a variety of risk factors that can be either modifiable
or nonmodifiable, including age, gender, ethnic background, smoking, physical inac-
tivity, high cholesterol, and blood pressure etc. The treatment of these cardiovascular

Herbal drugs Treated diseases References

Anthocyanidin Coronary heart disease [100]

Ischemia–reperfusion injury

Citrus fruits Ischemia–reperfusion [101]

Peanuts, red wine, Hypertension [102]

Ischemia–reperfusion

Rhizoma coptidis Hypertension [103]

Rhizome of a turmeric plant Hypertension [104]

Crocus sativus L. Heart failure [105]

Angelica sinensis Heart failure [106]

Sophora flavescens Arrhythmia [107]

Dendrobium nobile Acute myocardial infarction [108]

Ischemia–reperfusion

Glycine max Acute myocardial infarction [109]

Allium in Liliaceae Hypertension [110]

Tea Hypertension [110]

Carthamus tinctorius L. Acute myocardial infarction [111]

Panax ginseng Coronary heart disease [112]

Ischemia–reperfusion injury

Table 6.
Lists of herbal drugs and treated cardiovascular disorders.
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ailments requires the administration of certain allopathic drugs and herbal medica-
tions based on disease conditions and progression, as well as adherence to specified
non-pharmacological interventions, which will significantly help in reducing the
morbidity associated with severe cardiovascular events.
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Chapter 2

Rat Electrocardiography  
and General Anesthesia
Pavol Svorc Jr and Pavol Svorc

Abstract

General anesthesia is an established and well-known factor with a significant 
impact on cardiac parameters, which can be a problem in the final evaluation of 
changes in the individual electrophysiological myocardial parameters after various 
interventions. The present chapter provides a composite review of published data on 
electrocardiographic parameters (heart rate, PR interval, P wave duration, P wave 
amplitude, QRS complex, QT and QTc interval duration, and R wave and T wave 
amplitude) for in vivo rat experiments under general anesthesia from 130 articles, 
which were retrieved from a search of the Web of Science database, for articles 
published mainly between 2000 and 2021. ECG parameters reported as baseline 
or control values were summarized, and averages with ranges were calculated. It is 
important to be cautious in interpreting the results of such studies and discussions 
addressing the mechanisms underlying a given type of arrhythmia, it is important to 
acknowledge that initial ECG parameters may already be affected to some extent by 
general anesthesia as well as by sex and the time of day the experiments are per-
formed. Although it is not an original research work, researchers working with rats in 
the laboratory, who routinely perform anesthesia, can use this as a reference to look 
into while analyzing their data.

Keywords: ECG parameters, general anesthesia, sex, chronobiology, rat

1. Introduction

In vivo experimental animal models are often used to elucidate or, at least clarify, 
specific mechanisms and/or to identify interrelationships between monitored func-
tions that cannot be observed directly in humans. The results of such studies are 
often approximated to preclinical or clinical research and, can thus, have a significant 
scientific impact on a more detailed understanding of the monitored system.

A specific feature of in vivo experimental animal models is the fact that experi-
ments are usually performed with the animals under general anesthesia, in which 
homeostatic regulatory mechanisms are not removed and the animal responds to vari-
ous interventions. Undoubtedly, this also applies to experiments in which changes in 
electrocardiographic (ECG) parameters are monitored after various interventions or 
after the administration of specific agents to assess the basis of the origin and devel-
opment of heart rhythm disorders. However, different anesthetics may have varying 
impacts on myocardial electrophysiology. Thus, the extent to which ECG parameters 
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are altered from normal after anesthetic administration can become a confounder—if 
not a problem—even before assessing the effects of the intervention itself.

The second problem is that many published methodologies do not describe the 
synchronization of the animals to the light-dark (LD) cycle, mainly in studies based 
on rat models. The LD cycle is the strongest synchronizer for this type of labora-
tory animal, and it is known that all measurable cardiovascular parameters oscillate 
depending on the LD cycle. Moreover, even when this synchronization is described, 
the time of day at which the experiments are performed is often not reported. In 
common practice, experiments are performed during regular work hours (i.e., during 
the day); therefore, after synchronization of rats, for example, to the LD cycle (12 h: 
12 h), these experiments are essentially being performed on “sleeping” animals dur-
ing their naturally inactive period. The question then becomes, what are the oscilla-
tions of ECG parameter values during a 24-h period (i.e., spanning the light [inactive] 
and dark [active] period) in healthy, sexually mature rats?

Another possible problem in the correct evaluation of changes in myocardial elec-
trophysiology in rats may be sex. Sex is not typically considered in in vivo cardiovas-
cular and toxicological experiments involving rats, although this type of experimental 
model animal is commonly used to examine normal and pathological physiology. 
In the majority of experimental studies, only male rats are used; however, there is 
another sex (i.e., female) in which differences in the essence of functional systems 
and response(s) to the same interventions are different from males. The study of sex 
differences is also a driving force of development and, in many cases, the basis of 
health and medicine. However, there are opinions that the study of sex differences 
is ineffectual and does not merit extensive research [1]. One of the reasons why both 
sexes are not used in experiments is the simple fact that males and females are biologi-
cally different and these differences increase the range of variability. However, if sex 
differences are documented and accounted for in experimental studies, these must 
be respected. As such, future studies should address these questions and attempt to 
include females in experiments where possible.

This review aims to highlight the fact that there are differences in baseline or 
control values, which are, nevertheless, used as reference values in individual stud-
ies. However, they are impacted by the type of anesthesia used, and all the above-
mentioned confounders/problems can significantly affect the correct interpretation 
of the results obtained.

2. Evaluation of ECG parameters

The methodologies of studies that performed in vivo rat cardiovascular or toxico-
logical experiments were retrieved from a search of the Web of Science database for 
articles published mainly between 2000 and 2021; in total, 130 articles were retrieved. 
ECG parameters reported as baseline or control values were summarized and averages 
with ranges were calculated. Not all ECG parameters were described and evaluated 
in each study and, in some studies, two to three control values were reported. A 
relatively high number of studies described only changes in ECG parameters, in terms 
of lengthening and shortening, and these changes were directly indicated in graphs 
without reporting numerical baseline values.

Because each ECG parameter has diagnostic significance, we focused on com-
monly evaluated ECG parameters, including the following: heart rate (HR), atrial 
complex (PR interval, P wave duration, and P wave amplitude), and ventricular 
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complexes (QRS complex, QT and QTc interval duration, and R wave and T wave 
amplitude).

Tables consider studies (although there were only one or two), which also suggest 
a possible sex difference with regard to the LD cycle on the monitored parameter. The 
figures show the ranges of the monitored parameter from at least three baseline or 
control values.

3. Prognostic significance of changes in HR in arrhythmogenesis

HR is an easily measurable parameter of cardiac activity, and alterations in HR 
can have a direct effect on the cardiovascular system. Caetano and Alves [2] reported 
that increased resting HR is an independent predictor of cardiovascular and overall 
mortality in the general population. Thus, the occurrence of arrhythmias is often 
associated with baseline HR, which has prognostic significance. In a review article 
titled “Arrhythmias and heart rate: Mechanisms and significance of a relationship”, 
Zaza et al. [3] describe, in detail, the mechanisms influencing arrhythmogenesis 
according to HR, in which the authors focused on several factors related mainly to 
electrical stability of the myocardium. HR also reflects autonomic balance, which also 
affects myocardial stability. The prognostic significance of the relationship between 
arrhythmias and HR may vary depending on the substrate present in a specific case 
and should be considered. In rats, electrical stability of the heart has been shown to 
be greatest at increased HRs in the dark (i.e., active) part of the regimen day, when 
myocardial vulnerability to ventricular arrhythmias decreases [4].

It has been found that tachycardia may provide greater electrical stability to the 
myocardium; however, if an abnormal substrate is present, it may trigger arrhythmia [5]. 
Severe bradycardia, in contrast, can trigger life-threatening arrhythmias, thus reflecting 
its destabilizing effect on repolarization. Zaza et al. [3] remained cautious, arguing that, 
from a mechanistic perspective in assessing the relationship between HR and arrhyth-
mias, the question should be “what is the appropriate sinus rate for autonomic balance?” 
and not “what is the high (or low) heart rate?” Thus, it can be assumed that baseline 
HR in in vivo cardiovascular studies can significantly affect the results obtained during 
experimentation. The considerations mentioned above are also generally valid for rats. 
However, it is interesting that the effect of some interventions on HR is monitored and 
the impact of this change on myocardial electrophysiology is not further analyzed [6–8].

3.1 Telemetry and HR

To establish reference values for HR, as well as other ECG parameters, logically, 
the most suitable method is using telemetry studies, in which rats are not placed 
under general anesthesia and ECG can be recorded continuously throughout the 
day. Telemetry studies help to reveal very important information about fluctuations 
in myocardial electrophysiological parameters during the day. Currently, however, 
relatively few telemetry studies have analyzed ECG parameters in rats under in vivo 
conditions, and did not address circadian dependence and the dependence on sex.

Sex can also be a confounder. Nevertheless, several experimental rat studies [9] 
did not report any sex differences in heart repolarization, or that there is little clear 
evidence supporting sex differences in ventricular repolarizations per se, in which 
there is only a short estrous cycle lasting only 4 days [10]. Although no sex differ-
ences were found in the repolarization of isolated ventricular myocytes, they were 
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associated with excitation and contraction [11]. Sex differences were not found in 
APD90 between isolated ventricular myocytes, in external K+ currents, Ipk and Isus, 
in internal rectification current IK1, or ICa [11, 12]. While less information is avail-
able from animal models, sex differences in the ionic basis of the effective refractory 
period in the atria and atrioventricular node may also contribute to sex differences in 
the incidence of atrial fibrillation and supraventricular tachycardias. Nevertheless, 
the physiological significance of sex differences has yet to be fully determined; as 
such, further studies are needed to clarify the basic mechanisms.

Baseline HR analysis from telemetry studies involving non-anesthetized rats, 
in which a chronobiological approach was applied, indicates that there is a cir-
cadian rhythm in HR among rats, with a higher HR during the active (i.e., dark) 
period of the regimen day and not only in males [13–17] but also in females  
[15, 18]. If HR exhibits circadian fluctuations, then when it is evaluated, it can be 
problematic.

The question is whether there are also sex differences in single-lighted periods. 
Telemetry studies have revealed that among females, HR values are lower in both 
light periods (Table 1). The averaged results of baseline HR values indicate that sex 
differences are exhibited in both the light and dark periods of the rat regimen day; 
however, more experimental studies are needed to confirm these data. In female rats, 
changes in HR depended on the LD cycle; however, LD differences were modified by 
the anesthetic used [19, 20]. Although the adaptation of animals to the LD cycle was 
described in the Methods sections, it is not clear from the methodologies whether the 
values of the presented HRs were average values from the entire 24-h period, or the 
current baseline value only from certain time intervals before the intervention itself 
when the measurements were performed or recorded.

Anesthesia Not specified Light period Dark period

Female Male Female Male Female Male

Telemetry studies 460
432–488
(n = 1)

346
310–362
(n = 16)

316
307–325
(n = 2)

349
340–357
(n = 5)

371
345–397
(n = 2)

390
382–398
(n = 5)

Pentobarbital — 374
359–389
(n = 22)

346
315–377
(n = 1)

— 369
328–410
(n = 1)

—

Thiopental — 349
332–366
(n = 13)

- — - —

Phenobarbital — 368
340–396
(n = 1)

- — - —

Nembutal — — — — — —

Ketamine/xylazine 331
304–257
(n = 2)

288
239–293
(n = 18)

230
207–253
(n = 1)

— 276
247–305
(n = 1)

—

Ketamine/medetomidine - 165
146–184
(n = 1)

- — - —

Ketamine/diazepam - 330
298–361
(n = 2)

- — - —
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3.2 General anesthesia and HR

The question is what are the reference values for HR in the rat under normal cir-
cumstances? Based on the values reported in Table 1, is clear that HR varies depend-
ing on the type of general anesthesia, which can be problematic in evaluating changes 
in HR after an intervention. Other factors, in addition to general anesthesia, that may 
directly or indirectly affect the initial HR can be the methodology used to determine 
HR, the time of day (or part of the rat regimen day) at which the experiments are 
performed, or the fact that the majority of ECGs are evaluated only in male rats; as 
such, there is little-to-no information about HR in females.

Evaluation of HR in telemetry studies involving male rats [21–31] reported a mean 
HR of 347 beats/min, with a range of 303 beats/min up to 362 beats/min without 
taking into account the evaluation methodologies and the time of day the experiments 
were performed.

If we consider that the average HR value with the range reported in telemetry 
studies involving male rats is our desired reference value, then a slightly increased 
average HR in pentobarbital (approximately 28 beats/min.) [32–51], and urethane 
anesthesia (approximately 32 beats/min) [52–60]. In female rats under pentobarbital 
anesthesia, baseline HR values were reported in only one study, depending on the LD 

Anesthesia Not specified Light period Dark period

Female Male Female Male Female Male

Ketamine/midazolam - 414
375–453
(n = 1)

- — - —

Urethane — 378
352–403
(n = 14)

— — — —

Isoflurane — 408
400–416
(n = 5)

— — — —

Desflurane — 441
429–453
(n = 1)

— — — —

Chloralose - 418
404–431
(n = 2)

- - - -

Tribromoethanol — 393
387–399
(n = 1)

— — — —

Ether — 366
343–388
(n = 6)

— — — —

Isolated heart — 368 ± 14
354–382
(n = 1)

— — — —

Data presented as average heart rate (beats/min) (range); (n, number of baseline or control values from which heart rate 
was evaluated). Not specified—the methodology did not specify the lighted period when the experiments were performed.

Table 1. 
Heart rate under individual types of anesthesia according to sex and light cycle (light [inactive]) versus dark 
[active]).
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cycle [20]. Even with pentobarbital anesthesia, although nonsignificant, there were 
LD differences. In female Wistar rats, pentobarbital probably only modifies circadian 
rhythms, but does not disturb them. Thiopental anesthesia [31, 61–71] did not alter 
HR from the mean HR reported in telemetry studies.

A significant tachycardic effect was found under isoflurane (approximately 62 
beats/min) [72–75], desflurane (approximately 95 beats/min) [72], and chloralose 
(approximately 72 beats/min) [76, 77] anesthesia in male rats.

Under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia [45, 78–92], HR was drastically reduced in 
males and reduced values were also recorded in females [93, 94]. In females have 
been preserved significant LD differences [19].

The effect of phenobarbital [95], ketamine/medetomidine [96], ketamine/mid-
azolam [97], and ketamine/diazepam [96, 98] on anesthesia could not be assessed as 
valid because there was only one study.

Although ether is no longer used to induce general anesthesia, some works used 
this type of light anesthesia needed to perform ECG recordings [99–104]. However, 
ether anesthesia had virtually no effect on HR. One study describing HR in isolated rat 
hearts did not reveal any significant deviation, in terms of tachycardia or bradycardia 
[105]. Interesting differences were also found between young and old rats under tri-
bromoethanol anesthesia, where higher values prevailed in older rats (405 ± 11 beats/
min vs. 381 ± 1 beats/min) [106]. Unfortunately, these comparisons are only from 
males and without a description of the adaptation of the animals to the LD cycle.

From Table 1 and Figure 1, it is evident that for different types of general anes-
thesia, baseline or control HR values can differ significantly compared to the mean 
baseline HR from telemetry studies, which can logically be considered as a reference 
value. There is very little information about HR in females and almost none of the 
studies took circadian fluctuations into account.

Figure 1. 
Distribution of average values and ranges of heart rate (HR) from telemetry studies and under different types 
of general anesthesia in rat males without taking into account the light periods of the rat regimen day when 
the experiments were performed. Only HR ranges from at least three studies where HR has been evaluated are 
shown in the figure. Telemetry studies (n = 16), pentobarbital anesthesia (n = 22), thiopental anesthesia (n = 13), 
ketamine/xylazine anesthesia (n = 18), isoflurane anesthesia (n = 5), ether anesthesia (n = 6), urethane anesthesia 
(n = 14). (n—number of baseline or control values from which heart rate [HR] was evaluated).
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4.  Prognostic significance of changes in the atrial complex in 
arrhythmogenesis

4.1 PR (PQ ) interval

The PR (PQ ) interval is measured from the beginning of the P wave to the begin-
ning of the QRS complex. This interval reflects the time that the electrical impulse 
passes from the SA node through the AV node. The PR interval provides information 
about the time required for the transmission of the electrical impulse from the atria 
through the AV node, His bundle, Tawar’s branches, and Purkinje fibers to the start of 
ventricular muscle depolarization [107–109].

A prolonged PQ interval reflects a longer time of transmission of the impulse from 
the atrium to the ventricles in disorders of the conductive system of the AV node [110, 
111]. A shortened PQ interval means that the impulse was transmitted to the ventricu-
lar conductive system earlier than normal; thus, it is likely that it passes around the AV 
node through abnormal connections of the conductive system [111–113]. The dura-
tion of the PR interval is a crucial marker in the diagnosis of atrioventricular blocks. 
However, it appears that the PR interval in rats also appears to be dependent on the 
type of anesthesia, and we have practically no information about sex differences and 
changes dependent on the LD cycle.

Although mean values of the duration of the PR (PQ ) interval were comparable 
among the different types of anesthesia and did not exhibit significant differences 
(Table 2, Figure 2), the shortest duration was found with nembutal anesthesia [114]. 
With this type of anesthesia, there is a problem with the validity of this value because 
it is from only one study. The situation is similar with desflurane [72], ketamine/

Anesthesia Not specified Light period Dark period

Female Male Female Male Female Male

Telemetry Studies 42.23 
41.5–42.96

(n = 1)

49.26
47.51–50.88

(n = 10)

- - - -

Pentobarbital — 47.53
45.35–49.71

(n = 18)

44.16 36.46–
51.86 (n = 1)

— 45.3
40.6–50
(n = 1)

—

Thiopental — 48.35
46.52–
50.18

(n = 6)

- — - —

Phenobarbital — — — — — —

Nembutal 42
41–43
(n = 1)

Ketamine/Xylazine 44
34–54
(n = 1)

44.77
41.02–
45.42

(n = 13)

47
35.7–58.3
(n = 1)

— 36.5
30.7–
42.3

(n = 1)

—
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medetomidine [96], ketamine/diazepam [96], ketamine/midazolam, [97], anesthesia 
in isolated hearts [105, 115], and in tribromethal anesthesia [106, 116].

Duration of the PR (PQ ) interval from telemetry studies [21, 23–25, 30, 117–119], 
inhalation (isoflurane) [72, 74, 75, 120, 121] pentobarbital [32, 34, 36, 37, 40, 43–47, 
49, 122–126], thiopental [63–65, 68, 71], urethane [45, 52, 53, 56, 60, 128], and ether 
anesthesia [99–101, 104] did not differ significantly from one another. The shortened 
duration of the PR (PQ ) interval was under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia [45, 78, 79, 
84, 85, 89, 91, 92, 127–129]. The duration of the PQ (PR) interval in isolated hearts 
[105, 115] did not differ significantly from the duration with other types of anesthesia. 

Anesthesia Not specified Light period Dark period

Female Male Female Male Female Male

Ketamine/
Medetomidine

- 67.5
66.3–68.7

(n = 1)

- — - —

Ketamine/
Diazepam

- 48.5
not 

reported
(n = 1)

- — - —

Ketamine/
Midazolam

- 47
44–50
(n = 1)

- — - —

Urethane — 48.99
45.03–
52.95

(n = 9)

— — — —

Isoflurane — 48.05
46.52–
49.63

(n = 6)

— — — —

Desflurane — 41.6
40.08–
43.12

(n = 1)

— — — —

Chloralose — — — — — —

Tribromethanol — 52.6
50.4–54.8

(n = 2)

— — — —

Ether — 49.7
44.7–54.7

(n = 4)

— — — —

Isolated Heart — 44.5
41.8–47.2
(n = 2)

- - — —

Data are presented as the average value of PR (PQ ) interval duration (ms) (range); (n, number of baseline or control 
values from which heart rate was evaluated). Not specified - the methodology did not specify the lighted period when 
the experiments were performed.

Table 2. 
Duration of PR (PQ ) interval duration under individual types of anesthesia according to sex and light cycle 
(light [inactive]) versus dark [active]).
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For a given ECG parameter, it was difficult to determine sex differences, as well as 
differences dependent on the LD cycle because there was only one study (Table 2).

The P wave represents the depolarization of the atria. Atrial depolarization 
spreads from the SA node toward the AV node, and the right to the left atrium. In 
humans, but also in rats, the physiological sinus rhythm is characterized by the same 
P wave orientation as the R wave and its occurrence before each QRS complex in all 
cardiac cycles. P wave duration has been evaluated in Wistar rats, for which prolon-
gation after myocardial infarction may be associated with increased sensitivity to 
supraventricular arrhythmias [130].

Other parameters of atrial complex evaluation include amplitude and polarity 
(either negative or positive, although it can also be so flat that it is indistinguishable 
from the isoelectric line). If the P wave is unusually high, it may reflect enlargement 
of the atria. Typically, an enlarged right atrium exhibits a high, spiked P wave, while 
an enlarged left atrium is reflected by a bifidic P wave on ECG. The absence of a P 
wave or its altered shape is present in various cardiac arrhythmias, the most common 
of which is atrial [131, 132]. Although the analysis of P wave duration and shape in 
humans provides clinically important information, there is a lack of experimental 
data from rats to draw definitive conclusions about sex-related changes and circadian 
rhythm in P wave amplitude and duration [45].

4.2 P wave duration and amplitude

The duration and amplitude of the P wave, despite their important prognostic 
significance, have only been sporadically evaluated in in vivo experiments involving 
rats. The average amplitudes of the P wave were essentially the same at all types of 
anesthesia (i.e., in studies where the given parameter was evaluated). Only one telem-
etry study [118] evaluated P wave duration, and if it is considered as a reference value, 
only in males, prolonged duration was under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia [84, 89] 

Figure 2. 
Distribution of average values and ranges of PR (PQ ) interval duration from telemetry studies and under 
different types of general anesthesia in male rats without taking into account the light periods of the rat regimen 
day when the experiments were performed. Only PR (PQ ) interval ranges from at least three studies where PR 
(PQ ) interval was evaluated and is shown in the figure. Telemetry studies (n = 10), pentobarbital anesthesia 
(n = 18), thiopental anesthesia (n = 6), ketamine/xylazine anesthesia (n = 13), isoflurane anesthesia (n = 6), ether 
anesthesia (n = 4), urethane anesthesia (n = 9). n, number of baseline or control values from which duration of 
PR (PQ ) interval was evaluated.
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and ketamine/medetomidine [96]. Shorter durations were under pentobarbital [46, 
126] and thiopental [64] anesthesia. Approximately the same duration of the P wave 
was under the other types of anesthesia (Table 3). The amplitude of the P wave was 
the smallest in all combinations with ketamine (ketamine/xylazine) [82, 84, 89], 
ketamine/medetomidine [96], ketamine/diazepam [96, 98], ketamine/midazolam 
[97] and urethane [133], and isolated hearts [115].

The extent to which these values are valid cannot yet be assessed because there 
are an insufficient number of studies; this problem also affects sex and the LD effect 
on the amplitude and duration of the P wave. There is an indication, however, that 
there may be sex differences in the duration of the P wave under ketamine/xylazine 
anesthesia (21.99 ms [range 17.38 ms–26.62 ms]) for females and 20.37 ms (range 
18.84 ms–26.49 ms) in males [19]. However, to date, this is not statistically demon-
strable for other types of anesthesia.

5.  Prognostic significance of changes in the ventricular complex in 
arrhythmogenesis

Evaluation of the parameters of the ventricular complex (QT interval, QTc 
interval, QRS complex, R, and T wave amplitudes) is undoubtedly important because 
it provides information about the course of depolarization and repolarization of the 
ventricles. The distance from the beginning of the QRS complex to the end of the T 

Anesthesia P wave amplitude (mV) P wave duration (ms)

Telemetry studies — 21.51 (19.84–23.18) n = 1

Pentobarbital 0.39 (0.34–0.44) n = 2 16.15 (15.65–16.65) n = 2

Thiopental — 14 (12.8–15.2) n = 1

Phenobarbital — —

Nembutal 0.29 (0.27–0.32) n = 1 —

Ketamine/xylazine 0.05 (0.03–0.07) n = 4 26.25 (24.25–28.25) n = 2

Ketamine/medetomidine 0.08 (0.05–0.11) n = 1 32 (31–33) n = 1

Ketamine/diazepan 0.09 (0.06–0.13) n = 2 —

Ketamine/midazolam 0.04 (0.013–0.067) n = 1 15 (13.5–16.5) n = 1

Isoflurane 0.19 (0.17–0.21) n = 1 24.1 (23.1–25.1) n = 1

Desflurane — 23.5 (22.6–24.4) n = 1

Chloralose — —

Tribromethanol — —

Ether — 19.5 (17–22) n = 1

Urethane 0.077 (0.074–0.080) n = 1 22.1 (18.7–25.5) n = 2

Isolated heart 0.001 (0.00084–0.00116) n = 1 19.0 ± 0 n = 1

Data presented as average (range); (n, number of baseline or control values in which the amplitude and duration of the 
P wave were evaluated).

Table 3. 
P wave amplitude and duration, regardless of synchronization of the male rats to the light and dark cycle under 
individual types of anesthesia.
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wave is measured, with the total length corresponding to the duration of depolariza-
tion and repolarization of the ventricular muscle.

5.1 QT interval

In rats, the determination of the QT interval is more complicated because the 
T wave is not clearly separated from the QRS complex. Therefore, it is necessary 
to develop a method for analyzing repolarization time in nonanesthetized rats. 
However, the importance of QT interval dispersion is a complex matter involving 
at least two different phenomena—namely, prolongation of the average action 
potential duration and myocardial heterogeneity [26]. Based on the evaluation 
of the QT, as well as the QTc interval in rat experimental models, cardioprotec-
tion was also assessed after stimulation of vitamin D receptors and the effect of 
isoprenaline [42], the effect of doxorubicin [134] and L-glutamine in diabetic rats 
[135], saffron on atrial and ventricular conduction velocity [64], or the effect of 
preconditioning at different doses of noradrenaline on ischemia-induced ventricu-
lar arrhythmias.

The mentioned examples confirm the informative value of changes in the dura-
tion of the QT interval in the evaluation of the severity of disorders in the dispersion 
of ventricular refractory periods and their impact on the onset and development of 
ventricular arrhythmias. If we consider the values from telemetry studies, in terms of 
reference value and range [21, 26, 117, 118], QT interval prolongation was measured 
with virtually every type of barbiturate anesthesia; as such, under pentobarbital  
[32, 34, 37, 38, 40, 41, 43–45, 47–50, 122, 124–126], thiopental [61–64, 66, 67, 69], 
and Nembutal anesthesia [114]. Ketamine/xylazine [45, 78, 85, 87, 89–92, 129, 
136], ketamine/medetomidine [96], ketamine/diazepam [96, 98], and ketamine/ 
midazolam [97], anesthesia had the greatest effect on QT interval prolongation. A 
moderate prolongation was also found under chloralose anesthesia [77] and similar 
prolongations under ether anesthesia [99–101, 103, 104]. The shorter QT interval 
duration was under urethane [45, 52, 55, 56, 60, 135, 137, 138] and tribromoethanol 
[106] anesthesia compared with telemetry studies. Isoflurane [72, 74, 75, 120, 121] 
and desflurane anesthesia [72] did not affect QT interval duration. There were virtu-
ally no significant changes in QT interval duration in working with isolated hearts 
[105, 115, 139, 140]. All experiments were performed on males without specifying the 
adaptation of the animals to the LD cycle and there were no studies investigating sex 

Anesthesia. Not specified Light period Dark period

Female Male Female Male Female Male

Telemetry studies — 58.02
51.7–64.34

(n = 4)

- - - -

Pentobarbital — 68.85 
65.56–69.26

(n = 19)

73.5
58.1–88.9 

(n = 1)

— 76.02
66.36–85.68 

(n = 1)

—

Thiopental — 64.75
54.03–67.52

(n = 8)

- — - —

Phenobarbital — — — — — —
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differences. Similarly, it was not possible to determine the circadian fluctuation in the 
duration of the QT interval or the dependence on the LD cycle (Table 4, Figure 3).

5.2 QTc interval

In human cardiology, QTc interval assessment enables the comparison of QT val-
ues overtime at different HRs and improves the identification of patients at increased 

Anesthesia. Not specified Light period Dark period

Female Male Female Male Female Male

Nembutal - 62
60–63
(n = 1)

- — - —

Ketamine/xylazine 87
79–95
(n = 1)

74.97
70.88–79.23

(n = 11)

89.9
73–106.8
(n = 1)

— 91.7
82–101.4 (n = 1)

—

Ketamine/
medetomidine

- 65
63.1–66.9

(n = 1)

- — - —

Ketamine/Diazepam - 101.25
84.15–116.7

(n = 2)

- — - —

Ketamine/midazolam - 78
69–87
(n = 1)

- — - —

Isoflurane — 58.32
43.68–61.48

(n = 6)

— — — —

Desflurane - 69.0
67.72–0.28

(n = 1)

— — — —

Chloralose - 60.20
53.51–6.89

(n = 1)

— — — —

Tribromethanol - 36
33.5–38.5
(n = 1)

— — — —

Ether — 69.86
66.4–73.4

(n = 5)

— — — —

Urethane — 53.05
48.74–57.35

(n = 9)

— — — —

Isolated heart — 72.75
68,8–76.7

(n = 4)

— — — —

Data presented as average (range); (n, number of baseline or control values from which QT interval was evaluated). Not 
specified—in the methodology does not specify the lighted period when the experiments were performed.

Table 4. 
QT interval duration (ms) under individual types of anesthesia with regard to sex and the cycle of light (inactive) 
and dark (active).
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risk for arrhythmias. Prolonged QTc is caused by premature action potentials during 
the late phases of depolarization. This increases the risk for ventricular arrhythmias, 
including fatal ventricular fibrillation [141]. These changes make it difficult to com-
pare QT intervals measured at different HRs. To account for this and, thus, improve 
the reliability of QT measurements, the QT interval can be corrected for HR (QTc) 
using various mathematical formulae, a process that modern ECG recorders often 
perform automatically. The duration of the QTc interval is a key and critical factor in 
assessing changes in repolarization with regard to drug safety and cardiac disorders. 
There was only one study that reported changes in the duration of the QTc interval 
depending on commonly used drugs, especially when used in combination with other 
substances that affect their metabolism [142, 143]. Possible changes in QTc interval 
depending on sex and age have also been described in humans. Higher rates of 
prolonged QTc are observed in women, older patients, with high systolic blood pres-
sure or HR, and low body height [144]. It was found that the rate of QT/RR hysteresis 
decreases with increasing age, while the duration of the individually corrected QTc 
interval increases with increasing age. In contrast to longer QTc intervals, the rate of 
QT/RR hysteresis was faster in women [145]. There are many causes of prolonged QT 
intervals, and acquired causes are more common than genetic causes [146].

Changes in the QTc interval have also been described in rats, where, for example, 
induction of ischemia shortened the QTc interval and led to ventricular arrhythmias. 
Administration of low doses of noradrenaline prevented shortening of the QTc 
interval during ischemia but could not significantly reduce the severity and incidence 
of arrhythmias [38]. However, in the experimental field, determination of QTc 
interval is somewhat more complicated because HR values are extremely variable 
among different species [147]. In rats, there is a lack of a validated approach to QT 
interval correction [143] and, despite some efforts [148, 149], there is no validated 
and widely used method for such QTc interval adjustment. Thus, most researchers in 
experimental cardiology, pharmacology, and toxicology must use formulas designed 
for other species, without commenting on their accuracy in rats [26, 150, 151], and its 

Figure 3. 
Distribution of ranges of QT intervals from telemetry studies and under different types of general anesthesia 
in male rats without taking into account the light periods of the rat regimen day when the experiments were 
performed. Only QT interval ranges from at least three studies in which QT interval was evaluated are shown in 
the figure. Telemetry studies (n = 4), pentobarbital anesthesia (n = 19), thiopental anesthesia (n = 8), ketamine/
xylazine anesthesia (n = 11), isoflurane anesthesia (n = 6), ether anesthesia (n = 5), urethane anesthesia (n = 9), 
isolated heart (n = 4). n, number of baseline or control values from which duration of the QT interval was 
evaluated.
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use should be considered carefully in case of very low HR [143] . This fact is reflected 
in the data reported in Table 5 and Figure 4 of the average values of the QTc interval, 
where relatively large deviations under different types of anesthesia are evident.

When comparing the duration of the QTc interval with the mean value from telem-
etry studies [26, 30, 31, 117, 118], significant prolongation occurred under pentobarbital 
[32, 38, 41–43, 47, 51] ketamine/xylazine [87, 90–92, 129, 136, 152, 153], and urethane 
[52, 57, 60] anesthesia, with moderate prolongation under thiopental [31, 62, 63, 66, 
68, 71] anesthesia. The shortened QTc interval duration compared with the mean value 
from telemetry studies was under isoflurane anesthesia [72, 74, 75, 121].

Anesthesia QTc interval 
(ms)

QRS complex 
(ms)

R wave amplitude 
(mV)

T wave amplitude 
(mV)

Telemetry studies 87.02
(81.79–92.31)

n = 5

26.08
(25.68–29.52)

n = 5

— 0.139
(0.118–0.16)

n = 1

Pentobarbital 203.77
(196.2–211.5)

n = 7

25.4
(23.68–27.13)

n = 19

0.56
(0.54–0.58)

n = 4

0.08
(0.07–0.9)

n = 2

Thiopental 110.23
(100.5–120)

n = 7

22.76
(21.12–24.47)

n = 8

1.8
(1.76–1.84)

n = 1

—

Phenobarbital 71.6
(69.36–73.84)

n = 1

55
(45–65)

n = 1

- —

Nembutal - 20
(19–21
n = 1

1.06
(0.99–1.12)

n = 1

0.37
(0.34–0.41)

n = 1

Ketamine/xylazine 143.76
(138.97–
148.55)

n = 8

23.9
(22.16–25.64)

n = 12

0.49
(0.41–0.57)

n = 5

0.09
(0.06–0.11)

n = 5

Ketamine/
medetomidine

- 27.5
(22.5–32.5)

n = 1

- —

Ketamine/diazepam - 18.5
(13.25–23.75)

n = 2

- —

Ketamine/
midazolam

- 18
(16.8–19.2)

n = 1

- 0.07
(0.034–0.106)

n = 1

Isoflurane 58.32
(43.68–61.48)

n = 4

18.3
(16.75–19.85)

n = 4

1.7
1.5–1.9
n = 1

0.11
(0.09–0.13)

n = 1

Desflurane 184.7
(181.32–
188.08)

n = 1

28.8
(25.22–32.38)

n = 1

— —

Chloralose - 66
(55.7–76.3)

n = 1

— —
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The problem is the comparison between the sexes and to evaluate the effect of 
the LD cycle, for which insufficient experimental data are available. LD differences 
were found in females under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia (light 174.5 ± 34.8 ms vs. 
dark 202.1 ms) [19], unlike pentobarbital anesthesia, where there were no significant 
differences (light 197.7 ± 40.9 ms vs. dark 190.7 ± 26.6 ms) [20]. Unfortunately, this 
dependence has not been tested with other types of general anesthesia. The age effect 
of rats was demonstrated under rather unconventional tribromoethanol anesthesia 
by da Silva et al. [106], where the duration of the QTc interval was two times longer 
in older rats (117 ± 4 ms vs. 64 ± 6 ms) than in young rats at relatively the same HR 
(young, 381 ± 1 beats/min. vs. old, 405 ± 11 beats/min).

Anesthesia QTc interval 
(ms)

QRS complex 
(ms)

R wave amplitude 
(mV)

T wave amplitude 
(mV)

Tribromethanol 90.5
(85.5–95.5)

n = 1

26.2
(25.3–27.1)

n = 2

— —

Ether 153
(151–155)

n = 1

22.15
(18.8–25.5)

n = 2

— —

Urethane 165.5
(158.6–180.5)

n = 3

18.41
(17.39–20.5)

n = 15

0.65
(0.64–0.66)

n = 2

0.337
(0.335–0.337)

n = 1

Isolated heart 83.43
(52.65–114.2)

n = 2

32.5
(31.4–33.6)

n = 2

1.61
(not specified)

n = 2

1.42
(0.95–1.89)

n = 1

Data presented as average (range) n, number of experimental studies in which ventricular parameters were evaluated.

Table 5. 
QTc interval, QRS complex duration, R and T wave amplitude, regardless of the synchronization of the animals 
to the light and dark cycle under individual types of anesthesia.

Figure 4. 
Distribution of ranges of QTc interval from telemetry studies and under different types of general anesthesia in 
male rat males without taking into account the light periods of the rat regimen day when the experiments were 
performed. Only QTc interval ranges from at least three studies where QTc interval has been evaluated are shown 
in the figure. Telemetry studies (n = 5), pentobarbital anesthesia (n = 7), thiopental anesthesia (n = 7), ketamine/
xylazine anesthesia (n = 8), urethane anesthesia (n = 3), isoflurane anesthesia (n = 4). n, number of baseline or 
control values from which duration of QTc interval was evaluated.
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5.3 QRS complex

In some cases, it is also important to evaluate other parameters related to the 
electrophysiology of the ventricles. For example, the QRS complex indicates depo-
larization of the right and left ventricles and the contraction of the large ventricular 
muscles. Any conduction abnormality lasts longer and causes “extended” QRS com-
plexes. The duration, amplitude, and morphology of the QRS complex are useful in 
the diagnosis of cardiac arrhythmias, conduction abnormalities, ventricular hyper-
trophy, myocardial infarction, electrolyte disturbances, and other disease states. 
High-frequency analysis of the QRS complex may be useful for detecting coronary 
artery disease during a stress test. Evaluation of the amplitude of the R wave as well 
as the P wave in experimental work on rats also proved to be important. They are 
informative and changes can help to determine the tendency of the myocardium to 
arrhythmias.

When comparing the average value of QRS complex duration from telemetry 
studies [21, 31, 117–119] to barbiturate anesthesia—under pentobarbital [32, 34, 
37, 40, 42, 44–49, 51, 122, 124–126, 154], thiopental [31, 61, 63, 64, 68, 69, 71], and 
Nembutal [114] anesthesia—the average value of the QRS complex duration was 
somewhat shorter and the ranges did not differ significantly.

Ketamine/xylazine [45, 78, 79, 84, 85, 89, 91, 92, 128, 129, 152], ketamine/diazepam 
[96, 98], and ketamine/midazolam [97] as well as ether [100, 101] and urethane 
anesthesia [45, 53, 55–58, 60, 135, 137, 138] shortened the duration of the QRS complex 
compared to the value(s) from telemetry studies. The longer duration was under phe-
nobarbital [95], ketamine/medetomidine [96], desflurane [72], chloralose [77] anes-
thesia, and in isolated hearts [105, 115] (Figure 5). Of course, such comparisons can be 
misleading because the values were reported in only one study. Similar to previously 
described ECG parameters, all experiments were performed on males without specify-
ing the adaptation of the animals to the LD cycle, and there was no study addressing 
sex differences. Similarly, it was not possible to determine the circadian fluctuation in 
the duration of the QT interval or the dependence on the LD cycle (Table 5, Figure 5).

Figure 5. 
Distribution of ranges of QRS complex from telemetry studies and under different types of general anesthesia 
in male rats without taking into account the light periods of the rat regimen day when the experiments were 
performed. Only QRS complex ranges from at least three studies where QRS complex has been evaluated are 
shown in the figure. Telemetry studies (n = 5), pentobarbital anesthesia (n = 19), thiopental anesthesia (n = 8), 
ketamine/xylazine anesthesia (n = 12), urethane anesthesia (n = 15), isoflurane anesthesia (n = 4). n, number of 
baseline or control values from which duration of QT interval was evaluated.
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6. Conclusions

In the discussion sections of many published in vivo studies, the results obtained 
are compared with previously published findings. Although changes in ECG param-
eters are often described, the type of anesthesia used in the experiments is not taken 
into account. Moreover, in acute in vivo experiments, the time of day the experiments 
are performed, and the adaptation of the animals to the LD cycle, and/or sex, are not 
taken into account whatsoever. This approach is self-evident and logical because the 
experiments are mostly performed only on males and during the workday, often with-
out regard for chronobiological principles.

However, if changes in ECG parameters are considered to be important indicators 
of arrhythmogenesis, such comparisons may be misleading and must not be imme-
diately regarded to indicate a difference in myocardial electrical stability. We should 
be more careful in interpreting results and, in discussing the mechanisms underlying 
a given type of arrhythmia, acknowledge that initial ECG parameters may already be 
affected to some extent by the anesthesia used and by regular daytime experimenta-
tion. The data presented in the tables clearly demonstrate the differences in baseline 
or control values with different types of anesthesia and whether the baseline or con-
trol value is “normal” or already altered by anesthesia should be taken into account. 
For example, a change in the evaluated ECG parameter after an intervention may not 
necessarily indicate a possible electrophysiological substrate for the development of 
an arrhythmia, it can only be “adjusted to a normal value” because we do not know 
the reference value.

Similarly, sex and time of day the experiments are performed can be a problem 
because it is not possible to determine sex differences as well as changes during the 
active and nonactive period of rat regimen day because there are no studies that have 
directly addressed this aspect. Telemetry studies that would reveal changes in ECG 
parameters in circadian dependence, to describe reference values and, possibly, sex 
differences, could help to facilitate interpretation of the results obtained. However, it is 
highly speculative to consider the values from the cited telemetry studies as reference 
values (although the ECG is measured from nonanesthetized rats) because the meth-
odologies do not report whether the indicated baseline value is the 24 h average (mesor) 
or is the current value measured immediately before the intervention. Most likely, they 
are baseline values before the experimental intervention and this only applies to male 
rats, whereas the lighted (light or dark) period when the experiment is performed is not 
reported, although an adaptation of animals to the LD cycle is described.

Thus, the question “Which anesthetic is the most suitable anesthetic in in vivo 
rat cardiological experiments so that the initial electrophysiology of the heart is not 
significantly affected” is relatively difficult to address for several reasons. First, we 
do not currently have specified sex-related reference values for rats. Second, because 
there are circadian variations in the measurable parameters of the cardiovascular 
system, there are also changes in individual ECG parameters, depending on the light 
cycle (inactive period) and dark (active period). Finally, the effects of anesthetics at 
the level of ion channels are not described in detail because the entire electrophysiol-
ogy of the myocardium depends on ionic currents and the overall metabolism of 
minerals.

As such, when evaluating changes in ECG parameters in rats, these possible varia-
tions should also be taken into account. The correct assessment of changes, in turn, 
depends on knowledge of the reference values according to sex and on the time of day 
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Abstract

G protein-coupled receptor kinases (GRKs), the negative regulators of G protein-
coupled receptors (GPCRs), have a key role in cardiovascular disease pathophysiology. 
Alteration in GRKs’ expressions and/or kinase activity has been reported in preclinical 
animal models as well as in patients with cardiovascular diseases. This alteration might 
be a contributing factor to disease progression by a variety of mechanisms such as non-
canonical transduction pathways. The current chapter is aimed to expand our knowl-
edge and understanding of the function of GRKs in cardiovascular diseases, highlight 
their involvement, and illustrate the possible mechanistic role of GRKs in hypertensive 
vascular diseases and cardiac myopathy. The current chapter also is endeavoured to 
identify the potential molecular mechanisms by which GRKs participate in cardiovas-
cular disease progression. Building the basics knowledge about GRKs in cardiovascular 
diseases will help to assess the potential utilization of GRKs as therapeutic targets and 
to examine the possible approaches to modulate their protein expression or to inhibit 
their kinase activity to prevent or attenuate cardiovascular disease progression.

Keywords: GRK2, GRK5, GPCR regulation, cardiovascular diseases, heart failure, 
hypertension, myocardial infarction

1. Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases consider as one of the major causes of death, contributing to 
approximately 30% of all deaths globally. In Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, approximately 
37% deaths are caused by cardiovascular diseases [1]. Elevated cardiovascular disease-
related morbidity and mortality result from a complex pathophysiological process 
including activation of many signaling transduction pathways, resulting in modifica-
tion in cardiac/vascular structure, remodeling, and ultimately alteration in the func-
tionality, which contributes to disease progression. Of importance, G protein-coupled 
receptors (GPCR) play a key fundamental role in various transductions signaling that 
participate in cardiovascular diseases pathophysiological progression. GPCRs are a 
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superfamily of heptahelical integral membrane proteins, which respond to various 
stimuli. They are responsible for transduction of a plethora of signaling networks that 
involve in physiological and pathological actions in cardiovascular system [2, 3]. The 
activation of α-adrenergic, β-adrenergic, muscarinic, angiotensin II type 1 receptor 
(AT1) and endothelin (ETA) receptors are involved in cardiac contractility, vascular 
resistance, vascular and cardiac remodeling. In addition, the effect of neurohumoral 
systems on cardiac contractility and blood vessel tone mainly transmit their signals via 
corresponding GPCR. These types of receptors and their downstream transduction 
systems are targets of various drugs used in the treatment of cardiovascular diseases [4].

In case of hypertension, GPCRs play fundamental function in blood vessel diam-
eter, which is mainly controlled by either contraction or relaxation of vascular smooth 
muscle cells. During contraction, GPCR mediated phosphorylation of contractile 
proteins [5]. Vasoactive peptides such as noradrenaline, angiotensin II, endothelin 1, 
and vasopressin activated their corresponding Gαq coupled GPCR, results in stimula-
tion of phospholipase C-β, resulting in the formation of inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate 
(IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG). IP3 binds to their corresponding receptors which is 
inositol trisphosphate receptors (IP3Rs) in the sarcoplasmic reticulum; the intracel-
lular Ca2+ store. Activation of IP3Rs resulting in efflux of Ca2+ into the cytoplasm. 
On other hand, DAG activates protein kinase C (PKC), promoting Ca2+ influx via 
enhancing the vascular channels activity such as voltage-dependent L-type Ca2+ 
channels. Elevated intracellular Ca2+ concentration [Ca2+]i binds to calmodulin, 
creating Ca2+-calmodulin complex which activate MLC kinase (MLCK) followed by 
phosphorylation of contractile proteins that promote myosin-actin filament interac-
tions and consequently smooth muscle contraction [6–11]. Contraction of vascular 
smooth muscle cells could persist via regulation of MLC phosphatase (MLCP). 
Vasoactive peptides also regulate the dephosphorylation of MLC phosphatase via dif-
ferent mechanisms. They utilize the PLC-DAG-PKC pathway, which in turn inhibits 
phosphatase activity and thus stimulates persistent contraction [12]. In addition, 
they activate RhoA-Rho kinase pathway, which phosphorylates MLCP and inhibits 
its activity [13, 14]. On the other hand, a low [Ca2+]i concentration and increased 
activity of MLC phosphatase promoting vascular smooth muscle cell relaxation [15]. 
Gαs-coupled GPCR mediated blood vessel relaxation. Adrenaline, as vasodilator, acts 
on corresponding receptors, recruiting Gαs to stimulate adenylyl cyclase (AC), leading 
to the formation of cAMP and then activation of protein kinase A (PKA). PKA plays 
important role in decreasing [Ca2+]i concentrations via phosphorylation of MLCK. 
This results in activation of calcium pumps in the plasma membrane and sarcoplas-
mic reticulum. Furthermore, promotes cell hyperpolarization by opening K+ channels 
promoting relaxation of vascular smooth muscle cells [8, 16, 17].

In case of heart failure, GPCR such as β-adrenergic receptors plays an essential 
role in cardiac function and in cardiac myocytes contractility. β1-adrenergic recep-
tors couple to Gαs that activates adenylate cyclase (AC) and enhances cAMP mediate 
protein kinase A (PKA) activation which regulates different intracellular, sarco-
lemma, and myofibrillar substrates, mediating positive inotropic and chronotropic 
effects [18]. Gβγ subunits also activate downstream effectors that participate in 
cardiac transduction pathways. Moreover, it has been reported that overexpression of 
β1-adrenergic receptors triggers early myocytes hypertrophy and interstitial fibrosis 
followed by marked cardiac dysfunction in mice [18]. In addition, β1-adrenergic 
receptors activate various downstream signaling participating in cardiac pathophysi-
ological processes such as cardiac hypertrophy, which might progress to heart failure 
development [19–21]. β2-adrenergic receptors can couple to a dual Gαs/Gαi subunits, it 
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has been implicated in differential β2-adrenergic receptors mediated signaling such as 
in myocyte apoptosis [22]. Therefore, β-adrenoceptor blockers are one of the standard 
pharmacotherapeutics agents used in the treatment of heart failure patients [23]. 
β-blockers also have been shown to reduce disease progression, mortality, and mor-
bidity in patients with heart failure with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF) [24]. This 
effect appears primarily related to the ability of β-adrenoceptor blockers to protect 
the heart from the harmful effects of receptor over-stimulation [25].

As the effect of neurohumoral systems on cardiovascular system mainly transmits 
their signals via GPCRs, understanding of the GPCR regulation and their G-protein 
dependent/independent signaling reveals a novel therapeutic approach that could 
attenuate cardiovascular-related complications. In current chapter, we provide insight 
into the potential effect of GPCR negative regulators, focusing particularly on G 
protein-coupled receptor kinases (GRKs) and their possible effect on cardiovascular 
diseases.

2. GPCRs regulations

Repeated or prolonged/continues agonist stimulation of GPCRs resulted in loss 
of receptor response characterized as receptor desensitization. It can be described 
as physical uncoupling of G proteins from their associate receptors subsequent in 
diminish their ability to initiate intracellular signaling cascades [26]. As shown in 
Figure 1, receptor desensitization process is initiated by receptor phosphorylation. It 
can be mediated by G protein-coupled receptor kinases (GRKs), which phosphorylate 
agonist-bound active receptor inducing homologous type of receptor desensitization 
[27]. Receptor phosphorylation can be also mediated by second messenger kinases 
such as PKA and PKC, which can phosphorylate receptors regardless of whether the 
GPCR is occupied by agonist or not, thus producing heterologous type of receptor 
desensitization [27–29]. Receptor phosphorylation subsequently increases the affinity 
of the receptors for β-arrestins proteins binding, consequently prevents further recep-
tors-G protein interactions and therefore termination of G protein-related signaling 

Figure 1. 
GPCR desensitization and related signaling transductions pathways. GPCR desensitization by GRKs and 
β-arrestins process initiated with ligand binding, receptor activation and dissociation of G protein. Consequently, 
GRKs phosphorylate agonist-occupied GPCRs (activated receptors) at third intracellular loop or C-terminal. 
Receptor phosphorylation resulting in enhances the affinity for β-arrestin recruitment then binding to the receptors 
causing termination of G-protein dependent transduction signaling and receptor desensitization. After that, the 
receptors undergo internalization and initiation of G protein-independent transduction signaling.
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[30]. Accordingly, the phosphorylated GPCR/β-arrestin complex is subjected for 
clathrin-mediated endocytosis, followed by either recycling, or degradation [31–33]. 
Importantly, β-arrestins function as ligand-regulated adaptor scaffolds that enable the 
transduction of signaling pathways in non-canonical manner [34].

3. G protein-coupled receptors kinases (GRKs)

G Protein-Coupled Receptors Kinases (GRKs) are family of seven members of 
serine/threonine kinases [35]. They are allocated into three subcategories: the first 
category is visual GRKs including GRK1 and GRK7; the second and third categories 
are non-visual GRKs including β-adrenergic receptor kinase subcategory, containing 
GRK2 (β-ARK1) and GRK3 (β-ARK2) and; the GRK4 subcategory, containing GRK4, 
GRK5, and GRK6 [27]. Regarding GRKs tissue distribution, GRK1 and GRK7 are 
primarily expressed in the retina mediating photoreceptor regulation. GRK2, GRK3, 
GRK5, and GRK6 are ubiquitously expressed in various tissues; however, GRK4 is 
limitedly distributed to testes, kidneys, and some areas of the brain. Hence, GRK2, 
GRK3, GRK5, or GRK6 is the potential regulator for the majority of GPCRs [36–38].

In cardiovascular system, the distribution pattern and expression levels of GRK 
are crucial factors contributing to their functionality in various cell types. Previous 
reports show that GRK2, GRK3, and GRK5 are highly expressed in the human heart 
[39]. GRK isoforms distribution is different among various heart cells. GRK2 and 
GRK5 are expressed in almost all cardiac cells, while GRK3 distribution is limited 
to cardiac myocytes [4, 40]. GRK2 is expressed in the vascular endothelium, arte-
rial smooth muscle, and in the myocardium. GRK2 is also expressed in the kidney, 
especially in the renal proximal tubule [41].

The structure of GRKs comprises of three domains: N-terminal; an amino 
terminal domain, central serine/threonine protein kinase/catalytic domain, and 
C-terminal; a carboxyl terminal domain. The N-terminal domain is implicated in 
receptor recognition. It includes a region of a regulator of G protein signaling (RGS) 
homology domain (RH) [31, 35]. In GRK2, Gβγ binding site has been mapped in 
the N-terminal region causing binding of GRK2 to cell membrane [42]. The central 
domain is a serine/threonine protein that exerts the kinase catalytic function in all 
GRKs. The C-terminal domain structure is different among GRKs subfamilies. It 
is implicated in GRK membrane localization. For instant, GRK5 is located at cell 
membrane level as the C-terminus of GRK5 contains lipid-binding sites that interact 
with the phospholipid in the cell membrane. On other hand, GRK2 and GRK3 are 
cytoplasmic proteins that are recruited to the plasma membrane upon agonist bind-
ing and receptor activation. Their C-terminal domains contain pleckstrin homology 
(PH) domain, which comprises binding sites for the cell membrane phospholipid 
(PIP2) and Gβγ subunits [26, 35, 43]. As a multi-domain protein, GRK acts as a 
negative GPCR signaling regulator, terminating G protein-dependent signaling and 
initiating other G protein-independent signaling pathways [30, 44]. For instance, 
reported evidence reported that GRK functions are expanded more than receptors 
phosphorylation. GRKs are able to interact with various cellular proteins mediating 
non-canonical GPCR signaling [31, 45]. Of importance, GRK expression and activity 
are changed in many cardiovascular diseases such as in case of hypertension or heart 
failure. Thus, better understanding of the diseases associated with alteration in GRKs’ 
expression as well as their functional roles in cardiovascular system is fundamental to 
develop a new therapeutic target.
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3.1 GRKs in hypertension

In hypertension, continuous activation of Gαq coupled receptors such as ETA and 
AT1 mediate vascular smooth muscle contraction and enhance peripheral vascular 
resistance [46]. Current evidence shows that GRK2 plays an important function in 
regulation of prolonged Gαq-related signaling in vascular smooth muscle cells and 
consider as the main negative regulator of vasoactive peptide corresponding GPCRs. 
Moreover, previously published studies reported that GRK2 negatively regulate ETA 
and P2Y2 receptors in aortic smooth muscle cells [47, 48]. Reported evidence shows 
that inhibition of GRK2 kinase activity diminishes the desensitization process of 
AngII/AT1 and UTP/P2Y2 induced arterial smooth muscle contractions [49]. Indeed, 
published studies show that GRK2 expression is augmented in hypertension, in both 
hypertensive animal models and hypertensive patients [50–55]. Therefore, enhanced 
GRK2 expression may possibly participate in the pathophysiology of hypertension 
development. For instant, GRK2 has been reported to attenuate endothelial NO 
production [56]. Furthermore, GRK2 is reported to mediate the desensitization of 
β-adrenoceptors, which mediates vasodilation. Thus, enhanced GRK2 expressions 
may impair vasodilation in hypertension, which possibly contributes to enhancing 
vascular tone and elevation of blood pressure [53]. Additionally, it has been reported 
that GRK2 overexpression in vascular smooth muscle cells resulted in a 30% increase 
in vascular wall thickness [52], suggesting a possible link between GRK2 over-
expression in hypertension and hypertension-induced vascular remodeling [57]. 
Recently published paper show that elevated GRK2 expression hypertension has a 
potential to promote vascular smooth muscle growth and proliferation possibly via 
PI3K-Akt signaling, followed by release the GSK3-mediated inhibition of cell cycling 
progression, therefore aggravate hypertensive induced pathophysiological vascular 
remodeling [58].

Still, it is not clear if the changes in GRK2 expression are a contributing fac-
tor for hypertension development or a consequence of hypertension, which needs 
further investigation. Moreover, further investigations are required to understand 
the molecular mechanisms underlying these changes and how the alterations in GRK 
expression implicated in triggering or progression of hypertension might contribute 
to the development of novel diagnostic and/or therapeutic strategies to control 
hypertension or prevent its complications.

3.2 GRKs in heart failure

Myocardial GRK2 and GRK5 have been shown to be involved in the pathophysiol-
ogy of heart failure [40]. Indeed, several evidences highlight GRK2 as well as GRK5 
as the key regulators of β-adrenoceptor [59, 60]. Of importance, recently published 
paper describes that GRK2 and GRK5 are new therapeutic targets for pathologi-
cal cardiac hypertrophy and may attenuate morbidity and mortality rates [61]. 
Dysregulation of β-adrenoceptor is a pathological characteristic of heart failure; in 
particular, the receptors are considerably downregulated and desensitized as a result 
of the upregulated levels of GRK2 and GRK5 [16]. Enhanced expression and activity 
of GRK2 are associated with the loss of β-adrenoceptor functions that induces delete-
rious effects in the heart functionality contribute to progression of heart failure [62]. 
Overstimulation of β-adrenoceptor as a subsequent of continuous sympathetic activa-
tion, resulting in GRK and β-arrestins induced desensitization and downregulation of 
β-adrenoceptor [63]. Initially, this process is adaptive response to overcome receptor 
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overactivation. However, prolonged excessive stimulation mediated receptor down-
regulation has been reported inducing harmful effect to the heart and consequently 
heart failure development [63, 64]. Notably, alterations in GRKs have been observed 
in heart failure [39, 65, 66]. Indeed, several evidences highlight GRK2 as well as GRK5 
as the key regulators of β-adrenoceptor [59, 60]. Several reported evidence have 
shown that GRK2 expression and activity are significantly increased in the failing 
heart [39, 67, 68]. Enhanced GRK2 expression and altered functionality have been 
found in heart failure status [39, 65, 66, 69]. Moreover, up-regulation of GRK2 level 
was detected in end-stage dilated heart failure patient [65]. Even though the mecha-
nism of β-adrenoceptor overstimulation mediated GRK2 upregulation is not clearly 
understood, published reports show that GRK2 dysfunction plays an essential func-
tion in the pathophysiology of heart failure [70] suggesting that alteration in GRK2 
function participates in heart failure pathology. Altered GRK2 expression or activity 
appears to contribute to disease progression through various molecular mechanisms. 
Therefore, targeting GRK2 expression or inhibition of its activity has been suggested 
as a therapeutics strategy for treatment of heart failure patients [71, 72].

Reported evidence shows that overexpression of a peptide inhibitor of GRK2; 
carboxy terminal domain (βARKct) which lacks to membrane translocation func-
tion inhibits GRK2 activity and prevents desensitization of the receptors resulting in 
restoring of β-adrenoceptor function and enhanced cardiac contractility in experi-
mental animals of heart failure [73–75]. Moreover, Gβγ-GRK2 inhibition reduces 
pathological effect of myofibroblast activation. Thus, Gβγ-GRK2 inhibition might be 
a potential therapeutic strategy to attenuate pathological myofibroblast activation, 
interstitial fibrosis, cardiac remodeling, and progression of heart failure [76].

It has been reported that cardiac dysfunction could be attenuated by inhibition 
of GRK2 activity [62]. Interestingly, it has been reported that paroxetine, selective 
serotonin re-uptake inhibitor (SSRI) approved by FDA for treatment of depression, 
significantly inhibited GRK2 kinase activity [49, 77, 78]. Published studies showed 
capability paroxetine as GRK2 inhibitor in reversing cardiac remodeling in experi-
mental models of acute myocardial infarction [79, 80]. Therefore, paroxetine may 
perhaps be used as a therapeutic approach for targeting GRK2 catalytic activity and 
potentially provide a protective role against cardiac hypertrophy development via its 
function as GRK2 inhibitor.

GRK5 another GRK member that mediates phosphorylation and desensitization 
of β-adrenoceptor is well known to regulate heart functions [72]. Several studies 
suggest that GRK5 plays a crucial role in various cardiovascular diseases. For instance, 
previous studies show that GRK5 overexpressing mice developed cardiac hypertro-
phy, which rapidly progressed to heart failure [81]. Moreover, GRK5 knockout mice 
showed attenuated hypertrophic responses [82]. Furthermore, GRK5 overexpressing 
mice showed an alteration in myocardial performance including attenuation of con-
tractility, cardiac output, stroke work, and stroke volume [83]. Of note, GRK5 levels 
were shown to be markedly elevated in heart failure patients and patients with left 
ventricular volume overload disorders and dilated cardiomyopathic hearts [84–86].

GRK5 overexpressed transgenic mice exhibited enhanced susceptibility to 
pressure overload-induced cardiac hypertrophy and cardiac dysfunction [87]. 
Furthermore, cardiac-specific GRK5 transgenic mice demonstrated reduced cardiac 
function and increased adverse cardiac remodeling in a myocardial infarction-
induced heart failure mice model [64]. On other hand, heart hypertrophic responses 
were attenuated in GRK5 knockout mice [88], these studies demonstrated the possible 
functions of GRK5 in pathological cardiac remodeling development. Interestingly, 
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several lines of evidence show that GRK5 can translocate to the nucleus, exerting its 
non-canonical functions. For instance, it was shown that GRK5 in the cardiomyo-
cyte nuclei acts as a class II histone deacetylase (HDAC) kinase, phosphorylating 
HDAC5 and leading to de-repression of myocyte enhancer factor 2 (MEF2)-mediated 
hypertrophic gene transcription [81, 89]. In addition, it was demonstrated that GRK5 
interacts with hypertrophic transcription factors like nuclear factor of activated T cell 
(NFAT) and nuclear factor κ-B (NF-κB) [81, 87, 90, 91]. These studies indicate that 
GRK5 has a major role in the pathogenesis of the cardiovascular disorders and GRK5 
might be a therapeutic target for heart failure. Recently, it has been demonstrated that 
KR-39038, a novel small molecule inhibitor of GRK5, significantly inhibited cellular 
hypertrophy and HDAC5 phosphorylation in neonatal rat ventricular myocytes. This 
inhibitor was able to minimize the left ventricular weight, improve cardiac function 
and ameliorate myocardial remodeling in animal model of heart failure [92]. Another 
important agent proposed as a GRK5 inhibitor is an anti-inflammatory and anti-aller-
gic immunomodulator, named amlexanox [93]. This agent was able to inhibit GRK5 
induced MEF2 activation in neonatal rat ventricular myocytes and inhibit GRK5 
mediated HDAC5 phosphorylation in cellular model of cardiac hypertrophy [93, 94].

3.3 GRKs in myocardial infarction

It has been reported that GRK2 expressions upregulated in peripheral blood 
lymphocytes in patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction. 
Enhanced lymphocyte GRK2 expressions are associated with worse cardiac function-
ality. These studies indicate that GRK2 could be predictive of myocardial remodeling 
after myocardial infarction [95, 96]. Enhanced GRK2 levels and activity are deleteri-
ous to post-ischemic myocardium in acute ischemia/reperfusion (I/R) injury animal 
model [97]. It has been reported that GRK2 peptide inhibitor; βARKct provides 
cardioprotective effect, which modulate GRK2-mediated PI3K-Akt-NOS signal-
ing pathway in the ischemic heart which validates GRK2-related effect on survival 
and apoptotic signaling in the ischemic heart [97]. βARKct expression mediated 
GRK2 inhibition modulate Akt downstream pro-survival signaling such as reduced 
Caspase-3 activity, increased eNOS activation and NO production and then reduced 
apoptosis and cell death [97]. Furthermore, decreasing GRK2 expression in cardio-
myocytes attenuate myocyte apoptosis possibly via Akt/Bcl-2 mediated mitochon-
drial protection and limits I/R- provoked injury and improves post-ischemia recovery 
in the heart [98]. Additionally, it has been reported that fibroblast specific GRK2 
knockout has a protective effect after myocardial I/R injury in mice. GRK2 fibroblast 
knockout mice decreased the infarct size, increased ejection fraction, preserved 
cardiac function, and also reduced tumor necrosis factor-α expression, fibrotic gene 
expression, and fibrosis development [99].

4. Conclusions

Cardiovascular diseases are a leading cause of death worldwide. The patho-
physiological mechanisms are regulated by a GPCR mediated complex network of 
transduction pathways. The functions of GRKs, negative regulators of GPCR, are 
not limited to receptors desensitization. It is expanded further to activations of many 
transductions in non-classical manner. As the expression and kinase activity of GRK2 
and GRK5 are altered in cardiovascular diseases, Therefore, better knowledge of the 
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transduction events which mediated by up-regulated GRK2 and/or GRK5 in terms 
of the expression, activity, and localization would help to develop a novel strategy 
for targeting their expressions or inhibiting activity. This will participate in build-
ing a knowledge-based platform identifying a new therapeutic target to prevent 
the progression of cardiovascular diseases. Many different approaches could be 
applied, including small molecule inhibitors, gene therapy, and the use of advanced 
drug delivery systems to potentially prevent the progression of cardiovascular 
disease. Overall, GRKs play an important role in cardiovascular diseases progression. 
Pharmacological intervention of GRK5 as well as GRK2 would provide a novel pos-
sible future target for cardiovascular disease progression prevention.
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Abstract

Atherosclerosis (AS) is the common pathological underpinning of numerous 
cardiovascular illnesses (CVDs), and it is the leading cause of death worldwide. In 
recent years, researchers have begun to recognize the importance of gut microbiota 
in AS. Gut microbial dysbiosis has been reported to be connected with various CVDs. 
Moreover, dietary choline, betaine, and L-carnitine produce trimethylamine N-oxide 
(TMAO), a key gut microbe-dependent metabolite. Multiple studies have found a link 
between plasma TMAO levels and the likelihood of developing AS. The mechanism 
underlying this link, however, is still unknown. In this chapter, we discuss the TMAO-
mediated mechanisms of atherosclerotic CVD from the perspectives of dietary 
patterns and gut microbial metabolism. Finally, we explain how TMAO has emerged 
as a novel therapeutic target for CVDs, as well as many treatment options for lower-
ing TMAO levels that are currently being investigated, such as medications, dietary 
changes, probiotics, and so on.

Keywords: cardiovascular disease, gut microbiota, trimethylamine (TMA), 
trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO), diet, metabolism

1. Introduction

Cardiovascular disease or CVD is a term for disorders affecting the heart or blood 
vessels. Except in Africa, cardiovascular illnesses are the main cause of mortality 
globally, resulting in 17.9 million deaths (32.1%) in 2015, an increase from 12.3 million 
(25.8%) in 1990 [1]. CVD deaths are more widespread and have been growing in most 
developing countries, whereas rates in most developed countries have declined since 
the 1970s [2]. Coronary artery disease and stroke account for 80% of CVD deaths in 
males and 75% in females. The majority of cardiovascular disease affects older people. 
In the United States, 11% of adults between the ages of 20 y and 40 y have CVD, 37% 
between the ages of 40 y and 60 y, 71% between the ages of 60 y and 80 y, and 85% 
above the age of 80 y have CVD. In developed countries, the average age of death from 
coronary artery disease is over 80 y, while it is roughly 68 y in the developing world [2]. 
Diagnosis of diseases typically occurs seven to ten years earlier in men than in women.
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The underlying processes differ according to the illness. Dietary risk factors are 
responsible for 53% of CVD fatalities [3]. Atherosclerosis is a common factor in 
coronary artery disease, stroke, and peripheral artery disease [4]. High blood pres-
sure, smoking, diabetes mellitus, lack of exercise, obesity, high blood cholesterol, 
poor food, excessive alcohol consumption, and poor sleep, among other factors, may 
contribute to this [5]. High blood pressure contributes around 13% of CVD fatali-
ties, whereas tobacco accounts for 9%, diabetes accounts for 6%, lack of exercise 
factors for 6%, and obesity accounts for 5%. Untreated strep throat can potentially 
cause rheumatic heart disease. Up to 90% of cardiovascular disease is thought to be 
preventable [6]. Lowering risk factors through good food, exercise, avoiding cigarette 
smoke, and limiting alcohol use are all part of CVD prevention. It also treats risk 
factors such as high blood pressure, lipids, and diabetes. In those with strep throat, 
antibiotics can lower the risk of rheumatic heart disease [7].

The microbiome plays a beneficial role in the homeostatic regulation of differ-
ent body tissues of the host [8]. The overall relationship between humans and their 
microbiota can be described as a mutualistic symbiosis, also known as eubiosis 
[9]. This healthy balance of gut bacteria can be disrupted, leading to the onset of a 
variety of chronic diseases with an underlying inflammatory condition [10]. A large 
population of microbiota, predominantly bacteria, that populate the human gut have 
a symbiotic connection with the host, and imbalances in host-microbial interac-
tion (dysbiosis) hamper these homeostatic systems that govern health and activate 
numerous pathways that contribute to advancing CVD risk factors [11]. Dysbiosis is 
related to intestinal inflammation and decreased gut barrier integrity, which raises 
circulating levels of bacterial structural components and microbial metabolites such 
as trimethylamine-N-oxide and short-chain fatty acids, which may aid in the develop-
ment of CVDs [11].

Trimethylamine-N- oxide (TMAO) is a type of osmolyte found in the tissues of 
marine crustaceans and fish, where it prevents protein distortion and, therefore, the 
animal’s death [12]. The concentration of TMAO increases as the animal’s depth in 
the seas increases [13]. It is a protein stabilizer that counteracts the protein-destabi-
lizing effects of pressure. In general, the bodies of animals living at great depths are 
adapted to high-pressure environments by having pressure-resistant biomolecules 
and small organic molecules present in their cells, known as piezolytes, of which 
TMAO is the most abundant. These piezolytes give the proteins the flexibility to 
function properly under great pressure [13–15]. However, more importantly, TMAO 
has emerged not only as an important metabolite in the human diet but also as a 
major cardiometabolic risk factor. It has been associated with many cardiovascular 
complications including foam cell formation [16], endothelial dysfunction [17], 
acute heart failure [18], infracted coronary artery [19], inflammation [20] and 
vascular aging [21].

2. Role of gut microbes in regulating cardiovascular health and disease

The gut microbiome has emerged as a critical factor in human health and disease 
[22, 23] and cardio-metabolic diseases are no exception. Obesity and insulin resis-
tance are serious cardiometabolic risk factors [24–27], and gut microbial composi-
tion is a major regulator of these conditions. Changes in fecal microbial community 
composition have been linked to the development of obesity and insulin resistance, 
and microbial transplantation has been shown to transmit increased adiposity in 
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the host [28–30]. Disruptions to the microbiota early in life have since been identi-
fied to induce increased obesity [31]. Koren et al. [32] argued that microbiota could 
be associated with atherosclerosis since human atherosclerotic plaques were found 
to contain bacterial DNA, albeit it was unclear if the DNA came from live bacteria 
within the arterial wall. The initial research into a possible link between the gut 
microbiome and cardiovascular disease (CVD) focused on trimethylamine N-oxide 
(TMAO), a metaorganismal metabolite generated after ingestion of food substances 
plentiful in a Western diet (eg, carnitine, lecithin, choline) [16, 33, 34]. TMAO has 
swiftly established itself as a biomarker for human CVD risk as well as a promoter of 
atherothrombotic disease [35, 36]. In fact, a Western-style diet deficient in microbi-
ota-accessible carbohydrates (MACs) may cause irreversible microbial diversity loss 
and the extinction of particular bacterial species in the digestive system [37]. As a 
result, the low intake of dietary fiber and increased levels of fat and sugar in our food, 
which are typical of a westernized lifestyle and diet, may contribute to the depletion 
of specific bacterial taxa, at least in part [38]. Fiber, fruit, legume and vegetable 
consumption is linked to an increased microbial richness in the gut microbiota [39, 
40], and several recent epidemiological studies have found an inverse relationship 
between dietary fiber consumption and CVD risk variables [41–45]. Non -digestible 
carbohydrates present in dietary fiber are converted by intestinal bacteria into Short-
Chain fatty acids(SCFAs) like acetate, propionate and butyrate [46, 47]. SCFAs have 
been shown to have a direct effect on renin release and vasomotor function, resulting 
in lower blood pressure [48–50]. Butyrate has been shown to have a potential adjuvant 
effect in the lowering of diastolic blood pressure by reducing inflammation in a recent 
controlled experiment [51]. Moreover, in early pregnancy, the presence of butyrate-
producing bacteria was found to be inversely related to blood pressure and plasmino-
gen activator inhibitor-1 levels [52].

2.1 Gut microbiota dysbiosis and implications in CVD risk

Most microbiome-related diseases have skyrocketed in the last century, implying 
that a change in lifestyle could disturb gut microbiota symbiosis by removing 
helpful, protective bacteria [53]. Patients with a variety of CVD risk factors, such 
as hypertension, dyslipidemia, insulin resistance, and other metabolic abnor-
malities, have been found to have variations in microbial composition [36, 37]. 
Dysbiosis of the gut microbiota can lead to chronic inflammation, which is a major 
contributor to obesity, cardiovascular disease, and notably atherosclerosis [38, 39]. 
In symptomatic atherosclerosis patients, metagenome research indicated a higher 
concentration of triglycerides and a lower level of high-density lipoprotein in 
the circulation, as well as an increased abundance of Collinsella and a decreased 
abundance of Roseburia and Eubacterium [54]. Jie et al. [55] discovered an elevated 
relative abundance of Enterobacteriaceae and Streptococcus spp. taxa in atheroscle-
rotic CVD patients. In coronary artery disease patients, Emoto et al. discovered a 
distinct alteration in microbial composition, with a large increase in Lactobacillales 
(Firmicutes) and a decrease in Bacteroidetes [56]. In another study, patients with 
type 2 diabetes had a lower number of Firmicutes and a non-significant rise in 
Bacteroidetes and Proteobacteria [57]. Some cross-sectional studies have found evi-
dence that high-protein and high-fat diets (associated with Western lifestyles) are 
linked to gut microbial populations characterized by the Bacteroides enterotype, 
while diets heavy in carbohydrates and simple sugars are linked to the Prevotella 
enterotype [58].
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The metabolism-independent pathway and the metabolism-dependent pathway 
are two key pathways via which gut dysbiosis can contribute to the development 
and progression of atherosclerosis [59]. In the metabolism -independent path-
ways, bacterial components located on the outer membrane of Gram-negative 
bacteria, such as lipopolysaccharides (LPS), can encourage the production of foam 
cells, which are a primary component of atherosclerotic plaque [60]. To prevent 
the accumulation of excess cholesterol in peripheral tissues, the body has internal 
homeostatic systems in place, such as reverse cholesterol transport (RCT). Excess 
cholesterol is transported to the liver and transformed into bile acids through the 
RCT process [61–63]. By producing metabolic endotoxemia, gut dysbiosis can 
overload systems like RCT and encourage the development of foam cells [64–66]. 
Metabolic endotoxemia is a condition marked by a high level of LPS in the blood-
stream [67]. The presence of Bifidobacteria, which typically enhance intestinal 
barrier function and inhibit bacterial translocation, is reduced in high-fat (HF) 
diet-induced dysbiosis [60].

3. Synthesis and metabolism of gut microbial metabolite TMA and TMAO

3.1 Production of trimethylamine by gut bacteria

Trimethylamine (TMA) is the source of TMAO in humans. TMA is derived 
either directly from meals high in TMA, such seafood, [68, 69] or indirectly from 
the bacterial metabolism of dietary choline and choline-containing substances in 
the colon, such as phosphatidylcholine [16], betaine [70], and dietary L-carnitine 
[33, 71]. The ability of different gut microbes to produce TMA from food precur-
sors varies. This is because it is produced in the gut via a variety of microbial 
mechanisms (Figure 1). As a result, the composition of an individual’s microbiota 
influences the magnitude of TMA production. It’s worth noting that the genes 
essential for TMA formation are found in just a small percentage of the microorgan-
isms in the intestine (less than 1%) [72]. TMA formation appears to be possible 
even at extremely low concentrations of these microorganisms, highlighting the 
importance of the gut microbiota in this context [73]. TMA and TMAO levels have 
been linked to increased activity in bacteria belonging to the phylum Firmicutes 
and Proteobacteria, which are known producers of this metabolite. Furthermore, 
because Bacteroidetes are unable to make TMA [74], TMA and TMAO levels have 
been connected to an enhanced Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes ratio, with higher levels 
of Firmicutes and lower levels of Bacteroidetes [57, 58]. The genes coding for the 
glycyl radical enzyme choline TMA-lyase (CutC) and its related radical S-adenosyl-
L-methionine (SAM)(CutD) activating protein were discovered in the Choline 
Utilization (cut) gene cluster in gut bacteria, which is responsible for the anaerobic 
breakdown of choline into TMA [75]. A two-component CntA/CntB oxygenase/
reductase system capable of cleaving L-carnitine into TMA and malic semialdehyde 
is another microbial metabolic route that generates TMA from L-carnitine [76]. The 
yeaW/X gene products (YeaW/X TMA lyase) are a closely similar bacterial lyase. 
Choline, betaine, L-carnitine, and -butyrobetaine can all be converted to TMA by 
this promiscuous lyase [74, 77]. Aside from these TMA-generating processes from 
dietary trimethylamines, some gut microbes like E.coli have also been found to have 
another pathway that converts TMAO to TMA via the activity of a torA-like gene 
product which acts as a reductase [78, 79].
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3.2 Conversion of TMA into TMAO and its regulation

TMA generated from a choline -rich diet through various metabolic pathways is 
absorbed from the gut into the hepatic portal circulation and oxidized by the enzymes 
flavin-dependent monooxygenase isoforms 1 and 3 (FMO1 and FMO3) in the liver 
to create Trimethylamine-N-oxide(TMAO) (Figure 2) [80]. TMAO is excreted out 
of the body, usually through urine [81]. Sweat, feces (4%), exhaled air (less than 
1%), and other body secretions are some of the other ways TMAO is excreted [82]. 
TMAO can be metabolized to DMA(Dimehtylamine), formaldehyde, ammonia, 
and methane by methanogenic bacteria that carry the TMAO demethylase enzyme 
[83]. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that TMAO derived from food can be 
absorbed directly in the gut [84]. As a result, plasma TMAO levels are regulated by 
TMA synthesis and degradation, as well as the rate at which TMA, and TMAO are 
secreted [85].

3.3  Dietary precursors of TMAO and the relationship between TMAO levels and 
dietary habits

As discussed in Section 3.1, seafood is a rich source of dietary TMA/TMAO and 
various dietary precursors like L-carnitine, choline, ergothioneine and betaine 
(Figure 1) equally contribute to the generation of TMAO in the body. Free TMAO 
present in seafood is not metabolized by gut microbiota and is directly absorbed into 
the systemic circulation [86]. L-carnitine is present in high concentrations in meals 
derived from animals (meat and dairy products), and in smaller amounts in grains 

Figure 1. 
Chemical formulae of TMA and TMAO’s principal dietary precursors. The key metabolic pathways for the 
synthesis of TMA by the gut microbiota and endogenous enzymes, as well as the conversion of TMA to TMAO by 
hepatic FMOs, are depicted in this diagram.
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and vegetables [87]. The most common sources of choline in the diet are eggs and 
liver, followed by meats and fish, whole grain, cereal, vegetables, fruits, milk, fats, 
and oils [88]. One of the most important sources of betaine is cereal-based foods [89]. 
Betaine can also be found in spinach, beets, crabs, and finfish [90]. Dietary sources 
are the only way to get ergothioneine. Ergothioneine is found in only a few foods, with 
the largest quantities found in boletus and oyster mushrooms, as well as to a lesser 
level in chicken and pork liver and kidney, oat bran, and black and red beans [91]. 
As discussed in Section 2, a westernized lifestyle and diet full of junk fatty foods and 
refined sugar, devoid of fiber and important nutrients, predisposes one to increased 
CVD risk and other chronic diseases. Plasma TMAO levels have been observed to 
rise when people eat Western-style or high-fat diets [92–94]. However, conversely, 
epidemiological studies have linked the Mediterranean diet to a lower risk of cardio-
vascular disease (CVD) [95]. A typical Mediterranean diet is defined by plant based 
foods (vegetables, fruits, nuts,), olive oil based fats and moderate to low amounts of 
seafood, eggs and meats [96, 97]. This makes this type of diet high in fiber and low in 
choline -rich food. The importance of fiber- rich foods has already been mentioned 
in Section 2. High dietary fiber consumption, followed by gut microbiota-mediated 
fermentation, appears to reduce TMAO levels in experiments on animal models and 
clinical medicine [98].

4. Role of TMAO in increasing cardiovascular disease risk

A choline-rich diet puts a person at risk of increased TMAO levels [16], which is 
directly correlated to an increased CVD risk [99]. Angiographic markers of coronary 
artery atherosclerotic burden and cardiac risks have strong relationships with sys-
temic TMAO levels, and higher levels of TMAO in the blood are linked to an increased 
risk of incident cardiovascular events such as myocardial infarction, recurrent stroke, 

Figure 2. 
Gut flora mediated synthesis of TMA and hepatic conversion to TMAO.
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and even cardiovascular death [55, 100]. Gut microbes play a role in modifying plate-
let reactivity and generating a pro-thrombotic phenotype in vivo by producing TMAO 
(Figure 3) [101]. Zhu et al., has shown that direct exposure of platelets to TMAO, 
caused activation of the platelets by the release of intracellular calcium. This modu-
lates the platelet hyper-responsiveness and the potential of thrombosis and causes 
thrombosis and atherosclerosis [101]. Rebecca et al., states that knockdown of FMOs 
can protect mice from obesity, which is a major cause for cardiovascular diseases 
[102, 103]. Increased amount of TMAO, obtained from the diet, causes monocytes 
to enter the subendothelial space and differentiate into colony -stimulating factors 
when they encounter the growth factors. These form large cells known as dendritic 
cells and macrophages which possess high expression of SR-A1 and CD36 [104]. 
These cells take up oxidized, low- density lipid particles to create foam cells that are 
irregular in the uptake of cholesterol with fatty acids and ester bonds, thus stimulat-
ing atherosclerosis [105]. It is suggested that CD36/MAPK/JNK pathways play a vital 
role in the formation of foam cells [106]. Research studies show that apoe−/− mice 
fed with choline diet for 8 weeks, gradually exhibited an increase in TMAO, which 
further recruited macrophages and pro – inflammatory cytokines [107]. Another 
study by Boini et al. indicates the link between TMAO and inflammation, where 
TMAO induces NLRP3 inflammasome formation and causes other immune responses 
[108]. An imbalance of cholesterol transport is observed in individuals with high 
TMAO, and studies show that mice with administered TMAO inhibited the synthesis 
of hepatic bile acid by downregulating the expression of Cyp7a1, which promoted ath-
erosclerosis [109]. The activation of oxidative stress pathways following exposure to 
TMAO, which triggers inflammatory cytokines, is the molecular basis for increasing 
cardiovascular illnesses. It can also activate the p38 MAPK and NF-kappa beta signal-
ing pathways, which enhances NLRP3 production in the inflammasome and promotes 
vascular calcification and endothelial cell damage [110]. High administration of 
TMAO causes oxidative stress, inflammation and suppressed cellular functions, while 
low levels exhibit a contrary response [111]. A recent study proved that patients with 
aortic stenosis, had their TMAO levels as 5.5 μM, when the control was 3.6 μM. TMA 
is also associated with cardiovascular diseases as the levels of TMA in these patients 
were 59.5 μM and the control was 23.2 μM [112]. Thus, TMAO is considered to be an 
independent risk factor for cardiovascular diseases.

Figure 3. 
TMAO- mediated platelet hyper-responsiveness and increased thrombosis risk.
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5.  Targeting the TMA/TMAO pathway as a therapeutic strategy to combat 
CVD risk-current research and future directions

The gut microbiome is a growing area of research in metabolic health and its link 
to CVD risk. The development of high-throughput metagenomic tools has aided a 
new understanding of the gut microbiome’s role in CVD risk [113]. The gut microbi-
ome can be targeted to modify TMAO synthesis, according to recent fecal microbial 
transplant research [114] and as a result TMA/TMAO levels can be regulated. Based 
on research by Maisto et al., in healthy subjects, grape pomace polyphenolic extract 
has been found to lower serum levels of TMAO [115]. Resveratrol (RSV) reduces 
TMAO- induced atherosclerosis by lowering TMAO levels and enhancing hepatic bile 
acid synthesis through gut microbiota remodeling [116]. Antimicrobial phytochemi-
cals, such as allicin, a dietary dosage derived from garlic, effectively neutralize the 
metabolic ability of gut microbiota to produce TMAO- induced by L-carnitine intake 
[117]. Luhong granules, a complex blend of herbs, flowers, animal parts, seeds, and 
roots, prolong ventricular remodeling after myocardial infarction by lowering TMAO 
and LPS levels in the bloodstream by increasing the gut microflora and intestinal bar-
rier function [118]. A single oral dosage of a cutC/D inhibitor lowers plasma TMAO 
levels for up to three days and reverses diet-induced platelet reactivity and thrombus 
formation as studied in animal models, with no toxicity or increased bleeding risk 
[119]. In experiments with mice models, Lactobacillus plantarum ZDY04 significantly 
reduced serum TMAO and cecal TMA levels in mice by modulating the relative 
abundance of specific bacterial species, including Bacteroids and significantly inhibit-
ing the development of TMAO-induced atherosclerosis in choline fed mice [120]. In 
high-fat diet-induced obese mice, capsanthin extract prevents obesity, lowers serum 
TMAO levels, and modifies the gut microbiota composition by decreasing serum 
triglycerides, total cholesterol, and TMAO levels and markedly increasing microbial 
diversity [121]. The ability of several oral probiotics to modify circulating TMAO 
levels in different cohorts, including healthy participants and patients with a CVD-
related disease, has been investigated [122–125]. None of them, however, appeared to 
have a significant effect on TMAO levels in the treatment groups as compared to the 
placebo groups. In another study, TMA-degrading microorganisms were used by Qiu 
et al. (2017) to investigate another promising technique for lowering TMA levels in 
the gut where oral administration of a TMA-metabolizing strain (Enterobacter aero-
genes ZDY01) reduced TMA in the cecum and TMAO in the serum, as well as changing 
the microbial community composition in mice, according to their findings [126]. In 
human studies, changes in urine TMAO levels have been discovered in untargeted 
metabolomics investigations following supplementation with Origanum dictamus tea 
and Curcuma longa extract [127, 128].

6. Conclusions

Diet has been shown to have an important role in the formation of TMAO because 
it offers the nutritional precursors needed to create TMA and TMAO. There is a posi-
tive correlation between circulating TMAO levels and the consumption of food rich in 
dietary precursors of TMAO like seafood, meat, eggs etc. Targeting the TMA/TMAO 
metabolism has emerged as a promising tool for cardiovascular disease prevention 
and treatment in recent years. Targeting the microbiota and host metabolic systems 
implicated in TMA and TMAO production shows potential for future intervention. 
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Animal models have largely established the capacity of specific diets, food ingredi-
ents, and phytochemicals found in herbs to reduce circulation of TMAO levels. The 
link between changes in TMAO levels and gut microbiota has only been shown in 
a few cases, and the exact processes behind the impacts of the dietary items under 
investigation are yet unknown. More importantly, there are few studies that suggest 
that lowering circulating TMAO levels has a favorable effect in humans. Because the 
majority of the studies have been conducted on animal models, the results are dif-
ficult to apply to humans. Future research in this area should address conventional 
microbial research obstacles as well as those more specific to the study of TMA/
TMAO metabolism, such as the substantial intra-individual variability of plasma 
TMAO levels observed in some humans. With the advancement and availability of 
next-generation sequencing and other omics technologies, a change from studies 
focusing on defining microbial community composition to more function-oriented 
research on the gut microbiota is envisaged. Bioinformatic approaches, shotgun 
metagenomics, meta-transcriptomics, meta-proteomics, and metabolomics, are all 
expected to be crucial in unraveling the intricate relationships between nutrition, 
microbial metabolism, and host health.
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Chapter 5

Obesity and Cardiovascular Risk
Pedro Felipe Parra Velasco

Abstract

Obesity is considered a pandemic of the present century and is associated with 
severe noncommunicable chronic diseases, especially cardiovascular diseases, which 
remain the leading cause of death in the world. Visceral adiposity is a usual localization 
for ectopic fat depots and increases the risk of cardiovascular diseases. Endothelial 
dysfunction in obesity explains atherosclerosis and higher risk of incident coronary 
artery disease. Further microvascular disease caused by chronic inflammatory state 
increases cytokines and reduces the nitric oxide, and chronic inflammation has been 
characterized by the imbalance between proinflammatory and procoagulant and anti-
inflammatory and anticoagulant activities of the endothelium to generate a procoagu-
lant state. An important topic is the gut microbiota that influences the progression of 
atherosclerosis. Some studies have shown the influence of gut dysbiosis and progres-
sion of atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease. Additionally studies talking about 
overweight and obesity with coronary artery disease are explained by levels of blood 
pressure, cholesterol, and glucose; however, another important causative factor is the 
ectopic fat deposition, especially pericardial and epicardial spaces, which may further 
contribute to the burden of coronary atherosclerosis. So, diagnosis of cardiovascular 
diseases in obesity requires a lot of knowledge to suspect, diagnose, and to treat.

Keywords: obesity, cardiovascular risk, fatty tissue, atherosclerosis, coronary artery 
disease (CAD)

1. Introduction

Obesity is a disorder characterized by a disproportionate increase in body weight 
in relation to height, mainly due to the accumulation of fat, is considered a pandemic 
of the present century. It is associated with several noncommunicable chronic dis-
eases, namely metabolic syndrome, type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), cardiovascular 
diseases (CVD), obstructive sleeping apnea, osteoarthropathies, and cancer [1].

It is estimated that 39–49% of the world’s population (2.8–3.5 billon people) are 
overweight. Among adult men, the prevalence of obesity in the Hispanic, black, and 
white is higher than in Asians, respectively. In women, the prevalence of obesity 
behavior is almost the same as the men. The black women have the most prevalence 
following the Hispanic, white, and Asian. In addition, children and adolescents are 
also affected; between 2 and 19-year-olds, 17% are obese and the males and females 
are equally [2, 3].

Knowing that the obesity is a complex disease, the prevalence is based on racial/
ethnic and sex factors. For example, among adult men, the prevalence of obesity in 
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the Hispanic, black, and white is higher than in Asians, respectively. In women, the 
prevalence is almost the same as the men. The black women have the most prevalence 
following the Hispanic, white, and Asian showing there is a socioeconomic inequality 
structure as well. In addition, children and adolescents are also affected; between 2 
and 19-year-olds 17% are obese and the males and females are equally [2].

In general terms, the trends in obesity prevalence around the world are getting 
up constantly, which means it highlights the significant impact that the obesity will 
continue to have on CVD the incidence, prevalence, and deaths globally.

At this time, obesity is linked to numerous diseases of the cardiovascular system: 
stroke, venous thromboembolic disease and pulmonary hypertension, cardiovascular 
disease, heart failure, arrhythmias such as atrial fibrillation, and sudden cardiac 
death [4].

2. Visceral adiposity, liver fat, and cardiovascular risk

There is a strongly correlation between overall obesity and abdominal obesity; 
although, there are two kinds of patients: either the ones with overall obesity but not 
abdominal obesity.

Abdominal obesity is linked to increased cardiovascular diseases. Along these 
lines, there still exists underdiagnosis to classify the CVD risk among obese patients. 
Trying to unmask and making a good clinical patient evaluation, organizations, 
expert panels, and a lot of evidence support have shown and recommended the waist 
circumference (WC) measurements with body mass index (BMI) applied in the clini-
cal practice may add critical information and successful prediction of cardiovascular 
risk and mortality focusing on visceral adiposity.

Fortunately imaging techniques can be used to quantify adipose tissue and ectopic 
fat depots volumes. The National Library of Medicine described the adipose tissue as a 
storage of energy in the form of triacylglycerols and ectopic fat depots and is defined 
by excess adipose tissue in locations not classically associated with adipose tissue stor-
age, some fat depots are more linked to risk factors for disease than others. Techniques 
such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are 
extraordinary and the most advanced in the study of human body composition and 
of its relationship with CVD risk. However, other techniques such as bio-impedance 
body composition are more available in the practice [5].

The abdominal adiposity can be divided into: obesity, subcutaneous, and visceral 
obesity. Overweight or obese patients with low levels of visceral adipose tissue (VAT) 
have been identified as having a more favorable cardiovascular risk profile, com-
monly known as metabolically healthy obese patients. Some recent data suggest that 
metabolically healthy obesity may be a transitory phenotype, the time of which may 
be variable by race, ethnicity, and gender. The relationship between visceral adipose 
tissue and cardiovascular risk is known, the first one being a clear accelerator for the 
development of cardiovascular diseases.

The concept called adipose tissue expandability refers to the ability of the 
adipocyte to be contained in the places where it normally lives. When this expansion 
capacity of adipose tissue is exceeded, it begins to be located in organs abnormally, 
developing diseases such as hepatic steatosis, which is directly related to a higher 
risk of developing cardiovascular events. Thus, it is important to identify that 
patients with increased visceral adiposity are the ones with the highest risk indepen-
dent of weight.
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3. Ectopic fat depots and CVD risk

3.1 Ectopic fat depots

Although the major known ectopic fat depot is the hepatic depot, there are other 
abnormal fat depots that contribute to the development of cardiovascular diseases. 
Some of these are: pericardial and epicardial depots despite being used many times in 
an undifferentiated way, they have a different anatomical locations and their relation-
ship with cardiovascular diseases is different. The pericardial depot is located at the 
level of the pericardial sac and has been related to a high BMI, traditional cardiovas-
cular risk (CVR) risk factors, and elevated atherogenic cholesterol. Additionally, the 
amount of pericardial fat has been associated with an increased risk of coronary heart 
disease, atherosclerosis, and heart failure adjusting for age, sex, BMI, and abdominal 
circumference; but not adjusting for traditional CVR factor and either when adjusting 
for levels of more atherogenic cholesterol particles [6].

VAT on the other hand represents the visceral fat contained between the 
external myocardium wall and the visceral lamina of the pericardium. It has been 
associated with a general CVR score and arterial stiffness in patients with CVD 
and DM2 [7].

Reports from multiple studies presented a high association between the pericardial 
depots and CVD. For example, a study of atherosclerosis showed the pericardial fat 
and a higher risk of all CVD causes, hard atherosclerotic CVD, and HF but not intra-
thoracic fat [8]. Another study that analyzed all-cause mortality risk after adjustment 
for age, sex, lifestyle variables, lipids, glucose, and adipocytokines was higher by 
increment in pericardial fat, but it did not proof enough information to predict the 
events of CVD beyond traditional risk factors [9].

Epicardial adipose tissue (EAT) is the visceral fat layer located around the heart 
and is believed to be important for the buffering of the coronary arteries and in 
providing fatty acids as a source of energy for the cardiac muscle. Reviews have 
shown that this deposit may be considered highly insulin resistant and also indica-
tor of cardiovascular risk because of the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines 
and carotid artery stiffness. In addition, this can produce sleep apnea severity in 
woman independently of BMI, and this last one is associated with higher CVD 
risk [10, 11].

Currently, the way to reduce the announced ectopic fat (adipose tissue depots) 
has been investigated. There are a lot of nonpharmacological strategies to be applied 
based on lifestyle interventions, some authors dare to say could be more effective than 
pharmacological therapies. One of those strategies are exercises such as aerobic in 
nature, which may reduce VAT unchanged on weight loss; and reports of losing VAT 
by only resistance and high-intensity raining are equivocal [12, 13]. Thus, exercise 
interventions not just can decrease the VAT, apparently have impact in reducing 
hepatic, epicardial, and pericardial fat. However, there is not enough information to 
support a significant reduction in epicardial fat with exercise as the caloric restriction 
strategy to reduce it [14].

The recommendation for physical activity of 150 min per week may be sufficient to 
reduce VAT with no further reduction with additional activity. It is very important to 
highlight that exercise can reduce VAT even in the absence of weight loss [15].

According to data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, 
central obesity has higher risk of cardiovascular mortality compared with patients 
with the same BMI but without central adiposity. This has been called normal weight 
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central obesity and expected survival estimates were consistently lower for those with 
central obesity when controlled for age and BMI [16, 17].

4. Endotelial disfunction

4.1 Atherosclerosis in obesity

The process to atherosclerosis begins with fatty streaks resulting in thickening 
of the intima arterial layer. Obesity is considered a storm, which accelerates this pro-
cess by several mechanisms such as insulin resistance through adipocytokines, endo-
thelial dysfunction, hypercoagulability, and inflammation. The VAT makes systemic 
and vascular inflammation that promotes atherogenesis. Further, insulin resistance has 
been associated to metabolic syndrome, proinflammatory, and prothrombotic states.

Endothelial dysfunction in obesity has two principal causes: diminished bioavail-
ability of nitric oxide and increased oxidative stress. A good marker of early athero-
sclerosis is carotid intima media thickness [18].

Several prospective epidemiological studies demonstrate that obesity and higher 
risk of incident coronary artery disease (CAD) are strongly linked. Excess visceral 
fat rather than body weight has been linked to increased risk of cardiovascular 
events. BMI, higher measures of central adiposity, including WC and waist-to-hip 
ratio (WHR), were aligned with a higher risk of CAD and cardiovascular mortality 
independently of BMI [19, 20].

Another important concept is the duration of obesity and abdominal adiposity, 
expressed as excess BMI-years and WC-years, which are stronger predictors of CAD, 
highlighting these measurements must be evaluated together [21].

4.2 Microvascular disease and obesity

The chronic inflammatory conditions developed from the obesity are linked to 
abnormalities in the coronary microvasculature. Coronary microvascular disease is 
pathophysiologically associated with endothelial dysfunction and possibly to small 
vessel remodeling and also disturbing coronary blood flow; this microvascular disease 
is independently associated with higher BMI [22].

Obesity has implications in macrophages and adipocytes that generate a proin-
flammatory state that increases the cytokines and reduces the nitric oxide. All this 
cascade promotes endothelial dysfunction (Figure 1).

Proinflamatory state: IL1β, IL 6, Leptin, TNFα, PCR, NO.
Endothelial Dysfunction: ROS, angiotensinogen, calprotectin NO, Ghrelin.
Metabolic disorders: Changes in glucose and lipid metabolism, insulin resistance, 

hypertension, atherosclerosis.

IL1 β: Interleukin 1 β, IL6: Interleukin 6, TNF Tumor Necrosis Factor, Nitric Oxide, 
ROS: Reactive Oxygen Species.

Normally the endothelium regulates vascular homeostasis; it is the natural inner 
lining of the vessels. Its layers are: tunica intima, tunica media, and the vascular 
smooth muscle cell (VSMC). But there is a combination-coordination of multiple 
factors such as blood flow, distribution of nutrients, hormones, and other macro-
nutrients, and migration and proliferation of VSMC. The VSMC is an important 
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component of vessel wall remodeling in response to injury, which controls coagula-
tion and fibrinolysis activities, reduces vascular tone and regulates cellular and vas-
cular adhesions, inhibits leukocyte adhesions, and modulates inflammatory activities 
and angiogenesis (Figure 2).

Vasodilators: Apelin, H2S, NO, PGI2, IgF1.
Permeability: NO, VEGF, ROS, PGI2, PAI1, FGF, Leptin.
Anticoagulant factors: Anti thrombin III, Thrombomodulin.
Angiogenic factors: FGF, TGFβ, VEGF.
Vasoconstrictors: ROS, VCAM, PgH2, Ang II, Resistin.
Inflammatory mediators: Leucotriens, integrins Inmunoglobulins.
Procoagulant factors: TF, PAF, vWF, TXA2, PAI.
Proliferation: NO, TxA2, ROS, PgH2.

H2S: Hydrogen Sulfide, NO: Nitric Oxide, PGI2: Proctaciclin, IgF1: Insulin Like 
growth factor 1, VEGF: vascular endothelial growth factor, PAI1: Plaminogen Activator 
Inhibitor, FGF: Fibroblast Growth Factor, TGFβ: Transforming Growth Factor β, ROS: 
Reactive Oxygen Species, VCAM: Vascular Cell Adhesion Molecule1, PgH2: Prostaglandin 
H2, Ang II: Angiotensin II, TF: Tissue Factor; vWF: Von Willebrand Factor, PAF: Platelet 
Activating Factor, TXA2: thromboxane A2, PAI: Plasminogen Activator Inhibitor1.

Figure 1. 
OBESTITY and PROINFLAMATORY STATE.
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Nevertheless, the endothelial dysfunction is usually characterized by the disrupt 
between secretion and release of vasoconstriction and vasodilation agents, pushing 
the vascular endothelial toward prothrombotic and proatherogenic effects [23].

Secondly, the distorted provokes that the leukocyte adhesion, activation of 
platelets, pro-oxidation of mitogens, impaired PGI2, coagulation, and nitric oxide 
(NO) productions are the features or ¨faulty physiological properties¨ resulted from a 
dysfunction of endothelium, as well decreased synthesis of EDHF, and vasoconstric-
tion factors including Ang II and prostaglandin (PGH2), atherosclerosis, and throm-
bosis (Figure 3) [23].

The major participating agents of endothelial dysfunction in obesity include: 
insulin resistance, oxidized form of low-density lipoprotein (oxLDL), adipose 
tissues related inflammation, and decreased NO bioavailability. Others such 
as elevated production of ROS and arginase, advanced glycation end products 
(RAGE), and phenotypic alterations in perivascular adipose tissue result in mild 
inflammation and elevated leptin with subsequent reduction of adiponectin 
 secretions [24].

Further obesity generates a procoagulant state, which is explained by several 
mechanisms:

1. Adipose tissue in obesity secretes decreased levels of adiponectin, thereby facili-
tating the susceptibility of platelets aggregation with the subsequent increased 
PAI-1 production, which further inhibits fibrinolysis.

2. Macrophages found in adipose tissue also produce TF, which combines with the 
elevated liver secretion of FVII and FVIII to promote the possibility of coagula-
tion abnormalities.

Figure 2. 
Endothelial dysfunction and obesity.
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3. Inflammation has been characterized by the imbalance between proinflamma-
tory and procoagulant, and anti-inflammatory and anticoagulant activities of 
the endothelium, leading to disturbance of the hemostatic system.

4.3 Endothelial dysfunction, epigenetic modifications, and vascular calcification

Epigenetic modifications such as DNA methylation and histone acetylation are 
described. Previous studies have recognized changes in expression of methyltransfer-
ase linked with hypomethylation of hypermethylated genomic regions. These find-
ings are linked between epigenetic modifications and atherosclerosis.

Vascular calcification (VC) is one of the mechanisms that influences vascular 
remodeling due to the differentiation of vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs), 
alterations in elastin, collagen, and endothelial dysfunction. VC increases the chances 
of cardiovascular mortality and morbidity, especially in individuals with obesity, type 
2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), and chronic kidney disease [25]. Several studies have 
identified the correlation between ROS generation, particularly H2 O2 (hydrogen 
peroxide), and the progression of vascular calcification. An elevated level of ROS 
triggers MMP (matrix metalloproteinase) activity and alteration in collagen and 
elastin deposition [26].

4.4 How the gut microbiota affects on vascular endothelium

Gut microbiota is the collection of bacteria that inhabitat gastrointestinal tract and 
have many repercussions in health. Several studies have indicated that gut microbiota 
plays a contributing role in atherosclerosis through modulating inflammation and the 

Figure 3. 
Proinflamatory and anti-inflammatory state in obesity.
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secretion of microbial metabolites. Recent studies have shown the influence of gut 
disbiosis and progression of atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease. Bacteria such 
as Akkermansia muciniphila promote barrier function and have attenuating effect 
against atherosclerosis [27].

Scientists have found that the relative abundance of Roseburia and Eubacterium 
was lower, while Collinsella was higher in atherosclerosis patients compared with 
healthy controls [28].

Variety of metabolites are derived from the gut microbiota, as well as co-metabo-
lism of gut microbiota such as amines methylamines, polyamines, short-chain fatty 
acids (SCFAs), trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO), and secondary bile acids (BAs). 
SCFAs are a group of well-established gut microbial metabolites that are critically 
involved in metabolic diseases [27].

Diet has an important role in biodiversity of microbiome and hemostasis for 
maintaining human health. Disbiosis has been associated with progression of various 
diseases including CVD, obesity, diabetes, nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, and some 
types of cancer.

4.5 Molecular endothelial dysfunction in obesity

There are many bioquimical makers of endothelial dysfunction: first MCP1 
(monocyte chemotactic and activating factor). This protein is synthesized by several 
types of cells, including inflammatory and inflammation-mediated cells, monocytic 
cells, human tubular epithelial cells (TECs), and renal-mediated cells in response 
to various stimuli and when joint to chemokine receptor 2 (CCR2) initiates vari-
ous monocyte-mediated proinflammatory signals and monocyte chemoattractant 
activities, facilitating monocytes migration to the subendothelium and combines with 
ox-LDL to form foam cells, forming a fatty streak and eventual atherosclerotic plaque 
(Figure 4) [29].

5. Obesity and atherosclerosis

Obesity increases morbidity and mortality especially when associated to hyperten-
sion and CAD [30].

Obesity is associated with overt atherosclerotic lesions even after accounting for 
the impact of these metabolic cardiovascular risk factors. The association of obesity 
with raised atherosclerotic lesions among men in the Pathobiological Determinants 
of Atherosclerosis in Youth study was present only for those with a thick abdominal 
panniculus, indicating the fundamental role of central adiposity in the development of 
atherosclerotic disease [31]. Chronic inflammation induced by obesity increases the like-
lihood of low-density lipoprotein oxidation, which promotes atherogenesis [32]. Other 
factors together increase atherosclerosis are insulin resistance and metabolic syndrome.

Endothelial dysfunction in obesity is principally caused by diminished bioavail-
ability of nitric oxide in the setting of inflammation and oxidative stress [33].

A prospective study published by Whintlock et al. describes an increase of prob-
ability of mortality stroke in a range of 25–50 kg/m2, each 5 kg/m2 is associated with 
40% higher stroke mortality. A prospective cohort study with 3.2 million person-year 
by follow-up from 1964 to 2015 concluded that overweight and obesity shortened 
longevity and increased lifetime risk [34].
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There are important differences in obesity according to gender that must be taken 
into account, such as the impact of hormones in women against the development of 
atherosclerosis.

Before menopause, women generally have greater vagal than sympathetic tone, 
and lower levels of total cholesterol and LDL-C than men. Additionally, differences 
in glucose and lipid metabolism, sex hormones, and cytokine production are thought 
to explain why men are at an increased risk of CVD [35, 36]. This recalls the protec-
tive effect of estrogens in maintaining health and distribution of body fat. This is 
likely explained by the aforementioned differences in hormone-driven patterns of 
fat distribution, with men more likely to deposit visceral fat, compared with subcu-
taneous fat in women, considering that visceral fat has been associated with greater 
cardiometabolic risk [37, 38].

Obesity is characterized by an increased risk of diabetes, hypertension, and 
dyslipidemia, and independently associated with CVD. Several prospective epide-
miological studies demonstrate that obesity is associated with higher risk of incident 
coronary artery disease [39]. There are controversies if obesity causes high risk of 
CVD or the complications of obesity are the cause of them. Some large prospective 
analyses have indicated that the link between obesity and CAD is mediated largely 
by hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes, and other comorbidities, whereas other 
prospective studies suggest a significant residual CAD risk in obesity even after 
accounting for these risk factors [40].

Figure 4. 
Bioquimical markers of endothelial dysfunction.
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A meta-analysis of 21 studies including 1.8 million individuals suggested that 
approximately half of the associations of overweight and obesity with CAD are 
explained by levels of blood pressure, cholesterol, and glucose [41]. There are three 
mechanisms linked to metabolic syndrome, that is, production of adipocytokines, 
oxidative stress, and a prothrombotic state [42].

Other important causative factor is the ectopic fat deposition, especially pericar-
dial and epicardial spaces, which may further contribute to the burden of coronary 
atherosclerosis [43].

Some studies of pathobiology have shown that arteries with intramyocardial 
course in perfect condition could have atherosclerosis in epicardial segment of 
the same artery. Thus, local production of adipocytokines by epicardial fat may 
modulates blood vessel biology through paracrine signaling or through vasa 
vasorum [44].

6. Diagnosis of coronary artery disease (CAD) in obesity

CAD has been associated with higher measures of central adiposity, including 
WC and WHR inclusive those with normal weight and BMI. The degree and dura-
tion of obesity expressed as excess BMI years and WC years are stronger predictors 
of CAD [21].

Many changes can occur in the patients with CAD. There are noninvasive and 
invasive modalities to assess CAD in patients with obesity. These will be described 
below.

6.1 Noninvasive CAD assessment

6.1.1 Electrocadiography

Obesity has the potential to affect the ECG in several ways: displacing the heart by 
elevating the diaphragm in the supine position, increasing the cardiac workload, and 
increasing the distance between the heart and the recording electrodes.

Several electrocardiographic changes are associated with obesity (Table 1).
More frequent ST-segment depression is seen in patients with overweight and 

CAD, and insulin concentration may be related to the development of the ST-segment 
depression over time [21].

Hear rate

QRS interval

QT interval

False-positive criteria for inferior myocardial infraction

PR interval

ST–T abnormalities

Left axis deviation

Table 1. 
Electrocardiographic changes in importance order.
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6.1.2 Treadmill stress test

Many patients with obesity fail to achieve 80–85% of the age-predicted heart rate 
needed for diagnostically valid results.

Chronotropic competence can be reduced in obesity, with a prior study showing 
that peak heart rate, heart rate recovery, and chronotropic index are lower in patients 
with obesity, regardless of fitness level [45].

6.1.3 Stress ecocardiography

Stress echocardiography is highly feasible in most cases for patients with obesity 
through either physiological stress (treadmill exercise) or pharmacological stress 
(dobutamine).

However, stress echocardiography is highly operator-dependent and can be 
limited in the presence of poor acoustic windows related to pulmonary disease, breast 
size, obesity, and respiratory motion. Contrast study in obesity patients is suggested 
because the sensitivity is better than without contrast. Contrasted images improved 
sensitivity and specificity (82% vs 70% and 78% vs. 67%, respectively) [46].

6.1.4 PET (positron emission tomography) rubidium

PET rubidium has a 91% sensitivity and 89% specificity and produces less irradia-
tion exposure, better quality of images, a greater degree of diagnosis, reduces invasive 
examination, and low cardiac death rates in obesity [47].

Therefore, PET rubidium is the nuclear imaging technique of choice for patients 
with obesity.

6.1.5 Stress cardiac MRI (magnetic resonance imaging)

Stress cardiac MRI and PET are likely the diagnostic techniques least affected by 
obesity.

The presence of ischemia predicted adverse events at 5 years of follow-up, regard-
less of whether scar was present. Lack of inducible ischemia is associated with a low 
annual major adverse coronary events (MACEs) rate of 0.3% at 2 years in patients 
with obesity [48].

6.1.6 CT calcium score

CAC (coronary artery calcium) is a marker of atherosclerosis that is predictive of 
cardiovascular events. This technique offers the possibility of determining the pres-
ence and extent of calcified coronary artery plaque. Some studies suggest that waist 
circumference (WC) and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) provide more useful prognostic 
information than BMI on the likelihood of elevated CAC. This concept emphasizes 
the importance of abdominal obesity and pathophysiology of atherosclerosis [49].

6.1.7 Cardiac CT coronary angiography

CT coronary angiography is an alternative for the quantification of calcified or 
noncalcified plaque. This approach is useful in specific subset of symptomatic patients 
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with obesity or when stress test is equivocal, uninterpretable stress test, or in cases when 
a discrepancy exists between clinical presentation and stress test results. This technique 
allows evaluation of luminal stenosis and plaque characterization and quantification [50].

One major challenge with CT coronary angiography is that image quality degrades 
as BMI increases; this degradation increases in background noise. In patients with 
overweight can reduce signal-to-noise ratio, and low vessel opacification may occur 
when contrast is inspected.

6.2 Invasive evaluation of CAD in obesity

6.2.1 Coronary angiography

Patients undergoing catheterization have potential difficulties: suboptimal radio-
graphic visualization, vascular access laborious, bleeding, radial access is preferred in 
obesity patients because it has been associated with three times lower rate of compli-
cations than transfemoral access and higher radiation exposure to both patients with 
obesity and staff [51].

6.2.2 PCI and obesity

In the Cath PCI Registry after multivariable adjustment obesity was indepen-
dently associated with a greater mortality rate and lower bleeding rate. Adequate 
anticoagulation is important in this subpopulation [52, 53]. Another study reported 
that patients with severe obesity have major risk of contrast-induced nephropathy. 
Dialysis and vascular complications, gastrointestinal bleeding, and MACE (Major 
Adverse Cardiovascular Events) are not statistically different [54].

6.2.3 Intravascular ultrasound

Several intravascular imaging techniques such as intravascular ultrasound, virtual 
histology intravascular ultrasound, and optical coherence tomography allow in vivo 
assessment of plaque burden, plaque morphology, and response to therapy.

Abdominal visceral adiposity independently predicted the presence and extent of 
noncalcified coronary plaque that also contained multiple features of plaque vulner-
ability [55].

The appropriate choice of test to assess CVD depends on local expertise, the rela-
tive strengths and weaknesses of each modality, and individual patient characteristics 
that contribute to the pretest likelihood of CVD and the risk/benefit ratio of using a 
given modality.

7. Clinical management, treatment, and secondary cardiac disease

Obesity paradox refers to the fact that although obesity increases the risk of CVD 
for those who had already an CVD, excess weight is not a risk factor to develop adverse 
outcomes including death [56].

Although weight loss would be believed to significantly benefit cardiovascular 
outcomes, this benefit has only been shown in weight loss performed through bariat-
ric surgery in which more than 10–15% of body weight is lost; therefore, that modest 
weight loss has not been shown to impact cardiovascular outcomes [57, 58].
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To treat obesity requires a multidisciplinary management in which the eating 
pattern, amount of exercise, stress, sleep pattern are evaluated. So, it is not enough 
exercise and nutrition to evaluate all the factors related to weight gain together.

Some clinical trials demonstrate the cardiovascular impact of Mediterranean 
diet in reducing MACE in patients with high cardiovascular risk. However, lifestyle 
changes in diabetes patients have failed to show a significant reduction in MACE, only 
those with weight loss greater than 10% had significant results [59, 60].

Pharmacological treatment has impact on weight reduction as well. For example, 
liraglutide has been shown to reduce death by 13% and 22% from cardiovascular 
causes in patients with type 2 diabetes in LEADER trial [61].

Recently semaglutide at 2.4 mg dose in obese patients without diabetes has 
demonstrated a significant body weight reduction (14.9% vs. 2.4% with placebo). 
In total, 69% of body weight reduction ≥10% at 68 weeks and 50% body weight 
reduction ≥15% .

Further reduction in waist circumference, systolic blood pressure, and improve-
ment of physical function [62].

Orlistat was approver in 1998 for the treatment of obesity and demonstrated 37% 
reduction in progression from prediabetes to diabetes and significant reduction of 
associated disease such as hypertension and blood lipid levels [63].

Naltrexone SR/Bupropion SR is another drug approved in the United States 
for the treatment of obesity and has cardiovascular security trial (LIGHT trial – 
Cardiovascular Outcomes Study of Naltrexone SR/Bupropion SR in Overweight 
and obese subjects with cardiovascular risk factors). Bupropion suppresses appetite 
transiently due to an endorphin-mediated mechanism of action. Naltrexone blocks 
the endorphin, which allows a long-term appetite suppression effect [64]. However, 
because of the early unanticipated termination of the trial, it is not possible to assess 
non-inferiority to the prespecified upper limit of 1.4. Consequently, the cardiovas-
cular safety of this treatment remains uncertain and will require evaluation in a new 
adequately powered outcome trial.

Lorcaserine was approved in the obesity treatment but recently was removed 
for the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), due to a possible increased risk 
of cancer [65].

Finally, patients with body mass index greater than 35 kg/m2 with comorbidities 
or greater than 40 kg/m2 without them get benefit from bariatric surgery. Non-
randomized prospective studies desmonstrated a reduction of cardiovascular death in 
this group of patients [66].

8. Conclusions

In conclusion, obesity patients have an important difference than patients with 
normal weight. First, the chronic inflammation is the principal cause of molecular 
and cellular changes that have been linked to development of chronic diseases and 
manifestations due to decreased expansibility of adipose tissue. Endothelial dysfunc-
tion is an important factor that contributes to vascular calcification and atherosclero-
sis. In addition, the intestinal microbiota plays an important role in the development 
and inflammation of atherosclerotic plaque. Obesity is linked to major risk of CVD 
and is directly proportional to the amount of excess weight, it can be explained by 
blood pressure, cholesterol, and glucose levels. Diagnosis must be evaluated according 
to the risk and the clinical probability of suffering an event, evaluating the expected 
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changes at the electrocardiographic level that can lead to overdiagnosis. Finally, 
remember that there are currently multiple noninvasive studies for the early diagnosis 
of cardiovascular disease, which have allowed more timely diagnoses to be made in 
obese patients.
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Chapter 6

Thrombotic Events in Cancer 
Patients
Azin Alizadehasl and Haniye Hajiali Fini

Abstract

Cancer poses the highest clinical and social burden throughout the world and is 
the second cause of death after is chemic heart disease, although will be predicted the 
first in 2060. Cancer patients are high risk for thrombotic events that are character-
ized as the second cause of death after cancer itself. Thrombotic events seem to be 
increasing over recent years according to improved patients survival, novel thrombo-
genic cancer treatment and central catheter using. As we know thromboprophylaxis 
reduces the risk of VTE and primary prevention seems to be more effective way to 
reduce morbidity and mortality in these patients several criteria was designed to 
reduce this risk. Khorana risk score is the most important of them which designed 
for ambulatory cancer patients. Some other risk factors for thrombotic events consist 
of major abdominal surgery and prolonged immobility after surgery, use of throm-
bogenic medications (chemotherapy agents), old age, obesity, distant metastasis or 
advanced stage at the time of diagnosis, hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy 
(HIPEC) as a new surgery technique, anemia that requires blood transfusion that 
recommend special attention should be paid to them.

Keywords: cancer, cancer-associated thrombosis, thromboprophylaxis, Khorana score, 
venous thromboembolism, arterial thromboembolism, cardiotoxicity, cardiooncology

1. Introduction

Cancer poses the highest clinical and social burden throughout the world which is 
nonsignificantly higher in men than women. The risk of developing cancer is 20.2% 
for lifelong (22.4% in men and 18.2% in women). Cancer is the second cause of death 
after ischemic heart disease, although it will be predicted the first in 2060 [1]. The 
Studies demonstrated 19.3 million new cancer patients and about 10 million cancer 
deaths occurred in 2020 [2].

Breast cancer has recognized as the most common malignancy followed by lung, 
liver, colorectal, prostate, and stomach cancers [1, 2]. Despite breast cancer preva-
lence outstrip lung cancer over the time, the most common causes of death include 
lung, liver, and stomach cancers, respectively [2, 3].

Thrombus can involve either veins or arteries and is associated with substantial 
morbidity and mortality as the third most common cardiovascular disease [4]. Acute 
vein and artery thrombosis is computed as the most common causes of death in 
developed country. The epidemiology of thrombus depends on if it is venous versus 
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arterial, provoked versus unprovoked, or first episode versus subsequent episode. 
Thrombus etiology is multifactorial [5]. Main components of thrombus consist of 
fibrin, platelets, red blood cells (RBCs), leukocytes [6]. Thrombosis occurs with low 
shear flow and intact endothelial wall in veins and is associated with severe shear, 
damaged endothelial wall, and platelet-rich clot formation in arteries [4]. Vein throm-
bosis is more common due to low velocity of venous blood flow. Sedentary lifestyle, 
immobilization, contraception agents, pregnancy, surgery, coagulation disorders, 
high haematocrit level and increased blood viscosity, varicose veins, obesity, infec-
tious disease, and using intravenous drug can contribute to it [4].

Vein or artery thrombus can break away and be transferred to lung or cerebral and 
peripheral vessels, respectively. Thus, it is important to protect thrombus formation 
or be diagnosed and start adequate treatment as soon as possible [4].

Cancer patients are high risk for both venous and arterial thromboembolism that 
are characterized as the second cause of death after cancer itself. Malignancies are 
responsible for about 18% of all cases with venous thromboembolism (VTE) [7, 8]. 
Venous thrombosis prevalence in patients with cancer is four- to sevenfold higher 
compared to healthy individuals [8], and some research reported this risk may be 
increased up to 28-fold in certain malignancies [7]. A study showed that arterial 
thrombosis assigns about 5.6% of death in cancer patients. Thrombotic events seem 
to be increasing over recent years according to improved patients survival, novel 
thrombogenic cancer treatment, and using central catheter. Venous thromboembo-
lism (VTE) in cancer patients is not limited to deep veins and pulmonary embolism, 
unusual sites of thrombosis are reported such as upper extremities and cerebral or 
splanchnic veins. Arterial thromboembolism (ATE) also manifests as myocardial 
infarction (MI) or cerebrovascular accident (CVA) predominantly [8].

2. Risk factors of thrombosis in cancer patients

2.1 Patient-related risk factors include as follows

• Age of 70 years or older—aging is accompanied by increased immobility and 
systemic activation of coagulation.

• Black ethnic—some studies suggested higher rate of thrombosis in black patients 
with cancer, although data show conflicting too.

• Immobility—bed rest of greater than 3 days is related to higher rate of throm-
botic events.

• Poor functional status.

• Inherited coagulation disorders such as antithrombin (AT), protein C and 
protein S deficiency, or factor V leiden and factor II G20210A are related to 
thrombotic events at younger age.

• Medical comorbidities such as heart disease, obesity, infection, respiratory 
disease, renal disease, and anemia lead to 1.5-fold and higher risk for thrombus 
formation in cancer patients.
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• Prior history of thromboembolism—risk of venous thromoembolism (VTE) 
recurrence is about six- to sevenfold in patients with malignancy and history of 
VTE [8, 9].

2.2  Cancer-related risk factors are delineated based on malignancy site, stage, 
histopathology, and time after diagnosis

• Malignancy site—the highest risk for thrombotic events is for pancreatic cancer 
and then primary brain tumor, stomach, esophagus, uterus and ovarian, lung 
cancers, and hematologic malignancies such as non-hodgkin lymphoma and 
multiple myeloma.

• Malignancy stage—researches show that almost half of cancer patients with 
thromboembolism at time of cancer diagnose have advanced stage or metastasis. 
A study reported fourfold increased risk of venous thromboembolism (VTE) in 
cancer patients without metastasis compared to increased 58-fold in patients who 
had distant metastasis.

Peritoneal surface malignancy (PSM) can be a manifestation of cancer metastasis 
from colorectal or ovarian malignant sites. Although, new methods of treatment such 
as cytoreductive surgery (CRS) and hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy 
(HIPECH) can improve survival, these procedures are related to activating of coagu-
lation cascade. Postoperative venous thromboembolism risk in PSM patients is as high 
as 30-50% without thrombo prophylaxis.

• Tumor histopathology—the studies have shown that histological subtypes of 
some cancers may have different risk for thrombotic events.

• Time after cancer diagnosis: 3–6 months after cancer diagnosis is highest risk full 
time for thrombotic events. Although, some other research suggest that greatest 
risk of thromboembolism is within the first year following diagnosis [8–10]. 
Eventually, this risk decreases within 10 years after cancer diagnosis [11].

2.3  Treatment-related factors—thrombotic events can increase with surgery, 
anticancer therapies, and supportive care in cancer patients

• Chemotherapy agents—using some chemotherapeutic agents lead to increase 
two- to sixfold risk of thrombosis. Cisplatin regimen has a known effect 
in this way and increases risk for both vein and arterial thrombosis events. 
Immunomodulatory agents like thalidomide and lenalidomide can increase risk 
for venous and arterial thromboembolism, about 1.98% for myocardial infarc-
tion (MI) and 3.4% for cerebrovascular accident (CVA). Bevacizumab, a mono-
clonal antibody against vascular endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR), 
increases the risk of arterial rather than the vein thromboembolism events.

• Hospital admission for acute medical illness or surgery (especially pelvic and 
abdominal cancer surgery) is associated with increasing risk of thrombosis 
formation. The reports demonstrated two- to threefold risk of thrombotic events 
in these cases.
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• Supportive care—supportive treatment including erythropoiesis-stimulating 
agents, red blood cell, and platelet transfusion lead to venous thromboembolism 
in cancer patients [8, 9].

Central venous catheters are important access to delivery of intravenous drugs 
in cancer patients. The incidence of catheter-related thrombosis is estimated about 
5–30% and can interrupt chemotherapy treatment or cause substantial morbidity 
including pulmonary emboli and post-phlebitic syndrome [9].

Recent studies reported that high leukocyte and platelet counts and low hemoglo-
bin level are associated with higher risk of venous thromboembolism in patients with 
malignancy [8].

3. Cancer-associated thrombosis mechanisms

Patients with malignancy often have several predisposing factors for thrombus 
formation. Traditionally, Virchow’s triad including stasis, thrombophilia, and 
endothelial damage have a critical role in pathophysiology of thromboembolism in 
these patients. Tumor compression and bed rest condition can lead to blood stasis. 
Homeostasis disturbance, hypercoagulable state, and inflammation have a key role in 
pathogenesis of thrombosis. Endothelial dysfunction can be the result of abnormal 
tumor vascularity as a mechanism for thrombosis formation [4, 12–14]. Cancer can 
conduce to the presence of antiphospholipid antibody, decrease in hepatic anticoagu-
lant synthesis, and reduced hepatic clearance of coagulation factors, too [14]. Finally, 
imbalance between procoagulative factors and fibrinolytic system lead to cancer-
associated thrombosis [12].

3.1  Directed mechanism of cancer-associated thrombosis: several factors 
expressed on or released from cancer cells

• Tissue factor (TF) is the most important tumor-derived procoagulant protein 
that expresses on tumoral cells as an initiator of extrinsic pathway in coagulation 
cascade and results in the activation of factor II and fibrin synthesis and platelet 
activation. Although, the relation between tumor TF expression and risk of 
thrombotic events has been observed only in pancreatic and ovarian cancers.

• Microparticle (MP) is membrane vesicle that is released from cancer cells, and its 
procoagulative effect is associated with the expression of active tissue factor on it 
which cause platelet activation and thrombus formation. Although, this relation 
between microparticles and thrombotic events has only been in pancreatic cancer.

• Podoplanin (PDPN) is expressed by cancer-associated fibroblasts and causes 
platelets activation and aggregation. It has been reported in pancreatic cancer cells.

• Plasminogen activator inhibitor- (PAI-1) has been shown to be expressed on 
pancreatic cancer cells and is an inhibitor of fibrinolysis, thus increasing the risk 
of thrombosis formation.

• Cancer cells can secrete and generate platelets agonists such as adenosine diphos-
phate (ADP) and thrombin that cause platelets activation and aggregation [9, 12, 15].
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3.2 Indirect mechanism of cancer-associated thrombosis

Indirect mechanism also promotes thrombosis events in cancer patients. Tumoral 
cells can synthesis and secrete numerous thrombogenic inflammatory cytokines 
which lead to the expression of specific adhesion molecules on surface of endothelial 
cells and monocytes, so cause activation of endothelial cells and procoagulant proper-
ties [9, 13, 14] (Figure 1).

4. Prophylaxis of vein thrombotic events in cancer patients

Venous thromboembolism in cancer patients is accompanied with poor prognosis 
due to complications such as pulmonary embolism or reflecting the advanced stages 
of cancer as the more important factor. Cancer patients are prone to failure of anti-
coagulation therapy. Receiving anticoagulant agents can lead to major bleeding two 
to six times. In contrast, venous thromboembolism (VTE) recurrences occur two to 
three times in these patients. Thus, primary prevention seems to be more effective 
way to reduce morbidity and mortality related with thrombotic events in patients 
with malignancy [17]. However, about 75% of patients do not receive appropriate 
prophylaxis treatment [18].

4.1 Hospitalized cancer patients

Risk of thrombotic events in cancer patients undergoing surgery is as high as 50% 
which can reduce about 50–80% by thromboprophylaxis agents [17]. Since recent 
decades, multiples guidelines support the using of venous thromboembolism (VTE) 
prophylactic drugs in hospitalized active cancer patients unless contraindications 
which intermittent pneumatic compression or graduated compression stockings are 
recommended in these cases Table 1 [14, 19]. Although, it is uncertain if hospital 

Figure 1. 
Hemeostatic system activation by tumor cells [16].
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admission for chemotherapy or bone marrow transplantation displays a risk for 
venous thromboembolism [20].

American Society of Clinical Oncology 2020 (ASCO) recommended pharmacolog-
ical thromboprophylaxis for hospitalized cancer patients with acute medical illness, 
reduced mobility, or undergoing major surgery. However, it should not be advised 
thromboprophylaxis to patients admitted for minor procedures, chemotherapy infu-
sion, or stem cell/bone marrow transplantation.

Low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH), fondaparinux, unfractionated heparin 
(UFH) are proposed prophylaxis drugs by International Society of Thrombosis and 
Homeostasis 2014 (ISTH), International Initiative on Thrombosis and Cancer 2019 
(IITC), and National Comprehensive Cancer Network 2020 [20]. American Society 
of Hematology 2021 (ASH) guideline recommended low molecular heparin weight 
(LMHW) over unfractionated heparin (UFH) in hospitalized cancer patients and 
LMWH or fondaparinux rather than UFH for cancer patients undergoing surgery 
[21]. They against use of direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs) as prophylactic drugs in 
these patients [20]. Trials showed the rate of thrombosis has been significantly lower 
with low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) than unfractionated heparin (UFH) 
without noticeable increase in major bleeding [19].

According to American Society of Clinical Oncology 2020 (ASCO), prophylactic 
drugs should be commenced preoperatively (one dose 12 hours prior or evening before 
procedure rather than one dose on the operating table) and continued for at least 
7–10 days. Extended prophylaxis with low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) is advised 
up to 4 weeks postoperatively, for high-risk patients undergoing major open or lapara-
scopic abdominal or pelvic cancer surgery [20, 21]. American Society of Hematology 2021 
recommended discontinuing thromboprophylaxis at the time of discharge rather than 
continuing beyond it in hospitalized cancer patients due to medical illness [21].

Non-pharmacological prophylaxis should not be recommended for cancer patients 
undergoing cancer surgery unless contraindication for using of pharmacological pro-
phylaxis. Combined prophylaxis (pharmacological and mechanical) may be effective 
for high-risk patients for thrombotic events [20]. American Society of Hematology 

1. Active uncontrollable bleeding* 10. Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT)

2. Active or recent cerebrovascular hemorrhage 11. Epidural catheter placement

3. Intracranial or intraspinal lesions at high risk 
for bleeding

12. Platelet count <50,000/mm3***

4. Dissection or aneurysm of cerebral vessels 13. Severe platelet dysfunction

5. Endocarditis, pericarditis 14. Recent operation at high risk for bleeding

6. Active peptic ulceration 15. Severe coagulopathy

7. Severe uncontrolled or malignant hypertention 16. High risk for falling

8. Severe head trauma 17. Renal impairment

9. Pregnancy**

*Active bleeding that requires at least two units of blood products within 24 h.
**Pregnancy is relative contraindication for warfarin.
***International Society of Thrombosis and Homeostasis 2014 (ISTH) recommended thromboprophylaxis agents for 
patients with platelets more than 50,000/mm3, individualize approach in cases with platelets 25,000–49,000/mm3, 
and against pharmacologic therapy for platelet lesser than 25,000/mm3, [14, 19, 20].

Table 1. 
Relative contraindications for thromboprophylaxis drug in hospitalized cancer patients.
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2021 (ASH) also suggested pharmacological thromboprophylaxis over combination or 
mechanical prophylaxis. Although, it recommended mechanical thromboprophylaxis 
over pharmacological for cancer inpatient undergoing surgery with high bleeding 
risk. In contrast, early ambulation is over mechanical thromboprophylaxis in post-
surgery cancer patients to the opinion of American Society of Hematology Guideline 
2021 [21]. International Initiative on Thrombosis and Cancer 2019 (IITC) did not 
recommend inferior vena cava (IVC) filter for prophylaxis, routinely [20].

4.2 Ambulatory cancer patients

Ambulatory cancer patients receiving chemotherapy have increased risk for throm-
boembolism [20]. Primary prophylaxis decreases the risk of thromboembolism events in 
these patients, but the related bleeding risk and frequent daily injection have increased 
[22] and absolute event rate is low in cancer outpatients, too. Thus, thromboprophylaxis 
is not recommended by guidelines for all ambulatory cancer patients, routinely [20].

Risk stratification can guide selection of ambulatory cancer patient at high risk 
of venous thromboembolism [23]. Khorana score (KRS) is used as an ideal, simple, 
and validated risk stratification tool since 2008, to identify patients at risk of venous 
thromboembolism (VTE) based on clinical and laboratory variables before starting 
new systematic therapy. It uses platelet and leukocyte counts, hemoglobin level, body 
mass index, and site of cancer as the predictor for thromboembolism events Table 2, 
[23, 24]. Two randomized trials evaluated the role of anticoagulant agents for primary 
prevention of venous thromboembolism based on Khorana scoring in outpatients 
with cancer and demonstrated reduction in incidence of venous thromboembolism 
[22]. Khorana score seems to be the best known risk stratification tool in recent years 
which is endorsed by the latest guidelines [23]. Based on Khorana score, score of 0 
displays that the patients are at low risk of venous thromboembolism, a score of 1–2 
associates with intermediate risk, and a score of ≥3 (maximum score is 6) indicates 
high-risk patients. This scoring classification relates to symptomatic venous throm-
boembolism risk of 0.3–1.5%, 1.8–4.8%, and 6.7–12.9% in ambulatory cancer patients 
under chemotherapy, respectively [25].

Some guidelines suggest Khorana score 3 points or higher as potential indication 
for anticoagulation but most recommend a threshold of equal and more than 2 points 
for anticoagulant agent using [22]. Floris T.M. Bosch et al. evaluated thromboprophy-
laxis effects in ambulatory cancer patients with intermediate risk (2 points) Khorana 

Score

1. Site of cancer:

Very high risk (stomach and pancreatic) 2

High risk (lung, lymphoma, gynecological, bladder, and testicular) 1

2. Pre-chemotherapy platelet count ≥ 350 × 109/L 1

3. Pre-chemotherapy hemoglobin level < 100 g/l or use of red cell growth factors 1

4. Pre-chemotherapy leukocyte count >11 × 109/L 1

5. Body mass index (BMI) ≥ 35 kg/m2 1

Score 0: low risk, score 1–2: intermediate risk, ≥ 3: high risk.

Table 2. 
Khorana score for risk stratification in ambulatory cancer patients [24].
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score, intermediate to high risk (≥2 points) and high risk score (≥3 points) separately, 
as a systemic review and meta-analysis involving 4626 cancer patients in 2020. They 
showed significant reduction in venous thromboembolism in intermediate-, interme-
diate-to-high-, and high-risk patients with no important difference in major bleeding 
or all-cause mortality. These results explained the indication of thromboprophylaxis 
for ambulatory cancer patients with intermediate-to-high-risk Khorana score (≥2 
points) to reducing the risk of venous thromboembolism [26].

American Society of Clinical Oncology 2020 (ASCO) recommended thrombo-
prophylaxis with apixaban, rivaroxaban, or low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) 
for high-risk outpatients with cancer with Khorana score 2 points and higher, prior 
to starting a systemic chemotherapy regimen (strength of recommendation: moder-
ate) [20]. Outpatients with multiple myeloma undergoing treatment with immono-
modulatory drugs such as thalidomide or linalidomide-based regimens in combination 
with steroids or systemic chemotherapy drugs are at risk for venous thromboembo-
lism. So, guidelines such as American Society of Clinical Oncology 2020 (ASCO) and 
International Initiative on Thrombosis and Cancer 2019 (IITC)) recommended low-
dose aspirin or low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) for these patients as thrombo-
prophylaxis [20]. American Society of Hematology 2021 (ASH) recommended fixed 
low-dose vitamin K antagonists (VKAs) in these patients, too [21].

5. Anticoagulant agents in cancer patients thromboprophylaxis

5.1 Aspirin

Platelets activation is a part of coagulation process and venous thrombosis. Aspirin 
is an inhibitor of platelet-derived cyclooxygenaze1 (COX1) and thromboxane A and 
is the most common used antiplatelet agents through the world. Studies showed that 
aspirin can decrease thrombotic events in older patients with cancer without evidence 
of increased major bleeding [27, 28].

5.2 Unfractionated heparin

It is an anticoagulant which activate antithrombin to inhibit clotting enzymes, 
especially thrombin and factor Xa. Research showed that unfractionated heparin is 
effective to prevent thromboembolism events in cancer patients. Although, the use 
of low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) is associated with higher reduction in 
thrombotic events compared to unfractionated heparin in patients with malignancy, 
especially solid tumor due to increasing of inflammatory component on solid tumor 
rather than others [27, 29].

5.3 Low-molecular-weight heparin (LMHW)

It includes smaller fragments of heparin which activate antithrombin to inhibit 
thrombin and factor Xa. Inhibition of factor X is more than thrombin compared to 
unfractionated heparin. Studies demonstrated effectiveness of low-molecular-weight 
heparin in thrombotic events treatment with low mortality risk in cancer patients. 
Benefit of it on patient’s survival is ambiguous. Although, it is characterized to be 
associated with reduction in venous thromboembolism as a thromboprophylaxis 
agent in these patients [27, 30].
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Unfractionated heparin is preferred over low-molecular-weight heparin for cancer 
patients with severe renal impairment (clearance of creatinine less than 30 ml/min) [21].

5.4 Funadparinux

It is indirect synthetic analog that binds to antithrombin, thus inhibiting factor Xa 
and thrombin activation. Fondaparinux is used as anticoagulation agent for venous 
thrombus or pulmonary emboli. Although, it is mostly used as thromoprophylaxis 
agent compared to other anticoagulant agents. Megan Taguay et al. evaluated the 
role of fondaparinux in high-risk patients and demonstrated fondaparinux potential 
for cancer-associated thrombus refractory to low-molecular-weight heparin and 
unfractionated heparin. It has bioavailability of 100%, too, and its specificity for 
antithrombin results in more predictable anticoagulation effects. It is contraindication 
in patients with clearance of creatinine less than 30 ml/min and should be used with 
caution in clearance of creatinine between 30 and 50 ml/min [27, 31].

5.5 Direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs)

DOACs target thrombin and factor Xa and are more convenient to descript than 
warfarin [27]. Rivaroxaban and apixaban are the only DOACs using as the primary 
thromboprophylaxis for ambulatory cancer patients receiving chemotherapy [21]. 
Studies showed low-dose direct oral anticoagulants (including 2.5 mg twice a day for 
apixaban and 10 mg once a day for rivaroxaban) can reduce incidence of thrombotic 
events in high-risk patients with cancer receiving systemic therapy. Rivaroxaban 
dosage should be reduced in clearance of creatinine more than 15 and less than 50 ml/
min. Apixaban dosage should be reduced if age is more than 80 years old and body 
weight is less than 60 kg and creatinine more than 1.5 g/l [27, 32].

6. Conclusion and future horizons

The world’s population has been growing, and life expectancy is increasing. The 
growth of population aging also occurs in parallel with increase in life expectancy 
[33]. The incidence of most cancers rises with age due to some same mechanisms [34], 
and old age is a risk factor for cancer-associated thrombosis too, as has been discussed 
above [8]. Fortunately, early diagnosis and adequate treatment of malignancies result 
in the improvement of these patients outcome [35]. Although, these therapeutic 
methods such as some chemotherapy agents or surgery can increase the risk of throm-
bosis in cancer patients [8, 9]. Despite the life expectancy of cancer survivors has 
been increased, other illnesses such as cardiovascular disease have developed in these 
patients [35]. Cancer patients who presented with atrial fibrillation (AF) rhythm or 
coronary arteries disease have worse outcome including increased thrombotic risk 
[36]. Thus, thrombotic events risk is a vast issue in cancer patients. It is associated 
with patients prognosis. Malignancies nature patients-related factors, new therapeu-
tic agents, even improved patients survival, and developing other illnesses or com-
plications in cancer survivors can affect thromboemboli risk in cancer patients. Risk 
stratification tools and prevention methods are used to evaluate this risk and reduce 
thrombotic events. Albeit, thromboemboli is still one of the most common causes of 
death in patients with cancer. Awareness of thromboemboli risk is important for both 
patients and physicians, and all cancer patients should be educated about symptoms 
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and signs of thrombotic events. More studies are needed to assess tumor nature and 
identify new molecular markers as predictor of thrombotic events and help to develop 
accuracy and specificity of traditional risk stratification tools.

Abbreviations

ADP  adenosine diphosphate
AF  atrial fibrillation
ASCO  American Society of Clinical Oncology
ASH  American Society of Hematology
AT  antithrombin
ATE  arterial thrombotic event
CRS  cytoreductive surgery
CVA  cerebrovascular accident
DOACs  direct acting dual anticoagulants
HIPECH hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy
HIT  heparin-induced thrombocytopenia
IITC  international initiative on thrombosis and cancer
ISTH  international society of thrombosis and homeostasis
IVC  inferior vena cava
KSR  Khorana score
LMWH  low-molecular-weight heparin
MI  myocardial infarction
PAI-1  plasminogen activator inhibitor-1
PDPN  podoplanin
PSM  peritoneal surface malignancy
TF  tissue factor
UFH  unfractionated heparin
VEGFR  vascular endothelial growth factor receptor
VKA  vitamin K antagonist
VTE  venous thromboembolism
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Chapter 7

Cardio-Oncology and the  
COVID-19 Pandemic
Zahra Mortezaei and Narges Hosseini

Abstract

As one of the novel interesting fields of cardiology, cardio-oncology focuses on 
monitoring, detecting, and treating cardiovascular diseases caused due to chemo-
therapy or radiotherapy side effects. It has been observed that cardiovascular patients 
have a higher risk of viral infections and poorer treatment outcomes. COVID-19 is 
a disease caused by the new coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, which emerged in Wuhan, 
China, in 2019 and then distributed worldwide. Recent evidence showed that the risk 
of COVID-19 and its mortality rate is higher in patients suffering from cardiovascular 
side effects of cancer therapies. Additional diagnosis complexity in cardio-oncology is 
another problem due to overlapping with COVID-19. Therefore, the cardio-oncology 
community had to re-evaluate the best clinical care in the COVID-19 pandemic. The 
present study aims to review previous studies focusing on the interaction between 
COVID-19 and cardio-oncology, which will pave the way for studying human diseases 
overlapping with COVID-19.

Keywords: cardio-oncology, COVID-19, cancer, cardiovascular, SARS-CoV-2,  
signaling pathway

1. Introduction

At the end of 2019, a novel corona virus called severe acute respiratory syndrome 
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) was identified, which was caused respiratory-related 
diseases in China, and the disease caused by this virus was named COVID-19 by the 
World Health Organization and then in 12 March 2020 has been notified as a pan-
demic [1, 2]. Although COVID-19 mostly manifests in the lung, this virus invades to 
all part of the body such as heart, eyes, kidneys, the central nervous system (CNS), 
and other physiological systems (Figure 1) [3–7]. The virus directly affects the CNS 
or the peripheral nervous system (PNS), or other organs which ultimately causes 
disease in the CNS/PNS [3].

One of the crises in public health which emerged as a global pandemic is related 
to the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) increasing infectious outbreaks 
among broad population. During that pandemic, an unprecedented upheaval in 
the field of medicine has been observed. Cancer patients are vulnerable to adverse 
cardiac events, and therefore healthcare interactions have to be increased for them. 
Increasing cardiovascular disease due to cancer treatment led to the development 
of cardio-oncology field of research with the aim of monitoring, detecting, and 
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treating cardiovascular diseases caused due to chemotherapy or radiotherapy side 
effects. The aim of this research is to study the effects of cardio-oncology and 
COVID-19 on each other in different perspectives which can suggest strategies for 
future similar phases [8–11].

Cancer and cardiovascular diseases are vulnerable to COVID-19 because of 
an increased amount of infection risks and healthcare exposure. For example, 
one study among 426 hospitalized patients in Wuhan indicated that about 20% 
of patients have cardiac injury. Also, it has been reported that more unfavorable 
courses and severe outcomes of COVID-19 have been increased in cancer and 
cardiovascular diseases. In addition, that study indicated that irrespective of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, frequent use of healthcare system and anticancer therapies 
are required for cancer patients [12].

Due to the mentioned infection vulnerability for cancer and cardiovascular dis-
eases, some publications focused on COVID-19 susceptibility for cancer and cardio-
vascular patients. Previous studies reported COVID-19 patients with cancer history 
and the statistics indicated that the amount of cancer patients with COVID-19 is higher 
than the amount of reported cancer patients before the pandemic. For example, one 
study reported that 6% of patients have both cancer and COVID-19. One case–control 
COVID-19 study among patients with cancer and those without cancer indicated that 
lung cancer, malignancies, or metastatic cancer are more in a risk of severe events than 
others. It has been shown in subsequent meta-analysis results that COVID-19 patients 
have an increase amount of cancer prevalence and risk of death. Some governments 
categorized cancer and cardiovascular patients having high risk of virus infection and 
severe clinical course in COVID-19 pandemic [13, 14].

Figure 1. 
COVID-19 invades most part of the body.
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There is evidences of increased mortality and morbidity rates in COVID-19 
patients with comorbid cancer and cardiovascular. Cardiovascular complications 
such as myocarditis, arrhythmia, heart failure, and myocardial infarction have been 
observed due to the severe host immune response and cytokine release syndrome. In 
addition, there is a lot of evidence that shows cancer patients under immunosuppres-
sive treatment have an increased risk of COVID-19 infection [15].

2. Global health system in COVID-19 pandemic

Beyond COVID-19 direct consequences, global health system has enormously been 
impacted by the pandemic. Since COVID-19 pandemic may affect and disturb access 
to clinical care, it is important to establish a clinical guideline and pathway. One of the 
essential and critical part of patient management is cardiac imaging. Because cardio-
oncology patients are highly at both delayed care complications and COVID-19 infec-
tions risks, some countries developed strategies for cardiac imaging during oncology 
care in COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, for high-risk patients and to prevent an 
asymptomatic spread of COVID-19, some instruments have been proposed through 
regular COVID-19 testing and full personal protective equipment. The assessment of 
ST elevation myocardial infarction has been impacted during the COVID-19 affecting 
mortality rates. Therefore, the healthcare system must prepare for rebound effect that 
can increase disease incidence like heart failure [16, 17].

In COVID-19 pandemic, to assess cardio-oncology care pathways, the success 
of cardiotoxicity monitoring and COVID-19 mitigation effects, big data analysis is 
essential. For developing new strategies to overcome ongoing research barriers and to 
address patient risks in COVID-19 pandemic, some innovations should be inspired. 
Cardio-oncology in the COVID-19 pandemic has implemented clinical cares and 
monitoring protocols such as telemedicine systems, teleconsultation, cardiac imaging, 
limited clinical visits, and biomarker reliance [17].

For the purpose of better understanding similarities and relations between cardio-
oncology and COVID-19, some common biological pathways between them will be 
discussed below [18].

3. Common signaling pathways and their effects

Considering that the virus survival depends on its host cell, cellular functions 
including signaling pathways can be important to discuss [2]. In coronavirus disease, 
viruses bind to host proteins and use different cellular pathways as their targets. Corona 
infection effects on multiple signal transduction pathways with important roles such 
as mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway, phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase 
(PI3K)/protein kinase B (AKT)/mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway, 
janus kinase (JAK)–signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT) signal-
ing pathway, toll-like receptor (TLRI) signaling, and nuclear factor kappa-B (NF-κB) 
pathway cascades. Also, the virus can cause a series of hypercytokinemia [19].

3.1 MAPK pathway

Controlling several cell functions (proliferation, apoptosis, and differentiation) 
are done by MAPK signaling pathways. The MAPK pathways have three pathways 
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in mammals that are Jun amino-terminal kinases/stress-activated protein kinases 
(JNK/SAPK), p38 MAPK, and MAPK/extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK). 
Environmental stimuli initially activate the p38 MAPK pathway, which has a significant 
impact on the inflammatory processes and immune response [19]. The host activates 
the immune system during viral infections to fight pathogenic microorganisms. As a 
result, if one of the immune responses is out of control, it can lead to significant dam-
age during an infection such as COVID-19 [20]. It has been shown that Raf/MEK/ERK 
pathway inhibitors can be used as antiviral candidates for COVID-19 treatment [20].

Among severe infected COVID-19 patients, increased amount of cardiac injury has 
been observed. Clear mechanism of cardiac injury is not completely identified, but it 
is suggested to be involved in a combination of immune-mediated and viral damages 
by cytotoxic and cytokines/chemokines immune responses. In SARS-CoV-2 infection, 
cytokine storm contributors and the host immune responses are complex. In immune 
hyperactivity and dysregulation, T lymphocytes depletion may contribute [21].

Activation of the p38 pathway cause increases the level of pro-inflammatory cyto-
kines such as IL-1, IL-1, and tumor necrosis factor (TNF), which play an important 
role in the cytokine storm stimulated by COVID-19 infection. Maybe shift balance 
toward harmful p38 signaling with angiotensin II if ACE2 is lost during viral infec-
tion. ACE2 activity was found in both the heart and lung. Excessive activation of p38 
MAPK in infected cardiomyocytes, which causes promote fibrosis and apoptosis, can 
be one of the causes of cardiac dysfunction in patients with coronavirus. The cells can 
reduce p38 signaling which expands the viral lifespan and also causes inflammation. 
As a result, if p38 is suppressed, the infection of COVID-19 is reduced. Losmapimod is 
the most important p38 inhibitor that can be useful for patients with COVID-19 [19].

Another pathway that is effective in this infection is the c-jun NH2-terminal kinase 
(JNK) pathway, which may lead to an increase in lung damage and an increase in 
pro-inflammatory factors. This pathway is involved in tissue cytokine production, 
apoptotic pathway, metabolism, and inflammation [19].

3.2 Notch signaling pathway

Notch signaling pathway has a main role in development and controlling cell fate. 
This signaling pathway plays a role in maintaining the homeostasis of the cardiovas-
cular system, and it can be a new target to reduce the progression of atherosclerosis 
and also is a main regulator of cardiovascular function and as well as involved in 
biological processes with viral infections. This article reported than may be able to 
use this signaling pathway to combat heart and lung disease caused by SARS-CoV-2 
infection [22].

3.3 WNT/B-catenin pathway

This signaling pathway is activated in response to cardiac injury and has important 
roles in cardiac remodeling and hypertrophy [23]. It has been shown that WNT/b-
catenin pathway upregulation can be associated with COVID-19, acute respire distress 
syndrome [24], and cytokine storm [25].

As a result, it can be said that this virus can effect on the functioning of heart cell 
by disrupting the signaling pathways.

As mentioned before, COVID-19 affects different organs, including lungs and 
most probably also the heart. Increase in COVID-19 mortality rates has been seen in 
cardiovascular diseases. It has been shown in studies that various organ systems to 
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express the primary SARS-CoV-2 entry receptor, angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 
(ACE2) [26]. ACE2 plays a major role in the regulation of cardiovascular and renal 
functions, and also in SARS-CoV-2 infection [27].

In one previous study, single-cell nuclei RNA sequencing in 40 failing explanted 
hearts and 15 healthy donor hearts has been used. As a result, low expression of ACE2 
in cardiomyocytes and high pericytes expression have been observed. Therefore, 
SARS-CoV-2 infection in human heart can attack primarily pericytes and cause capil-
lary endothelial cell dysfunction. The results of that can be microcirculation disorders 
and expanding cardiac damages’ observed markers [26].

Expression of ACE2 in human hearts has been published in the European Heart 
Journal and by Nicin et al. used single-nuclei RNA sequencing for analyzing the 
expression of ACE2 and ACE in two patients with heart failure with reduced ejec-
tion fraction (HFrEF), five patients with aortic stenosis (AS), and two samples from 
one healthy donor heart with different cell types of the human heart. Finally, they 
reported an increased amount of ACE2 expression in cardiomyocytes of patients with 
heart disease compared with healthy controls [26, 28].

It has been shown that monitoring of SARS-CoV-2-infected patients for cardio-
vascular complications can be important because of ARB (angiotensin II receptor 
blocker)/ACE inhibitor therapy (driver of cardiovascular pathologies) [28]. One study 
showed that increase in level of ACE2 was related with cardiovascular male patients, 
and this can be a major risk factor for COVID-19 infection and complications [29]. 
Many cases of heart complications have been reported due to COVID-19 infection, and 
chemotherapy and cancer appear to be risk factors for COVID-19 [24].

In one study, cardiac complications were investigated in a cancer patient who was 
undergoing chemotherapy with anthracyclines and had corona disease. This patient 
was a 49-year-old woman with breast cancer who did not have any other medical 
history. The patient was admitted for coronavirus disease, and she had received 
chemotherapy 10 days before being admitted. At the time of admission, she had a 
normal electrocardiogram (normal QTc interval and narrow QRS complex), but on 
the second day, she had bad respiratory function, and abnormal electrocardiogram 
(QRS widening and QTc interval lengthening) was also reported from the patient, 
and finally the patient she died due to cardiorespiratory arrest [30].

In a series of recent studies, it has been reported that cancer patients with COVID-19 
had a higher prevalence of severe events compared to the general population and showed 
a death rate more than 10 times higher than all patients in China [30].

4. Conclusions

In COVID-19 pandemic, in the field of medicine, an unprecedented upheaval has 
been observed. For example, it has been observed that cancer and cardiovascular 
diseases are vulnerable to COVID-19. Also, unfavorable courses and severe outcomes 
of COVID-19 have been observed in cancer and cardiovascular diseases. In addition, 
COVID-19 patients have an increased risk of cancer prevalence and death. Establishing 
clinical guidelines in COVID-19 pandemic is essential for high-risk patients. For 
example, monitoring protocols and clinical cares have been implemented for cardio-
oncology care during COVID-19 pandemic. In order to better understand the effects of 
cardio-oncology and COVID-19 on each other, some common biological pathways like 
mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway, PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway, JAK–
STAT signaling pathway, TLRI signaling, and NF-κB pathway have been explained.
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Chapter 8

Cardiovascular Complications 
Related to Lower Limb 
Revascularization and  
Drug-Delivering Technology in 
Peripheral Arterial Disease
Saritphat Orrapin

Abstract

The cardiovascular complication related to lower limb revascularization is the 
common cause of mortality in patients with peripheral arterial disease (PAD). The 
coexisting multisite atherosclerotic vascular disease is increasing risk of major adverse 
cardiovascular events (MACE). The minimally invasive approach for revascularization, 
namely, endovascular-first strategy for decreasing risk of intervention is the modern 
approach. The novel technology of the drug delivering device by paclitaxel, sirolimus, 
and other antiproliferative drug coated balloon (DCB) and drug eluting stent (DES) 
to increase the patency of the target artery are trending to use in patients with CLTI. 
However, the long-term result and safety of a drug delivering device are still contro-
versial. The paclitaxel related to MACE and major adverse limb events (MALE) need to 
be investigated. The new drug coating balloon, sirolimus demonstrated the excellent 
short-term result. However, there are some limitations of previous randomized studies 
and meta-analyses to conclude the best strategy and device to perform the best result 
for revascularization without increasing risk of MACE and MALE in CLTI patients 
who candidate for revascularization. This article is summarized the pathophysiology of 
MACE and MALE in the patients with PAD during revascularization, paclitaxel related 
cardiovascular complications and sirolimus coated balloon.

Keywords: major adverse cardiovascular events, MACE, peripheral arterial disease, 
PAD, chronic limb-threatening ischemia, CLTI, drug delivering technology,  
drug coated balloon, DCB, drug eluting stent, DES, paclitaxel, sirolimus coated balloon

1. Introduction

Peripheral arterial disease (PAD) is a chronic condition in which stenosis or occlusion 
of the peripheral arteries [1–3]. The scopes range from the arteries that feed the brain are 
the carotid artery and the vertebral artery, the upper extremity arteries, the mesenteric 
arteries, the renal arteries, and the lower extremity arteries [1, 2, 4]. The PAD is primarily 
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caused by the systemic atherosclerosis [5, 6]. There are other causes of PAD, such as 
thromboangiitis obliterans (TAO) or Buerger’s disease, chronic arterial embolism, arterial 
entrapment, fungal arteritis, Takayasu’s disease, inflammatory arterial disease from other 
causes such as polyarteritis nodosa (PAN) or other uncommon arteriopathies such as 
drug-induced arteriopathy [7], exercise-related external Iliac arteriopathy, radiation arte-
ritis, fibromuscular dysplasia (FMD), vasculitis secondary to connective tissue diseases), 
such as rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), etc. [1, 8, 9].

The PAD of the lower extremity or lower extremity arterial disease (LEAD) due 
to atherosclerosis is a common disease in patients over the age of 60 years [2, 10, 11]. 
Males having a 1–2 times higher risk of developing PAD than females [1]. There 
have been 200 million cases of PAD worldwide, with a prevalence in 13–28%. The 
prevalence rate is expected to be underestimate due to a lack of screening system, 
which makes it impossible to document the exact number of patients in the group 
who have no symptoms or have minor symptoms [1–3]. In addition, a half of patients 
presenting with gangrene and ischemic ulcer of lower limb have no prior document 
of PAD [3]. According to previous publications data, the presentation of PAD is not 
typical. 50% of PAD patients are asymptomatic, In addition, among diabetics mellitus 
(DM) with PAD, have no symptoms of up to 80%. 15% of PAD patients are intermit-
tent claudication. Only 1–3% of PAD patients are chronic limb-threatening ischemia 
(CLTI) which is a clinical syndrome of the PAD in combination with rest pain, 
gangrene or lower limb ulceration [3, 12, 13].

The major cause of death in patients with PAD is a cardiovascular disease. A cere-
brovascular disease (CVD) and coronary artery disease (CAD) lead to high mortality 
rates for LEAD patients [14, 15]. The 5-year mortality rate of diagnosed PAD patients 
is 10–15%. Three-quarters of mortality group are fatal stroke and myocardial infarc-
tion (MI). For CLTI patients, the mortality rate is increasing to 25% with 4.5% of fatal 
stroke and 6.5% acute MI [16]. Thus, the four-point major adverse cardiovascular 
events (MACE) including acute MI, stroke, cardiovascular mortality, hospitaliza-
tion for unstable angina or revascularization procedures is an increasingly primary 
outcome of interest in PAD. Recently, five-point MACE further expands on this with 
the inclusion of heart failure (HF) [3, 17, 18].

The PAD patients who need to revascularization of lower extremity artery include 
(1) CLTI which associated with increased mortality, risk of amputation, and impaired 
quality of life. (2) Disabling claudication patients who have limitation of daily activ-
ity and impaired quality of life due to their symptom [3, 13, 17]. All of them are risk 
of MACE during hospitalization for lower limb procedure such as revascularization, 
debridement, and amputation. MACE is rapid increasingly during perioperative period 
due to the stress from the foot infection or active comorbid disease and risk of the 
anesthesia and operation including revascularization (open vascular bypass, endovas-
cular treatment) as well as amputation. Moreover, the poor performance status which 
occurred in patients who loss of ambulatory state due to non-functional limb, amputa-
tion, limb ulceration, gangrene, rest pain or disabling claudication are increased risk of 
MACE (Figure 1). The Society for Vascular Surgery (SVS) Objective Performance Goals 
(OPGs) established standardized tools for report benchmark of perioperative outcome 
including MACE and major adverse limb events (MALE) after revascularization 
procedures in patients with CLTI. The major adverse limb events (MALE) include major 
amputation of the revascularized limb and reintervention [19, 20].

Over the past decade, revascularization procedure for treating both simple and 
complex lower extremity arterial occlusive disease in a minimally invasive fashion 
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have increased significantly and induce some to support an “endovascular-first strat-
egy” for most patients with PAD who candidate for revascularization [3, 13]. Most of 
the endovascular treatment (ET) in CLTI is a minimally invasive intervention which 
can perform under local anesthesia, which decreased the risk of general anesthesia, 
especially in multiple co-morbidities patients who cannot tolerate the major opera-
tion. In addition, ET can avoid the surgical wound complication and adjacent tissue 
injury. The length of hospital stay is also decreased in CLTI patients who performed 
ET when compare with open vascular bypass procedures.

Recently, the novel technology developed the antiproliferative agent -coated and 
-eluting device which can deliver the drugs to the vessel wall to limit the neointimal 
growth within de novo vascular system and stent [21–26]. However, some literatures 
report the MACE, aneurysmal degeneration, vascular fibrinoid necrosis, small vessel 
inflammation, and budget impact after drug technology device including drug coated 
balloon (DCB) and drug eluting stent (DES) in patients with ET [27–31]. The long-
term MACE after DCB and DES device usage in patients with CLTI is still controversy 
[30, 32, 33]. This chapter describes the fundamental pathophysiology of MACE 
related to revascularization in patients with PAD and summarizes the most current 
data to guide an appropriate strategic treatment with drug-delivering technology 
under the risk and benefit assessment for ET in CLTI patients.

2.  Pathophysiology of MACE related to PAD and atherosclerotic risk 
factors

In patients with diagnosed PAD, the risk of MACE appears to be greater than 
patients without PAD [3, 14]. The major atherosclerotic risk factors including DM, 
hypertension, dyslipidemia, and smoking are increased the MACE due to the athero-
sclerotic involvement of arterial system in vascular beds that affect blood supply to 
the target organs (Figure 2).

Figure 1. 
The pathologic process of amputation and MACE during hospitalization in patients with PAD. CAD, coronary 
artery disease; CLTI, chronic limb-threatening ischemia; CVD, cerebrovascular disease; HF, heart failure; 
MACE, major cardiovascular events; MI, myocardial infarction; PAD, peripheral arterial disease.
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The metabolic abnormality in patients with DM lead to hyperglycemia, insulin 
resistance, and increasing of free fatty acid. Three fundamental dysmetabolism 
process led to endothelial dysfunction and atherosclerosis [34]. Hyperglycemia 
increases the oxidative stress by increasing of reactive oxygen species (ROS). In 
addition, the cellular mitogenic pathway activation through the mitochondrial gen-
eration of the superoxide anion including advanced glycation end products (AGEs), 
protein kinase C (PKC) activation, and nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB) are induced 
by high blood glucose level. In patients with long duration DM, insulin resistance 
cause endothelial dysfunction, decreasing of nitric oxide (NO) synthase, expression 
of adhesion molecules, and atherosclerotic lesions [34]. In addition, a thrombosis 
risk in DM is increasing though the hypercoagulation and platelet aggregation. The 
elevation of plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 (PAI-1), tissue factors and decreas-
ing of NO are promoting coagulation cascade and platelet activation. Finally, 
insulin resistance is also promoted atherosclerotic process due to lipid metabolism 
disturbance such as high triglycerides (TG), high apolipoprotein B (ApoB), small 
and dense low-density lipoprotein (LDL), low high-density lipoprotein (HDL) 
 cholesterol [35–37].

In early atherosclerotic process, the endothelial dysfunction is associate with hyper-
tensive patients. A reduction in NO result in a reduced vasodilatory response, and 
result in an inflammation, thrombosis, and activate coagulation cascade [34, 38, 39]. 
The repetitive blood pressure alterations in patients with hypertension cause ongoing 
renin-angiotensin system activation. Angiotensin II, the product of renin-angiotensin 
system is a potent vasoconstrictor has an impact on the atherosclerotic lesions [35–37]. 
In the setting of dyslipidemia, a foam cell which is an intracellular droplets of cho-
lesterol ester are occurred under the high LDL and low HDL in peripheral blood. The 
damaged endothelial of vessel wall cause the foam cells adhere and migrate into the 
intima layer and developed macrophages. The ongoing thickening of the intima by 
foam cell is developed after the vascular smooth muscle cell (VSMC) proliferates above 
the endothelial damaged area until the fibrous cap formation to create the atheroscle-
rotic plaque [40].

Figure 2. 
The relationship between atherosclerotic risk factors and major adverse cardiovascular events with overlap in 
multisite atherosclerotic vascular disease. HTN, hypertension; DM, diabetes mellitus; DLD, dyslipidemia; CKD, 
chronic kidney disease; CRP, C-reactive protein; CAD, coronary artery disease; LEAD, lower extremity arterial 
disease; CVD, cerebrovascular disease; MACE, major cardiovascular events; MI, myocardial infarction.
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Smoking causes an inflammation of vessel wall which related to atherosclerotic 
plaque formation through interleukin-6, tissue necrosis factor-α, interleukin-1-β, 
leukocyte, C-reactive protein (CRP), and other inflammatory markers [34, 38, 39]. 
The endothelial dysfunction by the increasing of ROS productions through the reduc-
tion of NO, and activation of enzymes are present in smoker patients. In addition, the 
prothrombotic state of platelet activation and aggregation are create by increasing of 
thromboxane A2 (TXA2), von Willebrand factor (vWF), thrombin, fibrin and decreas-
ing of prostacyclin, antithrombotic, and fibrinolytic substances (PAI-1) [35–37].

The atherosclerosis of lower extremity artery is systemic disease which involved 
other vascular beds that affect blood supply to the cardiac and brain (Figure 2). So, 
it is usually that the LEAD, CAD, and CVD commonly occur together (Figure 2). So, 
the presence of lower extremity stenosis/occlusion is associated with an increased risk 
of stenosis/occlusion of coronary artery, carotid and vertebrobasilar arterial system 
which is clinically presented by MI and stroke [3, 14]. 25–70% and 14–19% of patients 
who present with LEAD often coexists with CAD and CVD, respectively. Conversely, 
only 7–16% and 18–22% of patients with CAD and severe carotid stenosis are coexists 
with LEAD, respectively [35]. Patients with severe LEAD which indicate by ankle 
brachial index (ABI) <0.4 or severe atherosclerosis on anatomic distribution by Trans-
Atlantic Inter-Society Consensus for the management of PAD (TASC II) exhibit more 
extensive calcified and progressive coronary atherosclerosis [14, 35]. Therefore, the 
MACE is categorized into two fundamental parts including CAD and CVD based on 
vascular bed involvement which focus on the morbidity (stroke, MI, HF) and mortal-
ity (fatal stroke and fatal MI) (Figure 2). Currently, updated MACE is expanded to 
five-point including acute MI, stroke, hospitalization for unstable angina or revascu-
larization procedures, HF, and cardiovascular mortality [3, 4, 14, 35, 36].

The risk of ongoing development to CLTI appears to be greater in patients who 
have a pre-existing CAD and CVD such as history of stroke, MI or HF. Comparing 
with PAD, patients with CLTI have a higher risk of MACE and premature death due 
to cardiovascular disease. In patients with developed CLTI, the risk of amputation 
and mortality rate is extremely increased to 30% and 25%, respectively [3, 14, 35]. 
For this reason, treatment of patients with CLTI is not only revascularization to 
salvage a functional limb but also aggressive best medical treatment to reduce 
MACE. The medical management of patients with PAD including atherosclerotic 
risk factors modification, statin therapy and antiplatelet therapy for symptomatic 
PAD can decreased risk of development of CLTI and overall prognosis for patients 
with PAD [3, 13].

3.  Pathophysiology of MACE related to revascularization procedure in 
patients with CLTI

Almost CLTI patients need to be revascularization to salvage a functional limb 
and improve the quality of life [14, 35, 39]. Because the risk of perioperative MACE 
and other coexisting co-morbidities, some patients who indicate for limb revascu-
larization are not candidate to perform the operation. Although, the novel medical 
technology including ET, medical risk optimization, the intensive care knowledge 
is significantly developed during the last century. The poor functional capacity and 
multiple co-morbidities patients are still very high risk of perioperative MACE during 
revascularization [3, 18, 37]. Active cardiac condition (including acute coronary 
syndrome including unstable angina (UA), non-ST elevation MI (NSTEMI) and 
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ST-elevation MI (STEMI) as well as symptomatic carotid stenosis are usually need for 
coronary and carotid revascularization before lower limb revascularization  
[3, 4, 14, 18, 35, 37, 39].

In healthy people, the systemic organs are functioning in parallel and simultane-
ously. The consequences of the organ functioning including (1) the stroke volume 
which is ejected from the heart and feeding to the various organs before entering the 
capillaries and venous system of the organ, (2) the arterial blood feeding each organ 
has the same composition, (3) the blood pressure at the entrance to each organ is the 
same, and (4) the blood flow to each organ can be controlled independently (local 
regulation of blood flow, namely, “autoregulation”) [3, 41, 42]. The autoregulation is 
the human body physiologic response of functional hyperemia to maintain the blood 
flow to the vascular bed of the vital end-organ such as brain, kidney. The responsibil-
ity of the human body physiologic alteration and autoregulation after revasculariza-
tion are impact to the incidence of perioperative MACE in patients with CLTI.

Physiologic changes and the autoregulation process after revascularization procedure 
by decreasing afterload (peripheral vascular resistance) are the burden to cardiovascular 
system. The cardiac reserve and response after lower limb revascularization, the ana-
tomic distribution and severity of lower limb arterial occlusive disease as well as the type 
of revascularization are determining the risk of perioperative MACE [14, 37, 43].

3.1  Cardiac reserve and response after lower limb revascularization related to 
MACE

The blood flow rate which feed to the end organs are determined by the cardio-
vascular system. Each organ can adjust their vascular resistance or afterload which 
maintaining the blood flow and pressure to their vascular bed by the autoregula-
tion mechanisms. Therefore, revascularization procedures which result in the 
reduction of afterload rapidly are significantly increased blood flow to the lower 

Figure 3. 
The normal physiologic changes of cardiovascular system and cardiac response after lower limb revascularization. 
BP, blood pressure; CO, cardiac output; TPR, total peripheral resistant; SV, stroke volume; HR, heart rate.
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extremities [39, 42, 43]. The preoperative cardiac reserve and cardiac response 
after lower limb revascularization are the important risk factors of perioperative 
MACE [14, 37, 43]. The rapidly increasing of the lower limb perfusion after revas-
cularized procedures causes the alteration of cardiac physiology and activation of 
autoregulation process [3, 41, 42]. The cardiac responsibility is dependent on the 
increasing of blood flow rate to the revascularized limb which is determined by the 
degree of revascularization. If the revascularization is successful, almost stenotic, 
or occlusive lesions are well recanalization by endovascular therapy or open vascular 
bypass procedure which is cross all vascular lesions from the good inflow to the good 
run-off vessel, the after load of the lower limb are decreasing rapidly. The decreasing 
afterload leads to the reduction of total peripheral resistance (TPR) (Figure 3).

In the normal cardiac reserve patients, the immediate cardiac response to maintain 
the mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) is increasing of the cardiac output (CO) by 
the mechanoreceptors, known as baroreceptor reflex which are in the aortic arch and 
carotid sinus. The baroreceptors activity is decreasing lead to the reduction of impulse 
toward to the cardiovascular center. The increasing of sympathetic activity and the 
reduction of parasympathetic activity cause the increasing of CO (Eq. (1)). The increas-
ing of CO is performed by the increasing of stroke volume (SV) and heart rate (HR) 
which are regulated by an autonomic nervous system (ANS) and a hormonal system 
though the positive chronotropic substances in human body. (Eq. (2)) (Figure 3).

 = ×MAP CO TPR  (1)

 ( )= × ×MAP SV HR TPR  (2)

The good cardiac reserve patients with good ejection fraction (EF) are regulated 
the SV by increasing of cardiac contractility and venous return (Eq. (3)). The increas-
ing of cardiac contractility is activated by the neurohormonal system through the 
positive inotropic substances. The venous return which is regulated by the blood 
volume and venous tone are increased by the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system 
(RAAS) activation, antidiuretic hormone (ADH) releasing, sympathetic nervous 
system, and central nervous system (Eq. (4)) (Figure 3).

 ( )= × × ×MAP cardiac contraction venous return HR TPR  (3)

 ( )= × × × ×MAP cardiac contraction blood volume venous tone HR TPR  (4)

During the lower limb revascularization in patients with CLTI, the cardiac response 
by the increasing of SV through the cardiac contractility and increasing of HR are 
requiring the adequate perfusion of a myocardium which is more than resting cardiac 
metabolic requirement in non-revascularization of lower limb patients. So, the good 
functional status and cardiac reserve by the coronary artery perfusion which feeding to 
the myocardium is very important to prevent perioperative MI. In addition, the normal 
cardiac response and autoregulation process are controlling the MAP to keep a constant 
blood flow to the other vital organ including the brain and renal to prevent periopera-
tive stroke and acute kidney injury (AKI), respectively (Figure 3) [37, 41, 42].

For poor functional status and poor cardiac reserve patients, the cardiac response 
after revascularization though the increasing of heart rate and cardiac contractility to 
maintain MAP which increase the perfusion demand of myocardium are risk of acute 
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coronary syndrome (ACS) (Eq. (3)). The coexisting CAD or HF causes the limitation 
of blood supply to the myocardium and poor ejection fraction (EF) cause the insuf-
ficient perfusion to the heart and other organ. Therefore, the MI and acute HF are 
usually precipitated during revascularization procedure in CLTI patients with cardiac 
comorbidities. The ACS including UA, STEMI, and NSTEMI. After the mismatch of 
cardiac demand–supply, the severity of myocardial ischemia can present from the UA 
without myocardial necrosis to the myocardial infarction (MI) which there is myocar-
dial ischemia with detectable myonecrosis by the releasing of cardiac biomarkers such 
as creatine kinase, troponin, myoglobin in the systemic circulation (Figure 4) [41, 42].

The consequence of MI or acute HF are systemic poor perfusion and cardiogenic 
shock. The autoregulation process to keep the adequate perfusion to the brain is the 
vital role to prevent stroke for this situation. The concomitant significant arterial 
occlusive disease of the carotid and vertebral arterial system can precipitate the 
perioperative stroke after revascularization because the decompensate in cardiac 
responsibility and autoregulation process which lead to the failure to maintain the 
constant blood flow to the brain. For this reason, the concomitant CAD, HF or CVD 
in patient with CLTI are high risk of MACE during lower limb revascularization. The 
early detection, optimization of the functional status, aggressive medical treatment 
in the preoperative phase before lower limb revascularization should be performed 
intensively to decrease the risk of perioperative MACE and to increase the chance of 
a functional limb salvage and long-term ambulatory status which effect on quality of 
life and cardiovascular mortality in patients with CLTI [19, 20].

3.2  The anatomic distribution and severity of lower limb arterial occlusive disease 
related to perioperative MACE

A reduction in arterial lumen more than 75% of cross-sectional area or 50% of 
luminal diameter causes the significant stenosis which are limiting blood flow to 

Figure 4. 
The physiologic disturbance of cardiovascular system after lower limb revascularization in patients with 
coexisting coronary artery disease. BP, blood pressure; CO, cardiac output; TPR, total peripheral resistant; SV, 
stroke volume; HR, heart rate; ACS, acute coronary syndrome; UA, unstable angina; MI, myocardial infarction.
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lower limbs [3, 35]. From the Poiseuille’s law [44, 45], the flow rate (Q ) of the fluid 
in a hollow cylindrical shape tube is a direct variation of the fluid pressure (ΔP) and 
tube’s radius (r) whereas the tube’s length (L) and fluid viscosity (η) is indirect varia-
tion of the flow rate (Eq. (5)) (Figure 5).

 4Q = P r 8 L/∆ π η  (5)

Therefore, the stenotic or occlusive arterial lesions are affecting to the decreasing 
of blood flow rate in the PAD of lower extremity. A severe stenosis and long length of 
the arterial lesions, meaning a greater decrease in blood flow and perfusion to lower 
limb when compare with a mild stenosis and short lesions. For the geographic pattern 
of stenosis. The irregular and abrupt change of arterial lumen results in more reduc-
tion of blood flow rate than a gradual tapering of the lumen (Figure 5) [37, 44, 45].

In addition, the blood flow rate is also affected by the anatomic distribution of 
a stenosis or occlusion. The inertial losses, an entry and exit of blood in a stenosis 
area which are resulting in the reduction of blood flow rate is important factors to 
the lower limb perfusion. The abrupt change of luminal stenosis of the entry site and 
expansion of the flow stream of the exit site has created the dissipation of kinetic 
energy in a zone of turbulence flow (Figure 3). Thus, the multiple short stenotic 
lesions result in more energy losses than single long stenotic lesion [37, 44, 45]. 
Commonly, the anatomic distribution of atherosclerosis in CLTI patients usually 
presents in multilevel occlusive disease [3]. The concomitant FP occlusive disease and 
IP arterial occlusive lesions usually occurred. The pattern of disease often presents the 
long occlusion or multiple severe stenosis lesions in CLTI [3, 35, 39].

In mild to moderate severity of LEAD, a stenosis vascular lesions are not influ-
enced to lower limb perfusion at resting blood flow rates but become critical when 
flow rates are increased by reactive hyperemia through the vasodilatation which pro-
duce the intermittent claudication symptom during walking or exercise [12, 37, 43]. 

Figure 5. 
The energy losses in the arterial stenotic lesion according to Poiseuille’s law and the reduction in blood flow across 
an arterial stenosis due to the inertial energy losses by the turbulent flow in entrance and exit effects. Q , flow rate; 
ΔP, pressure gradient (P1-P2); r, radius; L, length; η, fluid viscosity.
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So, the revascularization strategy in patients with intermittent claudication have 
only increased flow rate to prevent the insufficiency perfusion during walking or 
exercise. In CLTI patients, the goal of lower limb revascularization is to increase the 
blood flow rate which is ensuring adequate straight inline to the wound or maintain 
resting metabolic requirement of lower limb for tissue loss and rest pain, respectively 
[3, 35, 43]. Therefore, the alterations of physiologic flow rate during revascularization 
in intermittent claudication is lower than CLTI which more extensive calcified and 
severe atherosclerotic stenotic or occlusive lesions. Moreover, the associated coronary 
and cerebrovascular disease are usually occurred and more severity in patients with 
extensive anatomic distribution of atherosclerotic CLTI [14, 35]. Altogether, the 
perioperative MACE is frequently present during revascularization in CLTI which is 
severe, multilevel atherosclerotic disease.

3.3 Type of lower limb revascularization related to MACE

The best choice for lower limb revascularization is dependent on multiple 
factors which determine, by the characteristic of patients, disease, and expertise of 
physicians. The patient’s co-morbidities, anatomic distribution and severity of dis-
ease, patient’s clinical presentation or degree of tissue loss, availability of venous 
conduit for below the knee lesion as well as doctor’s preference, and experience 
(doctors included vascular surgeons, interventionist, cardiologist, and angiologist) 
are established to the important factors to determine the type of revascularization 
[14, 37, 43, 46–48].

Currently, the “endovascular-first strategy” or “endovascular-first approach” 
for lower limb revascularization in patients with LEAD have increased significantly 
[46]. This minimally invasive approach is aimed to decrease the morbidity and 
mortality of the open vascular bypass procedure. There are a lot of publications 
report the ET in CLTI patients with suprainguinal disease (aortoiliac disease, AIOD) 
and infrainguinal disease such as FP, IP, and inframalleolar arteries segment (IM) 
[3, 35, 46, 47]. Complex, severe, multilevel atherosclerotic occlusive can performed 
revascularization by ET which is associated with amputation free survival improve-
ment over the long-term with modest relative increased risk of reintervention [47]. 
CLTI patients with multiple co-morbidities, the initial surgical bypass is associated 
with poorer amputation-free survival compare with an endovascular-first approach 
due to increased severity of wounds at the time of presentation [46]. The study of 
CLTI in the Vascular Quality Initiative (VQI) reports the ET procedures are more 
offered to older and more co-morbidities patients. The patients who performed ET 
demonstrated the lower perioperative mortality when compare with open vascular 
bypass. However, the benefit of ET is not demonstrated when treating patients 
with few comorbidities or less advanced disease [48]. Finally, the CLTI which is the 
advance form of atherosclerosis of LEAD are usually involved to other vascular bed. 
The coexisting multiple co-morbidities due to systemic atherosclerotic disease includ-
ing CAD and CVA are usually present in CLTI patients who plan for revascularization 
[34, 43]. Therefore, the endovascular-first strategy is still the preferred approach for 
the majority of CLTI patients. The open vascular bypass procedures are more likely to 
perform for reintervention procedures, young patients, and few comorbidities [48].

However, long term patency and freedom from reintervention rate of open vascu-
lar bypass procedures are better than ET. The selection of CLTI patients to performed 
open vascular bypass or ET should be considered carefully. The patient’s based 
individual approach and risk–benefit consideration including the risk of perioperative 
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MACE, MALE, quality of life, morbidity, and mortality of each procedure are very 
important [3, 35, 43].

3.3.1 MACE related to open vascular bypass

The open vascular bypass procedures are significant impact of the physiological 
changes of the cardiovascular system by decreasing afterload which is loaded to the 
cardiac function [41–43]. The degree of revascularization and increasing of blood 
flow rate of open vascular bypass procedures are determined by the level of inflow 
artery, quality of distal runoff and unimpaired of foot arch arteries as well as the 
total length of the bypass which cross to the atherosclerotic lesion. Higher or larger 
arterial inflow, better quality of distal runoff and foot arch arteries, longer length of 
bypass are more increasing of blood flow and pressure to lower limb [37, 41–43, 49]. 
Example: The CLTI patients with multisegmented AIOD, FP, and IP disease who 
performed common iliac artery to tibial artery bypass which allow inline flow to 
the complete foot arch artery is a higher physiologic alteration of the cardiovascular 
system during revascularization than the CLTI patients who performed distal super-
ficial femoral artery to tibial artery short bypass with incomplete foot arch artery to 
treat the isolated IP disease [37, 41]. The in-situ anatomical bypass procedures such as 
aortobifemoral bypass is a higher risk of perioperative MACE than extra-anatomical 
bypass such as axillobifemoral bypass due to more rapid increasing of blood flow rate, 
third space loss from abdominal exploration of the in-situ anatomical bypass proce-
dures. Therefore, a complexity and planning of open vascular bypass are related to 
risk of perioperative MACE. Comparing with ET, the open vascular bypass procedure 
is a higher risk of perioperative MACE because more rapid increasing of blood flow 
and more alteration of the cardiovascular system (Figure 6).

Figure 6. 
The impact of revascularization in CLTI patients with TASC-D AIOD (A) open vascular bypass by vascular 
bifurcate graft (B) and endovascular treatment by stent graft (C) on the blood flow of lower limb and 
cardiovascular system. TASC, trans-Atlantic inter-society consensus; AIOD, aortoiliac occlusive disease; CLTI, 
chronic limb-threatening ischemia.
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The risk of open vascular bypass also includes the risk of anesthesia which related 
to perioperative MACE. Most of the open bypass procedure needs to perform under 
general or spinal anesthesia which impact on the cardiovascular system [37]. Most 
anesthetic agent and muscle relaxant during anesthesia are negative impact on the 
cardiovascular system. The potential complications and morbidities of open vascular 
bypass procedures include surgical wound infection, bleeding, adjacent tissue/organ 
injury (such as nerve injury) due to the vessel dissection, and manipulation in open 
vascular bypass operation [37]. The surgical infection is usually present in CLTI with 
a history of wound infection, major tissue loss, diabetic foot ulcer, below the knee 
vascular bypass, redo-open vascular bypass in the previous surgical area [3, 13, 37]. 
All perioperative non-cardiovascular complication led to reintervention or the stress 
and inflammation which are precipitate the perioperative MACE.

The risk of bleeding and perianastomotic pseudoaneurysm or hematoma are a 
significant increase in patient who take multiple antiplatelets or anticoagulants [35]. 
Most of perianastomotic pseudoaneurysm requires the surgical treatment which 
increases the perioperative MACE due to anesthesia and bleeding during the redo 
operation. The CLTI patients with coexisting ACS or CVD usually take dual antiplate-
let such as aspirin and clopidogrel especially in CAD patients with recent percutane-
ous coronary intervention (PCI) with stent [35, 37]. The cardiac arrhythmic patients 
need to take the oral anticoagulants to prevent intracardiac clot formation. The 
patients who had a history of CVD usually take an anticoagulant or antiplatelet to pre-
vent recurrent stroke. So, the open vascular bypass procedures in CLTI patients with 
coexisting CAD and CVD are higher risk of bleeding and wound complications than 
ET. On the other hand, the discontinuation of antiplatelets or anticoagulants in high-
risk MACE patients preoperatively are prohibited and increasing of the incidence of 
recurrent MACE during lower limb revascularization [14, 35, 37]. The appropriate 
post-operative care of CLTI patients who underwent open vascular bypass includ-
ing wound care, ambulation training, rehabilitation, and atherosclerotic risk factors 
modification are decreased risk of perioperative complications, perioperative MACE, 
and long-term MACE [37, 42, 50].

3.3.2 MACE related to endovascular treatment

The ET can decrease the risk of perioperative MACE through the two main mecha-
nisms. (1) The risk of anesthesia, proper anesthesia is allowing safe, less complica-
tion, comfortable, and well operated of the interventions. Most of CLTI patients are 
classified in class III and class IV of the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) 
physical status due to severe systemic disease such as poorly controlled DM, hyper-
tension, HF, history of ACS or CVD, chronic kidney disease, etc. High ASA physical 
status is associated with perioperative morbidity and mortality, namely, periopera-
tive MACE [37]. Most of the ET procedures are preferred under local anesthesia 
with adequate sedation or analgesia which decreased the risk of general and spinal 
anesthesia. Anesthetic agents in general and spinal anesthesia usually impacts on the 
cardiovascular system [37]. (2) The risk of the operation, ET procedures reported 
less bleeding, less surgical wound complications, and less adjacent tissue/organ injury 
when compare with open vascular bypass procedures. The incidence of the surgical 
infection such as groin wound infection, vascular graft infection is very low in CLTI 
patients who underwent ET. In addition, less post-operative pain due to minimally 
invasive procedure allow early ambulation in patients with CLTI when compare 
with open vascular bypass. Thus, the risk of post-operative complications due to 
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non-ambulatory status including deep vein thrombosis (DVT), lung atelectasis, aspi-
ration pneumonia, urinary tract infection, and bowel ileus are decreased [37, 42, 50]. 
Especially in suprainguinal lesion or AIOD, the in-situ open vascular bypass proce-
dure is needed for abdominal exploration which is significantly higher morbidity and 
mortality when compare with ET or hybrid operation. Because of the development of 
a new generation of aortoiliac stent and endograft, ET was associated with high initial 
technical success with equal short- to mid-term patency rate and fewer in-hospital 
systemic complications when compare with open vascular bypass for simple and 
complex AIOD [35, 37, 49].

To avoid the major operation of open vascular bypass procedures, the advance age 
and multiple co-morbidities usually undergo revascularized procedure by ET [48]. 
So, the risk of perioperative MACE during ET due to revascularization process are 
still present in the real-world practice because of poor cardiac reserve and multiple 
comorbidities such as CAD, HF and CVD. The burden to cardiovascular system 
depends on the degree of physiologic changes after ET because of the increasing of 
blood flow to the lower extremity after successful revascularization [41, 42, 48]. The 
high level of occlusion (such as suprainguinal disease) and single stage multiseg-
mented revascularization are high risk of perioperative MACE due to rapidly decreas-
ing of afterload and rapid increasing of blood flow to lower limbs (Figure 6) [41, 42]. 
In addition, the new technology of the antiproliferative agent embeds endovascular 
device which has increased the patency of the target arterial lesion are increasing to 
use in CLTI patients who undergo ET [21–26]. Some cohort study and meta-analysis 
report the high incidence of MACE in CLTI patients after revascularization by DCB 
and DES. The complication such as aneurysmal degeneration in patients with ET are 
reported [27–31]. Therefore, the MACE related to DCB, and DES is still debatable  
[30, 32]. The mechanism of drug-delivering technology and pathophysiology of 
MACE which may precipitated by DCB and DES, and latest evidence of the relation-
ship between drug-delivering technology and MACE and potential complications are 
described under the Section 4 of this Chapter.

4.  Drug-delivering technology concept and their effect on the 
perioperative MACE

The drug delivering technology of the paclitaxel, sirolimus, everolimus and other 
antiproliferative agent coated balloon and eluting stent to increase the patency of 
native artery and in-stent restenosis (ISR) through the aggressively inhibition of arte-
rial damage induced neointimal hyperplasia are trending to increase for ET in patient 
with CLTI [21–26]. Due to the controversy of the MACE and potential complications 
related to DCB, and DES, the pharmacologic effect of drug-delivering technology and 
pathophysiology of MACE are very important to guide the individual patients-based 
approach and determine the strategies to offer the drug delivering technology in CLTI 
patients who undergo ET [30, 32, 33].

4.1  Strategies for drug-delivering technology and concept in endovascular 
treatment

The management of LEAD included (1) the risk modification and medical treat-
ment to prevent MACE and MALE, (2) Revascularization procedures to improve 
the quality of life and salvage a functional limb with maintaining ambulatory status 
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for disabling intermittent claudication and CLTI, respectively [3, 13, 35, 39]. The ET 
is usually the first-line option in CLTI patients who are high risk for perioperative 
MACE [3, 46]. The fundamental steps of revascularization in ET include (1) percuta-
neous vascular access, (2) guidewire and catheter passage, (3) vessel preparation and, 
(4) definitive therapy of arterial occlusive lesion [37, 50–52]. After the vascular access 
approach and intraluminal passage of the wire across the stenotic or occlusive arterial 
lesion, the vessel preparation is the most important step to determine the definitive 
therapy of de novo arterial lesion which effect to the patency of the target arterial 
lesion in short- and long-term [51–53]. The aim of vessel preparation is modified local 
environment of the vessel prior to leaving something behind including stent or a non-
stent anti-proliferative agent. The concept of vessel preparation included the altering 
residual mechanical forces in the vessel, improving luminal gain to deliver an implant 
and, debulking calcium or barriers to diffused of anti-proliferative agent. Thus, the 
vessel preparation allows an intraluminal maximal lumen diameter without thrombo-
sis, early recoil, plaque-burden and, flow-limiting dissection is the ideal treatment for 
the best patency of target arterial lesion and limit the mechanism of late target vessel 
failure after intervention, namely, restenosis including negative vascular remodeling 
and intimal hyperplasia by definitive therapy [37, 50–55].

Plain balloon angioplasty (POBA) is used to dilate significant arterial stenotic or 
occlusive lesions with variable results. POBA can increase the luminal diameter of 
a target vessel by several mechanism including stretching or rupture of plaque and 
connective fibers in the intima and media, compression of plaque and thrombus, 
compression of the medial layers, redistribution of plaque or thrombus at the inner 
surface of an artery, and overstretching of the artery [51, 53]. The drug delivering 
technology which offer the best long-term patency and prevent restenosis in de novo 
arterial lesion which does not indicate to scaffolding or stenting after the vessel prepa-
ration process is DCB [22–25, 32, 55].

DCB is a balloon-mounted surround by an antiproliferative chemotherapeutic agent 
for delivering biologically active materials into the vessel wall. The paclitaxel is a major-
ity of chemotherapeutic agent which is effects by binding to the beta subunit of tubulin, 
resulting in the cessation of microtubular function and the inhibition of cellular 
division [37, 55]. The technique of DCB in ET include (1) adequate vessel preparation 
by predilatation and gradually increasing diameter of the POBA to the optimal size of 
the target vessel diameter are achievable without the dissection or recoil, (2) transfer 
phase of DCB which needs to touch and press the vessel wall for agent release. The size 
of DCB need to be equal the last uncoated balloon or one by one ratio of the POBA:DCB 
diameter and, (3) The action phase of DCB, the agent should stay as long as possible as a 
reservoir for long-term antiproliferative effect on the vessel wall after the drug transfer 
[37, 55, 56]. The long-term effect on the vessel wall is needed the lipophilicity proper-
ties of the agent without any toxicity to the target arterial lesion and other vascular bed 
when the drug is released in the systemic circulation in minimal level. The paclitaxel is 
a highly lipophilic property which limits the ability to transfer into the vessel wall but 
long-term embedded in the vessel wall. So, the excipient co-drug is needed to facilitate 
absorption in transfer phase. The stable configuration during kept on the shelf, during 
transport and handling with minimal loss of the agents on the delivering device are very 
important factors which effect on the efficacy of the DCB. Several DCB for use in the 
peripheral vascular intervention on the market are developed currently. The main dif-
ferences in each manufacturer including excipient molecules bound to the drug, nature 
of coating, and the concentration of drug lead to difference in the efficacy, effective-
ness, and safety of DCB in real-world practice and their studies [53, 55, 56].
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For FP disease, there are a lot of the studies which are reporting the results in a 
common theme of a significantly better patency and freedom from CD-TLR when 
comparing DCB to POBA [24]. Therefore, the conclusion of DCB in FP arterial 
occlusive disease confirm the safety and effectiveness of in both simple and complex 
FP lesions [25, 53–55]. On the other hand, the IP arterial occlusive disease which 
are significant restenosis and progression of disease after POBA are still lack of the 
high evidence base and long-term data to conclude the result of DCB in IP disease. 
Currently, DCBs are ongoing evaluation for the treatment of IP target arterial lesions. 
Because of the downstream risk of embolization due to the increased paclitaxel dose 
and crystalline conferred by the early generation of DCB, the early study result of 
DCB in the IP patients who undergo ET is a trend toward higher 1-year major amputa-
tion rate as compared with POBA [57]. However, the next generation stage of DCB 
demonstrated the favorable result of freedom from CD-TLR and major amputations 
at 12 months. Thus, the long-term outcome data are needed to investigate in DCB of 
CLTI patients with IP arterial occlusive disease before implementation with the trend 
to early benefit in treatment of IP arterial occlusive disease by DCB [58, 59].

If flow-limiting dissection or recoil are present after POBA, the scaffolds are 
necessary to maintain the luminal diameter and prevent thrombosis by the closure of 
the dissection area [50, 51, 53]. Over recent years, the self-expanding nitinol stents 
has achieved the treatment of recoil, flow-limiting dissection. In addition, there are 
a lot of publications reported the significantly improved clinical results after nitinol 
stenting for the long arterial occlusive disease. However, the very long lesions are 
higher risk of ISR after bare metal stenting. Drug-eluting technology including DES 
has also limit ISR and increase freedom from clinical driven target lesion revascular-
ization (CD-TLR) [51].

Drug delivering technology of the stents, namely, DES has demonstrated an 
aggressively inhibition the neointimal hyperplasia and improve patency rates. Initial 
clinical practice, paclitaxel, sirolimus, and everolimus have been attached to balloon-
expandable stents (BES) for coronary arteries stenting in patients who undergo PCI 
which has a high technical success rate and reduction in restenosis rate [37, 53, 59]. 
Currently, DES loaded with chemotherapeutic agents such as paclitaxel, sirolimus, 
and everolimus usually using polymers. However, the chemotherapeutic agents which 
are inhibit the intimal response cause delay stent thrombosis as high as 4% after 1 year 
[37]. The stent thrombosis mechanism is the exposed raw surface of the stent to the 
blood circulation due to a minimal incorporation and a lack of endothelialization of 
the DES into the arterial wall. The latest generation of DES demonstrated the better 
patency freedom from CD-TLR when compare with bare metal stent in both FP and IP 
occlusive diseases [24, 26, 37, 60–62].

The FP disease which indicates for the stent deployment due to flow-limiting 
dissection or recoil, the first generation of DES, including sirolimus and everolimus 
coated self-expanding stent (SES) does not demonstrate the benefit for long-term 
patency and restenosis between DES and bare metal stents [63]. The next genera-
tion of DES which is a polymer-free paclitaxel coated SES demonstrates a sustained 
2-year benefit for decreased target lesion revascularization and improve patency with 
2% of stent thrombosis and less than 2% of stent fracture in FP occlusive disease. A 
polymer-free DESs release 95% of the antiproliferative within the first 24 hours. For 
long-term follow up, the relative risk reduction of 5-year reintervention or restenosis 
are greater than 40% in DES when compare with POBA and bare metal stent in FP 
occlusive disease [64–66]. The latest generation of DES in FP disease are elute the 
paclitaxel using a fluoropolymer coating which release 40% of the paclitaxel within 
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the first 30 days and continue to release a drug over time with an estimated 90% 
eluted at 12 months. So, the sustaining of paclitaxel levels in the arterial wall of the 
fluoropolymer coating DES are longer periods than the previous version polymer-free 
DES [26, 37, 53, 67, 68]. The latest ongoing clinical trial demonstrate the better initial 
1-year outcome of the primary patency of latest DES when compare with bare metal 
stent [60]. In addition, the ongoing trial demonstrate the comparable result of the 
all-cause death and target-limb major amputation between the DES and bare metal 
stent at 12 months [60].

For IP disease, the POBA with bailout stenting is still the standard treatment 
for revascularization. Because of the similarity in size between the coronary and 
IP arteries, the IP arterial occlusive disease which needs to be stenting due to the 
significant dissection or recoil are treated by the coronary stent. The off-label use of 
fluoropolymer with everolimus eluting BES which use in the coronary artery system 
are reported in RCTs and the real-world practice studies [61, 62]. The DES in focal 
IP disease significantly inhibit vascular restenosis and improve primary patency, 
decrease reintervention, and improve wound healing in patients with CLTI [61]. In 
addition, DES of IP disease may decrease risk of CD-TLR, restenosis rate and, ampu-
tation rate without any impact on mortality [62].

Heavy calcifications of the vessel wall which are usually present in CLTI patients 
with DM, advance age and chronic kidney disease remain the risk of early restenosis, 
thrombosis, and high CD-TLR [51]. The mechanism of the poor patency of target 
arterial lesion in calcification of the vessel wall includes (1) The mechanical effect 
of the vessel wall calcification act as the barrier to optimal dilatation of POBA and 
stenting. The calcific arterial lesions are increased risk of flow limiting dissection, 
recoil, and other angiographic complications [51, 53]. In addition, an inadequate ves-
sel preparation due to retain plaque burden lesion and calcified lesion are still limiting 
the maximal luminal gain, stent apposition and stent expansion which effect to the 
long-term patency and increased risk of ISR in both bare metal stent and DES. (2) 
The pharmacological effect, the drug absorption of drug delivering device including 
DCB and DES are decrease in high calcific lesions [53, 54]. So, the plaque modifying 
device such as focal pressure balloon, cutting balloon, scoring balloon, serranator 
balloon, and lithoplasty device are developed for achieving of the vessel preparation 
in plaque burden and calcified arterial lesion. For heavy and circumferential severe 
atherosclerotic plaque and calcification, there are several atherectomy devices on the 
market currently which can debulking the calcification to increase the drug uptake 
to the vessel wall by the DCB and DES [53, 55, 69, 70]. The atherectomy include 
directional atherectomy, rotational atherectomy, orbital atherectomy, and laser 
atherectomy. The best choice for plaque modifying device and atherectomy are still 
debate and beyond the scope of this article. The result of DCB combined techniques 
with the atherectomy trend toward better outcomes in severely calcified long segment 
lesions and chronic total occlusion (CTO). However, the recent randomized control 
trial (RCT) and real-world practice study result are a debate in the risk of dissection 
and bailout stenting result with limited 1-year patency benefit in the combination of 
DCB with atherectomy as compared to DCB alone [69, 70].

For the ISR lesion, the characteristic of the restenosis lesion is different from the 
de novo arterial lesion. The “sandwich” structure including (1) a cell-dense neointi-
mal hyperplasia within the stent struts which has ingrain and elastic consistency and 
(2) a cell-poor layer with a fibrous matrix which is embedded in the intimal layer at 
the outer margin of the stent struts results in a rubbery consistency of the lesions 
which poor response to POBA. Therefore, the significant recurrent stenosis of the ISR 
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lesions usually presents after POBA without any specialty device [51, 53]. The DCB 
appears to be a significant benefit to treating ISR as opposed to POBA [21, 56, 71]. 
The combination of DCB with atherectomy devices is offered to increase the patency 
in patients with ISR. However, the results of these combinations for ISR have a little 
benefit when compare with DCB alone [53, 72].

4.2  Pharmacologic effect and pathophysiology of drug-delivering technology 
related to MACE

The healing response of vascular endothelium after POBA and stent placement 
which induce vascular endothelial injury is the activation of a local inflammatory 
response and the proliferation of smooth muscle cells (SMC) as well as migration 
of SMC into the neointima leading to significant restenosis [73, 74]. Paclitaxel and 
sirolimus coating devices directly inhibit the proliferation and migration of SMC 
which cause neointimal hyperplasia inhibition [31].

The paclitaxel is a diterpenoid antineoplastic agent which inhibits the cell pro-
liferation. The oncologist used the paclitaxel as the chemotherapy to treat cancers, 
including gastric, ovarian, endometrial, breast, non-small cell lung cancer, and 
other cancers. The antiproliferative effect of paclitaxel can prevent the restenosis 
of the LEAD by the inhibition of the intimal hyperplasia [31, 75]. In normal human 
body physiology, microtubules are maintained cell shape and intracellular transport 
function, signaling, protein secretion, and motility function. The antimicrotubule 
effect of paclitaxel causes the formation of stable dysfunctional microtubules by 
binding to intracellular tubulin and interfering with spindle formation. The mitotic 
cell division is inhibited by the prevention of tubulin depolymerization through the 
irreversible of paclitaxel-tubulin binding. The prevention of tubulin depolymeriza-
tion led to a microtubular dynamics disruption and cell death. The inhibition of 
cytokine response, migration, and secretion of matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) are 
the main mechanism to prevent the intimal hyperplasia after ET [31]. Consequently, 
the SMC proliferation and migration are inhibited which prevent neointimal hyper-
plasia of the vessel wall [31, 73, 74]. After DCB treatment, the paclitaxel particles are 
localized in fibroblast and SMC layers to inhibit the neointimal hyperplasia [73, 74]. 
Following DCB inflation in post-vessel preparation artery, the tissue absorption of the 
paclitaxel is occurring. Because of the low solubility and solid state of the paclitaxel 
is lower than tissue metabolic clearance rate, the paclitaxel accumulated in the target 
arterial lesion and cause durable effect on intimal hyperplasia [30, 55]. Overall, the 
pharmacokinetics of paclitaxel which is multiphasic and non-linear cause long lasting 
tissue accumulation of paclitaxel. The prevention of intimal hyperplasia is effective in 
long-term period with unknown long-term biological side effects [76, 77].

The pathophysiology and mechanism of the cardiac side effect of paclitaxel is not 
well established. The current studies concluded that the paclitaxel is one of cardio-
toxicity chemotherapeutic agents. Some studies report the severe reduction in EF and 
cardiac arrhythmia [77, 78]. Theoretically, paclitaxel-induced cardiotoxicity can be 
occurred by the two main mechanisms: (1) direct effect of the myocardial damage 
which reduce in EF and precipitate HF through a subcellular organelle disturbance, 
(2) indirect effect of the releasing of histamine and QT interval prolongation which 
disturbed the cardiac electrical conduction led to cardiac arrhythmia such as atrial 
fibrillation (AF) and bradycardia (Figure 7). There are a lot of literatures report 
the cardiac side effects which is the most serious adverse effects of chemotherapy in 
malignancy patients. The early cardiac side effect of paclitaxel in chemotherapeutic 
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dose can occur in first month including ACS, myocardial dysfunction, reversible 
cardiac arrhythmias, ventricular repolarization abnormality, QT interval prolonga-
tion on electrocardiogram, and pericardial reaction. Long-term cardiac adverse events 
include cardiac dysfunction, which lead to HF and other MACE [77, 78]. However, 
most malignancy patients who have a paclitaxel-induced cardiotoxicity usually to 
be asymptomatic or mild severity. Under carefully monitoring of cardiac function, 
the safely use of paclitaxel as a chemotherapy in malignancy patients with cardiac 
co-morbidities including the UA, HF, and AF have been reported [76].

For the paclitaxel in ET, the dosage of paclitaxel in drug delivering technology 
including DCB and DES is less than 1% of chemotherapy in malignancy patients. Only 
asymptomatic bradycardia is seen in CLTI patients who perform ET with paclitaxel 
agent use [31, 55]. The other early cardiotoxicity of paclitaxel is unlikely to be from 
the direct effect of myocardial damage [77, 78]. However, the sustained retention of 
the drug in the vessel wall due to the crystalline form with a paclitaxel spacer may cre-
ate the ongoing distal embolization of the paclitaxel in the systemic circulation which 
may relate to the increasing risk of MACE and MALE including the increasing of 
amputation rate [25, 27, 30]. In addition, the anti-neoplastic effect of paclitaxel causes 
the toxicity to the immune system (Figure 7). The human body immune system is 
inhibited by the paclitaxel which increased risk of non-cardiac deaths including 
systemic infection, pulmonary and gastrointestinal system failure.

The potential complications due to local toxicity of the paclitaxel which report in 
the literatures include aneurysmal degeneration, vascular fibrinoid necrosis, small 
vessel inflammation, and downstream muscle necrosis. The inhibition of intimal 
hyperplasia after balloon angioplasty causes the post-angioplasty injured artery 
dilatation and aneurysmal formation in long-term period. The paclitaxel particles 
which insoluble cause downstream embolization led to ischemia and repetitive 
inflammation of the small vessel. The primary hypothesis of downstream paclitaxel 
particulate showers is concordant to the higher amputation rate and MALE of the 
DCB when compare with POBA in CLTI patients with IP arterial occlusive disease 
[25, 27, 30, 62]. However, there are some studies report no significant adverse effects 
related to distal paclitaxel crystalline embolization. The early result of recent study 
demonstrated the promising safety and efficacy of paclitaxel coated balloon in CLTI 
patients with IP arterial occlusive disease [58, 62]. Thus, large well RCT and real-
world registry are needed to investigate the long-term safety and efficacy of DCB for 
treatment of PAD.

Figure 7. 
Pathophysiology of paclitaxel-induced cardiotoxicity related to mortality risk. DCB, drug coated balloon; drug 
eluting balloon. DES; EF, ejection fraction; HF, heart failure; AF, atrial fibrillation.
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For the DES, the total dose of the paclitaxel is lower than DCB. The release kinetic 
of DCB via the transfer and action (releasing) phase of paclitaxel after balloon 
angioplasty are use the concept “the greater injury, the greater penetration of the 
drug” in injured vessel after balloon angioplasty. The large amount of paclitaxel 
on DCB which delivery to the vessel wall has a high rate of distal embolization. On 
the other hand, the release kinetic of DES is a polymer controlled sustained release 
process. Thus, the downstream paclitaxel showers are not occurred when the DES is 
used in CLTI patients with IP arterial occlusive disease. Previous studies report the 
non-significant distal embolization in coronary polymer coated paclitaxel eluting 
stents of IP arteries. Therefore, the DES is significant reducing of CD-TLR, MALE 
and major amputations in 5-year and 10-year period when compare with POBA and 
DCB. The DCB has no obvious advantage in the treatment of IP arterial occlusive 
disease [23, 57, 62].

Because of the pathophysiology of cardiotoxicity associated with paclitaxel used 
to not be well understood, the pathophysiology of the MACE related to drug deliver-
ing technology is not well determined [33, 77, 78]. However, previous study report 
high-risk features which associated with paclitaxel-induced cardiotoxicity including 
age >60 years, DM, hypertension, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) 
Performance Status (PS) scale 2, and chest radiotherapy [76, 77]. The patients with 
CLTI usually have multiple co-morbidities including DM, hypertension, old age and 
poor ECOG PS scale [3, 35, 39]. Thus, closed monitoring of cardiac function after 
paclitaxel treatment is still required in CLTI patients who have high-risk features. 
Therefore, long-term result of paclitaxel related MACE and MALE needs to be more 
investigated [3, 22].

Because of the hypothesis of the paclitaxel delivering device related MACE in 
CLTI patients and some evidence of the paclitaxel related MALE through the par-
ticulate embolization induced slow flow or no-flow phenomenon especially in CLTI 
patients with the IP arterial occlusive disease [25, 27, 30, 62]. The sirolimus coated 
balloons to prevent the intimal hyperplasia are investigated. The sirolimus, also 
known as rapamycin, is a macrocyclic lactone antibiotic which produced by bacteria 
Streptomyces hygroscopicus. The sirolimus is isolated from the Easter Island soil which 
use as an antifungal medication especially in Candidiasis. The potent anti-neoplastic 
effect through the inhibition of the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) of the 
sirolimus is investigated. Currently, the sirolimus is an immunosuppressive agent for 
prevention of organ transplant rejections and antineoplastic agent for treatment of 
lymphangioleiomyomatosis, and perivascular epithelioid cell tumors. The pathophys-
iology of the inhibition of neointimal hyperplasia has been less well studied. There are 
a lot of recent publications suggested excellent 6-month primary patency and encour-
aging 12-month freedom from CD-TLR, amputation-free survival rate, and limb 
salvage rates without early safety concerns [79]. In addition, particulate embolization 
due to downstream showers of drug particle and less found in the sirolimus coated 
balloon when compare with paclitaxel coated balloons. Comparing with paclitaxel 
coated balloon, the slow flow or no-flow phenomenon induced CD-TLR and MALE 
are less present in sirolimus coated balloon in patients with CLTI patients [80]. Thus, 
the sirolimus coated balloon may have a benefit to prevent restenosis of the target 
artery without significant MACE and MALE in ET in CLTI patients who candidate 
for revascularization. The further large randomized and real-world registry study in 
both short-term and long-term safety and efficacy is required to establish the result of 
sirolimus coated balloon in CLTI patients [81].
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5.  Summary and update of the best evidence of drug-delivering 
technology related to MACE in PAD

The drug delivering device have been extensively investigated to inhibit arte-
rial restenosis and ISR to improve clinical outcomes, patency, CD-TLR, amputation 
free survival rate after revascularization by ET. Because the positive results of drug 
delivering technology from several industry-sponsored studies which demonstrated 
the improvement in the primary patency and reduction of CD-TLR in CLTI patients 
FP arterial occlusive disease, the DCB and DES are widely used for ET in CLTI 
patients who indicate for revascularization [25, 58, 60, 65, 68]. Both FP and IP arterial 
occlusive disease are investigated the limb, morbidity and mortality outcome includ-
ing MALE and MACE [3, 23–25, 27, 30, 31, 33, 54, 56, 57, 59, 61, 62, 74, 75]. Concerns 
about a long-term mortality in PAD patients who use the paclitaxel delivering device 
are first reported by a meta-analysis in 2018 that described the increasing of mortality 
rate in comparison to POBA or bare metal stent beginning at 2 years after ET [33]. In 
addition, the concerning of paclitaxel related MALE including major amputation rate 
and CD-TLR is raised after recent studies report the higher amputation rate in the 
paclitaxel coated balloon when compare with POBA under the particulate emboliza-
tion hypothesis [27, 30, 61].

However, there are a lot of recent publication between 2020 and 2022 report the 
comparable result of MACE, mortality and amputation between paclitaxel delivering 
devices and non-drug device [82–86]. The 5-year follow-up of RCT for the safety and 
effectiveness of IP arterial occlusive disease report comparable risk of amputation 
and all-cause mortality rate between paclitaxel coated balloon and POBA in patients 
with CLTI [25, 85]. The independent patient-level meta-analysis revealed the safety 
of paclitaxel coated balloon without the relationship between level of paclitaxel 
exposure and mortality [84]. The recent study report no dose–response relationship 
between paclitaxel and mortality in drug delivering device [83]. In addition, the ET 
with drug delivering technology in patients with claudication are safety and effective-
ness without increasing of mortality rate or MACE [86].

For the paclitaxel eluting stent, no difference in mortality between a DES and 
bare metal stent. Currently, ongoing study of polymer-coated DES had demonstrated 
the 1-year safety and efficacy with better patency when compare with bare metal 
stent [60]. As the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and others 
have recommended follow patients to 5 years to collect safety and efficacy data, the 
result of long-term safety of DES is not completely concluded. The systematic review 
and meta-analysis report no significant difference in 12-month all-cause mortality 
between DES and DCB. Primary patency and freedom from CD-TLR are also compa-
rable between the two groups [23].

For the local complications of drug delivering device, there are only few reports 
about aneurysmal degeneration, vascular fibrinoid necrosis, small vessel inflamma-
tion, and downstream skeletal muscle necrosis after paclitaxel agent device in ET. The 
risk of local complication for drug delivering technology in CLTI patients are not well 
identified. The further study is required to concluded about the local complication of 
DCB and DES in PAD [28–30, 78].

The limitation of meta-analysis and RCTs about the DCB and DES include: (1) 
most RCTs did not report the mortality rate, MACE or major amputations as the 
primary outcome or main outcome. So, the imprecision due to inadequate power of 
study can occurred and indued the error of the study result, (2) The heterogeneity of 
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patient’s characteristic and demographic data such as ratio of CLTI and claudicants, 
(3) The different of the paclitaxel dose, paclitaxel crystallinity, balloon platforms and 
coating of agent technology. Low dose balloons may demonstrate the better outcome 
in safety with same efficacy due to the small number of events and lack of adequate 
statistical power to detect a true effect, (4) Lack of actual cause of death and the clini-
cal indications to major amputation, (5) The chronology bias due to the long period to 
published of all RCTs. The improvements in MACE and co-morbidities management 
and the different in the design of newer paclitaxel coated balloon platforms over time, 
(6) Some RCT report the mortality outcome and analyzed under subgroup analysis 
and post-hoc analysis. The patient level time to event data should be extracted and 
analyzed with a one stage model to increase power and precision and there was also 
consistent size and direction of the summary effect in the various subgroups and 
sensitivity tests.

Due to the controversy result of the paclitaxel coated balloon related MACE and 
limitation of the previous studies, the additional patient-level, adequately powered 
meta-analyses with larger RCT data sets will be needed to confirm the correlation 
between paclitaxel and MACE. For the new drug coating balloon to avoid the possible 
adverse event and paclitaxel related MACE, sirolimus is promising the safety and 
efficacy of short-term period. However, to conclude the outcome of sirolimus coated 
device, the large RCT with long-term follow up is necessary.

6. Conclusion

Cardiovascular disease is the life-threatening condition with high morbidity and 
mortality rate. The PAD is the vascular disease which has a strong relationship with 
the MACE. The revascularization is usually indicated in CLTI patients who have a 
high risk of perioperative MACE. The revascularization procedure in patients with 
CLTI to salvage a functional limb with aggressive best medical treatment can reduce 
MACE during the revascularization. Because of the physiologic changes and the auto-
regulation process after revascularization procedure by decreasing of the peripheral 
vascular resistance are the burden to the cardiovascular system. The cardiac reserve 
and response after lower limb revascularization, the anatomic distribution and sever-
ity of lower limb arterial occlusive disease as well as the type of revascularization are 
the important predictive factors of perioperative MACE.

The minimally invasive fashion of revascularization by endovascular-first strategy 
can reduce perioperative MACE by decreasing risk of anesthesia and operative risk. 
The drug-delivering technology including DCB, and DES can improve the long-term 
patency of ET in CLTI patients. However, the paclitaxel effect on the MACE and 
MALE are still debatable. The decision making of physicians under the individual 
patients-based approach and determine the strategies to offer the drug delivering 
technology in CLTI patients who undergo ET is a key to success in both short-term 
and long-term safety and efficacy of revascularization in PAD.
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Abstract

Impaired glucose metabolism and its consequence diabetes mellitus is still
challenging the health care system worldwide. According to the International Diabetes
Federation in 2021, the number of adult people living with diabetes was approxi-
mately 537 million and 860 million adults had prediabetes. It is predicted that num-
bers will rise in the future. Numerous researches have shown that prediabetes and
diabetes mellitus are serious risk factors for cardiovascular diseases. Lots of epidemi-
ological evidence figured out that diabetes mellitus is associated with the risk of
developing heart failure. Diabetes mellitus is highly prevalent among patients with
heart failure. Moreover, several anti-diabetics (anti-prediabetic) medications are con-
tributing their share into developing heart failure by increasing risk of mortality and
hospitalization for heart failure. This chapter will discuss the connection between
prediabetes, diabetes mellitus, and chronic heart failure.

Keywords: diabetes mellitus type 2, prediabetes, chronic heart failure, diabetes risk
factors, diabetes management

1. Introduction

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is one of the major healthcare problems worldwide.
According to the International Diabetes Federation (IDF) 2021 Atlas, 537 million
adults (20–79 years) are living with diabetes. This number is predicted to rise to 783
million by 2045 [1]. Of persons with diabetes, 21.4% were not aware of or did not
report having diabetes, and only 15.3% of persons with prediabetes reported being
told by a health professional that they had this condition [2]. The prevalence of DM
type 2 (T2D) is overwhelming. It is accounted for more than 90% of diabetes cases all
over the world [1]. High incidence of T2D is thought to be because of population
aging, lack of physical activity, urbanization, and obesity [3].

DM is diagnosed by using following criteria: fasting plasma glucose level of ≥126 mg/
dl, glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) level of ≥48 mmol/mol, and 2-hour plasma glucose
after 75 g oral glucose load (oral glucose tolerance test-OGTT) level of ≥11.1 mmol/l.
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Diabetes should be diagnosed if one or more diagnostic criteria are met [1]. Symptoms of
diabetes include thirst, fatigue, polyuria, hunger, weight loss, blurred vision, etc.

The classification of DM is not unified and there are some differences between
proposed classification by the American Diabetes Association (ADA) [4], IDF [1], and
the World Health Organization (WHO) [3]. Precise classification is important for
identifying the individual treatment approach since sometimes it is quite difficult to
distinguish types of DM [4].

Variety of genetic and environmental factors can lead to the progressive loss of
ß-cell mass and/or function that manifest as hyperglycemia which result in DM.
Deficient ß-cell insulin secretion, often on the background of insulin resistance,
appears to be the common pathophysiological factor for T2D. T2D is associated with
insulin secretory defects related to genetics, inflammation, and metabolic stress [4].

2. Risk factors for diabetes mellitus

Risk factors for DM include adults, with a history of cardiovascular disease (CVD),
hypertension (≥140/90 mmHg or on therapy for hypertension), HDL cholesterol
level < 35 mg/dL (0.90 mmol/L) and/or a triglyceride level > 250 mg/dL (2.82 mmol/
L), physical inactivity, and other clinical conditions associated with insulin resistance
(e.g., severe obesity, acanthosis nigricans) and etc. Also, patients with prediabetes and
women who were diagnosed with gestational diabetes mellitus are at risk of diabetes
[4]. People living with diabetes are at risk of macrovascular complications such as
CVD and microvascular complications (such as diabetic kidney disease, diabetic reti-
nopathy, and neuropathy). These complications lead to increased mortality, blind-
ness, kidney failure, and decreased quality of life in individuals with diabetes [5]. T2D
is a common metabolic disease leading to diabetic myocardiopathy and atherosclerotic
cardiovascular disorder. These conditions may induce heart failure through a range of
mechanisms along with myocardial infarction (MI) and chronic pressure overload [6].

Atherosclerotic cardiovascular diseases are determined as coronary artery disease,
cerebrovascular disease, and peripheral artery diseases. Among patients with DM
atherosclerotic CVD remains the main cause of death and disability [7]. This results in
$37.3 billion in cardiovascular-related spending in patients with diabetes per year [8].
CVD and T2D share several common pathophysiological features such as insulin
resistance, inflammation, oxidative stress, hypercoagulability, high blood pressure
(BP), dyslipidemia, and obesity. Classical cardiovascular risk factors, such as
dyslipidemia, hypertension, and obesity can also raise the risk of T2D [6].

Although T2D and heart failure (HF) are each individually associated with mor-
bidity and mortality, they often occur together, which further worsens adverse patient
outcomes, quality of life, and costs of care [9].

Observational studies of patients with DM (predominantly type 2) have identified
an approximately two to fourfold risk of HF compared to individuals without DM
[10]. While the relative risk of HF in patients with DM compared with patients
without DM is higher in younger individuals [11], the frequency of HF is higher in
older adults with DM who were ≥ 65 years of age [12].

Although studies have shown an association between poor glycemic control and
risk of HF, improved glucose control has not been shown to reduce incident HF. A
meta-analysis including 27,049 patients with T2D found that more intensive glucose
control, compared with less intensive control, did not decrease incident HF or
mortality, although major cardiovascular events (primarily MI) were decreased [13].
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Glycemic control is assessed by HbA1c level measurement, continuous glucose moni-
toring (CGM) using either time in range and/or blood glucose monitoring. In a clinical
scenario HbA1cmeasurement is usedmore often. The HbA1c measurement should be
performed in all diabetes patients at initial assessment and once in every 3 months.
Measurement of HbA1c every 3 months determines whether patients’ glycemic targets
have been achieved andmaintained. The HbA1c checking may have limitations in
patients with medical conditions that can affect red blood cell turnover (hemodialysis,
erythropoietin therapy, etc.). In such cases plasma blood glucose measurements are
conducted by using BGMby fingerstick and CGM. Glycemic targets should be deter-
mined individually in each diabetes patient. There is evidence that more intensive glyce-
mic control in newly diagnosed diabetes patients can be beneficial in reducing long-term
CVD [14]. However, available data show that strict glycemic control in patients with
established DM does not eliminate the risk of developing HF [15]. Overall, there is
obscurity on choosing glycemic targets in diabetes mellitus with HF.

Prognosis in patients with HF and DM having DM led to worse outcomes in
comparison with those who did not have DM among patients with HF. This was also
demonstrated by randomized trial data in patients with HF with reduced ejection
fraction (HFrEF; LVEF ≤40%) or HF with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF)
[9, 16–22].

A study of data from the Candesartan in Heart Failure-Assessment of Reduction in
Mortality and morbidity (CHARM) program on outcomes in patients with HF found
that concurrent DM was associated with a greater increased risk of cardiovascular
death or HF hospitalization in patients with LVEF >40% than in patients with LVEF
≤40% [21]. The risk by DM was similar in the two groups for all-cause mortality.

In the Prospective Comparison of ARNI with ACEI to Determine Impact on Global
Mortality andMorbidity in Heart Failure (PARADIGM-HF) trial with patients with
HFrEF, there was an increased risk of the primary outcome of HF hospitalization or
cardiovascularmortality in patients with previously undiagnosedDMor knownDM [19].

It has been shown that, there is disturbingly high prevalence, incidence, and
mortality for HF in individuals with diabetes [12]. DM patients who developed HF had
poor prognosis.

It has been shown that, there is disturbingly high prevalence, incidence, and
mortality for heart failure in individuals with diabetes [12]. DM patients who devel-
oped HF had poor prognosis.

3. Management of DM type in patients with HF

The initial management of blood glucose as well as the general medical care in
adults with T2D or type 1 DM and HF is similar to that for other adults. In selecting
initial therapy, patient presentation should be considered (e.g., presence or absence of
symptoms of hyperglycemia, comorbidities, baseline HbA1c level). Treatment plans
should include individualized treatment goals and preferences. The glucose-lowering
efficacy of individual drugs, their adverse effect profile, tolerability, and cost should
be considered individually for each patient. In the absence of specific contraindica-
tions, metformin should be suggested as initial therapy for patients with newly diag-
nosed T2D who are asymptomatic. Metformin is the preferred initial therapy because
of glycemic efficacy, absence of weight gain and hypoglycemia, general tolerability,
and favorable cost. Metformin does not have adverse cardiovascular effects, and it
appears to decrease cardiovascular events [23–25]. The cost of metformin is more
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affordable and practically it has more experience than glucagon-like peptide 1
(GLP-1) receptor agonists and sodium-glucose co-transporter 2 (SGLT2i) inhibitors.
Metformin usage instigates less episodes of hypoglycemia compared with sulfonyl-
ureas, and less edema, congestive HF, and weight gain compared with thiazolidi-
nediones. The benefit of metformin in HFpEF has been studied. It has been shown
that, metformin was beneficial in reduction of mortality in both preserved and
reduced EF after adjustment with HF therapies such as angiotensin converting
enzyme inhibitors (ACEi) and beta-blockers. Metformin treatment along with insulin,
ACEi, and beta-blocker therapy were also shown to have a reduction in mortality,
whereas female gender was associated with worse outcomes [26].

Sulfonylurea medications are commonly used in DM as second- or third-line
treatment if needed, especially when the cost is the issue for a patient [27]. They are
the oldest class of antidiabetic medications [28]. Sulfonylureas are classified as first
and second generation, as second generation of sulfonylureas are the most prescribed
(glibenclamide, glimepiride, gliclazide, etc.) [29]. The pharmacokinetic and pharma-
codynamic features of sulfonylureas differ [30]. Not all sulfonylureas are selective for
pancreas, they can also bind to cardiac myocytes and vascular smooth muscle. This
can lead to ischemia and deterioration of the cardiovascular outcome. It has been
suggested that gliclazide is selective for pancreas, while glimepiride and glibenclamide
are non-selective [31]. Usage of sulfonylurea is complicated with hypoglycemia [32].
Hypoglycemia is associated with a higher risk of CVD [33]. One of the meta-analyses
demonstrated significant associations between hypoglycemia and death, dementia,
macrovascular and microvascular complications, and CVD [34]. Therefore, there is
clinical uncertainty on the usage of sulfonylurea medications in diabetic patients with
CVD. It also has been shown that the use of sulfonylureas in T2D increases mortality
and risk of stroke, although the overall incidence of major adverse cardiovascular
events (MACE) seems to be unchanged [35]. In another cardiovascular outcomes trial
assessing linagliptin with glimepiride in patients with T2D and increased cardiovas-
cular risk, the nonfatal MI and nonfatal stroke outcome was similar in both groups. It
was demonstrated that hospitalization for HF was the same in patients who received
glimepiride in comparison with linagliptin. Episodes of hypoglycemia events occurred
in both groups and the rate was low, although it was higher in the glimepiride group
[36]. Widely used sulfonylurea, gliclazide was associated with a lower risk of all-cause
and cardiovascular mortality [37]. Although the data regarding long-acting sulfonyl-
ureas may be conflicting [38]. There are no randomized control trials assessing their
effects on outcomes.

Thiazolidinediones are insulin sensitizing glucose-lowering medication which
shows their effect by activating PPAR-gamma (peroxisome proliferator–activated
receptor γ) [39]. Their effects regulate glucose, lipids, and protein metabolism. They
are hugely effective in insulin resistance [39]. The commonly used thiazolidinediones
are rosiglitazone and pioglitazone, which are indicated as FDA black box warning
[27]. In diabetic patients their use is moderated by concerns over cardiovascular
safety, weigh gain, edema, fracture risk, and bladder cancer [27]. The randomized
clinical trials demonstrated that rosiglitazone and pioglitazone increase the risk of HF
[40–42].

GLP-1 are efficient glucose-lowering medications used for the treatment of T2D.
GLP-1 RA include liraglutide once daily, semaglutide once weekly, dulaglutide once
weekly, exenatide twice daily, exenatide once weekly, lixisenatide once daily, which
are injectable medications. Recently semaglutide has been introduced also in oral form
which can be taken once daily.
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GLP-1 have a reliable safety and tolerability profile in the management of the T2D
[43]. As it has been shown in numerous studies and trials, this class of glucose-
lowering medication proved itself as an effective tool in blood glucose and weight
management [44–46]. The class effect is based on glucose-dependent insulin secre-
tion. They also delay gastric emptying and increase satiety [47]. GLP-1 improve lipid
levels with decreased triglyceride levels and increase high-density lipoprotein levels
and provide low risk of hypoglycemia [9]. They significantly reduce HbA1c levels and
systolic BP [48]. GLP-1 usage is proved to be beneficial in T2D and established
atherosclerotic CVD and is recommended as part of the cardiovascular risk reduction
and/or glucose-lowering medication [49]. Semaglutide demonstrated decrease in the
rate of cardiovascular death, MI, and stroke by 26% [50]. Overall GLP-1 have no effect
on HF hospitalization [9] and are not recommended for the prevention of HF events
in patients with T2D.

Dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitors (DPP4) are oral glucose-lowering medications
that inhibit native enzyme dipeptidyl peptidase [51]. This enzyme is expressed on the
surface of the most cell types that affects native gastrointestinal peptides and GLP-1.
DPP4 inhibit the degradation of native GLP1 and enhance the incretin effect [52]. The
commonly used DPP4 are sitagliptin, vildagliptin, linagliptin, alogliptin, and
saxagliptin. It should be noted that, saxagliptin demonstrated the increased risk of
hospitalization in patients with DM and HF [53]. Sitagliptin, linagliptin, and alogliptin
showed no effect on HF events. However, in another trial vildagliptin increased the
left ventricular volumes [54]. Overall, DPP4 are not recommended to reduce cardio-
vascular events in T2D with HF [55].

SGLT2i are one of the effective glucose-lowering drugs used in the treatment of
DM. Their effect is based on reducing renal tubular glucose reabsorption [56]. They
decrease blood glucose levels without stimulation of insulin secretion which makes
them very useful in patients with a long duration of diabetes [56]. SGLT2i include
canagliflozin, dapagliflozin, empagliflozin, ertugliflozin, and sotagliflozin. The usage
of dapagliflozin and canagliflozin has been associated with reduced incidence of HF
[57, 58]. Those T2D patients with a high risk of cardiovascular events who received
empagliflozin demonstrated reduction of the primary composite cardiovascular out-
come and of death from any cause [59]. Empagliflozin and canagliflozin reduced the
primary composite endpoint of major CV adverse events, including CV death or non-
fatal MI or non-fatal stroke, and HF hospitalizations [59, 60]. Dapagliflozin demon-
strated a lower rate of cardiovascular death or hospitalization for HF in T2D in the
DECLARE-TIMI 58 trial [57]. The other SGLT2i, ertugliflozin, showed statistically
significant reduction in HF hospitalization and repeated hospitalizations, although it
did not reduce the primary major CV event endpoint and key secondary outcome of
cardiovascular death or HF hospitalization [61, 62]. Meta-analysis of Empagliflozin,
Cardiovascular Outcomes, and Mortality in Type 2 Diabetes (EMPA-REG OUT-
COME), Canagliflozin Cardiovascular Assessment Study (CANVAS), Dapagliflozin
Effect on CardiovasculAR Events (DECLARE-TIMI 58), and Canagliflozin and Renal
Events in Diabetes with Established Nephropathy Clinical Evaluation (CREDENCE)
trial demonstrated the significant reduction in HF and cardiovascular hospitalization
[49, 55].

Therefore, it is recommended to use SGLT2i as first-line therapy in diabetes as well
as add on to patients with T2D with or at high risk of HF or chronic kidney disease
(CKD) and ASCVD [49]. Additionally, the SGLT2i canagliflozin, dapagliflozin,
empagliflozin, ertugliflozin, and sotagliflozin are recommended to prevent HF and
CV death and worsening kidney function in patients with T2D and CV disease and/or
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CV risk factors, or CKD. Dapagliflozin and empagliflozin are also indicated for the
treatment of patients with T2D and HFrEF [55].

Insulin is one of the effective and oldest glucose-lowering medications in the
management of DM. In cases when glycemic treatment goals are not achieved,
adding of insulin therapy should not be delayed. Insulin treatment can be added to
oral and injectable anti-diabetic medications. Insulin usage is associated with high
efficacy and improved glycemic control [27]. Despite the high efficacy insulin treat-
ment can lead to hypoglycemia and weight gain [27]. Both acute and chronic hypo-
glycemia increase CVD risk [63, 64]. Moreover, severe hypoglycemia was shown to
be an independent risk factor for heart failure incidence [65]. Another trial also
demonstrated that insulin usage is associated with deterioration in patients with
HFpEF [64]. Therefore, patients with HF should be monitored thoroughly after
starting insulin treatment [55].

4. Prediabetes and chronic heart failure

4.1 Definition, prevalence, diagnostics, and types of prediabetes

Prediabetes (PD) is a serious health condition where blood sugar levels are higher
than normal, but not enough yet to be diagnosed as T2D [66]. IDF estimates that,
worldwide, 541 million individuals aged 20–79 years have impaired glucose tolerance
(IGT) and 319 million have impaired fasting glucose. These numbers are projected to
increase to 730 million and 440 million, respectively by 2045 [1].

According to the 2022 National Diabetes Statistics Report, in 2019, 96 million
(38.0%) adults age 18 and older in the United States were diagnosed with PD. This
means that 1 in 3 people have PD, but 8 in 10 are unaware of their carbohydrate
metabolism disorder. Meanwhile, 26.4 million (48.8%) people age 65 and older have
PD. 10.8% of American adults had PD based on both elevated fasting plasma glucose
and A1C levels. Based on fasting glucose or A1C levels, PD was more common in men
(41.0%) than in women (32.0%). For example, in the United States, 1 in 3 people have
PD and 1 in 10 people have DM, i.e., the prevalence of PD is several times higher than
that of DM [67].

DM does not appear suddenly. Every person diagnosed with diabetes first goes
through a PD stage [68]. PD not only is associated with high risk of progression to
T2D; it also confers an increased risk of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality [69],
microangiopathy [70], and neuropathy [71]. An essential difference between PD and
DM is the possibility of early detection, proper diagnosis, and an optimal manage-
ment; PD can be returned to normal glucose metabolism (NGM) or its progression to
diabetes may be slowed [72]. The medical and social significance of PD and DM
requires the earliest detection of these conditions. The diagnostic criteria for diabetes
are generally accepted [73–79], but the community of experts has not yet been able to
fully agree on diagnostic criteria for PD.Table 1 presents the diagnostic criteria for PD
in accordance with international and national recommendations [73–79].

A range of risk scores are used for screening diabetes and PD [80, 81]. The
relationship between PD and types of PD as IGT, IFG, elevated HbA1c (or their
various combinations) with heart failure (HF) has been studied [82–85]. In one of the
studies, it was demonstrated that, for all-cause mortality risk, the association was
stronger for IGT- than for IFG- or HbA1c-defined prediabetes, suggesting that OGTT
is more useful for identifying high-risk individuals [82].
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In a recently published article in the journal Cardiovascular Diabetology, Sinha
et al. analyzed 40,117 participants from 6 population-based cohorts in the United
States. They found that PD (defined as an FPG concentration of 100–125 mg/dL) was
associated with a higher lifetime risk of HF in middle-aged white adults and black
women, while the association was less pronounced in older black women. It was
observed that middle-aged adults with prediabetes had a higher lifetime risk of HF
and, on average, lived fewer years without HF than adults with normoglycemia. This
difference was seen in all racial-gender groups except for middle-aged black men with
PD, where the difference was not consistently significant, but the trend was similar.
The results can probably be explained by two mechanisms that are not mutually
exclusive. First, cumulative effects on glucose levels in the PD range in middle-aged
and older men may contribute to cardiac dysfunction and the development of chronic
HF. This explanation is supported by mechanistic and clinical studies demonstrating
direct and indirect effects of insulin resistance and hyperglycemia on myocardial
energetics, fibrosis, and subclinical cardiac dysfunction. Second, middle-aged adults
with PD are more likely to develop diabetes later in life, leading to a greater lifetime
risk of HF [83].

In the study about glucose abnormalities and heart failure among participants with
normal glucose metabolism, HF was diagnosed in 3.2% compared with IGT and IFG in
6.0%, respectively. Also, IGT and IFG and HF were in 0.7% of men and in 0.6% of
women. In this study, it is proved once again that there is a relationship between
impaired glucose metabolism (IGM) and HF [84]. In one of the studies it was
demonstrated that, PD with high levels of HbA1c is associated with an increased
risk of HF [85].

4.2 HF as a risk factor for PD

The 5-year risk of HF was assessed among participants with diabetes and PD by
biomarker assessment groups (0–4). The primary outcomes included 6799 patients

Source of recommendations Diagnostic criteria

FG OGTT HbA1c

ADA 100–125 (mg/dl)
5.6–6.9 (mmol/l)

140–199 (mg/dl)
7.8–11.0 (mmol/l)

5.7–6.4 (%)
39–47 (mmol/mol)

WHO/IDF 110–125 (mg/dl)
6.1–6.9 (mmol/l)

140–199 (mg/dl)
7.8–11.0 (mmol/l)

Not recommended

Canada/UK/Australia 110–125 (mg/dl)
6.1–6.9 (mmol/l)

140–199 (mg/dl)
7.8–11.0 (mmol/l)

6.0–6.4 (%)
42–47 (mmol/mol)

AAEDTE 110–125 (mg/dl)
6.1–6.9 (mmol/l)

140–199 (mg/dl)
7.8–11.0 (mmol/l)

5.7–6.4 (%)
39–47 (mmol/mol)

Note: ADA—American Diabetes Association, WHO—World Health Organization, IDF—International Diabetes
Federation, Canada—The Canadian Diabetes Association, UK—The British Diabetic Association, Australia—Diabetes
Australia, AAEDTE—Azerbaijan Association of Endocrinology, Diabetology and Therapeutic Education, FG—fasting
glucose, OGTT—oral glucose tolerance test, HbA1c—glycohemoglobin.

Table 1.
Comparative characteristics of diagnostic criteria for prediabetes based on the recommendations of different
societies.
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with dysglycemia (diabetes: 33.2%; PD: 66.8%). The 5-year risk of HF increased
stepwise with a rising biomarker score, with the highest risk seen in patients with
scores ≥3 (diabetes: 12.0%; PD: 7.8%). Therefore, the study demonstrated that among
adults with IGM (DM + PD), a biomarker score would stratify HF [86].

4.3 Management of PD in heart failure

Until now there is no information on the usage of Metformin and DPP4 inhibitors
in the treatment of PD and HF. Thiazolidinediones are contraindicated with HF. One
of the studies had showed, orlistat which is used for the treatment of PD had lower
rates of first-time HF [87].

SGLT2i are recommended in HF; however, there are no effective data on the
reversing PD to NGM by using SGLT2i. Various studies have examined the effects of
GLP1 in the treatment of PD on HF. Based on the results of trials as Functional Impact
of GLP-1 for Heart Failure Treatment (FIGHT) [88] and LIVE [89], the effect of the
glucagon-like peptide-1 analogue in HF patients without diabetes was demonstrated.
The effect of Liraglutide on left ventricular function in chronic heart failure patients
with and without type 2 diabetes (LIVE) study has noticed that, Liraglutide had no
effect on left ventricular systolic function compared with placebo in patients with
stable HF with and without diabetes. Liraglutide resulted in weight loss, improved
glycemic control, and improved physical performance [89].

5. Chronic heart failure and diabetes mellitus

5.1 Classification and epidemiology of heart failure

LVEF is the criterion that is taken into consideration when diagnosing HF in
groups. Based on the ‘Report on the Universal Definition and Classification of HF’
[90] and the last 2021 European Society of Cardiology (ESC) guidelines [91], there are
three major categories of HF proposed: HF where EF is preserved (HFpEF, LVEF
≥50%), HF where EF is mildly reduced (HFmrEF, LVEF between 41 and 49%), and
HF where EF is reduced (HFrEF, LVEF ≤40%). Improved LVEF is used to describe
patients who have been previously diagnosed with HFrEF whose LVEF is now >40%.

Approximately 50% of all HF instances are caused by HFpEF, and its prevalence is
rising—making this category of HF the most common one in the future [92, 93].
HFrEF has distinct risk factors including male gender and CVD history (for example,
MI) [94]. In comparison with HFpEF, patients with HFrEF have a greater mortality
rate [92, 95]. HF with mildly reduced EF, previously named “HF with mid-range EF”
since similar therapies work for both patients with HFmrEF and HFrEF, is the latest
type of HF (introduced by ACCF/AHA in 2013 [96] and by the ESC in 2016 [91, 94]).

Hypertension, CKD, obesity, and diabetes are all important predictors of HF
[97, 98]. The etiological relationship between DM and HF is mutually directed.
Prolonged diabetes contributes to the development of myocardial dysfunction and HF
[99]. This is due to potentiation of endothelial dysfunction, dyslipidemia, and
hypercoagulability, and is also the result of a direct effect of hyperglycemia on myo-
cardial function and morphology. On the other hand, HF can be complicated by the
development of DM as a result of organ hypoperfusion and hyperactivation of neuro-
humoral systems, which contribute to an increase in blood glucose concentration as a
result of a decrease in glucose consumption by muscle tissue, increased
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gluconeogenesis in the liver, and the contra-insular effect of catecholaminemia [100].
Also, HF in patients with DM is considered direct damage to the heart muscle as a
result of prolonged hyperglycemia. Myocardial damage against the background of
hyperglycemia is mediated by microangiopathy, impaired calcium transport, and fatty
acid metabolism [101]. A classic example of the myocardial effect of hyperglycemia is
diabetic cardiomyopathy.

Diabetic cardiomyopathy describes impaired cardiac function as a result of
decreased glucose metabolism and increased fatty acid (FA) metabolism [102]. It also
includes myocardial structural and performance anomalies in people with diabetes not
diagnosed with coronary artery disease, valvular disease, or other CV risk factors such
as hypertension and dyslipidemia [103]. Irregularities that are usually seen in diabe-
tes, such as hyperglycemia, hyperinsulinemia, systemic insulin resistance, and
inflammation, are the factors that directly lead to the development of cardiomyopathy
in people with diabetes (CMiPD) [103]. Regardless of LVEF or HF etiology, insulin
therapy may be linked with higher mortality compared to oral hypoglycemic
agents [104].

Insulin therapy in type 1 diabetes improves hyperglycemia and increases myocar-
dial ischemia and death of cardiomyocytes, thereby inducing HF. There is evidence of
a direct relationship between myocardial tissue perfusion, oxygen supply, energy
substrate availability, and myocardial function in patients with DM, suggesting
microcirculatory damage as a cause of diabetic cardiomyopathy [105]. Thus, the
prevalence of CMiPD is increasing at the same rate as T2D [103].

As CMiPD advances from the first stage through the last, muscle contraction is
impaired and fibrosis develops [102]. Stage I is characterized by abnormal myocardial
relaxation, however normal EF [102]. During stage IV, HF is developed due to overt
ischemia and infarct [102]. Hyperglycemia, hyperinsulinemia, inflammation, and
hyperlipidemia due to diabetes can lead to cardiac dysfunction along with changes in
the structure of the heart [106]. In the case of CMiPD, insulin resistance causes
glucose metabolism in the cardiac myocyte to be altered; more specifically, glucose
uptake, glycolytic activity, and oxidation of pyruvates are decreased [102]. In CMiPD
while glucose is available in small amounts, there is an accumulation of circulating FAs
that act as an energy source for the cardiomyocytes [102]. As a result of overactive FA
oxidation and metabolic inflexibility, the heart is exposed to a variety of secondary
pathways making it less capable of dealing with increased workloads [102].

An increase in free FA and hyperglycemia leads to an undesirable accumulation of
lipids in the heart. Cardiomyocytes are not adapted to the accumulation of large
amounts of lipids that have a direct cytopathic effect on them, and lipid fragments
lead to the activation of inflammatory signaling pathways, including protein kinase C,
which interfere with insulin signaling. As a result, insulin resistance develops, which
limits the consumption of glucose by cells and a shift happens toward fatty acid
oxidation [107].

Particularly, as FA-rich cardiomyocytes produce ATP less effectively and
accumulate diverse toxic intermediates and lipids, pro-inflammatory and profibrotic
responses are induced [102]. These processes ultimately lead to CMiPD through
cardiac hypertrophy and diastolic dysfunction [102].

The accumulation of end products is the driving force behind microvascular
damage in DM and is associated with myocardial stiffness and collagen accumulation
in the myocardium. The gradual increase in myocardial stiffness also leads to diastolic
dysfunction, decreased myocardial tension, and atrial dilatation, which is associated
with an increased prevalence of atrial fibrillation in patients with DM [108].
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Mitochondrial dysfunction can also lead to CMiPD development. This happens
because of excessive mitophagy causing an imbalance between mitophagy and
mitochondrial biogenesis. As a result, myocardial cells are destructed more
intensively [109].

It has been established that ketone metabolism can be an alternative to the
energy supply of the heart muscle [110]. The concentrations of circulating ketone
bodies increase in HF and they enter the cell as an insulin-independent energy
substrate. The appearance of ketone enzymes in a hypertrophied and damaged
heart leads to energy consumption for the oxidation of ketones with insufficient
possibilities for oxidation of fatty acids [111]. The presence of DM contributes to the
development of myocardial dysfunction and CHF due to the development and
maintenance of endothelial dysfunction, dyslipidemia, hypercoagulation, and the
direct effect of hyperglycemia on myocardial function and morphology [112]. At
the same time, in HF, as a result of organ hypoperfusion and hyperactivation of
neurohumoral systems (decrease in glucose consumption by muscle tissue, increased
gluconeogenesis in the liver, contra-insular effects of catecholaminemia), blood
glucose levels increase.

Thus, the development of HF in DM is due to the progression of atherosclerosis
with subsequent progression of myocardial ischemia and immediate myocardial
damage as a result of prolonged hyperglycemia. Myocardial damage against the
background of hyperglycemia is mediated by microangiopathy, impaired calcium
transport, and fatty acid metabolism. The presence of DM increases the risk of devel-
oping HF compared with that in the general population, and there is a significantly
higher mortality among DM patients with HF. In addition, an increased risk of devel-
oping HF was found in individuals with elevated values of morning glycemia even in
the absence of DM. Patients with HF have high insulin resistance and an increased risk
of developing DM [113].

6. Screening and diagnosing HF in people with diabetes

6.1 Electrocardiography (ECG)

According to the 2021 ESC guidelines’ recommendations, when patients’ symp-
toms signal the presence of acute or chronic HF, ECG is one of the measures used to
evaluate their condition [91]. If acute HF is detected, it is recommended to produce an
ECG when patients are admitted to the hospital, during their stay, and before they are
discharged [91]. Performing electrocardiography is mainly a step toward HF detec-
tion, such as changes in the ECG show higher chances of HF in patients and vice versa:
HF is not plausible when ECG is normal [91]. Moreover, by looking at the ECG, it is
possible to learn about the causes of HF and how to proceed with future treatment
[91]. Based on the 2019 ESC-EASD recommendations, ECG is also proposed for
“patients with diabetes who have been diagnosed with hypertension” [114].

6.2 Echocardiography

A cardiac injury manifests itself as structural changes and echocardiography is the
most effective and non-invasive measure to detect those changes [115], assessing
systolic and diastolic dysfunction [116]. Echocardiography is recommended by the
2021 ESC guidelines [91] and the 2019 ESC-EASD recommendations as the
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first-choice tool for structural and functional evaluation of the heart of diabetic people
since it can detect higher LV mass (LVM) and/or diastolic dysfunction when no
symptoms of HF are present [114]. It is widely known that LVM is directly propor-
tional with common risk factors for T2D such as age, obesity, and dyslipidemia [117],
but it also relies on gender and body size [118]. It is worth mentioning that, LV
hypertrophy is a common anomaly seen in asymptomatic T2D patients, such that even
after omitting silent coronary disease, it was observed in one-third of individuals
without hypertension [119]. Indexed LVM/bovine serum albumin (BSA) enables for
the establishment of reference values for comparing subjects of various body sizes
[118]. The American Society of Endocrinology defines normal LVM/BSA levels as
43–95 g/m2 for women and 49–115 g/m2 for men [118].

6.3 Assessment of biomarkers

The 2021 ESC guidelines [91] and the 2022 AHA/ACC/HFSA updated guidelines
[120] recommend natriuretic peptide biomarker screening (either NT-proBNP or
BNP) to identify diabetic patients with pre-HF. The 2022 AHA/ACC/HFSA guidelines
also recommend routine assessment of circulating biomarkers in general for
supporting a diagnosis or exclusion of HF, risk stratification, and prognosis of patients
with diabetes [120]. Since HF stages are defined by increased natriuretic peptide levels
by the universal definition [90], routine screening of NT-proBNP or BNP is
recommended in patients without current or prior HF symptoms or signs. The cut-off
levels for BNP and NT-proBNP as settled by the universal definition were as follow-
ing: 35 pg/mL and 125 pg/mL for ambulatory HF patients and 100 pg/mL and 300 pg/
mL for hospitalized/decompensated HF patients, respectively [90]. Nevertheless,
natriuretic peptide levels are not sufficient to diagnose HF since CV and non-CV
factors diminish explanatory values of those levels under conditions such as AF,
increasing age, obesity, and kidney disease [91]. In order to contribute to the infor-
mative diagnostic utility of natriuretic peptides, other new biomarkers, such as inde-
pendent biomarkers for myocardial fibrosis or risk stratification in HF (secreted
Frizzled-related proteins) or gut microbiota-derived trimethylamine N-oxide
(TMAO), are required [121–124].

6.4 Assessment of glycemic parameters in HF patients

When dysglycemia in patients with HFrEF remains undiagnosed, it is hard
to determine a solid prognosis [125]. As a solution, the 2019 ESC-EASD
guidelines advise testing HbA1c and FPG levels for detecting diabetes in patients
previously diagnosed with CVD [114]. Furthermore, if the aforementioned tests
do not yield a concrete result, it is recommended to perform OGTT [114]. The
2021 ESC guidelines recommend to consistently check fasting glucose and HbA1c
levels if chronic HF is suspected, to find its treatable causes and related
comorbidities [91].

6.5 Strategies in people with diabetes to reduce the risk of HF

The 2019 ESC-EASD guidelines recommend regular microalbuminuria and eGFR
screening to identify patients at high risk of renal dysfunction or future CVD. On the
other hand, the Standards of Care 2021 from the ADA [126], and the 2019 ESC-EASD
guidelines [114] recommend a BP target of <130/80 mmHg (but not <120 mmHg).
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Moreover, even though the 2021 ESC guidelines [91] do not recommend a target, the
2022 AHA/ACC/HFSA guidelines [120] do recommend a more stringent target of
systolic BP of <120 mmHg in individuals with diabetes at CV risk since hypertension
control is associated with a lower HF risk. It is worth noting that masked hypertension
(meaning only home, but not office BP levels are hypertensive) [127] is common in
T2D patients [128], making out-of-office BP monitoring a viable screening method for
this clinical condition [129, 130]. Diabetic and hypertensive patients should have their
ECGs checked at rest to identify silent MI, which happens in 4% of diabetic patients
and adds an insult to HF [114]. Additionally, for pre-diabetics and hypertensive
patients with diabetes, lifestyle adjustments and the use of RAAS blockers as first-line
therapy for BP management are advised [114]. RAAS blockers also diminish the
incidence of new-onset diabetes and the risk of sudden cardiac death in HFrEF
patients [114]. Aside from hypertension, a higher body mass index is thought to be a
risk factor for HF, which is why the ESC recommendations for 2021 [91] propose that
obesity should be controlled to avoid or delay the onset of HF.

7. Therapeutic considerations of HF in diabetes

Pharmacotherapy is the cornerstone of HFrEF treatment and should be used in con-
junction with non-pharmacological therapies before device therapy is considered [130].

Treatment for patients with HFrEF has three key goals: reduction in mortality,
avoiding recurrent hospitalizations due to worsening HF, and improving clinical sta-
tus, functional capacity, and quality of life [130].

Patients with and without diabetes receive similar treatment for HF. On the other
hand, anti-diabetic drugs have different effects in patients with HF, and treatments
that are both safe and minimize HF-related events should be prioritized [130].

The 2021 ESC guidelines [91] and 2022 ACC/AHA/HFSA guidelines [120] recom-
mend treatment of HFrEF and HFmrEF with a combination therapy of angiotensin-
converting-enzyme inhibitors/angiotensin II receptor blockers (ACE-I/ARB),
angiotensin-receptor-neprilysin-inhibitors (ARNI), beta-blockers, mineralocorticoid-
receptor antagonists (MRA), and SGLT2i. Since there is currently no therapy for
HFpEF subjects [91, 131], HFpEF therapy targets only symptom and well-being
improvement [91, 94] and treatment of comorbidities [91]. The recently reported
EMPEROR-preserved study provides the first proof of improved outcomes in HFpEF
individuals [132].

The 2021 ESC guidelines [91] also recommend that patients with improved LVEF
should continue to receive HFrEF treatment [91]. On the other hand, the 2021 ESC
guidelines recommend to use ICDs in selected patients with HFrEF of an ischemic
etiology and to consider using in those with a non-ischemic etiology [91]. Moreover,
CRT-P/D is recommended in those patients with HFrEF, in sinus rhythm, with an
LBBB ≥150 ms and should be considered in those with an LBBB ≥130–149 ms or non-
LBBB ≥150 ms [91]. Advanced HF strategies, such as heart transplantation or MCS
may be appropriate in selected patients [91].

ACE-I and ARB: The effect of the ACE-I enalapril was demonstrated in the SOLVD
trial. It was shown that compared to placebo, enalapril diminished the incidence of
diabetes in subjects with HF [133]. The 2019 ESC-EASD recommendations suggest
blood pressure control with ACE-I or an ARB as a measure to lessen the HF risk in
diabetes, especially in conditions such as microalbuminuria, albuminuria, proteinuria,
or LV hypertrophy [99].
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The expediency of using ACE inhibitors in patients with insulin resistance is
explained by the activation of the RAAS against the background of hyperinsulinemia
and hyperglycemia, as well as by common molecular signal transduction pathways
used by the insulin and renin-angiotensin systems. When treating diabetic patients
with ACE inhibitors or ARBs, continuous monitoring of potassium levels and renal
function is necessary to prevent the development of nephropathy [134].

ARNI: In the PARADIGM-HF trial, it was observed that in comparison with enal-
april, sacubitril/valsartan is able to substantially reduce the death and hospitalization
risk of HF (HHF) in people with HFrEF, demonstrating its blood pressure lowering
effect in the long term [135]. However, in people with HFpEF, this trial showed that
sacubitril/valsartan was not effective at reducing the total CV death and HHF rate
compared to valsartan alone (regardless of diabetes history in HFpEF patients) [136].
Moreover, the positive impact of sacubitril-valsartan in reducing the risk of HHF was
comparable among all PARADIGM-HF trial patients with HFrEF and an HbA1c of
5.4–8.4% [19]. Furthermore, sacubitril-valsartan outperforms enalapril in decreasing
HbA1c levels and lowering the rate of insulin treatment initiation in individuals with
both diabetes and HFrEF over 3 years [137]. Sacubitril-valsartan is thus expected to
enhance glycemic control in these individuals [137].

A significant reduction in NT-proBNP levels was observed in the HFpEF group of
the PARADIGM-HF trial [138], demonstrating that sacubitril-valsartan therapy
reduces risk. This effect occurred regardless of gender, as sacubitril-valsartan equally
reduced NT-proBNP levels in men and women in the PARAGON-HF cohort with
HFpEF where 50% of subjects were diabetics [139].

There were a few observed side effects of sacubitril-valsartan therapy in the
PARADIGM-HF [135] and the Prospective Comparison of ARNI with ARB Global
Outcomes in HF with Preserved Ejection Fraction (PARAGON-HF trial) [136] such as
increased prevalence of symptomatic hypertension and angioedema, but this was still
lower than with dual inhibition of both ACE and neprilysin, especially in angioedema
[135]. In light of these data, the 2019 ESC-EASD Guidelines on diabetes recommend
that HF patients with diabetes who remain symptomatic should be treated with
sacubitril-valsartan instead of an ACE inhibitor [114].

Beta-blockers: Beta-blockers have been shown to reduce mortality and morbidity
in patients with HFrEF, when used together with ACE-I and diuretics [91]. As soon as
symptomatic HFrEF is diagnosed, ACE-I and beta-blockers can be started together,
according to consensus. However, no evidence proves that starting a beta-blocker
before an ACE-I or vice versa is beneficial. Beta-blockers should be given to clinically
stable euvolemic patients at low doses and slowly uptitrated to the maximum tolerated
dose. Moreover, when patients are admitted with AHF in the hospital, beta-blockers
should be given cautiously only after they are hemodynamically stabilized [91].

There is no particular beta-blockade experiment in HFmrEF. The SENIORS trial, in
which nebivolol lowered the composite main endpoint of all-cause mortality or CV
hospital admissions in the total population, was included in an IPD meta-analysis.
There was no interaction between LVEF (35–50% of patients had an LVEF of 35–50%)
and the impact of nebivolol on the main outcome. Many patients with HFmrEF may
also have another CV reason for a beta-blocker, such as AF or angina. As a result, beta-
blocker therapy may be explored in individuals with HFmrEF [91].

MRA: Assessment of MRA therapy efficacy revealed that compared to non-MRA
treatment, it improved the clinical outcome of diabetic patients with HF [140]. To be
exact, spironolactone or eplerenone was effective at diminishing CV and all-cause
mortality and HHF [140]. A non-steroidal MRA finerenone, on the other hand, was
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able to reduce the incidence of death from any cause, CV-related hospitalization or
emergency in subjects with HFrEF, CKD, and/or diabetes when compared to
eplerenone MinerAlocorticoid Receptor antagonist Tolerability Study-Heart Failure
(ARTS-HF trial) [141].

Adverse events in the ARTS-HF and other MRA trials included in the aforemen-
tioned meta-analysis revealed that MRA treatment increases the risk of hyperkalemia
[140, 141].

Also, it has been shown that finerenone at doses of 10–20 mg/day may cause
hyperkalemia less frequently [142]. The drugs of this group can cause hyperkalemia
and deterioration of renal function, especially in the elderly, patients with diabetic
and non-diabetic nephropathy, renal failure; therefore, it is recommended to use them
only in patients with adequate renal function, while regular monitoring of plasma
electrolytes and renal function is mandatory.

Generally, the 2019 ESC-EASD recommendations [114] indicate that diabetic peo-
ple with HFrEF should be treated with MRAs if their symptoms persist despite ther-
apy with ACE-I or beta-blockers. In these patients, MRAs and sacubitril-valsartan are
indicated to minimize the risk of sudden cardiac death [114].

There is no MRA-specific study in HFmrEF. In a retrospective analysis of the
TOPCAT trial, spironolactone reduced hospitalizations for HF in patients with an
LVEF of ≥45%, but it increased hospitalizations for HF in those with an LVEF of
≥55%. A comparable trend was observed in CVmortality but not in all-cause mortality
[91]. Treatment with an MRA may be considered in patients with HFmrEF [91].

SGLT2 inhibitors: Numerous clinical trials have demonstrated the therapeutic
impact of SGLT2 inhibitors on CV outcomes in people with T2D and established HF,
demonstrating a cardio-protective effect independent of glycemic status [143].

Inhibition of SGLT2 increases the concentration of circulating ketone bodies, and it
can become an alternative source of energy for the diabetic heart with insulin resis-
tance. In addition, other potential mechanisms of action of the drug are possible, such
as weight loss of the body, BP, sodium levels, oxidative stress, and sympathetic
activation [144]. One evidence comes from the DAPA-HF trial demonstrating that
dapagliflozin lowered the risk of progressing HF (HHF) and CV-related death in
HFrEF people (NYHA class II–IV) independent of the glycemic status [145] and
gender [146]. In addition, The Empagliflozin Outcome Trial in Patients with Chronic
Heart Failure with Preserved Ejection Fraction (EMPEROR)-preserved trial provided
the first evidence of a cardio-protective effect of empagliflozin on the combined risk
of HHF and CV death in subjects with HFpEF, an effect that is independent of the
presence of diabetes [132]. In other studies, for empagliflozin, a lowered risk of CV
death and HHF was also shown in the EMPA-REG OUTCOME trial in people with
T2D and a history of CVD [59] and in the EMPEROR-Reduced trial in people with
HFrEF regardless of the presence of diabetes [147].

One piece of evidence comes from the Dapagliflozin and Prevention of Adverse
Outcomes in Heart Failure (DAPA-HF) study, which found that dapagliflozin reduced
the risk of progressive HF (HHF) and CV-related death in patients with HFrEF
(NYHA class II–IV) regardless of glycemic status [145] or gender [146]. Furthermore,
the EMPEROR-preserved study showed the first indication of empagliflozin’s
cardioprotective benefit on the combined risk of HHF and CV death in people with
HFpEF, a result that is independent of diabetes [132]. In additional trials,
empagliflozin was associated with a decreased risk of CV mortality and HHF in the
EMPA-REG OUTCOME trial in patients with T2D and a history of CVD [59] and in
the EMPEROR-Reduced trial in people with HFrEF regardless of diabetes.
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Reducing the risk of CVD in empagliflozin includes combined decrease in blood
pressure, body weight (including visceral obesity), albuminuria, glucose levels, stiff-
ness of the arterial wall, activation of the sympathetic part of the autonomic nervous
system, oxidative stress, uric acid concentration, and improvement function of the
heart [148]. Empagliflozin is able to improve myocardial microvascular perfusion,
eNOS activity, and endothelium-dependent relaxation. Empagliflozin may be benefi-
cial by inhibiting induced DM mitochondrial fission dependent on 5’AMP-activated
protein kinase (AMPK) way. On the one hand, the action induced by this drug can
slow down the aging of endothelial cells by suppressing oxidative stress, which leads
to an improvement in their viability and barrier function. On the other hand,
empagliflozin-induced migration endothelium as a result of F-actin homeostasis can
contribute to angiogenesis [59, 149]. As DM progresses endothelial damage is detected
at an early stage. Through these mechanisms, empagliflozin improves myocardial
blood supply. Considerable evidence suggests the ability of empagliflozin to reduce
systolic blood pressure by facilitating osmotic diuresis, influencing the microvascular
diastolic response by stimulation of eNOS phosphorylation, vascular remodeling,
reduction of inflammatory proteins, and decrease in collagen synthesis [150]. This
drug is promising for the treatment of patients with diabetes and microvascular
dysfunction of the heart; this drug can be considered as a drug for protecting the
microvascular bed of the heart to maintain its functions and circulatory structures in
hyperglycemia [151].

In the Evaluation of Ertugliflozin Efficacy and Safety Cardiovascular Outcomes
Trial (VERTIS CV trial), ertugliflozin was non-inferior to placebo in terms of its
important secondary outcome of CV mortality or HHF in participants with T2D and
atherosclerotic CVD, but the trial findings did not fulfill the superiority requirements
(HR = 0.88, 95% CI 0.75–1.03) [61, 149]. However, there was a 30% reduction in the
risk of HHF alone, which was similar to the effects of the other SGLT2 inhibitors on
this outcome [149, 152]. A pre-specified analysis in VERTIS CV revealed that the
subgroups of patients with the largest decrease in HF-related events had an eGFR of
<60 mL/min/1.73 m2 and albuminuria [62]. Furthermore, another evidence from the
SOLOIST-WHF trial shows that simultaneous inhibition of both SGLT1 and SGLT2 in
people with T2D may reduce CV fatalities, hospitalizations, and urgent visits for
either HFpEF or HFrEF [153]. When started before or shortly after discharge,
sotagliflozin avoided CV death, HHF, and urgent HF visits in patients with T2D and
recent worsening HF compared to placebo.

SGLT2 inhibitors are cardio-protective in patients with T2D and established CVD,
also in people who are at high risk of CV events. The CANVAS study demonstrated
that canagliflozin lowered the risk of CV-related events in people with T2D and
increased CV risk more effectively than placebo [60]. Furthermore, the DECLARE-
TIMI 58 study found that use of dapagliflozin reduces HHF and CV-related death in
people with T2D who had or are at risk of atherosclerotic CVD [57].

NT-proBNPs have a predictive value for CV events and death in clinical outcome
studies. The decreased NT-proBNP concentration in the canagliflozin arm of the
CANVAS trial can be ascribed in part to the reduction in CV-related events in patients
with T2D and CV risk [154]. In addition, a sub-analysis of the CANDLE study found a
tendency toward decreased NT-proBNP levels in the subgroup with lower LV diastolic
function in the canagliflozin treated arm compared to the glimepiride treated arm
[155]. Dapagliflozin, like canagliflozin, reduced NT-proBNP levels considerably
higher than placebo in the DAPA-HF group [145, 149]. Similarly, empagliflozin sig-
nificantly lowered NT-proBNP levels 7 days after randomization when delivered as
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add-on treatment to T2D patients hospitalized for acute decompensated HF compared
to the group treated conventionally with glucose-lowering drugs [149, 156]. However,
another dual SGLT1/2 inhibitor, licogliflozin, has been shown to reduce NT-proBNP
in individuals with both T2D and HF when compared to placebo 12 weeks following
randomization [149, 157].

Because of the class impact of SGLT2 inhibitors, the 2019 ESC-EASD guidelines on
diabetes propose the SGLT2 inhibitors empagliflozin, canagliflozin, and dapagliflozin
to reduce the risk of HHF in diabetic individuals [114]. Aside from that, the ESC
guidelines for 2021 recommend ertugliflozin and sotagliflozin for patients with T2D
who are at high risk of CV events to reduce HHF, major adverse CV events (MACE),
end-stage renal disease, and CV death, and sotagliflozin in patients with T2D and
HFrEF to reduce HHF and CV death [91]. In order to minimize HHF, MACE, and CV
death, the 2019 ADA/EASD consensus suggests SGLT2 inhibitors in addition to met-
formin in adults with diabetes and HF (particularly HFrEF) [158].

8. Conclusion

HF is still a significant factor in life expectancy, especially among diabetic patients.
HF can be viewed as both a cause and a complication of DM at the same time.
Evidence strongly suggest that there is negative predictive effect of DM in the course
of HF. Therapy for this category of patients should be characterized by a holistic
approach, including a thorough glycemic control, as well as an effective blockade of
neurohumoral changes. New pharmacological options, such as SGLT2 inhibitors, are
allowing for better control of this life-threatening T2D condition. Biomarkers like NT-
proBNP can help identify HF early and predict prognosis and therapeutic efficacy of
HF or/and diabetes treatment. As a result, NT-proBNP testing should be used early in
the monitoring of subjects with diabetes with a high CV risk.

Acronyms and abbreviations

AAEDTE Azerbaijan Association of Endocrinology, Diabetology and
Therapeutic Education

ACC American College of Cardiology
ACCF The American College of Cardiology Foundation
ACE-I angiotensin-converting-enzyme inhibitors
ADA American Diabetes Association
AF atrial fibrillation
AHA American Heart Association
AHF acute heart failure
AMPK 50AMP-activated protein kinase
ARB angiotensin II receptor blockers
ARNI angiotensin-receptor-neprilysin-inhibitors
ATP adenosine triphosphate
BNP brain natriuretic peptide
BP blood pressure
BSA bovine serum albumin
CKD chronic kidney disease
CMiPD cardiomyopathy in people with diabetes
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CRT-P/D cardiac resynchronization therapy with pacemaker/defibrillator
CVD cardiovascular disease
DM diabetes mellitus
DPP4 dipeptidyl peptidase 4 inhibitors
EASD European Association for the Study of Diabetes
ECG electrocardiography
eGFR estimated glomerular filtration rate
eNOS endothelial nitric oxide synthase
ESC European Society of Cardiology
FA fatty acid
FG fasting glucose
FPG fasting plasma glucose
GLP-1 glucagon-like peptide 1 receptor agonist
HbA1c glycohemoglobin
HF heart failure
HFmrEF heart failure with mildly reduced ejection fraction
HFpEF heart failure with preserved ejection fraction
HFrEF heart failure with reduced ejection fraction
HFSA Heart Failure Society of America
HHF hospitalization for HF
HR hazard ratio
ICD implantable cardioverter defibrillator
IDF International Diabetes Federation
IGM impaired glucose metabolism
IGT impaired glucose tolerance
IPD individual patient data
LBBB left bundle branch block
LVEF left ventricular ejection fraction
LVM left ventricle mass
MACE major adverse cardiovascular events
MCS mechanical circulatory support
MI myocardial infarction
MRA mineralocorticoid-receptor antagonists
NGM normal glucose metabolism
NT-proBNP N-terminal pro-b-type natriuretic peptide
NYHA New York Heart Association
OGTT oral glucose tolerance test
PD prediabetes
RAAS renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system
SGLT1 sodium-glucose cotransporter 1
SGLT2 sodium-glucose cotransporter 2
SGLT2i sodium glucose co-transporter 2 inhibitors
T2D type 2 diabetes
TMAO trimethylamine N-oxide
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Abstract

This chapter gives an overview of the prevalence and risk factors of cardiovascular 
diseases (CVDs) among Nigerian population with emphasis on the younger popu-
lation. The Nigerian population is largely dominated by youths who contribute 
significantly toward economic growth of the country. Addressing the issues of cardio-
vascular diseases among this population offers an opportunity toward increasing life 
expectancy and building a healthy nation. In order to understand the issues at hand, 
this chapter detailed the prevalence of cardiovascular diseases among youths, and it 
also identifies the risk factors that contribute to the development of CVDs among the 
population. Furthermore, it gave recommendations on how the issue of CVDs among 
the younger population can be addressed.

Keywords: cardiovascular diseases, Nigeria, adolescents, youths, prevalence,  
risk factors

1. Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are a group of illnesses that mostly affect the 
heart and blood vessels. They are the major causes of death and disability worldwide, 
particularly in low- and middle-income nations [1, 2]. CVDs claimed the lives of an 
estimated 17.9 million individuals in 2019, accounting for nearly 32% of all world-
wide fatalities that year [1]. Even more concerning was the fact that three-quarters 
of these deaths occurred in low- and middle-income nations, such as sub-Saharan 
Africa (SSA), which also supplied 80% of the global illness burden [1, 3]. Not only 
is the present mortality, prevalence, and disability associated with CVDs great, but 
there is also an increasing tendency, making future estimates much bleaker than the 
current scenario. Roth et al. [2] estimated an almost doubling of the global prevalence 
of CVDs from 1990 to 2019 in their synthesis of data from the Global Burden of 
Disease 2019 Study. Similarly, the number of fatalities (from 12.1 million in 1990 to 
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18.6 million in 2019) and years lived with disability (from 17.7 million in 1990 to 34.4 
million in 2019) nearly doubled during the same time [2]. Cardiovascular diseases 
(CVDs) affect 31% of all people globally. The underlying pathology is a lifetime 
process that begins in childhood and develops throughout adolescence depending on 
risk factors. Identifying and treating risk factors in teenagers allow for the manage-
ment of CVDs [4].

The existence of risk factors considerably influences the development of CVD [5]. 
In emerging nations, the prevalence of CVD has risen among younger individuals 
aged 25–44 years, who make up the working population, compared to the older popu-
lation of persons aged 65 years and older in industrialized countries [6]. This shift has 
been connected to an increase in harmful lifestyle characteristics such as poor food, 
inactivity, smoking, and alcohol consumption [7]. CVD risk factors are frequently 
formed during infancy and adolescence and become established in adulthood [8]. As 
a result, early detection of its risk throughout infancy and adolescence may help avoid 
or postpone the beginning of CVD [9]. Adolescents aged 10–19 years [10] experience 
changes in their social surroundings and social lives as they transition to adulthood. 
This is visible as they fail to develop regular eating and sleeping routines, resulting in 
a lack of exercise, bad dietary habits, weight gain, and insufficient sleep [11]. CVD 
and related risk factors are predicted by socioeconomic level (SES). However, the 
degree of this relationship changes depending on the countries’ economic progress 
[12, 13]. In high-income nations, regardless of the SES measures utilized, evidence 
suggests to a negative connection between SES and CVD risk factors in the adult 
population [14]. This tendency contrasts in low-middle-income nations and among 
people with lower socioeconomic status in developed countries, where lower socio-
economic status is a possible predictor of worse health outcomes [15].

Inadequate general community understanding of CVD and its risk factors is a bar-
rier to successful CVD prevention and treatment [16]. As a result, understanding CVD 
knowledge gaps and perceptions among teenagers is critical to developing a CVD pre-
ventive program for this subpopulation [17]. It has been demonstrated that increased 
understanding of an illness and propensity to it improves adherence to lifestyle adjust-
ments [18]. Knowledge of CVD and its risk factors is critical for both primary and 
secondary CVD prevention [19]. At least one in every three teenagers and young adults 
has insufficient health literacy and, as a result, engages in unhealthy behaviors [19]. 
Good CVD knowledge and comprehension will lead to better health-seeking behav-
ior, which will affect CVD preventive and control judgments and decisions [20, 21]. 
Cardiovascular disease imposes a massive economic burden because of its impact on the 
working population and the high expense of its treatment [22]. CVD prevention is thus 
the ideal option for a growing country like Nigeria. The goal of this study is to investi-
gate the prevalence and risk factors for CVD among Nigerian adolescents and youths.

2. Types of cardiovascular diseases

There are few surveys on the prevalence of cardiovascular diseases in among 
Nigerian adolescents. In urban Nigeria, there has been a rising prevalence of hyper-
tension [23]. A 150% increase in the prevalence of cardiovascular disease has also 
been reported [24]. Hypertension affects up to 46% of Nigerian adults and a ris-
ing proportion of Nigerian adolescents [25, 26]. Furthermore, Adedapo et al. [24] 
reported in a research study that cardiovascular diseases are fully account for more 
than a 30% of medical admissions, which is in tandem with the sharp rise in the 
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burden of cardiovascular diseases, especially in developing countries [27]. This neces-
sitates a realistic approach to the swift deterrence of an impending epidemic. The 
middle-aged group who account for nearly half of all cardiovascular disease patients 
form a sizable portion of the workforce driving the Nigerian economy. Given that 
biological changes occur at a faster rate throughout childhood and adolescence than 
at any other time in life, it is acceptable to consider this age group to be an important 
category for examining CVD risk factors [28]. Adedapo [29] observed hypertension to 
be the leading cardiovascular disease among medical outpatients in a study in south-
western Nigeria. Ischemic heart disease and cardiomyopathies were entirely unusual, 
accounting for less than 1% of all cardiovascular diseases in the study.

Also, coronary heart disease (CHD), despite being acknowledged to have ramped 
up in recent time, is still exceptionally rare and has not made a major contribution to 
cardiovascular mortality rates [30]. Female patients presenting with cardiovascular 
disease are becoming increasingly prevalent; however, their survival odds are greater 
than that of males [29]. The most predominant CVDs over the previous half-century 
were rheumatic heart disease and cardiomyopathies; however, hypertension, rheu-
matic valvular disease, and cardiomyopathy overtook and became the leading causes 
of CVDs in the recent decade [30–34]. Hypertension, coronary heart disease (CHD), 
stroke, hypertensive heart diseases, arrhythmias, heart failure, cardiomyopathies, 
valvular heart diseases, and congenital heart disorders are among the cardiovascular 
diseases of high significance (Table 1) [36].

3. Demographic overview of youths and adolescents in Nigeria

Nigeria is the most populous country on the African continent and with a 
population of about 200 million, and it is the seventh largest in the world. Most of 

Figure 1. 
The population pyramid of Nigeria, the large base representing the large number of young people in the country. 
Source: US Census Bureau International Data Base.
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the population is young, with 42.54% between the ages of 0–14 years and half the 
population aged below 19 years. As a result, there is a very high dependency ratio in 
the country at 88.2 dependants per 100 non-dependants (Figure 1).

As a result of the large number of young people in the country, there exist specific 
health and social risks common among people in the early and developmental stage of 
life. Some of these risks include early pregnancy, sexually transmitted diseases, HIV/
AIDS, alcohol and other drug abuse, cybercrime, social exclusion, and youth violence 
[37, 38]. Responding to all these issues, the Federal government of Nigeria developed 
a National Youth Policy, designed to address the needs of young people through five 
priority areas (globalisation, use of communication technology, impact of STDs/HIV/
AIDS, and intergenerational issues and youth perpetrators of armed conflict) and 
thereby enhance youth lives [39].

4. Prevalence of CVD among adolescent

The incidence of risk factors for cardiovascular disease (CVD) is increasing in the 
world’s emerging countries. Worldwide, CVD accounts for the majority of chronic 
disease mortality [40], with low- and middle-income nations bearing more than 80% 
of the global CVD burden [41]. According to Oguoma et al. [42], the adult Nigerian 
population bears a significant burden of modifiable CVD risk factors. Diabetes was 
thought to be uncommon among Nigerians in the 1960s, with reported prevalence 
rates of 1% [43]. A few studies in various geopolitical zones of Nigeria found sig-
nificant prevalence rates of diabetes and prediabetes among study participants. In 
Nigeria, the first case of prediabetes was reported in 1998 [44]. In a group of urban 
adults in Nigeria, they discovered a prevalence of 2.2%. In another study conducted in 
an urban area in Southern Western Nigeria, the overall prevalence of prediabetes was 
3.3%, compared to a proven diabetic prevalence of 4.7% [44]. Another research in a 
remote Nigerian community discovered a diabetes incidence of 4.8% [45]. There is 
evidence that increased urban migration and urbanisation, which encourage lifestyle 
changes, contribute to an increase in the prevalence of these modifiable risk factors 
over time. It is also hoped that increased reporting will reveal the true prevalence of 
prediabetes and diabetes in Nigeria, particularly among seemingly healthy residents 
of rural communities.

Females were more obese than their male counterparts, either evaluated by overall 
obesity or central obesity. This is consistent with the reports of Ogunmola et al. [45] 
and Adegoke et al. [4] in Nigerian rural communities. In terms of diabetes and pre-
diabetes, urban residents in the study were more obese than rural participants. Early 
data from Nigeria in the middle and late twentieth century suggested a low prevalence 
of obesity [46, 47]. In today’s world, more areas are becoming urbanised, encourag-
ing sedentary lifestyles and unhealthy eating. Farming and trading are the primary 
occupations of people living in rural areas, and they require a lot of physical activity. 
This contributes to their lower obesity prevalence when compared to their urban 
migrant counterparts. Our study also discovered a significant prevalence of predia-
betes, hypercholesterolemia, central obesity, and low HDL in the 18–24 age group. A 
10-year study of the incidence of cardiovascular disease risk factors discovered that 
the elevated risk in people with impaired fasting glucose was majorly driven by the 
presence of multiple CVD risk factors [48]. This is concerning in a context where 
procedures for early diagnosis and detection of disease risk factors are underutilized. 
It is debated that the effect of glucose-lowering drugs can postpone the progression of 
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prediabetes to diabetes [49], but this can only be possible in societies with operational 
health systems, where people have adequate health care awareness and health-seeking 
behavior, which will improve the chances of early detection and intervention.

Studies in Nigeria have confirmed that there is variation in the prevalence of 
hypertension based on gender [50, 51]. Another study in Southeastern Nigeria backs 
up this finding, noting a high prevalence of hypertension and obesity CVD risks and 
complications, particularly in low-middle-income countries. Males are more likely 
than females to have had their blood pressure, blood glucose, and cholesterol levels 
checked. The reason for this occurrence was unknown. Ahaneku et al. [50] discovered 
that more females than males in their study had their blood pressure checked. Females 
are more likely than males to participate in health screening exercises, as observed in 
both our rural and urban populations. Several studies in Nigeria have found this trend 
[50, 51]. This could be explained by the characteristics of traditional African societies 
in which males are the primary breadwinners for their entire family and live in cities, 
while their wives and children live in villages [52]. Socioeconomic factors across the 
study population demonstrate that rural populations are more disadvantaged in terms 
of high-income earnings and post-secondary education. A higher proportion of par-
ticipants in the rural setting are poor, as defined by the WHO as having an income of 
less than US$2 per day. The monthly minimum wage in Nigeria is 18,000 Naira, which 
is approximately US$109.80. In our study population, however, income status was not 
associated with a high prevalence of hypertension and dyslipidaemia (triglycerides, 
total cholesterol, and HDL). The high-income group was more diabetic and obese, 
but the differences between the lower and middle income groups were not statistically 
significant. Some studies conducted in Western countries found that people with 
lower incomes were more likely to be obese and diabetic [53, 54].

5. Risk factors for CVD among adolescents and youths

5.1 Unhealthy diets

A host of CVDs has been related to behavioral risk factors such as smoking, exces-
sive alcohol intake, lack of physical exercise, and a high cholesterol diets, age and 
family history [55, 56]. According to Odunaiya et al. [17], poor dietary habits were 
widespread among Nigerian teenagers, with low fruit and vegetable intake leading the 
list, followed by high saturated fatty diets. The trend can be traced to western leisure 
standards adopted by the majority of the Nigerian populace, as well as major modi-
fications in the quality, content, and quantity of meals consumed, particularly with 
the expansion of fast-food restaurants [57–59]. Furthermore, the CVD attributable 
risks at adolescence can either persist into adulthood or turn out to be a considerable 
predictor of future cardiovascular events, as studies [28, 60] have shown that CVD 
has its foundations in childhood and adolescence, with variables linked to dietary 
choices and physical activity, being crucial antecedents of hypertension and obesity. 
Yilgwan et al. [61] observed high levels of obesity, physical inactivity, hypertension, 
and dyslipidemia in primary school children, with the pointers dominated by under-
nutrition. Diet has a significant impact in defining CVD risk factors, and consump-
tion of a diet heavy in saturated fat, particularly palmitic acid, raises total cholesterol 
and LDL-cholesterol levels [62, 63].

Trans-fatty acids, which are found in relatively high concentrations in processed 
hydrogenated oils and dairy products common in Nigerian stores and markets, can 
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increase CVD risk by increasing LDL cholesterol and decreasing HDL cholesterol 
[64]. According to Oguoma et al. [42], high alcohol intake can be connected with a 
statistically significant risk of hypertension. Similarly, Reynolds et al. [65] found that 
high alcohol use elevates the incidence of stroke in a meta-analysis. Alcohol intake in 
Nigeria was previously regulated by customs and traditions [66], but this has changed 
owing to changes brought about by economic development and westernization. Males 
are also more likely to consume alcohol than females, according to a WHO report, 
with 5% of males and 1% of females in Nigeria being regular alcohol consumers 
[67]. Major cooking oils in Nigeria are palm oil and groundnut oil, which are locally 
produced and sold at markets. Because these low-cost oils are widely available, 
people consume them regularly, which contributes to the rise in obesity, metabolic 
syndrome, and type 2 diabetes [68, 69]. Palm oils are produced locally, but foreign or 
well-processed groundnut oils, if accessible, are very costly [70].

According to WHO/FAO standards, saturated and monounsaturated fatty acid 
consumption must not surpass limits of 10% and 15–20%, respectively, to maintain 
proper total cholesterol levels and lower the risk of CVD [69, 71]. The consumption 
of fats and oils in Nigeria is an essential subject of research that must be investigated 
given the constantly growing occurrences of metabolic syndrome and diabetes in the 
populace.

5.2 Alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs

Harmful use of alcohol and tobacco smoking are established risk factors for the 
incidence of cardiovascular diseases [1], and studies have also found that all sub-
groups of recreational drugs are independently associated with a higher likelihood of 
heart diseases [72]. Over the years, research has found an association between heavy 
alcohol consumption and tobacco smoking with conditions and events such as hyper-
tension, cardiomyopathy, ischemia, peripheral artery disease, and increased risk 
of hemorrhage in the blood vessels [73–76]. However, the link between use of some 
drugs and cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) have not always been clear cut, and some 
researchers have identified that light to moderate consumption of alcohol might be a 
protective factor against some cardiovascular conditions like stroke [77]. The reason 
for this controversy is down to the fact that unlike in other scientific studies in which 
randomized control trials are the gold standard for concluding causation, it is imprac-
tical or even unethical in most cases to use a randomized control trial to investigate 
whether or not an association exists between drug use and cardiovascular diseases; 
hence, some uncertainty remains with respect to the causal relationship between 
some of these drugs, the volume consumed, and the incidence of CVD [78]. Tobacco 
smoking however has consistently been shown to be linked with heart diseases as seen 
in longitudinal and cross-generational studies like the British Doctor study and the 
Framingham Heart study [79, 80].

There has been a rise in CVD in developing countries like Nigeria, with a high 
mortality rate among young people than in developed countries [81], and this has 
been linked with both novel and traditional risk factors. One of which is the use 
of alcohol, tobacco products, and other drugs, which have been shown to be on an 
upward trajectory among youths in Nigeria, and statistics by the Nigerian Drug Law 
Enforcement Agency (NDLEA) estimates that about 40% of the country’s youths 
are deeply involved in the use of drugs, with alcohol as the most used substance and 
cannabis as the most commonly abused illicit drug [82]. The United Nations Office of 
Drug and Crime [83] has also established that the use of drugs among youths between 
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the ages of 15 and 39 years in Nigeria is high and young people are initiated into use of 
illicit drugs like cannabis at an average age of 19 years. Using drugs from a young age 
is associated with poor health outcomes over the long term, and those youths who use 
four or more psychoactive substances have an increased risk of developing premature 
atherosclerotic cardiovascular diseases [72]. Although manifestations of CVD mostly 
occurs in adulthood, risk factors such as drug use develop during adolescence and 
youth, a critical stage of development, characterized by distinct physical, psycho-
logical, cognitive, and social changes [84]. The emergence of CVD among Nigerian 
adolescents and youths may reflect an increase in the volume and potency of drug 
use among young people. This increase as described by Dumbili [85] is a result of the 
normalization of drug use among young people in Nigeria.

S/N Category Disease Gene Function

1 Congenital
Malformations

Atrial septal defect
Holt-Oram syndrome 
(holes between the atria)

NKX2–5
TBX5

• Transcription factor

• Transcription factor

2 Cardiomyopathy Familial hypertrophic
Cardiomyopathy
Idiopathic dilated
cardiomyopathy

β-Myosin
Troponin T
Troponin I
Cardiac 
myosin-binding
protein C
α-Tropomyosin
Actin
Dystrophin

• Muscle contraction(forced 
generation)

• Muscle contraction

• (force transduction)

3 Cardiac arrhythmias Long-QT syndrome
Idiopathic ventricular 
fibrillation
(Brugada syndrome)
QT-related cardiac 
arrhythmia with sudden 
death

KLVQT1
HERG
mink
SCN5A
NOS1AP

• Potassium channel

• Sodium channel

• The gene is the regulator 
of neuronal nitric oxide 
synthase, which modulates 
cardiac repolarization

4 Myocardial infarction Early onset
Early onset

VAMP8
HNRPUL1

• Platelet degranulation

• Encodes a ribonuclear protein

5 Heart failure Congestive heart failure KIF6 wild-type 
gene

• Kinesin family member 6

6 Hypertension Essential hypertension AGT • Contraction of arterial smooth 
muscle

7 Blood lipid disorders Familial 
hypercholesterolemia
Familial 
dyslipoproteinemias

LDL
ApoE

• Regulation of low-density 
lipoprotein

• Regulation of plasma lipid 
concentrations

8 Atherosclerosis Coronary artery disease
Coronary artery 
inflammatory disease

E-S128R
Interleukin-1 
receptor
antagonist 
(IL-1ra) gene

• Monitors white blood cell 
adhesion to the arterial wall 
IL-1ra is a potent natural 
mechanism for controlling 
IL-1 and inflammation

Source: Kewal [87].

Table 2. 
Genes that cause cardiovascular diseases.
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The 2020 World Drug Report projects the use of drugs among young people to grow 
in the next decade [86], particularly in low- and middle-income countries, and this will 
pose more threats to the cardiovascular health of these youngsters. Fortunately, drug 
use is a modifiable risk factor; thus, it can be prevented and controlled by strengthening 
early detection [17] and modifying health behavior of young people through adequate 
health information and health promotion programs designed to improve young people’s 
knowledge and attitudes toward drug use and CVD prevention.

5.3 Genetics

There are multiple causes of cardiovascular diseases, but there is no uncertainty 
that genetic factors play a crucial role in their development (Table 2).

Cardiovascular diseases outcomes in a general population can be complicated 
by several genetic variables. The study of atypical mendelian types of variations, 
whereby mutations in single genes create dramatic outcomes, has proved extremely 
beneficial. These mutations provide a biological framework for understanding CVD 
development [88]. Mutations in genes that influence certain mechanisms have been 
found in families with inherited cases of hypertension or hypotension, both are 
caused by irregularities in the functioning of aldosterone synthase, and this has been 
observed to be an autosomal dominant trait which is characterized by hypertension, 
repressed renin activity, and abnormal aldosterone levels. This is induced by an 
unbalanced overlap between genes encoding enzymes of the adrenal-steroid biosyn-
thesis pathway [89]. Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy is the most prevalent monogenic 
heart disorder and the leading cause of mortalities from cardiac abnormalities in 
children and adolescents, with an estimated 1 in 500 people suffering from the condi-
tion [90]. The heredity of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy is autosomal dominant in 
nature, and the condition is associated with mutations of genes that code for proteins 
in the myocardial contractile apparatus [91].

Arrhythmia predisposing genes have been identified and studied to provide fur-
ther insight into the molecular pathobiology of arrhythmias [92]. Correspondingly, 
Gellens et al. [93] reported the SCN5A gene to encode subunits that form Na+ chan-
nels, which is responsible for triggering cardiac action potentials. SCN5A mutations 
give rise to a number of hereditary arrhythmias, including long-QT syndrome, 
idiopathic ventricular fibrillation, and cardiac-conduction disorders [94].

6.  Strategies to tackle CVD among adolescents and youths in Nigeria  
(the health-promoting school approach)

Compared to developed nations, developing countries have seen an increase in 
CVD and associated risk factors, as well as a high death rate among young people. 
This can be due to the lack of information and practical preventive measures, which is 
also connected to the high levels of poverty in these nations [81]. Adequate knowledge 
of CVD risk factors is the first step toward an effective preventive mechanism against 
the burden of CVD among any population. Studies have identified children, adoles-
cents, and young adults as the target population for the prevention program. Seven 
essential health conditions and habits, according to the American Heart Association, 
raise the risk of heart disease and stroke, such as dietary factors, smoking, being 
overweight or obese, being inactive, uncontrolled blood pressure, high cholesterol, 
and high blood sugar [95]. Ideal cardiovascular health is in line with the principle of 
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primordial prevention, which refers to the prevention of risk factor development. 
Additionally, important is primary prevention, which is the management of risk 
factors in patients who have not yet manifested clinical CVD. The AHA considers 
persons with risk factors who have received optimal treatment to have intermediate 
cardiovascular health [96].

Primordial prevention looks to be the higher selection in addressing CVD, and 
this involves preventing risk factors from occurring by optimizing lifestyles related 
to smart management of vital signs, low levels of cholesterol, optimum body weight, 
physical activities and exercise, and elimination of tobacco use. Associate degree 
intervention of this type involves promoting positive health behaviors, effecting 
healthy lifestyle policies, and establishing a physical setting that ends up in incorpo-
rating and sustaining lifelong heart-healthy lifestyles, from infancy to old age. The 
American Heart Association guide for improving cardiovascular health at the com-
munity level provides a comprehensive list of goals, strategies, and recommendations 
that may be adopted and domesticated by both developed and developing countries to 
control cardiovascular diseases. The guide targets not solely health professionals but 
also government parastatals, nonprofit organizations, community-based organiza-
tions, institutions, public health practitioners, and the community [97].

The following strategies could be used to mitigate cardiovascular diseases among 
adolescents and youths in Nigeria.

6.1 Health promotion and education strategies

Action on the determinants of health is the prime focus of health promotion. 
It intends to promote efficient and involved public engagement. It integrates a 
number of different, yet complementary strategies. Included in this are community 
development, communication, education, legislation, organizational and com-
munity improvements, and unscheduled local health hazard prevention actions. 
Government, both at the provincial and federal levels, and different sectors, all have 
a part to play, by enhancing CVD prevention efforts through health promotion, envi-
ronmental change, dietary treatments, and behavioral and lifestyle adjustments [98].

Health education is designed to enhance health literacy through communication 
to boost knowledge and develop life skills. Health education on the risk factors of 
CVDs and the ways to improve the health determinants ought to be advocated for. 
This includes information on the implications of tobacco use, alcohol, unhealthy diet, 
and lack of physical activities among others. This can be done through mass media 
campaigns, media adverts, radio chat show programs, bulk SMS, and alternative 
social networks including social media. This additional could be done by mobilizing 
communities through advocacy to community leaders and stakeholders and com-
munity sensitization meetings. Additionally, public campaigns and social-promoting 
initiatives to educate and encourage the target audience about healthy dietary habits 
should be conducted from the states down to the communities using appropriate and 
acceptable cultural methods. The benefits of physical activity should be taught, and 
various methods of undertaking them should be demonstrated [99].

6.2 Health-promoting schools

Schools at the primary, secondary, and tertiary levels should be mandated to have 
research-based, comprehensive, and age-appropriate curricula about cardiovascular 
health and ways in which to boost health behaviors and scale down CVD risk factors. 
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The school curriculum should include lessons on the risk factors for CVD and stroke 
and also the extent of cardiopathy and stroke in the community. Research-based cur-
riculum regarding effective ways of changing health behaviors can be implemented. 
Students should learn skills needed to achieve the regular practice of healthful 
behaviors, and parents should learn how to support their children’s healthful behav-
iors. All schools should be mandated to implement an age-appropriate curriculum on 
changing dietary, physical activity, and smoking behaviors [97].

6.3 Environmental modifications

Strategies to address occupational risks should be primary to the establishment 
of any workplace. The government should also enact and implement policies that 
promote smoke-free environments in all work sites, institutions, indoor public 
places, and other public places. More importantly, policy measures on the creation of 
health-promoting environments should be implemented before the licencing of any 
establishment, and means to effectively monitor the adoption of these policies should 
be put in place [100].

6.4 Nutritional interventions

The effective implementation of WHO recommendations on the marketing of 
foods and nonalcoholic beverages to children should be a top priority, including 
adequate mechanisms for monitoring. Effective guidelines should be developed with 
policy measures that engage different relevant sectors, such as food producers and 
processors and other relevant commercial operators to produce foods and drinks 
according to the appropriate terms. The government should effectively collaborate 
with the agricultural sector to supply policies and reforms for improvement within 
the provision of fruits and vegetables such that affordability is ensured. Promotion 
and provision of healthy food and food products should be encouraged by all public 
institutions including schools and workplaces [101].

6.5 Quality health care delivery

The National Academic Press (US), in 2010, recommends that along with select 
population-based approaches, a key step in addressing CVD is to strengthen health 
systems to deliver high-quality, responsive care for the prevention and management 
of CVD. This can be achieved by implementing provider-level strategies, health 
financing, and integration of care, workforce development, and access to essential 
medical products [102].

6.6 Policy change/reform

The primary population approach for the control of CVDs among adolescents 
and youths is largely dependent on the development and effective implementation 
of policies and regulations, especially those related to food, physical inactivity, and 
tobacco. These policy changes may include taxation and regulations on tobacco 
production and sales; regulations on tobacco and food marketing and labeling; 
and alterations in subsidies for foods and other food and agricultural policies. 
Implementation on a sufficient scale and adequate resources for evaluation is highly 
recommended [103].
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7. Challenges to the development and implementation of these strategies

Major obstacles to the development and implementation of effective strategies 
to reduce the burden of cardiovascular disease among adolescents and youth in 
Nigeria is as a result of lack of knowledge, ineffective use of available and accessible 
resources, a dearth of sturdy population-level health and mortality data, insufficient 
financing for health and health care, suboptimal deployment of available health 
funding to support health services, and large population inequities [104]. According 
to Obansa and Orimisan, [105] inadequate laboratory facilities, a lack of basic infra-
structure and equipment, poor human resource management, poor pay and motiva-
tion, a lack of fair and sustainable health care financing, and unequal and unjust 
economic and political relations between Nigeria and developed nations are just a few 
of the major factors that have an impact on the health system’s overall contribution to 
economic growth and development in Nigeria.

8. Conclusion

Since the prevalence of NCDs and their avoidable causes have been documented 
in Nigeria, the national health system requires targeted individual and population-
wide prevention-oriented initiatives. Additionally, the health care system has to be 
improved in order to effectively handle all types of NCD prevention and control. This 
should serve as a wake-up call for all sectors, including the government, the general 
public, nongovernmental organizations, and funding agencies, to adopt an integrated 
and coordinated preventative strategy [106]. Individualized health education and skill 
development should be prioritized in order to help people choose and adopt a healthy 
lifestyle, which includes managing one’s nutrition, being active, and abstaining from 
tobacco and alcohol usage. People and communities should take the appropriate sup-
porting steps to aid in the maintenance of individual choices with the ultimate goal of 
triggering a good communal impact. This is because individual behavior is influenced 
by common group practices and beliefs.

Additionally, stakeholder participation in promoting NCD prevention through 
community participation is also essential to the success of this drive, which may then 
be gradually integrated into the national health system. In light of the fact that well-
designed community programs depend on successful basic and operations research, 
extensive public health interventions, and government policymaking, it is urgent to 
increase research funding and ensure that this research has a significant impact on 
policymaking. This is only achievable if the government is more devoted to providing 
strong leadership and coordinating the resources required for the prevention and 
treatment of NCDs [106].
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Chapter 11

Pathophysiology of Preeclampsia: 
The Role of Adiposity and Serum 
Adipokines
Ahmed Tijani Bawah, Abdul-Malik Bawah  
and Ruhaima Issah Zorro

Abstract

The goal of this study was to determine serum adiponectin, leptin, resistin, visfatin, 
and lipids in pregnant women during the first trimester and to examine the link 
between these biochemical markers and preeclampsia (PE). Changes in the levels of 
these adipokines occur in PE, hence this study looked into the possibility of employ-
ing these biomarkers to predict the disease. This study compared first-trimester 
serum biochemical and anthropometric markers in pregnant women with PE to the 
controls. After 20 weeks of pregnancy, blood pressure and urine protein were mea-
sured, and a PE diagnosis was made according to American Heart Association criteria. 
Generally, there were significant differences (p < 0.05) in the biochemical markers 
between the PEs and the controls. Even after correcting for body mass index (BMI) 
and family history of hypertension, analyses of area under the receiver operating 
characteristic curves (AUCs) for the adipokines revealed their capacity to reliably 
predict PE. After adjusting for BMI, it emerged that adiponectin, leptin, resistin, and 
visfatin were significant predictors of PE, with resistin being the best predictor. After 
controlling for BMI, age, parity, and family history of diabetes and preeclampsia, 
adiponectin was the greatest predictor.

Keywords: preeclampsia, adiponectin, leptin, resistin, visfatin

1. Introduction

Pregnancy is a distinct situation marked by physiological insulin resistance that 
disappears after delivery. It is also marked by changes in the endocrine, metabolic, 
and circulatory systems, all of which are intended to supply energy and sustenance 
to the developing fetus [1]. Gestational diabetes (GDM) and pre-eclampsia (PE) 
may occur as complications during metabolic dysregulation in pregnancy. GDM is 
a type of glucose intolerance that develops or is first noticed during pregnancy [2]. 
A previous diagnosis of gestational or pre-diabetes, impaired fasting glycemia, a 
family history of type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM) in a first-degree relative, maternal 
age, ethnic background, being overweight, and a history of previous pregnancy 
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resulting in a child with a high birth weight (>4 kg) are all risk factors for develop-
ing GDM [3].

The major goal of this study was to look at the relationship between adipokines, 
lipids, and preeclampsia, as well as the efficacy and accuracy of these markers in 
predicting PE [4]. PE is a pregnancy-specific illness in which women who were 
previously normotensive develop hypertension and proteinuria after 20 weeks 
of pregnancy [5]. PE affects between 2 and 5% of pregnancies and contributes 
significantly to fetal, neonatal, and maternal morbidity and mortality. In Ghana, 
the incidence rate is around 7% [6, 7], however, a prevalence of 8.3% was reported 
in a study at the Volt Regional Hospital, Ho [8]. PE can develop anywhere from 
20 weeks post-conception to 6 weeks post-delivery, and it’s commonly considered 
early inception if it happens before 34 weeks. It shares some of the risk factors of 
metabolic syndrome, such as insulin resistance, subclinical inflammation, and 
obesity, and data suggests that women with PE are more likely to develop cardio-
vascular disease later in life [1].

1.1 Adiponectin

Adiponectin, also known as gelatin-binding protein of 28 kDa (GBP28), adipocyte 
complement-related protein of 30 kDa (ACRP30), adipoQ , adipose most abundant 
gene transcript 1 (apM1) is an adipocyte-specific secreted protein with roles in 
glucose and lipid metabolism [9]. The adiponectin gene is located on chromosome 
3q27.3 and it is the most abundant protein released by adipose tissue and circulates in 
plasma as a low-molecular-weight trimer, a middle-molecular-weight hexamer, and a 
high-molecular-weight 12–18-mer [10, 11]. The biological activity of various variants 
varies, with HMW adiponectin being the most physiologically active [12]. The effects 
of adiponectin on glucose metabolism are mediated by two receptors, AdipoR1 and 
AdipoR2, respectively [13]. AdipoR2 is particularly abundant in the liver, whereas 
AdipoR1 is found in almost all bodily tissues [14]. Adiponectin activates adenosine 
monophosphate protein kinase (AMPK) and peroxisome proliferator-activated recep-
tor alpha (PPAR-) by binding to its receptors AdipoR1 and AdipoR2, which leads to 
the activation of adenosine monophosphate protein kinase (AMPK) and peroxisome 
proliferator-activated receptor alpha (PPAR-α). In obesity-related insulin resistance, 
both adiponectin and its receptors are downregulated [13].

Adiponectin levels in the blood have a positive correlation with HDL cholesterol 
and a negative correlation with triglycerides [15]. Gender, age, and lifestyle all 
influence plasma adiponectin levels. Adiponectin gene expression is inhibited by 
β-adrenergic stimulation, glucocorticoids, and TNF-α [16, 17]. Type 2 diabetes, insu-
lin resistance, obesity, hypertension, and left ventricular hypertrophy are all linked to 
low adiponectin levels in the blood [18].

Even in the absence of obesity, increased fat buildup in the body during pregnancy 
leads to a steady drop in adiponectin secretion [19]. Both adiponectin concentration 
and adiponectin mRNA are negatively correlated with fat mass hence with increased 
adipose tissue secretion during pregnancy, it’s possible that signals are sent to the 
adipose tissue, resulting in a decrease in adiponectin production even in the absence 
of obesity [19]. Despite the fact that some researchers have been unable to find 
adiponectin mRNA expression in the placenta [20, 21], studies show that it could be a 
source of the hormone [22].

A counterintuitive and considerable increase in adiponectin concentration has 
been found in several studies during pregnancy complicated with PE [23, 24]. Other 
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researchers, on the other hand, discovered no significant differences in adiponectin 
mRNA expression in adipose tissue between PE patients and healthy controls [25].

1.2 Leptin

Leptin is a 16 kDa protein product of the ob gene located on chromosome 1p31 
and was identified in 1994 [1]. The name “leptin” comes from the Greek word 
“leptos,” which means “thin,” because this protein causes increased energy expen-
diture and reduces calorie intake by acting on satiety signals in the hypothalamus 
[26]. Its amino acid sequence exhibits no major homologies to other proteins [27] 
and it’s made by differentiated adipocytes, but it’s also made in other tissues like the 
stomach fundus, skeletal muscle, the liver, and the placenta [28]. Leptin suppresses 
food intake and increases energy expenditure by acting on the hypothalamus [29]. 
It is also a pro-inflammatory protein and a member of the IL-6 super-family of 
cytokines [30]. Leptin enhances insulin sensitivity in the periphery and regulates 
pancreatic β-cell activity [13]. Despite a functioning leptin receptor and high leptin 
levels, leptin does not cause weight loss in the majority of cases of obesity. This 
reduced response to the anorexigenic and insulin-sensitizing effects of leptin is 
called “leptin resistance” [13].

During pregnancy, leptin modulates gonadotrophin-releasing hormone release 
and facilitates implantation [31]. It also boosts amino acid uptake, regulates placental 
growth, enhances mitogenesis, and induces human chorionic gonadotrophin syn-
thesis in trophoblast cells [31]. Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and interleukin (IL)-6 
stimulate the synthesis of placental leptin mRNA [32]. Leptin levels begin to rise 
in the early stages of pregnancy, regardless of maternal weight gain [33], peaking 
approximately 28 weeks of pregnancy and then dropping to pre-gravid levels shortly 
after delivery [34]. The placenta, rather than maternal adipose tissue alone, appears 
to play a significant role in the rise in maternal leptin concentrations throughout 
pregnancy [35]. The presence of a distinct promoter region in the human placental 
leptin gene indicates that placental leptin is regulated differently from adipose-
derived leptin [36]. The fetus itself contributes to leptin production starting early in 
the second trimester [37]. In comparison to the placenta, however, the fetus produces 
a modest amount of it. Furthermore, leptin concentrations in umbilical cord plasma 
correlate positively with birth weight of newborns [38].

Leptin levels are higher in pregnant women with PE [23] and they may be higher 
before the disease manifests itself clinically [39, 40], with peaks occurring around 
28 weeks of gestation [34]. As a result, leptin may play a role in the disease’s patho-
genesis. However, other authors have observed lowered [25] or unchanged [41] 
circulating levels in patients with PE.

1.3 Resistin

Resistin is a 12.5 kDa dimeric protein that circulates in human blood as two 
92-amino-acid polypeptides connected by disulfide bridges at Cys-26 [42]. The signal-
ing molecule resistin is found in monocytes, macrophages, and adipocytes [1]. The 
resistin gene is located on chromosome 19p13.3 and although the exact physiological 
role in humans is unknown, available evidence suggests that its presence in the blood 
is linked to a number of inflammatory indicators, including C-reactive protein, soluble 
TNF-receptor-2, IL-6, and lipoprotein-associated phospholipase A2 [43]. Coronary 
artery disease has been linked to high levels of resistin in the blood [43], and to severity 
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of disease in sepsis and septic shock [44] and may be involved in the pathogenesis of 
rheumatoid arthritis [45].

Resistin concentration in PE has been reported by various researchers to remain 
unchanged [23] decreased [46] or increased [25]. The increased circulating resistin 
levels in PE could be related to the fact that its concentration in plasma is dependent 
on glomerular filtration, therefore as renal impairment progresses, resistin levels in 
plasma may rise [47].

1.4 Visfatin

Visfatin is a 52-kDa protein and is extensively produced in both human and mouse 
adipose tissue, and its plasma levels rise as obesity progresses [1]. Visfatin gene is 
located on chromosome 7q22.2 and is widely expressed in adipose tissue but can also 
be found in the placenta and fetal membranes [48] and myometrium [17]. It is also 
expressed in bone marrow, liver, muscle, heart, lung, and kidney [49] as well as by the 
lymphocyte. It is referred to as a pre-B cell colony enhancing factor because it enhances 
the maturation of B cell precursors [49]. Visfatin is released by amniotic epithelial cells 
during pregnancy [50] and has nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase activity [51].

Some contradictory results have been published on visfatin levels during preg-
nancy affected by preeclampsia. Some authors published increased visfatin levels in 
PE [52] while other investigators reported decreased levels [53] or values similar to 
normal pregnancy [54].

In a normal pregnancy, lipid profile changes are characterized by increases in total 
plasma cholesterol and triglyceride (TG) levels as a result of increased TG synthesis 
by the liver and very low-density lipoprotein-cholesterol (VLDL-C) synthesis in 
response to elevated estrogen levels [55]. The clearance of VLDL-C is reduced when 
the activity of lipoprotein lipase (LPL) is reduced due to estrogen-induced downregu-
lation of LPL gene expression during pregnancy [56]. Women with PE had higher 
TG, total cholesterol (TC), low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), and very 
low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (VLDL-C), according to a study conducted in the 
Cape Coast metropolis in Ghana [57].

The differences in lipid profiles and abnormalities in certain adipokine metabolism 
described by different researchers warrant a closer look at their implications in the 
pathophysiology of PE. The main goal of this study was to see if the metabolism of 
adiponectin, leptin resistin, and visfatin are affected in the first trimester of pregnancy 
in pregnancies that go on to develop PE, and if these changes are significant enough in 
the prediction of PE to prompt interventions early enough to save the mother and baby.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Study site and design

This case-control study was carried out at the Ho Teaching Hospital (HTH) 
located in the capital of Volta Region of Ghana between January and December 2016.

2.2 Criteria for selection

Pregnant women over the age of 18 with or without hypertension were included 
in the study (cases and controls, respectively). Pregnant women without dipstick 
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proteinuria and blood pressures less than 140/90 mmHg were assigned to the control 
group, whereas those with hypertension and proteinuria were assigned to the case 
group. Pregnant women with renal disease, diabetes, cancer, multigravida, and pre-
gestational hypertension were excluded.

2.3 Study population

We studied first trimester data in 90 pregnant women who later developed PE and 
100 women who did not. Participants were chosen from a large prospective obser-
vational study of women attending the HTH prenatal clinic for early prediction of 
pregnancies that are prone to develop problems. Women with pregnancies between 11 
and 13 weeks of gestation were invited to take part in the study. Participants’ maternal 
characteristics and medical histories were documented.

2.4 Anthropometric measurement

Participants wore light clothing and after removing their shoes, stood on a 
Bioimpedance analyzer (BIA; BSD01, Pure Pleasure, a division of the Stingray Group, 
Cape Town, South Africa) and their weights were recorded to the nearest 0.1 kg. The 
study participants were made to stand upright, heels together, head in the horizontal 
plane, and height was measured with a stadiometer to the nearest 0.5 cm without 
shoes. BMI was estimated as weight/height squared (kg/m2).

2.5 Blood pressure measurement

Each participant was instructed to sit comfortably, stretch her left arm on a table, 
and relax for 10 minutes. A mercury sphygmomanometer and stethoscope were used 
to take measurements from the left upper arm after the subjects had rested for at least 
5 minutes. The mean blood pressure was recorded to the closest to 2.0 mmHg in trip-
licate, with at least 5 minutes of waiting time between tests following the American 
Heart Association’s standards [58].

2.6 Collection and preservation of samples

Five milliliters of blood were drawn between 7:00 and 8:00 a.m. during the first 
trimester and placed in serum separator tubes before being placed on ice packs. 
Within an hour, serum samples were separated and stored in aliquots at −80°C for 
biochemical analysis. Each participant was given a clean, dry, wide mouth, leak-proof 
container to collect 5 mL of urine sample after the 20th week of pregnancy.

2.7 Biochemical and urine analysis

Sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay technique (Elabscience 
Biotechnology Co. Ltd., Wu Han, People’s Republic of China) was used to analyze 
adiponectin, leptin, resistin, and visfatin in the baseline samples of both cases and 
controls, while the lipid profiles were performed using the Vitros dry chemistry ana-
lyzer (Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics, Johnson & Johnson, High Wycombe, UK). None of 
the samples in this investigation had been thawed and frozen before.

For less than 2 seconds, a urine strip was put into a urine sample up to the test area. 
To remove surplus urine, the strips’ margins were drawn around the brims of the 
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vessels, ensuring that the test areas did not come into contact with them. To eliminate 
any residual urine, the strips were held vertically and tapped on absorbent papers 
[59]. Under bright light, the urine strip was horizontally held and compared to the 
color chart on the vial label.

The intensity of the blue-green color, which was related to the quantity of protein 
in the urine, was then used to determine the amount of protein. Proteinuria was 
defined as the presence of urine protein at concentrations of “+” or higher [60].

2.8 Study variables and outcome measurement

After the twentieth week of pregnancy, every pregnant woman in this hospital 
is screened for PE. PE occurrence (yes/no), as determined by PE diagnosis criteria, 
was the primary outcome. Urine protein was measured using the dip-stick qualita-
tive/semi-quantitative method (Urit Medical Electronic Co., Ltd., Guangxi, People’s 
Republic of China) after 20 weeks of pregnancy. PE was diagnosed by a quali-
fied Obstetrician/Gynecologist based on systolic and diastolic blood pressures of 
140 mmHg or more on two occasions at least 4 hours apart (or both) in addition to 
proteinuria of + or more.

2.9 Statistical analysis

The SPSS software, version 20, and Graph Pad Prism, version 5.0, San Diego, 
California, USA, and Systat, Inc. Germany were used to analyze the data. The 
Shapiro-Wilk test was used to determine the normality of the variables under 
investigation, followed by a Mann-Whitney U-test to compare those with PE to 
those without. A value of p < 0.05 was considered significant in all of the statisti-
cal analyses. The AUC (area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 
curve) is commonly used to assess a test’s/accuracy. When the AUC is less than 
50%, the result is considered random guessing and thus not meaningful. This is 
represented by a diagonal line in the ROC plot [61]. The adipokines and lipids 
were evaluated for their accuracy (AUC 60%) in predicting preeclampsia-like 
pregnancies.

After correcting for potential confounding variables, multivariate analysis was 
performed on the individual adipokines as predictors of PE (age, BMI, relatives with 
hypertension, family history of diabetes mellitus, family history of preeclampsia, and 
parity). After correcting for confounders, the goal was to determine the independent 
contribution of each adipokine in predicting PE.

The parameters for the goodness of fit test for the models were −2Log 
(Likelihood), R2 (Cox and Snell), R2 (Nagelkerke), Akaike Information Criterion 
(AIC), and Correct Classification Rate (CCR).

The −2Log (Likelihood) statistic indicates how well a model predicts a certain 
occurrence, the lower the number, the better the model.

The coefficients of determination Cox and Snell R2 and Nagelkerke R2 are used 
to measure the amount of variation in the dependent variable that is explained  
by the independent variable. The Cox and Snell R2 has been modified to create the 
Nagelkerke R2. The AIC is also a relative quality estimator for statistical models. 
The better the model, the smaller the estimate. The Correct Classification Rate  
is another valuable metric for evaluating the utility of a logistic regression  
model (CCR).
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3. Results

The baseline demographics, lipids, and adipokine characteristics of those with PE 
were compared to those without PE (Table 1). The mean age of those who acquired 
PE was significantly greater than that of those who did not (35.1 vs. 28.44 years; 
p < 0.0001), and their BMI was likewise significantly higher (32.63 vs. 24.99  
kg/m2; P < 0.0001). Except for HDL, which was considerably lower in the PE group 
compared to those without PE (1.39 vs. 1.569, p = 0.043), the lipid profile parameters 
did not demonstrate any significant differences between the PE group and those 
without PE (Table 1). Leptin levels were statistically substantially higher in the 
PE group (39.26 vs. 18.46 ng/mL, P < 0.0001) than in the control group. Similarly, 
resistin and visfatin were considerably higher in PEs compared to normotensives 
(p < 0.0001), although adiponectin was significantly lower in PEs compared to non 
PEs (p < 0.0001).

The ROC curves were used to assess the performance of the screening. Table 2 
shows the areas under the ROC curve, the sensitivities and specificities, as well as the 
threshold points for detecting PE. The accuracy with which biochemical markers can 
differentiate on the condition of PE was tested in this study. As shown in Table 2, 
the adipokines leptin (92.0%), resistin (91.4%), and adiponectin (90.5%) have good 
accuracy levels, whereas visfastin (77.1%) has fair accuracy levels in diagnosing PE, 
according to Table 2 ratings. With a cut-off point of 50.55 ng/mL, adiponectin had a 
sensitivity and specificity of 87.8 and 86%, respectively, while leptin had a sensitiv-
ity and specificity of 92% with a threshold of 27 ng/mL. Furthermore, resistin had a 
sensitivity and specificity of 94 and 91%, respectively, with a cut-off point of around 
9 ng/mL, whereas visfatin had a sensitivity and specificity of 69 and 83%, with a 
threshold of 6.67 ng/mL. This suggests that adiponectin, leptin, resistin, and visfatin 
are effective PE predictors (Table 2).

Furthermore, a detailed examination of the ROC plots (Figure 1) reveals that 
they are all far from the diagonal line, which represents 50%, indicating that they are 
not random guesses but rather meaningful. This indicates that they are quite good at 
predicting pregnancies that are likely to result in PE. After adjusting for BMI, none of 
those in the normal BMI category had PE (Table 3); as a result, no AUC values for all 
of the adipokines studied were obtained. The overweight group, on the other hand, 
had greater AUCs, sensitivities, and specificities. Obese people, on the other hand, 
had lower sensitivities and specificities. These findings point to a possible influence 
of BMI on adiponectin, leptin, resistin, and visfatin, as well as a possible negative 
feedback mechanism in the metabolism of these adipocytokines during pregnancy. 
However, BMI does not appear to have an effect on the predictive ability of these PE 
signaling molecules.

There were minor variations in the AUCs, sensitivities, specificities, and threshold 
points for predicting PE after controlling for family history of hypertension, which is 
a known confounding factor, but these variations were minor, and the overall effect 
of these adipocytokines’ predictive abilities remained intact (Table 4).

Table 5 shows a multivariate analysis of individual adipokines as PE predictors. 
Adiponectin, leptin, resistin, and visfatin were included as predictors in Models 1, 2, 
3, and 4, respectively, while correcting for confounding factors such as age, parity, 
BMI, and relative with hypertension, and family history of diabetes and preeclampsia. 
Based on the criteria analyzed, Model 1 including adiponectin as a predictor was the 
best model. This means having the greatest Nagelkerke R2 and CCR values of 95 and 
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95.26%, respectively, implying that after correcting for confounders, adiponectin is the 
strongest predictor of PE. With Nagelkerke R2 and CCR statistics of 89 and 91.58%, 
respectively, Model 4 with visfatin as a predictor had the least predictive performance.

In their respective models, adiponectin, leptin, resistin, and visfatin were found 
to be significant predictors of PE (P < 0.05). For each unit drop in adiponectin, the 
probabilities of PE increase by a factor of 1.1, according to the reciprocal of the odds 
ratio (Model 1). A one-unit increase in leptin increases the risk of PE by 1.15 times 
(Model 2). Additionally, a unit increase in resistin raises the probabilities of PE by 
1.65 (Model 3), whereas visfatin increases the odds of PE by 1.28 (Model 4).

Obesity was revealed to be a significant confounder in all four models, with over-
weight as the reference category under BMI and parity of four or more with parity one as 

Variables AUC (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Threshold point

ADP 90.5 87.8 86 ≤50.552

LP 92 92.2 92 ≥27.273

RTN 91.4 94.4 91.4 ≥8.949

VF 77.1 68.9 83 ≥6.667

ADP, adiponectin; LP, leptin; RTN, resistin; VF, visfatin.
Reproduced from: Ref. [62].

Table 2. 
AUC, sensitivity, specificity, and threshold point for the adipokines in the pregnant women.

Figure 1. 
ROC curves for the adipokines. AUCs (%): ADP (95.0), LP (92.0), RTN (91.4), and VF (77.1). ADP, 
adiponectin; LP, leptin; RTN, resistin; VF, visfatin.
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the reference category. In Models 1, 3, and 4, advanced maternal age above 35 years, with 
the age group 20–35 years as the reference category, was also found to be important.

Although adiponectin showed a mild positive link with HDL and a weak negative 
correlation with TG and VLDL, it did demonstrate a favorable correlation with HDL. 
Although leptin and resistin had minor negative relationships with HDL, visfatin 
had a strong negative link with HDL. Leptin, resistin, and visfatin all had negative 
correlations with adiponectin. Positive associations were found between leptin, 
resistin, and visfatin (Table 6). These links were weak in those of normal weight, 
but they were stronger in individuals who were overweight or obese (Table 7). This 

Adipokine BMI category Prevalence (%) AUC (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Threshold point

ADP Normal weight 0 — — — —

Overweight 23 97.7 100 97.7 ≤36.163

Obese 89 83.2 71.4 90 ≤44.980

LP Normal weight 0 — — — —

Overweight 23 99.3 100 97.7 ≥27.245

Obese 89 70.7 61 80 ≥38.482

RTN Normal weight 0 — — — —

Overweight 23 95.5 100 90.9 ≥8.949

Obese 89 93.5 93.5 70 ≥8.949

VF Normal weight 0 — — — —

Overweight 23 89.5 84.6 90.9 ≥6.628

Obese 89 48.2 66.2 60 ≥6.243

ADP, adiponectin; LP, leptin; RTN, resistin; VF, visfatin. BMI classification: Normal Weight = (18.5–24.9 kg/m2), 
Overweight = (25.0–29.99 kg/m2), Obese = (Above 30.0 kg/m2)
Reproduced from: Ref. [62].

Table 3. 
AUC, sensitivity, specificity, and threshold point for levels of the adipokines in the pregnant women controlling for 
BMI.

Prevalence (%) AUC (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Threshold point

RWHP

ADP YES 73 83.6 84.2 78.6 ≤50.552

NO 38 92.2 84.6 95.3 ≤44.980

LP YES 73 90.6 89.5 92.9 ≥25.611

NO 38 92.2 94.2 91.9 ≥27.273

RTN YES 73 89.8 89.5 85.7 ≥9.012

NO 38 91.6 94.2 93 ≥8.949

VF YES 73 72.5 78.9 78.6 ≥6.349

NO 38 75.1 61.5 83.7 ≥6.667

ADP, adiponectin; LP, leptin; RTN, resistin; VF, visfatin; RWHP, relatives with hypertension; YES, those who have 
relatives with hypertension; NO, those who do not have relatives with hypertension.
Reproduced from: Ref. [62].

Table 4. 
AUC, sensitivity, specificity, and threshold point for the adipokines in the pregnant women controlling for those 
who have relatives with hypertension.
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BMI category Variables ADP LP RTN VF

ADP 1 0.1259 0.0157 0.1568

Normal weight LP 0.1259 1 −0.1357 0.305

RTN 0.0157 −0.1357 1 −0.426

VF 0.1568 0.305 −0.426 1

ADP 1 −0.6234 −0.3162 −0.2106

Overweight LP −0.6234 1 0.5556 0.4342

RTN −0.3162 0.5556 1 0.3758

VF −0.2106 0.4342 0.3758 1

ADP 1 −0.2559 −0.0167 0.031

Obese LP −0.2559 1 0.5853 0.497

RTN −0.0167 0.5853 1 0.4751

VF 0.031 0.497 0.4751 1

Values in bold are different from 0 with a significance level alpha = 0.05. ADP, adiponectin; LP, leptin; RTN, 
resistin; VF, visfatin. BMI classification: Normal Weight = (18.5–24.9 kg/m2), Overweight = (25.0–29.99 kg/m2), 
Obese = (Above 30.0 kg/m2).
Reproduced from: Ref. [62].

Table 7. 
Correlation of adipokines according to BMI category.

Sum of squares df Mean square F Sig.

Age Between groups 832.197 1 832.197 25.723 <0.0001

Within groups 10029.175 310 32.352

Total 10861.372 311

BMI Between groups 1248.068 1 1248.068 76.461 <0.0001

Within groups 5060.084 310 16.323

Total 6308.152 311

RWHP Between groups 0.378 1 0.378 1.771 0.184

Within groups 66.084 310 0.213

Total 66.462 311

NC Between groups 3.721 1 3.721 6.182 0.013

Within groups 186.584 310 0.602

Total 190.304 311

MC Between groups 2.856 1 2.856 6.199 0.013

Within groups 142.808 310 0.461

Total 145.663 311

SB Between groups 0.416 1 0.416 3.216 0.074

Within groups 39.855 308 0.129

Total 40.271 309

CS Between groups 0.003 1 0.003 0.026 0.871

Within groups 28.607 300 0.095

Total 28.609 301
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reemphasizes the link between adiposity and some of these adipokines. We had earlier 
examined the associations between maternal factors and PE in a report published in 
the International Journal of Women’s Health [63].

“We had earlier examined the associations between maternal factors and PE 
(Table 8) in a report published in the International Journal of Women’s Health [63]. 
That report indicated that those with PE had significantly higher number of miscar-
riages, number of previous pregnancies and number of children compared to those 
without PE.”

4. Discussion

The goal of this study was to estimate the levels of adiponectin, leptin, resistin, and 
visfatin, between 11 and 13 weeks of pregnancy and to see how successful it was to pre-
dict PE using first trimester levels of these biomarkers together with maternal factors.

Leptin levels were found to be considerably greater in those who developed PE 
later on compared to those who did not. This is in line with a previous study that 
found a rise in leptin levels several weeks before a clinical diagnosis of PE [8]. This 
observation is also consistent with another study that found an imbalance between 
adiponectin and leptin in the plasma of women with PE, resulting in raised leptin and 
decreased adiponectin levels; consequently, these two adipose-derived hormones may 
play a role in the pathogenesis of PE [64]. Similarly, as compared to normal preg-
nant controls, leptin levels were found to be 78% higher at 13 weeks of gestation in 
women who ultimately developed PE [65]. When comparing pregnant women whose 
first-trimester leptin levels were 25 ng/mL to pregnant women whose first-trimester 
leptin levels were 25 ng/mL, the risk of PE increased 18.8 fold [66]. Other studies 
have shown that leptin levels rise before the clinical beginning of the disease, and our 
findings support that theory [39, 40]. The findings of this study, together with prior 
research, suggest that leptin is involved in the pathophysiology of PE, rather than a 
rise in leptin as a result of impaired renal clearance. Hyperleptinemia has been shown 
to promote sodium reabsorption in the renal tubules, leading to water retention and 
elevated blood pressure [67]. Furthermore, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α and inter-
leukin (IL)-6 upregulate placental leptin mRNA synthesis and increase the formation 
of endothelin, a vasoconstrictive peptide [68]. The constriction of the blood vessels 
leads to high blood pressure leading to PE.

Adiponectin levels in the first trimester were considerably lower in women with 
PE compared to the control group in this study. Other research has found that adi-
ponectin levels are inversely proportional to coronary artery disease but not strongly 

Sum of squares df Mean square F Sig.

NP Between groups 13.344 1 13.344 8.634 0.004

Within groups 479.105 310 1.545

Total 492.449 311

RWHP, relatives with hypertension; NC, number of children; MC, number of previous miscarriages; SB, number of 
previous stillbirths; CS, number of previous cesarean operations; NP, number of pregnancies.
Reproduced from: Ref. [63].

Table 8. 
Comparison of maternal characteristics and family history of respondents with those who developed PE (N = 312; 
PE = 26; Without PE = 286).
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related to blood pressure levels [69]. In another study, individuals with preeclampsia 
had lower median maternal high molecular weight and low molecular weight adipo-
nectin concentrations than those with normal pregnancies [70]. Previous reports have 
demonstrated lower first-trimester adiponectin levels in women who subsequently 
developed PE compared to their peers [71, 72]. However, this study contradicts a pub-
lication that stated that circulation levels of adiponectin were higher in preeclamptic 
patients than in normal pregnant women [73, 74]. In another study, women with 
preeclampsia had approximately 50% greater third-trimester adiponectin levels than 
their normotensive counterparts [75]. In a similar study, women with preeclampsia 
had higher levels of circulating adiponectin [74]. The compensatory feedback mecha-
nisms to the metabolically altered, anti-angiogenic, and pro-atherogenic condition 
of severe preeclampsia could explain these increases, which normally occur after the 
first trimester [74]. Hypoadiponectinemia in the first trimester of pregnant women 
who later developed PE implies that this adipocytokine is involved in PE etiology 
[16, 17]. Pregnancy is an inflammatory state associated with elevated plasma TNF-α, 
which could cause adiponectin levels to drop even further. An increase in TNF-α leads 
to an increase in endothelin levels [68] which constricts the blood vessels leading to 
high blood pressure [68]. Adiponectin appears to block the synthesis of angiotensin 
II, according to available evidence [76]. As adiponectin levels fall, angiotensin II levels 
rise, resulting in an increase in aldosterone levels. Hypertension results from a rise in 
aldosterone levels, which causes sodium and water retention.

When comparing pregnancies that resulted in PE to those that did not, this study 
discovered considerably greater resistin levels in PE pregnancies. A recent study 
found that preeclamptic pregnancies had higher levels of several adipokines, notably 
resistin, than healthy pregnant women [25]. Other studies, on the other hand, found 
no significant difference in resistin levels between preeclampsia patients and healthy 
pregnant women [77, 78]. Women with PE had significantly lower resistin levels than 
normotensive women of the same gestational age, according to some studies [46]. The 
involvement of resistin in the pathophysiology of PE is indicated by the rise in resistin 
levels months before the clinical diagnosis of PE. Resistin levels in the blood have been 
associated with coronary artery disease [43]. Resistin levels in the blood have been 
linked to a number of inflammatory indicators, including C-reactive protein, soluble 
TNF-α receptor-2, IL-6, and lipoprotein-associated phospholipase A2 [43]. Increased 
levels of endothelin result from increased TNF-α receptor-2 and IL-6 concentrations, 
resulting in high blood pressure [68].

Plasma visfatin levels were shown to be considerably higher during PE in our 
research. Visfatin levels rose during PE from the first trimester onwards, suggesting 
that visfatin may play a role in the disease’s development. Visfatin is widely expressed 
in adipose tissue, placenta, and fetal membranes [48]. Visfatin concentrations in the 
second and third trimesters of normal pregnancy have been found to be higher than 
those in the first trimester [79] indicating that this protein is produced by the placenta 
and fetal membrane. Thus, it’s probable that normal visfatin production is regulated to 
support the growing baby; yet, in some pregnancies, visfatin’s supporting role may be 
interrupted, resulting in PE. Our findings are consistent with one of similar research 
which showed greater visfatin levels in the PE compared to normal pregnancy [80]. 
One study found no significant differences between normal and preeclamptic preg-
nancies [54] while another found lower levels [53]. Different researchers’ reports on 
visfatin levels during pregnancy could be attributed to variances in sample procedures, 
ethnic or geographical differences, or the specific test methods used. This study’s find-
ings imply that visfatin levels rise before preeclampsia develops.
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Visfatin’s potential as a marker of preeclampsia, particularly in obese women, 
will need to be explored further with bigger sample size. Such research will add to 
the body of knowledge on how to predict this disease and how to start intervention 
programs to reduce maternal and fetal morbidity and mortality from PE.

The fact that the AUCs and respective sensitivities and specificities did not 
significantly change after controlling for family history of hypertension (Table 4) 
shows that these biomarkers can predict PE independently regardless of family 
history of hypertension. When maternal weight was taken into account (Table 3), 
these adipokines were found to be ineffective in predicting PE in women of normal 
weight (BMI 18.5–24.9 kg/m2). However, the fact that the overweight group  
(BMI 25–29.9 kg/m2) fared better in terms of predicting these adipokines than the 
obese group (BMI 30.0 kg/m2) implies a possible negative feedback mechanism 
that lowers plasma concentrations of these peptides as weight rises. To explain this 
occurrence, more research with bigger sample size is needed.

This study found that overweight pregnant women are more likely than normal-
weight pregnant women to get PE during their pregnancy, corroborating an earlier 
study that found that the likelihood of developing PE increased by two to three times 
in women with a higher BMI [81] and also similar to another study, which associated 
higher maternal BMI to a number of pregnancy complications including PE [82]. In 
addition, this study backs up a recent analysis that showed that advanced maternal 
age, especially, 35 years or more was a risk factor for preeclampsia [83] as well as a 
BMI greater than 30 kg/m2 [84]. Obesity may play a role in the development of PE, 
according to the findings of this study. Obesity affects nitric oxide production and 
causes endothelial dysfunction [85] therefore an excessive buildup of fat in a pregnant 
woman could lead to hypertension during pregnancy which could lead to PE.

With the exception of HDL cholesterol, which was considerably lower in the PE 
group (Table 1) compared to the normotensive group, this investigation found no 
significant differences in lipids between women who acquired PE and those who 
remained normotensive during pregnancy. This study contradicts a report by Brazilian 
researchers who found a substantial difference in TG-rich proteins (VLDL 1) and 
small dense lipoprotein (LDL III) in women with PE compared to normal pregnant 
women [86]. Our findings contrast with those published in the Cape Coast region of 
Ghana, where researchers found substantial dyslipidemia in women with PE compared 
to women without PE [57]. The variations could be related to the different stages of 
pregnancy during which the samples were taken. The samples for this study were taken 
before the commencement of PE, whereas the samples for the other investigations 
were taken after the disease had begun to manifest. The lack of a significant differ-
ence in first trimester lipids between those who got PE and those who did not show 
that the atherogenic lipid profile commonly seen in pregnant women as reported by 
other researchers may be insufficient in predicting the chance of getting PE. However, 
because lower HDL is a substantial risk factor for hypertension, it’s probable that the 
significantly lower HDL seen in individuals who went on to develop PE was linked to 
the disease’s etiology [87]. Adiponectin and resistin were found to be more significant 
and better predictors of PE than leptin and visfatin after correcting for these potential 
confounding variables (age, parity, BMI, family history of diabetes, and preeclamp-
sia). Angiotensin II production is reduced by adiponectin [76] while resistin is linked 
to elevations in TNF-α receptor-2 and IL-6, and so promotes high blood pressure [43], 
leading to an increased level of endothelin which constricts blood vessels and raises 
high blood pressure [68]. A family history of PE has been linked to a threefold increase 
in the chance of developing PE [88, 89] however, we did not detect a significant link 
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between PE and a family history of hypertension which is likely attributable to the fact 
that the data obtained from the participants in this study was focused on hypertension 
in general rather than PE.

According to the findings of this study, obesity may play a role in the development 
of PE. Obesity induces endothelial dysfunction by reducing nitric oxide production 
[85], hence if a pregnant woman has an excessive amount of fat on her body, she may 
develop hypertension and, as a result, PE. Obesity and having four or more children 
were discovered to be significant PE confounders.

4.1 Study limitations

The study’s limitations were limited sample size and insufficient information 
regarding the individuals’ nutritional state. Potassium is abundant in leafy greens like 
spinach and kale, as well as cherries and red beets. Potassium operates on the kidneys, 
allowing the salt to be excreted more easily through the kidneys, decreasing blood 
pressure. Because of the small sample size and lack of nutritional data, conclusions 
about the association between these adipocytokines and preeclampsia may be difficult 
to draw, since nutritional status could not be controlled in the multivariate analysis.

5. Conclusions

PE was found to be significantly predicted by low adiponectin and high leptin, 
resistin, and visfatin, with resistin being the greatest predictor when stratified by 
BMI categories. After controlling for age, parity, BMI, and family history of diabetes 
and preeclampsia, adiponectin was the greatest predictor.

Adiponectin concentration in patients with PE starts decreasing as early as 
11 weeks of pregnancy and continues to decrease until after 24th weeks of pregnancy 
when proteinuria becomes apparent and blood pressure rises to an abnormal level and 
consequently, preeclampsia develops. The decrease in adiponectin contributes to the 
pathogenesis of PE and can be used to predict this disease.

Leptin concentration starts increasing by 11 weeks of pregnancy in patients who 
subsequently develop PE. The increase in leptin correlates with proteinuria and 
elevated systolic and diastolic blood pressure irrespective of maternal age and BMI 
and hence could be involved in the pathogenesis of GDM.

Resistin in pregnant women who go on to develop PE starts increasing between 
11 and 13 weeks of gestation culminating in an excessive increase in blood pressure 
accompanied by proteinuria by 24 weeks of gestation when a diagnosis of PE becomes 
apparent.

Visfatin in pregnancies complicated by PE starts increasing during the first 
trimester of pregnancy and continues to increase until the second trimester when 
blood pressure increases resulting in the diagnosis of PE in women with concomitant 
proteinuria. This suggests that hypervisfatinemia can be used to predict hypertensive 
disorders during pregnancy and hence involved in the pathogenesis of PE.

Our findings suggest that BMI may have an effect on adiponectin, leptin, 
resistin, and visfatin, as well as a possible negative feedback mechanism in the 
metabolism of these adipocytokines during pregnancy. More importantly, BMI 
does not appear to have an effect on the predictive ability of these PE signaling 
molecules. Advanced maternal age was shown to be an important factor in the 
development of PE.
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These biomarkers can be used in combination with maternal characteristics for the 
early prediction of PE. This will help health care providers to institute measures such 
as diet control, medication, and exercises tailored for pregnant women with these risk 
factors so as to reduce the incidence of preeclampsia.
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Chapter 12

Cardiovascular Health in Kawasaki 
Disease
Mitsuru Seki

Abstract

Kawasaki disease (KD) is a self-limiting vasculitis of unknown etiology primarily 
affecting young children. The most important aspect in the treatment of KD is the 
prevention of coronary artery lesions (CALs) because myocardial ischemia or  
infarction due to coronary artery stenosis or occlusion may be lethal. In addition, 
patients with a history of KD have systemic vasculitis, which indicates vascular 
endothelial damage. Therefore, patients with CAL are at a high risk of atheroscle-
rosis. While some reports have shown an increase in vascular stiffness, others have 
not, and the presence of atherosclerotic lesions in patients with KD is controversial. 
Appropriate acute-phase treatment to prevent CAL and systemic vasculitis and sub-
sequent regular follow-ups are important. This chapter deals with the cardiovascular 
health of patients with a history of KD.

Keywords: vasculitis, aortic stiffness, atherosclerosis, vascular health, Kawasaki 
disease

1. Introduction

Kawasaki disease (KD) was first reported as acute febrile mucocutaneous lymph 
node syndrome by Tomisaku Kawasaki in 1967. KD is a self-limited vasculitis affecting 
children mainly under 5 years of age, the etiology is still unknown [1, 2]. KD is one 
of the most common acquired cardiac disorders in children, causing coronary artery 
dilatation or aneurysms. Coronary artery lesion (CAL) develop in approximately 
25% of KD patients who do not receive appropriate treatment [3]. As KD is a systemic 
vasculitis, vessel walls other than coronary arteries are affected. KD patients with 
cardiovascular complications should be closely monitored for cardiovascular events 
throughout their lives. Furthermore, even in the absence of obvious complications, 
patients with a history of KD are likely to experience underlying vascular endothelial 
damage. This chapter deals with long-term cardiovascular health in this population.

2. Epidemiology

KD is a systemic vasculitis that mainly affects children younger than 5 years of 
age. Currently, more than 60 countries in Asia, the Middle East, the Americas, Africa, 
and Europe have reported KD cases [4]. The incidence of KD is high in Japan, Korea, 
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and Taiwan, but low in North America and European countries. These incidences 
reported in different regions of the world can be affected by the survey/surveillance 
methods used, clinical diagnostic and treatment practices, physician awareness of 
KD, and data sources used to estimate incidence [5].

According to a nationwide epidemiological survey of KD in Japan, more than 
15,000 patients were reported annually until 2019, which was before Coronavirus 
disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic [6]. The annual number of patients with KD in 
Japan was 17,364 in 2019; however, it decreased to 11,173 in 2020. The incidence rate 
(per 100,000 children aged 0–4 years per year) was 370.8 (410.1 in boys, and 329.4 in 
girls) in 2019, and 238.8 (267.3 in boys, and 208.9 in girls) in 2020. Although infec-
tious factors or foreign antigens can trigger KD, the cause of this syndrome remains 
unclear. Several children diagnosed with COVID-19 have developed multisystem 
inflammatory syndrome in children (MIS-C), which shows KD-like symptoms [7, 8]. 
On the other hand, the decline in the incidence of KD remains small, despite the 
extreme reduction in common pediatric infectious diseases during the COVID-19 
pandemic period in Japan, KD may be triggered by unidentified respiratory pathogens 
that can be acquired both within and outside the household [9].

Genetic factors appear to be involved in KD pathogenesis, as suggested by the high-
est incidence among Asians and Pacific Islanders, and in boys versus girls. In a genome-
wide linkage study, several functional polymorphisms such as inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate 
3-kinase C (ITPKC) and caspase-3 (CASP3) have been identified as common susceptibil-
ity genes for KD. Siblings of children with KD have an increased risk of developing the 
disease [10]. Sibling pairs with KD within a short time interval may be due to environ-
mental triggers, including infectious antigens. Both genetic and environmental factors 
are thought to interact with each other during the onset of KD; therefore, a detailed 
study of these contributing factors may help elucidate the pathogenesis of KD.

3. Histopathology of vasculitis

The histopathological characteristics of KD are as follows: (1) major muscular 
arteries branching from the aorta, including the coronary arteries, are predominantly 
injured; (2) the damaged arteries are extra-arterial, not arteries within organs; (3) 
acute vasculitis occurs synchronously throughout the body; and (4) vasculitis is a 
proliferative inflammation consisting of an abnormal accumulation of monocytes/
macrophages.

KD is characterized by inflammation of the coronary artery in the acute phase, 
which usually lasts for approximately 6 weeks. The earliest histological changes in 
coronary arteritis are seen on sixth to eighth day of illness, starting with the infiltra-
tion of inflammatory cells in the tunica adventitia and tunica intima. Inflammatory 
cells infiltrate the tunica media, leading to inflammation of all layers of the vessel wall 
by the tenth day of illness. Subsequently, the artery begins to dilate owing to signifi-
cant damage to the internal elastic lamina or tunica media. Inflammatory cell infiltra-
tion continues for approximately 2 weeks and then gradually fades. If the vessel wall 
undergoes a certain degree of damage, even after vasculitis subsides, inflammatory 
scarring of the coronary artery remains for a long time. In particular, in patients with 
coronary aneurysms, various findings, such as stenotic lesions or extensive calcifica-
tion of the aneurysm wall, are observed [11].

In addition to the coronary arteries, other systemic blood vessels are injured by 
vasculitis [12]. Whole-body examination for KD to evaluate systemic vasculitis shows 
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vascular damage at various sites, especially in the subclavian, brachial, axillary, and 
iliac arteries. Many case reports have revealed that systemic arterial aneurysms are 
almost always associated with giant coronary arterial aneurysms, and a detailed 
evaluation should be considered in these patients.

4. Diagnosis and acute therapy for KD

The recent diagnostic guidelines in Japan are shown in Table 1 [13]. The typi-
cal clinical symptoms are shown in Figure 1. Acute treatment should be initiated 
immediately after diagnosis to prevent cardiovascular complications. Although the 
incidence of CAL was reported in 23–43% of patients treated only with aspirin, treat-
ment with IVIG and aspirin for four consecutive days reduced the incidence of CAL 
to 8–15% [14, 15]. Moreover, a single infusion of 2 g/kg IVIG, which is the current 
standard regimen, reduces the incidence of CAL to 4.6% [16]. Therefore, IVIG is 
currently the standard therapy for acute KD. A systematic review by the Cochrane 
Collaboration revealed that the development of CAL can be reduced by a single dose 
of 2 g/kg IVIG administered before the tenth day of illness [17].

The risk of developing CAL is closely related to responsiveness to treatment. KD 
patients with IVIG resistance are at an increased risk of developing CALs compared 

Principal clinical features

1. Fever.

2. Bilateral bulbar conjunctival injection.

3. Changes of lips and oral cavity: reddening of lips, strawberry tongue, diffuse injection of oral and 
 pharyngeal mucosa.

4. Rash (including redness at the site of Bacille Calmette- Guerin (BCG) inoculation).

5. Changes of peripheral extremities: (Initial stage) reddening of palms and soles, edema. (Convalescent 
stage) periungual desquamation.

6. Non-supparative cervical lymphadenopathy.

Other significant demographic, clinical, echocardiographic, and laboratory features

1. Kawasaki disease may be suspected in the presence of fewer than four principal clinical features when the 
following findings are observed:

• Elevation of hepatic transaminases early in the course of the disease.

• Increased leukocytes in the urine sediment of an infant.

• Thrombocytosis in the convalescent phase

• Elevation of BNP or NT-pro BNP

• Mitral valve regurgitation or pericardial effusion by echocardiography

• Enlargement of the gallbladder (hydrops of gallbladder)

• Hypoalbuminemia or hyponatremia

2. If a KD patient manifests the following findings, the patient should be considered for admission of a 
 critical care unit.

• Hemodynamically significant myocarditis

• Hypotention (shock)

• Paralytic ileus

• Decreased level of consciousness
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3.     Risk scores to predict intravenous immunoglobulin resistance may be applied to guide patient manage-
ment. The following features are elements of the risk scores for predicting intravenous immunoglobulin 
resistance.   

•    Leukocytosis with left shift  

•   thrombocytopenia  

•   hypoalbuminemia  

•   hyponatremia  

•   hyperbilirubinemia (jaundice)  

•   elevation of CRP  

•   Age <1 year    

4.     Other non-specific findings which may be observed in Kawasaki Disease and should not exclude the 
diagnosis.   

•    Irritability  

•   Cardiovascular: abnormal extra heart sounds, electrocardiogram changes, aneurysm of peripheral 
arteries other than coronary (axillary etc.),  

•   Gastrointestinal: abdominal pain, vomiting, diarrhea  

•   Hematologic: increased erythrocyte sedimentation rate, anemia  

•   Dermatologic: micropustular rash, transverse grooves across the finger nails.  

•   Respiratory: cough, rhinorrhea, retropharyngeal edema, infiltrate on chest radiograph.  

•   Rheumatologic: pain, swelling.  

•   Neurologic: cerebrospinal fluid pleocytosis, seizures, facial nerve palsy, paralysis of the extremities.     

  Table 1.
  Diagnostic guideline for Kawasaki disease.  

  Figure 1.
  Typical clinical symptoms of Kawasaki disease. (a) Bulbar conjunctival injection, (b) Reddening of lips, 
(c) Redness at the site of Bacille Calmette-Guerin inoculation.          
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to IVIG responders; therefore, various additional treatments such as prednisolone, 
infliximab, cyclosporine, urinary trypsin inhibitors, and plasma exchange have been 
established to prevent CAL.

In addition, to improve the prognosis of CALs, several risk-scoring systems to 
predict IVIG non-responders before initial treatment have been established and are 
widely used in clinical practice in Japan [18–20]. For patients with a high-risk score, 
two randomized control trials revealed the efficacy of a first-line combined treatment 
strategy, IVIG and prednisolone or IVIG and cyclosporin A [21, 22]. As several reports 
from other countries revealed that these risk-scoring systems are inadaptable to the 
prediction of IVIG non-responders in regions other than Japan [23, 24], it may be 
desirable to develop risk-scoring systems that can be used globally or an original scor-
ing system to be adapted to each region for the suppression of KD vasculitis. Although 
these strategies have improved the prognosis of coronary arteries, the occurrence of 
giant coronary aneurysms is still observed, and further treatment is desirable.

5. Cardiovascular risk and management

KD is a systemic vasculitis that can lead to atherosclerosis due to vascular dysfunc-
tion and damage. Long-term management should consider the cardiovascular risk of 
atherosclerosis progression in both coronary arteries and systemic vessels.

5.1 Coronary arteries

Coronary artery aneurysms that remain 30 days after the onset of KD are defined 
as cardiovascular complications of KD. Aneurysms impair vascular endothelial func-
tion and thrombus formation. Figure 2 shows the giant aneurysms identified angio-
graphically in patients with IVIG-resistant KD. This can lead to angina or myocardial 
infarction owing to coronary artery stenosis or occlusion. In addition, calcification of 
the vessel wall is frequently observed. However, it is estimated that 75% of coronary 
aneurysms regress within 3 years of onset [25]. Even when aneurysms remain, they 
often become smaller in diameter than those in the early stages.

The management strategies in the follow-up stage included (1) prevention of 
thrombosis in aneurysms and myocardial infarction, (2) early diagnosis of myocar-
dial ischemia and appropriate reperfusion therapy, and (3) management of the risk of 
atherosclerosis and preventive education.

5.1.1 Prevention of thrombosis in aneurysms and myocardial infarction

In KD patients with CAL, it is important to prevent cardiac events. In general, 
these patients require aspirin or other antiplatelet agents. Anticoagulants are adminis-
tered mainly in cases of giant coronary artery aneurysms. Additionally, statin therapy 
may improve chronic vascular inflammation and endothelial dysfunction, which has 
been suggested to be useful for vascular health. Statins have multifaceted pharmaco-
logical effects, including anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, anticoagulant, and throm-
bolytic effects, as well as a decrease in serum cholesterol levels. Additionally, statins 
are expected to be effective in improving vascular endothelial function. According to 
a statement from the American Heart Association, KD patients with CAL need to be 
treated prophylactically.
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5.1.2 Early diagnosis of myocardial ischemia and appropriate reperfusion therapy

Critical stenotic lesions are sometimes observed at the proximal and distal ends of 
coronary aneurysms. These findings are believed to be caused by vascular remodeling. 
Coronary artery stenosis was evaluated using coronary angiography, coronary func-
tional flow reserve, enhanced coronary computed tomography, and stress myocardial 
scintigraphy. These tests should be performed periodically depending on the severity 
of the coronary artery aneurysm. Although coronary revascularization is required 
in less than 1% of patients with a history of KD, percutaneous coronary intervention 
or coronary artery bypass grafting is required when myocardial ischemia is detected 
using these modalities.

5.1.3 Management of risk of atherosclerosis and the preventive education

In cases of aneurysms larger than medium size, vascular endothelial dysfunction, 
chronic inflammation in the vessel wall, and subsequent vascular remodeling con-
tinue to occur even late after the onset of KD. Although the details have not yet been 
elucidated, vascular endothelial damage and chronic inflammation resemble the early 
lesions of atherosclerosis and may be predisposing factors for future atherosclerosis. 

Figure 2. 
Giant aneurysms. (a), (b) Coronary angiography in 4-year-old patient with giant aneurysms. This patient was 
treated with warfarin and aspirin since diagnosis of giant aneurysm. (a) Selective right coronary arteriography. 
Giant aneurysm was identified. (b) Selective left coronary arteriography. Medium size aneurysm was identified 
at left anterior descending artery. (c), (d) Follow-up coronary angiography at age 9 (5 years later). (c) Selective 
right coronary arteriography. Giant aneurysm was occluded (red arrow head) and collateral arteries had 
developed to the periphery of the right coronary artery (yellow arrow). (b) Selective left coronary arteriography. 
Medium size aneurysm did not change significantly and no stenotic lesions were detected.
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Therefore, it is necessary to actively eliminate cardiovascular risk factors at a younger 
age. In other words, education on the prevention of hypertension and obesity, smok-
ing cessation, management of blood sugar and lipids, and reduction of psychological 
stress are important for long-term management.

5.2 Systemic vessels

It is well known that vascular stiffness increases in the atherosclerotic vasculature. 
Patients with KD have systemic vasculitis because inflammation occurs in medium-
sized muscular arteries throughout the body. While some KD patients show vessel 
lesions throughout the body, the association between KD vasculitis in the acute phase 
and atherosclerosis in long-term follow-up remains unclear.

The relationship between atherosclerotic lesions and the development of myocar-
dial infarction has long been established in adult patients. It has also been reported 
that increased aortic stiffness is associated with coronary atherosclerosis, as such, this 
could be an important predictive marker for cardiovascular events [26]. Given these 
findings, KD patients with CAL may be at risk of developing atherosclerosis.

It is well known that functional impairment of vascular endothelial cells exists 
before morphological changes such as vascular intima-media thickening. Recently, 
the importance of assessment of vascular function has been suggested for vascular 
health. Although several evaluation methods have been reported, these parameters 
have mainly been published to understand the pathophysiology of vascular dysfunc-
tion in KD. In the future, these indices should be implemented in clinical practice and 
used for the appropriate follow-up of patients with KD. The following is an overview 
of each indicator:

5.2.1 Percentage change in flow-mediated dilatation: %FMD

Percentage change in flow-mediated dilatation (%FMD) reflects endothelial nitric 
oxide-dependent vasodilatation. A significant decrease in %FMD is a common feature 
of atherosclerosis in adults. Some meta-analyses reported that %FMD was lower in 
the KD group than in the control group, indicating endothelial damage and a risk of 
atherosclerosis [27–29]. Several previous studies have reported that the %FMD was 
significantly lower in patients with a history of KD than in control subjects, showing 
systemic endothelial dysfunction late after KD onset [30–32]. Interestingly, in pedi-
atric patients with CAL late after KD, there is increased high-sensitivity C-reactive 
protein in addition to reduced %FMD, indicating the presence of ongoing chronic 
vascular inflammation and endothelial dysfunction [31].

5.2.2 Pulse wave velocity: PWV

Noninvasive evaluations of vascular elasticity have also been well documented. 
Pulse-wave velocity (PWV) is a representative parameter for evaluating arterial stiff-
ness. PWV is a simple and noninvasive test for evaluating arterial stiffness. PWV can 
be measured from various arterial sites, and pressure waveforms are usually obtained 
percutaneously at the common carotid and femoral arteries. Several methods have 
been developed to measure PWV, including aortic PWV, brachial-radial PWV, and 
brachial-ankle PWV. There have been some reports on the measurement of brachial-
radial or brachial-ankle PWV, showing a significant increase in arterial stiffness in the 
KD group compared with the control group, regardless of whether the patients had 
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CAL [33–35], however, the relationship between vascular stiffness and prognosis is 
not clear. Although aortic PWV is a known predictor of cardiovascular events [36], 
no large prognostic studies examining the association between brachial-radial or 
brachial-ankle PWV and cardiovascular events have been performed. This limitation 
should be noted when the PWV is used.

5.2.3 Cardio-ankle vascular index: CAVI

The cardio-ankle vascular index (CAVI) is a representative parameter for evaluat-
ing arterial stiffness. Because CAVI is obtained by calculating the stiffness parameter 
β, which indicates the intrinsic stiffness of the blood vessels, CAVI is also theoretically 
independent of blood pressure. One study reported that there was no significant 
difference between the KD group without CAL and the control group [37]. CAVI 
assesses more central vascular stiffness than PVW; therefore, it is speculated that 
injury to the great vessel may be mild or absent in KD vasculitis. Because CAVI is a 
relatively new parameter, further studies are needed to elucidate vascular function in 
patients with a history of KD.

6. Conclusion

In patients with a history of KD, the pathogenesis of vascular complications and 
long-term prognosis are being elucidated by many studies. This suggests an increased 
risk of atherosclerosis in these populations. However, there are few reports of an 
increased incidence of atherosclerotic lesions in adult KD patients. Further studies are 
needed, and careful management of long-term vascular health is required by evaluating 
vascular function using these clinical tools.

© 2022 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided 
the original work is properly cited. 
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Abstract

Takayasu arteritis (TA) is classified as a large-vessel vasculitis, and it primarily 
affects the aorta and principal branches. The clinical presentation in pediatric patients 
is odd and there are few literature about it because of its low incidence and nonspe-
cific clinical presentation. The standardized diagnosis of TA is by imaging support, 
such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). When 
using CT, angio-CT is recommended because it will allow us to observe the caliber of 
the arteries, wall changes, and level of stenosis. The study should include the aortic 
arch, abdominal aorta, visceral branches, and iliac arteries taking into account that 
the mainly affected arteries are the left subclavian, abdominal aorta, right renal 
artery, and descending chest aorta. In the same way in the study, four imaging pat-
terns of TA can be identified: variable decrease in the luminal diameter of the aorta 
and arteries, total occlusion, fusiform and saccular aneurysm, and irregular contour 
of the aortic wall. Identifying TA findings is important for early diagnosis, medical 
management, and proper monitoring specifically in pediatric patients where litera-
ture is little available.

Keywords: Takayasu arteritis, large-vessel vasculitis, pediatrics, rheumatology, 
biological agents

1. Introduction

Takayasu arteritis is a rare vasculitis with no clear etiology presented most of 
the time in young women. It is even more rare to be presented in children. The 
clinical characteristics of the disease can be very unspecific and make it harder to 
diagnose. The diagnosis is done through image criteria along with several clinical 
data. Treatment is described as multiple options depending on severity and avail-
ability. It is important to know the characteristics of this large-vessel vasculitis 
to be able to identify and treat these patients as soon as possible, the severity and 
prognosis can vary depending on gender, age, and ethnicity, having a worse prog-
nosis in younger children and African patients. This chapter talks about the char-
acteristics of this disease and how it can be different in adult patients compared to 
pediatrics.
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2. Takayasu arteritis: review in pediatrics

Takayasu arteritis (TA) is classified as a large-vessel vasculitis. It affects the aorta 
and major branches by causing stenosis, occlusion, and/or aneurysms of the vessel; 
it is an inflammatory disease with unknown etiology. Predominantly presented in 
females.

Takayasu arteritis was first described by Doctor Mikito Takayasu, a Japanese 
ophthalmologist, after a case of changes in the retinal vessels of a 22 year old female 
in 1908. Since then, there have been many case reports that matched Dr. Takayasu’s 
patient and the disease received many names like pulseless disease, aortic arch 
syndrome, or obstructive productive arteritis. It was until 1990 when the American 
College of Rheumatology published and described the disease named “Takayasu 
arteritis” publishing with it classification criteria for its diagnosis [1].

2.1 Epidemiology

TA is a rare disease and its frequency seems to be influenced by ethnicity. It is 
generally known to be presented in females under 40 years of age, but it can be seen in 
older patients as well as children. There is not a statistical value that is acceptable for 
the general population since the prevalence can vary a lot by ethnicity. TA is known to 
be a more popular vasculitis in Asia, and their countries have the highest prevalence. 
In Japan, the prevalence is higher than 4/million. In the United Kingdom, they have an 
incidence of 0.8/million. North America has an incidence of 2.6/million [2, 3].

Ethnicity does not only affect the incidence and prevalence of the disease, it can 
also affect the characteristics of presentation, the intensity of symptoms, and the 
prognosis of the patient. A French retrospective study compared black, white, and 
North African patients with TA and found that North African patients had lower  
survival rates in 5 and 10 years than the other two ethnicities, all because North 
African patients had more ischemic relapses; also white patients seem to have a 
prolonged diagnosis, according to the mean age of diagnosis, being 10 years later than 
North African and black patients [4].

The manifestation of TA can also vary, for example, Japanese patients seem to have 
the aortic arch and branches affected and Indian patients have abdominal aorta and 
branches more frequently affected [5].

2.1.1 Epidemiology in children

In children, it is very rare to see TA, and because of that there is not a lot of data, 
there is an estimated incidence of TA in children that is 2.6/ million of all ages. A very 
limited study of 21 patients in the United States found that it continues to be more 
common in females, having 71% of their population being females, and having a very 
large age gap for symptoms on set, from 1.5 months to 17 years, having a median age 
of 13 years old [6].

2.2 Pathogenesis

The pathogenesis of TA remains unclear, although the involvement of immune 
mechanisms mediated by cells that secrete proinflammatory cytokines is known to 
play an important role, so this leads to the use of cytokine-targeting agents, such as 
TNF or IL-6 inhibitors as treatment [7, 8].
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Inflammatory infiltrates of the arterial wall consist of macrophages and lymphoid 
cells. Th1 and Th17 responses seem to play an important role as demonstrated by an 
increased expression of Th1 and Th17 immunity in TA, such inflammation that  
correlates with disease activity [8].

A possible genetic association, a polymorphism of tumor necrosis factor (TNF) 
has been studied and both human leukocyte antigen (HLA) classes I and II have been 
associated with TA, and most notably, the HLA-B52 allele has been reported across 
multiple ethnicities. The genetic contribution to disease pathogenesis is supported 
by the identification of multiple susceptibility loci in various studies. This disease 
was also associated with IL-6, RPS9/LILRB3, and an intergenic locus on chromosome 
21q22 [7, 8].

Both the innate and adaptive immune systems seem to be involved in the patho-
genesis of TA. The inflammatory process usually involves the vasa vasorum, the 
adventitia, and the outer part of the media and results in vessel wall damage with 
laminar necrosis and elastic fiber fragmentation, which is eventually replaced by 
fibrosis and arterial remodeling [8].

The involvement of humoral immune mechanisms is evidenced by the presence 
of circulating antiendothelial cell antibodies and autoantibody-producing B cells 
in inflammatory TA lesions that may cause vascular dysfunction. Also, TA patients 
have also been shown to generate a significantly large number of plasmablasts. These 
results lend support to the use of anti-B-cell agents in the treatment of TA [8].

2.3 Clinical presentation

TA clinical onset and clinical characteristics can be very hard to describe or  
identify since it is a compile of nonspecific inflammatory symptoms. We can divide 
TAK clinical presentation into two phases:

• Active phase or inflammatory phase, where we will have symptoms, such as 
fever, myalgia, weakness, arthralgias.

• Chronic phase, where it affects the aorta and branches having symptoms of 
ischemia.

The active phase can be very nonspecific and have different intensity of symp-
toms, and it seems that the active phase can be more intense in pediatric patients and 
have different symptoms than in adults (Table 1) [9].

2.4 Diagnostic criteria

The diagnosis of TA is made with specific criteria. The initial criteria created 
by the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) in 1990 has a sensitivity of 
91% and a specificity of 98%. The diagnosis is made when the patient has three 
of the six diagnostic criteria. In 2009, the European Alliance of Associations for 
Rheumatology (EULAR) published a guide for large-vessel vasculitis, includ-
ing TA, with an update in 2018. The new guides have greater sensitivity (100%) 
because they include a diagnostic criteria that is necessary for the diagnosis, 
which is an angiographic abnormality in any kind of imaging study, with greater 
accessibility to imaging studies nowadays the EULAR criteria is the go to criteria 
(Tables 2 and 3) [10].
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2.4.1 Imaging diagnosis

There are multiple imaging tools that are useful in these patients. Some are 
specific to make our diagnosis and others provide a complete evaluation of our 
patients.

The gold standard in image study is the digital subtraction arteriography since it 
provides a very specific view of the arteries where the caliber is measurable with more 
precision, as well as compares the difference in width all along the aorta and branches. 
Since digital subtraction arteriography is not available in every clinical center, other 
image studies can help with the diagnosis.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed angiotomography is usually 
more available and can also be very helpful in assessing the caliber of vessels. A 
contrast-enhanced MRI will allow to detect vascular abnormalities.

ACR diagnostic criteria for Takayasu arteritis. Diagnosis is made with three positive items

<40 years

Claudication of extremities

Decreased brachial pulse

Blood pressure difference >10 mmhg

Arteriographic abnormality

Bruit over subclavian arteries or aorta

Table 2. 
ACR diagnosis criteria for Takayasu arteritis.

Parameter Child-onset TA Adult-onset TA

Median age of onset (years) 14 26

Median symptom duration (months) 12 16

Pulse loss/asymmetry (%) 61.3 70.8

Systolic hypertension (%) 66.4 48.4

Vascular bruit (%) 46.2 51.9

Diastolic hypertension (%) 43.7 38.9

Claudication (%) 38.7 54.6

Malaise/fatigue (%) 33.6 31.5

Headache (%) 31.1 18.2

Fever at presentation (%) 29.4 17.4

Dyspnea (%) 23.5 25.1

Raised creatinine (%) 15.9 4.7

Weight loss (%) 10.1 13.4

Visual disturbance (%) 11.8 7.0

Syncope (%) 7.6 11.8

Table 1. 
Comparison of onset symptoms in children with Takayasu arteritis (cTAK) and adults with Takayasu arteritis 
(aTAK) [9].
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In patients with TA, an echocardiogram can be done to completely evaluate the 
cardiovascular health in our patient evaluating the ventricular function, hypertrophy, 
aortic valve, and aortic and coronary arteries (Figures 1 and 2) [11].

In the image studies, there are multiple patterns of altered anatomy in the vessel, 
the four principal patterns are: [13]

• Decrease of the luminal diameter.

• Total occlusion.

• Fusiform and saccular aneurysm.

• Irregular contour of the vessel.

Angiographic classification of TA classifies the image findings into five types 
depending on the part of the aorta that is affected: [11].

I: Branches of the aortic arch.
IIa: Ascending aorta, aortic arch, and its branches.
IIb: Ascending aorta, aortic arch, and its branches, thoracic and descending aorta.
III: Thoracic, descending aorta, abdominal aorta, and/or renal arteries.
IV: Abdominal aorta and/or renal arteries.
V: Combined features of types IIb and IV.

2.4.2 Laboratory findings

Anemia, generally hypochromic normocytic anemia, leukocytosis, and thrombo-
cytosis have been reported in patients in an active phase of the disease or secondary to 
chronic inflammation [8, 14].

In pediatric cohorts, biologic inflammation is commonly reflected by the eleva-
tion of acute phase reactants, such as C-reactive protein (CRP) and erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate (ESR). However, their sensitivity to reflect active disease remains 
uncertain, and in addition, they lack specificity as well [8].

C-reactive protein (CRP), more accurately reflects the burden of systemic inflamma-
tion and is increasingly measured as a disease activity marker, otherwise, high CRP levels 
have also been found to be associated with a higher risk of thrombotic complications [2, 3].

EULAR diagnostic criteria for Takayasu arteritis. Diagnosis is made with arteriographic abnormality plus 
one of the rest.

Claudication of extremities and/or decreased brachial pulse

Blood pressure difference >10 mmhg

Arteriographic abnormality*

Bruit over subclavian arteries or aorta

Hypertension systolic/diastolic blood pressure >95th percentile for height

Acute phase reactant erythrocyte sedimentation rate >20 mm per hour or C-reactive protein above normal

*obligated criteria.

Table 3. 
EULAR diagnosis criteria for Takayasu arteritis.
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Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) increased is common in the acute phases 
of the disease but without clinical awareness and suspicion. ESR is more sensitive 
than C-reactive protein in the mentioned phases but both still have poor sensitiv-
ity and specificity, the ESR may continue to be elevated in disease remission, but 
actually, there are cases with active vasculitis without elevation of ESR and/or 
CRP [3, 7, 11].

Biomarker pentraxin-3 (PTX-3), is a protein rapidly produced in response to an 
inflammatory reaction, especially by endothelial cells. Levels higher than 1 ng/ml 
are more accurate than normal thresholds of C-reactive protein or ESR to distin-
guish active from inactive disease, although we need more reliable biomarkers that 
reflect vascular wall inflammation. PTX-3 may identify vascular progression only 
in a subgroup of TA patients not receiving anticytokine treatments. However, in 
other patients with TA, including those receiving anticytokine treatments, even 
plasma PTX-3 levels were shown to be normal despite ongoing smoldering vascular 
inflammation [2, 11].

CD8 cells with reversal of T-cell CD4:CD8 ratio increased is a marker of disease 
activity [11].

Some authors have suggested new biomarkers correlated with disease activ-
ity, such as matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-2, −3, and − 9, IL-6, IFNg, vascular 
cell adhesion molecules (VCAM), and pentraxin-3 (PTX-3), but to date, a specific 
biomarker for TAK does not exist and none of them have yet been validated or imple-
mented as a routine in clinical practice [7, 8].

Figure 1. 
Vascular abnormalities in computed tomography, such as dilation of the abdominal aorta and stenosis of the 
renal artery [12].
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2.4.3 Histopathology

A lymphomonocyte infiltrate is observed, and occasionally giant cells with the 
presence of granulomas, which initially affect the adventitia, but progress toward the 
arterial lumen, in the form of panarteritis. Over time, there is a reduction in lumen 
due to thickening, due to fibrosis of the intima and media, thrombotic phenomena 
appear, and progressively, stenosis, dilation, and aneurysms [7].

A pediatric series from the United Kingdom observed lymphocytic infiltration with 
incipient neovascularization and the absence of granulomas. This finding contrasts with 
that observed in adults, in which the presence of granulomas predominates (Table 4) [7].

Figure 2. 
Vascular abnormalities are shown in magnetic resonance angiography, such as stenosis in the thoracic aorta, iliac 
artery, and renal artery [12].
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2.5 Differential diagnosis

Differential diagnosis are shown in Table 4.

2.6 Treatment options

The primary objective of treatment is inducing and maintaining remission of 
the disease, so early treatment is crucial to resolve or alleviate the inflammation and 
prevent complications and disease progression. Patient and parent's education, and 
cooperation between doctor and the patient (including family) are important for 
compliance and progression [2, 11].

The base of the treatment, at the beginning, is glucocorticoid pulses combined 
with immunosuppressive drugs (cyclophosphamide) to induce remission, and the use 
of low doses of corticosteroids and background immunosuppression as maintenance 
therapy (methotrexate) [7].

Differential diagnosis Similar with TA Dissimilar with TA

Giant cell arteritis  
(GCA) [2]

• The role of cell-mediated immunity in 
their pathogenesis.

• Pathological findings in the vessel 
wall, high serum levels, and vascular 
expressions of cytokines (IL-6, IL-7), 
this is the major reason why some 
authors suggested that TA and GCA 
might exist on a spectrum within the 
same disease.

• IL-12B is the most prominent genetic 
factor for both diseases.

• TA tends to affect branches of 
the internal carotid artery, GCA 
has a tendency to affect branches 
of the external carotid artery.

• On TA, subclavian involvement 
tended to be asymmetric with a 
high frequency of left subclavian 
artery disease. While symmetric 
subclavian with concomitant 
axillary involvement was seen 
more frequently in GCA.

• TA is generally seen in young 
females from far eastern 
and Asian countries, GCA is 
generally seen in older patients, 
especially of Caucasian origin.

• On GCA we can find headache, 
jaw or tongue claudication, and 
scalp tenderness.

• On TA, levels of Th1 cytokines 
are easily suppressed, and 
Th17 cytokines are resistant. 
In patients with GCA Th1 is 
relatively resistant and Th17 is 
rapidly suppressed.

Tuberculosis (TB) [2, 3] • Granulomatous lesions.

• Positive tuberculin skin test, on 
approximately 90% of children with 
TA has been observed, and about 
20% of patients with TA have active 
tuberculosis.

• TA is associated more often with 
vascular stenosis, whereas tuber-
culosis is more often associated 
with erosion of the vessel wall and 
aneurysm development. Also, TB 
particularly affects the descend-
ing thoracic and abdominal aorta.

Table 4. 
Similarities and differences of some differential diagnosis in comparison with Takayasu arteritis.
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2.6.1 Corticosteroids

First-line treatment. Children with corticosteroid resistance should receive 
high-dose corticosteroids combined with another immunosuppressant agent, usually 
methotrexate, in order to avoid irreversible vessel damage [11].

2.6.2 Immunosuppressant drugs

Can be used in children as first or second-line agents. Has been shown to be safe 
and effective as a second agent to achieve sustained remission, decrease steroid dose 
and improve vascular lesions. This drug include methotrexate, cyclophosphamide, 
azathioprine, and mycophenolate mofetil [11].

2.6.3 Biological agents

More than one-half (54%) of the patients required treatment with biological 
agents. Antitumor necrosis factor agents (infliximab, etanercept, and adalim-
umab), and anti-IL-6 therapy (tocilizumab) have been used with variable  
effectiveness [11].

Some evidence from the case series suggests that infliximab may be effective in the 
management of refractory Takayasu arteritis, but has been shown to be effective in 
inducing and maintaining remission [7, 11].

Due to the fact that in various studies there are theories about the importance of 
IL-6 in the pathogenesis of this condition, such as the increase in IL-6 expression, 
blockade with tocilizumab has been shown to be effective in children [7].

Due to the role of Th1 and Th17 cells in the pathogenesis of the disease, there are 
some published cases with the use of ustekinumab (anti-IL-12/23) [7].

2.7 Prognosis in adults and children

A few studies conclude that the time lapsed from the onset of symptoms to 
diagnosis of the disease in a period between 2 and 11 years. The development of new 
drugs and the advances in surgical technology have been an important contribution 
to the control of disease activity but in spite of these developments, the management 
of childhood TA remains a challenge as diagnosis and treatment, late diagnosis and 
progressive disease course resistant to treatment may also cause poor prognosis. 
Some authors say that the worst prognosis is where patients had systemic and 
vascular inflammation, vascular lesions, major complications (such as retinopathy, 
renovascular hypertension, aortic regurgitation, and aortic aneurysm), and progres-
sive course. Also, children under 5 years of age at the onset of the disease have a poor 
prognosis [2, 7, 11].

TA is associated with significant morbidity and mortality in young patients. 
Mortality rates vary according to several factors: geographical location, severity and 
extension of the lesions, treatment strategies, time of follow-up, and whether early 
or late series are described. Some publications show mortality rates ranging from 16 
to 40%, but other ones rate mortality from 3% in the United States of America. Some 
common causes of death in TA include acute myocardial infarction, congestive heart 
failure, cerebrovascular accident, renal failure, hemorrhage, lung infection, postop-
erative complications, and aneurysm rupture [2, 11, 12, 15].
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3. Conclusions

Takayasu arteritis continues to be a diagnostic challenge, mostly on the first-line 
of care, because other pathologies show similar clinical and laboratory findings and 
there is not a golden standard to diagnose it. In addition, the signs and symptoms are 
not usually the same in all patients, and it could even be an underdiagnosed disease.

On the other hand, treatment options for TA is an area in which progress has been 
shown in recent years. However, these options are not yet considered to be accessible 
to all patients.

This disease still has a field of study in terms of its pathophysiology, diagnosis, and 
treatment.
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Chapter 14

Pulmonary Hypertension
Massimiliano Mulè, Giulia Passaniti and Daniela Giannazzo

Abstract

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a complex and multifactorial syndrome, partly
unknown, characterized by a profound alteration of pulmonary vasculature and,
consequentially, a rise in the pulmonary vascular load, leading to hypertrophy and
remodeling of the right heart chambers. The World Health Organization assembles
the several forms of PH into five clinical groups: group 1 includes pulmonary arterial
hypertension, previously defined as idiopathic forms, group 2 is PH due to left-sided
heart diseases, group 3 PH due to lung diseases, hypoxia, or both, group 4 due to
pulmonary-artery obstruction, and group 5 PH, which includes forms with multifac-
torial or unclear mechanisms. In this chapter, we would like to delineate the clinical
and hemodynamic definitions of PH and, for each group, we will describe the patho-
physiological mechanisms, the diagnostic pathway, and the pharmacological approach
and treatment. Finally, we would also like to focus on the latest trials and future
therapeutic perspectives for this disease.

Keywords: pulmonary hypertension, pulmonary arterial hypertension, right heart
failure, right heart catheterization, pulmonary circulation

1. Introduction

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a complex and multifactorial syndrome, partly
unknown, characterized by a profound alteration of pulmonary vasculature and,
consequentially, a rise in the pulmonary vascular load, leading to hypertrophy and
remodeling of the right heart chambers.

1.1 Basic principles of pulmonary circulation

Pulmonary circulation, includes a vast network of arteries, veins, and lymphatic
vessels and is unique, both in function and volume: it is a low-pressure, low-resistance,
highly distensible system, and it is capable of accommodating large increases in blood
flow with none or minimal elevations of its pressure. During embryonic life, the pul-
monary circulation is a low-flow and high-resistance circuit. After birth, once the baby
takes his first breath, the high resistance in the lungs drops dramatically: from now on,
blood can enter lungs for oxygenation. Oxygen relaxes the pulmonary vessels and
causes closure of the fetal shunts: at this precise moment, the baby’s blood flow is
identical to that of an adult [1]. Therefore, this vasculature dilates, in order to take in
the entire cardiac output (CO), with high blood flow at low intravascular pulmonary
arterial pressure (PAP). Anatomically, pulmonary arteries have thinner walls with less
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smooth muscle and lack of basal tone: this happens because of the elevated production
of endogenous vasodilators and low production of vasoconstrictors from the endothe-
lium of the pulmonary vessel walls. These mechanisms result in the maintenance of a
normal pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) [2]. Pulmonary circulation differs func-
tionally from the systemic one because it carries mixed venous blood. Deoxygenated
blood is channeled through the pulmonary artery directly in the alveolar/capillary units
where gas exchange occurs and blood releases carbon dioxide and is replenished with
oxygen. Then, oxygenated blood is carried back to the left atrium by the pulmonary
veins, in order to be distributed to the systemic circulation.

1.2 Physiological bases of hemodynamic classification

In order to better understand the hemodynamic classification of PH, we should
recall Poiseuille’s law, one of the most important laws of fluid dynamics (1):

Q ¼ P1 � P2ð Þ � πr4=8μl (1)

Where Q is flow (l/min) and then Cardiac Output (CO), if we apply the equation
to the pulmonary circulation; P1 is mean pulmonary arterial pressure (mPAP), the
pressure at the beginning of the pulmonary circulation, P2 is the pulmonary artery
wedge pressure (PAWP) equivalent to the left atrial pressure, the pressure at the end
point of the pulmonary circulation, when measured at right heart catheterization
in the absence of pulmonary vein stenosis. 8μl/πr4 is a measure of the pulmonary
vasculature resistance (PVR).

According to Poiseuille’s law, pulmonary vasculature resistance (PVR) is inversely
related to the fourth power of arterial radius: in this equation, l represents the length
of the vessel, r its radius, and μ the viscosity of the fluid, in our case, blood. PVR is
used to characterize PH because this parameter allows us to quantify abnormalities of
the pulmonary vasculature, as it is mainly related to the anatomical geometry of small
distal arterioles of the lung. PVR can also be expressed as (2):

PVR ¼ mPAP–PAWPð Þ=CO (2)

Therefore, PVR reflects the functional status of pulmonary vascular endothelium/
smooth muscle cell coupled system, and it is also positively related to blood viscosity.
Additionally, PVR may be influenced by changes in perivascular alveolar and pleural
pressure. According to Poiseuille’s law mPAP depends on cardiac output, left atrial
pressure, and PVR (3)

mPAP ¼ CO� PVRð Þ þ PAWP (3)

whereas pressure does not depend on the size of the body, and PAP from different
patients can be evaluated without considerable differences in their body size [3, 4].
PAWP is an acceptable estimate of left atrial pressure (LAP) or left ventricular end-
diastolic pressure (LVEDP) in the absence of mitral stenosis or pulmonary vein ste-
nosis. Furthermore, PAWP and LVEDP are usually considered to be interchangeable,
even if some pathological scenarios, such as atrial fibrillation, rheumatic disease, or
large diameter of the left atrium are associated with a PAWP higher than LVEDP.
PAWP and LVEDP measurements should be obtained at the end of the expiratory
phase and the end of the diastolic phase, QRS gated [4].
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2. Haemodynamic classification of PH

According to the European Society of Cardiology 2015 guidelines, PH is defined as
an increase in mean pulmonary arterial pressure (mPAP) ≥25 mmHg at rest as
assessed by right heart catheterization (RHC). Available data have shown that the
normal mPAP at rest is 14 � 3 mmHg with an upper limit of normal of approximately
20 mmHg [5]. This definition was updated at the sixth world symposium of PH, held
in 2018 in Nice: the mPAP threshold was lowered from ≥25 to >20 mmHg [6].
Whatever the mPAP cut-off value considered for defining PH, it is important to
emphasize that this value used in isolation cannot characterize a clinical condition and
does not define the pathological process per se. According to Poiseuille’s law mPAP
depends on cardiac output, left atrial pressure, and PVR (4).

mPAP ¼ CO� PVRð Þ þ PAWP (4)

Then, mPAP elevation may have several different causes with different prognoses
and treatments, including high cardiac output syndromes (anemia, left�to�right
shunts, AV fistula, and thyrotoxicosis.) or diseases characterized by high PWAP (left
heart diseases) or high PVR because of pulmonary vascular disease [6]. Specifically,
precapillary pulmonary hypertension due to pulmonary vascular disease is hemody-
namically defined by a pulmonary artery wedge pressure (PAWP) ≤15 mmHg and an
elevation in PVR of at least three wood units (WU).

Precapillary hypertension contrasts with postcapillary PH in which the PVR is less
than 3 WU and the elevation in the mPAP is due to elevated filling pressures on the
left side of the heart (PAWP > 15 mmHg) [7].

Postcapillary PH is further subclassified on the basis of the PVR, into isolated
postcapillary PH (PAWP > 15 mm Hg and PVR < 3 WU) and combined pre- and
post-capillary PH (PAWP > 15 mm Hg and PVR ≥ 3 WU). (See Table 1).

3. Clinical classification of PH

Besides the haemodynamic classification, the clinical classification of PH is rele-
vant and very helpful to choose the appropriate therapeutic pathway and, consequen-
tially, estimate the prognosis of patients. Since the first world symposium of PH held

Definitions Characteristics

Pre-capillary PH mPAP > 20 mmHg

PAWP ≤ 15 mmHg

PVR ≥ 3 WU

Isolated post-capillary PH mPAP > 20 mmHg

PAWP > 15 mmHg

PVR < 3 WU

Combined pre- and post-capillary PH mPAP > 20 mmHg

PAWP > 15 mmHg

PVR ≥ 3 WU

Table 1.
Haemodynamic classification of PH.
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in 1973, the clinical classification has been reviewed many times: in fact, due to the
remarkable spread of PH in the last 40 years, new scientific pieces of evidence have
been discovered, leading to a necessary update in the classification. The actual clinical
classification was defined by the World Health Organization in 2018, during the Sixth
World Symposium in Nice and it includes five major groups, classified according to
similar clinical presentation, pathological findings, hemodynamic features, and
treatment approaches (see Table 2).

Specifically, each group includes:

• Group 1: Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH)

• Group 2: PH due to left-sided heart disease

• Group 3: PH due to lung disease, hypoxia, or both

• Group 4: PH due to pulmonary artery obstruction

• Group 5: PH with multifactorial or unclear mechanisms

Making a correct diagnosis of PH is very complex, challenging, and time-
demanding, and it can only be made in high expertise centers by a multidisciplinary
team of cardiologists, pneumologists, radiologists, and rheumatologists. Diagnostic
tools, include EKG, echocardiogram, blood tests analysis, pulmonary function test
with diffusing lung capacity test for carbon monoxide, high-resolution CT scan, lung
ventilation/perfusion scan, and right heart catheterization (RHC). RHC represents the
gold standard for the final diagnosis: while performing it, the expert specialist should
also complete the procedure, including a vasoreactivity test with short-acting selective
vasodilators agents, in order to predict if patients will respond to treatment. At this
point, after ruling out any other causes of increased mPAP, the diagnosis of PAH can
be made, as it is a diagnosis of exclusion.

We will now analyze the various groups of PH based on their prevalence.

3.1 PH associated with left heart diseases (group 2)

3.1.1 Epidemiology

Due to the prevalence of left heart diseases in the general population, group 2 PH
represents the most prevalent form of PH, responsible for 65% of PH cases [8].
Mostly, it is associated with heart failure (HF), but it can also be a complication in
patients with left-side heart valvular and congenital diseases. The exact prevalence of
PH is still not known because of variabilities in PH definitions with predominant
echo-based literature data and referral bias. It has been estimated that about 60% of
patients with heart failure with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF) have pulmonary
hypertension at presentation, while in patients with left ventricular diastolic dysfunc-
tion the prevalence of PH is 83% [8, 9].

3.1.2 Pathophysiology

The pathophysiology of this type of PH is multifactorial but mainly based on the
effect of the hydrostatic pressure on the pulmonary vasculature, resulting in its
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change and remodeling. Both types of cardiac heart failure (preserved and reduced
ejection fraction), other than valvular disease and congenital heart disease can lead to
a passive increase of pressure in the left atrium (LA), and consequently, a decrease in
its compliance. The LA has a key role in maintaining normal pulmonary pressure
because it constitutes the connection between pulmonary circulation and systemic
circulation, through the left ventricle [9]. Any increase in the LA pressure even mild
perturbates the pulmonary hemodynamics. According to the Poiseuille’s law, the
increase of pressure in the LA, the end point of the pulmonary circulation (P2), will
results in a proportional increase of the pressure at the beginning of the pulmonary
circulation (P1), to maintain the forward flow; therefore, the increase of LA pressure
will result in a proportional and passive increase of the mPAP. In addition, the
increased pressure transmitted back to the pulmonary vasculature promotes signifi-
cant changes in the structural anatomy. The raised backward pressure causes lung
capillary and small artery stress, as the barotrauma breaks the endothelial layer and
promotes fluid and protein swelling in the interstitium. Therefore, the intimal layer
undergoes fibrosis and the tunica media undergoes hypertrophy [10]. In this setting,
the endothelium plays a central role in the local control of tone through the regulated
release of nitric oxide (NO) and endothelin (ET): the dysregulation of pulmonary

1. Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) 3. PH due to lung diseases and/or hypoxia

1.1 Idiopathic PAH 3.1 Obstructive lung disease

1.2 Heritable PAH 3.2 Restrictive lung disease

1.3 Drug- and Toxin-induced PAH 3.3 Other lung disease with mixed restrictive/
obstructive pattern

1.4 PAH associated with 3.4 Hypoxia without lung disease

1.4.1 Connective Tissue Diseases 3.5 Developmental lung disorders

1.4.2 HIV infection

1.4.3 Portal Hypertension 4. PH due to pulmonary artery obstruction

1.4.4 Congenital Heart Disease 4.1 Chronic thromboembolic PH (CTEPH)

1.4.5 Schistosomiasis 4.2 Other pulmonary artery obstructions

1.5 PAH long-term responders to calcium channel
blockers

1.6 PAH with overt features of venous/capillaries (PVOD/
PCH) involvement

5. PH with unclear and/ or multifactioral
mechanisms

1.7 Persistent PH of the newborn syndrome 5.1 Hematological disorders

2. PH due to left heart diseases 5.2 Systemic and metabolic disorders

2.1 PH due to heart failure with reduced LVEF (HFrEF) 5.3 Others

2.2 PH due to heart failure with preserved LVEF (HFpEF) 5.4 Complex congenital heart diseases

2.3 Mitral and/or Aortic valve diseases

2.4 Congenital or acquired cardiovascular conditions
leading to post-capillary PH

Table 2.
Updated clinical classification of pulmonary hypertension, according to the 6th PH world symposium of 2018,
Nice, France.
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vascular tone involves alterations in these important counterbalancing systems, caus-
ing a decrease in the production of endogenous vasodilators NO and an increase in
vasoconstrictors ET [10, 11].

The transition from alveolar-capillary stress failure to remodeling is clinically
reflected by the rise of PVR in patients with long-standing post-capillary PH who
develop combined pre- and post-capillary PH.

3.1.3 Impact on prognosis and clinical picture

PH due to left heart disease results in severe symptoms and worse exercise
tolerance and exerts a negative impact on outcome with an evident poor prognosis.
These patients are usually elderly, with a high prevalence of cardiovascular
co-morbidities, such as obesity, hypertension, atrial fibrillation, diabetes, coronary
artery disease, kidney disease, and metabolic syndrome [12]. The patient usually pre-
sents with symptoms related to left heart diseases, such as fatigue, exertional dyspnea,
orthopnea, paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea, and peripheral edema. The medical history
can reveal a previous diagnosis of heart failure, systolic or diastolic, myocardial
infarction, systemic arterial hypertension, or valvular disease (frequently mitral
regurgitation). Findings of physical examination, include left-sided gallops, left-sided
murmurs (particularly mitral), a displaced or sustained apical impulse, and pulmo-
nary crackles in cases of pulmonary congestion. PH may be a cause of morbidity and
mortality in patients with chronic heart failure; death and hospitalization for heart
failure are greatly increased in patients with echocardiographic evidence of PH [13].
Apparently, PH has a major impact on right ventricle function, and this is a strong
predictor of overall and event-free survival in chronic heart failure patients [14].

3.1.4 Therapy

After the diagnosis is made, the primary need is to start a therapy that has to focus
on the global management and improvement of the underlying conditions, before
treating the PH; lowering filling pressures in left-heart cavities is the goal of treatment
in many forms of group 2 PH.

This can include percutaneous repair or surgery of the valvular heart disease and
optimal pharmacological therapy for HF with reduced systolic function [15]. Other
cardiovascular risk factors, such as hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes, and obesity
should be maintained under strict control. In the past years, many trials have been
conducted in order to evaluate specific PAH therapies in treating group 2 PH patients:
these studies were based on the idea that PH is due to a misbalance between the
production of NO and ET. So, it has been supposed that ET receptor antagonists,
prostanoids, and phosphodiesterase-5 inhibitors (PDE5-i) can play a role in slowing
down the progression of the disease. Several trials were completed using prostanoids
and ET receptor antagonists, but none of them have demonstrated the superiority of
these treatments in terms of decrease in disease progression or increase in overall
survival [16].

3.2 Pulmonary hypertension associated with lung diseases

PH associated with hypoxia and lung diseases is the second most common form of
PH worldwide. It is associated with various lung diseases, such as chronic obstructive
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pulmonary disease (COPD), interstitial lung disease (ILD), obstructive sleep apnea
(OSA), and, less frequently, cystic fibrosis [17] and high altitude exposure [18].

PH has a different prevalence in each of the cited lung diseases. Numerous studies
in patients with Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) stage
IV revealed that up to 90% of these patients have a mPAP >20 mm Hg [19]. The
prevalence of PH in patients with ILD varies greatly according to the underlying
disease and the severity of the disease: in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF), mPAP
values >20 mmHg was reported 8–15% of patients. Higher percentages, ranging from
30% to 50%, are found in advanced and end-stage (>60%) IPF cases [20].

3.2.1 Pathophysiology and differences of PH associated with COPD and ILD

The pathogenesis of the vascular remodeling correlated to COPD has not been fully
clarified but appears to be caused by the mutual effects of hypoxia, pulmonary
dysfunction with air trapping, and the toxic effects of smoking, leading to inflamma-
tion, endothelial dysfunction, and angiogenesis [21]. Hypoxia has both a direct and an
indirect effect on pulmonary circulation remodeling: directly, it closes potassium
channels of the smooth muscle cells, causing their contraction; indirectly, it acts on
the genesis and the production of inducible transcription factors, such as hypoxia-
inducible factor-1 (HIF-1), angiotensin II, and more growth factors that have a role in
vasoconstriction, vascular remodeling, and neo-angiogenesis [22]. PH in ILD has a
different pathogenesis: according to the latest scientific evidence, a recurring stress
injury leads to impairment of epithelial cells and basement membranes, and this is
consequently followed by exudation of fibrin and focal fibroblast activation and
growth, resulting in fibrotic remodeling of lung parenchyma and pulmonary vessels.
Specifically, all layers of the muscular pulmonary arteries show concentric and eccen-
tric remodeling. Widespread hyperplasia is present in the intimal layer, media, and
adventitia layers are thicker due to hypertrophy and/or hyperplasia of smooth muscle
cells and fibroblasts, respectively [23]. Non-muscularized pulmonary arteries demon-
strate neo-muscularization of the media and luminal narrowing. In response to these
changes, capillary density increases in normal, non-fibrotic areas of the lungs, while in
the fibrotic area of the lungs, there is vascular regression [24].

An interesting concept has been presented by Mura et al.: they were one of the first
groups to compare gene expression with microarray in the lungs of patients with IPF.
In this innovative study, the writers defined particular gene signatures that differen-
tiate IPF patients with and without PH. The authors found that IPF patients without
PH predominantly had a pro-inflammatory gene expression, while IPF patients with
severe PH (mPAP > 40 mmHg) had a pro-proliferative gene signature expression.
This study establishes a strong molecular difference between these two groups of
patients, supporting the hypothesis of specific pathway activation during PH devel-
opment in IPF patients [25]. Finally, with increasing evidence on certain molecular
mechanisms driving PH development in IPF patients, the paradigm is slowly changing
from a “passive state”, where PH development was only due to hypoxic vasoconstric-
tion and loss of vascular bed density, to an “active process” where particular molecu-
lar and cellular pathways are involved [24].

PH can also be due to chronic up-regulation of hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstric-
tion, caused by long-term exposure to high altitudes. This particular type of PH affects
people residing at an altitude of 2500 meters or higher. The hypoxic stimulus leads to
pulmonary vasoconstriction and, consequently, a rise in vascular resistance, in order
to decrease perfusion of non-ventilated lung areas and increase blood flow to
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better-oxygenated areas. Scientific data suggests that genetics plays a role in PH
predisposition, but the mechanisms are not clearly understood [18].

3.2.2 Impact on prognosis and clinical picture

PH is a poor prognostic indicator of chronic lung disease. Comparing the 5-year
survival rate in patients with COPD, the survival is 36% in patients with PH, com-
pared to the 62% in patients without PH [19]. Patients can present with a variety of
symptoms, including shortness of breath, fatigue, cough, reduced exercise capacity,
and syncope. Physical examination shows a louder second heart sound with a fixed or
paradoxical splitting. Also, a systolic ejection murmur, increased by inspiration, may
be heard over the left sternal border. Severe PH eventually leads to right ventricular
failure with signs of systemic venous hypertension: this clinical condition was known
as core pulmonale. The signs of right ventricular failure, include a high-pitched sys-
tolic murmur of tricuspid regurgitation, hepatomegaly, a pulsatile liver, ascites, and
peripheral edema.

3.2.3 Therapy

Given the morbidity and mortality associated with PH in pulmonary diseases,
there has been great interest in the treatment of these patients with pulmonary
vasodilator therapy.

However, nowadays there are still no approved therapies for group 3 PH. In the
last few years, many trials have been carried out, in order to examine and analyze if
drugs approved for other forms of PH can play a role in the therapeutic pathway of
these patients, with conflicting results. In addition to the lack of positive results in
terms of prognosis, concerns have been raised about the potentially negative effect of
pulmonary vasodilator therapy in worsening hypoxemia due to uncoupling of the
ventilation/perfusion (V/Q) ratio in lung diseases. A few studies showed positive
effects of pulmonary vasodilators, in the absence of worsening hypoxemia. For exam-
ple, the SPHERIC-1 (Sildenafil and Pulmonary HypERtension In COPD), explored if
Sildenafil can lower PVR and improve the quality of life of group 3 patients. After
16 weeks, the results were that sildenafil safely improved PVR, CO, and symptoms
(evaluated with BODE score), in selected patients with COPD-associated severe PH
[26]. In patients with ILD, several trials with pulmonary vasodilators have shown
detrimental effects of these drugs in terms of symptoms and survival (i.e.,
Ambrisentan or Riociguat). Positive results have been shown in a randomized con-
trolled trial involving 326 ILD-PH patients, randomized to inhaled treprostinil or
placebo: in the inhaled treprostinil group, there was an improvement in exercise
capacity, assessed with 6-min walking test [27]. However, more data from larger trials
are needed to approve this therapy for COPD- or ILD- PH patients. Currently, therapy
for group 3 PH is primarily directed at the treatment of the underlying disease, with
general supportive therapy when right ventricular failure develops.

3.3 Pulmonary arterial hypertension

3.3.1 Epidemiology

Group 1 PH (or PAH) is a rare, highly complex, and progressive disorder that is
incurable and ultimately can lead to premature death. PAH causes noteworthy
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physical, social, work, and emotional burdens among affected patients and their
caregivers.

PAH affects from 15 to 50 people per million within the United States and Europe,
and it usually affects women between 30 and 60 years of age [28]. However, it can
occur in males and is often associated with worse clinical outcomes. The National
Institutes of Health (NIH) was an important registry that collected PAH data between
1981 and 1985: it included 187 individuals, mostly Caucasian females, having idio-
pathic PAH. PAH-specific therapies were not available at that time, and registry
participants had a median survival of 2.8 years (1 year, 68%; 3 years, 48%; and 5 years,
34%) [29]. Another milestone registry is the Registry to Evaluate Early and Long-
Term PAH Disease Management (REVEAL), performed between 2006 and 2009 in
the USA: results of this registry showed a 1-year survival rate of 91% among 2716
individuals who were enrolled. A supplementary analysis assessing long-term survival
established survival rates of 85% at 3 years, 68% at 5 years, and 49% at 7 years from
the time of diagnosis. The increases in survival rates were ascribed to several reasons,
including availability of specific drugs, improved patient support, and hypothetically,
a change in the PAH population cohort [30].

3.3.2 Pathophysiology

Group 1 PH includes many subgroups, such as idiopathic, heritable, drug, and
toxin-induced, and PH associated with other diseases such as connective tissue dis-
eases, HIV infection, portal hypertension, congenital heart disease, and schistosomia-
sis. However, regardless of the primary conditions, patients show similar
pathophysiological pathways, such as augmented pulmonary arterioles contractility,
endothelial dysfunction, proliferation of smooth muscle cells, and the presence of in
situ thrombi [31]. These lead to an increase in PVR, an increase in mPAP, and,
consequently, a raise in right heart afterload. Although the right ventricle initially
compensates for this augmented afterload through adaptive hypertrophy and
remodeling, this process is not entirely benign and cannot be continued as overload is
persistent over time; ultimately, the right ventricle dilates and fails. The ability of the
right ventricle to adapt to this afterload is the key element in developing symptoms
and determining survival, and eventually, it is the failure of the right ventricle that is
the main cause of death in patients with PAH (Figure 1). Nowadays, three main
pathways are recognized to underline these changes: nitric oxide (NO), endothelin-1
(ET1), and Prostacyclin (PGI2). As previously explained, NO is a potent pulmonary
vasodilator and it also inhibits platelet aggregation. It is produced by the NO synthe-
tase enzyme, by converting L-arginine into L-citrulline. In PAH, there is a notable
decrease in the production of NO and this causes vasoconstriction, proliferation of
smooth muscle cells, inflammation, and finally thrombosis, due to the lack of plate-
lets’ anti-aggregation properties. ET1 is a peptide produced by endothelial cells; it is a
potent vasoconstrictor that stimulates smooth muscle cell division and proliferation.
Its levels rise in the pulmonary and systemic circulation of PAH patients and its value
negatively correlates with patients’ survival [32]. PGI2 is a lipid mediator produced
from arachidonic acid in the endothelium: its actions are similar to the NO ones,
including reducing smooth muscle cell proliferation, promoting vasodilatation, and
inhibiting platelets’ aggregation. PGI2 is antagonized by thromboxane A2 (TXA2),
which counteracts its effects. In normal conditions, the quantities of these two pep-
tides are in balance; instead, in PAH patients, there is an imbalance between the
increased production of TXA2 and the lacking of PGI2. This causes platelet
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aggregation, proliferation of smooth muscle cells, vasoconstriction, and an increase in
PVR. Moreover, patients with PAH have reduced production of prostacyclin as well as
reduced expression of prostacyclin receptor and prostacyclin synthase [33].

3.3.3 Clinical picture and prognostic factors of PAH

In the pre-symptomatic stage of PAH, increases in PVR and resting mPAP do not
influence resting cardiac function, such as CO. By the time a patient presents with
symptoms, even with “early” symptoms, (WHO functional class II) PVR is already
significantly above normal, suggesting advanced pulmonary vascular remodeling.
Many clinical symptoms or signs, such as peripheral edema and the onset of angina,
can mark the moment in which the right ventricle function deteriorates. In particular,
patients who begin to experience syncope or who experience an increase in the
frequency of syncopal episodes have poor prognoses and require immediate attention:
syncope has been proved to be an independent risk of poor survival [34]. Less com-
mon symptoms, include cough, hemoptysis, and hoarseness.

Patients must be assessed by:

• WHO functional class (FC) describes patients’ symptoms relating to their
everyday activities and life. WHO-FC is a strong predictor of survival. Patients in
WHO-FC I have no limitation of physical activity; WHO-FC II is characterized
by minor limitation in physical activity; WHO-FC III is characterized by a
manifest limitation of physical activity with no discomfort at rest; finally,

Figure 1.
Pathophysiology of right ventricular failure in PAH. Pulmonary vascular remodeling, the hallmark of PAH, leads
to increase RV afterload and RV wall tension. Initially, the right ventricle can cope with the increased RV
afterload. Homeometric adaptation consists of adaptive hypertrophy and an increase in contractility of the RV as a
response to the rise in RV afterload, with little or no dilatation, hence preserving cardiac output. However, in the
long term, prolonged excessive afterload to the RV, maladaptive RV hypertrophy and ECM changes, inflammation
and myocardial ischemia together lead to failure of the homeometric adaptation and consequently reduced RV
contractility. This increases RV filling pressures and volume (heterometric adaptation) and an attempt to
maintain stroke volume through the Starling principle. There is uncoupling of the RV from the pulmonary. RV
dilatation and uncoupling, together with a significant negative interaction between the RV and LV, lead to a
further increase in RV filling pressure and subsequent drop in cardiac output, precipitating a vicious cycle of events
that lead to heart failure, hypotension, and shock. RV: Right ventricle and ECM: Extracellular matrix.
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WHO-FC IV is characterized by an inability to perform any physical activity,
with evident signs of right ventricular failure.

• Exercise testing is measured with the 6-min walking test (6MWT) or with the
cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPET), a non-invasive method used to assess
the performance of heart and lungs at rest and during exercise. CPET offers
several benefits over 6MWT in assessing patients’ exercise capacity but requires
specific technical equipment and must be performed by highly trained medical
personnel.

• Biomarkers: the most used is brain natriuretic peptide (BNP). BNP precursor is
secreted by heart cells and it is then splitted in the active BNP and a N-terminal
fragment (NT-proBNP). Serum BNP/NT-proBNP levels have been exhibited to
reflect right ventricular dysfunction severity in PAH, correlating with mPAP, PVR,
and right ventricle mass, and inversely correlating with CO and ejection fraction [35].

• Echocardiography: many echocardiographic parameters can play a role in the
assessment of PAH. One of the most important is pericardial effusion, due to
decreased venous and lymphatic drainage from the myocardium [36]. Another
relevant parameter is TAPSE, a measure of the right ventricular systolic function:
a TAPSE<18 mm is associated with right ventricle systolic and diastolic
dysfunction. Both of these factors have a great link with the prognosis of patients.

• Right heart catheterization (RHC), the gold standard method for diagnosing
PAH: it should be performed at baseline and 3–4 months after the initiation of
therapy, in order to understand if the patient is responding to treatment. Even if
it is considered to be the gold standard, RHC has some disadvantages: it has to be
performed in high expertise center and it is an invasive procedure.

Many scores can help predict survival and assess patient’s risk, such as the REVEAL
2.0 risk score, which takes into consideration 12 variables, such as demographic,
comorbidities, NYHA class, vital signs, hospitalization, 6MWT, BNP, echocardio-
gram, RHC or the ESC/ESR score.

3.3.4 Treatment

PAH treatment is based on the severity of disease at diagnosis and on the evalua-
tion of how the individual will respond to treatment, using a multiparametric risk
stratification approach. Clinical, exercise, right ventricular function, and hemody-
namic parameters are combined to outline a low-, intermediate- or high-risk status,
according to the expected 1-year mortality. PAH remains a severe clinical condition,
despite the availability over the past 15 years of multiple drugs interfering with the
ET1, NO, and prostacyclin pathways (Figure 2). Therefore, the current progress
observed in the medical therapy of PAH is not related to the detection of new path-
ways, but the development of new strategies of combination therapy and escalation of
treatments based on clinical response.

The current treatment algorithm provides the most appropriate initial strategy,
including monotherapy, or double or triple combination therapy. Additionally, treat-
ment escalation is required in case low-risk status is not achieved in planned follow-up
assessments. Usually, treatment starts with general supportive therapies: these
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measurements, include oxygen supplementation, supervised physical exercise, respi-
ratory rehabilitation, diuretic therapy, and psychosocial support for the patient and
his family [37]. Moreover, the fundamental milestone of the treatment is the specific
therapy that address the three main specific pathways altered in PAH.

3.3.4.1 Drugs targeting the NO pathway

3.3.4.1.1 Sildenafil

It is a selective inhibitor of type 5 phosphodiesterase (5-PDEi), which specifically
degrades cyclic guanosine monophosphate and its level is increased in pulmonary
arteries. Normally, NO stimulates intracellular soluble guanylate cyclase resulting in
increased levels of cGMP, which then acts to mediate smooth muscle relaxation; in
PAH, there is a decrease in NO production from the endothelium. Therefore, sildenafil
inhibits 5-PDEi, preventing degradation of cGMP and prolonging its effects. The
SUPER-1 trial, a double-blind, and placebo-controlled trial demonstrated a significant
increase in the walked distance of the 6MWT, in the WHO functional class and the
hemodynamic parameters in the sildenafil group [38]. Thence, the SUPER-2 trial
assessed long-term safety and tolerability of sildenafil treatment: it proved that the
drug is generally well tolerated, and, after 3 years, the majority of patients (60%) who
entered the SUPER-1 trial improved or maintained their functional status, and 46%
maintained or improved 6MWT [39]. Common adverse effects of this therapy are
diarrhea, dyspepsia, and flushing.

Figure 2.
Biological pathways involved in the pathogenesis of PAH. Pre-pro-ET: Pre-pro-endothelin; pro-ET: Pro-
endothelin; ET > �1: Endothelin-1ETA/ETB: ET receptor subtypes A and B; ERA: Endothelin receptor agonist;
sGC: Soluble guanylate cyclase; sGCs: sGCs stimulator; PDE5: Phosphodiesterase type 5; PDE-5-i: PDE5
inhibitors; cGMP: Cyclic guanosine monophosphate (GMP); cAMP: Cyclic adenosine monophosphate; PGI2
analogues: Prostaglandin I2 analogues.
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3.3.4.1.2 Tadalafil

It is an alternative molecule and has a better pharmacokinetic profile than silden-
afil. In the PHIRST-1 trial, tadalafil demonstrated a significant improvement in
6MWT and hemodynamic parameters, such as mPAP and PVR [40]. Common
adverse effects of this therapy are myalgia, flushing, and headache.

3.3.4.1.3 Riociguat

It is a direct activator of guanylate-cyclase, which synthesizes NO. In the 12-week
PATENT-1 study, Riociguat was well tolerated and improved several clinically rele-
vant end-points in patients with PAH who had never received a treatment or had been
pretreated with endothelin-receptor antagonists or prostanoids. The PATENT-2 trial
assessed the long-term safety and efficacy of Riociguat, which resulted to be safe in
the long-term treatment of these patients [41].

3.3.4.2 Drugs targeting the ET1 pathway: endothelin receptor antagonist (ERA)

3.3.4.2.1 Bosentan

It is a dual acting ERA, binding to both the ETA and ETB receptors. Two subtypes
of ET1 receptor exist: endothelin receptor subtype A (ETA) is mainly found in smooth
muscle and also on fibroblasts, while ET 1 receptor subtype B (ETB) is expressed on
smooth muscle and endothelial cells. Endothelial ETB activation mediates clearance of
ET1 and vasodilatation by NO and prostacyclin release. Bosentan has been studied in
several clinical PAH trials, such as BREATHE-1, TRUST, and EARLY [42], with
generally positive results. One of the main problems with Bosentan is hepatotoxicity,
which initially presents as a raised levels of alanine aminotransferase and aspartate
aminotransferase.

3.3.4.2.2 Ambrisentan

It is an ERA that only blocks receptor ETA. It has been shown to increase exercise
capacity and hemodynamics with an acceptable side-effect profile. It has also proven
to be safely used in combination with other PAH-specific medications, especially with
5-PDEi. In the recent randomized trial ambition, it was proven that upfront dual
therapy of ambrisentan and tadalafil considerably decreases the risk of clinical failure
compared with monotherapy [43].

3.3.4.2.3 Macitentan

It is a dual ERA developed by adjusting the basic structure of bosentan, in order to
increase the efficacity and safety, and it is approved for the treatment of PAH.

In contrast with bosentan, macitentan also has a longer binding with the ET1
receptor and a better tissue penetration [44]. One of the most important trials on
Macitentan was the SERAPHIN trial, a multicenter, double-blind, randomized,
placebo-controlled, and event-driven phase 3 trial. This trial demonstrated a signifi-
cant reduction in morbidity and mortality in patients with PAH [45]. Common
adverse effect is anemia.
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3.3.4.3 Drugs targeting the prostacyclin pathway: prostacyclin analogues and prostacyclin
receptor agonist

3.3.4.3.1 Epoprostenol

It is a synthetic prostacyclin, approved by FDA in December 1995 for the treat-
ment of PAH. The pharmacological effects of epoprostenol are due to pulmonary and
systemic arterial vasodilation. The effects on platelet aggregation are directly opposite
to TXA2. Epoprostenol has been demonstrated to be one of the safest treatment pro-
tocols for PH. It is also one of the best treatments to reduce the mortality rate in
patients with idiopathic PAH [46]. Due to its short half-life (3–5 min), epoprostenol
must be administered intravenously via continuous infusion pomp and a permanent
tunneled catheter and, in order to maintain its safety-efficacy profile dose-dependent
adjustments are necessary. Major adverse events are headaches, nausea/vomiting,
flushing, myalgias, jaw pain, diarrhea, and upper respiratory tract infections.

3.3.4.3.2 Treprostinil

Treprostinil is an analog of Epoprostenol and can be administered by subcutaneous
injection, intravenous infusion, or inhalation.

The several methods of administration, an extended half-life, and its stability at
room temperature give treprostinil a pro over Epoprostenol, Iloprost, and Selexipag,
the three other FDA-approved drugs targeting the prostacyclin pathway. Moreover, in
clinical trials, treprostinil enhanced exercise capacity measured with 6MWT, quality
of life, WHO functional class, and the clinical status of patients [47].

Usual adverse effects are dizziness, nausea, pain in the jaw and extremities, diar-
rhea, flushing, and headache.

3.3.4.3.3 Iloprost

It is a stable prostacyclin analog, available as an inhalant and intravenous prepara-
tion for PAH. The principal limitation of this inhaled formulation is the need for daily
recurring iloprost inhalations, ranging from 6 to 9, and this can decrease patients’
compliance with pharmacological treatment.

3.3.4.3.4 Selexipag

It is an oral, non-prostacyclin, and IP receptor agonist, approved by FDA in
December 2015. Its molecule is very stable and has a long half-life: its effects are
vasodilation of the pulmonary circulation, inhibition of platelet aggregation, and anti-
inflammatory effects. In the GRIPHON study, a phase 3 multicenter, randomized,
double-blind, and placebo-controlled trial. 1156 patients with PAH were randomly
assigned to receive either placebo or Selexipag. It resulted that among patients with
PAH, the risk of the primary composite end point of death or complication related to
PAH was significantly lower with Selexipag than with placebo. Instead, there was no
significant difference in mortality between the two study groups [48]. Therefore,
selexipag is indicated for use in patients with World Health Organization functional
class (FC) II or III diseases. Common adverse effects are headache, diarrhea, and
nausea.
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Treatment is started with an oral combination therapy of two different types of
drugs; then, patients are evaluated after 3–6 months. If patients are at high risk, triple
therapy can be considered, adding parenteral prostanoids.

3.4 Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension

Chronic thromboembolic PH (CTEPH) is a specific subtype of PH, included within
Group 4. It is characterized by partial obstruction or total occlusion of subsegmental,
segmental, or larger pulmonary arteries by post-embolic fibrotic material. CTEPH
incidence is uncertain due to difficulties in diagnosing this disease and lack of specific
symptoms: incidence is estimated to be 4 cases per million [49]. Incidence after acute
pulmonary embolism is estimated to vary between 0.4% and 9.1% [50]. The patho-
physiology is peculiar: CTEPH is the result of partial and incomplete resolution of
embolic clots after acute pulmonary embolism, because of impaired fibrinolysis.

The residual intraluminal thrombi phenomena of inflammation, fibrosis, and
organization lead to development of typical CTEPH lesions characterized by yellow
clots highly adherent to the pulmonary vascular wall, containing collagen, elastin, and
inflammatory cells (in contrast to fresh and red clots of acute pulmonary embolism,
mainly consisting of erythrocytes and platelets in a fibrin mesh). In addition, vascular
remodeling characterized by intimal fibrosis and fibromuscular proliferation, similar
to idiopathic PAH, has been described in small vessels distal to unoccluded arteries.
The pathogenesis of this micro vasculopathy is not clear: it has been proposed that
pulmonary blood flow redistribution from occluded vessels to non-obstructed areas
leads in the long term to local high-flow pressure and shear stress promoting endo-
thelial dysfunction [51].

Vascular remodeling resulting from incomplete clot resolution and microvas-
culopathy leads to increased pulmonary vascular resistance and right ventricular
failure. Patients affected by CTEPH can display many and non-specific symptoms,
such as shortness of breath on exertion in the early stages and at rest in advanced
stages, chest pain, and increased fatigue.

Early diagnosis remains a challenge and it affects prognosis and survival rate.
The gold standard for diagnosis is RHC, which displays mPAP >20 mmHg, but it

has to be associated with ventilation/perfusion (V/Q) scintigraphy that shows at least
one large perfusion defect in one segment or two subsegments. CT scan has also
shown an excellent diagnostic efficacy, and it is usually included in the diagnostic
pathway of CTEPH. A correct and early diagnosis is of fundamental importance, as
CTEPH is the only PH subtype suitable for a surgical treatment and potentially
curable.

Treatment of choice is pulmonary endarterectomy (PEA): within the use of
circulatory arrest and hypothermia, it implicates the removal of organized tissue
from pulmonary vessels. The milestone of the surgical treatment is to define the
operability of patient: this is based on age, comorbidities (diabetes mellitus, lung
diseases, hypertension, asthma, and coronary heart disease) and anatomical reasons
(inaccessible or distal thrombi). Although, the progress in diagnostic pathways and
the accumulation of surgical experience have contributed to the latest surgical
development, redefining the distal limits of PEA. Therefore, in expert centers, surgery
can be performed successfully in patients with thromboembolism of the distal vessels.
Balloon pulmonary angioplasty (BPA) is an emerging interventional treatment and
has been included in the treatment algorithm of CTEPH: it is reserved for patients that
cannot undergo surgical treatment with PEA due to distal thrombi or continuous
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symptoms after surgery. It involves the insertion of a balloon catheter into pulmonary
vessels to dilate pulmonary stenosis in order to improve hemodynamics parameters,
clinical symptoms, exercise capacity, and RH compliance, with a low rate of compli-
cations [52]. Complications can occur during the procedure (vascular injury, wire
perforation, vascular dissection, balloon over dilatation, and others) or after the
procedure, and include lung injury, contrast-induced kidney injury, and peripheral
access site problems.

Likely between 20% and 40% of patients cannot undergo either of these
treatments or show residual PH after interventional therapy and are amenable to
medical therapy. This includes diuretics, oxygen therapy, and lifelong anticoagulation.
Anticoagulation therapy can be done with either warfarin or direct oral anticoagu-
lants: the choice is up to the doctor, who evaluates bleeding risk, renal impairment,
and decides which therapy suits better for the patient.

Riociguat has been approved for the treatment of CTEPH, it determines vasodila-
tation and has anti-fibrotic, anti-proliferative, and anti-inflammatory activity.

Other specific drugs are currently tested with positive results in these patients,
such as Macitentan and Treprostinil [53].

4. A look to the future

PH is a complex and multifactorial disease, triggered and sustained by many
pathological alterations. The three main modified pathways in PAH (NO, ET1, and
PGI2) have been uncovered and targeted with appropriate pharmacological therapy,
leading to an improvement in symptoms, quality of life, and survival of these
patients.

In the next few years, scientists will focus their attention on researching new
molecular targets that can have a role in the pathogenesis of the disease. For example,
there is a trial ongoing on Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK), which is involved in
many cellular functions, such as smooth muscle cell contraction, cell migration, and
others. It also has been demonstrated to play a role in the pathogenesis of PH. So,
scientists are developing ROCK’s inhibitors [54]. Another target is apelin, an endoge-
nous vasodilator, which levels are decreased in PAH. Therefore, apelin infusion is
being considered and trials are still ongoing [55].

Other drugs target inflammation and immunity: Ubenimex has been tested in a
clinical trial but reported no improvement of symptoms and exercise capacity, tested
with 6MWT [56].

Additionally, cytokines like IL-6 are overexpressed in PH, so drugs that function as
inhibitors of this cytokine can play a role in future pharmacological treatment and are
still going through appropriate development and testing [57].

Also, therapy targeting BMPR2 pathway has been considered: it has been shown
that there is a decreased expression of this gene in heritable PAH and 20% of idio-
pathic PAH [58].

Moreover, there is evidence that PAH patients usually have low levels of iron.
Actual guidelines suggest that iron supplementations should be considered. Kramer
et al., assessed with a long-term study the use of ferric carboximaltose in PAH patients
with iron deficiency: iron supplementation has demonstrated an improvement in
clinical status, exercise capacity, and a decrease in hospitalization rate [59]. This
resulted in an increase in 6MWT distance and a better WHO-FC and, consequently, a
decreased risk calculated by ESC/ESR risk score.
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Chapter 15

Stress-Induced Cardiomyopathy
Jake J. Wen and Ravi S. Radhakrishnan

Abstract

The irreversible termination of individual life activities and metabolism means 
all fatal problems ultimately terminate the heart function. It’s very important 
to protect the patient’s life if we have treatment to maintain heart function and 
care about patients’ heart response. It is known that many diseases induced heart 
dysfunction including Chagas disease, burn injury, smoking and other bad stresses. 
Chronic stress causes these physical symptoms and emotional symptoms. Due to 
the awareness created by the media and internet, patients are generally aware that 
they should seek help immediately for chest pain. Therefore, attention and studies 
on stress-induced heart dysfunction would help uncover the pathophysiological 
mechanisms of cardiac response to non-heart diseases and provide an insight of 
heart-protection drugs. At the same time, physicians should be aware of this new 
condition and how to diagnose and treat it, even though the causal mechanisms are 
not yet fully understood. This special chapter will discuss on the cardiac response 
to the stresses especially on our associated research in recent decades such as 
Trypanosoma cruzi (T. cruzi)-induced cardiomyopathy and burn injury–induced 
cardiomyopathy, and on some very popular stresses such as behavior, motion, 
mental, and smoking.

Keywords: stress, cardiomyopathy, emotional symptom, physical symptom, 
Trypanosoma cruzi, burn injury, Tobacco and E-cigarettes

1. Introduction

Stress-induced cardiomyopathy is caused by intense emotional or physical 
stress leading to rapid and severe reversible cardiac dysfunction. This condition 
can occur following a variety of emotional stressors such as grief, fear, extreme 
anger, and surprise. On the other hand, many physical stressors (i.e., stroke, sei-
zure or acute asthma) can also trigger the condition. Suspicion of stress cardiomy-
opathy is based on clinical symptoms, abnormal electrocardiogram (ECG), mildly 
elevated serum cardiac troponin, significantly elevated serum natriuretic peptide 
levels (BNP or NT-proBNP), and noninvasive cardiovascular imaging. Stress-
induced cardiomyopathy symptoms following severe stress are often indistinguish-
able from a heart attack and may include: (1) chest pain, dyspnea, or both during 
stress period (often sudden and intense) [1]; (2) shortness of breath, (3) rapid or 
irregular heartbeat, (4) sweating and (5) dizziness [2]. The exact pathophysiology 
of stress-induced cardiomyopathy remains elusive, and several mechanisms may 
be involved (Figure 1).
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Considering the causes of stress-induced cardiomyopathy, the exact cause of 
stress-induced cardiomyopathy is unclear. In patients without coronary heart dis-
ease, emotional stress can lead to severe, reversible left ventricular dysfunction. 
Although the mechanism of stress-induced cardiomyopathy is unclear, excessive 
sympathetic stimulation may be central to its etiology, perhaps involving excess 
catecholamines (Figure 1), but the link between the two is unclear. One possibility 
is ischemia due to epicardial coronary spasm; additionally increased sympathetic 
tone can lead to vasoconstriction in patients without coronary artery disease 
[3]. Other studies have demonstrated that these patients have reduced coronary 
flow reserve and regional deficits in cardiac imaging [4]. Another possible 
mechanism for catecholamine-mediated myocardial stunning is direct muscle 
cell damage, as the density of adrenergic receptors in the apex is higher than in 
other areas of the myocardium [1]. Elevated levels of catecholamines lead to a 
concentration-dependent decrease in muscle cell viability, which can be explained 

Figure 1. 
Schematic diagram of the pathological mechanism of stresses-induced cardiac dysfunction. β-AR, estrogen 
receptor beta; ROS/RNS, reactive oxygen/nitrogen species; MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinase; Akt, 
protein kinase B; mTOR, mammalian target of rapamycin; SERCA2, sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase 
2; RyR, ryanodine receptor; Nrf2, nuclear factor erythroid-derived 2-like 2; ATP, adenosine triphosphate; 
PDE5A, phosphodiesterase 5A; SIRT1, Sirtuin 1; PGC1-alpha, peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma 
coactivator 1-alpha; OKG, cGMP-dependent protein kinase or protein kinase G.
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by the marked release of creatine kinase in cells and the decreased viability due to 
calcium overload mediated by circulating AMPs [5]. Animal models suggest that 
catecholamines are a potential source of free radicals, which in turn may contrib-
ute to cardiomyopathy by promoting lipid peroxidation, increasing membrane 
permeability and muscle cell damage (Figure 1) [6]. Myocyte dysfunction may be 
caused by increased trans-sarcolemmal calcium influx and cellular calcium over-
load as free radicals interfere with the transport capacity of sodium and calcium 
transporters (Figure 1) [7]. Abnormal coronary blood flow has recently been 
reported in patients with stress-related myocardial dysfunction in the absence 
of obstructive disease [8]. Evidence that stress cardiomyopathy may be caused 
by neurogenic myocardial stunning also revealed a unique pattern of ventricular 
synergy with meta-iodobenzyl guanidine myocardial scintigraphy, suggesting the 
presence of cardiac sympathetic hyperactivity and maintaining coronary blood 
flow [9]. The distribution of primary cardiac injury did not correspond to the 
perfusion area of a single coronary artery. Plasma levels of catecholamines and 
stress-related neuropeptides are usually higher than the patient’s physiological 
levels. Unlike polymorphonuclear inflammation in stress cardiomyopathy infarcts, 
contractile band necrosis is a distinct form of stress-induced cardiomyocyte injury 
characterized by hypercontraction of sarcomeres, eosinophilic transverse bands, 
and interstitial mononucleitis, and endomyocardial biopsy shows contractile band 
necrosis in patients with this syndrome [1]. Research shows that contractile band 
necrosis is a type of cell death detected as early as 2 min after cell injury, result-
ing in the release of cardiac enzymes [10]. Excessive circulating catecholamines 
and focal myocarditis contractile bands were found in the circulatory system 
of pheochromocytoma, suggesting a circulating catecholamine dependence of 
focal myocarditis [11], subarachnoid hemorrhage [12, 13], eclampsia [13], and 
in persons who died from fatal asthma necrosis [14]. All together, these suggest 
that catecholamines may be the link between emotional stress and heart damage 
(Figure 1).

A surge of stress hormones may temporarily damage the heart, many studies have 
found. Triggers of stress cardiomyopathy due to stress hormones include: (1) financial 
stress; (2) surgical stress; (3) bereavement stress; (4) asthma attack stress; (5) chronic 
disease or diagnostic stress; (6) other. Risk factors for stress cardiomyopathy are also 
quite different from any physical discomfort, mainly including: (1) age: most cases 
occur in people over 50; (2) intense physical or emotional events: such as a loved one 
accidental death, medical diagnosis, sudden economic decline or unemployment, 
divorce, physical abuse, car accident, major surgery, natural disaster, or intense fear; 
(3) side effects of certain medications: some are used to treat severe allergic reactions, 
diabetic neurological problems, depression symptoms or hypothyroidism drugs, etc. 
may cause a surge in stress hormones, leading to stress cardiomyopathy; (4) gender: 
this condition affects women much more than men; (5) neurological disorders; (6) 
previous or current mental illness.

Stress-induced cardiomyopathy is diagnosed by looking for certain markers to 
distinguish it from other heart conditions. Possible tests should include: (1) blood 
tests: to check the levels of certain fats, cholesterol, sugars, and proteins in the blood; 
(2) chest X-ray: common imaging tests of the lungs, heart, and aorta; (3) coronary 
angiography: this the procedure is usually done in conjunction with cardiac catheter-
ization; (4) echocardiography: this test uses sound waves to take dynamic pictures 
of the heart’s chambers and valves; (5) electrocardiogram (ECG): this test measures 
the electrical activity of the heart and can help determine whether a part of the heart 
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is enlarged, overworked, or damaged; (6) Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI): uses 
large magnets, radio waves, and a computer to produce images of the heart and blood 
vessels.

2. Behavior-induced cardiomyopathy

Over the past decade, research on psychosocial risk factors for heart disease has 
made great strides [15]. According to epidemiological studies [16], behavioral risk 
factors for heart disease can be divided into five categories [17]: (1) physical health 
behaviors; (2) negative emotional and mental states; (3) chronic stress; (4) social 
isolation and lack of social support; and (5) lack of a sense of purpose.

2.1 Physical health behaviors

New research suggests that poor sleep quality and inappropriate rest and relax-
ation are also behavior-related risk factors for heart disease [18]. As far as sleep is 
concerned, recent meta-analyses have shown that both insomnia and long or short 
sleep duration are risk factors for heart disease [19]. Excessive sleep duration can be a 
potential marker of depression or medical comorbidities, while too short sleep dura-
tion can be caused by multiple factors, including sleep deprivation or sleep depriva-
tion due to worrying and other causes of insomnia. As the workload becomes heavier 
and the pace of life becomes faster, the boundaries between work and leisure are 
disappearing, and the value of relaxation has become more important. Theoretically, 
relaxation may benefit physiological and cognitive functions, but so far, epidemio-
logical studies in this area are relatively lacking.

2.2 Affective disorders and negative emotional states

2.2.1 Depression

Studies have consistently shown that depression is an important risk factor for 
heart disease [20], and a series of meta-analyses have demonstrated a significant 
effect of depression on prognosis, including a meta-analysis of 54 studies show-
ing that depression nearly doubled the risk of heart disease in a community cohort 
population [21].

2.2.2 Anxiety symptoms and syndromes

In recent years, studies have identified anxiety as one of the risk factors for 
heart disease [22]. Many meta-analyses of community cohorts and patient  
cohorts have shown that anxiety symptoms increase the risk of heart disease 
[23]. Other studies have shown that patients with generalized anxiety disorder, 
panic attacks, and post-traumatic stress syndrome have an increased risk of heart 
disease events [24].

2.2.3 Pessimism

Mental outlook is also one of the determinants of health, with optimists being 
more positive, having enhanced social functioning and better recovery from 
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myocardial infarction or heart surgery [25]. Recent epidemiological data suggest that 
pessimism increases the risk of cardiac events, stroke, and/or all-cause mortality [26].

2.2.4 Anger and hostility

Anger and hostility have been extensively studied [27]. However, a meta-analysis 
of healthy people and patients with heart disease found that anger and/or hostility 
only increased the rate of cardiac events [28].

2.3 Chronic stress

So far, most studies on chronic stress have focused on situational stress [29], 
and work stress [30] is the most widely studied one. A recent meta-analysis showed 
that occupational stress was associated with increase in heart disease events [31]. 
Separation and divorce are two other common stressors that increase the risk of 
death [32], and independent epidemiological studies have also shown an association 
between marital stress and cardiovascular events [33].

It is worth mentioning that personal stress perception may also be one of the 
important factors affecting health [34]. A study that assessed levels of stress percep-
tion and perceptions of whether stress was harmful to health in 28,753 participants 
showed that stress increased mortality only in those who self-assessed risk harmful to 
health [35]. A complementary study showed that guiding individuals to understand 
stress as a positive effect improved cognitive and cardiovascular responses to stress. 
Combining the above two studies, we should further study the individual’s perception 
of stress and the impact of its regulation on health.

2.4 Social isolation and lack of social support

Epidemiological studies consistently show that small social networks, lack of 
social support, loneliness, and/or feelings of lack of emotional support increase 
the risk of cardiac events [36]. Like other psychosocial risk factors, the likelihood 
of adverse cardiac events increases with the degree of lack of social support, and a 
positive social overall can nearly triple survival [37].

2.5 Lack of sense of purpose

Observational studies have shown that a strong sense of purpose in life is central to 
leading an active life, and that a lack of purpose in life can lead to boredom, increase 
risk of depression, and diminish resilience. Although only a few studies have assessed 
the pathophysiological outcomes of lack of purpose, a large number of recent studies 
have shown that lack of purpose increases the risk of death [38].

2.6 Psychosocial functioning

Negative psychosocial factors contribute to the development of disease by forming 
negative behaviors and direct pathophysiological effects. These effects vary by type 
of psychosocial stress, but as a whole include autonomic dysfunction, cardiovascular 
hyperresponsiveness, insulin resistance, central obesity, increased risk of hyperten-
sion, endothelial and platelet dysfunction, and brain adverse changes in adaptive and 
cognitive function, etc. [39].
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Conversely, positive psychosocial factors favor healthy behaviors and promote 
beneficial physiological effects, including enhanced immune and endothelial and 
autonomic function. In addition, positive psychosocial functioning contributes to 
increased vitality, which in turn increases presence, purpose, and resistance [40].

3. Bad emotion-induced cardiovascular disease (CVD)

With the transition from the biomedical model to the biopsychosocial medical 
model, the psychosomatic relationship of cardiovascular disease has attracted more 
attention. Most cardiovascular diseases have both biomedical and psychosocial 
factors in the pathogenesis; in terms of clinical symptoms, there are both somatic and 
psychological symptoms. Growing research is finding a strong link between mood 
and morbidity and mortality of CVD, as one of the common public health problems 
worldwide [41], arousing social concern [42]. With the transition from the traditional 
biomedical model to the modern biopsychosocial medical model, the psychosomatic 
relationship of CVD has attracted more attention. The effect of emotion on cardio-
vascular health can be explained by certain association mechanisms, but the specific 
and clear association mechanism has not yet formed a consensus.

Emotion is a short-lived, strong attitude and experience that an individual is 
stimulated by the living environment, accompanied by obvious physiological changes 
and external manifestations of a psychological state [43]. Psychologists divide 
emotions into two dimensions: negative emotions and positive emotions. Negative 
emotion is a negative emotion triggered by anticipation of future events and memory 
of past time, which can manifest in different forms (such as panic, anxiety, depres-
sion, hostility, etc.) [44].

3.1 Emotion and cardiomyopathy research

Previous studies have found that patients with acute myocardial infarction are 
often in varying degrees of negative emotional states after experiencing a sense of 
near-death [44, 45]. Some studies have also shown that patients with heart failure 
have poor quality of life, and the incidence of anxiety and depression are 62% and 
65%, respectively [46]. On the one hand, negative emotions are one of the indepen-
dent predictors of poor prognosis in hospitalized patients with CVD [47]. Conversely, 
positive emotions are associated with a reduced risk of CVD [45, 47]. However, the 
internal mechanism of the two is still unclear.

3.2 Biological mechanisms of emotional effects on cardiomyopathy

The study found that the biological mechanism of the influence of emotion on 
cardiomyopathy is mainly reflected in the two aspects of vascular endothelial injury 
and inflammatory response, as well as the activity of the autonomic nervous system 
(Figure 1) [48].

3.2.1 Emotional changes cause endothelial damage and inflammation

The early manifestation of cardiomyopathy is the damage of the vascular endothe-
lium [49]. Studies have found that there is a correlation between emotional state and 
the state of the cardiovascular endothelium [50]. Massachusetts area in the United 
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States found that positive mood (joy) was inversely correlated with inducible nitric 
oxide synthase promoter methylation [51], which play an important role in maintain-
ing the homeostasis of vascular function.

3.2.2  The autonomic nervous system as a mechanism for the link between mood and 
cardiomyopathy

The autonomic nervous system has an important regulatory mechanism for the 
cardiovascular system, including the sympathetic nervous system and the parasym-
pathetic nervous system (Figure 1) [52]. Heart rate variability (HRV) is a commonly 
used index for evaluating autonomic nerve function and the risk of sudden cardiac 
death. HRV analysis can effectively evaluate the state of cardiac autonomic nerve 
function. It is a relatively independent index for predicting the short- and long-term 
prognosis of various CVDs and sudden cardiac death [53]. Liu [54] found that when 
healthy individuals were exposed to negative emotional stress, the production of 
cardiac autonomic nerve function was significantly different. Similar changes in the 
pathological state of coronary heart disease suggest that long-term negative emotions 
may be one of the reasons for individual parasympathetic nerve damage.

4. Mental stress-induced cardiomyopathy

There is increasing evidence that, in addition to traditional factors, mental stress 
plays an important role in the occurrence and development of cardiovascular disease 
[55]. The psychological stress generated in daily life and work can lead to the occur-
rence of myocardial ischemia, which is clinically referred to as mental stress-induced 
cardiomyopathy (MSIC) [56]. In addition to affecting the quality of life of patients, 
mental stress-induced myocardial ischemia (MSIMI) can also lead to a worsening 
clinical prognosis and an increased risk of death. Its pathogenesis and pathogenesis 
are different from those of exercise stress or drug-related myocardial ischemia. 
The incidence of MSIMI is 20–70%, and it will double the adverse cardiac events 
[57]. Therefore, in-depth understanding of the pathogenesis of MSIMI and timely 
 diagnosis and treatment, is of great clinical significance.

4.1 Features of MSIC

Understanding the clinical features of MSIC will help clinicians identify MSIC 
patients early and treat them in a timely manner.

4.1.1 Depression or anxiety

Depression and anxiety are risk factors for cardiomyopathy, aggravate the process 
of heart disease, and affect the prognosis of heart disease. Patients with heart disease 
complicated by depression or anxiety have a higher incidence of MSIC after mental 
stress [58].

4.1.2 Brain function

During mental stress, changes in brain function are related to the occurrence of 
MSIC. Studies have shown that compared with patients with heart disease without 
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depression, patients with heart disease and severe depression have increased activity 
in the parietal cortex after mental stress stimulation [59]. Another study showed that 
mental stress-induced vasoconstriction is associated with modulation of brain func-
tion, with stress increasing activation in the insula and parietal cortex but decreasing 
activation in the medial prefrontal cortex [60].

4.1.3 Cardiac markers

Changes in cardiac markers may be associated with MSIC. Highly sensitivity 
cardiac troponin I (hs-cTnI) is an indicator of myocardial infarction or myocardial 
injury and is associated with myocardial ischemia caused by mental stress. Studies 
have shown that compared with heart disease patients without MSIC, patients with 
heart disease combined with MSIMI have higher serum hs-cTnI levels, and increased 
N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide and mean systolic blood pressure after 
mental stress [55]. Numerous studies have shown that myocardial hypoxia can lead 
to the elevation of B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP). Elevated BNP levels may be a 
marker of myocardial ischemia in a meta-analysis of 2784 patients eligible for stan-
dard noninvasive stress testing [61].

4.1.4 Other factors

After psychological stress, coronary heart disease patients with severe left ventric-
ular dysfunction have a higher risk of MSIC than patients with normal left ventricular 
function [62]. The product of heart rate and systolic blood pressure and peripheral 
arterial tension were measured in resting state and 30 min after mental stress, respec-
tively. It was found that higher hemodynamics and vasoconstriction response were 
high risk factors for MSIC [63].

4.2 Pathogenesis of MSIC

4.2.1 Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis

When people cope with mental stress, the paraventricular nucleus of the hypo-
thalamus will secrete corticotropin-releasing hormone, which will cause the anterior 
pituitary to secrete corticotropin, which will stimulate the adrenal cortex to produce 
cortisol. Decreased baroreceptor reflex sensitivity can lead to myocardial ischemia 
and even severe arrhythmia and sudden death. Broadley et al. [64] found that the 
application of metyrapone, a drug that blocks cortisol release, prevented mental 
stress-related endothelial dysfunction and reduced baroreflex sensitivity. In addition, 
Seldenrijk et al. [65] showed that, in healthy elderly populations, an enhanced cortisol 
response to stressful stress was associated with an increased risk of coronary artery 
calcification.

4.2.2 Sympathetic nervous system

During mental stress, the excitability of the cardiac sympathetic nervous system 
increases, and the activated sympathetic nervous system promotes the release of 
catecholamines (including epinephrine, norepinephrine, and dopamine), resulting 
in increased blood pressure, increased heart rate, increased myocardial contractil-
ity, and cardiac output (Figure 1) [63]. The study of Wittstein et al. [1] showed 
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that under strong mental stress in patients with stress cardiomyopathy, the level of 
catecholamines increased rapidly, and the excitability of the sympathetic nervous 
system was significantly enhanced, which led to the disturbance of neurohumoral 
regulation, resulting in increased myocardial vitality, myocardial damage, myocardial 
reversibility and left ventricular dysfunction (Figure 1).

4.2.3 Inflammatory factors

Inflammation is closely related to mental stress and cardiovascular disease. When 
the body responds to mental stress, blood vessels constrict and blood flow increases, 
prompting white blood cells and platelets to release inflammatory mediators [56]. 
When the stress is weak, the body can play a defensive role through the inflammatory 
response. When the stress is strong, excessive inflammatory mediators lead to vascu-
lar endothelial damage, which further promotes inflammatory response and inflam-
matory mediators, as well as promotes inflammatory cells to infiltrate myocardial 
tissue, leading to myocardial ischemia necrosis and cardiovascular disease [56].  
Hammadah et al. [56] showed that the levels of inflammatory factors such as inter-
leukin-6, monocyte chemoattractant protein-1, and matrix metalloproteinase-9, 
increased in patients with heart disease after mental stress. The level of matrix metal-
loproteinase-9 was negatively correlated with cortisol after stress. In conclusion, the 
relationship between inflammation-related factors and MSIC remains to be further 
explored (Figure 1).

4.2.4 Gene polymorphisms

Genetic factors are one of the important reasons for the onset of cardiovascular 
diseases. Mental and psychological diseases are also closely related to an individual’s 
response to stressful stimuli. For example, the serotonin transporter gene (SLC6A4) 
polymorphism is associated with emotion regulation in humans, and S allele carriers 
cause more severe fear and anxiety under mental stress [50]. Studies on the Val66Met 
single nucleotide polymorphism of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) have 
shown that BDNFMet/Val carriers have a higher incidence of cognitive and mental 
disorders and coronary heart disease [51, 66].

5. Trypanosoma cruzi infection-induced cardiomyopathy

Chagas disease is named after Carlos Ribeiro Justiniano Chagas, a Brazilian doctor 
and researcher who discovered the disease in 1909. In May 2019, according to the 
decision of the Seventy-second World Health Assembly, World Day against Chagas 
Disease was set on April 14 (the day in 1909, when Carlos Chagas diagnosed the first 
human case of the disease in a two-year-old girl named Berenice). Chagas disease, 
also known as American trypanosomiasis, is a life-threatening disease caused by 
the protozoan parasite Trypanosoma cruzi. (T. cruzi) [67]. An estimated 6–7 million 
people worldwide are infected with T. cruzi, mostly in Latin America, the parasite 
that causes Chagas disease [68]. Chagas disease is primarily found in endemic areas 
of 21 countries in the Latin American continent and is mostly transmitted to humans 
through contact with the feces or urine of triatomine bugs (vector-borne) [69].  
Although the majority of these infected individuals reside in Mexico, Central 
America, and South America, migration patterns have resulted in large numbers 
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of infected individuals in formerly nonaffected areas, including Europe, Japan, 
Australia, Canada, and the United States [70], with an estimated 300,000 individuals 
in the United States alone [71]. These bed bugs are also known as “kissing bugs” and 
have many other names depending on the geographic area.

5.1 Global distribution

Chagas disease was once completely confined to rural areas of the American conti-
nent—mostly Latin America (excluding the Caribbean islands). Most of the infected 
people live in urban environments (urbanization), mainly due to increased popula-
tion mobility over the past few decades, with an increasing number of infections 
found in the United States, Canada, many European countries, and some African, 
Eastern Mediterranean, and Western Pacific countries [72].

5.2 Transmission

In Latin America, Trigonoscuta cruzi is mainly transmitted by contact with the feces/
urine of infected blood-sucking Triton bugs. These parasite-carrying insects typically 
live in cracks in the walls or roofs of rural or suburban houses and surrounding struc-
tures such as chicken coops, pens and warehouses [71]. Normally, they hide during the 
day and become active at night, feeding on blood from animals, including humans. They 
usually bite on exposed areas of the skin, such as the face (hence it is often referred to 
as a “kissing bug”) and defecate/urine close to the bite. Parasites enter the body when 
a person involuntarily applies their feces or urine to the bite, eyes, mouth, or any skin 
breakage. T. cruzi can also be spread by: (1) ingestion of food or drink contaminated with 
T. cruzi, such as through contact with the feces or urine of infected Trypanosoma bugs or 
marsupials (this transmission often results in outbreaks of simultaneous infection of sev-
eral populations, severe cases or morbidity more frequently and with a higher number of 
deaths or fatalities); (2) passed from an infected mother to a newborn during pregnancy 
or childbirth; (3) transfusion of blood or blood products from infected donors; (4) organ 
transplantation using infected donor organs; and (5) laboratory accident.

5.3 Symptoms and signs

Chagas disease is divided into four phases: incubation phase, acute phase, intermi-
nate phase and chronic phase.

5.3.1 Incubation phage

The incubation period for T. cruzi ranges from 1 to 2 weeks after vector-borne 
transmission [69] and up to 3–4 months after transfusion or transplant transmission 
[73]. The disease in incubation phase is unknown and may be more than a week.

5.3.2 Acute phase

The initial acute phase lasts about 2 months after infection. During the acute 
phase, a large number of parasites circulate in the blood. However, most cases are 
asymptomatic or mild and nonspecific. In less than 50% of people bitten by triato-
mine bugs, the typical first sign seen can be a skin lesion or bruising and swelling on 
one eyelid. In addition, fever, headache, swollen lymph nodes, pallor, muscle pain, 
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difficulty breathing, swelling, and abdominal or chest pain may also present. In the 
acute phase, fever (missing or intermittent), rash, hepatosplenomegaly, lymphade-
nopathy, and non-inflammatory edema may be present and may be limited to the 
face or systemic. Trypanosoma’s enter tissues during or after parasemia, causing 
myocarditis and endocarditis, sinus tachycardia, mitral systolic murmur, cardiac 
hypertrophy, and meningoencephalitis. Symptoms disappear after more than 4 to 
12 weeks. Severe cases are more common in neonates, young children, the elderly and 
immunosuppressed. Heart failure or ventricular fibrillation and meningoencephalitis 
caused by early myocarditis during this period can often lead to death. When more 
advanced electrocardiographic findings are present, including right bundle-branch 
block (RBBB), atrial fibrillation, or ventricular arrhythmias, they signal a worse 
prognosis [74].

5.3.3 Interminate phase

The interminate phase is almost asymptomatic, but progresses to a chronic, symp-
tomatic phase, including the gradual development of irreversible life-threatening and 
disabling comorbidities, especially to those who are immunosuppressed. Physical 
examination is normal, and resting electrocardiogram is normal. Only special inspec-
tion method can find abnormalities. This is the beginning of the chronic phase. This 
type can persist for 20 to 30 years, or even life.

5.3.4 Chronic stage

During the chronic phase, the parasite hides mainly in the muscles of the heart 
and digestive tract. Ten to thirty years later, up to 30% of patients develop cardiac 
disorders and up to 10% develop gastrointestinal (typically enlarged esophagus or 
colon), neurological, or mixed lesions. In later years, infections in these patients can 
lead to myocardial and neurological damage, followed by arrhythmias or progres-
sive heart failure and sudden death. The disease usually begins years or decades 
after the onset of parasitemia. (1) Cardiomyopathy in endemic areas: trypano-
somiasis cardiomyopathy is the main cause of heart disease and sudden death. 
Patients often develop congestive heart failure with an enlarged heart. Two-thirds 
of patients have cardiac conduction disorders, often right bundle branch block, 
polygenic premature contractions, and myocardial necrosis. The disease course 
can be short and sudden death, or death from long-term heart failure. In addition, 
emboli from the apex or atrium can cause sudden death due to cerebral or pulmo-
nary embolism. (2) Dilation of multiple organs: in Brazil, Chile, and some parts of 
Argentina, there are multiple organ expansions, mainly the esophagus and colon. 
Difficulty swallowing is often caused by esophageal expansion, constipation caused 
by colon expansion, and volvulus may also occur, such as acute abdomen. As for 
the giant stomach, giant duodenum, giant bronchus, giant ureter, etc. have been 
reported but rare.

5.4 Pathogenesis and pathological changes

5.4.1 Research achievements from relevant research institutions

T. cruzi can colonize any nucleated cell. Most of the symptoms in the acute phase 
of the disease are thought to be caused by damage to host cells by T. cruzi. For the 
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chronic phase-related pathogenesis, there are currently two theories. One theory is 
that T. cruzi persists, leading to chronic inflammation [75], and the other theory is 
that it is caused by autoimmune damage [76]. Possible mechanisms include antigen 
cross-reactivity [77], direct cell-mediated cytotoxicity [78], antigenic Submitting 
changes [79], and cardiac mitochondrial dysfunction [80] etc.

Pathological changes in the acute phase showed mononuclear cell infiltration [81], 
interstitial edema [82], accumulation of amastigotes in muscle cells of subcutane-
ous tissue [83], and formation of pseudocysts at the invasion site of Trypanosoma 
[83]. Myocarditis with cardiac enlargement is usually seen in acute-phase deaths. In 
patients with sudden death in the chronic phase (mostly due to ventricular arrhyth-
mia or conduction block), the heart size is usually normal or only slightly enlarged. 
In other patients with chronic Chagas heart disease, cardiac hypertrophy, dilation, 
and thickening can be seen, especially in the apex of the heart, resulting in apical 
aneurysm. Mural thrombosis and lung and peripheral organ embolism may be seen in 
some patients. Microscopic examination showed mononuclear cell infiltration, myo-
cardial fiber hypertrophy, degeneration, necrosis and edema. Microscopic changes in 
megaesophagus or megacolon are similar to those of the heart.

5.4.2 Research achievements from our institution

We firstly have shown that cardiac mitochondria-response plays a very important 
roles in T. cruzi–induced cardiomyopathy [80, 84–92], and established the third 
theory that oxidative stress was involved in cardiac mitochondrial dysfunction  
[84, 86, 88] and heart dysfunction [80, 93–97]. In detail, we have contributed to the 
understanding of the mechanism behind the decline of MnSOD and enhancement of 
SIRT1/PGC1/PARP-1 in correlation with T. cruzi–induced consistently oxidative heart 
damage [90–92, 97]. From this research, we have observed that (1) MnSODtg mice/
MnSOD overexpression in cell lines are beneficial in preserving T. cruzi–induced 
mitochondrial/heart dysfunction [90]; (2) MnSOD−/+ mice were worse of T. cruzi 
infection–induced heart dysfunction [91]; and (3) inhibition of PARP-1 would 
prevent T. cruzi–induced heart function [92]. We also have observed T. cruzi–induced 
oxidative stress occurred in adipose tissues by utilizing oxidative markers, which is a 
novel finding [96, 98]. We have contributed to an understanding of T. cruzi–induced 
oxidative etiopathogenesis [85, 86, 88, 89]. Additionally, we have isolated high quality 
heart mitochondria to (1) recognize T. cruzi–induced oxidative mitochondrial pro-
teins by using combination of BN-PAGE [84] and TOP MALDI MS/MS [88, 95]; (2) 
ascertain that mitochondrial complex III Qo site was prime source of T. cruzi–induced 
ROS generation [86]; and (3) find that administration of antioxidants improved T. 
cruzi–induced oxidative damage in heart mitochondria and heart tissues [85, 89]. 
We have conducted a thorough analysis of mitochondrial bioenergetic function as 
well as the biochemical and molecular factors that are deregulated and contribute to 
compromised adenosine triphosphate (ATP) production in the myocardium during 
T. cruzi infection. Our team is focused on the discovery and development of novel 
therapeutics against T. cruzi. We found that combination treatment (antioxidants and 
anti-parasites) is beneficial in arresting the T. cruzi–induced inflammatory and oxida-
tive pathology and chronic heart failure in Chagasic rats. We have proven that the T. 
cruzi–induced oxidative alterations in circulation are correlated with heart tissue, 
suggesting that Chagasic human patients’ circulation can replace heart tissue, as issue 
we are planning to investigate. We also confirmed that this was the case in human 
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patients with Chagasic cardiomyopathy development and assessed different ways to 
oxidatively modify mitochondrial respiratory complexes (Figure 1) [80, 94].

6. Tobacco- and e-cigarettes-induced cardiomyopathy

6.1 Tobacco-induced cardiomyopathy

The tobacco-induced cardiomyopathy accounts for 9.4 million, or 16.6%, of the 56 
million deaths worldwide each year [99]. Smoking causes 1.62 million (18%) deaths 
from heart disease worldwide [100], and cause severe ill health, with an estimated 
40.6 million daily lost to heart disease [100].

Tobacco use (smoked and smokeless) and exposure to secondhand tobacco causes 
heart disease through a variety of mechanisms, including inflammation, blood 
vessels shrinkage, clot formation, and reduced oxygen supply (Figure 1) [101–103]. 
Smoking-mediated thrombosis appears to be a major factor in the pathogenesis of 
acute cardiovascular disease [101]. Nicotine stimulates the heart, which increases the 
demand for oxygen to the heart muscle, triggering angina. Smokers are more likely 
to develop acute cardiovascular disease at a young age and early in their illness [101]. 
The associated effects of exposure to secondhand smoke on the heart are almost as 
severe as the effects of smoking itself, and likely through the same biological mecha-
nisms [104]. Exposure to secondhand smoke in as little as 1 h can increase the risk of 
heart attack [105].

Risk of damage to the cardiovascular system increases with duration of smoking 
and the amount and type of smoking tobacco products consumed. However, the close 
relationship between dose and response is not linear [101]. Even with low exposure 
levels, the risk increases substantially—people who smoke only one cigarette a day 
have half the risk of coronary heart disease as those who smoke at least 20 cigarettes a 
day [106]. In addition to being a major independent risk factor for coronary heart dis-
ease, smoking may act synergistically with other major risk factors for coronary heart 
disease, such as high cholesterol, untreated hypertension, and diabetes [107, 108]. In 
2017, an estimated 382 000 deaths from coronary heart disease were attributable to 
exposure to secondhand smoke [106], accounting for 4.3% of total deaths from coro-
nary heart disease and 31% of total deaths from exposure to secondhand smoke [106]. 
In the same year, exposure to secondhand smoke was also estimated to be responsible 
for an estimated 8.8 million disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) lost to coronary 
heart disease [106]. Various systematic reviews and meta-analyses have shown that 
adults exposed to secondhand smoke have a 23–30% increased risk of coronary heart 
disease in countries with high to low-income levels [101, 109–112]. Cohort studies 
conducted in multiple countries in the 1970s and 1980s showed that children’s expo-
sure to secondhand smoke has adverse effects on cardiovascular disease, including 
premature atherosclerosis [113, 114]. A major challenge in these studies is accurately 
assessing lifetime exposure to secondhand smoke. The cumulative total lifetime expo-
sure to secondhand smoke may be much higher than reflected during the study period 
[104], which may lead to an underestimation of the true risk of exposure to second-
hand smoke and the impact on heart disease [104]. A recent study led by the tobacco 
industry claims that electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) are less harmful 
than cigarettes [115, 116]. However, ENDS may be more toxic than inhaled ones at low 
in conventional cigarettes and tobacco products, but they are not harmless, and there 
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are risks associated with use and secondhand exposure [41, 117]. ENDS linked to 
increased risk of cardiovascular disease Association [118, 119]. The toxic substances 
contained in these products can lead to causes impaired endothelial function, arterial 
stenosis, increased heart rate and increased blood pressure [120–122]. Concomitant 
use with smoking (this is most ENDS common practice of users), effects of a com-
bination of two or more products [123]. Tobacco control measures have been shown 
to benefit heart health place. For example, raising tobacco taxes is directly related to 
reducing tobacco consumption. Associated with improved heart health [124].

6.2 E-cigarettes-induced cardiomyopathy

Due to the many pathogenic and negative effects on the heart from smoking on the 
heart, the market for smoking and nicotine replacement has grown rapidly in recent 
years. Since 2006, e-cigarettes have become more popular due to their perceived 
safety profile compared to traditional cigarette smoking. An electronic cigarette  
(or e-cigarette) is a battery-operated device for heating solutions (or e-liquids) 
containing nicotine, propanediol alcohol and vegetable glycerin [120, 125, 126]. 
E-cigarettes not only attract smokers who are trying to quit smoking, but are also 
becoming more popular among non-smokers, who have even become the main force 
in the e-cigarette market. Since the advent of electronic cigarettes, its design has 
constantly changed, but there has been little regulatory control. Common forms of 
e-cigarettes are the first generation of disposable “Cigalikes”, the second generation of 
rechargeable devices, and the third generation of water tanks, pens and personalized 
large cigarettes, boxes, and pod-based devices.

The team of Nicholas D Buchanan of The Ohio State University School of 
Medicine published a paper in the journal Cardiovascular Research, reviewing 
clinical studies related to the cardiovascular risk of e-cigarettes. This review 
discusses recent relevant studies from the existing literature, focusing on compo-
nents and potential cardiovascular risks associated with e-cigarette vapor exposure 
and on evaluating and broadly discussing data from preclinical and epidemio-
logical studies on the cardiovascular effects of acute (short-term) and chronic 
(long-term) exposure to e-cigarettes [127]. e-cigarettes increased hyperlipidemia 
[128], sympathetic dominance [129], endothelial dysfunction [130], DNA damage 
[131], macrophage activation [132, 133]. Multiple studies suggest e-cigarettes may 
increase CVD risk.

7. Burn-induced cardiomyopathy

7.1 Research achievements from relevant research institutions

Severe burns can lead to severe hemodynamic and cardiodynamic disturbances, 
which can lead to sepsis, multiple organ failure, and death. Cardiac stress is a hall-
mark of acute-phase response to burns, and poorer burn recovery outcomes are asso-
ciated with severe cardiac insufficiency [134–136]. Severe burn injury has a profound 
and widespread effect on an individual’s cardiovascular system. Early features include 
myocardial contractile dysfunction and increased vascular permeability.

Plasma levels of catecholamines, vasopressin, angiotensin-II [137] and neuropep-
tide-Y [138] are significantly elevated after severe burns, which may be responsible 
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for the deleterious effects on cardiovascular function. Nearly 7% of children with 
70% burn area develop dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) [139, 140]. Burn-induced 
cardiomyopathy usually develops several weeks to several months after injury [139, 
141]. The initial cardiac response to severe burns is characterized by reduced cardiac 
output and metabolic rate (Figure 1). Other hemodynamic features of burn shock 
include stroke volume, venous return, coronary blood flow, peak systolic blood pres-
sure, mean arterial pressure, estimated myocardial work, stroke work, myocardial 
oxygen consumption, myocardial oxygenation, myocardial contractility, decreased 
force and myocardial compliance [142]. This initial response will result in left-right 
heart failure and decreased cardiac contractility and is thought to be mediated by 
circulating vasoconstrictors (Figure 1).

Physiologically, burn-induced myocardial dysfunction is characterized by 
decreased isovolumic relaxation, impaired contractility, and decreased left ven-
tricular diastolic compliance [143, 144] resulting in decreased cardiac output and 
metabolic rate [138, 145], leading to myocardial oxygen demand, leading ultimately to 
right and left heart deficits (Figure 1) [143, 146]. Following burn injury, the volume 
of circulating plasma is markedly reduced due to increased capillary permeability 
[147] and a concomitant decrease in cardiac output. Depending on the extent of the 
burn injury, this defect may directly lead to a severe hypermetabolic response [148] 
and is positively correlated with the size of the original injury [148]. Poor functional 
recovery from severe burns is associated with high mortality, high infection rates, and 
cardiac insufficiency [136, 149, 150].

Cardiac stress-induced increases in plasma catecholamines mediate postburn 
hypermetabolic responses [136, 151, 152]. Upregulation of catecholamines and 
other catabolic agents such as glucagon and cortisol may induce hyperdynamic 
cardiovascular responses [134]. Elevated catecholamines and other catabolic agents 
are further exacerbated by the substantial loss of plasma volume following burns. 
Hypovolemic shock, typified by severe burns and major tissue trauma, results in 
marked tachycardia, increased myocardial oxygen demand, and decreased contrac-
tility (Figure 1) [134]. This eventually leads to increased mortality during acute 
hospitalization [153]. Severe burns suffer from a profound hypermetabolic response 
mediated by a surge in plasma catecholamines. Sustained release of large circulating 
catecholamines may be detrimental to the myocardium, increasing myocardial oxy-
gen delivery and leading to focal degeneration and hypertrophy of the myocardium 
[134]. Elevated plasma catecholamine levels persist for months to years resulting in 
cardiac stress and cardiac physiologic disturbance for at least 2 years [154]. This in 
turn leads to cardiac insufficiency, regional myocardial hypoxia, and cardiac death 
[155]. Therefore, clinical concern about catecholamine levels is related to burn-
induced cardiomyopathy, myocarditis, pathological myocardial injury and necrosis 
[156, 157].

7.2 Research achievements from our laboratory

We applied mature animal burn models including rat and mouse, established 
by UTMB Health’s Blocker Burn Center, to identify the heart tissue-specific up−/
down-regulated genes/proteins/metabolisms via transcriptomics/proteomics/metab-
olomics, and have many hypothesizes based on the differences. Briefly, the SIRT1-
PGC1α-NFE2L2-ARE pathway [158], and PDE5A-cGMP-PKG pathway [159] were 
involved in the burn-induced cardiomyopathy. To confirm our above observations, we 
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treated burn injury animals with PDE5A inhibitor [159, 160] (Sildenafil), and APMK 
inhibitor (Domorsorphin)/APMK activator (A769662)/PGC1α activator (ZLN005) 
[158] to partially/completely recoveries of burn-induced cardiomyopathy. Another 
important contribution for burn-induced cardiomyopathy was that burn injury dis-
rupts the heart mitochondria (mt) with evidence of cardiomyocyte mtDNA damage 
[159, 161], mt electron transport chain (ETC) dysfunction, mt membrane potential 
damage, disrupted mt integrity and significant increase of mt ROS production [159, 
161]. Treatment with mitochondrial-target drug (Mito-TEMPO) can be beneficial for 
burn injury–induced cardiomyopathy (Figure 1) [161].
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Acronyms and abbreviations

BNP B-type natriuretic peptide
CVD cardiovascular disease
BDNF brain-derived neurotrophic factor
ECG electrocardiogram
ENDS electronic nicotine delivery systems
HRV heart rate variability
HDL high-density lipoprotein
hs-cTnI highly sensitive cardiac troponin I
LDL low-density lipoprotein
MSIC mental stress-induced cardiomyopathy
MSIMI mental stress-induced myocardial ischemia
mt mitochondria
T. cruzi Trypanosoma cruzi
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Chapter 16

Anthropometrics in Predicting 
Cardiovascular Disease Risk: Our 
Research Work Mathematically 
Demonstrates that Cardiovascular 
Sciences Were Always Confused for 
a Long Time
Angel Martin Castellanos

Abstract

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDS) mainly heart disease and stroke are the leading 
causes of death globaly. Obesity is a major risk factor for myocardial infarction (MI) 
and CVD. However, how to measure CVD risk with simple baseline anthropometric 
characteristics? Besides, association of anthropometrics and CVD may present effects 
of bias, and in evaluating risk, the lack of balance between simple measurements will 
be particularly prone to the generation of false-positive results. The purpose of this 
paper is to provide the key concepts for demonstrating association biases for metrics 
taken from multiple large-scale studies worldwide. Epidemiologically, waist-to-hip 
ratio (WHR) is a confounding variable with respect to waist circumference (WC) 
and waist-to-height ratio (WHtR). This is due to different imbalances between hip 
circumference (HC)-WC and HC-height, respectively, occurring in a protective over-
estimation for HC concerning WC and height. Similarly, WC may be a confounding 
variable with respect to WHtR due to an imbalance in WC-height: This occurs if, and 
only if, the mean WC > height/2 (WHtR risk cut-off >0.5). This, therefore, over-
estimates risk in tallest people and lead to underestimations in the shortest people. 
Anthropometrically, only WHtR is the only measure that is directly associated to a 
relative risk volume and yields no biases, and it should therefore be the metric used to 
compare the anthropometrically-measured causal risk.

Keywords: myocardial infarction, cardiovascular disease, risk prediction, obesity, 
anthropometric indicator, body composition, bias

1. Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDS) mainly heart disease and stroke are the leading 
causes of death globaly [1]. Obesity is a major risk factor for CVDS such as coronary 
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artery disease. However, overweight/obesity are defined as abnormal or excessive fat 
accumulation measured by the body mass index (BMI), but it may not correspond 
to the same degree of fatness and metabolic health in different individuals [2]. Thus, 
accurate estimation of the body composition (BC) as well as body fat distribution 
are relevant from a public health perspective [3]. Nevertheless, how can the true 
unhealthy BC and risk be measured with regard to simple baseline anthropometric 
measurements? In epidemiology, as in real life, not everything that seems accurate 
at first glance is true in reality. In medical research, false appearances and biases 
also occur, which can mean that valuable conclusions may turn out to be worthless. 
Indeed, bias in research occurs when systematic error is introduced into sampling or 
testing by selecting or encouraging one outcome or answer over others. Therefore, a 
thorough understanding about biases, and how it affects study results is essential for 
medical research because association of anthropometrics does not always equate to 
causation regarding incidents of myocardial infarction (MI) or CVD. Interestingly, 
this association may present effects of bias rather than reflecting the true putative 
risk may be responsible for all or much of the epidemiological causality. In non-ran-
domised study designs, baseline differences in the high BC of risk or in the measured 
risk when comparing between healthy population and MI/CVD cases may introduce 
systematic bias in results. Similarly, a different BC between groups with similar base-
line confounding variables may provide bias if the risk assignment does not account 
for the covariates that predict the receiving true risk. Thus, not all anthropometrics 
are optimal for risk assessment. Critical thinking that covers all potential mechanisms 
of bias is indispensable to prevent incorrect conclusions being drawn, which may have 
clinical consequences, especially when predicting MI/CVD causal risk.

Conceptually, each anthropometric provides its own biological meaning depend-
ing on the part of the BC that can be distinguished, while the notion of equality in the 
estimate of risk between body measurements may be respected. If not, the lack of a 
balanced distribution for the simple measurements between healthy and unhealthy 
cases will be particularly prone to the generation of false-positive results. Regarding 
this issue, the mathematical relation of equivalence is a key concept for specifying 
whether two indicators are the same with respect to a given risk. Thus, any indicator 
will be comparable to other or not, depending on the measured risk. Therefore, a 
strong association would lead us to infer or not infer a risk, given that the true nature 
of risk should come from the selective high risk BC instead the mere findings of the 
statistical association for each metric. In fact, anthropometrically-measured causal 
risk depends on specific bodily components; our interpretation may not be confused 
by the association of arithmetic indicators that suggest a supposed risk that is not 
verified. Thus, criteria for judgement of causal association must be respected, while 
also recognising that any association may be bogus, indirect o real.

2. Association of anthropometric measures and MI risk

Various previous studies have recognised the association of a raised BMI with MI, 
as well as a higher association of abdominal obesity measures with MI [4–10]. Despite 
this, BMI is an important metric that has been proposed to define ideal cardiovas-
cular health and predict CVD risk [11, 12]. However, it is only a surrogate measure 
of general body fatness and does not provide accurate information about the true 
high risk BC, unlike waist circumference (WC). Indeed, evidence is accumulating in 
support of WC as metric linked to visceral adipose tissue, and the only metric among 
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other simple measurements that predict MI and cardiometabolic risk [4, 7, 9, 13–17]. 
However, according to the INTERHEART study and others, waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) 
appeared to have the best predictive value above BMI and WC [4, 18–21]. In addition, 
results from the UK Biobank have conferred WHR a greater excess risk for MI in 
women than in men [21].

On the other hand, compound metrics such as waist-to-height ratio (WHtR), 
whole-body fat percentage (%BF), conicity index, and adiposity measured by tech-
nological methods could be better indicators than WC alone to predict cardiovascular 
events and mortality, even taking consideration of sex differences [5, 14, 20, 22–27]. 
Furthermore, WHtR and %BF have demonstrated a high level of discrimination in 
the relationship with a unhealthy BC. WHtR has been more strongly correlated with 
%BF and adiposity variables in men than it is with WC [24, 27]. WHtR and %BF 
appear to be strengthened as an anthropometrically valid assessment of biological 
risk. Thereby, WC and height, and skin folds to a lesser extent, could be taken as basic 
measurements for evaluating cardiometabolic and MI risk, including cardiovascular 
mortality, in their relationships with abdominal and relative adiposity [12–16, 20–30]. 
Complementary, moderate-high endomorphy and high thickness of skinfolds, 
especially subscapular, have been significantly associated with MI in men [10, 24, 
27, 31, 32]. Moreover, patients of both sexes assessed by computed tomography have 
presented better MI risk prediction as visceral adiposity increases and abdominal 
subcutaneous area decreases [16, 22].

3. What is new about anthropometrics associated with MI

While overweight/obesity as BMI-measured, enlarged WC, WHR risk cut-off of 
<1, and WHtR cut-off of ≥0.5 have been verified as baseline characteristics for the 
association of anthropometrics and MI/CVD worldwide, even accounting for differ-
ences in strength of association and by sex [4–10, 12–19, 21–24, 27, 32–37]. Similarly, 
mathematical inequality between the mean simple body measurements as well as 
non-equivalent relation in the ratios, ratios of ratios and risk cut-offs may also be 
implicated (Table 1). Thus, data from thousands of MI/CVD cases are collated in 
Table 1, where new anthopometrics have been included as mere mathematical expres-
sions derived from original data, demonstrating the inequality and non-equivalence 
relations between the corresponding mean simple measurements. After associating 
anthropometrics and MI/CVD risk, since mathematical inequalities between measure-
ments may be demonstrated in any study population, perspective for epidemiological 
causality should be shifted accordingly. From evidence reflected in Table 1, neither 
WHR risk cutoff <1 (the mean hip circumference (HC) > WC) nor WC risk cut-off 
(the mean WC > height/2) will adequately describe the risk, because true risk only 
occurs at the volume measurement WHtR risk cut-off >0.5, where inequality between 
WC and height (or height/2) matters too. This is because WHtR mathematically 
represents a volume function with two independent factors: WC and height. These 
two measurements are also decisive for estimating %BF [23, 24, 27, 36, 37, 45]. In this 
sense, mathematical and anthropometric observations in our research work have 
explained the selection bias for WHR with respect to WC and WHtR and, therefore, 
have revealed that the risk comparison between healthy and unhealthy cases was not 
the same [23, 24, 27, 36, 37].

Due to anthropometrically-estimated %BF and mesomorphy presenting a high 
magnitude of association in MI for men [24, 27, 31], there are still uncertainties 
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regarding the association between BMI and WHR and their relationships with the 
true high risk BC. Conceptually, the true risk factor regarding BC derives from %BF, 
fundamentally the part linked to intra-abdominal fat depots functioning as a neuro-
endocrine organ that influence CVD risk [46, 47]. On the other hand, mesomorphy 
represents relative muscularity, but association with MI is artificial and does not 
equate causation [10, 24, 31, 48]. Thus, seeing as BMI and WHR are anthropometri-
cally linked to musculoskeletal component, and are more weakly correlated with %BF 
than other metrics, they have presented an information bias and associated a spurious 
risk for MI in men [23, 24, 27]. Indeed, it is important to understand the discrepancy 
observed between the strongest association for WHR, and their worst correlations 
with measures of general and central adiposity in both sexes [4, 17–19, 21, 23, 27]. 
The discrepancy between the strength of association for WHR and a lower anthro-
pometric coherence as well as the unbalanced distributions for WC and HC between 
healthy and cases in both sexes, suggest that there where errors regarding the true 
risk association. Consequently, a systematic error would be introduced regarding the 
true risk assignment for WHR and BMI, if, when partially capturing a dimension of 
spurious risk their data were slanted in an artificial direction towards site of cases. In 

Anthropometric Men Women Association findings**

Weight (kg) Undefined Undefined (–) or weak positive

Height (Ht): (cm) Undefined (Ht >HC 
>WC)*

Undefined (Ht >HC 
>WC)*

(–) or weak inverse

HC (cm) Undefined (HC >WC 
>Ht/2)*

Undefined (HC >WC 
>Ht/2)*

(–) or weak positive/inverse

Height/2 (cm) Undefined (WC >Ht/2)* Undefined (WC >Ht/2)* (–) or weak inverse

HtHR: (Ht/HC) >1 (Ht >HC)* >1 (Ht >HC)* (–) or weak inverse

HHt/2R: (HC/(Ht/2)) >1 (HC >Ht/2)* >1 (HC >Ht/2)* (–) or weak positive/inverse

WC (cm) >94 (102): (WC >Ht/2)* >80 (88): (WC >Ht/2)* Strong-moderate positive

BMI (kg/m²) >26.5 >25.5 Moderate positive

WHR ≥0.90 <1 (HC >WC)* ≥0.80 <1 (HC >WC)* Strong positive

WHtR ≥0.5 (Ht >WC >Ht/2)* ≥0.5 (Ht >WC >Ht/2)* Strong-moderate positive

WHt/2R: (WC/(Ht/2)) >1 (WC >Ht/2)* >1 (WC >Ht/2)* Strong-moderate positive

WHR/WHtR <2 (WHR <WHtR x 2)* <2 (WHR <WHtR x 2)* Strong positive

BMI indicates body mass index; CVD, cardiovascular disease; HC, hip circumference; Ht, body height; HHt/2R, hip-
to-height/2 ratio; HtHR, height-to-hip ratio; WC, waist circumference; MI, myocardial infarction; WHR, waist-to-hip 
ratio; WHtR, waist-to-height ratio; WHt/2R, waist-to-height/2 ratio. *Regardless of risk cutoff values significant 
inequality between the mean values of the referenced simple measurements and a non-equivalent relation in the ratios 
is always found. ** Measures of association such as odds ratios, hazard ratios, Receiver Operating Characteristic curves 
or other statistical models in all studies were used as appropriate. (−): Null or not association. a Ethnically-specific risk 
cutoffs (either in numerical or in undefined values) are taken into account when reflecting inequality between the simple 
measurements, and therefore non-equivalent risk in the ratios, ratios of ratios and risk cutoffs. b Mathematical inequality 
between the simple measurements and non-equivalence relations are extracted or extrapoled from the differences between 
the mean (standard deviation) or median values described in thousands of participants in most studies worldwide.
Table was elaborated by the author. From the scientific evidence, new metrics were included.

Table 1. 
Defined and undefined risk cut-off points for the association of anthropometrics and MI/CVD. Imbalance 
between the mean values of the simple body measurements (in parentheses) where appropriate. Risk cut-
off values and mathematical inequality between the corresponding simple measurements and ratios where 
appropriate too [4–10, 14–30, 32–35, 38–44].
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contrast, a raised WHtR and %BF have demonstrated anthropometric coherence and 
balanced distribution for the concrete values of volume by unit of height and body 
fatness for justifying risk excess. This anthropometric profile could help explain the 
abundance of MI among individuals with raised visceral fat, irrespective of BMI, HC 
or mesomorphy rating [10, 23, 24, 27, 31, 48].

4. What is the justification for making our arguments?

4.1 Lessons from anthropometry, mathematics, geometry and epidemiology

Arithmetic value and true risk measured from each anthropometric depends on 
formulae, unit of measure and body measurements derived from different structural 
components. Mathematical understanding of some concepts turns out to be key to 
detecting unhealthy BC and anthropometrically-measured risk. From this perspective, 
weight, height, height/2, WC and HC represent absolute values without expressing 
equality for risk as a mathematical object. Consequently, in assessing anthropometrics-
associated risk, mathematical relation of equivalence between simple measurements 
and indicators or ratios to be compared should be recognised by the researchers 

Figure 1. 
The standard human body and simple anthropometric measurements. Geometrical lines drawn from 
anthropometry for understanding metrics and rays of risk for WC and WHR >1. Mathematical principles and 
anthropometric arguments that hold true in an anthropometrically healthy population. Anthropometrics at 
baseline would represent mean values per standard deviation for height, height/2, WC, HC, WHR, WHtR 
and “X” distance being actually valid for any anthropometrically healthy population and ethnicity. On the 
respective rays of risk for WC (in red colour) and WHR >1 would lie points of increased abdominal obesity 
representing mean values (SD) for thousands of cases of MI/CVD as well as biological changes pointing 
towards greater excess risk as WC increases and while height may no condition the whole-risk measured by 
WC alone. On the ipsilateral segment, which length value is “X” positive (cm)/2 would lie all the points for 
WHR <1 (including WHR risk cutoff) from the lowest value up to 0.999 (X = 0.1: X/2 = 0.05) just before the 
outer limit of HC where X = 0. HC indicates hip circumference; WC, waist circumference; WHR, waist-to-
hip ratio; WHtR, waist-to-height ratio; X, subtracting HC by WC; X/2, ipsilateral segment as horizontal 
distance between any point of WC in the mid-axillary line and the vertical top line for HC in their outer limit. 
Footnote: Original drawings built and designed by the author. Dimensions are not to scale. Anthropometric 
evidence supports the referred mathematical inequalities between the simple measurements in the standard 
human body.
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(Figure 1, Table 1). Thus, when comparing with anthropometrically healthy subjects 
and with the evidence of CVD epidemiology, the rationale is as follows.

Muscle, bone, fat and residual mass as different biological components present 
no differentiation by body weight (unit of mass), and therefore, a higher BMI does 
not always involve greater body fat excess, at least in normal or overweight people 
[2, 24, 27]. Weight and height differences between sexes are not recognised by the 
BMI formula. Thereby, an equal BMI does not mean the same degree of fatness or 
unhealthy BC. In this sense, the error of estimation for high risk BC or risk may occur 
in comparing BMI with others, and either by age or by sex.

Height length depends on the bone structure of the adult. In this sense, height 
never correlates with adiposity [10, 21, 23, 27, 31, 48], and, therefore, it does not 
account for the true-risk per se. However, height as a volume factor would exert a 
modulating effect for conditioning the storage and distribution of the body fat as 
well as the relative volume that it occupies in the three-dimensional abdominal space 
[24, 27]. Thereby, a significant difference in height between groups and sexes condi-
tions the risk estimated by each concerned anthropometric, and therefore, height as 
longitudinal dimension also has important implications.

Mathematically, WC and WHtR would be equivalent for the same estimated risk 
if, and only if, mean WC = height/2. Therefore, WHtR risk cut-off =0.5 is the entity 
of risk conditioned on WC, but height/2 taking the same value as WC (e.g., 80/160, 
84/168, 85/170, 88/176 etc., all =0.5). If not, the error of estimation for both the true 
high risk BC and risk may occur in comparing WC alone with WHtR, and either by 
age or by sex. Thus, if the mean WC is >height/2 (WHtR risk cut-off >0.5) (e.g., 
80.5/158, 82.6/162, 82.8/162.4, 95.4/187 etc., all =0.51) protective underestimation 
occurs for height with respect to WC, whether WC alone assigns the risk from a 
defined risk cut-off.

In another conceptual consideration, evidence supports that there is a higher 
excess risk of MI/CVD when abdominal obesity increases [13, 14]. However, when 
comparing between-groups abdominal obesity may be expressed either in cm2 (two-
dimensional area determined from WC length) or in cm3 (three-dimensional volume 
of a solid abdominal disk determined from WC and height of the disk = WHtR cm), 
(Figures 2 and 3) [24, 37]. From this new insight, WC and WHtR do not express 
the same risk when comparing healthy people and MI/CVD cases. This is because 
WC < height/2 (WHtR <0.5) is a natural inequality. In this way, WC and WHtR refer 
to the same risk only if the mean WC = height/2 (WHtR risk cut-off =0.5). However, 
when the mean WC increases above height/2 (WHtR risk cut-off >0.5), the distribu-
tion curves of WC and height/2 appear unbalanced between healthy and cases, and 
only WHtR as an entity of volume may described the risk that is conditional on both 
WC and height. Otherwise, if we accept WC alone as an anthropometrically-mea-
sured causal risk factor, this will lead to an overestimation of risk for WC concerning 
height, or a protective underestimation of height with respect to WC. It is clear that, 
if WHtR risk cut-off is >0.5 (the mean WC > height/2), height appears to be inversely 
associated with the group of cases, and WHtR is the indicator of risk when comparing 
by ethnicity and sex, but not WC alone. This is because risk is conditional on both WC 
and height as independent volume factors.

HC length depends on the breadth between both trochanters, the gluteal mass and 
the gluteal–femoral fat to determine a two-dimensional geometric area on a transverse 
plane of defined bodily components, but HC neither discriminates between them nor 
describes cardiometabolic risk. Therefore, it does not account for the true high risk BC or 
risk [10, 24, 27, 31, 37, 48]. Thus, either the high risk BC or raised %BF is not affected by 
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HC, but vice versa. HC can be modified by physical activity or the ageing process, etc., 
in both sexes, but this does not justify a direct impact on MI/CVD risk. With modifica-
tions in HC, neither WC nor high risk BC and %BF are necessarily affected. In this sense, 
WC and WHR would be mathematically equivalent for the same estimation of risk if, 
and only if, the mean HC = WC, and therefore, WHR risk cut-off = 1 being the entity of 
risk conditional on WC, but HC taking the same value as WC. In this case, subtracting 
HC by WC we obtain an X value of zero (Figures 1 and 3) [36, 37]. If not, the error of 
estimation for both the true high risk BC and risk may occur in comparing WHR with 
WC alone, and either by age or by sex. Thus, the mean HC > WC protective overestima-
tion occurs for HC with respect to WC, and WHR <1 may present a risk overestimation 
by selecting false-positive points as compared to those true-negatives conditional on 
WC values as the numerator. It is clear that, if WHR risk cut-off is <1 (mean HC > WC: 
similar to natural inequality), not all subjects in that stratum may present risk because 
HC as risk factor appears not to be associated with any group when compared. Similarly, 
if HC > WC (WHR <1: X > 0) is a true premise applicable to a healthy population, 
the question arises as to how it may be applied to cases of CVD without being a false 
premise? From an epidemiological viewpoint, effectively only WHR <1 may represent a 
risk associated to cases when conditioning WC as numerator. This value lies above their 

Figure 2. 
Anthropometric length measurements in the standard body human and considerations for differencing between 
volume of a three-dimensional abdominal disk and WC as two-dimensional area. Measurements at baseline 
would represent mean values per standard deviation for WC, HC, height, height/2 and WHtR being actually 
valid for any study population and ethnicity. The model of disk for representing volume of an abdominal segment 
may be applied for both case–control and cohort studies from the respective mean values (SD) and risk cut-offs 
for WHtR. Anthropometric considerations are explained for understanding volume and excess risk of MI/CVD 
as WHtR increases. CVD denotes cardiovascular disease; H, body height; height/2, dividing height by 2; h, height 
of the disk; HC, hip circumference; MI, myocardial infarction, r, radius of the base; V, volume of the disk; WC, 
waist circumference; WHtR, waist-to-height ratio. Footnote: Original graphical abstract was built and designed 
by the author.
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defined risk cut-off. Obviously, WHR ≥1 (WC ≥ HC: X ≤ 0) will always represent risk 
associated to group of cases irrespective of HC value (Figure 1). Therefore, the true risk 
assignment for WHR only depends on WC receiving risk as numerator, and besides, WC 
as the entity of risk compared according to ethnicity and sex, but never WHR alone as an 
abstract fraction.

WC length depends on specific biological components that determine a two-
dimensional geometric area (cm2) on a transverse plane. Evidence supports WC as the 
strongest simple metric linked to visceral adiposity that provides a solid estimation of 
risk [13, 14, 17, 46, 47, 49]. On the other hand, in the standard human body, WC can 

Figure 3. 
Number lines in a Cartesian plane for representing values in healthy population and cases of MI/CVD: 
Metrics-associated risk increases as each anthropometric ray of risk move to the right (site of cases). Subtitled 
curves of distribution, overlapping area, risk ray and bias zone as appropriate. It is transferable to any 
study population and ethnicity. All reference values may be represented lying on the respective number 
lines drawn. We may find the points with the lowest baseline values for WHtR, WC and WHR (healthy/
controls or cases) lying on a respective line in the origin. Similarly, risk cut-offs and cutting lines lying where 
appropriate. The highest baseline values (generally in unhealthy cases) would lie on the arrowhead of the 
anthropometric rays of risk moving further outwards (right site). Other points would represent mean values 
per standard deviation for WC, HC, height, height/2, WHR and WHtR in healthy and cases as appropriate. 
In the respective lines and risk rays drawn in magenta colour would lie points of increased abdominal obesity 
representing values for thousands of cases of MI/CVD as well as biological changes pointing towards greater 
excess risk as WC increases and HC and height condition the true risk from WHR and WHtR, respectively. 
Values for X (between the maximum positive in their origin and zero (WC = HC) would be represented lying 
on the corresponding partial ray of risk (in blue colour). We have also pointed the theoretical cutting lines for 
WHtR and WHR there where would occur a balanced distribution of WC-height/2, WC-HC and WC-height 
mean values (SD) when pooling healthy and unhealthy cases. The model plotted may be applied for both 
case–control and cohort studies. CVD denotes cardiovascular disease; H, height; HC, hip circumference; 
MI, myocardial infarction; WC, waist circumference; WHR, waist-to-hip ratio; WHtR, waist-to-height 
ratio; X, subtracting HC by WC. Footnote: Original graphical abstract was built and designed by the author. 
Dimensions are not to scale.
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be lower than height/2 (WHtR <0.5) without posing any putative risk or protective 
effect (Figures 1 and 2). Only when WC and height/2 are mathematically equivalent 
(WC = height/2: WHtR = 0.5) is there a notion of equality and balance for the same 
estimation of risk from WC and WHtR. However, evidence also supports the notion that 
WHtR >0.5 is strongly associated to cases of MI [15, 18, 21, 23, 27, 37]. When the WHtR 
risk cut-off is >0.5, equality does not exist between WC and height/2, and only WHtR 
may be used to draw a valid conclusion for estimating the risk (Figure 3, Table 1). Thus, 
if the mean WC > height/2 risk overestimation occurs for WC with respect to height, WC 
alone will present an overestimation of risk in the tallest people and an underestimation 
in the shortest. Mathematically, WHtR >0.5 and < 1 is a proper abstract fraction  
(part/whole) whose decimal value up to 1 (theoretical) tells us the equal parts of WC 
that we have in height (whole), but never WC (part) referring to the entity of whole-risk 
as a mathematical object. Quite the opposite is the case; the higher the WHtR  
(whereas being <1), the higher the risk overestimation for WC as compared to WHtR. 
Similarly, the higher the WHtR between 0.51 and 0.999, the higher the probability of 
bias for WC. If WHtR cannot record true risk, WC might capture false risk beyond the 
true risk of WHtR. Hence, WC might present an error of estimation in women compared 
to men due to differences in WC and height between both sexes and, therefore, differ-
ent risks to be compared. Only when the mean WC is lower than height/2 (WHtR risk 
cut-off <0.5), WC and its risk cut-off would represent the entity of risk without account-
ing for bias, but only up to WHtR = 0.5 (Figure 3). That way, only in unrepresentative, 
small samples where the mean WC is lower than height/2 or in women where differences 
between mean WC and height/2 are less important, WC and WHtR would capture 
similar risk as being close to WHtR = 0.5. However, if WHtR risk cut-off is >0.5 (mean 
WC > height/2) not all subjects in that stratum will present risk from WC alone because 
it may not capture true risk, at least without accounting for height. In this regard, if 
the mean WC > height/2 (WHtR risk cut-off >0.5) is a true premise applicable to MI/
CVD cases, how can it be applied to a healthy population without being a false premise? 
Epidemiologically, those values for WHtR from 0.51 up to any other defined risk cut-off 
of >0.51, while lying on the overlapping zone of the distribution curves between groups, 
they may be true-negatives for healthy subjects when conditional on WHtR >0.5 as the 
true predictive variable, effectively being the mean WC higher than height/2. In this situ-
ation, those true-negative points for WHtR always lie before the line of their defined risk 
cut-off, which is much further on from 0.5 (bias zone for WC, Figure 3). Indisputably, 
if in any study population’s WHtR risk cut-off is of >0.5 (mean WC > height/2), the 
concrete value of this metric while measuring the relative volume and being conditional 
on both WC and height predicts the received risk, but never WC alone.

The standard human body can have a HC higher than WC without posing 
any putative risk or protective effect (Figure 1). By deduction, HC > WC is an 
anthropometrically healthy natural inequality, which responds to a linear equation: 
HC = WC + X, where by subtracting HC from WC we calculate X (>zero) as a unit of 
length with one decimal digit-tenths; the standard value is higher in women and the 
middle-aged than in men and elderly subjects, respectively, but higher than zero in 
all cases. Mathematically, WHR <1 is a proper abstract fraction whose decimal value 
ranged from hundredths up to 1, which states that equal parts of WC in HC, but it 
shows no anthropometric consistency or true risk beyond that of WC or X distance. 
It is clear that WHR <1 is simply a way of representing size (part/whole) that is not 
a whole number or entity of whole-risk as a mathematical object, unlike WC or X. 
In this sense, WHR <1 might represent a higher risk than WC and X, when HC has 
the importance of being overestimated as a protective factor with respect to WC 
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and, therefore, creating bias for WHR. This is because fractions of equal value do 
not refer to the same risk and the sensitivity of WHR (hundredths) is different from 
X (tenths). It is clear that between two consecutive values of WHR <1 we have 10 of 
X (e.g., between 0.95 and 0.96. we have from 5 up to 4.1 for X, but not all referring 
to the same risk as it is 0.95, which misclassifies risk). Thus, the higher the positive 
value of X (e.g., in women, middle-aged people, athletes), the higher the probability 
of bias for WHR when compared to WC, and if values of WC (numerator) and X as 
true-negatives below their respective risk cut-offs receive no true risk, WHR may 
effectively capture false-positive points in the stratum of <1. “From a proper abstract 
fraction, if WHR risk cut-off is of <1, WC turns out to be the entity of risk to be 
compared, but never WHR performing better than WC, at least while understanding 
maths and biases” [37].

Anthropometrically, in any study population, from the lowest baseline up to 
the highest values there is a direct correlation between cardiometabolic risk for WC 
and WHtR indicating the corresponding risk cut-offs. As WC and WHtR increase, 
the respective risk cut-offs and points with greater excess risk move further out-
wards lying on their geometric rays. However, WC may only represent risk when 
WHtR = 0.5 and the mean WC and height/2 are balanced in their data distribution 
(Figure 3). Similarly, WC alone may represent risk with respect to WHR when the 
WC cut-off lies before the line where WHR = 1. When the WHR risk cut-off is ≥1 
(improper fraction), WC and WHR express the same risk. On the contrary, while 
WHtR may demonstrate a risk cut-off between 0.51 and 0.999 (<1), neither WC nor 
WHR will represent risk due to overlapping and bias zones where false-positive points 
might be selected from both with respect to WHtR, which would receive no risk up to 
their risk cut-off lying on their ray of risk further outwards (site of cases), (Figure 3). 
Indisputably, the risk points from WHR and WC in bias zones before the WHtR risk 
cut-off will never capture the true risk while not being true positives lying on their 
respective rays of risk after the same WHtR risk cut-off. The risk captured by WHR 
and WC in the identified bias zones will always be false, at least partially.

Epidemiologically, neither height nor HC correlate to cardiometabolic risk. 
Hence, in predicting MI/CVD risk, HC and height may only be conditional risks 
for WHR and WHtR as area and volume factors, respectively. HC never appears 
to take the same cut-off value as height (the mean height is always higher than 
HC and HC > height/2). WC hardly reaches the same cut-off value as height or 
HC (mathematically it is always fulfilled as the mean height > HC > WC. The 
mean HC > WC > height/2, see Table 1). In addition, as WC increases, WHR >1 
(whole/part) may also draw a similar correlation of risk up to the highest WC 
values because it directly depends on WC as a total area of risk, irrespective of 
HC (Figure 1). Nevertheless, WHR <1 (part/whole) draws neither ray nor greater 
excess risk, at least between their risk cut-offs and the 0.999 value where a higher 
or lesser bias occurs as HC increases or decreases and WC does not move in its 
respective ray of risk. On the other hand, only WHtR as a relative volume allows 
a clear indication of risk to be recognised up to value of 1, which theoretically 
would represent the unity of risk corresponding to the total volume where WC 
would take the same value as height (in a balanced distribution). In this approach, 
we will always find the point for WHtR = 0.5 before the line for WHR = 1, and the 
WHtR risk cut-off lies much more outwards (in the site of cases) than WC and 
WHR. Thereby, the curves of distribution and overlapping zones explain that, in 
capturing risk, WHtR presents much more sensitivity (true-positive fraction) than 
WC or WHR. This is because true-negative values conditioned on the WHtR risk 
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cut-off are not selected as false-positive ones, unlike WC and WHR between their 
respective risk cut-offs and the end of the bias zones (Figure 3).

Anatomically, HC is also higher than height/2 and lower than height (height/
HC >1; HC/(height/2) >1) (Figure 1). Hence, there would be no equivalent relation 
between WHR and WHtR risk cut-offs to compare the same risk if the first is lower 
than the second × 2 (WHR/WHtR <2). According to this premise, WHtR ≥0.5 will 
always detect risk before WHR ≥1 (see Figure 3). Since the balanced distribution 
between WC and height/2 on the one hand, and between WC and HC on the other 
hand, may only be found on the risk cut-offs of WHtR =0.5 and WHR =1, respec-
tively, both indices will never capture the same risk because it is anthropometrically 
impossible and epidemiologically false (Table 1). Therefore, bias will occur for WHR 
with respect to WHtR due to an unbalancing of HC and height/2 values between 
healthy and unhealthy cases (Figures 1 and 3). If WHR risk cut-off is lower than 
WHtR × 2 and WC does not move, WHR-associated risk above WHtR would be a 

Figure 4. 
Lessons from geometry: Volume of solids. Geometric model representing the human body as a solid cylinder 
or two truncated cones joined together at their major bases. Geometry formulas and explanations for 
understanding the meaning of WHtR when comparing cardiometabolic risk between healthy population and 
cases of MI/CVD. Geometric values at baseline would represent the mean values per standard deviation for 
WC, radius, heights and WHtR being actually valid for any study population and ethnicity. The model may 
be applied for both case–control and cohort studies from the respective mean values (SD) and risk cut-offs for 
WHtR. “Volume” refers to the amount of three-dimensional space that bodily components occupy in relation 
to their mass and density. Volume is determined by geometry formulas. The base of the cylinder and the major 
base of the truncated cones have a length or perimeter equal to WC as appropriate. Dividing H by WHtR we 
get the total number of disks that fit into each three-dimensional shape. CVD denotes cardiovascular disease; 
H, total height corresponding to that of the cylinder or double truncated cone; h1, height or thickness of each 
disk or frustum; h2, height of a single truncated cone (H/2); MI, myocardial infarction, R or r, radius of 
each base as appropriate; V1, volume of the cylindrical disk; V2, volume of the conical frustum; WC, waist 
circumference; WHtR, waist-to-height ratio.
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false-positive due a protective overestimation for HC concerning height, either by age 
or by sex. “From a mathematical conception, …, if ratio of the risk cut-offs between 
WHR and WHtR is of <2 (WHR <WHtR x 2), WHtR turns out to be the entity of risk 
to be compared, but never WHR performing better than WHtR, at least while under-
standing maths and biases” [37].

From geometry, the concrete volume of a three-dimensional disk or frustum 
(e.g., at umbilicus level) may be quantified from the WHtR. Simulating a cylinder or 
truncated cone, the volume of this disk will depend on area of the base(s) (πr2, where 
WC =2πr: r = WC/2π) and their geometrical height (thickness of the disk = WHtR 
cm) [36, 37]. Geometrically, the human body as a solid from the head to the feet 
would have several disks, so that number of disks = body height (H)/WHtR, and the 
sum of the volume of all the disks would give us the total volume of the body. The 
total body volume would be the theoretical unity of risk where WC = height: WHtR 
=1: number of disks =1 (Figure 4). Obviously, only from this hypothetical situation 
WHtR ≥1 (improper fraction where the mean WC ≥ height) will always represent 
risk associated to group of cases irrespective of heiht value, and WC and WHtR 
≥1 refering to the same risk. Thereby, an epidemiologically real WHtR gives us the 
corresponding relative volume (cm3) that we have by unit of height or disk in a direct-
inverse relationship with WC-height. The higher the WHtR, the higher the volume of 
the disk. On the other hand, although WC values do not change, the disk volume may 
be modulated by body height towards a higher or lesser amount of three-dimensional 
space that risk components occupy and, therefore, modifying their cardiometabolic 
effect. Epidemiologically, WHtR is important because it captures risk above the WC 
area, at least when height may have significant differences between groups to be 
compared and with a WHtR risk cut-off >0.5 and < 1. In this approach, the area and 
volume from WC and WHtR, respectively, would not be comparable. “From a proper 
abstract fraction, if WHtR risk cut-off is of >0.5 and <1, the value of this metric is 
the entity of risk to be compared, but WC never performs better than WHtR, at least 
while understanding maths and biases” [37].

5.  Novel findings in medical research and implications for an 
anthropometrically correct MI/CVD risk assessment

It is well known BMI depends on weight and it strongly depends on metabolically 
healthy musculoskeletal components and body fat mass, especially subcutaneous, 
without discriminating the unhealthy intra-abdominal fat and their volume [2, 14, 
23, 24, 37, 48]. Why to choose BMI to assess MI/CVD risk if it captures metabolically 
contradictory components? The consequence of this chimera is that to describe indi-
viduals’ risks based on BMI is unfounded and potentially misleading. Accordingly, 
the concepts of ideal anthropometric health and BMI-classified obesity should not 
be considered synonymous or interchangeable, unless we accept misclassification 
and paradoxical information for biological risk assessment. BMI fails to discriminate 
between harmful body fat and healthy components and is an inappropriate formula to 
assess the association between excess fat mass and MI/CVD. Besides, while a part of 
the musculoskeletal component (mesomorphy) may be associated with MI, as %BF 
increases, a part of the association for BMI would capture a false risk and, therefore, 
information bias would occur for the true high risk BC in both sexes. The excessive 
body weight in individuals who have a high BMI and normal %BF (e.g., individuals/
athletes with high mesomorphy rating) would indicate a score of spurious risk, but 
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never performing better than WC [24, 27, 37]. With respect to WHR, it is well known 
that it has demonstrated the highest predictive abilities for MI risk [4, 13, 17–21, 23]. 
Nevertheless, WHR may present bias with respect to WC when the risk assignment 
for both does not refer to the same risk, therefore reducing the quality of the compari-
son [24, 36, 37].

It is noteworthy that WC and HC only may coincide at the same estimation of 
risk when WC takes the same value as HC (WHR =1; X = 0, see Figure 1). Any WHR 
value of <1 (X > 0) demonstrates no cardiometabolic risk beyond that of WC alone 
or X. WHR as a proper fraction (<1) will never represent the entity of risk, and any 
risk-code selected for WHR between their risk cut-off values of <1 and 0.999 will 
be biased if WC or X receives no risk-code. There would only be a true risk for WHR 
with respect to WC when WC or X predicts the true risk from their defined risk 
cut-offs. If not, WHR may select true-negative values as false-positive ones when they 
merely represent protective overestimation for HC concerning WC and X.

Mathematically, between any WHR risk cut-off <1 (e.g., 0.95) and 0.999, we could 
always find different individuals and an infinite number of proper fractions whose 
decimal values receive a risk-code, but that do not refer to the same high risk BC as 
measured from the WC or X risk cut-off. This discovery arises from rigorous data 
analysis in the measurements for WC and HC, and where misclassification occurs for 
WHR-associated risk [23, 24, 36, 37]. As an example, 93.1/98 vs. 93.9/98 vs. 95/100, 
etc., =0.95: X between 5 and 4.1; 93/95.9 vs. 94.1/96.9 vs. 98/100.9, etc., =0.97: X 
between 3 and 2.1; 93.8/93.9 vs. 94.2/95 vs. 99/100 etc., =0.99: X between 1 and 0.1. 
Broadly, there would be five values for WHR between 0.95 and 0.99, and infinite 
fractions for values of X between 5 and 0.1; HC > WC in all and a WC risk cut-off 
≥94.4 in each set. Equal values for WHR (e.g., between 0.82 and 0.999; X between 18 
and 0.1) may be transferred to broader populations where the mean values for WC 
and HC were higher or lower than in the example. In any situation, WC and X values 
that depend on their own risk cut-offs would reflect different risk-codes in each 
fraction while WHR would support a unique value for the risk, but any mean value of 
WHR <1 precludes the same estimation of risk for WC and HC (HC ≠ WC), making 
the validity of WHR beyond that of WC alone anthropometrically impossible. These 
observations may help to explain a higher bias for WHR in predicting MI/CVD risk in 
women because the X positive value is always higher in women than in men. In fact, 
HC > WC at the baseline involves a positive X value, and the higher the X value, the 
higher the bias occurs by selecting a higher number of proper fractions and false-pos-
itives, so that the protective effect for HC would always be overestimated. Similarly, a 
higher bias for WHR would occur when the WC is taken at the minimum level vs. the 
maximum (e.g., at the umbilicus) due to a longer range between the lowest and 0.999 
value (see Figure 1). “From a proper abstract fraction, if WHR risk cut-off is of <1 
all WHR-associated risk above WC as being mathematically incorrect and anthropo-
metrically unjustified provides epidemiological false inferences” [37].

In another mathematical consideration, our research has also revealed that WHR 
and WHtR contrast by suggesting the same true risk if HC and height present a 
relationship of height/HC =2. This ratio would occur if and only if WHR/WHtR = 2 
(e.g., 0.90/0.45, 0.95/0.475, 1/0.5, 1.2/0.6 etc., HC = height/2 in all). This also appears 
anthropologically unlikely and selection bias occurred for WHR with respect to 
WHtR due to the protective overestimation for HC regarding height [23, 37].

As mentioned above, WC and WHtR may only be comparable if the equivalent 
relationship between WC and height refers to same estimation of risk for both 
(WC = height/2: WHtR risk cut-off =0.5). If not, between 0.51 and any WHtR 
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risk cut-off up to 1 (e.g., >0.55), we could always find different individuals and an 
infinite number of fractions receiving the same binary code for WHtR (no risk), 
but not referring to the same risk-code from the WC risk cut-off (see Figure 3). As 
an example, 82.8/162.4 vs. 88.6/174 vs. 80.6/158 vs. 95.4/187 etc., =0.51; 95.2/178.2 
vs. 90/168 vs. 83/156, etc., =0.53; 96.7/178 vs. 92.5/168.2 vs. 98.8/179.6, etc., =0.55. 
Broadly, there would be no risk-code for WHtR ≤0.55 when the WC represents differ-
ent risk-codes if their risk cut-offs were > 84 or > 95 on each set, and WC > height/2 
in all. Thereby, the higher the WHtR, the higher the risk overestimation for WC 
occurs by selecting false-positive points as compared to those true-negatives below 
the WHtR risk cut-off. Equal values for WHtR (e.g., between 0.51 and 0.65) may 
be transferred to other populations where the mean values for WC and height were 
higher or lower than in the example. In any situation, WC values depending on their 
own risk cut-off would reflect different risk-codes into each fraction while WHtR 
would support a unique, continuous code (no risk) up to their own risk cut-off value. 
Hence, WC might present bias with respect to WHtR when the risk for both metrics 
does not refer to the same high risk BC, when compared either in men or in women. 
Thus, WC might capture risk if there are no differences in height between healthy and 
unhealthy cases (WHtR risk cut-off close to 0.5). In contrast, the risk captured from 
WC would be not equivalent when the mean height (WHtR risk cut-off much higher 
than 0.5) determines a significantly higher relative volume in cases, and therefore 
a different high risk BC when compared to healthy people (see Figures 2 and 3). 
Regarding this observation, the risk association for WC and WHtR will be equivalent 
if, and only if, the WHtR risk cut-off is very close to 0.5, but any value >0.5 precludes 
the same estimation of risk for WC and height (WC ≠ height/2), making the validity 
of WC alone beyond that of WHtR anthropometrically impossible. Thereby, “when 
WHtR risk cut-off is of >0.5 and <1 all WC-associated risk above WHtR … provides 
epidemiological false inferences” [37].

In another sense, a different cardiometabolic effect among visceral and extra-
abdominal fat has been argued when using WC to measure the total abdominal adipose 
tissue. However, there is evidence that the higher the intra-abdominal fat, the higher 
the WC value, irrespective of subcutaneous extra-abdominal fat [13–15, 22]. From 
the Framingham study, visceral fat has been strongly associated with a metabolic risk 
profile and MI in both sexes and technological studies have also observed that the ratio 
visceral fat/subcutaneous extra-abdominal fat presented a direct association with MI 
while subcutaneous area presented the inverse [12, 14, 16, 22, 37, 50]. The anthropo-
metric explanation would be because, as intra-abdominal fat increases, subcutaneous 
adipose tissue of the extra-abdominal space suffers the mechanical effect of compres-
sion, which decreases their relative thickness and volume (tight fat) [37]. Moreover, 
it is noteworthy that %BF measured by DEXA strongly depends on WC and height 
rather than BMI in adult individuals [45]. In addition, MI men present high mesomor-
phy and low ectomorphy ratings, and %BF is more strongly correlated with WHtR 
than it is with WC (intra-abdominal + subcutaneous area). Therefore, WC does not 
necessarily refer to risk for an accurate comparison but considering it for a higher rela-
tive volume by unit of height, closely linked to a low ectomorphy [10, 24, 27, 31, 48]. 
Thereby, sophisticated volumetric imaging methods have demonstrated differences in 
the association of visceral and subcutaneous fat with an adverse metabolic risk profile 
in both sexes [50].

A novel insight in research, for the first time we have used a propensity score 
method to address selection biases in balancing the distribution of covariates 
between anthropometrically healthy subjects and MI cases [36]. It is well known in 
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observational studies, treatment (or exposure) selection is often influenced by subject 
characteristics [51–53]. As a result, baseline characteristics of treated (or exposed) 
subjects often differ systematically from those of untreated (or unexposed) subjects. 
Therefore, one must account for systematic differences in baseline characteristics 
between treated and untreated (exposed or unexposed) subjects when estimating 
the effect of treatment (or exposure) on outcomes [53]. Based on our idea of how to 
reduce the effects of confounding in non-randomised anthropometric studies, we 
have applied the cited method. Thus, the conditional distribution of risk between 
groups (healthy and unhealthy cases) should be the same when observed baseline 
characteristics do not present standardised differences [37, 53]. Thereby, similar base-
line characteristics for WHR and WC may provide bias in outcomes of both, if the 
risk assignment in both does not account for the covariates that predict the receiving 
true risk, WC as numerator and WHtR as measure volume, respectively. In this sense, 
as a result, risk assignment for WHR and WC may be systematically biased if values 
between WC, HC, height/2 and height show no balanced distribution and, therefore, 
the concerned metrics may not be directly comparable (see Figure 3 and Table 1). 
Consequently, if the mathematical equivalence between covariates and propensity 
scores for metrics is not explored, it will be impossible to ensure a balanced distribu-
tion of risk between anthropometrics and groups. In agreement with the stratification 
method, all subjects who have (nearly) similar baseline characteristics and, therefore, 
similar propensity scores would have the same probability (nonzero) to receive a risk-
code, making the risk assignment strongly ignorable [53]. Comparing the similarity 
of healthy and unhealthy cases in the same strata should begin with a comparison of 
the means or medians of the simple covariates and the distribution of their categori-
cal counterparts between groups. If, after conditioning on the simple measurements, 
there remain systematic differences between means or medians, this would be an 
indication that the propensity score model has not been correctly specified for 
unbalancing the distribution of the measurements and the risk assignment. Thus, 
from our research, we have anthropometrically and mathematically demonstrated an 
association bias of WHR for unbalancing HC with respect to WC and height values in 
MI men [36, 37]. Besides, results from other larger studies [4–9, 14–22, 28–30, 32–35, 
38–44] may be transferred to our analysis as appropriate. In revealing inequality 
between the simple measurements and risk cut-offs for metrics, our conclusions are 
not coincidental due to identifying biases and checking the lack of external validity. 
In brief, we have demonstrated association biases that are extendible to all previous 
studies and we have proposed the premises to avoid it.

6. Discussion

The anthropometric robustness of BMI and WHR as a link to the true risk of the 
BC and MI/CVD is unclear and diffuse. Conceptually, each of these provides its own 
meaning without a verifiable associated risk beyond that of WC. Nevertheless, only a 
rigorous interpretation removing bias could avoid confusing or paradoxical informa-
tion, independently focused on the number of lifestyle factors and other established 
risk factors that influence ideal cardiovascular health [11].

It is well known that BMI has significant association with MI in both sexes, but not 
the best, and unimportant differences were found when compared by sex [4, 17–19, 21]. 
From the UK Biobank results, the ratio of women-to-men’s hazard ratios for incident 
MI for the comparison between BMI and WC demonstrated a higher hazard ratio of 
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association for WC in women, and no difference in men. Only WC and WHR, but not 
BMI and WHtR, were significantly associated with the risk of MI in women compared 
to men. Moreover, measures of central adiposity, particularly WHR as compared to 
BMI, showed a higher hazard ratio in women than in men [21]. However, when explor-
ing the association between anthropometrics and obesity, novel findings have explained 
the reasons why both BMI and WHR are not optimal indicators in predicting MI risk, at 
least in men [23, 24, 27]. Thereby, it can be reasonably assumed that, since the musculo-
skeletal component may be artificially or indirectly associated to MI, BMI fails to reveal 
the true high risk BC by underestimating visceral fat volume and overestimating risk 
from the mesomorphy component. Thus, in two individuals with mesomorphy domi-
nant and different high risk BC, the same BMI would underestimate the higher body fat 
volume in one of them. This observation means that BMI has the importance of produc-
ing a greater impact and bias in men due to it capturing a dimension of spurious risk 
beyond that of women. On this basis, from the UK Biobank, the comparison between 
BMI and WC by sex presented bias. This is because both metrics cannot refer to the 
same high risk BC when comparing men and women, and WC without accounting for 
the whole-risk (a 1-SD WHtR was >0.5 and < 1 in both sexes) [21, 37].

To our knowledge, body weight and HC have showed low predictive ability for 
MI and never justifying true biological plausibility for the risk. On the other hand, 
height and ectomorphy has been inversely associated to MI with a higher relative 
risk, although not necessarily referring to a causal relationship [10, 23, 24, 31, 48]. 
It is clear then that WC would be the only one among the simple measurements for 
reflecting both the cardiometabolic risk and the highest association discriminative for 
MI in both sexes [4, 7, 9, 12–21, 23, 24]. Besides, as %BF increases in vivo, the body 
fat storage is homogeneously distributed and WC, rather than BMI, becomes the best 
clinical expression of a body fat volume increase. Nevertheless, compound indexes 
such as WHR, conicity and WHtR have always captured a higher dimension of risk  
[4, 7, 9, 12, 16–19, 21, 23, 24, 27].

Surprisingly, most studies predicting MI/CVD risk always used a WHR cut-off <1 
and/0r WHR/WHtR <2 in both sexes and different ethnicities while selection biases 
were never discussed [4, 5, 7, 13, 15, 17–19, 21, 28–30, 32, 35, 38–44, 54]. Why, when 
WHR <1, has the causal relationship between HC and adverse MI/CVD outcomes 
not clearly been elucidated? From the INTERHEART study [4], the median WHR in 
the overall population was 0.93 in cases and 0.91 in controls with a significant differ-
ence between both values, and therefore for the X distance, so the risk comparison 
was done without balancing between HC and WC. Besides, WC was obtained at 
the narrowest point (the longest X distance), and WHtR as entity of risk was not 
explored. On the other hand, the follow-up in the CONOR study [17] found, for 
WHR and WC, an association stronger in women and middle-aged than in men and 
elderly participants, respectively. However, the higher value of X for middle-aged 
(X = 21) and elderly women (X = 18) with respect to male counterparts (X = 11 and 8, 
respectively) was not kept in mind, and therefore, biases occurred with respect to WC 
and X in the risk comparison for unbalancing the mean HC and WC. Additionally, 
WC would appear to be found with classification bias for the risk in women compared 
to men if height was not accounted for in the data analysis and WHtR as an entity of 
risk was not well compared. Similarly, from the UK Biobank study [21], a 1-SD WHR 
was significantly associated with a higher hazard ratio of MI in women than in men, 
and with a corresponding women-to-men ratio of hazard ratios of 1.15. Nevertheless, 
the mean (SD) of WHR was <1 in both sexes (0.82: X = 18 in women, 0.93: X = 7 in 
men), so the false premise accepted in the risk assignment up to 0.999 value provided 
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a selection bias for WHR when compared to WC or X. Thereby, having a baseline 
characteristic of WHR <1 either in healthy population or in cases, a different high 
risk BC as measured by WC and X will provide a higher WHR-associated risk due 
to the protective overestimation for HC where equal numbers of WHR <1 predict 
false-positives when accounting for an imbalance of the mean HC and WC or X. 
Besides, in data distribution and hazard ratios, WHR in the top was always <1 when 
WHtR in the bottom was >0.45–0.5 and < 1 in both sexes (WHR/WHtR <2), so the 
risk comparison between both indices was biased and demonstrated a protective 
overestimation for HC concerning height. Additionally, the strength of association for 
WC was significantly higher in women than in men while the hazard ratio for WHtR 
was similar in both sexes (1.34 in women, 1.33 in men). By deduction, height differ-
ences were higher in men than in women in occurring similar risk assignments for 
WC and WHtR in women (hazard ratio of 1.35 and 1.34, respectively), but not in men 
(hazard ratio of 1.28 and 1.33, respectively). This is because the mean WC and height 
demonstrated a different relationship, and WC and WHtR was not compared for the 
same risk [37]. Indeed, the mean (SD) of WHtR at the baseline in women (0.52 ± 0.1) 
was closer to 0.5 than that of men (0.55 ± 0.1) [21]. This means that, in the stratum 
between 0.5 and 0.52, WC and WHtR captured a similar dimension of risk in women 
due to a lower probability of selecting false-positives, while in a higher range up to 
0.55, only WHtR captured the highest risk, as it happened in men. Thereby, height 
differences between women and men involve less chance of bias for WC in women 
when compared to WHtR, and WHtR more accurately predicts risk in men than WC 
[21]. By contrast, in the follow up of a Swedish cohort, WC presented less statistical 
significance for a recurrent MI in the female group [38]. However, the risk the WHtR 
measured was not explored and, therefore the risk comparison between sexes could 
not be referred to the same high risk BC and relative volume.

On the other hand, since short-stature has been associated with MI, the WC asso-
ciated risk that is geometrically-derived from a two-dimensional area will be overes-
timated in taller individuals with respect to shorter people, including sex differences. 
In contrast, WHtR has the importance of corresponding to a relative volume where 
intra-abdominal risk components occupy all the space except for small peripheral-
subcutaneous area, which is less deleterious [24, 37, 46, 47]. Unequivocally, WHtR 
gives us a relative risk volume and the higher the WHtR, the higher the risk. Besides, 
WHtR yields no bias with respect to others and it may capture a dimension of risk 
above WC. Obviously, this only happens when WHtR risk cut-off moves too far 
towards an excess of 0.5, as proven in men [21, 23, 24, 27]. It is also anthropometri-
cally and mathematically demonstrable in most studies (Table 1).

In another consideration, some studies have signed a trend towards higher risk of 
MI as HC decreased (narrow hip) in a relationship with sarcopenia and deficiencies 
in physical activity [4, 19]. However, despite different values of HC either in the UK, 
Sweden, Norway, Spain or even in infarcted populations worldwide, studies have 
always found a WHR risk cut-off <1 and HC never takes the same value as WC 
[4, 18–21, 23]. On the other hand, HC-adjusted WC has demonstrated the stron-
gest association with coronary disease and cardiovascular mortality [41–44, 53]. 
Nevertheless, by entering both WC and HC as independent markers of future CVD 
risk, the causal association for HC-adjusted WC in analytic models also appears to be 
wrong due to selection bias for the risk. The key lies in the discriminatory risk cut-offs 
for WC and HC, which reflect different sensitivity and specificity as well as different 
coherence and biological plausibility from each one. When using HC-adjusted WC, 
whether considering HC as a protective factor in a WHR risk cut-off of <1 (mean 
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HC > WC: X > 0) [39–42, 53], this argument becomes a false premise, because we will 
always find points of spurious risk in any WHR-associated risk above the WC, and 
therefore draw false conclusions for causation. It would occur even when X values 
are 0.1: WHR =0.999 (Figures 1 and 3). Hence, anthropometric risk evaluation is not 
subsumable by combining WC and HC data at the same level of equality (WC = HC 
instead of HC = WC + X), either for WHR <1 or HC-adjusted WC. That way, the 
paired comparison of two different biological factors would adulterate the associated 
joint risk and the real effect of HC, which takes a protective role falsely assigned. 
Then (and only then), when WC takes the same value as HC (risk equivalence) there 
will be the same (x, y) coordinates in the shared point where WC = HC: WHR = 1: 
X = 0, and, therefore, the same estimation of risk for WC and HC (Figure 1). In the 
same way, noting that anthropometrically healthy women significantly present lower 
WHR than men (higher X distance), a higher bias for WHR in predicting MI/CVD 
risk in women may be explained due to a higher selection of abstract fractions and 
spurious risk points where HC does not account for the same estimation of risk as 
WC. Similarly, higher bias would occur when the WC is taken at the minimum perim-
eter (both sexes), due to a higher X length (Figure 1). In this approach, the higher X 
value, the higher bias may occur. Thus, a higher HC in middle-aged people, physically 
active subjects or in women with higher gluteal–femoral fat deposits never justify a 
protective effect that influence MI/CVD, at least anthropometrically and while bal-
ancing the mean values of WC, HC, and X in any correct comparison between healthy 
and unhealthy cases including sex differences.

To our knowledge, using stratification for matching the selection bias of WHR has 
been demonstrated in men. This was because the same WHR risk-code (yes) on the 
same matched fractions between 0.95 and 0.999 always found different risk-codes 
for WC (yes/not) when conditioned on both WC < HC and WC receiving a true risk 
above their risk cut-off [36, 37].

In agreement with our observations, the strata between the WHR risk cut-off and 
0.999 on the one hand, and from 0.51 up to any other WHtR risk cut-off of >0.5 on the 
other hand, usually coincide on the overlapping areas of the distributions for WHR 
and WHtR between healthy populations and MI/CVD cases. Thus, for the same binary 
code of no risk (true-negatives) between 0.51 and any other WHtR risk cut-off of 
>0.5, we could find the same WHtR value for different fractions from WC and height. 
However, WC might produce false-positives above their own risk cut-off if condi-
tioned on WC > height/2 and WHtR received no risk (bias zone for WC as explained 
above). When unbalancing HC vs. WC and height mean values, or the mean WC vs. 
height/2 false-positive points for WHR and WC, respectively, might be selected for 
biasing any associated risk above WHtR. Besides, evidence states that, in any study 
population, HC and height/2 always present different mean values (HC > height/2: 
WHR/WHtR <2), so a risk assignment for WHR and WHtR always shows an imbal-
ance for overestimating the protective effect of HC with respect to height, and there-
fore, comparing different risk [4–10, 14–30, 32–35, 38–40], (Table 1).

From a syllogistic approach, whether in any study population WHR (risk cut-
off <1) shows a higher magnitude of association than WC (the first false major 
premise for a causal risk), while the mean HC is higher than WC (the second true 
minor premise), any WHR-associated risk above WC will occur for unbalancing the 
distribution of WC and HC as covariates. This fact determines false risk assignment 
for WHR (association bias) with respect to WC, which induces a false inference as 
the conclusion for causation. In no case WHR <1 would risk be captured above the 
WC because HC > WC is a natural inequality associated with a healthy population. 
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Similarly, a WHtR risk cut-off >0.5 occurs, the WC shows higher magnitude of 
association than WHtR (the first false major premise for a causal risk) and when 
the mean WC > height/2 (the second true minor premise), any WC-associated risk 
beyond that of WHtR will occur for unbalancing the distribution of WC and height/2 
as covariates. Thus, WC that captures a false risk (association bias) with respect to 
WHtR would induce a false inference as the conclusion for causation. In no case can 
WC alone capture the risk above WHtR because WC < height/2 is a natural inequality 
associated with an anthropometrically healthy population, and only up to a WHtR 
risk cut-off =0.5 (mean WC = height/2) would WC and WHtR capture the same risk. 
With the same premise, if any WHR risk cut-off is lower than that of WHtR × 2, and 
being the mean HC > height/2, any WHR-associated risk beyond that of the WHtR 
will occur for unbalancing the distribution of HC and height/2 as covariates, but 
WHR never captures the risk above WHtR. To clarify this, apply the results of the 
studies referenced in Table 1 on Figure 3 and once the simple measurements and their 
mathematical inequalities in the standard human body are well known, see Figure 1).

As a philosophically and anthropometrically correct reflection, not all subjects are 
at risk as according to their WHR measurement, and with similar baseline character-
istics between their risk cut-off of <1 and 0.999 or twice the WHtR value that refer 
to the same risk as measured from WC or WHtR risk cut-off, respectively (bias zone 
for WHR). Similarly, not all subjects at risk according to their WC measurement, and 
with similar baseline characteristics for WC alone above their risk cut-off refer to the 
same risk as measured from WHtR between 0.51 and any other real risk cut-off >0.5 
(bias zone for WC), (Figure 3).

Epidemiologically, while a shorter stature may be significantly associated to cases 
of MI/CVD (WHtR risk cut-off >0.5) and the mean values of HC higher than both 
WC and height/2 (WHR <1: WHR/WHtR <2: HC > WC > height/2, see Table 1), 
WHtR will always capture the highest dimension of risk above WC and WHR. This is 
because WHtR as a three-dimensional volume measure would always capture higher a 
biological risk than WC as a two-dimensional area. Similarly, when balanced distribu-
tion between the simple measurements may be checked and the risk may be condi-
tioned on the real predictive variables (WC or WHtR >0.5 as appropriate) [36, 37], 
WHtR becomes the gold standard for risk assessment. It is geometrically clear. The 
same values of risk for WC between different individuals refer to a similar risk from 
WHtR as relative volume if the mean WC is ≤height/2 (WHtR ≤0.5 and unimportant 
differences for height), but never occur when individuals present a mean WHtR of 
>0.5 (significant differences for height). Thus, WHtR should be used as the optimal 
metric when making an anthropometrically and mathematically correct risk predic-
tion, irrespective of the strength of association for other metrics in different studies. 
In such studies, a spurious risk might be artificially slanted towards the group of cases 
in the rest of compared metrics when specifically defined or universally categorised 
risk cut-offs were used [4–10, 14–30, 32–35, 38–44, 49, 54, 55].

Our demonstrations are a touchstone on the risk associated with WHR and WC 
from many studies, so universal recommendations made on the issues relating to 
WHR and WC alone for determining abdominal obesity and substantially increased 
risk of metabolic complications may turn out to be fallacious or at least have infor-
mation bias [13, 14, 56]. Validity for both WHR and WC depends on the degree for 
measuring the risk. However, when having a WHR risk cut-off <1 as an abstract 
fraction or WC alone as a two-dimensional area, it will be impossible to discriminate 
the risk and relative volume, unlike WHtR, which is a more faithful measure. Thus, 
a true description of risk for WHR <1 requires of a categorical syllogism, where the 
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risk derives from an affirmative proposition for the WC value as a numerator. On the 
other hand, any association of risk for WC alone above WHtR will be a false conclu-
sion, if the WHtR risk cut-off is of >0.5 and < 1. Since a part of the assigned risk for 
WHR and WC may be spurious, the conclusion for the risk will be in error due to a 
fallacious argument. Similarly, the assumption of risk for categorised risk cut-offs for 
overweight/obesity when not measuring the true high risk BC nor abdominal obesity 
volume will be a misleading proposition, which will provide a false conclusion for the 
associated real risk, or at least provide a conclusion with paradoxical information and 
bias. Therefore, in any study population, the risk captured by each metric depends on 
itself, its sensitivity and specificity, consistency, coherence, plausibility and anthro-
pometric validity, rather than on its strength of association with respect to others, at 
least while predicting risk with simple measurements, where mathematical relation-
ships of inequality provide imbalance and biases for the causal risk association.

In summary, BMI and WC will never refer to the same risk and high risk BC. 
Regarding that insight, while technological methods are clinically impracticable, to 
predict MI/CVD risk, WC should be the anthropometric reference for assessing the 
true high risk BC and risk beyond that of BMI.

It is worthy to note that the universally categorised risk cut-offs for metrics such as 
overweight/obesity [2], WHR ≥0.90 in men and ≥ 0.85 in women (<1 in both) [14], 
WC >94 (102) in men and > 80 (88) in women [13, 14, 56], and WHtR >0.5 and < 1 
in both sexes, may provide confounding and association biases for causal risk. This 
occurs when the mathematical relationships are unbalanced between the simple 
measurements of healthy and unhealthy cases, and a spurious risk assignment being 
slanted in direction to the group of cases in the confounding metrics. At the same time, 
in the overlapping areas of the confounding metrics, subjects with similar baseline 
values must present different risk assignments when conditional on both imbalances 
between simple measurements and the real predictive variables [37]. Thus, regardless 
of WC, HC and height should be controlled in data analyses to preclude a differ-
ent–equal risk assignment between subjects who have equal–different high risk BC 
and risk. Accordingly, a higher strength of association for WHR or WC with respect 
to WHtR does not mean higher risk, but association biases where both the high risk 
BC and relative volume were not well compared. In other words, WHR-associated risk 
above WC and WC-associated risk beyond that of WHtR were always a bias error, 
which is evidence that posed issues for the cardiovascular sciences for a long time due 
to the research process itself. Thus, when ignoring biases in research, false inferences 
could be drawn to predict MI/CVD risk in both sexes. On the contrary, only WHtR-
associated risk above WC and WHR will hold true. Thereby, by identifying and remov-
ing biases in research, WHtR will always provide equality and balance between healthy 
populations and MI/CVD cases to be used as an entity of risk, while also having the 
importance of being cheap, accessible and easy to measure. Therefore, an appropriate 
ethnically-based and sex-specific WHtR risk cut-off would be the easiest and most 
definitive anthropometric tool to meet the best epidemiological criteria for the judge-
ment of causal associations and to identify individuals at risk of MI/CVD. Broadly, it 
would occur while the degree of adiposity/overweight/obesity still has the importance 
of accumulating a homogenously distributed body fat volume. A continuous process of 
accumulating body fat over time provides changes in body shape and a higher degree 
of adiposity, even with fat flaps that would involve a higher risk and volume excess 
non-homogeneously distributed and, therefore, non-fully measurable from WC and 
height. In any case, a high degree of fatness will always keep a high correlation with 
WHtR, %BF and components of risk of the somatotype [10, 24, 27, 31, 45, 48].
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Lastly, after reviewing thousands of cases of MI/CVD, our findings have both 
internal and external validity, and therefore, they determine the generalisability to 
any ethnically-based or sex-specific population because they mathematically and epi-
demiologically satisfy our observations. On this issue, bias and causal associations in 
observational research must be well known [51–53], and overall, to avoid categorising 
as risk the value of each metric if their risk cut-off was not well verified and balanced 
with respect to others and specifically defined and checked in each study population. 
We also believe that an evolution of findings based on a balanced weighing of poten-
tials for false-positive biases can produce scientific knowledge for the advancement of 
medical and cardiovascular sciences.

7. Conclusion

Association biases for anthropometrics in predicting MI/CVD risk in both 
sexes have been demonstrated in anthropometric and mathematical terms. 
Regardless of BMI, which demonstrates either paradoxical or non-optimal MI/
CVD risk prediction in most studies, WHR-associated risk can lead to misleading 
evidence derived from a generalised mathematical misconception, which overes-
timates the protective effect of HC concerning WC and height. Until our discover-
ies by using matching in the overlapping zones between healthy population and 
cases, no other research has demonstrated biases by assigning spurious risk to 
true-negative values.

Epidemiologically, in the association of MI/CVD risk, WHR always appears to 
be a confounding variable with respect to WC and WHtR, due to differences in both 
the mean X value (HC–WC) and HC − height/2, respectively, either between groups 
or by sex. This is because there is always a WHR risk cut-off of <1 (mean HC > WC: 
natural inequality) and WHR/WHtR of <2 (mean HC > height/2: natural inequal-
ity). This, therefore, creates a protective overestimation for HC concerning WC and 
height. Similarly, WC may be a confounding variable with respect to WHtR due to 
differences for the mean WC and height/2, comparing either by group or by sex. This 
occurs if, and only if, the WHtR risk cut-off is >0.5 (mean WC > height/2), therefore 
creating an overestimation of risk for WC with respect to height in the tallest people 
and an underestimation of risk in the shortest, without accounting for a relative 
volume by unit of height.

Anthropometrically, the true risk exclusively derives from enlarged WC and 
abdominal obesity volume. However, accounting for body height as a volume modula-
tor factor rends HC irrelevant or clinically useless, either in women or in men. Any 
association of MI/CVD causal risk for WHR beyond that of WC and WHtR becomes 
mathematically biased, anthropometrically inconsistent, biologically less plausible 
and epidemiologically false. WHtR as a proxy of adiposity and relative volume mea-
sure yields no bias and is biologically more plausible and consistent; it may capture a 
dimension of risk above WC as a two-dimensional transverse area. This only happens 
when height has an inverse association and the WHtR risk cut-off is >0.5. Thereby, 
in predicting MI/CVD risk, WHtR is the optimal anthropometric, rather than WC, 
WHR and BMI. Thus, quoting my own thinking: “Statistics confused medical science 
and cardiology, but mathematics does not fool the heart”. Hence, researchers have 
the responsibility to design and conduct studies in a way that makes them capable of 
balancing the simple body measurements, ratios, ratios of ratios and risk cut-offs, as 
well as the high risk BC and true risk when predicting anthropometrically-measured 
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causal risk. Once the association biases for anthropometrics have been revealed, the 
worldwide focus of clinicians and scientists must shift.

8. Recommendation

After decades spent using anthropometrics in medical research and health sci-
ences, our relevant and novel findings with Cartesian demonstrations should be 
extended to the broader scientific community for the knowledge gained regarding 
adiposity/overweight/obesity and CVD risk prediction. Many investigations continue 
to be conducted without consideration of biases, with some studies even spending 
public resources to obtain unclear or even false conclusions. It is time to avoid such 
biases in research, as well as in clinical practice.

On the issue relating to anthropometric measures and CVD causal risk, by using 
non-optimal metrics such as BMI and WHR or even WC alone, public health goals 
may be impacted by inaccuracies and biased information, especially when tackling 
prevention and control programmes and gauging CVD risk. It is important to ensure 
accuracy when measuring each anthropometric characteristic, as well as their 
relationship as a risk factor for CVD. Thus, monitoring ideal cardiovascular health 
by measuring body weight (in BMI) or HC (in WHR) will always be less accurate 
than using abdominal volume measure indirectly obtained from WC and height (in 
WHtR). Clinical and cardiological protocols should be changed because using mis-
leading metrics will lead to the science remaining anchored in the past and without 
advancement in the application of the scientific knowledge.
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Abstract

Smoking, hypercholesterolemia, hyperlipidemia, obesity, diabetes, insulin 
 resistance and family history all are well established general risk factors broadly asso-
ciated with injury in the cardiovascular system. Similarly, echocardiography, electro-
cardiography, MRI, PET scans and circulating biomarkers like cardiac Troponin (cTn) 
provide indications that injury has occurred. Traditionally, cardiovascular injury has 
been attributed to conditions that exacerbate the potential for ischemia, either by pro-
ducing excessive metabolic/work demands or by impairing the perfusion necessary to 
support the metabolic/work demands. This review summarizes additional factors that 
are underappreciated in contributing to the risk of injury, such as iatrogenic injury 
secondary to treatment for other conditions, infection, environmental exposures, and 
autoimmune processes.

Keywords: cardiovascular, cardiac, heart, myocardial, vascular, endothelium,  
COVID-19, auto-immunity, autoantibody, anthracycline, diabetes, mitochondria,  
air pollution, nanomaterials, nanoparticles

1. Introduction

The risk factors generally associated with risk for atherosclerotic cardiovascular 
disease include age, sex, race, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, total, Total 
cholesterol, high/low density lipoprotein (HDL and LDL) fractions, overweight 
and obesity, and history of diabetes or smoking [1, 2]. Evidence-based treatment 
guidelines based on these factors have been established [1]. Apps/tools for use by the 
general population to predict risk of a cardiovascular event have been published both 
by the American Heart Association [3], and by the American College of Cardiology 
[4]. The gold standard for establishing injury is typically direct histologic evidence of 
injury, which increasingly have become well correlated with surrogate markers such 
as circulating cardiac troponin (CTnT or cTnI) levels or natriuretic peptide levels 
(ANP or BNP).

The purpose of this chapter is to highlight potential areas of emerging concern 
that are not yet established as directly causing increased risk of cardiovascular 
disease. They may be iatrogenic toxicity effects associated with treatment for non-
cardiovascular diseases and therefore no considered a general risk overall [5–7]. They 
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may be effects that alter the progression of an established risk factor, they may be fac-
tors that have only recently been considered, or that may not alter the risk of acquir-
ing cardiovascular disease at all but may alter the severity and subsequent mortality 
of a cardiovascular event, were it to occur secondary to any of the established risk 
factors. Contributing elements might be disruption of mitochondrial function [8–11], 
or infectious disease [12–21]. Chronic diseases that have strong systemic inflam-
matory components such as Systemic Lupus Erythmatosis (SLE) [22–25] or asthma 
[26–28] may or may not alter the incidence of chronic CVD but may be associated 
with increased risk of acute events, or may modify the outcome from reperfusion 
therapies, especially those already known to be complicated by a major inflammatory 
component [29–32].

In addition, as large-scale health system databases become increasing robust 
and geo-mapping of environmental influences is increasingly refined, associations 
between air quality CVD outcomes can now be interrogated with much higher 
fidelity than before, and what had been experimental and/or local phenomenological 
observations are becoming increasingly more widely appreciated [33, 34]. Findings 
previously associated only with air pollution are becoming more generalized to other 
environmental influences as well [35].

Finally, emerging from across the spectrum of systemic challenges and with wide-
ranging targets, the potential role of auto-immune responses as an aggravating risk 
factor that is becoming increasingly appreciated will be discussed [36–39].

2. Anti-neoplastic agent cardiotoxicity

2.1 Anthracyclines

Cardiovascular risk can be attributed to those things that directly damage 
the myocyte, those things that increase the likelihood of damage to the myo-
cyte, or those things that impair the recovery following injury to the myocyte. 
Anthracyclines are effective anti-neoplastic agents, but with efficacy limited by 
cardiotoxic side effects. Clinically, there are specific guidelines based on serial cTnT 
levels to monitor of cardiotoxic effects, and experimentally, the cardiotoxicity is 
well-established enough that doxorubicin, a common anthracycline, is one of the 
most commonly used approaches to induce experimental heart failure indepen-
dent of any neoplasm [40]. Anthracyclines cause a type I cardiotoxicity that is 
dose-limiting, often irreversible, and produces changes demonstrated on biopsy. 
While previous treatment for cancer is not considered a general cardiovascular risk 
factor per se, it is clear that at least some cancer therapeutics can produce persis-
tent cardiac effects, and understanding those mechanism provides a great deal of 
insight regarding underlying mechanisms involved in increasing cardiovascular 
risk. This is particularly important when anthracyclines were used, but no overt 
toxicity was noted, which is to say only that ejection fraction, or CTnT NP remained 
within acceptable limits. It is worth reviewing the many ways that anthracyclines 
can induce injury so as to better appreciate how a sub-clinical event might have go 
undetected at the time, but could none-the-less create a vulnerable substrate for 
injury later.

Doxorubicin is toxic, in itself, and approximately half of the doxorubicin adminis-
tered into the body is eliminated unchanged. However, the metabolized doxorubicin 
creates secondary effects/products that are at least as toxic as the parent compound. 
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Metabolism of doxorubicin occurs in one of three ways: two-electron reduction, 
 one-electron reduction, and deglycosylation [5, 41, 42].

Two-electron reduction is the primary metabolic pathway for doxorubin and 
results in the formation of active secondary alcohol metabolites. The alcohol metabo-
lites that are produced cause cardiotoxic side effects by disrupting intracellular and 
especially intramitochondrial calcium and iron homeostasis. Doxorubincinol, a 
secondary alcohol metabolite of doxorubicin, interacts with aconitase/iron regulatory 
protein 1 (IRP-1) and converts it to a “null protein”. Normally, when iron levels are 
adequate, aconitase acts within the Krebs cycle to convert citrate to isocitrate. When 
iron levels are low, this enzyme does not contain a [4Fe-4S] cluster and will act as IRP-
1, which has RNA-binding activity. IRP-1 helps to regulate the expression of genes 
involved in iron metabolism and homeostasis [5, 41, 42].

Doxorubicinol also is an inhibitor of a number of ATPases, including the mito-
chondria’s proton pump and those which regulate intracellular calcium levels, which 
not only leads to inhibition of cellular oxidative phosphorylation and bioenergetic col-
lapse, but also disrupts calcium homeostasis leading to intracellular calcium overload 
disruption of excitation-contraction coupling [5, 41, 42]. Anthracyclines, particularly 
doxorubicin, also increase activity of calpain and may suppress sarcomere protein 
synthesis via signaling pathways and transcription factors, such as GATA4 [5, 41, 42]. 
Increased Calpain activity likely is secondary to an increase in intracellular calcium. 
This increase in activity increases degradation of titin, a major myofilament of sarco-
mere, which further leads to an impaired diastolic relaxation. Calpain dysregulation is 
also known to activate caspase-12, which can cause apoptosis. Caspase-12 is localized 
in the endoplasmic reticulum and is often activated by ER stress [43].

Anthracycline alcohol metabolites also interfere with the activity of iron seques-
tering proteins which leads to an increase in intracellular free iron. Anthracyclines 
have a high affinity for ferric iron, forming a free radical that is capable of reducing 
oxygen [44]. This is one mechanism by which anthracyclines are capable of partici-
pating in “redox cycling”. Doxorubicin also contributes to the generation of ROS by 
inactivating the cellular defense enzymes glutathione peroxidase (GPx) and super-
oxide dismutase (SOD) [5, 41, 42], essential enzymes critical to managing mitochon-
drial membrane potential.

In one-electron reduction metabolic pathway, doxorubicin’s adverse effects are 
due to redox cycling. The quinone moiety accepts an electron from NADH or NADPH 
via the use of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS), leading to the formation of 
a semiquinone free radical. This free radical reduces oxygen and forms a superoxide 
radical. This contributes to the increase in ROS observed in cardiomyocytes after 
doxorubicin exposure [5, 41, 42]. Further, doxorubicin’s interaction with eNOS shut-
tles the enzyme from a NO-producing enzyme to a superoxide-producing enzyme. 
This could contribute to an impaired cardioprotective mechanism. This “uncoupling 
of eNOS” has already been shown to be a contributor in heart failure [6].

The deglycosylation pathway is thought to be a less important contributor to 
anthracycline metabolism, but it creates a lipophilic molecule that has greater 
accumulation in the mitochondrial membrane than unmetabolized doxorubicin 
[5, 41, 42], and by interfering with such mitochondrial membrane proteins as car-
diolipin, can also disrupt mitochondrial function, which can trigger any number of 
secondary effects, including energy depletion, ROS generation and DNA damage, as 
well as apoptosis [7–11].

Topoisomerase IIB is found in all quiescent cells, including cardiomyo-
cytes. Anthracyclines inhibit this enzyme, leading to unrepaired ROS induced 
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double-stranded breaks, DNA damage and transcriptome changes in tissue with 
little regenerative capability [5, 41, 42]. It was demonstrated that mice with cardio-
myocyte specific Top2b deletion were protected from the progressive heart failure 
effects of doxorubicin [45], clearly suggesting that the inhibition of topoisomerase 
IIB plays a major role in the cardiotoxicity induced by doxorubicin.

Stress to the heart generally shifts metabolic energy production away from the 
preferred free fatty acid substrate to one that is glucose based and more prone to 
lactate production. Typically, those shifts are driven by limitations in perfusion and 
access to sufficient oxygen to support electron transport chains. The same is true 
for anthracyclines, except that anthracyclines also directly disrupt multiple aspects 
of mitochondrial function. Doxorubicin causes p53 activation via its inhibition on 
topoisomerase IIB, leading to repression of PPARg co-activator alpha and beta, which 
normally promote mitochondrial biogenesis. Their signaling inhibition leads to 
aging and heart failure. Thus, doxorubicin’s inhibition of topoisomerase IIB leads to a 
mitochondrial dysfunction that that is known to contribute to development of heart 
failure in doxorubicin-treated patients [46] and in other models of heart failure as 
well [7–11].

It has also been suggested that anthracycline-induced cardiotoxicity is partially due 
to the action of matrix metalloproteinases (MMP’s). MMP-2 is highly abundant in car-
diac myocytes and increased plasma levels have been observed following heart failure. 
It is possible that doxorubicin increases the concentration of MMP-2 in cardiac cells. 
Activation of MMP-2 by doxorubicin has been shown to play a role in the degradation 
of titin, further suggesting that this mechanism plays a role in sarcomere disruption 
and cardiac remodeling involved with doxorubicin-induced cardiomyopathy [47]. 
MMPs play an active role in regulating fibrosis in the heart and dysregulation can lead 
to disruption of the extracellular matrix, adverse remodeling and impaired relaxation.

Doxorubicin can have genomic effects as well. GATA4 is a zinc finger transcrip-
tion factor that regulates multiple genes, including anti-apoptotic gene Bcl-x. GATA4 
is not only involved in sarcomere integrity, but is also an essential survival factor in 
cardiomyocytes and has been shown to rapidly deplete after doxorubicin exposure. 
GATA4 depletion leads to cardiomyocyte apoptosis and is essential for adaptive stress 
response in the adult heart [48] and decreased GATA4 can occur secondary to p53 
accumulation caused by doxorubicin exposure [49]. A GATA motif also was identified 
in an angiotensin II receptor (ATII-R). When stimulated, this receptor helps regulate 
the hypertrophic response to pressure overload. Mutations introduced into this bind-
ing site eliminated this response, demonstrating a role for GATA4 in the regulation of 
cardiac hypertrophic response [43].

Doxorubicin has a high affinity for the phospholipid cardiolipin. Cardiolipin is 
a mitochondrial membrane protein involved in many cellular mechanisms, includ-
ing mitochondrial cristae morphology, electron transport chain function, steroid 
synthesis, mitophagy, and apoptosis. Cardiolipin turns over at a slower rate than 
other phospholipids of the mitochondrial membrane and a change in the cardiolipin 
pool is observed in multiple cardiovascular diseases and in the aged heart [5, 50]. 
When complexed to doxorubicin, cardiolipin is unable to perform some of its regular 
functions such as anchoring cytochrome c [7]. This high affinity for cardiolipin also 
enables doxorubicin to accumulate in the mitochondria. Additionally, it is possible 
that anthracyclines possess an affinity to intercalate into mitochondrial DNA and may 
have a higher affinity for mitochondrial DNA than for nuclear DNA [44], leading to 
mitochondrial genomic injury as well.
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The intimate involvement of mitochondrial dysfunction in progression of cardio-
vascular injury is becoming increasingly evident [7–11]. It should not be surprising 
that anthracyclines also interfere with cellular energy metabolism in numerous 
ways, some of which already have been described. Doxorubicin is known to directly 
interfere with complex I of the electron transport chain and causes a dose-dependent 
opening of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore, preventing the mito-
chondria from creating a proton gradient [7–11]. Furthermore, doxorubicin acutely 
inhibits AMPK and causes a net metabolic shift from fatty acid oxidation to glucose 
oxidation and lactic acid production, and the observed alterations in redox and meta-
bolic pathways caused by doxorubicin have been shown to persist beyond the half-life 
of the drug [7], suggesting a durable effect that would increase both the severity of 
injury but also recovery from future cardiac events.

In addition to the intracellular mechanisms of apoptosis already discussed, it has 
been shown that doxorubicin upregulates the expression of several death receptors, 
including TNFR1, DR4, DR5, and FAS [51]. In one study, Adriamycin was shown to 
induce apoptosis in a p53-independent mechanism, via a Fas-mediated pathway [52]. 
The cardiotoxic side effects of doxorubicin are also thought to be partially due to an 
inflammatory response. Doxorubicin has been shown to increase several specific 
cytokines, including IL-6 and COX-2, and the inflammatory response induced by 
doxorubicin can be mediated in part by the activation of the p38 MAPK/NF-κB 
pathway [53]. The activation of p38 MAPK in cardiac cells has been associated with 
the accumulation of ROS and the onset of apoptosis in ischemia–reperfusion injured 
hearts [43] and strategies to limit those effects have been a major feature of cardiopro-
tection in ischemia–reperfusion settings [29–32].

Studies have demonstrated that specific inflammatory biomarkers are predic-
tive of cardiotoxicity in anthracycline-treated patients [44]. For example, one 
study showed myeloperoxidase levels had predictive value for ANT cardiotoxicity 
[54]. Another study showed that patients with high baseline levels of IgE were at 
a lower risk of developing cancer therapy-related cardiotoxicity from doxorubicin 
and trastuzumab treatment [55]. These results indicate that an inflammatory 
response likely plays a significant role in the development of anthracycline-induced 
cardiotoxicity.

2.2 Additional cancer drug treatment related cardiovascular effects

Anti-neoplastic drugs also capable of causing cardiac injury are not limited to the 
anthracyclines. For example, Trastuzumab causes a type II cardiotoxicity that is often 
reversible after cessation of therapy; however, some degree of persistent cardiac dys-
function has been documented in a portion of patients [56]. Trastuzumab is a human 
epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2/ErbB2) inhibitor. In the adult heart, HER2 
plays a cardioprotective role and inhibits apoptosis. When the heart is subjected to 
biomechanical stress, neuregulin-1 (NRG1) secreted from endothelial cells binds to 
HER2/HER4 heterodimers on cardiomyocytes and activates PI3K and MAPK path-
ways [57]. ErbB2 inhibition is associated with a significant increase in Bcl-2 family 
proteins [58]. It has been demonstrated that mice with a cardiac-specific deletion of 
ErbB2 displayed evidence of dilated cardiomyopathy, suggesting ErbB2 signaling is 
essential for prevention of dilated cardiomyopathy during remodeling [59]. Further, 
downregulation of both ErbB2 and ErbB4 has been observed in pathological remodel-
ing of the failing myocardium in humans [60].
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Trastuzumab has also been shown to trigger oxidative stress and induce 
the expression and activation of proapoptotic proteins, ultimately leading to 
mitochondrial dysfunction, the opening of mitochondrial permeability transi-
tion pores, and activation of the cell death pathways [57, 59]. Trastuzumab and 
anthracycline combination treatment can be powerful in its therapeutic effect, but 
also is known to significantly aggravate the cardiotoxic effects of anthracyclines. 
It is thought that anthracycline induced cardiac injury triggers the activation of 
the HER2 survival pathways. When anthracyclines are treated in combination 
with trastuzumab, these cardioprotective survival pathways are inhibited and less 
protection is provided to the heart [57], explaining the aggravated progression 
of cardiac injury.

Another fairly common therapeutic, cyclophosphamide (CP), is an alkylating 
agent used to treat diseases such as neuroblastoma, as well as systemic inflammatory 
conditions such as Systemic Lupus Erythmatosis (SLE), and rheumatoid arthritis 
[61]. At lower doses, CP has an immunosuppressive effect, while at higher doses, it 
causes cardiotoxic effects. Cyclophosphamide and its metabolites, 4-hydroxy cyclo-
phosphamide, aldophosphamide, and acrolein are cardiotoxic, with acrolein being 
the most cardiotoxic [61]. Acrolein forms cytoplasmic and nuclear protein adducts, 
as well as adducts with lysine and cysteine. When adducted to lysine, Acrolein can 
react with glutathione to cause oxidative stress. When adducted with cysteine, it 
leads to activation of caspases and NF-κB. Activation of caspases causes apoptosis 
and activation of NF-κB causes the production of inflammatory cytokines [61]. 
Cyclophosphamide also alters the energy pool in cardiomyocytes. Many anticancer 
drugs, including CP, alter the expression of heart-type fatty acid binding protein 
(H-FABP) and carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1 (CPT-1), leading to inhibition of 
fatty acid oxidation and diminished ATP production. When deprived of enough ATP, 
cardiac tissue alters contraction and relaxation, accumulates calcium in the mitochon-
dria, and undergoes ER stress [61].

Like many other cytotoxic agents, CP causes oxidative stress in cardiomyocytes 
by decreasing antioxidant levels and generating free radicals. Nrf2 is a leucine zipper 
protein involved in the regulation of antioxidants. CP decreases antioxidant levels 
is through its action on Nrf2 [61], and by suppression of intracellular GSH and SOD 
[62]. In CP-treated rats, additional treatment with cyclosporin-A had a cardioprotec-
tive role against CP-induced cytotoxicity [63]. Cyclosporin binds cyclophilin and 
forms a complex that then binds calcineurin and inactivates it, suggesting that CP 
induces calcineurin-mediated effects. It is thought that CP causes calcineurin-medi-
ated dephosphorylation of NFAT, which is involved in the transcription of hyper-
trophic genes and apoptosis via FasL and death receptors. Additionally, calcineurin 
causes activation of Akt, which participates in phosphorylation of GSK-3B and leads 
to cardiac hypertrophy [61].

Cyclophosphamide also was shown to increase the expression of pro-apoptotic 
proteins and decrease the expression of antiapoptotic proteins [64]. p53 inhibition is 
associated with reduced apoptosis, but CP and anthracyclines both upregulate expres-
sion of p53, promoting apoptosis [61], and CP was shown to increase the expression 
of caspase-3 and decrease the expression of Bcl-2, also pro-apoptotic mechanisms [65, 
66]. Ultrastructural changes were observed in rat cardiomyocytes when treated with 
CP, including lysis of myofibrils, dilation of vesicles in the sarcoplasmic reticulum, 
and destruction of mitochondria [67] suggesting substantial potential for persistent 
effects long after therapy has ended.
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2.3 Cancer radiation treatment related cardiovascular injury

Additional cancer therapy related adverse cardiovascular effects are not neces-
sarily associated with pharmaceuticals of any kind and can take quite a long time for 
the association to become evident. In the WECARE prospective clinical trial, women 
receiving radiation to treat Stage 1 or Stage 2 breast cancer, 10.5% of those receiving 
left-sided radiation developed coronary artery disease over then next 27 years, nearly 
double the incidence when compared to those who received right-sided radiation 
(5.8%). Further, in those patients who were under age 40 at the time of treatment, 
5.9% went on to develop heart disease, compared to none in the right-sided radiation 
treatment group [68]. The association is presumed to relate to the relative position of 
the underlying cardiac structures predominantly in the left thoracic compared to the 
right, with coronary artery disease presumed to be the result of direct injury to the 
coronary arteries. The association has been suggested previously [69] is consistent 
with findings from a meta-analysis of smaller cohorts [70], and in older patients with 
a specific subset of breast cancer (estrogen positive) [71]. It remains unclear whether 
the vascular injury hypothesis is correct, or if the disease progression/complication 
rate (restenosis, heart failure, arrhythmia) following the incident cardiovascular 
events also were worse. Perhaps what is becoming increasingly clear is that there is 
substantial potential for cardiovascular events as a consequence of successful man-
agement of other disease processes and heightened routine surveillance of cardiovas-
cular end points may be warranted, even when direct cardiovascular symptoms are 
not immediately evident.

3. Micronutrient effects and metabolism-targeting drug effects

Micronutrient deficiency is associated with heart failure and is a potential cause of 
cardiomyopathy. Low vitamin D levels are known to be associated with cardiomyopa-
thy though the mechanism by which vitamin D affects the heart is not fully under-
stood. Vitamin D is known to have an antihypertrophic effect. Vitamin D deficient 
rats have been shown to have smaller myofibrils than vitamin D sufficient rats. 
Additionally, vitamin D helps to regulate the expression of MMP’s and tissue inhibi-
tors of metalloproteinases (TIMP’s). Imbalance in their expression is associated with 
diastolic and systolic dysfunction [72]. Vitamin D levels are also thought to regulate 
heart energy metabolism and intracellular calcium handling [73]. Of note, Vitamin D 
deficits have been strongly identified with morbidity and mortality associated with 
SARS-2 COVID19 [74]. While COVID19 mortality is not exclusively a cardiovascular 
event, neither can substantial cardiovascular compromise be excluded as a significant 
contributing factor, simply suggesting that at least some micronutrient deficiencies 
likely are emerging as cardiovascular risk factors of note for the future. Consistent 
with that impression, thiamine deficiency deprives the heart of ATP and can lead to 
heart failure. Thiamine is an essential cofactor for aerobic metabolism, for example, 
as a cofactor for the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex.

CoQ10 deficiency may also be capable of causing cardiomyopathy, as it is involved 
in energy metabolism, stabilization of the cellular membrane, and has antioxidant 
effects [75]. Blood levels of CoQ10 have been reported to be low in patients taking 
statin class drugs. Statins are some of the most commonly prescribed drugs to man-
age risk of ischemic cardiovascular disease, and a recent meta-analysis indicated that 
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CoQ10 supplementation reduces the risk of Statin-induced peripheral myopathies 
(muscle weakness, muscle cramp, muscle tiredness) but without changes in creatine 
kinase levels [76]. Interestingly, while the peripheral myopathies are a known com-
plication of statin therapy, there are few studies specifically questioning whether a 
cardiomyopathy could also develop in a subset of patients on statins. A recent study 
examined the potential relationship between heart failure and long-term statin use 
and reported a statin-associated cardiomyopathy that responded to discontinuation 
of the statin combined with CoQ10 supplementation. After a mean follow-up of 
2.8 years, 34% had normalized diastolic dysfunction, and 25% showed improvement 
[77]. While encouraging that the adverse outcomes were somewhat reversible, the 
results also indicate that over 40% of the patients did not improve and had lasting 
deleterious cardiac effects at least partially attributable to statin therapy originally 
prescribed to prevent cardiovascular disease [77].

In a similar vein, thiazolidinediones (TZDs) are PPARg agonists used in the treat-
ment of type II diabetes mellitus (DMTII). To the extent that DMTII is one of strongest 
predictors of cardiovascular risk overall, it makes sense that these would be beneficial 
drugs for reducing the risk, especially for ischemic heart diseases, and the drugs are 
effective in that regard. However, in the event an ischemic event occurs anyway, thera-
peutic doses of TZDs are associated with impaired recovery and increased mortality 
[78]. Experimental studies indicate that excess stimulation of fatty acid metabolism 
by upregulating PPAR signaling restricts the heart from transitioning away from 
fatty acid as a substrate in the setting of ischemia, augmenting injury and subsequent 
dysfunction [79]. In addition to findings associated with therapeutic doses, there also 
can be a direct cardiotoxicity associated with TZDs at supratherapeutic levels. At least 
some of the cardiotoxicity is not PPAR related but remains metabolic/mitochondrial 
in origin [78]. Thiazolidinediones also bind off-target sites that contribute to the 
cardiotoxic effects. These off-target sites include mitoNEET, mitochondrial pyruvate 
carrier 2 (Mpc-2), mitochondrial and cytoplasmic dehydrogenases, ion channels, and 
enzymes and modulators involved in glucose homeostasis and energy production. 
MitoNEET is an iron–sulfur cluster transporter on the outer mitochondrial membrane 
that inhibits mitochondrial iron transport. Altering expression of mitoNEET has been 
shown to affect ROS levels and damage induced by ROS [78].

Similarly, Rosiglitazone, another DMTII drug, also causes myocardial energy 
deficiency and oxidative stress in a PPARg-independent mechanism via inhibition of 
complex I and complex IV of the electron transport chain, resulting in an increase in 
the NADH/NAD ratio and a reduction in ATP synthesis. Additionally, rosiglitazone 
potentially decreases mitochondrial ROS-scavenging capacity and increases phos-
phorylation of p38-MAPK via a PPARg-independent mechanism, as well as inhibiting 
NF-κB activity, which all can contribute to cardiac hypertrophy [78].

Together, these findings suggest that a host of mechanisms can contribute to 
adverse cardiovascular outcomes. Many of them impact mitochondrial function, with 
consequences including excess ROS oxidative stress, decreased capacity to buffer 
the oxidative stress, energy depletion, and increased apoptosis. In some cases, the 
cardiovascular risks are unavoidable, but if they could be managed better, the thera-
peutic efficacy of the drugs might be improved. While managing dosing based on 
known toxicities and the emergence of symptoms works in some cases, in many cases 
the emergence of symptoms can be quite delayed, or in some cases, associated with 
beneficial outcomes in some other aspect of cardiovascular risk. What is increasingly 
clear is an appreciation that a need for a more sophisticated approach to anticipation 
and surveillance of cardiovascular risk is emerging.
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4. Infectious inflammatory diseases

A more central role for inflammation processes in the progression of chronic 
cardiovascular disease is becoming increasingly appreciated both as a direct source 
of the injury, and also as an aggravating condition that accelerates dysfunction in 
chronic disease [14–16]. There also are concerns that emergence of immunotherapies 
for a variety of conditions has the potential for adverse cardiovascular impact [80]. 
Some infections can produce an inflammatory response in the heart that ranges from 
subclinical to lethal [16]. Persons who become infected with the parasite Trigonoscuta 
cruzi may develop Chagas disease. The acute phase in many is characterized by 
asymptomatic, mild myocarditis, but a subset can also develop myocarditis that is 
severe enough to produce irreversible damage and heart failure. If the infection is 
not identified and treated, it persists in the system and may remain symptomatic for 
decades. However, 20–30% of chronically infected individuals will develop dilated 
cardiomyopathy, heart failure with or without arrhythmia, and are at increased 
risk for sudden cardiac death [12]. The prevalence of Chagas disease is considered 
endemic in Central America, South America and portions of the United States. A 
common cardiac feature of the disease is progressive loss of parasympathetic auto-
nomic drive, creating a proarrhythmic substrate, more labile blood pressure control, 
and increased spasticity in the coronary microvasculature. Persistent sympathetic 
over-stimulation is known to cause multi-focal micro-infarctions, excess bioener-
getic burden and mitochondrial dysfunction, leading to ROS induced DNA damage, 
apoptosis and progressive loss of function, similar to what has been described with 
catecholamine cardiotoxicity [12]. Particularly worrisome, however, is that sudden 
cardiac death is fairly common, and often occurs without previous signs or symptoms 
of advanced cardiomyopathy.

Similarly, infections caused by the Coxsackie B virus have had a known association 
with significant cardiovascular complications for over 60 years [81] and account for 
25% of all myocarditis in young adults [82]. The early stages of infection can produce 
directly cytopathic effects, which can progress to a chronic, pathologic immune 
response if the virus persists, and in a majority of the patients who progress with 
chronic manifestations, development of a cardiac specific autoimmune response [83]. 
In fact, Coxsackie N infection has been a well-established mouse model for studying 
mechanisms associated with the development autoimmune-mediated myocarditis and 
heart failure (EAM: Experimental Autoimmune Myocarditis) [84].

More recently, the emergence of HIV and then the development of effective 
anti-retroviral therapies has led to an appreciation that there is an early onset of 
cardiovascular diseases, complicated by an inability to determine the extent to which 
the cardiovascular impact is the direct result of the virus, or if the primary factors 
are more related to the therapies used to treat the infection [13, 85]. HIV has been 
associated with early onset ischemic heart disease [86], but also with early onset heart 
failure in patients without evidence of significant coronary artery disease [87].

Most recently, the worldwide experience with SARS2-COVID19 has once again 
highlighted the capacity for acute infectious effects on exacerbating cardiovascu-
lar diseases, highlighted by the increased early mortality rates among those with 
pre-existing disease [17, 19]. Initially attributed to hypoxia-induced ischemia or 
hemodynamic failure secondary to the pulmonary impact of the virus, it was estab-
lished quickly that there was direct cardiac infection [18], and that extrapulmonary 
effects of the virus were numerous [20, 21]. Given the cellular route of entry vias the 
Angiotensin 2 Receptor, and the widespread expression of the receptor throughout 
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the body, it should be no surprise really that many tissues would have been impacted 
by the infection [88]. Driven in part by what was seen largely as microvascular injury, 
increased thromboembolism, and the prevalence of the receptor in the vasculature, 
several strong reviews strongly suggested that COVID-19 should be considered as 
an endothelial disease [89, 90]. The presence of cardiac specific autoantibodies in 
COVID19 patients [38, 39] together with MRI studies suggesting persistent cardiac 
dysfunction in recovered COVID patients [91] tend to suggest that there is a larger, 
more multi-mechanistic cardiovascular profile for the disease [92, 93]. One study is 
particularly concerning. Ratchford and colleagues studied vascular function in previ-
ously healthy, active young adults who had tested positive for the infection but had 
exhibited only mild symptoms that were resolved quickly. One month after resolution 
of symptoms, the group (male and female) showed persistent and consistent reduc-
tions in vasodilator capacity compared to a matched cohort of control subjects that 
had never been infected with COVID [94].

By the end of 2022, there will be more than 50 million individuals in the US alone 
who will have recovered from a COVID19 infection. It was widely observed that when 
COVID infection occurred in individuals who already had significant cardiovascular 
disease, they were at higher risk [17, 19]. It is highly likely that COVID infection prior 
to the subsequent development of cardiovascular disease, even if not directly respon-
sible for the cardiovascular injury, will be associated with increased mortality from 
whatever disease process does evolve. Determining the best methods for identifying 
who has the highest future risk, and then considering the possibility of prophylactic 
risk mitigation could be a significant challenge for the next generation [92, 93], but 
it strongly highlights the need for an increased appreciation for the potential role of 
prior infection as an aggravating risk.

5. Non-infectious systemic inflammatory diseases

Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) also commonly known as lupus, is a chronic 
autoimmune disease that can affect the joints, skin, brain, lungs, kidneys, and blood 
vessels. Widespread inflammation and tissue damage occur in these affected organs. 
Patients with SLE have been reported to have a higher risk of cardiovascular events 
compared to the general population. Common risk factors known to increase cardio-
vascular disease are smoking, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and diabetes, which are 
also frequent comorbidities in individuals with lupus [24]. Adding to these traditional 
risk factors, the systemic and vascular inflammation that occurs in individuals with 
lupus cause the atherosclerotic process to accelerate.

Figure 1 summarizes data indicating that Individuals diagnosed with lupus 
experience cardiovascular events more frequently. Patients recently diagnosed with 
lupus had a 3-fold increased risk of myocardial infarction and a 2-fold increased risk 
of ischemic stroke in the next 5 years [22]. It was also noted that the relative risk for 
MI and Stroke both were significantly increased within the first year of the diagnosis 
with lupus. The hazard ratio in the first year for cardiovascular diseases was 5.63 (95% 
CI 4.02–7.87), for myocardial infarction was 6.47 (95% CI 4.42–9.47), and for stroke 
was 6.28 (95% CI 4.83–8.17) [22].

When assessing heart failure and its relationship with SLE, patients with lupus 
are found to have increased short-term and long-term risk of heart failure compared 
to those without SLE [25]. Due to an increased risk of heart failure within a year of 
a lupus diagnosis, there is a need for earlier cardiac monitoring in this population. 
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The median age for patients with SLE diagnosed with heart failure was 65 years old. 
When comparing this population of patients to those without lupus in any age group, 
the rate of heart failure still remained higher in those with lupus. Patients younger 
than the median age of 65 years had a higher rate of heart failure than older patients 
without lupus. This finding correlates with other research which suggests increased 
cardiovascular risk in younger patients who have lupus. Although there are no definite 
conclusions regarding the direct relationship between heart failure and lupus, there 
are several possible theories that extend beyond the common cardiovascular risk 
factors. For example, those with lupus who are also taking medications such as 

Figure 1. 
Summary of cumulative incidence of cardiovascular disease (top panel), myocardial infarction (middle panel), 
or stroke (bottom panel) in individuals with systemic lupus Erythmatosis (SLE) compared to control (drawn 
from data in 22).
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 glucocorticoids, NSAID’s and hydroxychloroquine may enhance their chances of 
developing heart failure due to specific cardiotoxic drug interactions [25].

Interestingly, SLE affects women more often than men. The association between 
lupus and cardiovascular disease in women has been shown to be a major cause 
of premature mortality and morbidity. In a retrospective study looking at women 
who were diagnosed with lupus within the age range of 35–44 years old, the likeli-
hood of myocardial infarction was increased 52 fold compared to the control group. 
Comparatively, women diagnosed with lupus who were 45–54 years old, showed 
a slight decline in the incidence rate for a myocardial infarction. Some plausible 
explanations include a prothrombic effects of estrogen in combination with hyperten-
sion, renal disease, and antiphospholipid antibodies in premenopausal women aged 
35–44 years.

In contrast, women of menopausal age (45–54) have declining estrogen levels, 
which may play a role in providing a cardioprotective effect. While there was a decline 
in incidence rates for myocardial infarction in the 45–54-year-old women age group, 
the incidence rates rose again in women 55 and older. Women with SLE display an 
increase in the estrogen-to-androgen ratio which could explain the increased risk of 
the SLE during pregnancy and menses. Multivariate analysis of women diagnosed 
with SLE and having a cardiac event demonstrated that diagnosis of SLE at an older 
age (39 vs. 34), longer SLE duration (13 vs. 10 years), prolonged use of corticosteroids 
(11 vs. 7 years), diagnosis of hypercholesterolemia (18 vs. 4%), and postmenopausal 
status (48 vs. 29%) all contributed significantly to the increased risk of a cardiovascu-
lar event in women with SLE [23].

Asthma is a chronic inflammatory airway disease causing around 500,000 hos-
pitalizations per year in America. Because there is a risk of overlapping effects in 
therapies, individuals with cardiovascular disease often are excluded from asthma 
studies, and individuals with asthma often are excluded from cardiovascular studies, 
making a relationship between asthma and cardiovascular disease more difficult to 
identify.

It is increasingly appreciated that the localized inflammatory airway process is 
supported by a more generalized systemic inflammatory state and inflammatory pro-
cesses are major contributors to the evolution and severity of myocardial infarction 
and their associated reperfusion injuries [29–32]. As such, asthma may be considered 
as a potential risk factor for enhanced cardiac injury either with an acute myocardial 
infarction directly, or with reperfusion injury following revascularization therapy. 
The airway inflammatory response in asthma is driven by T Helper cells type 2 (Th2) 
and then followed by a systemic inflammatory response characterized by increases 
in pro-inflammatory biomarkers such as high sensitivity C-reactive protein (hsCRP) 
and Interleukin 6 (IL-6). Individuals with asthma have higher circulating levels of 
myeloperoxidase, consistent with higher potential for ROS generation. Asthma-
triggered inflammation triggers endothelial release of Platelet-Activating Factor 
(PAF), which contributes significantly to the airway hyper-responsiveness in asthma, 
but also may play a role in the increased risk for an acute myocardial infarction in 
asthmatic patients [26].

Patients with asthma were found to have increased risk of myocardial infarc-
tion. Furthermore, the increased MI risk appears to “scale” with the severity of the 
underlying asthmatic disease. Those with active asthma (individuals on an asthmatic 
medication) had a risk that was 29% above the increased MI risk seen in patients clas-
sified as having non-active asthma (individuals not on asthma medication), but the 
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data are a bit more challenging since those with active asthma also were more likely to 
be older, diabetic and with increased BMI [26]. In a separate study, it was found that 
child-onset asthma did not increase the risk of a myocardial infarction, but adult-
onset asthma was more likely associated with this elevated risk [27].

The elevated risk that is linked between active asthma and an acute myocardial 
infarction is primarily increased in the first week after an asthma exacerbation. 
During this study’s reference period, the incident rate of MI was 25/100 person-
years, but increased to 120.1/100 person-years in the 1–7 day risk period following 
an asthma exacerbation. In the 8–14 day risk period after an asthma exacerbation, 
the incident rate dropped to 50.1/100 person-years and further dropped to 38/100 
person-years in the 15–28 days post asthma exacerbation [28].

There are many theories linking asthma exacerbation to increased risk of acute 
myocardial infarction. Acute respiratory infections are the most common cause of 
asthma exacerbation. Asthma propagates inflammatory pathways and cytokines lead-
ing to systemic vascular inflammation and platelet activation, fibrinolysis inhibition, 
and elevated CRP. Markers such as hsCRP will cause other inflammatory regula-
tors to be upregulated resulting in leukocyte adhesion to the arterial endothelium. 
Arterial thrombosis results from platelet activation and endothelial dysfunction. The 
release of inflammatory cells resulting in the accumulation of neutrophils, platelets, 
fibrin, and red blood cells are characteristic of a Type 1 myocardial infarction [28]. 
Experimental studies in our lab, using a rag-weed sensitization to produce a hyper-
responsive allergic airway model, demonstrated clearly that myocardial ischemia and 
reperfusion induced larger infarctions, that were associated with higher inflamma-
tory infiltrates, and increased inducible expression of pro-inflammatory adhesion 
molecules in the contrary vascular that was present only on reperfusion, but was not 
expressed under basal sensitized conditions [95–97].

6. Environmental agents in cardiovascular risk

The relationship between air pollution and negative health outcomes has been well 
established in the literature over the years, first reported with outcomes following the 
Great London Smog of 1952 when health crises were observed following the event. 
While the initial correlation was thought to be tied to the pulmonary system, years 
later the reports were re-examined and showed that cardiac mortality – not pulmo-
nary – was more directly associated with the increase in mortality [98]. In addition, 
the reexamination has prompted numerous others to delve further into this topic and 
with technological advancements, research has expanded to include other potential 
sources of cardiac toxicity such as nanoparticles of various heavy metals. Along with 
the pulmonary diseases commonly associated with these materials, acute myocardial 
infarction, atherosclerosis, and increased peripheral resistance have all been impli-
cated with increased exposure [34, 35].

Such findings prompted the WHO to release air pollution guidelines in 2006 in 
hopes of reducing acute and chronic disease associated with different air pollutants 
worldwide. Air pollutants can be placed into two broad categories, natural phenom-
ena and human activities [99–101]. Human activities are related to industrial pro-
cesses and account for pollutants like CO and SO2, which cause most of the harmful 
adverse health effects. Natural phenomena on the other hand are related to volcanoes, 
wildfires, and land dust. In addition to this gaseous type of air pollution, particulate 
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matters (PM) are a major player in negative health outcomes. The two major catego-
ries of PM are based on size, which are PM2.5 and PM10 – each having a different 
symptom profile of which the mechanism of action has not completely been resolved. 
However, with size, the aerodynamic diameter varies. PM10 have an AD range from 
2.5 to 10 μm which allows for deposition into nasal and upper airways while PM2.5 
have an AD range of less than 2.5 and less than 0.1 μm, which allows them to penetrate 
lung alveoli and gain access to the bloodstream [33–35].

Likewise, research into the health effects of nanoparticles is more novel and 
has been less refined; thus, regulations regarding exposure to these materials are 
not fully resolved. However, there have been numerous studies highlighting the 
correlation between exposure to these materials and the resultant impacts on 
cardiovascular function. Six of the most common metal nanoparticles are titanium 
oxide, zinc oxide, silver, iron oxide, carbon and silicon oxide nanoparticles. Of 
this list, iron oxide, carbon, and silicon oxide nanoparticles are not only used 
commercially, but also are used for cancer therapies, drug delivery, as well as 
other diagnostics. Most of these nanoparticles are associated with increasing the 
generation of reactive oxygen species or are pro-inflammatory, thus increasing 
pro-inflammatory  cytokines [102].

6.1 Ambient particulate matter

While PM10 has adverse associated health effects, acute exposure to PM2.5 
resulted in higher death rate related to cardiovascular disease. Short term exposure to 
particulate matter can result in induction of the systemic oxidation, inflammation, 
and increased platelet reactivity as result of elevated serum fibrinogen. However, not 
all people are impacted to the same magnitude by exposure to these pollutants. Those 
with pre-existing cardiovascular disease, diabetes, smoking status, age, and pulmo-
nary disease like COPD can have increased responses to exposure.

The relationship between ambient particulates has been most heavily studied in 
the context of impact on blood pressure. According to a study by Gold et al., with 
every ~5–6 μg/m3 increase in PM2.5, there was a significant increase in cardiovascular 
disease ranging from 0.5 to 1.5% [103]. In addition, studies have shown that increases 
in PM2.5 are associated with increases in systolic and diastolic blood pressure. Brook 
demonstrated that in a period of 5 days in Boston, MA, an increase of 10.5 μg/m3 
in PM2.5 resulted in a 2.8 mmHg increase in SBP and 2.7 mmHg increase in DBP 
[98]. The increased blood pressure would be consistent with impaired endothelial 
reactivity and enhanced constrictor responses that we demonstrated in experimental 
animals exposed to ambient particulates [104–106]. While is tempting to consider 
that the effects are attributable to increased sympathetic autonomic balance, we also 
have demonstrated that in older, heart-failure prone animals, there was increased risk 
of heart failure exacerbation, but increased risk of brady arrhythmias, and increased 
cardiac parasympathetic tone [107].

Even when ambient particulates do not alter the incidence of event, we and 
others have demonstrated that prior exposure can increase the severity of infarc-
tion, reduce the effectiveness of reperfusion, and aggravate progression of heart 
failure [33–35, 99–101, 104–107]. We also have demonstrated that short, episodic 
exposure to particulates beginning 4–7 days after an ischemia–reperfusion event 
was associated with increased adverse remodeling in the ventricle, increased fibrosis 
and decreased cardiac function 30 days post MI, compared to un-exposed animals 
(Figure 2).
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6.2 Engineered nanomaterials (nanoparticles)

Nanomaterials have wide and varied commercial applications ranging from 
athletic equipment to clothing, to sunscreens, to drug delivery systems. Studies 

Figure 2. 
Summary select echocardiographic findings on days 7, 14 ad 21 after LAD occlusion in a rat model of infarction in 
sham animals (blue), those with infarction/vehicle exposure (yellow), and those with MI and subsequent exposure 
to diesel particle on days 4, 11 and 18 (red) following myocardial infraction) on diesel particle exposure on days 
4, 11 and 18. MI produced a dilation of the LV that was stable in the sham group, but progressively increased in 
the diesel exposure group (panel a). MI produced a thinning of the infarcted myocardial wall that was relatively 
stable in the sham group but progressed substantially in the diesel exposed group (panel B). Consistent with the 
structural changes, fractional shortening progressively decreased in the diesel group, while the decrease in the sham 
group was stable. (* indicates p < 0.05 for the comparison indicated; previously unpublished data).
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Nanoparticle Increased Decreased

Titanium Dioxide CK-MB SOD

Troponin T GR

LDH GST

Myoglobin APX

CK

Caspase 3

Cyto C release

DNA tail length

Zinc Oxide CK-MB Heart rate

Troponin T

CRP

IL-6

Myoglobin

TNF-alpha

Caspase-3

DNA tail length

Silver SOD FGF-2 expression

CAT

GSH

VEGFA expression

Carbon ET-1 GSH

ACE BFGF expression

MCP-1

IL-6

IL-10

IO-12

Silicon Oxide CK-MB MEF2C

Troponin T NKX2.5

LDH

CRP

ET-1

D-dimer

IL-1 beta

TNF-alpha

IL-6

Inhibition p-VEGFR2

inhibition p-ERK1/2

Iron Oxide Vascular permeability Heart rate

cell proliferation

Table 1. 
Summary of active mediators increased in blood or tissue following exposure to various forms of nanomaterials 
and known to have cardiac effects (assembled from data summarized in 103).
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regarding the impact of nanoparticles on the cardiovascular system have shown vari-
ous mechanisms of action. Three, general, well-accepted mechanisms for pulmonary 
exposure to nanoparticles have been proposed and demonstrated in several studies: 
1) nanoparticles trigger lung-mediated systemic inflammatory response or oxidative 
stress – altering cardiac functioning 2) translocation of the nanoparticles from the 
lungs to the circulatory system through the alveoli (as seen with PM2.5) 3) alteration 
through a neurogenic pathway. These studies demonstrate the deleterious effects on 
the cardiovascular system from the nanoparticles though the exact mechanisms are 
not completely clear and likely involve a combination of the general proposed mecha-
nisms [108]. The particular effect for any given nanoparticle varies as a function of its 
composition and is summarized in Table 1.

Iron oxide nanoparticles are commonly used in medicinal applications like drug 
and gene therapy delivery and cancer therapy [102]. The exposure to iron oxides can 
result in increased vascular permeability and decreased acute heart rate. However, 
the mechanism of action is not completely resolved though iron oxides are associated 
with oxidative damage through the generation of ROS.

Carbon nanoparticles are extremely versatile, resulting in them being found in a 
large range of substances. In medicine, carbon nanoparticles can be found in cancer 
therapies, drug delivery, gene therapy, sensors, and plastics. Their small particle size, 
large surface area, and association with catalytic metals are some of the reasons these 
nanoparticles (SWCNTs) are considered toxic agents which induce ROS generation 
and oxidative damage via the Fenton reaction. Exposure to these particles is often 
through the pulmonary route and due to their size, can be transported to second-
ary organs. Toxic effects can be oxidative damage and recruitment of inflammatory 
factors as seen in bronchoalveolar lavage fluids. These effects commonly present as 
decreases in thiol contents, elevation in lipid-peroxidation produces, and increase 
in liver and heart inflammatory markers like ET-1, ACE, MCP-1, IL-6, IL-10, and 
IL-12 [102]. Experimental studies of cardiac ischemia and reperfusion validate the 
increased risk of cardiac injury and the role of induced inflammatory pathways 
[109–113].

Silicon oxide nanoparticles are a commonly used commercial nanoparticle as well 
as their use in drug delivery, gene therapy, and diagnosis. These small particles readily 
mix in air and the common method of exposure is occupational during production. 
Ironically, silica NPs have recently been used for adenosine delivery for its cardio-
protective effects [102]. However, these nanoparticles can also produce ROS which 
can lead to the release of cytokines and subsequently apoptosis. Study results in mice 
show an increase of CRP, TNF-alpha, and IL-6. Cardiac markers like ET-1, D-dimer, 
LDH, CK-MB, and eTNT increased after the silica exposure [102].

Many of the compounds discussed in this chapter have become ubiquitous today 
with increasing use of nanoparticles in products and ongoing air pollution of the 
industrialized world. Though strong correlations exist between common pollutants 
and cardiotoxicity, further research into the exact mechanisms, safe levels of expo-
sure, and chronic effects need to continue.

7. Autoimmune mechanisms as an emerging source of cardiovascular risk

Idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is a myocardial disease characterized 
by a progressive depression of myocardial function and ventricular dilation. DCM 
is the leading cause of severe heart failure, and the most common cause for heart 
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transplantation. Chronic heart failure remains one of the most important sources of 
“all cause” morbidity and mortality, with a high frequency of hospital readmission, 
and a total health care expenditure burden more than twice the cost for all forms of 
cancer combined. The causes of DCM remain unclear, but research has been directed 
along three major avenues: genetic factors, viral persistence, and immunological 
abnormalities, including autoimmunity. Myocarditis is an inflammatory disease and 
some reports suggest that myocarditis and DCM represent acute and chronic stages of 
organ-specific autoimmune disease of the myocardium.

General characteristics supporting an autoimmune hypothesis are familial aggre-
gation, a weak association with HLA-DR4, abnormal expression of HLA class II anti-
gens on cardiac endothelium on endomyocardial biopsy, and the presence of organ 
and disease specific cardiac IgG class autoantibodies in the sera of affected patients 
and symptom free relatives. Supporting the genetic associations are several parallel 
lines of evidence. The incidence of cardiac complications is significantly higher in 
patients with Type I diabetes than it is in with other forms of diabetes. Type 1 diabetes 
is an autoimmune disease and relationship between Type 1 diabetes and autoimmune 
myocarditis has been suggested [114]. Similarly, Celiac disease, also with autoimmune 
components, has been associated with autoimmune myocarditis [115]. Type I diabetes 
and celiac disease, both autoimmune, have been associated with a high prevalence in 
Saudi children [116].

The incidence of cardiac complications is significantly higher in patients with 
Type I diabetes than it is in with other forms of diabetes, and the presence of cardiac 
autoantibodies in diabetic patients is strongly associated with the probability of 
subsequent cardiac event (Figure 3). Autoantibodies are present in between 30 and 
90% of all patients with DCM [118–121]. Maguy has shown recently that there is an 
autoantibody signature associated with sudden cardiac arrest [36], the presence of 
autoantibodies against HSP65 is strongly associated with post-operative atrial fibril-
lation [122] and cardiac autoantibodies have been suggested as significant mediators 
in COVID related cardiac dysfunction and a possible source of increased cardiovas-
cular risk in COVD survivors [38, 39]. Cardiac autoantibodies are present in at least 
10% of post-myocardial infarction patients and may explain disproportionate loss 
of function in a subset of patients relative to that predicated on the ischemic injury 

Figure 3. 
Cumulative 6 year incidence of a first cardiovascular event in patients with diabetes as a function of pre-existing 
cardiac autoantibody number at the onset of the study (drawn from data in [117]).
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per se. Repeated infarctions, stabilized by repeated revascularization may also be 
repeated episodes for sensitization and expansion of an autoimmune signal leading to 
increased rates of deteriorating function and heart failure [39].

The possibility that an auto-immune process could complicate post-infraction 
recovery has been suggested for more than 40 years [123, 124]. High titers of auto-
antibodies to the beta-1 adrenergic receptor were identified in patients with Chagas 
disease. The beta-1 adrenergic autoantibody is the most studied so far. It meets 
Witebsky’s postulates for indirect and direct autoimmune etiology. The autoantibody 
is stimulatory, ultimately leading to increased apoptosis sufficient to cause loss of 
function. Those results are consistent with models of catecholamine cardiotoxicity 
and with premature DCM in transgenic mice with cardiac specific overexpression of 
beta-1 adrenergic receptors. Signaling may be ERK1/2 dependent, but some evidence 
suggests that the mechanism is independent/different from standard isoproterenol 
stimulated beta-adrenergic responses [118–120]. Kaya [37] has demonstrated a 
strong association between cardiac autoantibodies and heart failure, as have oth-
ers [125, 126], with an emphasis on the myosin molecules as the primary antigenic 
drive [118–121, 126–128]. Serum levels of troponin are the single best indicator of 
myocardial injury, but immunizing mice with Troponin I caused T-cell activation 
and cardiac inflammation with elevated RANTES, MCP-1, MIP1-alpha, MIP1-beta, 
MIP2, T-cell activation gene 3, CCR1, CCR2 and CCR5. It’s clear that the cardiac 
autoimmune response can be both antibody and T cell mediated [129]. General anti-
inflammatory effects (carvedilol, prednisone) or macrophage dependent inflamma-
tion (Olmesartan) all have shown efficacy is reducing the progression in experimental 
models of DCM.

8. Summary

It appears that many of the risk factors generally associated with cardiovascular 
risk, like diabetes, endothelial dysfunction, sympathetic over stimulation, all may 
have an under- appreciated component that is immune/inflammation mediated, 
and that may include an autoimmune component. Systemic inflammatory diseases 
without infectious triggers, airborne particles, manufactured nanoparticles, and 
some therapeutics used in the treatment of other diseases all may exaggerate the 
consequences of a cardiovascular inflammatory reaction. Some compounds, like 
doxorubicin, have well established mechanistic profiles that may provide insight as 
to how each of the mediators is adding to the cardiovascular risk, or injury expansion 
progression profile. It seems clear that future management of cardiovascular risk will 
need to become more personalized, and with greater appreciation for a much larger 
menu of contributing factors, all of which will require development of better bio-
marker screens than what are currently in use. Immunomodulating agents likely will 
also have an increasingly important role in limiting progression of heart failure.
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Abstract

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is defined as an increase in mean pulmonary arterial
pressure of ≥25 mmHg at rest by right heart catheterization. Echocardiography estimates
systolic pulmonary arterial pressure on the tricuspid regurgitation jet velocity, mean and
diastolic pressure based on the pulmonary regurgitation jet, and data regarding the
function of the right ventricle. ESC guidelines propose an echocardiographic risk assess-
ment in PH according to right atrial area > 26 cm2 and pericardial effusion. Other risk
factors correlated with the severity of the PH include right atrial pressure > 15 mmHg,
tricuspid regurgitation more than moderate, TAPSE <18 mm, tricuspid S0 < 11.5 cm/s
assessed by TDI, right ventricle ejection fraction <45% using 3D imaging, fractional area
change of the right ventricle <35%, dP/dt < 400 mmHg/s on the tricuspid regurgitation
flow, reduced strain of the right ventricle, diastolic dysfunction. Left ventricular eccen-
tricity index (EI) >1.7 combined with TAPSE <15 mmwas associated with a higher
death rate compared to patients with normal values. However, each of these parameters
used in the assessment of the right ventricle has technical limitations, and it is necessary
to use multiple tests for a correct evaluation of the prognosis of PH.

Keywords: pulmonary hypertension, tricuspid regurgitation, right ventricle,
right atrium, global strain

1. Introduction

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is defined as an increase in mean pulmonary arterial
pressure (mPAP) of ≥25 mmHg at rest as assessed by right heart catheterization.
Current data have shown that the normal mPAP at rest is 14 � 3 mmHg with the
upper limit of normal of approximately 20 mmHg. The clinical significance of mPAP
between 21 and 24 mmHg is unclear [1]. There are also unclear data regarding the
normal versus exaggerated elevation of mPAP at physical effort, making it difficult to
put the diagnosis of exercise-induced PH. Pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) with a
cut-off of ≥3 Wood units has been included in the hemodynamic diagnosis of PH, and
pulmonary artery wedge pressure (PAWP) with a cut-off of ≥15 mmHg is used for the
classification of PH in pre-capillary, post-capillary, or combined pre- and post-
capillary PH [1]. PH is classified into five groups, depending on the underlying
disease [1].
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Not all patients with PH perform right heart catheterization, and, in practice, the
diagnosis of PH is based on the echocardiographic evaluation of the pulmonary artery
pressure. Also, echocardiography can detect the underlying disease and the conse-
quences of the PH on the right and left ventricles (Table 1), [2–8]. Nevertheless, the
echocardiographic evaluation of the right heart is more difficult than that of the left
heart because of the complex shape of the right ventricle (RV) and its load-dependent
physiology. Its shape in apical 4-chamber view is more triangular, in contrast to the left
ventricle more conical. In the parasternal short axis view, it is like a crescent. The cavity
of the RV has three parts: inlet, apical trabeculae, and outlet segments. The outlet
segment is not trabeculated and is separated from the inlet segment by the supraven-
tricular crest. The subepicardial myofibrils have a circumferential orientation, and the
subendocardial myofibrils have predominantly a longitudinal orientation [9, 10]. The
interventricular septum separates the right and left ventricles and bulges into RV during
the ventricular systole. From the three leaflets of the tricuspid valve, the septal leaflet is
usually visible by echocardiography. The 2D echography has a low sensitivity for defin-
ing the RV endocardial border contour of the free wall and of the apex. The complex
morphology of the RV makes the correct echocardiographic evaluation difficult and
implies great variation in the 2Dmeasurement results of the RV diameters and area. In a
study that included 900 patients, Tamborini G. et al. [11] demonstrated high inter- and
intraobserver variabilities in the measurements of RV fractional area change (FAC), a
parameter of RV systolic function. There are also difficulties in the echocardiographic
examination of the right atria (RA). RA has an ellipsoid shape and includes crista
terminalis, RA appendage, cavotricuspid isthmus, Eustachian valve, the orifice of the
coronary sinus, and Thebesian valve. Echographic data include RA indexed major and
minor axis length and systolic RA volume. The values are different in men and women,
and the indexed RA volume using the single-plane method of disks has lower values
than those obtained by the area-length method [12]. RA becomes dilated, and a process
of RA remodeling occurs in longstanding PH. The RA pressure (RAP) increases, and its
evaluation according to the diameter and inspiratory changes of the inferior vena cava
(IVC) is an important parameter for the evaluation of RV systolic pressure in the
absence of significant RV outflow tract obstruction. The RAP estimated non-invasively
is the main source of errors in the assessment of both sPAP and mPAP. sPAP is
calculated using the maximal velocity of tricuspid regurgitation flow (Figure 1) and
mPAP by formulas that use pulmonary regurgitation flow velocity at the beginning of
the diastole or pulmonary velocity acceleration time. Both can underestimate the PH in
case of RV failure. RV failure can impede the left ventricle (LV) function by many
mechanisms. So assessing the RV and LV morphology and function is essential for the
correct diagnosis and prognostic of PH. The echocardiographic evaluation of the right
heart can be improved through other methods, such as agitated saline study, echocar-
diographic contrast agents, speckle tracking, and 3D echocardiography [13]. 2D RV
longitudinal strain of the free wall (RV-FWS) and 2D RV global longitudinal strain (RV-
GLS), which includes in the analysis of the interventricular septum, can demonstrate
subclinical impairment of the longitudinal contraction in patients with PH. The method
is less angle and load-dependent and less influenced by the complex geometry of RV,
but it depends on image quality that can be poor because of many artifacts [14, 15]. The
analysis of segmental contractility of the RV walls by strain technique offers informa-
tion about the pattern of RV remodeling in PH. The cut-off value proposed for RV-FWS
is �23% and �20% for RV-GLS. For now, there is no consensus on which method to
use, but it seems that RV-FWS is more useful. The 3D technique is more accurate than
the 2D technique in the evaluation of RV strain.
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Parameter Method Formula Normal range Abnormal values

Pulmonary artery flow evaluation

Pulmonary
velocity
acceleration time
(PAT)

Time to peak
velocity of the
pulmonary artery
flow in parasternal
short axis view
(PW)

>130 ms <105 ms and/or
midsystolic notching

Systolic pulmonary
arterial pressure

Maximum velocity
of tricuspid
regurgitation jet
(CW)

4V2
maxTRjet + RAP 18–25 mmHg;

values of
40 mmHg can
be normal after
60 years

≤35 mm Hg

Diastolic
pulmonary arterial
pressure
(Figure 2)

End diastolic
pulmonary
regurgitant flow
velocity (CW)

4V2
PRenddiastolic + RAP 1.mm Hg > 15 mm Hg

Mean pulmonary
arterial pressure

Pulmonary
regurgitant flow
velocity at the
beginning of the
diastole (CW)

4V2
PR early diastolic + RAP 10–20 mm Hg >25 mmHg

Pulmonary velocity
acceleration time
(PW)

79� 0:45xPAT

Pulmonary
vascular resistance

Maximum velocity
of tricuspid
regurgitation (CW)

0:16þ Vmax of TRjet
VTIRVOT x103 <3 Wood units >3 Wood units

Pulmonary
velocity
acceleration time
(PW)

Time to peak the
pulmonary flow

>130 ms <100 ms

Right ventricle and RA evaluation

RV and RA diameters

RV diameters 2D Basal, mid RV,
longitudinal diameter, at
the end-diastole
RV/LV ratio, focused
apical 4-chamber view

RV basal
diameter 25–
41 mm
RV mid
diameter 19–
35 mm
RV
longitudinal
diameter 59–
83 mm

RV basal
diameter > 41 mm
RV mid
diameter > 35 mm
RV longitudinal
diameter > 86 mm

RVOT dimensions 2D Supra aortic valve
diameter in end-systole
(RVOT proximal
diameter); basal short
axis view, Supra
pulmonary valve
diameter, in end-systole
(RVOT distal diameter);
basal short axis view

RVOT
proximal
diameter 21–
35 mm
RVOT distal
diameter 17–
27 mm

RVOT proximal
diameter > 35 mm
RVOT distal
diameter > 27 mm
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Parameter Method Formula Normal range Abnormal values

RA dimensions 2D Minor and major axis,
area, volume, apical 4-
chamber view, at end-
systole

RA minor axis
1.9 � 0.3 cm/
m2

RA major axis
2.5 � 0.3 cm/
m2

RA volume
21 � 6 mL/m2

in women,
25 � 7 mL/m2

in men

RA minor
axis > 4.4 cm
RA major
axis > 5.3 cm
RA area > 18 cm2

RA
volume > 34 mL/
m2

RV free wall
thickness

2D Subcostal 4-chamber
view, at end-diastole

1–5 mm >5 mm

Interventricular
septum

2D Flattening, paradoxical
movement

In the case of RV
pressure overload,
“the flattening” of
IVS happens in
both systole and
diastole, in
contrast to RV
volume overload,
with septal
flattening
predominantly
during diastole.

LV maximal and
end-systolic of
eccentricity index

2D parasternal
short-axis view at
the mid-papillary
level

The ratio of the
diameters (from
compact myocardium)
parallel (D2) and
perpendicular (D1) to
the ventricular septum,
as measured at end-
diastole, end-systole,
and maximum septal
displacement

> 1.1

RV systolic function

RV fractional area
change (RVFAC)

2D, 3D End distolic area�End systolic area
End diastolic area cm2ð Þ

X100

49% � 7% < 35%

RV ejection
fraction (Figure 4)

2D or 3D; only 3D
method has been
validated

Must be a good image
quality

58% � 6.5% < 45%

Tricuspid annular
plane systolic
excursion
(TAPSE)

M mode Apical 4-chamber view 24 � 3.5 mm ≤16 mm

Tricuspid annular
systolic
longitudinal
velocity by tissue
Doppler (S0)

Pulsed TDI Apical 4-chamber view 14.1 � 12.3 cm/
s

<9.5 cm/s
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Also, right ventricular ejection fraction (RVEF) calculated by the 3D technique
(3D-RVEF) is far more accurate than that calculated by the 2D technique (2D-RVEF)
because it is independent of geometric assumptions. 3D-RVEF but not 2D-RVEF is
validated in relation to cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging, the “gold stan-
dard” for assessing RVEF.

Parameter Method Formula Normal range Abnormal values

RV myocardial
performance index
(RVMPI)

Measurement of
isovolumic
contraction time
(IVCT RV),
isovolumic
relaxation time
(IVRT RV), and
ejection time (ET)
from the same
heartbeat using
pulsed Doppler or
TDI of tricuspid
annulus

(IVCTRV + IVRT RV)/ET >0.4 for pulsed
Doppler RVMPI
> 0.55 for TDI
RVMPI

Free-wall RV
longitudinal strain
(RV-FWS) and
global RV
longitudinal strain
(RV – GLS)

Speckle tracking
imaging

RV-focused apical 4-
chamber view; because
the interventricular
septum is an integral
part of the LV also, RV-
GLS might be
influenced by LV
dysfunction.

RV - FWS
29% � 4.5%
RV-GLS
22.3% � 2.4%

RV - FWS < 20%
RV-GLS <17%

Rate of RV
pressure rise
during early
systole (dP/dt)

TR jet The value is calculated
from the slope of the
line between 1 and 2 m/s
(4 to 16 mmHg) of the
TR spectral envelope

<400 mmHg/s

RV diastolic evaluation

Tricuspid inflow
E/A, TDE

PW Doppler Apical 4-chamber view E/A 1.4 � 0.3
TDE
180 � 31 ms

E/A < 0.8 or > 2
TDE <119 ms
or > 242 ms

RV lateral wall TDI TDI Apical 4-chamber view E/e´ 4 � 1 E/e’ > 6

Inferior vena cava
(IVC) diameter
and inspiratory
collapse are used
for the estimation
of RA pressure
(RAP)

IVC ≤ 2.1 cm, collapses
>50% during sniff—
RAP 0–5 mm Hg
IVC > 2.1 cm, collapses
>50% during sniff—
RAP 5–10 mm Hg
IVC > 2.1 cm, collapses
<50% during sniff—
RAP 10–20 mm Hg

RVOT = right ventricle outflow tract; VTIRVOT = velocity time integral in the right ventricle outflow tract;
PR = pulmonary regurgitation; TDE = E wave deceleration time; V = velocity; TDI = tissue Doppler imaging; LV = left
ventricle; PW = pulse wave; CW = continuous wave; and IVC = inferior vena cava.

Table 1.
Echocardiographic parameters used for the diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension.
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Also, 3D speckle–tracking technique provides a more accurate assessment of ven-
tricular myocardial dynamics than 2D speckle-tracking, which is limited by the out-
of-plane motion of different frames. At the same time, measurement of RVEF by 3D
echocardiography is not possible in all patients because it requires good image quality
[15]. Evaluation of RV shape by 3D technique is not currently used in clinical practice.
In patients with a good image of tricuspid regurgitation Doppler signal, one can
calculate other parameters with prognostic values, such as right ventricle-pulmonary
artery coupling (RV-PA) and myocardial work.

Each technique has its limits, and one must use a multimodal evaluation of the
anatomy and function of RV. Furthermore, these new echographic techniques are not
standardized between different vendors. Indeed, the gold standard for RVEF evalua-
tion remains for now cardiac magnetic resonance imaging. Table 1 includes the
echocardiographic parameters used in the evaluation of PH and RV.

Table 1 includes the echocardiographic parameters used in the evaluation of PH
and RV (Figures 1–4).

Figure 1.
Parasternal four chamber view. Tricuspid regurgitation (continuous Doppler examination). Right atrial dilation.

Figure 2.
Example of measurement of mPAP and dPAP in a case with pulmonary hypertension (left) versus a case without
pulmonary hypertension (right). Left image: In this case, there was a dilated inferior vena cava with a diameter of
36 mm without respiratory variations. mPAP = 4 V2

PR early diastolic + RAP = 4x3.142 + 20 = 54.43 mm Hg;
dPAP = 4 V2

PRenddiastolic + RAP = 4x1.882 + 20 = 34.13 mm Hg. Right image: In this case, there was an inferior
vena cava with a diameter of 16 mm with inspiratory collapse. mPAP = 4 V2

PR early

diastolic + RAP = 4x1.662 + 3 = 14 mm Hg; dPAP = 4 V2
PRenddiastolic + RAP = 4x1.062 + 3 = 7.5 mm Hg.
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2. Prognostic value of the echocardiographic data in PH

According to the clinical, biochemical, echocardiographic, or other imaging data,
patients with PH can be classified as low, intermediate, and high risk of clinical
worsening or death [1]. Patients categorized as low risk have estimated 1-year mor-
tality of <5%, those categorized as intermediate risk have estimated 1-year mortality
of 5–10%, and those in the high-risk category >10% [1].

The ESC guidelines on pulmonary hypertension propose an echocardiographic risk
assessment in PH according to the right atrial area (area over 26 cm2) (Figure 1) and
the presence of pericardial effusion (Figure 2) [1]. However, many studies demon-
strated the usefulness of other echocardiographic parameters as prognostic factors in
PH. Patients, with PH and EI above 1.7 (Figure 2) combined with TAPSE below
15 mm, have a higher death rate than patients with normal values. The diastolic

Figure 3.
Apical 4-chamber view. Dilation of the right ventricle (RV) and right atrium (RA). Displacement of the
interventricular septum toward the left ventricle (LV) and interatrial septum toward the left atrium (LA).

Figure 4.
3D quantification of the right ventricular ejection fraction.
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dysfunction of the RV, expressed by the changes in tricuspid flow E/A ratio and RV
relaxation abnormalities by TDI, is associated with a poor prognosis. The systolic
dysfunction of the RV is related to a poor prognosis of the PH: TAPSE less than
18 mm, tricuspid S0 < 9.5 cm/s assessed by TDI, 3D - RVEF below 45%, RVFAC less
than 35%, dP/dt below 400 mmHg/s on the TR flow, reduced strain of the RV using
speckle tracking echocardiography (Figure 5).

Many studies support the prognostic role of classical echocardiographic data in PH.

• Raynold RM et al. [16] evaluated the relationships between echocardiographic
findings and clinical outcomes in 81 patients with severe primary PH during a
mean follow-up period of 36.9–15.4 months. Pericardial effusion and enlarged
indexed RA area were independent predictors of a composite end point of death
or pulmonary transplantation. They found that septal shift in diastole toward LV
is also a predictor of death or pulmonary transplantation. A dilated RA can be a
sign of volume and/or pressure overload, and elevated RA pressure is a sign of
poor RV ejection fraction [17].

• Austin C et al. [18] performed a retrospective analysis of 121 consecutive patients
with pulmonary arterial hypertension during 3 years of follow-up. They
demonstrated in a univariate analysis that RA pressure > 15 mmHg, calculated by
inferior vena cava diameter and collapsibility, RA area > 18 cm2, the presence of
pericardial effusion, RVFAC < 35% and at least moderate TR were predictive of
poor survival. However, in the multivariate analysis, RA pressure > 15 mm Hg
was the only echocardiographic risk factor predictive of mortality.

• Liu K et al. [19] performed a meta-analysis that included 12 studies totalizing
1085 patients with pulmonary arterial hypertension followed up 9.2 months to
5.0 years. The risk of all-cause mortality and the composite endpoint of death and
other PH events was increased in patients with enlarged RA area and RA area
index.

• TAPSE less than 1.8 cm was associated with lower RVFAC, lower cardiac index,
and reduced survival in 63 patients with PH [20]. The 2 years survival rate was
50% in patients with TAPSE less than 1.8 cm and 88% in those with greater
TAPSE. However, TAPSE assessed by M mode cannot discriminate an active
contraction from passive entrainment. On the other side, the assessment of
TAPSE by RV strain can obtain greater values because TAPSE measures the
maximum displacement, and strain measures the peak systolic contraction.

Figure 5.
Example of measurement of free wall right ventricular strain (FWS). Strain-based TAPSE is an approximated
M-mode TAPSE, by calculation of the excursion relative to the image apex.
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• In a prospective cohort study that included 777 patients with precapillary
PH with a follow-up period of 7 years, the multivariable analysis
demonstrated that moderate or severe tricuspid regurgitation, RVMPI,
presence of pericardial effusion, but not TAPSE were independent
predictors of mortality. The authors explained this fact by the presence of severe
tricuspid regurgitation in most patients, which can induce a pseudo-normal
TAPSE [21].

• Ghio S. et al. [22] examined data from 517 patients, mean age 52 � 15 years,
64.8% females, included in seven observational studies. They divided patients
into three groups according to TAPSE, tricuspid regurgitation, the diameter of
inferior vena cava, and noted the 5 years cumulative survival. High-risk patients
had impaired TAPSE and dilated inferior vena cava, and their 5 years cumulative
survival rate was 43%, versus 82% in low-risk patients, with normal TAPSE and
no tricuspid regurgitation. The intermediate-risk group had normal TAPSE and
significant tricuspid regurgitation or impaired TAPSE and non-dilated inferior
vena cava. Their 5 years cumulative survival rate was 63%. Data from this analysis
suggested that the inclusion of the RA area and pericardial effusion did not
provide added prognostic value.

• Barket D et al. [23] demonstrated in 78 pediatric patients with PH that an end-
systolic EI > 1. 16 identifies the presence of PH, and an end-systolic EI > 1.27
correlates with a higher number of hospitalization and escalation of the therapy.

• RVMPI and the rate of RV pressure rise during early systole (dP/dt) proved to
correlate with pulmonary vascular resistance and to predict a reduced RVEF [17].

• Elevated RAP is a sign of poor right ventricular failure [17].

• Blanchard D. et al. [24] demonstrated in 93 patients with chronic
thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension that elevated RVMPI measured by TDI
correlated with pulmonary vascular resistance but not with mPAP and cardiac
output.

• Habbad et al. [25] elaborated a right heart score for the outcome of patients with
familial, idiopathic, drug-induced, and toxic PH based on the examination of 95
patients, 43� 11 years old, with mean pulmonary arterial pressure of 54� 14 mm
Hg, and pulmonary vascular resistance index 25 � 12 Wood units, followed for
5 years. The severity of RV systolic dysfunction, RA enlargement, and systolic
blood pressure < 110 mmHg were independently associated with death and lung
transplantation.

• Kamimura Y. et al. [26] proposed a prognostic score in chronic thromboembolic
pulmonary hypertension calculated as the summation of each point awarded for
the presence of four parameters: TAPSE < 16 mm, 1 point, TDI-derived tricuspid
lateral annular systolic velocity (S0) < 10 cm/sec, 1 point, RVFAC < 35% 1 point
and RVMPI > 0.4, 1 point. An elevated RV dysfunction prognostic score was
associated with an advanced functional class of heart failure, elevated mPAP, low
cardiac index, high pulmonary vascular resistance, reduced mixed venous
oxygen saturation, reduced 6-min walk distance, low maximal O2 consumption,
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prolonged slope of minute ventilation/CO2 production, and elevated plasma
brain natriuretic peptide level.

• REVEAL study (US Registry to Evaluate Early and Long-Term PAH Disease
Management) [16] enrolled 2716 patients with PAH and assessed predictors of 1-
year survival. In the multivariable analysis, variables independently associated
with increased mortality included PVR > 32 Wood units, PAH associated with
portal hypertension, New York Heart Association functional class IV,
men > 60 years of age, and family history of PAH.

• Badagliacca R et al. [27] investigated during 528 � 304 days 130 patients with
idiopathic pulmonary hypertension. They demonstrated that clinical, functional
class of heart failure, cardiac index, and RVFAC were the independent predictors
of the clinical worsening of the patients.

• The most frequently used parameters for the assessment of prognostic in PH in
real-world practice are presented in Table 2 [28, 29].

Speckle tracking echocardiography applied to the RV has demonstrated its utility
in the prognostic stratification of patients with PH:

• Park JH et al. [30] determined RV-GLS in 81 patients with PAH with a follow-up
period of 45 � 15 months. They showed a significant correlation between RV-GLS
and RVFAC, TAPSE, RVMPI, pulmonary vascular resistance, and B-natriuretic
peptide concentration. In the multivariate analysis, RV-GLS ≥ �15.5% and age
were the independent predictor factors for death, lung transplantation, and heart
failure hospitalization. Accepted normal values for RV-GLS were � 28%.

• Badagliacca R et al. [31] analyzed RV strain patterns using the speckle tracking
technique and identified three post-systolic strain patterns derived from the

Echocardiographic parameters Abnormal values predicting a poor prognosis of PH

TAPSE <16 mm

S´ <10 cm/s

RV FAC <35%

Peak longitudinal RV strain ≥�19%

Isovolumetric contraction velocity (IVCv) by
TDI

<9 cm/s

Main PA diameter >29 mm

LV eccentricity index >1.4

Pericardial effusion presence

IVC >21 mm, inspiratory collapse <50%

TAPSE = tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion; S´ = right ventricle free wall tissue Doppler systolic velocity during
ejection period (Lateral tricuspid annulus peak systolic velocity); RVFAC = right ventricle fractional area changes
PA = pulmonary artery; LV = left ventricle; and TDI = tissue Doppler imaging.

Table 2.
Echocardiographic parameters recommended in clinical practice for the assessment of PH prognosis.
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mid-basal RV free wall segments. Pattern 1 was characterized by a prompt return
of strain-time curves to baseline after peak systolic negativity, like in normal
control subjects, and corresponded to mild PH. Pattern 2 was characterized by
persisting negativity of strain-time curves well into diastole before an end-
diastolic returning to baseline and corresponded to more advanced PH with
preserved RV function. Pattern 3 was characterized by a slow return of strain-
time curves to baseline during diastole corresponded to PH with end-stage RV
failure. 60% and respectively 33% of patients with Pattern 3 had a faster-
worsening disease assessed at 1 and 2 years

• RV longitudinal strain is superior to TAPSE as a prognostic factor in PH [32]

• RV-arterial coupling reflects both RV after-load and contractility and has
prognostic value in PH. It can be assessed using various parameters, such as
TAPSE, FAC, 3D-RVEF, which are divided to sPAP [15]. Serkan Unlu et al. [33]
determined RA-arterial coupling by the ratio between RV-FWS and sPAP in 65
patients with precapillary PH and found a predictive value for death or heart/
lung transplantation with a cut-off of 0.19.

• RV myocardial work enables the evaluation of the contractility of RV
independent of the load and a more precise estimate of RV systolic function. It is
a promised parameter but not in clinical practice.

3. 3D echocardiography has become increasingly important in the
evaluation of RV

• Murata M et al. [34] highlighted the importance of evaluating RV ejection
fraction by 3D technique in 85 patients with PH. They showed that patients with
3DRVEF of less than 38% had significantly shorter event-free survival than those
with 3DRVEF greater than 38%. A total of 36 patients had mPAP >35 mmHg and
a theoretical event-free survival in 2.5 years. Those with greater 3DRVEF had an
event-free survival rate of 70% at 2.5 years. This suggests that 3DRVEF is an
independent prognosis factor in patients with PH.

• Vitarelli A. et al. [35] studied 73 patients, mean age 53 � 13 years with chronic PH
of different etiologies, and 30 healthy subjects as a control group. They determined
RVFAC, TAPSE, mitral and tricuspid TDI annular velocities, 3D RV volumes, 3D
RV EF, and RV strains by 2D RV and 3D RV-speckle-tracking echocardiography.
RV 3D global-free-wall longitudinal strain (3DGFW-RVLS), 2D global-free-wall
longitudinal strain (2DGFW-RVLS), apical-free-wall longitudinal strain, basal-
free-wall longitudinal strain, and 3D-RVEF were lower in patients with PH. Also,
patients with precapillary PH had lower global and regional peak systolic RV free-
wall strain than those with postcapillary PH. 3D-GFW-RVLS and 3D-RVEF were
the independent predictors of mortality. 3D RVEF, 2D-STE, and 3D-STE
parameters indicate global and regional RV dysfunction associated with RV failure
hemodynamics better than conventional echo indices.

• The validity and prognostic importance of 3D-RVEF were recently demonstrated
in 446 unselected patients with various cardiac diseases with a follow-up period
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of 4.1 � 1.2 years. Patients with 3DRVEF > 45% had the best prognosis, and those
with 3DRVEF under 30% had the worst prognosis [36].

4. RV dysfunction as a prognostic factor in patients with cardiac
resynchronization therapy (CRT) and cardiac surgery

The evaluation of the RV dysfunction has a prognostic role in the short and long-
term outcomes of patients after cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT). Nagy VC.
et al. [37] studied 93 patients with heart failure and low basal value of RV global
longitudinal strain and RV free wall strain.

• RV global longitudinal strain below 10.04% before CRT was associated with high
24-month mortality.

• Preoperative RV dysfunction is a prognostic factor for perioperative
complications in cardiac surgery [38]. There are studies that demonstrate
preoperatory RVFAC <32% and RVMPI >0.5 are prognostic factors for
postoperative circulatory failure, higher incidence of postoperative
inotropic support, and longer stay in the intensive care unit. Preoperative
RVFAC <20% is associated with late postoperative death [39]. The prognostic
role of preoperative RV dysfunction is important in both coronary bypass and
valvular surgery. Echocardiographic parameters of RV function proposed as
preoperative poor prognostic factors included RVFAC<25%, bowing end-systole
or end-diastole interventricular septum into left ventricle (flattening or
paradoxical movement), TAPSE<1.4 cm, RV longitudinal strain ≤ � 15%,
TAPSE/sPAP [40].

5. Conclusions

The evaluation of the function of RV in PH is essential in establishing the
prognosis of PH. In addition to the size of the RA and the presence of pericardial
effusion proposed by the guidelines, there are many echocardiographic parameters
with prognostic value in PH. They are related to the systolic and diastolic
dysfunction of the right ventricle explored by new echocardiographical techniques
such as speckle tracking and 3D imaging. These promising techniques investigate in
depth the function of the RV and the correlation between RV and pulmonary artery
and allow an early diagnosis of the impairment of the RV in PH. Also, the new
echographic techniques are useful in the prognostic evaluation of CRT and cardiac
surgery. However, each of the echocardiographic parameters used in the assessment
of the right ventricle has technical limitations, and it is necessary to use multiple
clinical, biological, and echocardiographic tests for a correct evaluation of the prog-
nosis of PH. The complexity of the RV makes useful a multiparametric examination,
and modern techniques are increasingly useful. The modern multimodal evaluation of
the RV includes not only echocardiography but also cardiac magnetic resonance,
nuclear imaging techniques, metabolic imaging techniques, and cardiac scanners. Last
but not the least, the influence of RV dysfunction on the LV can be systematically
assessed.
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Chapter 19

The Association of Hair Cortisol 
and Cardiometabolic Risk Factors 
in Cardiovascular Disease
Jennifer C. Van Wyk

Abstract

Hair cortisol is increasingly becoming a reliable measure of long-term cortisol con-
centration and is thought to be a suitable biomarker for chronic stress. Further, a growing 
amount of scientific literature links elevated hair cortisol concentration with well-known 
cardiometabolic risk factors such as hypertension, obesity, dyslipidemia, and diabetes. 
This has important implications for the prognosis, treatment, and prevention of cardio-
vascular disease. This review focuses on the association between increased hair cortisol 
and stress-related cardiometabolic risk factors for cardiovascular disease. While the 
evidence for the relationship between cardiometabolic risk and elevated hair cortisol is 
clear and compelling, the data is inconsistent. Further studies are needed to support the 
use of hair cortisol as a biomarker of cardiometabolic risk in cardiovascular disease.

Keywords: cardiovascular disease, hair cortisol, cardiometabolic risk, obesity, 
hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes

1. Introduction

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) continues to be the primary cause of morbidity and 
mortality worldwide [1]. In 2019, approximately 17.9 million people died from CVDs, 
representing 32% of all global deaths [2]. Eighty-five percent of CVD deaths resulted 
from heart attack and stroke. These high numbers are especially concerning since 
most CVDs are preventable or modifiable by addressing behavioral risk factors, such 
as a sedentary lifestyle, unhealthy diet, tobacco use, and harmful use of alcohol [1–3]. 
Early detection is essential in eradicating or in beginning management of cardiovas-
cular disease with counseling and medications.

Cardiometabolic risk (CMR) refers to the risk factors that increase the likelihood 
of experiencing cardiovascular events or developing metabolic disease [4]. Besides 
the traditional cardiovascular risk factors (age, gender, family history, hypertension, 
diabetes, and smoking), CMR factors include abdominal obesity, insulin resistance, 
inflammation, unhealthy eating habits, and a sedentary lifestyle (Figure 1). Several 
cross-sectional clinical studies have shown a positive association between cortisol 
and cardiometabolic risk factors. With stress being an integral part of modern life 
that has become a significant health problem [5, 6], the importance of biomark-
ers that can assist in the treatment of stress-related diseases should only increase. 
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In particular, hair cortisol concentration (HCC) is gaining interest as a promising 
biomarker for cardiometabolic risk [7]. However, research investigating the direct 
association between HCC and cardiometabolic risk factors is still in its infancy, and 
more extensive prospective cohort studies are needed to gain further insight into the 
relationship between HCC, CMR, and the development of CVD. Unhealthy lifestyles 
such as physical inactivity, smoking, and excessive alcohol use also result in elevated 
cortisol levels and are associated with cardiometabolic risk and cardiovascular disease 
[4]. However, this review focuses on biological factors linked to high cortisol levels 
and stress that are activated through the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis 
pathway, including hypertension, obesity, dyslipidemia, and diabetes.

2. Laboratory determination of hair cortisol concentration (HCC)

Different laboratories use similar methods to measure HCC with minor variations 
in experimental procedures. Usually, the proximal 3 cm of hair which represents the 
last 3 months of cortisol production, is collected [8, 9]. Using the most proximal seg-
ments reduces the potential for a ‘wash-out effect’ which relates to a decline in cortisol 
levels in distal segments due to ultraviolet radiation and hair care practices [8]. The 
hair sample is carefully sectioned into segment lengths that approximate the period 
of interest, for example, cut into 1 cm fragments, or whole hair samples are used. 
Hair grows approximately 1 cm per month, so this is a convenient approximation of 
changes in HCC each month [9].

The hair is then either finely minced with scissors or pulverized with a ball mill. 
The mass of hair used for analysis varies between studies, with a range of 2.5–50 mg 
for ELISA and 1.25–20 mg for LCMS [10]. Next, the samples are incubated in a solvent 
such as methanol for a set period to extract the cortisol. The extraction medium is 
evaporated to dryness and the extracted cortisol is reconstituted in a solution such 
as phosphate-buffered saline or distilled water. HCC is typically measured using 
two types of analyses: immunoassays or mass spectrometry [9, 10]. Immunoassays 
used for the analysis include enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), immu-
noassay with chemiluminescence detection (CLIA), and radioimmunoassay (RIA). 

Figure 1. 
Factors contributing to cardiometabolic risk.
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Alternatively, liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LCMS) is used to deter-
mine HCC. Typically, the inter- and intra-assay coefficients of variability (cvs) are 
reported to indicate variability between measurements using different plates or tests 
and between duplicate samples on the same plate, respectively [10].

As the clinical utilization of HCC increases, it is important to establish an inter-
national benchmark [8, 9, 11]. Russell et al. conducted a study comparing the cortisol 
testing protocols of four leading laboratories, which include four ELISA methods 
and two LCMS methods, by analyzing the same hair samples representing the low, 
intermediate, and high ranges of hair cortisol concentrations (HCC) [9]. This study 
showed significant positive correlations between the four different immunoassay 
methods, while the results for the LCMS methods were almost identical. Further, the 
study concluded that laboratories using immunoassays could use a correction factor 
to convert results into standard LCMS equivalents.

3. The role of long-term hair cortisol levels in CVD risk

Stress can be defined as any stimuli that can alter homeostasis and causes physical, 
emotional, or psychological strain. It impairs both physical and physiological health 
[6], resulting in a higher risk for obesity, type 2 diabetes mellitus, and cardiovascular 
diseases [5, 6]. Stress can be the result of psychosocial factors like anxiety, social isola-
tion, and traumatic life events. Although some stress is beneficial and helps the body 
cope (e.g., with inflammation), excessive/prolonged stress can be harmful [12–15]. 
The response to stress is mediated by the “stress hormone” cortisol, which is released 
in higher doses under an excessive amount of stress [12]. Cortisol is a lipid-soluble 
glucocorticoid hormone that regulates a wide range of basal processes throughout 
the body, including metabolism, and immune response, and, most importantly, it 
helps the body to respond to stress and to maintain homeostasis. Cortisol does this by 
increasing blood sugar through gluconeogenesis, suppressing the immune system, 
and increasing the metabolism of fat, glucose, protein, and carbohydrates [13]. The 
production of cortisol is housed in the cortex of the adrenal glands and then released 
into the bloodstream, which transports it throughout the body [12]. Cortisol is an end 
product of the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) axis; its secretion in response 
to biochemical stress may influence health and cognitive events [12, 13].

The hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis is a crucial stress response system 
in the human body [12]. The primary function of the HPA axis is to maintain homeo-
stasis and facilitate successful adaption to the surrounding environment through an 
intricate cascade of hormonal reactions. The stress response initiates when a stressor 
triggers the hypothalamus, releasing corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) and 
vasopressin (AVP). These hormones stimulate the production of adrenocorticotropic 
hormone (ACTH) from the pituitary gland, eliciting the release of glucocorticoids, 
most notably cortisol, from the adrenal glands (Figure 2). Chronic stress has been 
well-documented as increasing the risk of cardiovascular disease through sustained 
exposure to increased levels of endogenous cortisol [6, 13]. The elevation of plasma 
cortisol levels is one of the best-studied components of the stress response, and this 
hormone is one of the best indicators of acute stress in humans.

Elevated cortisol leads to downregulation of the glucocorticoid receptor and 
potently affects lipid and carbohydrate metabolism [6]. Repeated or chronic stress 
can result in HPA axis dysfunction and cortisol remaining at high levels [12]. Clinical 
and population studies have shown that excessive cortisol levels are associated with 
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Figure 2. 
The HPA axis response to stress resulting in elevated cortisol, increased cardiometabolic risk (CMR), and 
cardiovascular disease (CVD).
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developing central adiposity, insulin resistance and hyperglycemia, hypertension, and 
dyslipidemia [14, 15]. Traditionally these studies measured cortisol levels in body flu-
ids, including saliva, blood, and urine [16]. While blood and saliva samples provide a 
cortisol measurement of a single timepoint, urine reflects the total exposure to bioac-
tive cortisol over 12 or 24 hours. In contrast, hair allows for retrospective assessment 
of long-term cortisol concentrations over weeks, months, and even years [11, 17], 
potentially providing a better measure of an individual’s long-term exposure to stress. 
HCC is increasingly important in establishing and providing significant insight into 
cardiovascular disease prognosis, diagnosis, and management [13]. Elevated cortisol 
has been shown to be associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular diseases (9). 
Also, several cross-sectional studies found positive associations of hair cortisol with 
adverse cardiometabolic outcomes, including higher systolic blood pressure [18], 
diabetes, metabolic syndrome [18], and adiposity [18, 19].

4. Association of hair cortisol with cardiometabolic risk factors

4.1 Hypertension

Hypertension is also known as high or raised blood pressure, in which the blood 
vessels have persistently raised pressure. A patient is diagnosed with hypertension 
when the systolic blood pressure (SBP) is above or equal to 140 mm Hg and/or dia-
stolic blood pressure (DBP) is above or equal to 90 mm Hg [20]. If left unmanaged, 
hypertension can lead to a heart attack, an enlarged heart, and heart failure [21]. 
Hypertension can also result in kidney failure, blindness, rupture of blood vessels, 
and cognitive impairment. Hypertension is a critical public health and clinical condi-
tion affecting billions worldwide, including approximately the 2 million Americans 
diagnosed annually [22]. Hypertension is one of the most prevalent risk factors for 
almost all cardiovascular diseases [23].

Chronic psychosocial stress is believed to increase the risk of hypertension 
through sustained exposure to elevated cortisol levels [21]. Cortisol is essential for 
maintaining normal blood pressure but, in excess, produces hypertension [24]. In 
2002, the Prospective Studies Collaboration published a meta-analysis based on 
61 cohort studies showing that the risk of CVD increased steadily with progres-
sively higher levels of baseline SBP and DBP; a 20 mm Hg higher level of SBP and 
a 10 mm Hg higher level of DBP resulted in a 2-fold higher BP-related absolute risk 
of CVD [25]. While research exploring an independent association between HCC 
and hypertension is still a new research area, several cross-sectional studies found a 
positive correlation between hair cortisol and hypertension [18, 21]. Still, the data on 
the relationship between blood pressure and hair cortisol level is inconsistent. While 
some studies reported a positive association between mean arterial or systolic blood 
pressure and HCC, other studies failed to demonstrate a relationship. In addition, 
Feller et al. found no association between prevalent hypertension and HCC and a 
negative relationship between objectively measured diastolic blood pressure and 
HCC. Hypertension prevalence was 2.23 times higher in participants with CVD [21].

4.2 Obesity

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is one of the primary causes of increased 
 morbidity and mortality in people with obesity [26, 27]. Obesity is defined as an 
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excessive accumulation of body fat, with the amount of this excess fat being directly 
responsible for most obesity-associated health risks [27]. Although body mass index 
(BMI) is the established clinical measurement to estimate CVD risk associated 
with excess body weight, increasing evidence suggests that abdominal obesity, as 
assessed by the waist-hip ratio (WHR), could represent a better marker of CVD risk 
than BMI [28].

The incidence of obesity is increasing at a rapid and concerning rate in most 
regions worldwide, with direct consequences on the risk of developing several chronic 
diseases such as systemic hypertension [29] and type 2 diabetes [30]. More seriously, 
obesity usually occurs with a cluster of metabolic disturbances such as impaired glu-
cose metabolism, atherogenic dyslipidemia, and hypertension, and obese individuals 
have an increased risk of CVD [26]. Interestingly, perceived societal stigma due to 
weight discrimination was shown to contribute to HCC [31], complicating the asso-
ciation of elevated cortisol with obesity. Still, HCC was associated with higher BMI in 
obese individuals (BMI > 30 kg/m2) compared to average weight (BMI: 18.5–24.9) and 
nonobese overweight (BMI: 25.0–29.9) people [19]. A meta-analysis confirmed the 
positive associations between HCC and stress-related anthropometric measures  
(BMI and WHR) and reported a 9.8% increase in HCC per 2.5 points BMI [18].

4.3 Dyslipidemia

Dyslipidemia is a common metabolic disorder and an established risk factor for 
cardiovascular disease [32]. The condition is characterized by high-risk lipid levels 
with an increased level of serum total cholesterol (TC), triglycerides (TG), low-
density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), or a decreased concentration of serum 
high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) [33]. Dyslipidemia is closely linked 
with obesity, a disease characterized by an adverse effect on lipoproteins a known 
cardiometabolic risk factor [34].

The relationship between hair cortisol with lipids varied considerably across stud-
ies. The MASHAD study, a prospective cohort population study, found that increased 
serum total cholesterol levels were positively associated with absolute CVD risk 
among men and women [33]. However, after adjusting for confounding factors, high 
serum TC only significantly increased the risk of myocardial infarction in men. Kuehl 
et al. reported a positive association between triglycerides and HCC [35]. Another 
study found a positive association between low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-
C) and HCC [3]. Since dyslipidemia is one of the main cardiovascular risk factors, 
further research is needed to examine chronic cortisol exposure and its effect on lipid 
metabolism.

4.4 Diabetes

Cardiovascular diseases are the most common cause of morbidity and mortality 
among patients with diabetes mellitus [36]. More than 90% of people with diabetes 
mellitus suffer from type 2 diabetes (T2D), a disease characterized by hyperglycemia, 
insulin resistance, and impaired glucose tolerance [37]. T2D and CVD have several 
shared characteristics; both conditions increase with age, are associated with an 
adverse lipid profile, obesity, and a sedentary lifestyle, and lifestyle modifications of 
common risk factors can reduce the risk of both [38]. Generally, patients with T2D 
also display other comorbidities such as obesity, hypertension, and dyslipidemia, 
increasing the risk for CVD [36].
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Recently the CAPTURE study, a study assessing the prevalence of established 
CVD and its management in adults with T2D across 13 countries and five continents, 
reported that CVD was prevalent in 34.8% of patients with T2D [39]. Elevated 
cortisol levels are consistently associated with glycated hemoglobin, the diagnostic 
measure of T2D [18, 40] or diabetes [41–43]. Manenschijn et al. reported that HCC is 
associated with CVD and diabetes [13]. Since CVD and T2D share so many character-
istics, further study of HCC measurements could be interesting in trying to discrimi-
nate between the two diseases or show that they are inextricably linked.

5. Conclusion

The prevention and sensible management of cardiometabolic risk factors such 
as hypertension, obesity, dyslipidemia, and diabetes can markedly alter cardiovas-
cular morbidity and mortality. Interestingly, cardiovascular risk is often associated 
with more than one cardiometabolic risk factor related to elevated cortisol levels. 
The metabolic syndrome describes this group of interrelated disorders such as insulin 
resistance, abdominal obesity, glucose intolerance, dyslipidemia, and hypertension 
[18]. HCC levels provide a measure of long-term exposure to chronic stress and 
have the potential as a suitable biomarker of CMR and contribute to the prevention, 
early diagnosis, treatment, and management of CVD. Hair cortisol measurements 
potentially reduce the variability associated with self-reported measures and provide 
a more robust view than the acute cortisol determinations in urine, saliva, and blood 
samples. While the evidence for the relationship between cardiometabolic risk and 
cortisol is clear and compelling, inconsistencies in the data must be addressed and 
understood.

A recent meta-analysis showed that adherence to several healthy lifestyle 
behaviors simultaneously reduced cardiovascular disease risk by 66% compared 
with adopting none or only one behavior [44]. However, no evidence exists that 
interventions that reduce cardiometabolic risk factors decrease hair cortisol levels in 
preventing or treating CVD [7]. More extensive studies are needed to ascertain the 
use of hair cortisol as an effective measure of stress reduction interventions. Also, 
further research is required to delineate whether HCC is a biomarker of CVD or CVD 
risk to utilize HCC in clinical settings effectively. Further insight into the mechanisms 
underlying increased cortisol exposure is necessary for the more effective implemen-
tation of cortisol-lowering therapies and potential new treatment targets.
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Chapter 20

Use of Cardiac Troponin for the 
Diagnosis of Cardiac Pathology 
in Postmortem Samples Taken at 
Autopsy
David C. Gaze

Abstract

The diagnosis of acute cardiac pathology is a clinical challenge in both the living 
and in the postmortem setting. Cardiac troponin (cTn) T and cardiac troponin I 
released from the contractile apparatus of cardiomyocytes into the circulation can be 
detected by sensitive and specific immunoassays and are the gold standard biochemi-
cal test for diagnosis of acute coronary syndromes (ACS). Recently with the advent of 
more sensitive detection methods, elevation in non-ACS has become apparent causing 
clinical confusion. In most cases, these elevations are related to subclinical cardiac 
damage and often confer poor prognosis in cTn-positive patients. Biomarkers of 
cardiomyocyte damage may be of value in routine hospital and medico-legal autopsy. 
A significant body of evidence has emerged since the late 1990s, assessing the clinical 
utility of cardiac troponin in biological fluids or in immunohistochemical staining 
of cardiac tissue to aid in the diagnosis of acute cardiac pathology when standard 
microscopic evidence is inconclusive. This chapter reviews the extensive literature on 
the subject and details the disparity between pericardial fluid and serum for the use 
of cTn in the postmortem setting.

Keywords: cardiovascular disease, risk, diagnostics, therapeutic intervention, 
treatment, prediction

1. Introduction

Cardiac troponins (cTn) T (cTnT) and I (cTnI) are the gold standard biochemical 
markers used to identify acute cardiac pathologies in patients who present with typi-
cal and atypical chest pain to the emergency department. These muscle-associated 
proteins confer superior diagnostic and prognostic ability compared to conventional 
nonspecific muscle derived enzyme markers such as creatine kinase (CK), its MB 
isoform (CK-MB), or myoglobin. Cardiac troponin determination is central to the 
diagnosis of non-ST segment elevation acute myocardial infarction (NSTEMI), 
contributing to international guidelines for diagnosis and management of NSTEMI 
patients [1].
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Recent advancement in laboratory technology driven both by clinical demand and 
the commercial in vitro diagnostic market has seen the emergence of highly analyti-
cally sensitive immunoassays for the termination of cTnT and cTnI in biological 
samples, mainly serum and plasma. The role out and increasing popularity of the 
sensitive methods have introduced new clinical challenges, notably defining accept-
able reference intervals in the apparently healthy population, sex-specific cut-off 
values and novel clinical roles in non-acute cardiac diseases where often secondary 
underlying cardiac disease is present [2].

One area of interest has been the potential value of cTnT and cTnI in the post-
mortem setting and may provide insight into the cause of death. Troponin analysis in 
postmortem blood and pericardial fluid during autopsy investigations can potentially 
help medical examiners and forensic pathologists attribute what happened before, 
during, and after a death. This chapter will explore the use of cardiac troponin in the 
postmortem setting, from its application in routine hospital as well as medico-legal 
autopsy and forensics, assessing the usefulness in offering a clearer picture of an 
individual’s final moments.

2. Clinical utility of cardiac troponin in myocardial damage

Cardiac-specific isoforms of the contractile protein complex troponin, namely 
cTnT and cTnI, are released into the bloodstream following damage to cardio-
myocytes. The mechanism by which these structural proteins are released into the 
circulation has been debated significantly over many years. Initially, it was thought 
that cTn could only be released following overt cellular necrosis; however, recently it 
has been suggested that release can occur in ischemia without necrosis [3]. A review 
of the subject by Ragusa and colleagues suggest release mechanisms, including 
apoptosis, necroptosis, physiological cardiomyocyte renewal, and cellular wounding 
can contribute to cTn release as well as necrosis [4]. An immunohistochemical study 
using a canine model of coronary occlusion ranging from 30 minutes to 6 hours dem-
onstrated variable loss of both cTnT and cTnI in paraffin-embedded left ventricular 
myocardial sections [5]. Loss was variable but more so for cTnT than for cTnI, and 
loss was greater at the periphery of the infarct area rather than the centralised region 
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. 
Canine left ventricular myocardial tissue following 6 h of coronary artery occlusion. Immunohistochemical 
staining of (A) cTnI demonstrating decreased but non-uniform staining in the central necrotic area (asterisk); 
(B) cTnT demonstrating loss at edge of infarct zone (arrows) and (C) canine left ventricular myocardial tissue 
following 45 min of coronary artery occlusion demonstrating loss of cTnI in the zone of necrosis (asterisk) (source: 
Adapted from [5]).
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Using monoclonal antibodies specific to the cardiac isoforms, immunoassay tech-
nologies can quantify the amount of cTnT or cTnI in a biological matrix [6]. Initially, 
early immunoassays utilised high clinical cut-off values (high specificity and low 
sensitivity) allowed the separation of patients with overt acute myocardial infarction 
(AMI) from apparently healthy persons who were deemed negative for cTn based on 
the equivalent cTnT or cTnI concentration to the then-used gold standard tests (CK 
or CK-MB). Subsequently, the large body of evidence demonstrating elevation of CK 
and CK-MB in the absence of an elevated cTn questioned the cardio-specificity of 
the enzyme markers, along with approximately 30% of patients ruled out with AMI 

Figure 2. 
Categories of cardiac troponin release in acute and chronic diseases. All conditions have documented evidence of 
elevated cTn. AF, atrial fibrillation; CAD, coronary artery disease; CHF, chronic heart failure; CKD, chronic 
kidney disease; ESRD end-stage renal disease; LV left ventricle; MVO2, myocardial oxygen consumption; PAH, 
pulmonary artery hypertension; RAAS, renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system; RV, right ventricle (source: [2], 
with authors permission).
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demonstrating positive cTn which is associated with poor prognosis, resulted in the 
adoption of cTn as the gold standard test for diagnosis of AMI [6].

Integral to the adoption of cTn was the appropriate definition of cut-off to confer 
an abnormal concentration. This was subsequently defined as the 99th percentile 
value of an apparently healthy population. When adopted into routine clinical 
practice, this lowered the sensitivity of the assays allowing early diagnosis in the 
evolving infarction but at the cost of specificity. Initially, this caused clinical confu-
sion with a larger number of patients presenting with low concentrations of cTn 
just above the AMI cut-off value, but further research of such patients found the 
presence of comorbid conditions (Figure 2) often with underlying cardiovascular 
pathophysiology [2].

3. Biochemical testing in assisting cause of death at postmortem

Biochemical testing in postmortem investigations (termed thanatochemistry, 
necrochemistry or the chemistry of death) was initially established in the early 1950s, 
and a great number of biochemical analytes have proved an adjunctive tool to assist 
the cause of death at postmortem [7]. Adoption of biochemical testing especially in 
the medico-legal forensic autopsy has often been limited. The determination of death 
may have significant impact on those directly or indirectly involved in the death of an 
individual and can carry a custodial sentence. Thus, the scientific evidence presented 
in court is intensely scrutinised both by the prosecution and defence counsels. Whilst 
no biochemical test is infallible, many are associated with the likelihood of a disease 
process rather than a definitive diagnosis of the disease. Often the barrier to use is 
the interpretation of results of biochemical assays from cadaveric sampling, hindered 
by the lack of reference normality in death; thus, results are compared to reference 
intervals generated in the living [7, 8] with few studies demonstrating corresponding 
histopathological findings to the biochemical results. Interpretation is further compli-
cated by factors such as postmortem interference in the assay technology, appropriate 
sampling matrices, postmortem autolysis, microbial metabolism, fluid redistribution, 
and postmortem interval (PMI). Molecular biophysical properties such as molecular 
weight, structure, intracellular location, electrical charge, ionic strength, protein 
affinity, and cell membrane permeability may differ between life and death and can 
influence interpretation in both situations [7].

There are a number of fluid components which are suitable for cadaveric bio-
chemical testing, namely vitreous humour from the posterior segment of the eye, 
cerebral spinal fluid (CSF), synovial fluid, pericardial fluid (PCF), venous femoral 
blood, venous jugular blood, peripheral blood sampling, urine, gastric contents and 
right ventricle heart whole blood [7–9]. Analytes and potential uses in postmortem 
samples are listed in Table 1.

4. Conventional cardiac biomarkers at postmortem

The importance of cardiac biomarkers assisting in postmortem diagnosis was 
highlighted in cases where a suspected myocardial lesion cannot be diagnosed by 
routine histological analysis. They were utilised initially for the determination of 
sudden cardiac death. Initially, CK and lactate dehydrogenase isoenzyme analysis of 
pericardial fluid was utilised [10, 11], followed by K:Na ratio [12]; CK isoenzymes, 
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aspartate aminotransferase and hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase [13] and myosin and 
cathepsin D, a lysosomal aspartyl protease that degrades proteins [14, 15].

5. Cardiac troponin analysis at postmortem

The first reported use of cTn analysis was in 1998 by Osuna and colleagues who 
studied 89 cadavers with a mean age of 51.38 ± 2.04y [16]. Subjects were assigned 

Analyte Sample matrix Forensic utility

Adrenaline:Noradrenaline Urine Hypothermia

Acetone Blood Chronic alcohol abuse, hypothermia, diabetic 
ketoacidosis

Ammonia Vitreous humour Liver failure

Carbohydrate-deficient 
transferrin

Vitreous humour Chronic alcohol abuse

Chloride Vitreous humour Saline poisoning, salt water drowning, dehydration

Chymase activity Blood Anaphylactic shock

Chromogranin A Blood, CSF Hypothermia

C-reactive protein Blood Recent infection, trauma, burns, ketoacidosis, 
malignancy, autoimmune diseases, inflammatory 
diseases, sepsis

Creatine Kinase & 
CK-MB

Blood Cardiac pathology

Creatine Kinase-BB CSF Cerebral trauma, cerebral hypoxia

Creatinine Vitreous humour AKI, CKD, high-protein diet, large muscle mass 
(anabolic steroid abuse), heat shock

Ethyl glucuronide Vitreous humour, Urine Antemortem ethanol ingestion

Free fatty acids Blood Hypothermia

Fructoasmine Vitreous humour Diabetic ketoacidosis

Glucocortcoids Blood Hypothermia

Hypoxanthine Vitreous humour Time of death

Myoglobin Blood, Urine Hyperthermia, cardiac pathology

Neurone specific enolase CSF Cerebral traumatic injury, cerebral hypoxia

Potassium Vitreous humour Postmortem decomposition

S-100b CSF Cerebral injury

Thyroglobulin/fT3 Vitreous humour, Blood Neck trauma, strangulation

Troponin Pericardial fluid, Blood Cardiac pathology

Tryptase Blood Anaphylactic shock

Urea Vitreous humour Renal dysfunction, upper GI haemorrhage

AKI, acute kidney injury; CKD, chronic kidney disease; CK-MB, creatine kinase-MB isoform, CK-BB; creatine 
kinase-BB isoform; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid.

Table 1. 
Biochemical analytes, sample matrices, and potential forensic utility.
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between four groups, MI (n = 25), asphyxia (n = 30), cranio/multiple trauma 
(n = 17), and other natural deaths (n = 17). MI was determined by H&E and acri-
dine orange histological staining. The research group determined the concentra-
tion of myoglobin, myosin, CK-MB, and cTnI in femoral vein serum samples and 
PCF in each case. PCF concentrations for all makers were significantly different 
between each outcome group; however, only myoglobin and myosin demonstrated 
significance in serum. The PCF cTnI values were higher than serum samples when 
using the Sanofi Diagnostic Pasteur assay. Values in both matrices were higher in 
MI patients compared to the other three groups (mean (range) Pericardial cTnI 
[pg/L]): 2.4 (0.3–6.5); 1.7 (0.03–3.7); 1.1 (0.01–2.3); 0.4 (0.0–1.8) in each group, 
respectively.

Cina and colleagues [17] demonstrated the utility of cTnT using the then available 
commercial Cardiac Rapid T (cTnT) lateral flow test from Roche Diagnostics. This 
device allows testing in the autopsy suite at the time of postmortem with qualitative 
results (positive or negative test lines) at 15 minutes from sample application. In 
40 autopsy cases, 20 were deemed cardiac deaths and 20 were controls (noncardiac 
related) deaths, diagnosed by gross pathology and histological analysis. 85% (n = 17) 
of subclavian or femoral blood samples in the cardiac death group were positive for 
cTnT which was significantly different to control group, where 30% (n = 6) of serum 
samples were positive for cTnT. The authors deemed these as false-positive results. In 
subjects aged over 50 years, sensitivity and specificity of cTnT for diagnosis of AMI 
were 91% and 86%, respectively. The authors noted however the assay was ineffec-
tive in frozen blood samples or those with significant haemolysis which was evident 
at a PMI of >24 h. A similar study of 100 autopsy cases of sudden unexplained death 
(SUD) was carried out in Chaing Mai, Thailand, and utilised the same rapid cTnT 
assay [18]. Fifty-two of the deaths were considered cardiac with 20 due to sudden 
MI and 32 with evidence of old infarction or arrhythmic fibrosis (n = 22), coronary 
atherosclerosis, >75% luminal without evidence of fibrosis or thrombosis (n = 3), 
cardiomegaly, and heart weight > 400 g (n = 7) or related to cardiac injury as a result 
of toxic substances. Thus, subjects were assigned to other cardiac death (SCD), 
non-cardiac natural death (NCD) or non-natural death (NND). The percentage 
positivity rate was higher in subclavian blood than femoral blood samples in all three 
groups. Subclavian blood sensitivity and specificity for SUD were 87.5% and 47%, 
respectively. Similar to the findings of Cina and colleagues, false-positive rates were 
associated with increasing PMI.

Davies and colleagues were the first to compare antemortem (<48 h before death) 
and postmortem concentrations of cTnT (Roche Elecsys 3rd generation electroche-
miluminescent assay) and cTnI (Stratus CS fluorometric assay, Dade-Behring [now 
Siemens healthineers]) in five hospital-based autopsies [19]. One patient suffered 
cardiac death (myocarditis) with the remaining four were non-cardiac, but moribund 
before death. Results obtained between antemortem and postmortem samples were 
erratic. Four of the five subjects (n = 80%) had elevated antemortem cTnT and cTnI 
samples. The authors concluded postmortem cTn analysis in blood was not suitable 
due to lack of correlation of cause of death; however, they suggested that elevated 
antemortem cTn was related to all-cause mortality in those at end of life. A similar 
conclusion was made by Rahimi and colleagues in 2018 after studying 140 natural and 
unnatural deaths in Malaysia [20]. Subjects were classified into five groups: cardiovas-
cular death, sudden unexplained death, thoracic trauma, non-thoracic trauma, and 
other diseases. Median jugular/subclavian/femoral blood cTnT (Roche Elecsys 3rd 
generation electrochemiluminescent assay) concentrations were 0.51, 0.17, 0.62, 0.90, 
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and 0.51 μg/L, respectively, with no significant difference (p= > 0.05) in relation to 
cause of death. The authors concluded cTnT lacked specificity in postmortem sam-
pling and is therefore not a useful tool.

Lai and colleagues also compared antemortem and postmortem blood sampling. 
Demonstrating in four cases, a marked proportionate rise in cTnT in postmortem 
samples compared to antemortem samples. Interestingly, the authors found cTnT val-
ues were higher (mean cTnT 5.32 μg/L) in non-cardiac deaths compared to 4.91 μg/L 
in cardiac-related deaths [21].

In 2006, Zhu and co-workers published two seminal papers in Legal Medicine 
examining the value of postmortem cTnT in cardiac, peripheral blood and PCF in 
relation to traumatic causes of death [22] and sudden cardiac death pathology [23] in 
medicolegal autopsies. In traumatic death (n = 405) due to blunt/sharp instrument 
injury, asphyxiation, drowning, fatal fire, hyper and hypothermia, and toxic poison-
ing are due to metamphetamine or carbon monoxide. Cardiac blood and PCF cTnT 
values were lower where PMI was <12 h compared cases where PMI ranged from 12 to 
48 h. Elevated cTnT was associated, however, with histological evidence of advanced 
myocardial damage involving swelling and liquefactive necrosis [22]. In their cohort 
of sudden cardiac death autopsies (n = 96), 35% were due to AMI, 24% due to recur-
rent MI, 25% ischemic heart disease without infarction and 16% due to other cardiac 
causes. The comparative control group (n = 75) consisted of 47% asphyxiation, 36% 
drowning and 17% cerebrovascular diseases. In agreement with their first study, 
pericardial cTnT concentrations were higher than blood samples. Differences in cTnT 
concentrations related to pathological evidence of cardiac damage differed between 
early (<12 h) and late (12–48 h) postmortem period, concluding that elevations in 
blood and PCF are dependent not only on the severity of myocardial damage (deter-
mined by infarct size, intensity of lesions, interstitial haemorrhage and necrosis) but 
also by the PMI [22].

Remmer and colleagues [24] focused on postmortem serum and PCF cTnT in rela-
tion to PMI from 101 forensic autopsy cases in Estonia. PMI ranged from 8 h to 141 h. 
Although differences in cTnT were observed between five groups of cause of death 
(cardiovascular disease; other disease; poisoning; asphyxia; drowning; hypothermia; 
thoracic trauma, other trauma and fatal fires), significant attention to PMI (Figure 3) 
is important rather than comorbid cardiovascular disease.

In addition to the effects of PMI as demonstrated above, Kumar et al. used SDS-
PAGE and Western blotting of cardiac tissue extracts from 10 medicolegal autopsies 
of burns cases [25]. The authors demonstrated a pattern of cTnT degradation in a 
time-dependent manner at room temperature (7.3 h, 18.2 h, 30.3 h, 41.2 h, 41.4 h, 
54.3 h, 65.2 h and 88.4 h), demonstrating the disappearance of intact cTnT protein and 
the increasing presence of low-molecular-weight bands related to time (Figure 4a). 
Furthermore, the groups have examined degradation patterns according to the cause 
of death (Figure 4b–d) [26].

A study of 20 autopsies of sudden cardiac death and 8 controls (violent non-
cardiac deaths) demonstrated significantly higher cTnT and cTnI concentrations in 
pulmonary venous blood. Mean ± SD cTnT were 1826 ± 363 μg/L versus 65 ± 11 μg/L, 
respectively, and for cTnI were 28 ± 3 mg/L versus 0.14 ± 0.02 μg/L; however, it 
should be noted that the PMI in all cases was 8 h [27].

The value of cTn as a biochemical marker in relation to sudden cardiac death 
has been the subject of a systematic review [28] and formal meta-analysis [29]. 
Whilst both reviews demonstrate the elevation of cTn to be higher in pericardial 
fluid compared to blood sampling in the postmortem setting (Figure 5), blood is 
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susceptible to the effects of haemolysis, postmortem interval, autolysis, and poten-
tial bacterial interferences. Pericardial fluid is therefore the preferred sample of 
choice.

Both reviews also address the issue of cut-off values demonstrating significant 
difference to cut-off values in the living. Non-cardiac deaths often demonstrate 
significantly positive cTn values in PCF and blood, thus questioning the sensitivity 
and specificity at postmortem. Barberi and van den Hondel suggest that more work is 
required to determine the appropriate cut-off values at postmortem [28].

6.  Correlation between postmortem cardiac troponin and histological 
evidence of cardiomyocyte necrosis

At postmortem, the diagnosis of myocardial infarction is typically assessed by 
gross macroscopic anatomy further confirmed by microscopic histology and immu-
nohistochemical analysis. Defining AMI in a medico-legal autopsy is a clinical chal-
lenge for the forensic pathologist as detection can only be made 4–6 hours after the 
onset of cardiac ischemia. Histological changes indicative of AMI include oedema, 
congestion, haemorrhage, inflammation cytoplasmic vacuoles, contraction band 
alterations, fibrosis and necrosis. Immunohistochemical analysis at postmortem has 
focused on a number of markers of cellular damage, including C5b-9, myoglobin, 
CK-MB, fibronectin myosin heart-type fatty acid binding protein and desmin [30].

Figure 3. 
Cardiac troponin T (cTnT) concentration in relation to postmortem interval in 101 medicolegal autopsies. Cause 
of death were due to cardiovascular disease, other disease, poisoning, asphyxia, drowning, hypothermia, thoracic 
and non-thoracic trauma and fatal fires. (source: Adapted from [24]).
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A number of studies have evaluated postmortem cTn concentrations in relation to 
evidence of cardiomyocyte necrosis (Figure 6). Ortmann and colleagues identified 
antigen depletion in the detection of early ischemic cardiac lesions in 8 cases of AMI, 
8 cases of sudden cardiac death and 12 cases of acute exogenic hypoxia due to hanging 
or carbon monoxide poisoning. Strong evidence of immunohistochemical depletion 

Figure 4. 
Cardiac troponin T (cTnT) degradation patterns (Western blotting) in (a) fatal burn; (b) myocardial 
infarction; (c) electrocution; (d) asphyxiation (source: Adapted from (a) [25]; b–d [26]).
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of cTnT was evident in all eight cases of AMI, in 50% of sudden cardiac death and in 1 
(8%) of acute exogenic hypoxia, with 42% demonstrating weak loss and 50% demon-
strating negative results (no loss of cTnT staining) [30].

Martinez Diaz and colleagues have demonstrated immunohistological changes in 
cTn in AMI or multiple trauma compared to other causes of death. PCF cTnI, myoglo-
bin and CKMB were all significantly higher in AMI or multiple trauma cases com-
pared to other causes of death. Serum concentrations of cTnI myoglobin and CKMB 
were not significantly different between the two groups [31]. Immunohistological 
analysis was performed by the authors with the analysis of troponin C and cTnT 
staining. 86% of cases demonstrated strong positive TnC with expression differing 
in isolated cells demonstrating contraction band necrosis but with significantly less 
intensity in the area of the infarction. cTnT staining was less evident in only 46% of 
cases in focal areas of the tissue.

Campobasso et al. [34] compared 4 immunohistochemical markers as early indica-
tors of myocardial ischemia in 18 sudden cardiac deaths (4 AMI,4 coronary deaths, 
8 acute cardiac deaths compared to 6 cases of acute traumatic death gunshot wounds 
with immediate lethal head injury). The authors stained paraffin-embedded myo-
cardial tissue and immunohistochemically stained the tissue for C5b-9, fibronectin, 
myoglobin and cTnI. Diffuse depletion of cTnI was evident in all AMI deaths, in 75% 
of acute cardiac deaths, with 50% of coronary deaths demonstrating limited cellular 
foci depletion and normal distribution in all six cases of acute traumatic death. Whilst 
the staining patterns were significantly different between the cardiac and non-cardiac 
deaths, the authors concluded that no single marker was able to detect early myocar-
dial ischemia and the combination of all four markers was useful in demonstrating 
evidence of myocardial ischemia and/or necrosis [34].

More recently, Amin and co-workers stained histological sections from ischemic 
and non-ischemic cardiac tissue for cTnT, myoglobin and caspase-3, demonstrating 
cTnT detection in normal myocardium and loss in necrotic tissue. The loss of cTnT 
was non-uniform with greater loss at the periphery compared to the central regions of 
infarcted tissue [35].

Figure 5. 
Meta-analysis of pericardial fluid and serum cardiac troponin I, cTnI; or cardiac troponin T, cTnT; in the 
investigation of cardiac death and acute myocardial infarction, AMI (source: data extracted from [28]).
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Figure 6 
Immunohistochemical staining of cardiac troponin: (A) TnC in isolated cells with evidence of necrosis ×325; 
(B) TnC in contraction band necrosis ×300; (C) TnC in infarction zone ×200; (D–F) TnC in myocardium 
from sudden cardiac death due to coronary atherosclerosis. Brown expression (arrow) increases with PMI 
where (D) 1st PMI, (E) 2nd PMI, (F) 3rd PMI; (G–I) TnC in myocardium from sudden cardiac death due to 
myocardial infarction. Brown expression (arrow) increases with PMI where (G) 1st PMI, (H) 2nd PMI, (I) 
3rd PMI; (J–L) cTnI immunohistochemical staining of the anteriolateral right ventricle in (J) non-ischemic 
cardiac tissue demonstrating no depletion in cTnI ×10; (K) 1 hour of LAD ligation demonstrating cTnI 
depletion in the subendocardial region [square box] ×10; (L) magnified box area from section K ×40. (M–O) 
cTnT immunohistochemical staining of the anteriolateral right ventricle in (M) non-ischemic cardiac tissue 
demonstrating no depletion in cTnT ×10; (N) 1 hour of LAD ligation demonstrating cTnT depletion in the 
subendocardial region [square box] ×10; (O) magnified box area from section N ×40 (sources: adapted from 
(A–C) [31]; (D–I) [32]; (J–O) [33]).
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7. Conclusions

This chapter summarises the extensive literature base examining the clinical util-
ity of cardiac troponin when tested in the postmortem setting. Whilst there is over-
whelming evidence to support the superior value of pericardial fluid cTn rather than 
blood sampling due to significant interferences with the latter, there remains the issue 
of clinically validated cut-off concentrations in postmortem sampling. The effect 
of autolysis and increasing concentrations of cTn in fluid analysis correlated with 
increasing postmortem interval of significance. These features therefore suggest that 
cTn analysis is more suited as a rule out of cardiac involvement in sudden death rather 
than a rule in diagnostic aid. The diagnostic utility should be limited to the hospital 
autopsy rather than the medico-legal postmortem where these factors and interfer-
ences could provide scope for counter arguments by the defence counsel. Further 
work is required in the medico-legal setting to establish appropriate diagnostic cut-off 
values for cTnT and cTnI in postmortem samples, and clinical pathological guidelines 
should be written to provide support to the forensic teams to correctly interpret the 
evidence from this large selection of published literature.
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Abstract

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) continues to be the leading cause of death and 
continuous efforts are needed to reduce CVD risk and established CVD. Most exercise 
training guidelines do not recommend RT as an integral component of an overall 
CVD prevention and/or rehabilitation programme. This is notwithstanding the 
increasing evidence of RT’s orthopaedic and hemodynamic safety, its cardioprotec-
tive effects and positive effects on mortality, and even its unique role on improving 
the comorbidities associated with CVD. As with cardiorespiratory fitness, muscular 
fitness is increasingly being demonstrated to be related to the integrated function of 
numerous physiological systems and as a reflection of whole-body health and func-
tion. As such, ‘“counting reps’” should be as important as ‘“counting steps’” in any 
CVD prevention and management programme. While many current international 
recommendations and guidelines are based on the fact that not all health benefits 
can be achieved through a single type of exercise, emphasis is still placed on aerobic 
training over RT. This chapter will not only discuss the importance of RT in overall 
CVD prevention and/or rehabilitation, but will directly inform recommendations and 
provide guidelines on practical exercise as a safe and foundational component of CVD 
programmes.

Keywords: cardiac rehabilitation, exercise, non-communicable disease,  
physical fitness, strength training, weight training

1. Introduction

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) continues to be the number one cause of 
death worldwide [1] and accounts for approximately 50% percent of all deaths 
in high-income countries (HICs) and approximately 28% of deaths in low- and 
middle-income countries (LMICs), with figures increasing exponentially [2]. 
Problematically, the emergence of COVID-19, officially known as Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome-Coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2), presents an unparalleled 
challenge for people with CVD. This is because individuals with pre-existing CVD are 
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more likely to develop COVID-19 are more likely to present with more severe symp-
toms and have worse clinical outcomes [3, 4]. Recent findings are also demonstrating 
that COVID-19 is responsible for both the development of new and exacerbation of 
pre-existing CVD due to a variety of factors, such as resultant myocardial injury and 
the development of new-onset cardiac dysfunction from the infection [3] and long-
term consequences arising from infection, such as possible continued abnormalities 
of lipid metabolism [5].

2.  Exercise training and the primary, secondary and tertiary prevention of 
cardiovascular disease

Although more than 200 risk factors have now been identified that can give rise 
to CVD, the major risk factors of smoking, hypertension, dyslipidemia and physical 
inactivity have been recognised for over 50 years [6, 7]. Problematically, the 200 or 
so risk factors often perform complex interactions and may act synergistically acting 
to amplify the damage caused by any one risk factor alone [8]. Despite the existence 
of proven strategies for the prevention and management of CVD risk, millions of 
individuals worldwide continue to develop and display behaviours and characteristics 
that increase the risk for developing CVD.

In this regard, physical inactivity, while listed as the fourth leading cause of death 
worldwide [6], is modifiable with an overwhelming body of evidence demonstrating 
the benefits of physical activity for cardiovascular health. Physical activity can both 
modify individual risk factors, but it also reduces overall risk of CVD [9]. As such, 
evidence supports the inclusion of exercise training in a) the primary prevention 
(preventing the onset of CVD) [10], b) secondary prevention (reducing the impact of 
CVD prior to any critical or permanent damage to health) [11] and c) tertiary preven-
tion of CVD (slowing, arresting, or reversing CVD to prevent further deterioration, 
and reduce the risk of subsequent events) [12]. In addition, physical exercise can be 
employed in low, middle or high income countries [13].

3.  Rationale for resistance training exercise training and the primary, 
secondary and tertiary prevention of cardiovascular disease as 
cardiovascular therapy

3.1  Moving beyond cardio and cardiorespiratory fitness: the value of resistance 
training in cardiovascular disease prevention and management

Many health organisations, such as the American Heart Association (AHA), 
provide exercise guidelines and recommendations for CVD, which tend to focus 
on aerobic exercise prescription [14]. While the health benefits of aerobic exercise 
are well established there is sufficient evidence from experimental studies, reviews 
and meta-analyses to justify the inclusion of RT, either alone, or at least in equal 
combination to aerobic training, not only in apparently healthy populations [15] but 
also for the attenuating of several risk factors of CVD [16] and in comprehensive 
cardiovascular therapy programmes [17]. Recently, in fact, a low volume, single-set 
RT exercise programme has proven sufficient to reduce CVD risk in untrained older 
women [18].
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Further, evidence is mounting that RT plays a significant role in morbidity. 
This is because muscular fitness (a general term that describes the general health, 
endurance, power and strength of muscles) is increasingly being correlated to 
many types of mortality, including cardiovascular mortality [19]. As with cardio-
respiratory fitness, muscular fitness may also be directly related to the integrated 
function of numerous physiological systems, including the cardiorespiratory and 
musculoskeletal systems, and could be utilised to provide a reflection of whole-
body health and function. Research on the relationship between morbidity and 
muscular strength, and specifically handgrip strength [20, 21], quadriceps testing 
[21, 22] and bench press testing [22] suggest that muscular strength should be 
viewed as an independent CVD risk factor [23]. This is because these proxies of 
overall strength have been proven to have significant inverse relationships with 
all-cause mortality, even after controlling for other risk factors, including level of 
cardiorespiratory fitness [19, 24]. With regards to muscular endurance, research 
has shown an inverse association between the number of sit-ups in one minute and 
mortality [25]. Research has also demonstrated that death rates of 30 per 10,000 
in individuals with low muscular fitness, compared with just 12 per 10,000 in 
individuals with high muscular fitness [26]. As with cardiorespiratory fitness, 
there may be many health benefits directly and indirectly associated with mus-
cular fitness, for example, high levels of muscular fitness may indirectly improve 
cardiovascular health profiles, through its beneficial effects on hypertension [27], 
dyslipemia [8], body composition [28, 29], diet [30], aerobic performance [31] 
and functional capacity [19]. Given the prognostic power of muscular fitness (and 
specifically muscular endurance and muscular strength) as a predictor of all-cause 
mortality, muscular fitness assessments should be highly considered to improve 
the efficacy of individualised CVD patient risk assessment and resultant clinical 
decisions.

3.2 The rise of home-based exercise training

Many governments adopted hardened nationwide quarantine or implemented 
forms of lockdowns in attempts to reduce the spread of COVID-19. Lockdowns 
present a major problem in terms of physical activity. Lockdowns promote inactiv-
ity through direct personal restrictions, shutting down gymnasiums and fitness 
centers, and through suspension or cessation of many outdoor activities [32, 33]. 
These COVID-19 restriction attempts rapidly accelerated the uptake of home-based 
exercise training [34], a trend which has been building, albeit slowly, for decades [35]. 
As gymnasiums and fitness centers closed due to COVID-19 restrictions, individuals 
and health professionals were forced to exercise differently using limited equipment 
in limited space. While COVID-19 restrictions are being lifted worldwide, and even 
as gymnasiums and fitness centers begin to open, home-based exercise training may 
become a new mainstay, whether due to their ease of use, or even due to economic 
downturns. Already, the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) ranks home 
exercise gymnasiums, strength training with free weights and body weight train-
ing at 2, 4 and 8, respectively in their Worldwide Survey of Fitness Trends for 2022 
[34]. Notwithstanding the COVID-19 crisis, many individuals chose to and will 
continue to choose home-based exercise training as it is more convenient and flex-
ible. Importantly, home-based exercise training can be as effective as facility-based 
exercise training, in clinically stable low- to moderate-risk patients with CVD [36].
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4. Cardiovascular disease and resistance training across the lifespan

While the focus of much CVD studies is on adults, it is important to recognise that 
CVD risk factors may develop and even begin to detrimentally affect health during 
in childhood and adolescence [37]. The arteriosclerotic process can begin and rapidly 
accelerate at an early age [38]. As with adults, CVD risk factors, and especially com-
posite CVD scores, are strongly associated with physical fitness in children [39, 40]. 
This has led to several recent changes having occurred in international recommenda-
tions for children’s participation in physical activity for health [39]. Research, evidence 
and subsequent guidelines predominantly promote the benefits of aerobic activity for 
children and adolescents. Again, RT has proven to be a safe exercise modality able to 
promote improved cardiovascular health in children. Despite some research indicating 
that the beneficial effects from RT interventions are sometime modest [39], RT can 
supply additional, unique benefits to the health and functional capacity of children in 
particular. These benefits can be realised over and above those from aerobic exercise 
[40]. In this regard, low muscle strength has been independently associated with a 
poorer metabolic profile during adolescence [41]. In addition, increasing evidence is 
arising indicating that concurrent training programmes utilising both aerobic and RT 
components display additive or crossover effects of both modes of training when com-
pared to a single mode of exercise alone, even in children [40]. It is for this reason that 
the promotion of physical activity, including RT, should be a critical element in public 
health policy to prevent the onset of CVD later in life [39, 42]. This is because child-
hood provides an excellent window of opportunity to educate children about healthy 
lifestyle habits and cardiovascular health, rather than to attempt to re-programme 
well-established unhealthy behaviours in adults.

Despite some developed countries, such as the United Sates of America, seeing an 
overall reduction in CVD mortality, CVD mortality is on the rise in younger women 
[43]. This is because in addition to an increasing prevalence of CVD risk factors, 
women display several clinical conditions or sex-specific CVD risk factors, such as 
pre-eclampsia, gestational diabetes, polycystic ovary syndrome, early menopause 
and autoimmune diseases that have been shown to increase the development of CVD 
[43, 44]. Although great strides have been made regarding CVD mortality in women, 
not all women are benefitting equally from CVD-related mortality reduction. In this 
regard, women could gain significant cardioprotective benefits from engaging in RT. 
This is because RT has been proven safe for use in women and has a unique ability to 
maintain or increase muscle mass [45, 46] and may offset their lower muscle mass and 
higher fat mass when compared to men [47]. Individuals with high muscle mass, espe-
cially when combined with low fat mass display the lowest mortality risk compared 
with other body composition subtypes [48, 49]. Women’s lower muscle mass when 
combined with their average 40% less upper-body strength and 33% less lower-body 
muscle strength and their effect on mortality [50], calls for the specific inclusion of 
RT as part of any guideline-directed, evidence-based, and sex-specific management 
and treatment recommendations aimed at improving CVD outcomes in women.

Age also plays a critical role in the deterioration of cardiovascular function, and 
it is for this reason that risk and prevalence of CVD both increase with age [51, 52]. 
Increases in CVD in older adults can be linked to functional changes in the ageing 
heart (i.e. diastolic and systolic dysfunction) and/or electrical dysfunction (i.e. 
arrhythmias) and other CVD risk factors, such as inflammation, oxidative stress, 
apoptosis and degeneration [52, 53]. This degeneration is as a result of a significant 
loss of muscle mass or sarcopenia that is one of the hallmarks of ageing. Without 
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intervention, sarcopenia may eventually lead to physical disability and loss of 
independence [54]. Thankfully, older adults can gain the health benefits of physical 
activity, regardless of age, provided that the threshold for irreversible frailty has not 
been reached [54, 55]. While the optimal health benefits of exercise are best realised 
from a combination of aerobic and resistance exercise training, most older adults do 
not meet minimum guidelines for exercise or when they do, they do not engage in RT 
[56]. This is problematic in that RT remains the most consistent and effective method 
of promoting global muscular adaptations [56] and for promoting increases in muscle 
mass [46]. It is for this reason that RT, especially in the form of strengthening- and 
hypertrophic-exercise is even more critical for older adults and should be emphasised 
in future guidelines, as it may be the most effective standalone exercise strategy 
for improving health of older adults [57, 58]. Failing this, RT should be highlighted 
as an essential component in multimodal exercise training programmes in older 
adults, and especially frail adults [59, 60]. Problematically, even when RT training is 
recommended as equally important to aerobic exercise as in the UK PA Guidelines, 
guidelines regarding RT appear to be interpreted as secondary to the primary mes-
sage of achieving 150 minutes of aerobic training, and there is some evidence that 
the strength guideline is both less well known and less often achieved. Given the 
importance of maintaining or increasing muscle strength, particularly for adults at 
the upper end of the 19–64 age range, this guideline should be given equal emphasis.

5.  Practical resistance training Programme design for CVD prevention and 
management

RT, sometimes referred to as weight training or erroneously as strength training, 
involves the performance of physical exercise against resistance or weight. While RT is 
commonly associated with lifting of dumbbells and barbells in a gymnasium setting, 
it can also incorporate a variety of training techniques, such as callisthenics, Pilates, 
yoga, free weights, weight machines, resistance bands, isometrics, high-intensity 
interval training (HITT) and plyometrics [17]. It is this plethora of RT exercise types 
and programme design iterations (i.e. frequency, intensity, muscle groups, single−/
multi-joint exercise, sets, repetition, rest intervals, etc.) that provides much conster-
nation for many health organisations and health professionals, leading to guidelines 

Frequency Intensity Repetitions Sets Type

RT Programme Design for Apparently Healthy Individuals/Low to Moderate CVD Risk

2 or more 
sessions per 
week

Moderate to 
high 50–70% 
1-RM

8–12 reps 3–4 sets per 
exercise; with 
short rest intervals 
(30–60 s)

8–10 different RT exercises 
using multi-joint or 
compound movements 
involving >1 muscle group

RT Programme Design for Individuals with High CVD Risk and existing CVD

3 days per 
week

Low intensity 
>30% 1-RM

10–12 reps 1–3 sets per 
exercise; medium 
to long rest 
intervals (60–90 s)

8–10 different exercises 
including multi-joint or 
compound movements 
involving >1 muscle group

Table 1. 
Guidelines for resistance training programme design based on CVD risk/presence of CVD (adapted from Shaw, 
Brown & Shaw, 2021 [17]).
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or position statements for each CVD [17]. While it is these same design considerations 
that can be fine-tuned, by advanced exercise scientists in cardiovascular therapy, to 
exact a similar plethora of physiological changes and adaptions that are well suited to 
CVD prevention and management, practical and easy-to-follow RT regimes do exist 
for prevention and management of CVD (Table 1) [17].

6. Conclusions

The available evidence continues to support the recommendation that all adults 
should undertake activities which increase or maintain muscle strength at least twice 
a week. A credible amount of research exists demonstrating that RT, even when 
performed in isolation, does contribute to prevention [59], management and rehabili-
tation of CVD. Further, the historical idea that the benefits of RT and aerobic exercise 
training are independent of one another, with minimal crossover, is no longer sup-
ported by the evidence. This is because, at present, sufficient evidence exists to chal-
lenge existing exercise guidelines and recommendations that call for aerobic exercise 
training to be considered as the gold standard in CVD prevention and management, 
with RT, at best, being assigned a minor role in a comprehensive exercise therapy pro-
gramme. In this regard, the available data clearly indicates that when RT is combined 
aerobic training, the impact in terms of reduction in CVD risk from this combination 
is greater than the sum of its parts. This is likely caused by the synergistic benefits 
realised through positive transference by modality - or crossover effect.
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Abstract

Cardiovascular disease is a significant cause of death globally. While effective 
long-term medications that reduce the risk of morbidity and mortality related to 
cardiovascular disease are readily available, nonadherence to prescribed medications 
remains a significant reason for suboptimal management. Consequently, this might 
lead to increased morbidity and mortality and healthcare costs. Medication nonad-
herence causes are myriad and complicated, with factors at the patient, healthcare 
provider, and health system levels. Many clinical trials have investigated interventions 
to target these factors for improving medication adherence, including improving 
patient education, testing behavioral interventions, implementing medication 
reminder tools, reducing medication costs, utilizing social support, utilizing health-
care team members, and simplifying medication dosing regimens. This book chapter 
describes factors influencing medication adherence and highlights the impact of vary-
ing levels of adherence on patients’ clinical and economic outcomes. We also summa-
rize interventions for improving medication adherence in cardiovascular disease.

Keywords: cardiovascular disease, medication adherence, factors, health outcomes, 
economic outcomes, interventions

1. Introduction

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is illnesses affecting the heart and blood vessels, 
including coronary heart diseases, cerebrovascular diseases, peripheral arterial 
diseases, rheumatic and congenital heart diseases, and venous thromboembolism [1]. 
CVD is a leading cause of death and disability worldwide [2]. According to the Global 
Burden of Diseases in 2019, CVD accounts for 15.52% of disability-adjusted life years 
(DALYs) and 32.84% of deaths [3].

Given the adverse health outcomes of CVD, if left untreated, long-term prevention 
and/or treatment of this disease is recommended. Treatment for CVD depends on 
its type and severity and can be divided into three main categories: lifestyle changes, 
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medications, and surgical procedures. Overall, lifestyle changes and medications 
are often recommended for chronic CVD conditions, while surgical procedures are 
sometimes required to treat acute CVD events such as heart attack or stroke. In recog-
nition of the vital role of medications in CVD management, this chapter is focused on 
medications for treating this disease.

Despite the availability of effective CVD medications, medication nonadherence 
remains pervasive globally [4]. A 27% nonadherence rate in patients with acute 
coronary syndrome (ACS) was reported only 1 week after discharge [5]. At 1 month 
following ACS, 34% of patients did not fill all prescriptions [6]. At 1–2 years follow-
ing ACS, the nonadherence rate reaches 55–60% [7]. Medication adherence is how 
patients take medication(s) as prescribed by their healthcare providers [8]. Whereas 
nonadherence is defined as different behaviors: not initiating a new prescription, 
discontinuing medication(s) early, or not taking medication(s) as scheduled (e.g. less 
frequently) [9]. The rate of adherence for an individual patient is usually reported as 
the proportion of days covered (PDC) by the prescribed medication(s) over a specific 
time [10]. Methods for measuring adherence include direct and indirect methods, 
each of which has advantages and disadvantages. Direct methods, such as observed 
administration or measuring the concentration of medication in the blood, are more 
accurate but expensive and time-consuming. Indirect methods for measuring adher-
ence, such as patient self-reporting or pill counting, are easier to conduct but less 
accurate. No measurement method is gold standard, and researchers should select a 
method based on their targeted nonadherence behavior(s) [11].

Past studies illustrated that nonadherence to cardiovascular medications 
negatively influences clinical and economic cardiovascular outcomes [12, 13]. 
Medication adherence in CVD is challenging to manage in routine practice due to 
multiple factors simultaneously affecting it [4]. These factors are classified into five 
interactive dimensions: patient, socioeconomic, healthcare system, therapy, and 
condition. Various interventions have been investigated to target these factors, and 
some appear promising. With accumulating studies on medication adherence in 
CVD in recent years, the chapter thus aims to update on common factors influenc-
ing medication adherence, clinical and economic outcomes of medications (non)
adherence, and interventions targeting the identified factors to improve medication 
adherence in CVD.

2. Identification of nonadherence in clinical practice

The first and foremost issue for improving adherence is identifying nonadherence 
in all patients who do not respond to treatment. A simple and pragmatic solution 
for clinicians is to ask patients nonjudgmentally the frequency of their missed 
doses. Patients generally want to please their clinicians, thus avoiding declaring 
their missed doses. A few questions clinicians might ask their patients to feel 
more comfortable telling the truth were suggested: “I know it must be difficult 
to take all your medications regularly. How often do you miss taking them?” [8]. 
Other indirect questions should be asked to assess the likelihood of nonadherence, 
including how severe their disease is, what the benefits of taking medications are, 
whether they have any side effects from their medications and whether they have 
any troubles related to taking their medications (e.g. high medication costs or 
complex regimens).
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3. Factors influencing adherence

After nonadherence is identified, there is a need to identify the underlying 
cause(s) to which intervention(s) might be tailored. According to World Health 
Organization (WHO), factors influencing medication adherence in CVD are clas-
sified into five different groups: patient-, socioeconomic-, healthcare system-, 
therapy-, and condition-related factors [14]. Based on the multidimensional nature 
of adherence, this classification accounts for all relevant factors influencing adher-
ence. This corrects the traditional misconception that only patients are responsible for 
taking their medication(s) [14].

3.1 Patient-related factors

This aspect refers to the unique characteristics of each patient, not related to their 
illnesses or treatment, for example, age, gender, personal beliefs, education level, and 
understanding of their disease and treatment (see Table 1 for details) [4, 15].

3.2 Socioeconomic-related factors

This aspect included influences originating from the patient’s socioeconomic sta-
tus (SES), not from the patient themselves nor the healthcare providers, for example, 
living conditions, financial situation, limited access to healthcare, and social support 
[4, 15]. Higher SES appeared to influence adherence positively, as detailed in Table 2.

3.3 Healthcare system-related factors

The relationship between patient and healthcare providers, or within the health-
care system itself, might influence medication adherence. This extended to communi-
cation problems and healthcare system requirements, making it difficult for patients 
to comprehend or follow treatment [4, 15].

The support from healthcare professionals played a vital role in improving 
patients’ adherence, particularly during follow-ups. Inadequate communication 
between healthcare providers led to insufficient communication with patients, lead-
ing to nonadherence [4].

Insurance or other healthcare cost assistance was positively associated with 
medication adherence [29, 30]. Cost assistance helped patients to receive medica-
tions they would not afford otherwise. However, not all medications were covered 
[29, 30]. The ARTEMIS trial and the MI FREEE trial concluded that reducing the 
financial burden of treatment through full coverage prescription or copayment 
vouchers improved adherence [4]. One study reported increased adherence when 
providing a financial incentive to patients [31], while another reported that adher-
ence only improved significantly when financial incentives were provided to both 
physicians and patients [4].

3.4 Therapy-related factors

This aspect included factors related to medication taking, such as medication class, 
side effects, dosing regimens, and polypharmacy [4]. The effects and complexity of 
the therapy might affect adherence.
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Medication class consistently influenced adherence. Angiotensin II receptor block-
ers (ARBs) had the highest rate of adherence (~30–33% better than other classes), 
while diuretics showed the lowest rate [15]. Certain medications were reported to 
be hard to swallow [29]. Different packaging or brand names might cause some 
patients to dislike the medications, fearing fake medications [29]. Side effects might 
explain why different drug classes had different rates of adherence. At standard dose, 

Factor Influence on medication adherence

Age The correlation between age and medication adherence was controversial in the literature. 
While some found that increased age is positively correlated with adherence [16–20], and 
some found the inverse [16]. Patients aged 50–70 years had better adherence than those 
aged 18–50 years or over 70 years [15]. It was hypothesized that elderly patients had more 
comorbidities and, as such, were more concerned with their health and treatment [16].

Gender The association between gender and adherence to cardiovascular medication remains 
inconsistent [15]. Some reported that the female gender was negatively correlated with 
adherence [19, 21–23]; one found that females have more adhered to medication than males 
[24]. In a systematic review, Bowry et al. found no association [25].

Ethnicity and 
linguistic 
proficiency

An American study reported Hispanic people have higher adherence rates than non-Hispanic 
people. Among native Spanish-speaking Hispanic people, those with better English skills 
showed lower adherence rates [26].

Forgetfulness For more than one-third of all cases of nonadherence, forgetfulness was a common cause of 
nonadherence [4].

Education Illiteracy or lower education level was associated with lower adherence [19, 27]. Understanding 
disease and treatment, especially the risk of nonadherence, increases the likelihood of 
adherence to treatment [15, 28].

Others Alcohol use, stress, anxiety, impaired level of cognitive capabilities, and lack of time for 
medical appointments each separately had a negative impact on adherence [4, 15].

Table 1. 
Patient-related factors that may influence medication adherence in CVD.

Factor Influence on medication adherence

Living conditions Living in areas with higher education rates or higher income positively impacted 
adherence [19].

Financial 
situation

One of eight patients with CVD had cost-related nonadherence [4]. People with higher 
income were inconsistently more likely to adhere to treatment, with some studies 
reporting correlation while others reporting none [15, 24]. The medication cost seemed to 
be inhibitive to adherence, and the unavailability of cheaper generic medications was also 
a factor in reducing adherence [29].

Access to 
healthcare

Geographical barriers preventing access to healthcare negatively affected adherence [27, 
29]. The cost of travel to seek specific medications also impeded patients from following 
their treatment [29].

Social support Culture inducing a distrust in medical treatment or problems with family relations may 
lead to nonadherence [27]. However, social support plays an important role in reinforcing 
adherence. Emotional support enabled people to voice their fears and ask for information 
as needed. Social support in the form of encouragement, prayers, and monetary aid 
helped keep patients motivated to follow treatment and maintain a healthy lifestyle [29].

Table 2. 
Socioeconomic-related factors that may influence medication adherence in CVD.
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thiazides were more likely to cause a side effect compared with beta-blockers (BBs), 
calcium-channel blockers, and angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors  
(ACEIs), while ARBs were not associated with any side effects [15, 32].

Complex dosing regimens (e.g. a large number of daily doses) might negatively 
influence adherence [15]. The once-daily dosing regimen was associated with better 
adherence as opposed to twice-daily in patients with atrial fibrillation receiving oral 
anticoagulants [33]. Adherence was decreased in patients taking many medications to 
treat their comorbidities, contributing to the forgetfulness of taking medications [4]. 
Frequent changes in regimens also affected adherence negatively [29].

3.5 Condition-related factors

This aspect was related to the patient’s illnesses and comorbidities [15]. Factors 
in this aspect influenced medication adherence differently; certain comorbidities 
increased adherence, while others decreased it [15]. Generally, comorbidities were 
associated with lower adherence [34].

Severe chronic illnesses with significant symptoms hampered adherence, as were 
chronic diseases with little to no symptoms [27]. Patients receiving primary preven-
tion were less likely to adhere than patients receiving secondary prevention [15]. The 
impact of comorbidity on adherence varied. While diabetes was reported to improve 
adherence in CVD patients [15, 27], depression affected adherence negatively [15, 32, 
35, 36]. Persistent depression decreased adherence more than remittent depression, 
and severe depression came with a 3.7 times higher risk of nonadherence than no 
depression [35].

4. Medication adherence-related outcomes

4.1 Clinical outcomes

Many observational studies have assessed the relationship between medication 
adherence and outcomes in CVD. Past evidence shows the broad impact of untreated 
or inadequately treated CVD ranging from major cardiovascular events (MACEs) to 
mortality. This might be caused by suboptimal adherence to effective medications. 
Nonadherence to statins in post-myocardial infarction (MI) patients was associated 
with up to 25% increased hazard of death [37]. In chronic coronary artery disease, 
nonadherence to cardioprotective medications (antihypertensive and antihyper-
cholesterolemic medications) was associated with up to 40% increase in the risk 
of hospitalizations for cardiovascular events and up to 80% increase in the risk of 
death [38]. Conversely, optimal adherence was associated with significantly reduc-
ing cardiovascular events and mortality. A recent meta-analysis indicated that each 
incremental 20% increase in adherence level of cardiovascular medication reduced 
the risk of cardiovascular events by 9%, stroke by 16%, and all-cause mortality by 
10% [39]. Several clinical studies highlighted the benefits of cardiovascular medica-
tions and the importance of adherence to prescribed medications to optimize health 
outcomes. This can raise awareness of the importance of medication adherence in 
CVD among clinicians, patients, healthcare insurers, and policymakers. The potential 
of overestimating the adverse outcomes of suboptimal adherence should be noted. 
Nonadherent patients are less likely to follow health recommendations (e.g. flu vac-
cination) and more likely to engage in harmful behaviors (e.g. smoking), impacting 
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health outcomes. Yet, these confounders can be minimized by (1) a well-designed 
study (i.e. using randomization, placebo, and double-blind) or (2) an appropriate 
statistical analysis. However, statistical analysis is less pronounced than study design, 
because a statistical analysis can be re-processed, but a poorly designed study can 
never be recovered. Medication adherence-related outcomes for specific diseases are 
detailed as follows:

4.1.1 Hypertension

Suboptimal adherence to antihypertensive drugs was associated with multiple 
adverse cardiovascular events from acute to chronic conditions (e.g. chronic heart 
failure) to death [32]. Suboptimal medication adherence was also associated with 
various organ disorders, including chronic kidney disease, cognitive dysfunction, 
and dementia [32]. A study including 155,597 patients with hypertension showed 
that highly adherent patients (≥80% PDC with antihypertensive medication) had 
less than half the risk of experiencing a cardiovascular event compared with lower 
adherent ones over a median duration of 5.8 years (adjusted hazard ratio [aHR] 0.44; 
95% CI 0.42–0.45) [40].

In elderly diabetic patients having multiple comorbidities, a retrospective 
cohort study found that ≥80% adherence to ACEIs/ARBs was not associated with 
BP < 140/90 mmHg in those ≥85 years (risk ratio [RR] 1.01, 95% CI 0.96–1.07) or 
with multiple comorbid diseases (e.g. RR = 1.04, 95% CI 0.99–1.08) [41]. Reasons 
for uncontrolled BP despite optimal adherence might be (1) age-related physiological 
changes and (2) pathological changes by comorbidities (e.g. chronic kidney disease).

4.1.2 Myocardial infarction (MI)

Among post-MI patients, ≥80% adherence to both statins and ACEIs was associated 
with decreased risk of long-term MACEs (i.e. all-cause mortality, nonfatal MI hospital-
ization, stroke, or coronary revascularization) than <40% adherence (18.9% vs. 26.3%, 
HR 0.73, P = 0.0004) and 40–79% adherence (18.9% vs. 24.7%, HR 0.81; P = 0.02) at 
2 years [42]. Another study across China in 4001 post-MI patients found that optimal 
adherence (≥90%) to cardiovascular medications was associated with a 39% reduction 
in the risk of 1-year cardiovascular events (aHR 0.61, 95% CI 0.49–0.77) [43].

4.1.3 Atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD)

In 12,976 patients with ASCVD from the American health insurance database, 
≥80% adherence to both statins and ACEIs reduced the risk of long-term MACEs 
than <40% adherence (8.42% vs. 17.17%, HR 0.56, P < 0.0001) and 40–79% adher-
ence (8.42% vs. 12.18%, HR 0.76, P < 0.0001) at 2 years [42]. Consistent with this 
finding, another study in 185,252 patients with ASCVD from the Taiwan National 
Health Insurance database found that ≥80% adherence to statins reduced the risk of 
ASCVD-related secondary rehospitalization (aHR 0.90, 95% CI 0.87–0.92, P < 0.05) 
and in-hospital death (aHR 0.59, 95% CI 0.53–0.65, P < 0.05) [44].

4.1.4 Heart failure (HF)

An analysis of 55,312 patients with HF indicated that each 10% increase in PDC by 
cardiovascular medications reduced all-cause mortality risk by 9% (odds ratio [OR] 
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0.91, 95% CI 0.90–0.92), emergency admissions by 11% (RR 0.89, 95% CI 0.89–0.89), 
hospital admissions by 6% (RR 0.94, 95% CI 0.94–0.94), and length of hospitaliza-
tion by 1% (RR 0.99, 95% CI 0.99–1.00) (all P < 0.0001) [45].

4.1.5 Hypercholesterolaemia

Among 11,320 newly diagnosed patients with hypercholesterolemia initiated with 
statins, late statin initiation increased the risk of CVD events compared with early 
statin initiation (HR 1.24, 95% CI 1.02–2.51). Among early initiators, statin discon-
tinuation was associated with increased risk for CVD (HR 1.71, 95% CI 1.10–2.67), 
but statin reinitiation was associated with decreased risk (HR 1.34, 95% CI 0.79–2.30) 
[46]. Another study in China with 99,655 adult patients indicated a 37% reduced risk 
of MACEs in those with ≥50% adherence with a statin (aHR 0.63, 95% CI, 0.41–0.98). 
Unlike primary prevention, no relationship between secondary prevention and statin 
adherence (PDC ≥ 50%) was detected in this study [47]. Previous studies, however, 
found statin adherence benefits in reducing the risk of adverse health outcomes for 
secondary prevention [48–51]. These discrepancies might be due to different baseline 
patient characteristics (CVD and its severity) and PDC cutoff points (50% in the 
Chinese study vs. 80% in others’ studies). Secondary prevention seems to require 
≥80% adherence to reduce cardiovascular risk.

In the elderly, a study on 29,047 patients aged ≥65 receiving polypharmacy found 
that those who discontinued statins while maintaining other medications had an 
increased risk of hospital admissions for any cardiovascular outcome (HR 1.14, 95% 
CI 1.03–1.26), HF (HR 1.24, 95% CI, 1.07–1.43), all-cause mortality (HR 1.15, 95% 
CI 1.02–1.30), and emergency admissions (HR 1.12, 95% CI 1.05–1.19) (all P < 0.05) 
[52]. In diabetic patients aged ≥65 with comorbidities, those adhering optimally to 
statins (PDC ≥ 80) had a decreased LDLc (<100 mg/dl) across all age groups (e.g., 
≥85: RR 1.13, 95% CI 1.09–1.16, P < 0.05) and in all comorbid levels (e.g. ≥4: RR 1.13, 
95% CI 1.12–1.15, P < 0.05) [41]. The LDLc target of <100 mg/dl was associated with a 
lower risk of adverse cardiac outcomes [53].

4.1.6 Acute coronary syndrome (ACS)

A study in 7152 post-ACS patients showed that optimal adherents (PDC ≥ 75%) 
to any combination of antiplatelets, statins, BBs, and ACEIs/ARBs led to a significant 
reduction in cardiovascular risks (HR 0.80, 95% CI 0.73–0.88) than suboptimal 
adherents for all medications, except BBs alone [54]. Adherence to 2 or 1 drug signifi-
cantly increased mortality risk compared with adherents to 4 or 3 (for two drugs: HR 
1.2, 95% CI 1.0–1.3, P < 0.05; for 1 drug: HR 1.5, 95% CI 1.2–1.8, P < 0.05) [54].

4.1.7 Chronic coronary syndrome

Optimal adherence to guideline-directed medication therapy (i.e. a combination 
of antiplatelet drugs, ACEIs/ARBs, BBs, and statins) that reduced the risk of MACEs 
(HR 0.41, 95% CI 0.18–0.92, P = 0.03) was reported [55].

4.1.8 Symptomatic peripheral artery disease (PAD)

Patients with PAD being never on statins had a significantly higher mortality rate 
(31%) than those being continuous on statins (13%) or being new on statins (8%; 
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P < 0.0001) or on intensified statins (9%). Those who terminated statin medica-
tion or reduced statin dosage had higher mortality (34% and 20%, respectively; 
P < 0.0001) [56].

4.2 Economic outcomes

The cost-effectiveness of optimal adherence to the guidelines was commonly 
assessed by calculating the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER), representing 
the discrepancies in costs between the intervention and control groups divided by 
the discrepancies in effectiveness between both groups (Eq. (1)) [57]. Effectiveness 
is commonly expressed as quality-adjusted life years (QALY), combining quality 
and quantity of life. Whether optimal adherence can be considered cost-effective 
relies on a community’s affordability for one QALY. The lower the ICER, the more the 
cost-effectiveness. To define the ICER cutoff point, the WHO proposed using the per 
capita gross domestic product (GDP) [58]. An intervention must cost less than once 
the national annual GDP per capita per QALY to be highly cost-effective. An interven-
tion must cost less than three times the national annual GDP per capita per QALY to 
be considered cost-effective:

 −
=

−
intervention control

intervention control

Cost CostICER
Effectiveness Effectiveness

 (1)

For primary prevention, adherence was predicted to be more cost-effective in 
patients with a higher 10-year risk for a cardiovascular event in a study across 13 
European countries. The risk was calculated from a risk score tool and included males, 
age >65 years, smoking, HTN, diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, and history of CVD. 
Adherence to the European guidelines on CVD prevention (e.g. smoking cessation 
medication, BP-lowering medication, and cholesterol-lowering medication) was used 
as an intervention. A base case ICER of 52,968€/QALY over 10 years was estimated 
for patients with an average baseline risk of 20%. Considering high-risk patients 
(≥20%), the ICER was reduced to 29,093€/QALY with decreasing ICERs in higher-
risk patients. Patients with higher-risk reductions (≥0.5%) were also associated with 
lower ICERs [59]. Another study evaluating the cost-effectiveness of enhancing 
adherence to antihypertension medications indicated that enhancing adherence 
from 52% (the baseline) to 70% and 80% resulted in a reduced ICER from €76,484 
(95% CI €74,807–€78,152) to €75,055 (95% CI €73,490–€76,623) and €73,605 (95% 
CI €72,180–€75,157), respectively, for each hospitalization for a MACE prevented. 
This aligns with the previous findings based on a large database (n = 625,620). Mean 
annual healthcare costs were estimated to be lower for patients with 80–100% adher-
ence to antihypertensive medications ($7182) than for those with 60–79% adherence 
($7560) and <60% adherence ($7995) (P < 0.001 for both) [57].

For secondary prevention, in the post-MI population, optimal adherence (≥80%) 
had lower per-patient annual medical costs for hospitalizations of $369 and $440 
compared with suboptimal adherence (≥40–≤79%), and nonadherence (<40%), 
respectively. In the ASCVD subgroup, optimal adherence had lower per-patient 
annual medical costs for hospitalizations of $371 and $907 than suboptimal adher-
ence and nonadherence [42]. Another study in India found positive findings that 
adherence (80% or lower) to aspirin and BBs was highly cost-effective. The additional 
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ACEIs were cost-effective, based on Indian gross domestic product per capita [60]. 
In patients discharged with ACS, those adhering to medications, outpatient controls, 
and rehabilitation had lower costs for medications (€199 per year) and higher costs 
for outpatient controls and rehabilitation (€292 and €1024) compared with those who 
did not [61]. An Australian secondary prevention program for CVD (i.e. optimizing 
medication use and lifestyle modification) was found to produce an ICER of AUD 
8081 per disability-adjusted life year (DALY) prevented, which is well below the 
acceptable benchmark of AUD 50,000 per DALY within the Australian healthcare 
system [13].

In chronic vascular diseases, enhancing medication adherence increased medica-
tion costs but produced medical savings by reducing hospitalization. An American 
study in 224,231 patients with risk for CVD indicated that adherents’ average annual 
medication costs were $1058 more for those with congestive HF, $429 more for 
HTN, $656 more for diabetes, and $601 more for hypercholesterolemia as compared 
with non-adherents. In contrast, adherence lowered mean annual medical costs by 
$8881 in congestive HF, $4337 in HTN, $4413 in diabetes, and $1860 in hypercho-
lesterolemia [62].

In sum, higher adherence to medications to treat CVD was associated with higher 
medication costs but lower nonmedication medical costs, reducing overall healthcare 
costs. Health economic models were estimates based on available evidence and several 
assumptions. Interpreting the results thus needs to be cautious when applying these 
models in the health policy decision-making process.

5. Interventions to improve adherence and clinical outcomes

Given multiple factors influencing medication adherence in CVD, interventions 
addressing these factors to improve adherence have received rising interest (Table 3). 
They were classified partly or wholly into several categories of intervention: patient 
education, behavioral interventions, using reminder tools, cost reduction, and finan-
cial aid, using a healthcare team, and using fixed-dose therapy (polypill). Multifaceted 
interventions appeared more effective than single ones [63, 64]. This can partly be 
explained by the multifaceted nature of factors influencing medication adherence. Due 
to differences in healthcare resources and patient characteristics between high- and 
middle- or low-income countries, the interventions should be appropriately adapted to 
the local context. As most effective interventions on adherence improvement demand 
greater resources, the healthcare system needs to be supported. In waiting for support, 
some simple strategies for improving adherence to CVD medication were proposed 
(Table 4) [8]. An initial intervention might not be effective when applied in other 
settings. Thus, the healthcare team should continuously assess the effectiveness and 
feasibility of the intervention.

5.1 Patient education

The mode and frequency of the delivery of educational material may impact its 
effectiveness. Providing a few episodes of educational mails and/or phone calls did 
not improve adherence to secondary prevention medications in patients with MI (OR 
1.03, 95% CI 0.77–1.36) [65] or with obstructive coronary artery disease (mail only 
vs. usual care, OR 0.98, 95% CI 0.81–1.19; mail and phone call vs. routine care, OR 
0.99, 95% CI 0.82–1.20) [80]. However, tailored and interactive educational programs 
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Intervention Population 
description

Outcome Reference

Educational 
reminders

Myocardial 
infarction

Improved medication adherence [65]

Physician-led 
intensive 
follow-ups

Unstable angina 1. Improved medication adherence

2. Lower MACEs: recurrence of angina, 
recurrence of myocardial ischemia, 
cardiac death, all-cause death, and 
revascularization

[66]

Physician-led 
education during 
hospitalization 
and telephone 
follow-ups

ACS 1. Lower all-cause death, cardiac death, and 
MACEs

2. Increased survival, cardiac death-free 
survival, and MACE-free survival

[67]

Nurse-led 
counseling

Statin user 
for primary 
or secondary 
prevention

1. Improved statin adherence

2. Lower LDLc

[68]

Live and web-
based counseling

Risk for CVD Reduced 10-year Framingham Risk Score 
at both 4 and 12-month follow-up for both 
formats

[69]

Motivational 
interviewing

New coronary stent Improved medication adherence [70]

Short message 
service (SMS) 
and structured 
telephone support 
(STS)

Chronic HF 1. Improved medication adherence

2. Lower 180-day all-cause mortality or 
readmission

[71]

Phone calls Post-ACS Improved adherence to aspirin and clopidogrel [72]

Phone calls and 
reminder letters

New statins users Improved statin adherence [73]

Phone calls, 
reminder letters

≥40 years with 
diabetes or ASCVD

1. Improved adherence to statin and ACEIs/
ARBs

2. Reduced LDLc

[74]

Smartphone apps Elderly patients 
with atrial 
fibrillation

Improved medication adherence [75]

Social support Heart failure Improved medication adherence [76]

Pharmacist-led 
intervention

New users of 
cardiovascular 
medications

Improved medication adherence [77]

Multifacet 
(education and 
regular follow-up)

CVD 1. Improved medication adherence [63]

Multifacet 
(patient’s pill 
count, family 
support, and 
education)

≥50 years and 
hypertension 
with 10-year 
cardiovascular risk 
>30%

1. Improved medication adherence at 
6 months

2. Decreased SBP at 6 months

3. Reduced cardiovascular events at 5 years

[78]
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with reinforcements improved CVD medication adherence. Earlier and more regular 
health checks with clinicians have improved adherence to cardiovascular medications 
[43, 81]. Intensive follow-up phone calls and regular consultations with cardiologists 
for patients with ACS were associated with higher adherence (58% intervention 
vs. 40% control, P < 0.001) and lower MACEs (19% intervention vs. 29% control, 
P < 0.001) at 36 months follow-up [67]. Face-to-face education by a nurse also sig-
nificantly improved adherence to statin therapy (P < 0.01) and significantly lowered 
LDLc levels for primary prevention (2.66 vs. 3.00 mmol/l, P = 0.024) [68].

Regular educational information formats besides in-person also indicated an 
improvement in medication adherence. Both web-based and counselor-delivered 
formats improved adherence to medications in moderate-to-high risk patients with 
coronary heart disease (18% improvement in the web-based group and 21% improve-
ment in the counselor group) [69]. Structured text messages and phone calls regularly 
made by a nurse positively affected medication adherence (78.9% message vs. 81.4% 
call vs. 69.5% control, P = 0.011) and reduced mortality or readmission (50.4% mes-
sage vs. 41.3% call vs. 36.5% control, both P < 0.05) in patients hospitalized for acute 
HF [48]. A series of educational phone calls from nurses over 9 months improved 

Intervention Population 
description

Outcome Reference

Multifacet ASCVD 1. Improved medication adherence for all 
interventions

2. Improved both adherence and BP and 
LDLc control for SMS, community health 
worker-led intervention, and polypills

[79]

Abbreviations: ACEIs/ARBs, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors and angiotensin receptor blockers; ACS, acute 
coronary syndrome; ASCVD, atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; BP, blood pressure; CI, confidence interval; CVD, 
cardiovascular disease; HR, hazard ratio; LDLc, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; NA, not available; OR, odds 
ratio; RCT, randomized controlled trial; RR, risk ratio; SBP, systolic blood pressure; SMS, short message service; STS, 
structured telephone support.

Table 3. 
Interventions that may improve medication adherence and clinical outcomes in CVD.

Identify nonadherence

• Assess predictors of nonadherence: nonresponse to medication missed appointments.

• Ask nonjudgmentally about missed doses and barriers to adherence

Emphasize the benefits of the regimen and the outcomes of adherence

Simplify the regimen as much as possible and provide simple, clear instructions

Assess patient’s readiness to follow the regimen and provide advice on how to do it when needed

Involve multidisciplinary healthcare team members (e.g. nurse, pharmacist, and primary care staff)

Customize the regimen according to the patient’s wishes

Obtain support from family, friends, and social services when needed

Follow up on the patient’s progress at every appointment

Table 4. 
Strategies for improving medication adherence in CVD.
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12-month medication adherence to dual antiplatelet therapy among patients with 
recent drug-eluting stent placement (87.2% call vs. 43.1% control (P < 0.001)) [72].

Patient education might improve medication adherence in CVD patients who do 
not fully understand the severity of their disease and the benefits of cardiovascular 
medication(s). The educational programs with reinforcements have improved adher-
ence in most studies.

5.2 Behavioral interventions

A meta-analysis evaluating the impact of motivational interviewing over a year 
demonstrated a modest increase in medication adherence in patients with stroke 
(pooled RR 1.13, 95% CI 1.01–1.28) [70]. Promising results were again demonstrated in 
another RCT in which motivational interviewing improved both adherence (OR 1.91, 
95% CI 1.19–3.05) and reduced rates of uncontrolled SBP (OR 0.62, 95% CI 0.50–0.78) 
compared with the control group [78]. Other counseling techniques such as providing 
patient feedback regarding medication adherence and enhancing family involvement 
showed a beneficial but negligible effect on medication adherence [82, 83].

Improving patient motivation and behaviors has not shown significant improve-
ments in adherence outcomes. These interventions should be tailored to patients who 
are less motivated to take medication.

5.3 Reminder tools

Mobile phone-delivered interventions seemed to increase adherence to medication 
prescribed for the primary prevention of CVD, according to a Cochrane review of 14 
trials with 25,633 randomized participants. Trials of BP self-monitoring with mobile 
phone telemedicine support modest benefits. One trial reported modest reductions 
in LDLc but no benefits for BP [84]. In a randomized trial of 5216 initiators of statin, 
those who received automated phone calls had significantly increased adherence 
(42.3% intervention vs. 26.0% control; absolute difference = 16.3%, P < 0.001; RR 
1.63, 95% CI 1.50–1.76) [73]. Utilizing text message reminders also improved medica-
tion adherence in CVD in recent meta-analyses [85, 86].

Smartphone apps providing reminder alerts, adherence reports, and optional peer 
support significantly improved medication adherence (between-group difference 
0.4; 95% CI 0.1–0.7, P = 0.01). However, this difference in adherence did not produce 
a significant difference in BP control between the groups (between-group difference 
−0.5, 95% CI −3.7–2.7, P = 0.78) [87]. A smartphone app integrating education, 
automatic reminder, and patient engagement strategies improved medication adher-
ence among elderly patients with atrial fibrillation. Approximately 78% (14/18) of 
the patients in the high-adherence group at baseline remained in the same state, 45% 
(24/53) of the patients in the medium-adherence group at baseline moved to the high-
adherence group, and 72% (18/25) of the patients in the low-adherence group moved 
to either the medium- or high-adherence group [75]. A meta-analysis of nineRCTs 
evaluating the impact of apps on medication adherence showed an improvement in 
SBP, DBP, total cholesterol, and LDLc levels in the intervention arm. Apps have an 
acceptable degree of usability, yet the app characteristics conferring usability and 
effectiveness are ill defined [88].

Mobile phone calls, text messages, and applications can improve adherence and 
clinical outcomes. Patients who often forget to take medications and use technology 
can try these techniques.
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5.4 Social support

Frequent seeing friends and relatives in a structural manner were modestly 
associated with greater adherence in 17,113 patients with CVD or CVD risk factors 
[89]. In hypertensive patients, structural social support improved adherence in two 
prior meta-analyses [90, 91]. In patients with severe mental diseases (e.g. schizo-
phrenia and bipolar disorder), perceived social support improved adherence to CVD 
medication. There was a 4.2% increase in medication adherence for each 1% increase 
in social support (OR 1.04, 95% CI 1.02–1.07, P = 0.002) [92]. In an HF setting, a 
prospective cohort study in Taiwan showed an intimate relationship with a spouse 
or caregiver was associated with a lower risk of 18-month all-cause readmission and 
cardiac readmission. The intimate partners will likely enhance HF patients’ profound 
physical and psychological well-being [93]. In a Japanese study, poor adherence to 
medication in super-aged patients with HF is associated with poor clinical outcomes. 
Multivariable analysis revealed that not receiving assisted living at least once a week 
was independently associated with hospitalization, mainly due to poor medication 
adherence. The analysis also revealed that assisted living was particularly effective for 
patients affected by dementia [76].

Social support can significantly facilitate medication adherence in CVD, especially 
in frail populations such as the elderly and comorbid patients.

5.5 Cost reduction and financial aid

Current evidence suggests that reducing medication costs improves patient 
adherence and clinical outcomes. A trial randomized 10,102 hospitalized patients 
with acute MI to a group of copayment vouchers for P2Y12 inhibitors or no vouchers. 
At 1 year, patient adherence was reported to be higher in the intervention group than 
in the control group (aOR 1.19, 95% CI 1.02–1.40), but no significant difference was 
observed in MACEs (aHR 1.07, 95% CI 0.93–1.25) [94]. Another positive result was 
found in the MI FREEE trial randomized 5855 hospitalized patients with AMI to full 
prescription coverage vs. usual coverage for BBs, statins, and ACEIs/ARBs over about 
1 year. Adherence rates were increased in the full-coverage group compared with the 
usual coverage group by 5.6% for ACEI/ARBs (95% CI 3.4–7.7), by 4.4% for BBs (95% 
CI 2.3–6.5), by 6.2% for statins (95% CI 3.9–8.5), and by 5.4% for all three medication 
groups (95% CI 3.6–7.2). A significant reduction was observed in total MACEs in the 
full-coverage group (HR 0.89, 95% CI 0.90–0.99; P = 0.03) was observed, despite no 
significant differences in the first MACEs (HR 0.93; 95% CI 0.82–1.04; P = 0.21) [95].

Cost reduction strategies using either copayment reduction or financial incentives 
have shown modest changes in medication adherence, although further research is 
needed to determine the sustainability of these interventions. Another possible cost 
reduction solution is replacing brand-name medications with well-proven, equally 
effective, and less costly generic ones. In a study of over 300,000 privately insured 
adults aged ≥18, generic drug therapy improved adherence [96].

5.6 Healthcare team

Community health workers (e.g. community pharmacists) often regularly interact 
with patients and provide access, education, and support regarding medication use. 
Enhanced community health workers’ involvement has been explored to improve medi-
cation adherence. Recent systematic reviews evaluating community health worker-led 
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intervention demonstrate improvement in adherence and reduction in secondary 
ASCVD (97% intervention vs. 92% control; OR 2.62, 95% CI 1.32–5.19) [79].

Pharmacist-led consultations improved medication adherence in CVD patients 
compared with usual care (4.5% difference, 95% CI 0.8–8.2, P = 0.017) [77]. Another 
standardized counseling intervention by pharmacists at hospital discharge of ACS 
patients showed (1) an increased medication adherence at 1 year (11.9% non-coun-
seling receivers vs. 18.4% counseling receivers, P = 0.19) and (2) decreased cardiovas-
cular readmission and all-cause mortality (17.6% intervention vs. 22.3% usual care, 
P = 0.42; and 3.4% intervention vs. 4.2% usual care, P > 0.99, respectively) [97].

The healthcare team plays an important role in patients’ adherence by identifying 
medication nonadherence and adherence barriers and providing interventions that 
address these barriers. One of the consistent features of successful interventions has 
been regular follow-up with the healthcare team [98].

5.7 Fixed-dose therapy (polypill)

The relationship between polypill therapy and CVD outcomes was studied 
enormously, and most studies found positive findings. A systematic review and 
meta-analysis of eight studies involving 25,584 patients demonstrated that the use of 
polypills (1) significantly enhanced drug adherence (RR 1.31, 95% CI 1.11–1.55, (2) 
significantly reduced CVD risk factors (hypertension) and the risk of all-cause mor-
tality (RR 0.90, 95% CI 0.81–1.00, P < 0.05) and MACEs (RR 0.85, 95% CI 0.70–1.02, 
P > 0.05) [99]. Another systematic review indicated that polypills improved adher-
ence and reduced secondary ASCVD (86% intervention vs. 65% control, OR 1.33, 
95% CI 1.26–1.41) [79]. A meta-analysis demonstrated significant improvement in 
adherence with the use of polypill of two or more antihypertensive drugs (OR 1.21, 
95% CI 1.03–1.43, P = 0.02), but beneficial trends in BP and adverse effects [100]. 
Challenges can explain this in matching patients to a specific polypill and adjusting 
the dose of a component in a polypill.

In summary, since nonadherence factors are patient-specific, personalized 
interventions are required to enhance the impact of an intervention to improve 
medication adherence in CVD [98]. Evidence demonstrated that simple strategies 
requiring low healthcare resources such as simplifying the regimen, organizing 
medications in pillboxes, obtaining family and social support, using motivational 
interviewing, and educating patients on the importance of medication adherence 
appear cost-effective.

6. Conclusions

Adherence to cardiovascular medication reduces substantial morbidity and 
 mortality and reduces healthcare costs. Despite these advantages, medication non-
adherence remains common due to multiple barriers from patients, providers, and 
system levels. Various interventions have been tested to overcome these barriers, and 
most of them have illustrated positive findings. A combination of interventions is 
more likely to be effective as several factors simultaneously influence adherence. The 
heterogeneity of effect within each intervention may result from the inappropriate 
matching of intervention and factors influencing adherence. Thus, after identifying 
medication nonadherence, clinicians should consider potential factor(s) influencing 
adherence to select intervention(s) targeting the identified factor(s).
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Abstract

This chapter gives clinicians the tools to use therapeutic carbohydrate restriction 
as a dietary intervention for type 2 diabetes patients. The chapter is divided into three 
section, each addressing a different aspect of therapeutic carbohydrate restriction 
(TCR). Section 1 delves into the background of carbohydrate restriction, nutrition 
physiology, the three levels of therapeutic carbohydrate restriction physiological, and 
metabolic rationale for using TCR to treat the symptoms of type 2 diabetes. Section 
two explains how to start TCR in a patient population. It goes over which patients 
are good candidates for TCR and which ones should be approached with caution 
when implementing this dietary change and explains the importance of baseline 
assessments. Section three spells out how to administer and manage TCR in a clini-
cal setting. It covers behavior change support, patient education on TCR principles, 
medication adjustments during the early stages of the intervention, and anticipating 
and treating common side effects.

Keywords: type 2 diabetes, obesity, therapeutic carbohydrate restriction, low 
carbohydrate diet, diabetes remission

1. Introduction

For the past 50 years, global rates of metabolic syndrome, diabetes, and  obesity 
have been steadily rising [1]. While pharmaceutical interventions can assist 
patients in managing their conditions, and nutritional therapy is also important. 
Increased use of certain medications, such as insulin or sulfonylureas, can exac-
erbate the underlying insulin resistance, potentially leading to poorer glycaemic 
control over time [2]. Medications can help, but only to a certain extent. However, 
as we will see later in this course, nutritional therapy enhances their benefit 
and even helps lower the required dosage or allows for elimination. High quality 
evidence supports the efficacy of therapeutic carbohydrate restriction can be an 
important component for diabetes treatment, whether used alone or in combina-
tion with medications [3].
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Therapeutic carbohydrate restriction is not a “cure-all, “and it’s not the right treat-
ment for everyone. It is, however, a successful clinical intervention that is tailored to 
specific conditions and patient groups.

In the early nineteenth century, therapeutic carbohydrate restriction for diabetes 
treatment was fairly common [4]. Its use in the treatment of epilepsy began in the 
early twentieth century. Physicians and nutritionists commonly recommended 
carbohydrate restriction for weight loss in the 1960s and 1970s [5].

1.1 The evidence of a low GI diet for type 2 diabetes

2021 systematic review and meta-analysis of published and unpublished randomized 
trial data

• A 2021 systematic review looked at 23 trials and found that those who  followed a 
low carbohydrate diet achieved higher rates of diabetes remission (Table 1) 
compared to those who followed a low-fat diet without adverse events [7].

• Low-carbohydrate diets were also associated with a reduction in triglycerides, 
insulin sensitivity and weight loss at six months compared to the low-fat diets.

The Prospective Urban Rural Epidemiology (PURE) study.

• Epidemiological cohort study published in 2017 [8].

• 135,335 patients in high, medium and low-income countries with a median 
follow-up of 7.4 years.

• Recorded dietary intake using validated questionnaires; 52% were those whose 
carbohydrate calorie intake was over 60%.

• Patients with diabetes were not excluded from the study.

• 1230 patients (0.9%) dropped out, and 7369 (5.4%) were excluded from the final 
analysis due to pre-existing cardiovascular disease.

• Higher carbohydrate intake was associated with increased overall mortality 
(hazard ratio 1.28), and higher fat intake was associated with reduced overall 

Type 2 diabetes outcome Criteria and cut-offs used

Reversal HbA1c below 6.5% (7.8 mmol/L; 47.4 mmol/mol) without any diabetes 
medication, except metformin

Partial remission Two HbA1c measurements 5.7–6.5%
(6.5–7.8 mmol/L; 38.8–47.4 mmol/mol)
Over the course of 1 year
No medications

Complete remission Two HbA1c measurements below 5.7% (6.5 mmol/L; 38.8 mmol/mol)
Over the course of 1 year
No medications

Table 1. 
Type 2 diabetes reversal and remission definition defined by the American diabetic association as follows [6].
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mortality (hazard ratio 0.77)- both of these were statistically significant. There 
was, however, no statistically significant link with cardiovascular disease.

• Saturated fat intake was associated with an increased risk of stroke, but mono-
unsaturated fat intake was associated with reduced total mortality, and polyun-
saturated fat intake was associated with reduced total mortality and reduced risk 
of stroke.

• There were some possible confounders in this study, for example, the fact that 
many who had a high carbohydrate diet lived in poorer areas, and it is difficult to 
separate the effects of the diet from the general impact of poverty on mortality. 
There was also no assessment of intake of trans fats and no analysis of the differ-
ent types of carbohydrates that were eaten.

1.1.1 Effect on lipids

• A 2019 meta-analysis of 8 studies have shown improvements in HDL and triglyc-
eride levels associated with a lowcarbohydrate diet [9].

• They conclude that ‘dietary guidelines should consider carbohydrate restriction 
as an alternative dietary strategy for the prevention/management of dyslipidemia 
for populations with cardiometabolic risk’.

1.1.2 American Diabetes Association

• In 2019, the American Diabetes Association (ADA) published a consensus review 
regarding diet for patients with diabetes or pre-diabetes [3].

• This includes the statement that ‘reducing overall carbohydrate intake for 
individuals with diabetes is associated with the most evidence for improving 
glycemia and may be applied in a variety of eating patterns.

• The review also states that ‘a low-carbohydrate diet is a viable approach to a 
patient who is not meeting their diabetes targets or wants to reduce their diabetic 
medication’.

1.1.3 2017 National Institute for health and care excellence (NICE) guidance

The 2017 NICE guidance has several points which support a low GI diet. A low GI 
diet can be an effective way to consider, as many patients prefer to trial weight loss 
and lifestyle change before medication [10].

1.2 Carbohydrate

Unlike amino acids, fatty acids, and many micronutrients, dietary carbohydrate 
is not required for survival. Although some cells, such as red blood cells, white blood 
cells, and some parts of the kidney, require glucose, the body can produce enough 
glucose to meet those needs. Despite the widespread belief that the brain can only run 
on glucose, the brain can run on both glucose and ketones [11]. When we do not eat a 
lot of carbs, our bodies have three options for getting energy:
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• We synthesize glucose from the liver through glycogenolysis. When the body 
requires energy, this provides a quick source of glucose.

• Gluconeogenesis is a process that allows us to make glucose from proteins and 
fatty acids. “Gluconeogenesis” literally means “the production of new glucose.” 
It’s a demand-driven process in which our livers convert fatty acids and amino 
acids into glucose to keep blood sugar levels from dropping too low.

• Fatty acids can be converted to ketone bodies. The brain and all glucose-depen-
dent tissues get enough fuel naturally on a TCR diet [12].

Carbohydrate-restricted diets usually include some carbohydrates, but even if we 
eat no carbohydrates, our bodies will provide us with all the glucose and energy we 
require as long as we eat enough fat and protein. As a result, a well-planned, carbohy-
drate-restricted diet will provide all the nutrients needed.

1.3 What is the difference between a glycemic index and a glycemic load?

The ability of dietary carbohydrates to raise blood glucose levels varies greatly [13]. 
However, the carbohydrate density of each food is also a factor [14]. The glycemic 
index (GI) and glycemic load (GL) are terms used to describe these concepts.

When 50 grams of carbohydrate in watermelon are compared to 50 grams of 
carbohydrate in bananas, the carbohydrate in watermelon metabolizes quickly, 
resulting in a higher blood glucose response. As you can see, this indicates that its GI 
is higher. On the other hand, a banana has a much higher carbohydrate density than a 
watermelon. When similar serving sizes (120 grams of watermelon vs. 120 grams of 
banana) are compared, the serving of watermelon has a lower impact on blood sugar 
and thus has a lower GL.

The glycemic index response to food varies from person to person. The glycemic 
index of any given food can be influenced by the glycemic index of other foods eaten 
simultaneously [15]. The glycemic index is a good general guide, but the essential 
information is understanding how people react to specific foods (Figure 1).

1.4 Different carbohydrate restriction levels

Any dietary intervention that uses less than 130 grams of dietary carbohydrate 
per day is referred to as therapeutic carbohydrate restriction. The Dietary Reference 
Intake for the United States recommends this as the “minimum” level [11]. There are, 
however, various levels of carbohydrate restriction. The following definitions are used 
for better understanding:

• Ketogenic diets that are very low in carbohydrate — or keto diets — recommend 
no more than 20 grams of net dietary carbohydrate per day. The principles 
outlined in Dr. Atkins’ New Diet Revolution are usually followed [17]. Other 
studies and protocols, such as those conducted by Virta Health, which you may 
have heard of, limit total dietary carbohydrates to 30 grams per day [18]. These 
two approaches will end up being very similar in practice. Almost everyone will 
experience a metabolic shift into nutritional ketosis due to both. The majority of 
patients find these diets to be incredibly filling. We advise patients to eat until 
they are satisfied rather than restricting or counting calories.
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• Low-carbohydrate diets with a moderate carbohydrate content recommend 20 to 
50 grams of carbohydrate per day [19]. Nutritional ketosis may or may not occur 
at this carbohydrate restriction level. However, at this carbohydrate intake, most 
people will lose weight and improve their metabolic markers [19]. On a moder-
ately low-carb diet, deliberate calorie restriction is not typically recommended, 
as it is on very low-carb ketogenic diets.

• Low-carbohydrate diets with a liberal carbohydrate intake typically recommend 
50–100 grams per day. This carbohydrate intake is higher than most low-carb 
diets but lower than the US Daily Recommended Intake of 130 grams (DRI). 
Calorie and carbohydrate restrictions may or may not be used at this level. For 
some people, this level of carbohydrate restriction may not lead to nutritional 
ketosis or weight loss. However, studies have shown that even moderate carbohy-
drate restriction can improve metabolic markers such as blood sugar, HDL, and 
triglycerides [20].

2. Restricted carbohydrate diet and its physiological and metabolic effects

2.1 Therapeutic restricted carbohydrate

Therapeutic carbohydrate restriction lowers fasting and postprandial blood glu-
cose and insulin levels while also reducing insulin resistance. All of these changes can 
improve metabolic syndrome markers [21]. In insulin resistance, it is harder for the 
body to maintain normal blood glucose leading to type 2 diabetes. Thus, it is counter-
productive to consume carbohydrates that digest down into significant amounts of 
glucose [16].

As predicted by the glycemic index, restricting any foods that break down into 
glucose lowers blood glucose levels and insulin secretion. This includes whole-grain 

Figure 1. 
An infographic to show how the glycemic index helps inform dietary choices [16].
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starches and high-sugar fruits. A glucometer can easily track blood glucose levels at 
home or in a clinical setting. A glucometer is an essential tool for identifying foods 
that raise blood glucose levels, even for people who do not have diabetes. We recom-
mend that patients monitor their glucose levels when starting TCR if possible.

2.2 Insulin

The main reason for monitoring blood glucose levels may have less to do with 
glucose and more with insulin. Carbohydrates in the diet raise blood sugar levels and 
stimulate insulin secretion. While this is a normal physiological response, it can nega-
tively affect health. Insulin maintains homeostasis by transporting glucose into cells 
and inhibiting glucose production in the liver when blood glucose levels rise. This is a 
life-saving response because it prevents dangerously high glucose levels in the blood.

On the other hand, insulin has other functions that we, as clinicians, frequently 
overlook. Insulin, for example, prevents the body from burning fat for energy instead 
of encouraging fat storage [22]. As a result, higher insulin levels can be a problem for 
people trying to lose weight. Giving insulin to people with type 2 diabetes can set off a 
vicious cycle of weight gain and insulin resistance.

Genetics, environment, and lifestyle all play a role in how well someone manages 
their dietary carbohydrate intake. Insulin levels rise and can remain chronically elevated 
when people consume more carbohydrates than their bodies can handle, known as 
hyperinsulinemia [23]. When this happens, the body’s response to insulin signals 
becomes ineffective. Insulin resistance is the term used to describe this condition [24].

The development of the metabolic syndrome and an increased risk of heart disease 
are strongly linked to hyperinsulinemia and insulin resistance [25]. Insulin resistance 
is thought to be a common underlying mechanism for various chronic diseases, 
including type 2 diabetes, hypertension, atherogenic dyslipidemia, and chronic 
inflammation [26].

We tend to use glucose levels as a proxy for insulin levels because point-of-care 
insulin meters are unavailable. However, it’s important to note that just because 
glucose levels are normal does not mean insulin levels are as well. Glucose levels may 
be normal in the early stages of diabetes and metabolic syndrome because high insulin 
levels keep them there.

Restriction of carbohydrate intake, fortunately, is an effective way of addressing 
the root cause of hyperinsulinemia and insulin resistance.

3. Getting the intervention started for metabolic diseases

This section covers which patients are good candidates for TCR and which patients 
should be approached with caution when implementing this dietary change. It also 
explains the importance of baseline assessments and briefly covers pre-diet evalua-
tion and counseling.

3.1 Selection of patients

Patients with any metabolic syndrome symptoms are ideal candidates for thera-
peutic carbohydrate restriction. Patients with hypertension, mixed dyslipidemia, 
hyperglycemia, including type 2 diabetes, or obesity, particularly abdominal obesity, 
fall into this category.
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3.2 Exclusion criteria

• Acute, decompensated medical condition

• Advanced renal insufficiency not on hemodialysis

• Pyruvate carboxylase deficiency

• Hyperchylomicronemia

3.3 The necessity for caution

It’s uncommon to come across someone completely against therapeutic carbohydrate 
restriction. You’ll often come across a patient who will benefit from TCR but who will 
require more attention and caution from you.

3.4 Risks associated with a low carbohydrate diet

A study published in May 2018 followed over 2000 men for over 20 years and 
found that higher protein intake was slightly associated with a higher risk of heart 
failure [27]. However, not all associations reached statistical significance, and some 
confidence intervals crossed zero. The long-term effects of a low carbohydrate diet 
are largely unknown. There has been a concern raised by some studies about a high 
protein intake increasing the risk of renal stones. However, a low carbohydrate diet 
only needs to contain a normal amount of protein. Thus a low carbohydrate diet is not 
known to worsen renal function, and some studies have shown an association with an 
improvement in eGFR.

In August 2018, a paper was published suggesting an increase in mortality for 
those who ate a low carbohydrate diet, in which carbohydrates were replaced with 
animal proteins, in contrast to those who replaced carbohydrates with plant-derived 
protein [28]. Those who developed diabetes during the study were excluded from 
follow-up, which may limit the applicability of this study to the diabetic patients at 
whom this chapter is aimed. If patients ask about this study (which has been exten-
sively covered in the media), it would be reasonable to suggest that their diet remains 
balanced even when carbohydrates are reduced with proteins coming from plant and 
animal sources.

3.4.1 Diabetes type 2

As evidence shows, therapeutic carbohydrate restriction is a valuable intervention 
for patients with type 2 diabetes. Patients with diabetes, particularly those taking 
glucose-lowering medications, must be able to use a blood glucose meter and commu-
nicate their results to their health care team quickly [29].

To avoid hypoglycemic episodes and ensure patient safety, you as a healthcare 
provider must be more vigilant with patients with type 2 diabetes.

3.4.2 Hypertension

For patients with hypertension, therapeutic carbohydrate restriction is also an 
effective intervention. On the other hand, these patients must be able to monitor their 
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blood pressure at home and communicate with their healthcare providers quickly to 
adjust antihypertensive medications appropriately. Remember that your team is criti-
cal in assisting the patient in avoiding symptomatic hypotension.

3.4.3 Gallbladder removal

Therapeutic carbohydrate restriction may still be a promising intervention for 
patients with gallbladders removed. When teaching these patients what foods to 
eat, tell them to gradually increase the amount of fat in their diet to avoid diarrhea. 
However, most patients without a gallbladder can successfully follow TCR after a slow 
transition period.

3.4.4 Chronic kidney disease

Due to the misconception that these diets are “high protein diets,” there is often 
concern about using therapeutic carbohydrate reduction in patients with decreased 
kidney function. In reality, protein accounts for no more than 30% of calories in TCR 
diets. Except for those with pre-existing, advanced renal failure, this level is likely safe.

There is no evidence that protein intake at levels commonly consumed during TCR 
is harmful to people with mildly or moderately reduced kidney function [30], and 
plenty of evidence demonstrates its safety.

3.4.5 Kidney stones

When starting TCR, patients predisposed to kidney stones may increase their 
risk. In particular, uric acid levels in the blood can rise, increasing the risk of uric acid 
kidney stones in susceptible people. Patients with kidney stones should stay hydrated 
by following general guidelines. Experienced clinicians have discovered that encour-
aging adequate amounts of sodium, potassium, and, most importantly, magnesium 
can help reduce the risk of kidney stones. We should advise patients who have had 
calcium oxalate stones, the most common type of kidney stone, to avoid high oxalate 
foods like spinach, almonds, and cashews. TCR is completely safe in patients who 
have had kidney stones.

3.4.6 Gout

Patients prone to gout have the same concerns as those prone to uric acid kidney 
stones. As previously mentioned, uric acid levels can rise in the early stages of TCR. 
This can trigger a gout flare-up in susceptible individuals, though gout may improve 
over time on a carbohydrate-restricted diet [31]. These patients should drink plenty of 
water and get plenty of sodium, potassium, and magnesium. Another option for those 
prone to frequent attacks is to use prophylactic allopurinol during the early stages of 
the intervention.

3.4.7 Breastfeeding and pregnancy

When it comes to TCR, pregnancy and breastfeeding must be considered. 
Although moderate carbohydrate restriction has long been used to treat pregnant 
women with gestational diabetes [32], carbohydrates are rarely restricted to the 
very low levels used for weight loss or type 2 diabetes treatment. The amount of 
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carbohydrate restriction should be individualized for the patient based on her medi-
cal history, but it should usually be at least 50 grams per day. According to a few case 
reports in the medical literature, more aggressive carbohydrate restriction during 
pregnancy or breastfeeding may increase the risk of ketoacidosis [33]. Fresh veg-
etables, meat, fish, eggs, dairy, nuts, seeds, and a small amount of fruit, on the other 
hand, provide adequate essential nutrition for both mother and baby.

3.5 Baseline tests

All TCR patients should have baseline and follow-up assessments to screen for 
potential harm and document successful progress.

To begin, keep track of each patient’s starting weight. Even though it provides less 
detailed information, waist circumference is the simplest method. Furthermore, it is 
simple for patients to notice if their pants have suddenly become looser. Another criti-
cal vital sign, especially for those taking antihypertensives, is baseline blood pressure. 
Keep in mind that medications will almost certainly need to be adjusted once a patient 
begins TCR.

3.6 Lab tests

We recommend running the following baseline lab tests when starting a patient 
on TCR.

• Comprehensive metabolic panel (CMP): This test includes fasting glucose, 
kidney, and liver function, as well as basic electrolytes, which are all important to 
track on TCR. We must ensure that patients’ baseline GFR is less than 30 ml/min 
because severe renal dysfunction is potentially contraindicated to TCR. Also, if 
the patient has fatty liver with elevated transaminases, we must document and 
monitor this, as it frequently improves with TCR.

• HbA1c: This is a three-month average glucose level measurement. This is critical 
to establish a baseline and track it over time as one of the main indicators of TCR 
success. HbA1c levels of 5.7 to 6.4% (6.5 to 7.6 mmol/L) are considered prediabe-
tes, while 6.5% (7.8 mmol/L) or higher are considered diabetes.

• Fasting insulin: Homeostatic Model Assessment of Insulin Resistance (HOMA-IR) 
can be calculated using fasting insulin and fasting glucose. We recommend 
checking insulin resistance at baseline because it is a major focus of TCR. On the 
other hand, fasting insulin is not a common test for most doctors. We recom-
mend that you practice ordering and interpreting this test. While fasting insulin 
levels vary naturally [34], tracking the trend over time is an excellent way to 
track TCR progress.

Although there is no universally accepted reference range for fasting insulin, we 
can use the literature to help us develop useful ranges.

One study [35] found that levels above 25 micro IU/ml were associated with a 
very high risk of developing prediabetes, and levels above 12 were associated with 
a moderate risk, confirming an earlier study. In a later study, it was discovered that 
insulin levels above 8 micro IU/ml c orrectly predicted prediabetes in 80% of the 
people tested [35].
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Furthermore, one study claimed that a HOMA-IR of less than 1.6 was a normal 
values [36].

• Fasting lipid profile: A baseline fasting lipid panel is recommended for everyone 
because mixed dyslipidemia is common in metabolic syndrome. We expect high-
density lipids (HDL) to rise and triglycerides to fall due to TCR. We also need to 
keep an eye on LDL-C levels, as this is likely the first area of concern with TCR. 
While some guidelines recommend non-fasting panels to improve compliance, 
this makes interpreting triglycerides more difficult because their value is depen-
dent on the content and timing of the most recent meal. As a result, fasting lipid 
panels are recommended for consistency.

3.7 Additional tests

• Complete blood count: Although significant changes in the CBC are uncommon, 
it’s important to know that the patient does not have any baseline abnormalities 
like anemia or cytopenia.

• Uric acid: A baseline uric acid level is recommended for those prone to gout attacks 
or who have a history of uric acid kidney stones. The results may influence whether 
or not prophylactic allopurinol should be started for those with elevated levels.

• TSH: Because severe hypothyroidism affects weight loss, we recommend that 
everyone get a baseline TSH before starting TCR.

4. Carbohydrate restriction for therapeutic purposes

We’ll go over the basics of patient education when starting TCR and how to 
support patients’ lifestyle behavior changes in this section. We’ll go over the initial 
medication adjustments that need to be made and potential side effects and how to 
deal with them.

4.1 Assisting with behavior change

A patient education and support component should be included in therapeutic 
carbohydrate restriction. Maintaining a simple initiation with as much support as 
possible will aid adherence and success.

The first step is to talk to patients about their current diet, diet history, and health 
goals to help them prepare for this nutritional change. If patients have a history of 
weight loss and regain, this is an opportunity to address their fears of failure and 
explain how this could be different.

Next, determine the patient’s familiarity with carbohydrate restriction and provide 
education tailored to their level of understanding. Patients may be unsure if thera-
peutic carbohydrate restriction is the right treatment option. As discussed in previous 
sections, addressing these concerns is an opportunity to educate patients about the 
approach’s safety and efficacy.

At the same time, the healthcare provider should inform patients about any pos-
sible side effects. Patients should be taught how to handle the most common problems 
and when to seek medical help.
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4.2 Education of the patient

Therapeutic carbohydrate restriction usually entails eating a diet rich in whole 
foods that have been minimally or traditionally processed. Although meal replace-
ment shakes or kits can be used to administer this diet, we will focus on using whole 
foods readily available in most grocery stores in this course.

The three principles of therapeutic carbohydrate restriction are as follows:

• To begin, keep carbs to a minimum.

• Second, make sure you are getting enough protein.

• Third, as needed, add or subtract fat to achieve satiety or weight loss goals.

Patients are encouraged to eat only when they are hungry and stop eating when 
they are satisfied. Because TCR makes patients feel fuller, they no longer need to eat 
on a regular 3-meal-per-day schedule and can instead rely on their hunger cues.

Based on their preference, your patients can be encouraged to eat meat, fish, 
poultry, eggs, above-ground vegetables, nuts, cheese, and fatty “fruits” like olives and 
avocados. They can also use olive oil, avocado oil, coconut oil, butter, and ghee as fat 
sources. Patients should avoid sugary foods that would be restricted on any weight-
loss diet, including cake, cookies, ice cream, and other desserts, as well as pancakes, 
potato chips, fries, and soda and other sweetened beverages. You should also teach 
your patients why and how to avoid foods that are commonly portrayed as healthy, 
such as whole-grain bread and cereals, rice, beans, pasta, low-fat milk and dairy prod-
ucts with added sugar, and a variety of fruits. Because these foods are broken down 
into glucose, they may have unfavorable effects on blood sugar and insulin levels in 
those who are susceptible. These foods should be avoided when using therapeutic 
carbohydrate restriction to treat obesity, metabolic syndrome, or diabetes.

This usually results in a diet where carbohydrates account for less than 10% of 
total calories, protein accounts for 20–25% of total calories, and fat accounts for more 
than 65% of total calories. However, because we rarely ask patients to track their 
calories during TCR, data based on percentages of total calories is usually useless.

Furthermore, rather than a macronutrient ratio, the levels at which carbohydrates 
and protein exert metabolic effects appear to reflect absolute thresholds in grams 
consumed (Accurso et al., 2008; Layman, 2009). Instead of focusing on macronutri-
ent percentages when educating your patients, you should focus on making food 
choices that limit carbohydrate intake, provide adequate-protein, and allow enough 
fat for satiety and flavor.

4.3 Low carbohydrate diet and medication changes

The issues that should be considered when patients taking diabetic medications 
decide to start a low GI diet. Particular care should be taken with sulfonylureas due 
to the risk of hypoglycaemia and SGL T-2 inhibitors due to the risk of euglycaemic 
ketoacidosis. Insulin requirements will often drop, and the healthcare provider should 
supervise this. The following are the points to consider while using diabetic medica-
tions in type 2 when on a low carbohydrate diet [37].

• Risk for hypoglycemia?
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• Degree of adherence to carbohydrate restriction?

• Benefit of using the medication and/or any adverse effects or risks outweigh the 
benefits? (Table 2).

4.4 Medication for diabetes

The most important medications to reduce or eliminate first are those that lower 
blood glucose. The most serious concern we have with TCR in patients with blood 
sugar problems is that it will cause symptomatic hypoglycemia. As a result, the most 
important point to emphasize is the importance of blood glucose monitoring regu-
larly. This means that insulin users must test several times throughout the day, includ-
ing fasting and pre-meal tests. If you are only taking oral medications, you might have 
to test once or twice a day.

The degree to which we reduce or discontinue medications is determined by the 
wishes and concerns of our patients. For example, if avoiding hypoglycemia is more 
important, we can quickly lower drugs and temporarily allow higher blood glucose 
levels. We would adjust medications more slowly if the patient is more concerned 
about maintaining strict glucose control. The most important thing is to teach the 
patient about hypoglycemia symptoms and the importance of testing their blood 
glucose multiple times per day, especially in the first few weeks.

4.4.1 Metformin

We recommend continuing metformin with no dose adjustments when starting 
TCR because it does not cause hypoglycemia.

Class of antidiabetic 
medication#

Action Hypo 
risk?

Suggested action (to continue/stop)

Biguanides Reduce hepatic 
gluconeogenesis, and 
reduce peripheral 
insulin resistance

No Optional, consider clinical pros/cons.

Insulins Exogenous insulin Yes Reduce/Stop (see under insulin section)

Sulfonylureas Increase pancreatic 
insulin secretion

Yes Stop (or if gradual carbohydrate restriction, 
then wean by e.g. halving dose successively)

DPP-4 inhibitors Inhibit DPP-4 enzyme No Stop. No significant risk, but no benefit in 
most cases.

Thiazolidinediones Reduce peripheral 
insulin resistance

No Usually stop. Concern over risks usually 
outweighs benefits.

GLP-1 agonists Slow gastric emptying. 
Glucose dependent 
pancreatic insulin 
secretion.

No Optional, consider clinical pros/cons.

Alpha-glucosidase 
inhibitors

Delay digestion of 
starch and sucrose

No Stop. No benefit on a low carbohydrate diet.

#Arranged as per Most Commonly Prescribed Diabetes Medications (data from 2020 [38]).

Table 2. 
A summary of low carbohydrate diet and diabetic medication changes.
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4.4.2 Insulin

Insulin, as the most potent glucose-lowering medication, should be adjusted first. 
When starting TCR, we should discontinue the use of short-acting insulin given 
before meals. The patients will likely not require the pre-meal, short-acting insulin 
because their meals are now much lower in carbohydrates. You can reintroduce short-
acting insulin if their postprandial glucose levels are consistently above 200 mg/dL 
(11 mmol/L) despite TCR compliance.

Patients should also cut back on their long-acting insulin. If the patient is more 
concerned about hypoglycemic episodes, the long-acting insulin should be reduced by 
half when TCR begins. It should be reduced by one-third if they are more concerned 
with strict glucose control. This, however, assumes that their fasting blood glucose is 
less than 200 mg/dL (11 mmol/L) and that they have had adequate control. If their 
blood sugars are poorly controlled, and their lowest recent fasting glucose is greater 
than 200 mg/dL (11 mmol/L), hold off on lowering the long-acting insulin until their 
blood sugars improve. Finally, mixed insulins, which are a mix of long and short-
acting insulins, are difficult to adjust accurately and should be avoided entirely. Only 
long-acting insulin should be given to the patient.

The one caveat to lowering insulin dosage is that we must be aware of adults with 
latent autoimmune diabetes (LADA). Although uncommon, these people are more 
insulin-dependent and will not be able to reduce or stop their dose as quickly or com-
pletely as others. TCR is still beneficial for them, but it should be done with caution 
and at a slower pace when reducing medication dosages. LADA should be considered 
if someone has a history of DKA or hospitalizations for severe hyperglycemia.

4.4.3 Sulfonylureas

We recommend stopping sulfonylureas when starting TCR because they can cause 
significant hypoglycemia. Continue sulfonylureas until sugars are below 200 mg/dL 
(11 mmol/L) if someone has poorly controlled sugars at baseline, with fasting glucose 
above 200 mg/dL (11 mmol/L).

4.4.4 GLP-1 agonists and DPP-4 inhibitors

These can also be continued until excellent glucose control is shown. We can then 
cut their doses in half to completely stop them once their blood sugars are under 
control.

4.4.5 Inhibitors of SGLT-2

These medications are beneficial for people with diabetes because they have 
been shown to reduce cardiovascular mortality. However, they have been linked to 
an increased risk of DKA, which could be amplified if you are on a carbohydrate-
restricted diet. SGLT-2 inhibitors, in particular, increase the risk of euglycemic 
ketoacidosis, which occurs when blood glucose remains normal despite significantly 
elevated ketones, to the point where the blood becomes dangerously acidic. As a 
result, if we aren’t looking for it specifically, we may miss it. Check a beta-hydroxybu-
tyrate level as well as a metabolic panel for acid–base status if you suspect euglycemic 
DKA. Because of this risk, we advise all patients starting TCR to stop taking SGLT-2 
inhibitors one or two days before reducing carbohydrate intake.
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4.4.6 GLP-1 agonists and DPP-4 inhibitors

These can also be continued until excellent glucose control is shown. We can then 
cut their doses in half to completely stop them once their blood sugars are under 
control.

4.5 Antihypertensive medications

Because TCR is an effective blood pressure (BP)-lowering treatment, many people 
taking antihypertensive medications may experience symptomatic hypotension. 
The first step is to inform your patients about low blood pressure symptoms such as 
dizziness, orthostasis, and fatigue. Ascertain that patients can monitor their blood 
pressure at home and quickly communicate the results to you or your healthcare team.

When starting TCR, we do not recommend stopping BP medications automati-
cally unless the baseline BP is consistently below 110/70. However, if patients develop 
symptomatic hypotension, we advise discontinuing or reducing medicines as needed 
to alleviate symptoms.

4.6 Additional medications

Although this is not necessarily a TCR target, we have found that many people’s 
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) symptoms improve, allowing them to reduce 
or eliminate the use of proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) or H2 blockers. Patients may 
experience a rebound effect if treatment is abruptly stopped. Consider switching 
from a PPI to an H2 blocker for a few weeks before stopping or switching from every 
other day dosing to every other day dosing before stopping.

4.7 Treatment and side-effects

Preparing our patients for possible side effects is an integral part of increasing 
carbohydrate reduction compliance. Although TCR’s side effects are usually mild and 
short-lived, they can be quite unpleasant when the patient is ready for them.

5. Conclusion

Physiological necessary glucose can be provided by gluconeogenesis. Starchy foods 
that are sometimes considered healthy, such as cereals, are broken down into glucose. 
It is possible to improve type 2 diabetes without drugs by following a low GI diet.
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Chapter 24

Diagnosis and Management of 
Acute Ischemic Stroke
Anwer Zohaib Siddiqi, Angela Young and Ankur Wadhwa

Abstract

This chapter will review updates in the various imaging modalities used to diagnose 
acute ischemic stroke (AIS), how these are used to select patients for intervention, and the 
different interventions used for management of AIS. The backbone of the AIS diagnostic 
algorithm remains the computed tomography scan (CT) given its speed of use and 
sensitivity. CT-angiography (CTA) is crucial in diagnosing large-vessel occlusions (LVOs) 
and multiphase CTA and CT-perfusion (CTP) can demonstrate the number of collaterals 
in the area and remaining salvageable tissue. MRI can be used to select patients presenting 
in an unknown time window for thrombolysis. The primary goal of AIS management is to 
rescue the ischemic penumbra and the approach to treating AIS has gone from a time-
based to tissue-based approach. While tPA is still the agent of choice for thrombolysis in 
patients with AIS, tenecteplase (TNK) may be just as effective and more efficient to use. 
Endovascular thrombectomy (EVT) has shown considerable efficacy for alleviating LVOs 
and using CTP, patients can be selected for hours after symptom-onset if viable tissue 
remains. It remains unclear if an “EVT-alone” strategy is superior to “tPA + EVT” strategy 
but this may be dependent on clot, patient, and geographical characteristics.

Keywords: stroke, ischemia, neuroimaging, thrombolysis, thrombectomy

1. Introduction

Globally, stroke remains the second leading cause of death and the third leading 
cause of death and disability (as expressed by disability-adjusted life-years lost—
DALYs) [1]. 88% of all acute strokes are ischemic strokes, caused by reduced blood 
flow and of the remaining, 10% are intracerebral hemorrhages, due to rupture of 
cerebral arteries and 2% subarachnoid hemorrhages, due to trauma or rupture of 
aneurysm [2]. This chapter will focus on acute ischemic strokes (AIS). Among AIS, 
22% are cardioembolic (thrombus originally formed in the heart), 23% due to large 
artery atherosclerosis, 22% due to small vessel occlusion or lacunar infarct (2–20 mm 
in size and occur deep in the brain), and 29% are other causes [3, 4].

The typical presentation of AIS is abrupt focal neurological deficit that is due to a 
lack of blood flow [5, 6]. As neurological dysfunctions caused by focal brain, retinal 
or spinal cord ischemia may be reversible if presented early and treated promptly, 
acute stroke care at the hospital setting should begin with prompt history taking, 
neurological exam, emergent neuroimaging and pertinent investigations to establish a 
plan of management [7].
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The TOAST (Trial of Org 10,172 in Acute Stroke Treatment), classification 
categorizes ischemic stroke etiologies into five major subtypes [8]: large artery 
sclerosis, cardioembolism, small artery occlusion, stroke of other determined cause, 
and stroke of undetermined cause. Newer classification criteria such as the Causative 
Classification System further stratifies high and low risk cardiac sources of embolism. 
In this system, the ‘stroke of undetermined cause’ category is divided into unknown, 
incomplete evaluation, unclassified stroke with more than one etiology, and crypto-
genic embolism, where there is evidence of embolism in otherwise normal looking 
artery or subsequent complete recanalization [9].

Other disorders may masquerade as ischemic strokes (Table 1). Between 15 and 
25% stroke suspects presented to the emergency room are stroke mimics [2, 5]. 
Patients who have seizures often present with post-ictal hemiparesis, also known as 
Todd’s Paresis. This is a transient weakness that usually resolves within 24 hours [10]. 
Migraine auras may present as motor weakness, aphasia, sensory disturbances, and 
visual auras, that potentially resemble stroke symptoms. Focal neurological deficits 
are frequently the sequalae of severe hypoglycemia, necessitating blood glucose mea-
surements. Tumors can cause seizures, may directly compress surrounding vessels, 
and can be easily ruled out with MR brain. Other stroke mimics include hyponatre-
mia, conversion disorder, and positional vertigo [11]. The key to ruling out the mimics 
is through heightened clinical suspicion and tailored investigations.

2. Diagnosis of acute ischemic stroke

2.1 Last known normal time (LKNT)

The ECASS III trial has established that thrombolysis efficacy was significant up 
to 4.5 hours post stroke [12]. The precise onset of stroke allows a clear decision on 
whether to provide thrombolysis. However, 1 in 7 strokes are a wake-up stroke, and 
oftentimes patients and their families were vague about the time onset [13]. A key 
piece of information in the history of present illnesses is the LKN, which establishes 
the maximal duration from onset to presentation for those without a precisely 
known onset.

Seizures

Migraine with aura

Infection: encephalitis, brain abscess

Metabolic: Hypo/hyperglycemia, hyponatremia, Wernicke’s encephalopathy

Neoplasia: CNS tumor, CNS metastasis

Drug toxicity

Hypertensive encephalopathy

Positional vertigo

Conversion disorder

Table 1. 
Differential diagnosis to stroke.
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2.2 Rapid acquisition of medical and surgical history

Pertinent history and neurological exam are essential to establish a stroke diag-
nosis and guide subsequent treatment. History not only provide clues for potential 
stroke etiologies, but also detects contraindications for thrombolysis (discussed in 
detail later) and guide stroke prevention. Of particular importance in medical history 
are vascular risk factors, including modifiable conditions such as obesity, diabetes, 
hypertension, dyslipidemia, metabolic syndrome, chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease, previous ischemic or hemorrhagic strokes, ischemic heart disease, congestive 
heart failure, atrial fibrillation, smoking, and excessive alcohol use [14]. The presence 
of some or many of these factors increase the likelihood of AIS.

2.3 Focused neurological exam and use of NIHSS score

After history is obtained, the clinician should perform a focused neurological 
exam, calculating National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score, originally 
used for the NINDS Trial [15]. The NIHSS is a standardized scale ranging from 0 to 42 
that grades patient’s level of consciousness, language, visual fields, facial weakness, 
limb weakness, sensation, and incoordination [16]. Each category has a different 
score and a higher score for a component would indicate a worse deficit (for example, 
when testing left arm weakness, a score of 0 would mean no weakness, and 4 would 
indicate flaccid paralysis of the arm).

The NIHSS score strongly correlates with post-stroke modified Rankin scale (mRS) 
score1 at discharge from stroke stay [17, 18]. An NIHSS <5 is predictive of better out-
comes with an mRS generally less than 3, and an NIHSS >22 predictive for poorer out-
comes with an mRS greater than 3 or death. NIHSS scores between 5 and 22 inclusive on 
the other hand had a weaker correlation with mRS scores [19]. However, on the NIHSS, 
left hemispheric deficits are more heavily rated than those of the right [20]. Further the 
scores do not reliably detect posterior circulation findings, for example, vertigo and diz-
ziness [21]. Nevertheless, the NIHSS is known as a reliable predictor for stroke severity, 
informing treatment decisions and post-thrombolysis prognosis. Of note, neurological 
exams should not be entirely limited to the items of the NIHSS, as the signs outside of 
those of NIHSS may inform alternate explanations. For example, a new vertical gaze 
palsy points to a midbrain localization and an acute onset dysphagia with saliva pooling 
may be caused by posterior circulation infarct. These are examples of signs separate 
from the NIHSS, and a rapid and focused neurological exam should not miss.

2.4 Emergent acquisition and interpretation of brain imaging

2.4.1 Non-contrast computed tomography (NCCT) brain

Ideally, within 25 minutes after presenting at the hospital, a non-contrast CT 
(NCCT) brain with an axial section thickness no more than 5 mm may detect the 

1 The MRS is a scale that measures disability from stroke that is scored from 0 to 5 with a higher score 
indicating higher disability. A score of 0 means no disability, 1 means mild symptoms, 2 means inability 
to carry out previous activities, 3 means requiring help but able to walk, 4 means inability to walk without 
assistance, and 5 means, bedridden.
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following: acute hemorrhage which is an absolute contraindication to IV tPA, early 
ischemic changes, chronic infarcts, and dense artery sign [7, 22]. NCCT has a sensitiv-
ity and specificity exceeding 95–98% for the detection of intracranial hemorrhage 
[23]. Hypoattenuation (dark on NCCT) of gray matter, in forms of the insular ribbon 
sign defined by loss of gray-white distinction, obscured outline and partial disappear-
ance of the lentiform nucleus, and loss of gray-white matter differentiation, tend to be 
subtle when patients present early [24, 25]. The hyperdense artery sign (Figure 1) can 
be seen within 90 minutes of an MCA stroke and is usually caused by thromboembolic 
material in the lumen of the MCA [24] but can also commonly seen in the anterior 
cerebral artery (ACA), posterior cerebral artery (PCA), and basilar artery [26].

2.4.2  The Alberta stroke program early CT score (ASPECTS), a treatment and 
prognosis tool

NCCT allows computing the ASPECTS, which assesses early ischemic changes in 
the anterior circulation using 10 anatomically defined regions: 1 point for subcortical 
structures such as the caudate, lentiform, internal capsule, insular ribbon, and 6 for 
cortical MCA territories designated M1 to M6 [27, 28]. Therefore, an ASPECTS of 10 
indicates no ischemic change in the above territories but does not eliminate infarcts 
in posterior circulation territories, and an ASPECTS of 0 is tantamount to very large 
infarcts that involves all the above anterior circulation territories. ASPECTS has a 
sensitivity of 78% and specificity of 96% for predicting functional outcome [27]. As 
the score predicts functional independence after thrombolysis, one generally requires 
a cut off score of 6 or more, age older than 18, an NIHSS score of 6 or more, and a 

Figure 1. 
Non-contrast CT scan demonstrating hyperdense left middle cerebral artery sign (arrow). It is evident that the 
vessel shows up as brighter or hyperdense, compared to the contralateral vessel. A clot in the artery is more dense 
as it contains more red blood cells and therefore, more iron.
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reasonable pre-stroke functional baseline to be eligible for thrombectomy, as will be 
discussed later [29]. There are however drawbacks to the ASPECTS. First, it is not 
helpful for strokes in the posterior circulation. Second, there is significant variation in 
interrater reliability. Finally, ASPECTS can be affected by the quality of the NCCT as 
well as bone and metal artifacts [24].

2.4.3 CT angiography

CT angiography (CTA) requires administering iodinated contrast material through 
an 18–20 gauge needle, and it is not necessary to obtain the results of renal function 
prior to CTA [30]. Ehrlich et al. studied safety of CTA in evaluation of patients with 
acute stroke [31]. Within 24 to 48 hours after CTA, they found no statistical differ-
ence in both renal function and changes in creatinine. They drew the conclusion 
that CTA should not be delayed for testing for creatinine in AIS. CTA is performed 
immediately after the NCCT, with the aim to visualize occlusions in both extracranial 
and intracranial vasculature from the aortic arch to vertex [24] and may be performed 
as a single, delayed, or multiphase study (Figure 2). Evidence suggests that perform-
ing CTA is all individuals presenting within 24 hours improved detection of LVO, 
increased the population of AIS patients treated with endovascular thrombectomy, 
and was associated with better outcome [32].

Thus, CTA may reliably discover locations of stenosis and occlusions, providing 
clues to etiologies and allowing further assessments for the eligibility of throm-
bectomy. As an example, an occlusion in the internal carotid (ICA) with ipsilateral 
infarct may sway the etiology towards thromboembolism originated from a large 
vessel, while stenosis of the ICA with bilateral embolic showers is more commonly 
caused by an embolism from a proximal source such as the heart of aortic arch.

Figure 2. 
CT angiogram with circle of Willis reconstruction. After the region marked by the red arrow, there is no contrast 
filling the artery indicating an occlusion in the distal M1 branch of the left middle cerebral artery.
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Multiphase CTA (mCTA) is an imaging tool that provides three time-resolved 
images of pial arterial filling in the whole brain and is superior to conventional 
single-phase CT angiography (sCTA) [33]. After injection of contrast bolus, the first 
phase, also known as the peak arterial phase, scans from the aortic arch through the 
vertex. The second phase, the peak venous phase, scans the skull base through the 
vertex, and is performed 4 seconds after completion of the peak arterial phase scan. 
The third phase, the late venous phase, scans from the skull base through the vertex 
performed 4 seconds after completion of the second phase. Multiphase CTA (mCTA) 
is especially useful in assessing collateral vasculature. Collaterals are connections 
between cerebral blood vessels; when an artery is occluded, these collaterals reroute 
blood flow to maintain perfusion to the ischemic tissue [24]. Patients with diminished 
or absent collateral vessels in the symptomatic hemisphere experienced markedly 
higher risk for further deterioration. Compared to sCTA, mCTA improves detection 
of large-vessel occlusion (LVO; occlusion of large artery in brain such as terminus of 
the ICA, M1/M2 branch of MCA,, ACA, and basilar artery), improved characteriza-
tion of collateral status, improved tolerance of patient motion and poor hemodynam-
ics, and higher interrater reliability [34]. Therefore, the mCTA is incredibly useful in 
determining prognosis and guiding treatment decisions [24, 35, 36].

2.4.4 The concept of the ischemic penumbra and mismatch

In a patient presenting with AIS, there exists an ischemic “penumbra” [37]. This 
is the region which receives greater than 10% of its baseline blood flow but less 
than 30% [38]. This tissue has not irreversibly infarcted yet, but the neurons are 
electrically silent (i.e. not conducting action potentials) and causing the patient’s 
acute clinical deficits. The tissue that is already infarcted and cannot be recovered, 
even after reperfusion is called the ischemic “core”. Figure 3 depicts a rat model of 
the effect of decreased blood flow on neuronal physiology. In humans, estimates 
of the ischemic penumbra have been best achieved using CT-perfusion (CTP) and 
MRI. Using imaging modalities, we can determine which tissue is being hypoper-
fused, the volume of tissue being hypoperfused, and the volume of tissue that is 
already infarcted. The ratio between the total volume of tissue being hypoperfused 
and the volume of tissue that is already infarcted, the core, is known as the mis-
match ratio (MMR). To define the specifics of the MMR, it is important to discuss 
CTP parameters.

2.4.4.1 The parameters of CTP

CTP is the accepted modality for selecting patients with AIS within 6 to 24 hours 
of LKNT, as it is can determine how much salvageable tissue remains [24]. There are 
four primary parameters that CTP uses to determine if tissue is hypoperfused and 
if so, if can be saved. Cerebral blood flow (CBF) is the volume of blood flowing in 
a unit (100 g) of brain tissue during a unit of time (1 minute). Time-to-maximum 
(Tmax) is the time delay between the contrast arriving in the large vessels to when it 
arrives in brain tissue. Cerebral blood volume (CBV) is the volume of blood/contrast 
in mL per 100 g of brain tissue. Finally, mean-transit-time (MTT) is the average 
time required for the blood/contrast to traverse the 100 g of brain tissue. Automated 
software computes these qualitative and quantitative maps of ischemic lesion tissue 
[39]. Table 2 presents a visual comparison of CTP parameters distinguishing core 
from penumbra.
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Figure 3. 
A rat model of the effect of decreased cerebral blood flow (CBF; measured in mL/100 g/min) on neuronal 
physiology and brain tissue. Below 15 mL/100 g/min, ATP is depleted, Na/K pumps fail, and cells die, forming the 
ischemic core. Below 35 mL/100 g/min, there is a change in neuronal metabolism and the neuron is not conducting 
action potentials. The tissue is non-functional but has not infarcted yet. This is the ischemic penumbra, the region 
that is still salvageable by intervention and “doomed to die” without it. Below 55 mL/100 g/min, the tissue is “at 
risk” but will not necessarily die, even without intervention. Adapted from lieu et al. 2020.

Measurement parameter Core Penumbra

Mean Transit Time (MTT)

T Max

Cerebral Blood Flow (CBF)

Cerebral Blood Volume (CBV)

Table 2. 
CT perfusion measurements for core and penumbra. In both the core and the penumbra, due to blockage of the 
artery, there is less flow of blood to the tissue, leading to decreased CBF. The blood is also taking longer to fill 
and to leave the tissue and therefore, MTT and T max are increased. In the core infarct, cerebral blood volume is 
decreased as blood is no longer filling the dead tissue.
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The penumbra can be determined by subtracting the ischemic core from the 
tissue at risk There have been multiple methods of estimating the tissue-at-risk or 
the perfusion deficit as well as estimating the ischemic core. Visually, comparing 
MTT maps to CBV maps gives a qualitative estimate of the penumbra (Figure 4). 
The most useful quantitative measurements are Tmax>6 s, which best estimates 
tissue-at-risk and CBF < 30 ml/100 g/min, which best estimates core [40]. One 
can also calculate the MMR, which is the ratio between the core volume and 
perfusion deficit volume. These numbers are crucial as they determine eligibility 
for endovascular thrombectomy. To be eligible for the intervention, the MMR 
must be greater than 1.8, the penumbra must be greater than 15 mL, and the Tmax 
>10 seconds [41].

There are caveats pertaining to potential inaccuracy of the above parameters. 
CTP parameters may be affected by reduced cardiac output, carotid artery stenosis, 
and injection rate. Technical factors such as motion artifacts, and erroneous CTP 
protocol, for example wrong contrast injection rate, can also bias the computation of 
ischemic core and penumbra [39]. A perfusion protocol shorter than 60 seconds, as a 
further example, is known to overestimate the infarct core volume [30]. Occasionally 
CTP results can be entirely misleading when a non-stroke hemisphere is labeled as 
ischemic due to recanalization and luxury hyperperfusion of the stroked hemisphere 
[42]. Stroke mimics causing vascular dysregulation, such as seizures, hypertensive 
encephalopathy, hemiplegic migraines, may produce false images of penumbra, 
and so can vascular anatomical variations [39]. Although CTP has become standard 
in assessing anterior circulation stroke, there is to date insufficient evidence for its 
application in posterior circulation strokes. In particular, the CBF cut off of 30%, 
a defining feature of the ischemic core, can only be applied to anterior circulation 
strokes. MRI on the other hand is considered the gold standard for assessing poste-
rior circulation infarcts [43].

Figure 4. 
CT perfusion map of a patient with acute left MCA occlusion with mean transit time map (MTT; left) and 
cerebral blood volume map (CBV; right) demonstrating acute occlusion of left MCA. In the MTT map, increased 
time is indicated by a color higher on the spectrum with the longest time being red. It can be seen that the region 
marked by the white arrow has a prolonged MTT versus the right hemisphere. On the CBV map, the color lower 
on the spectrum demonstrates lower CBV.
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2.4.4.2  Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and diffusion weighted imaging  
(DWI)- fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) mismatch

Another method of determining mismatch is by using magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI). This is a newer, more sensitive form of imaging compared to CT. Its 
primary advantages are its high spatial resolution and versatility in use. Its main dis-
advantages are that the images take longer than CT to acquire and the scanners are not 
nearly as common or accessible as for CT. Nevertheless, specific MRI sequences can 
provide crucial information for the diagnosis of AIS. A diffusion-weighted imaging 
(DWI) measures the diffusion of water molecules across the cellular membrane [44]. 
In patients with AIS, due to disruption of the electrochemical gradient, this diffusion 
is disrupted. This shows up at hyperintense or bright on imaging. This bright signal 
can be detected for at least 2 weeks after the initial event [45]. The apparent diffu-
sion coefficient (ADC) image is the inverse of the DWI and has low intensity during 
this period. The DWI and ADC image are useful in demonstrating whether there is 
any ischemia to a region, reversible or irreversible. The T2 fluid attenuated inversion 
recovery (FLAIR) image is the sequence that is used to see the structure and anatomy 
of the brain tissue. In the hyperacute phase, the FLAIR has variable intensity and 
increases in intensity after 6 hours. The FLAIR image demonstrates structural damage 
and irreversible infarcted tissue [44]. To be a candidate for endovascular thrombec-
tomy, the DWI volume must be greater than 70 mL [40]. In situations of uncertain 
onset, positive DWI with negative FLAIR, known as a DWI-FLAIR mismatch, 
strongly suggest that the stroke is hyperacute and there is significant mismatch 
(Figure 4). Using DWI-FLAIR mismatch, once can predict if an AIS is presenting 
within 4·5 h of LKNT with 62% (95% CI: 57–67) sensitivity, 78% (95% CI: 72–84) 
specificity, 83% (95% CI: 79–88) positive predictive value, and 54% (95% CI: 48–60) 
negative predictive value [46]. Therefore, in patients in whom LKNT is unknown, 
MRI DWI-FLAIR mismatch can be used to identify patients who would still remain 
candidates for thrombolysis, which will be discussed in detail later [47].

There are a plethora of other MR sequences and techniques that can be used in 
the diagnosis and management of AIS. Susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI) is a 
sequence that is sensitive to products that especially distort the magnetic field like 
iron. Given blood breakdown products contain iron, SWI provides information about 
the existence of possible hemorrhagic transformation has occurred within the first 
12 hours [25, 48]. MR angiography without contrast (time-of-flight) is an alternative 
to CT angiography [49]. And MR perfusion has obtained 90% concordance between 
CT-based and MR-based mismatch status [40], and is a highly reliable alternative for 
patients not amenable to NCCT and CTA.

2.5 Emergent bloodwork

Emergent laboratory investigations should include complete blood count, elec-
trolytes, aPTT, INR, creatinine, and glucose [7]. It is not necessary to wait for all the 
results before thrombolysis, as blood glucose can be reliably given by a finger stick 
test, and as mentioned, creatinine values are not needed prior to performing CTA. 
Other labs such as an INR > 1.7, platelets <100,000/mm3, and blood glucose <50 mg/
dL, are also helpful as they are part of the relative contraindications for tPA, discussed 
in further detail later. Patients suspected of having ischemic strokes should have a 
12-lead EKG and initiate telemetry. This may assess cardiac rhythm and uncover atrial 
fibrillation [50].
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3. Treatment of acute ischemic stroke

3.1 Introduction

As discussed in the previous section, the prompt recognition of AIS using physical 
exam and its diagnosis using non-contrast CT (NCCT), CT-angiography (CTA), and 
CT Perfusion (CTP) is the first step in the efficient and effective management. In the 
last two decades, we have learned much about the treatment of AIS beginning with 
the concept of the “ischemic penumbra” to the use of thrombolysis in AIS and finally, 
to the revolutionary procedure of mechanical thrombectomy.

3.2 Principles of treatment

As mentioned previously, there exists an ischemic penumbra in patients with AIS, 
tissue that is at risk but that has not yet infarcted. The primary goal of AIS manage-
ment is to use interventions to recanalize the occluded artery and restore perfusion to 
the penumbra [38]. These interventions and these patients must be selected carefully 
to maximize benefit and avoid harm. In the following section, these interventions and 
the selection process will be discussed.

3.3 Thrombolysis

One of the methods of recanalizing the occluded artery is by breaking up the 
thrombus using intravenous pharmacotherapy. Thrombi that occlude intracerebral 
arteries are created when the protein fibrin creates strands of protein that are long 
and insoluble [51]. The insoluble protein binds to platelets and the cross-linked 
fibrin forms a mesh over the platelet-protein complex forming a plug. Thrombolytic/
fibrinolytic drugs such as alteplase, or tissue-plasminogen activator (tPA) cleave 
the inactive protein plasminogen into its active form plasmin. Plasmin degrades 
the fibrin matrix that was reinforcing the thrombus, thereby allowing clot break 
down and recanalization. In 1995, the landmark NINDS trial [15] demonstrated that 
patients with AIS that received tPA within 3 hours of patient LKNT had a signifi-
cantly higher likelihood of favorable outcome (39%) at 3 month follow-up compared 
to those who received placebo (26%) as measured by the Modified Rankin Scale 
(Odds ratio: 1.7). However, there was also a significantly higher risk of symptomatic 
intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH; Table 3) in the tPA group (6.4%) versus the placebo 
group (0.6%). It was not until 2008 “European Cooperative Acute Stroke Study” 
(ECASS) III trial [52], that the tPA window was extended to 4.5 hours. A subsequent 
systematic review of four clinical trials investigating thrombolysis [55] determined 
that, as the time to symptom onset increases, the benefit from tPA declines and the 
risk of mortality increases. Beyond the 4.5 hour window, the risk of tPA outweighs 
the benefits (Figure 4). In a metanalysis of 6756 patients from nine studies [56], the 
authors found that patients who received tPA and a 5.55% increase in absolute risk 
of parenchymal type II hematoma [54] (Odds ratio: 5.55), 3.1% increase in absolute 
risk of SITS-MOST ICH (Odds ratio: 6.67), and 2.3% increase in absolute risk of fatal 
ICH (Odds ratio: 7.14). One of the main caveats of thrombolysis is that the clinician 
must know the patient’s LKNT. There are a significant proportion of patients that in 
whom the time of symptom onset is unknown. Traditionally, these patients would 
not be candidates for thrombolysis as the benefit-to-risk ratio would not be known. 
However, the landmark WAKE-UP trial, investigated the use of thrombolysis in this 
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group of patients [47]. The authors used MRI with diffusion to determine if there 
was still a significant volume of penumbra and mismatch, and in carefully selected 
patients, thrombolysis was administered. There was a greater likelihood of favorable 
outcome in patients administered tPA (53.3%) versus those who received placebo 
(41.8%) at 3 months (Odds ratio: 1.61). In the DIAS trial, the authors used a highly 
fibrin-specific thrombolytic agent, desmoteplase, in patients presenting with AIS 
[57]. The patients presented between 3 and 9 hours from LKNT and were carefully 
selected by use of MRI to determine who would be a good candidate for thromboly-
sis. A higher rate of reperfusion and favorable outcome was seen in patients who 
were given thrombolysis (71.4% and 60.0%) compared with those who received pla-
cebo (19.2% and 22.2%). Therefore, if a center does have MRI capabilities, carefully 
selected patients with AIS with unknown time of symptom onset may be candidates 
for thrombolysis.

Table 4 shows the indications and contraindications for thrombolysis for patients 
presenting with AIS [7]. The only absolute contraindication to administration of 
thrombolysis is demonstration of ICH on NCCT. The other criteria listed are relative 
and are dependent on the clinical situation. For a patient to be a candidate for throm-
bolysis, the stroke should be classified as clinically disabling, usually referring to a 
NIHSS>52. The “Phase IIIB, Double-Blind, Multicenter Study to Evaluate the Efficacy 
and Safety of Alteplase in Patients With Mild Stroke: Rapidly Improving Symptoms 
and Minor Neurologic Deficits” (PRISMS) trial compared administration of tPA to 
aspirin in patients with AIS presenting with a NIHSS≤5 and determined that there 
was no significant difference in favorable outcome at 3 months [58].

Once it is determined that a patient is a candidate for thrombolysis, the dosing 
should be calculated, and formulation prepared. The dose that is primarily used for 
AIS is 0.9 mg/kg of patient’s ideal body weight, with a maximum dose of 90 mg [7]. 
Of the total dose, 10% is administered as a bolus over 1 minute and the remainder 
as an infusion over 60 minutes. The ENCHANTED trial investigated a lower dose 
of tPA, 0.6 mg/kg in a cohort of Asian patients presenting with AIS and although 
they demonstrated a lower risk of ICH compared to standard dose (1% vs. 2.1%), 
the trial was not able to show noninferiority of the lower dose with respect to death 
or disability at 3 months [59]. While alteplase is standard of care for thrombolysis 
in AIS, in the last 10 years, there is evidence suggesting that tenecteplase (TNK) the 

2 While NIHSS >5 is usually used as the standard for clinically disabling, there are exceptions to this. 
For example, a patient presenting with AIHS who demonstrates global aphasia would have a NIHSS of 4. 
However, this would be significantly disabling for the patient and therefore, he would likely qualify for 
thrombolysis.

Study Definition of symptomatic ICH

NINDS Any new ICH on NCCT associated with any neurologic deterioration [15]

ECASS III If associated with neurological decline of an increase of ≥4 points on the NIHSS [52]

SITS-MOST Parenchymal hematoma type 2* on imaging 22–36 hours after intervention with 
neurological deterioration of ≥4 points on NIHSS [53]

*A hematoma which occupies 30% or more of the infarcted tissue and is accompanied with obvious mass effect on 
adjacent tissue [54].

Table 3. 
Different definitions of symptomatic ICH depending on clinical trial [47]. The NINDS trial used the most liberal 
definition, explaining the higher estimates of ICH compared to what was reported in subsequent studies.
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medication used in thrombolysis for acute myocardial infarctions, is as safe and at 
least as effective as tPA [60–62]. The primary advantages to TNK would be its longer 
half-life, eliminating the need for a 60 minute infusion, and its greater specificity for 
fibrin, which could mean more effective thrombolysis [2]. There are currently large-
scale clinical trials underway to determine the non-inferiority of TNK compared to 
tPA (NOR-TEST) and efficacy and safety of TNK in patients presenting more than 
4.5 hours since LKNT (TIMELESS), and in patients with basilar artery occlusions 
(POST-ETERNAL). In the next 10 years, TNK may indeed be the standard of practice.

There are two primary complications that can occur from thrombolysis admin-
istration in the acute phase. The first is angioedema and this might occur minutes to 
hours after administration of tPA [51]. As mentioned earlier, tPA cleaves plasminogen 
into its active form plasmin. Plasmin activates complement as well as the kinin path-
ways which leads to an inflammatory response and an increase in systemic cytokines. 
Therefore, it should not be surprising that one of the consequences of tPA administra-
tion is angioedema, an acute albeit transient swelling of deeper layers of the skin and 
mucosa. The swelling is red and well-circumscribed and usually involves the orolin-
gual, periorbital, and pharyngeal regions. Angioedema is seen in approximately 5% of 
patients who receive tPA and is usually mild and patients who are on ACE inhibitors 
are at higher risk [63]. These patients require careful monitoring as if the swelling 
becomes severe and involves the airway, the patient may need intubation. Usually the 
angioedema is mild and self-resolves after the tPA infusion is complete. The signs and 
symptoms of the reaction can be managed by IV diphenhydramine and/or ranitidine 
histamine (H1) receptor antagonists [64].

The second major complication of tPA administration, which was alluded to 
earlier, is ICH. ICH can occur in up to 7% of tPA administrations and can be associ-
ated with up to 83% mortality [65]. Patients must be counseled about this increased 
risk to make an informed decision about receiving tPA and clinicians should be aware 
of the risk of ICH to recognize and manage it promptly. The factors associated with 
a higher risk of ICH include larger volume of hypoperfused tissue, larger established 
infarct, higher NIHSS, and higher glucose and/or blood pressure at the time of tPA 

Indications

Clinically disabling AIS (NIHSS>5) with known time of onset ≤4.5 hours

BP <185/110 mmHg

Blood glucose >50 mg/dL

Contraindications

Intracerebral Hemorrhage on CT

Anticoagulation (thrombin or factor Xa inhibtors)

History of intracranial hemorrhage

Ischemic stroke within 3 months

Intracerebral neoplasm

Infective endocarditis

Coagulopathy (Platelets 1.7, aPTT >40s, PT > 15 s)

Table 4. 
Indications and contraindications for tPA [7]. Importantly, the only absolute contraindication to tPA use is 
intracerebral hemorrhage on noncontrast CT. The rest are dependent on the clinical scenario.
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administration [64, 66]. Therefore, patients who receive tPA must have their systolic 
blood pressure kept below 185mmg and be euglycemic. In all patients who receive 
tPA, a NCCT should be repeated 24 hours post-administration. Even if a patient does 
not have a hemorrhage large enough to cause clinical deficits or change in level of 
consciousness, the size and location of the ICH will influence future decisions about 
secondary stroke prevention. The clinician should have a low threshold to order a stat 
repeat NCCT earlier than 24 hours if there is a clinical deterioration of the patient.

In summary, tPA is an effective tool in the management of AIS in carefully selected 
patients in whom the benefits of thrombolysis outweigh the risk of hemorrhage. 
Unfortunately, a significant number of patients present with AIS outside of the 
4.5 hour window or meeting another contraindication to tPA. In 2015, a new hope of 
treatment emerged for these patients.

3.4 Endovascular thrombectomy

While thrombolysis is effective for a select group of patients, it is accompanied 
by several limitations. First, given that this is a systemic fibrinolytic medication, it is 
accompanied with the risk of bleeding anywhere in the body, especially in the brain. 
Second, only select patients qualify for its administration. Third, the rate of recana-
lization for proximal, large-vessel occlusions (LVOs) is poor, ranging from 13–50% 
[2, 67]. These are dense clots that are in the major arteries in the brain (the terminus 
of the internal carotid artery, the early branches of middle cerebral artery (MCA; M1, 
M2), and the basilar artery), even though these occlusions make up at least one-third 
of strokes [67] and can cause significant disability.

These three disadvantages are not shared by the endovascular thrombectomy 
(EVT) procedure. In this procedure, a patient is taken to interventional neuroradiology 
suite, IV contrast is administered to the patient which sequential x-rays of the head 
and neck are obtained. An occlusion is localized when it is evident that there an abrupt 

Figure 5. 
MRI of patient with acute right middle cerebral artery stroke with DWI on the left and FLAIR on the right. In 
the DWI image, the white circle marks an area of diffusion restriction indicating acute ischemia. However, there 
are minimal to no changes in the corresponding FLAIR image. This indicates that a significant core has not yet 
formed yet and mismatch exists.
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halt of contrast filling the artery. A catheter attached to a wire is inserted into the 
femoral artery and advanced until it reaches the clot, which can then be aspirated or 
retrieved using a stent (Figure 5). The first trials to examine the benefit of EVT were 
performed in 2013 and did not show the procedure to be clinically efficacious [2]. This 
changed with the advent of new methods of imaging and better catheters and in 2015, 
the “Multicenter Randomized Clinical Trial of Endovascular Treatment for Acute 
Ischemic Stroke in the Netherlands” (MR CLEAN) trial demonstrated that patients 
that received EVT within 6 hours of symptom onset were more likely to achieve 
functional independence at 3 months (32.6%) compared to those who received placebo 
(19.1%) [68]. Other trials confirmed the findings of MR CLEAN and thus emerged 
new guidelines for the eligibility for EVT: 1) patients ≥ 18 who presented 2) within 6 
hours of symptom onset with a 3) LVO, a 4) NIHSS ≥ 6  
and an 5) ASPECTS score of CT ≥ 6 on NCCT [7]. With the introduction of CTP, 
clinicians could identify core and penumbra in patients with AIS and determine which 
patients could still benefit from intervention. In the subsequent AURORA, DEFUSE 3 
and DAWN trials, it was determined that EVT could be safe and effective in patients 
presenting up to 24 hours post symptom onset [69–71]. However, if a patient presents 
outside of the initial six-hour window, they must receive a CT perfusion or MRI with 
DWI to determine the volume of core infarct that exists and if there is still mismatch; 
otherwise it will be impossible to determine if the patient could benefit from the pro-
cedure. As mentioned earlier, there are specific CTP criteria that allow a patient to be 
eligible for EVT if they present outside of the initial 6 hour window. The MMR must be 
greater than 1.8, the penumbra must be greater than 15 mL, and the Tmax >10 seconds 
[41]. The HERMES meta-analysis of five EVT trials found that patients who received 
standard of care without EVT had a 14% higher absolute risk of not having a favorable 
outcome compared to those who received EVT. There was no significant difference 
in symptomatic hemorrhage between groups. Therefore, it is now standard of care to 
consider each patient who presents within 24 hours with a proximal LVO for EVT [72].

Unfortunately, not all AIS patients are eligible for EVT. The patient must have 
a proximal LVO to be accessible by the current clot-retrieval tools. As clots become 
more distal, there is a lower likelihood of successful procedure and higher likelihood 
of complications. While experienced interventionalists may go after clots in the 
basilar artery, anterior cerebral arteries, and distal middle cerebral arteries, there is 
little evidence to suggest the efficacy of these procedures. Second, not all AIS patients 
have access to EVT. The intervention is only offered at major, tertiary care centers. 
While thrombolysis can be done even in remote settings with neurologists guiding 
the treatment via “telestroke”, for EVT a patient needs to be transferred, often over 
hundreds of kilometers, to obtain the procedure and by the time they reach the EVT 
site, there may be no penumbra left [2].

EVT is also accompanied by its own risks [73]. While ICH is more common with 
tPA, there is still a risk of hemorrhagic transformation with EVT as causing reperfu-
sion to already infarcted tissue can cause injury, edema, and resulting hemorrhage. 
As this is an interventional procedure, there is always the risk of infection or clot 
developing at the site of entry. When the interventionalist is trying to access the 
occlusion, pieces of the clot can break off and move distally creating occlusions not 
accessible by the catheter. In rare cases, arteries can be damaged or even ruptured 
from the catheter itself.

Despite the disadvantages to EVT, it remains at the forefront of AIS therapy. The 
advent of EVT has revolutionized stroke protocols and care across the world with the 
acute stroke window being extended from a mere 4.5 to an entire day.
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Given the advantages of EVT, the question arises of whether patients with LVO 
should go straight for EVT or if they would benefit from tPA administration first. 
There have been multiple trials that have compared the use of EVT alone to EVT 
combined with thrombolysis and have yielded mixed results. The “Multicenter 
Randomized Clinical trial of Endovascular treatment for Acute ischemic stroke in the 
Netherlands-NO IV” (MR-CLEAN-NO IV) [74] and “Randomized study of endovas-
cular therapy with versus without intravenous tissue plasminogen activator in acute 
stroke with ICA and M1 occlusion” (SKIP) trials [75] did not demonstrate noninfe-
riority of EVT alone compared to EVT and tPA whereas the DIRECT MT [76] and 
DEVT trials [77] demonstrated that EVT alone was indeed noninferior. The different 
results of the studies may have been due to different characteristics of the study popu-
lation or of the study design itself. For example, in the DEVT trial, the population had 
a higher proportion of patients with intracranial atherosclerosis which can change 
the benefit obtained with thrombolysis. There is currently not enough evidence to 
suggest a strategy of EVT alone for patients presenting with AIS who have LVOs. It is 
necessary to determine if there is a particular subgroup that would benefit from EVT 
alone [78]. For example, according to DIRECT MT and MR-CLEAN-NOIV, patients 
with tandem occlusions (simultaneous blockage of both internal carotid artery and 
middle cerebral artery) may benefit from EVT alone. Patients with large ischemic 
cores who receive EVT alone may also have decreased likelihood of symptomatic ICH 
as per all of the trials except MR-CLEAN-NOIV. At the same time, taking the time to 
select these patient subgroups in a clinical scenario may be detrimental to those who 
would benefit from both EVT and tPA. Table 5 illustrates the specific factors that 
could favor an EVT alone strategy as well as factors that would favor a thrombolysis 
and EVT strategy [79]. As per current guidelines, patients presenting with LVO not 
meeting the contraindications to thrombolysis should receive thrombolysis as long as 
it does not delay the patient receiving EVT (Figures 6 and 7) [7].

3.5 Post-acute care

In the acute window, in patients who receive intervention or have a very large 
infarct, it is essential to monitor heart rate and blood pressure every 15 minutes for 

Reperfusion advantages Complications with tPA Geographic factors

Longer clots Full basal ganglia infarction Fast local workflow

Tandem Occlusions Severe hyperglycemia High costs of tPA

Longer times from LKNT Higher age of patient Thrombectomy team 
available

Proximal Occlusions Severe microangiopathy

Reperfusion advantages Delays with EVT Geographic factors

Shorter clots Unfavorable vascular anatomy Prolonged local workflow

Good Collaterals Delays with anesthesia Low costs of tPA

Earlier presentation EVT team not readily 
available

Distal thrombus location

Adapted from Nogueira et al. [79].

Table 5. 
Factors that would favor EVT alone (top) vs. factors that favor tPA and EVT strategy (bottom).
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2 hours, every 30 minutes for 6 hours, and every 60 minutes until 24 hours after start-
ing treatment [80]. It is also pertinent to monitor the patients “neurovitals” their level 
of consciousness, strength, and language to ensure their clinical status is not deterio-
rating. As previously discussed, there should be a low threshold for repeating a NCCT 
in the acute period. Patients with AIS should also be kept NPO until their swallowing 
is assessed formally as their decreased level of consciousness and facial weakness can 
increase the likelihood of aspiration. All stroke patients who receive tPA, EVT, or who 
present with significant deficits, should be admitted to a dedicated stroke unit where 

Figure 6. 
Relationship between time of symptom onset to tPA administration to likelihood of symptomatic ICH (blue line; 
left axis) and likelihood of good outcome (green line; right axis). As is evident, with increasing time, the risk of 
symptomatic ICH increases and the likelihood of good outcome decreases. Importantly, beyond 270 minutes there 
is still a higher likelihood of ICH but no significant difference in good outcome. *no significant difference between 
treatment and placebo. (adapted from Lees et al. [55]).

Figure 7. 
Radiograph of proximal M1 occlusion pre (left) and post (right) EVT procedure. An 81 year old female presented 
with acute left sided weakness and complete neglect of the left side of space. Her CT angiogram demonstrated an 
occlusion on the proximal M1 branch of the MCA and she was sent to the interventional neuroradiology suite. 
The figure on the left demonstrates no contrast filling the branches of the MCA distal to the clot (arrow). After 
thrombectomy, the artery is recanalized and there is anterograde flow (right).
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they can be monitored closely by stroke specialists and an interdisciplinary team of 
nurses, physiotherapists, speech and language pathologists, and dieticians to ensure 
favorable functional outcome. Evidence suggests that patients that are cared for at an 
acute stroke unit have less likelihood of disability and mortality compared to those 
that are admitted to a general ward [81]. Early rehabilitation is crucial in preventing 
long-term disability and early management of blood pressure, diabetes, cholesterol, 
and antiplatelet/anticoagulant therapy is crucial in the secondary prevention of stroke.

4. Conclusion

Gone are the days in which AIS was thought to be a terminal disease. Since The 
National Institutes of Neurological Disorders and Stroke rt-PA Stroke Study Group 
(NINDS) trial in 1995 there have been numerous advances which have prevented 
patients from long-term disability. Both thrombolysis and EVT are potential treat-
ments for carefully selected patients presenting with AIS and each has its benefits 
as well as disadvantages. However, there still exist a major proportion of the stroke 
population that does not qualify for either therapy, either because they have presented 
out of the window or because there is no LVO. There are numerous trials underway 
and show promise to cover a wider population. For example, the trial TEMPO II 
is examining the use of thrombolysis in patients presenting with minor stroke, 
NIHSS<6. The TIMELESS trial is investigating the use of thrombolysis in patients 
presenting outside of the 4.5 hour window who would still be a candidate for EVT. 
Finally, better catheters and stent-retrievers are being developed to reach more distal 
clots without increasing complications. There are also trials underway investigating 
methods of improving neuroprotection and reducing cell death after AIS. Nerinetide, 
a drug that showed promise in pre-clinical models of ischemia and reperfusion was 
recently investigated and humans [82]. The drug did not seem to improve functioning 
in those patients who had received tPA but did show a mild treatment effect in those 
who did not, opening doors for future possibilities for the use of neuroprotection. 
While stroke creates a tremendous healthcare burden across the world, the plethora 
of trials currently underway provide hope that this burden will continue to decrease 
over the next decade.

© 2022 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided 
the original work is properly cited. 
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Chapter 25

Cost-Effective Interventions to 
Curb Cardiovascular Diseases in 
Africa
Mabitsela Hezekiel ‘Pitso’ Mphasha

Abstract

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are the leading cause of death globally and 
in Africa, and the cost of care is expensive. Finances of the state may need to be 
re-channeled to CVDs leading to delay in the development of the country and that 
of the family since the cost of care also burdens the family. Cost-effective interven-
tions to curb the prevalence and incidences of CVDs are required. A comprehensive 
literature search was conducted. The risk factors include unhealthy diet, physical 
inactivity, tobacco use, and harmful use of alcohol. On that background, the CVD can 
be prevented through behavioral interventions aimed at addressing these risk fac-
tors. Moreover, behavioral interventions could be helpful in minimizing costs of care 
and curb prevalence of cardiovascular diseases. Behavioral interventions have been 
found to be cost-effective and assist in the management of cardiovascular diseases. 
Therefore, healthcare providers must at each consultation sessions with patients 
emphasize more on behavioural change. They must help patients visualize the do’s and 
dont’s for the successful attainment of their health goals. In doing so, healthcare pro-
viders must collaborate among themselves and also collaborate with communities and 
families of patients. At the same time, it is significant to alter false perceptions and 
attitudes toward cardiovascular diseases to help individuals develop positive attitudes.

Keywords: cardiovascular diseases, cost-effectiveness, behavioral changes, factors, 
healthcare providers

1. Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are regarded as a broader concept describing 
diseases of the heart or blood vessels, including coronary heart disease, cerebrovas-
cular disease, rheumatic heart disease, and other conditions [1]. The development of 
CVD is linked with build-up of fatty deposits in the arteries resulting in a condition 
called atherosclerosis, increased risk of blood clots, and damage to arteries in organs 
such as the brain, heart, kidneys, and eyes [2]. Detection of cardiovascular diseases 
at an early age permits possible management before the development of adverse 
effects, which may be costly to manage. The risk for the development of CVD includes 
behaviors such as unhealthy diet, physical inactivity, tobacco use, and harmful use of 
alcohol [3]. The effects of these behaviors may present in the form of increased blood 
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pressure, glucose, and lipids, including overweight and obesity. On that background, 
the CVD can be prevented through behavioral interventions aimed at addressing 
these risk factors [3]. Moreover, behavioral interventions could be helpful in mini-
mizing costs of care and also curb prevalence of cardiovascular diseases.

The care of cardiovascular disease is expensive and requires more state resources 
leading to delay in the development of the country due to increased healthcare 
expenditure and diminished productivity from disability, premature death, and 
absenteeism [4]. It has been reported that patients diagnosed with cardiovascular 
diseases incur more than double the medical costs as compared to a patient without 
CVD of the same age and sex [5]. Patients living with cardiovascular diseases and 
requiring medical treatment are unable to receive such due to financial constraints. 
These financial implications manifest themselves in the form of physical barriers 
(transportation to the healthcare facility), and system barriers (lack of medication at 
the healthcare facilities) [6]. It has been discovered that patients experience financial 
barriers related to payment of medical costs and visit to health care which may require 
transportation costs [7]. In addition, in the event of long queues at the healthcare 
facilities, patients may need lunch money. Furthermore, it has been found that there 
are also indirect financial barriers, which may occur when a certain patient who has a 
child may need to pay for someone to look after the child while visiting the healthcare 
facilities [6]. Various studies have indicated that patients experiencing financial 
barriers are likely not to adhere to medical therapies or health behavior change due to 
direct or indirect financial costs [8, 9]. On that basis, patients’ outcomes are impacted 
by financial barriers and cost-related non-adherence, leading to deterioration in the 
quality of life, poor health status, and general well-being, and may also increase the 
rates of hospitalization [6]. Moreover, CVDs do not only impact the health, quality 
of life, and general well-being of patients, but also burden the individual and his/her 
family financially [4]. These may also lead to the underdevelopment of the family and 
consequently lead to financial burden and re-channeling of state resources. This may 
result in financial toxicity. Financial toxicity can be described as healthcare-related 
at the patient level and state expenditure related to provision of medical care and 
improving quality of life of patients. State experiences more financial costs due to 
rising medication costs [10]. The primary healthcare facilities which provide care to 
outpatients must emphasize more on these behavioral interventions as cost-effective 
strategy to curb cardiovascular diseases.

2. Cardiovascular diseases as public health concern

World Health Organization (WHO) reported that CVDs are the leading cause 
of death globally. In 2019 alone, approximately 17.9 million deaths associated with 
CVDs were reported, which constitute 32% of all global deaths. Around 85% or four 
in five CVDs deaths are due to heart attack and stroke [1]. However, in high-income 
countries, 80% of cardiovascular deaths are due to myocardial infarctions and strokes 
[11]. One-third of these deaths occur prematurely in patients diagnosed with CVDs 
and are under the age of 70 years. Many cases of cardiovascular diseases (about 80%) 
are mainly reported in low- and middle-income countries with higher mortality [1]. 
The burden and prevalence of CVDs are expected to increase considering the lifestyle 
and urbanization.

One million deaths due to CVDs were sub-Saharan Africa alone, result-
ing in 5.5% of all global and 11.3% of all CVDs deaths in the world and Africa, 
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respectively [12]. Cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of death among 
non-communicable diseases, with about 38% of all non-communicable disease-
related deaths in Africa due to CVDs. These are approximately twofold increase 
of CVD deaths since 1990, with over 10% difference in mortality among women 
compared with men [13]. Moreover, in South Africa, 215 persons die daily due to 
heart diseases or strokes, while every hour 5 and 10 persons die due to heart attacks 
and stroke, respectively [14].

3. Urbanization

Urbanization involves the mass migration of persons from rural to urban 
area and/or urbanization. Historically, urbanization was associated with human 
development and progress; however, recently it is associated with significant 
inequalities and health problems [15]. Some of the major health problems resulting 
from urbanization include poor nutrition, pollution-related health conditions and 
communicable diseases, poor sanitation and housing conditions, and related health 
conditions. All these challenges have an impact on quality of life, health status, 
and overall well-being resulting in the necessity for more cost of care burdening 
the public purse [15, 16]. Conversely, rural areas have been progressively urban-
ized and realizing similar health challenges. In Africa, the rural people have due to 
urbanization abandoned the traditional way of living including healthy eating and 
physical activity [17]. Reports show that incidences of cardiovascular diseases began 
to increase with increasing urbanization in Africa [17]. As such, there is a need to 
encourage communities to embrace urbanization, emulate good things it brings, and 
at the same time restore the way of life which was more beneficial to their health.

Obesity is most prevalent in urban areas and has become public health problem, 
particularly because obesity is associated with CVDs [18]. However, obesity is also 
increasing in rural areas due to urbanization, hence the increase of prevalence of 
CVDs and its death rates. Obesity threat is increasing because of unhealthy behaviors 
such as increased physical inactivity, and consumption of fatty food, and sugar 
intake [15].

4. Primary healthcare facilities

The Primary Health Care (PHC) facilities as the first health service visited by 
patients/public with a health concern and serves mainly outpatients [19]. The PHC 
intends to promote attainment by all people of a level of health that will permit them 
to live socially and economically productive lives. Accordingly, PHC is essential, 
scientifically sound, ethical, accessible, equitable, affordable, and accountable to the 
community [20]. Therefore, it is important that a clear collaboration with communi-
ties and family of patients is established for improved health outcomes and curbing 
of cardiovascular diseases. Healthcare providers at primary healthcare facilities are 
therefore expected to provide cardiovascular diseases awareness, treatment, and pre-
ventative care [20]. Preventative healthcare is cost-effective; therefore, it is necessary 
for PHC providers to be well-equipped through in-service training with preventative 
healthcare to minimize the cost of care and improve health outcomes of patients 
[21]. Moreover, healthcare providers must at each consultation sessions with patients 
emphasize more on behavioural change in relation to physical activity, healthy eating, 
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and alcohol and tobacco use [22]. These interventions have been found to be cost-
effective and assist in the management of cardiovascular diseases.

5. Collaborations with family and communities

Collaboration is about working together to achieve a particular purpose; in this 
context working together to achieve improved health outcomes using cost-effective 
interventions. The components of collaborations include openness, focus, account-
ability, and knowledge sharing [23]. Collaboration in health care is defined as profes-
sionals assuming complementary roles and cooperatively working together, sharing 
responsibility for problem-solving and making decisions to formulate and carry out 
plans for patient care [23]. Collaboration is about teamwork, which when applied in 
health care implies interdisciplinary approach. Unlike a multidisciplinary approach, 
in which each team member is responsible only for the improved healthcare collabo-
ration has been cited as a key strategy for healthcare reform [24]. So far, collaboration 
in health care improved patient outcomes such as reducing preventable adverse drug 
reactions, decreasing morbidity and mortality rates, and optimizing medication 
dosages [23]. In addition, teamwork is beneficial to healthcare providers by reduc-
ing extra work and increasing job satisfaction [23]. Most of the care of outpatients 
takes place where they reside; therefore, there is a need for health care to collaborate 
with family members and communities for improved outcomes using cost-effective 
strategies.

Figure 1 shows the collaboration of communities and families of patients in 
providing an appropriate care.

5.1 Collaboration with families

Family is regarded as the most important source of social support and is tightly 
related with self-care activities and improved health outcomes [25]. Since most of the 
patients with heart failure live with other family members at home, participation and 
support of family members can play a key role in self-care behaviors and efficiency 
of disease control, as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, family can influence a patient’s 

Figure 1. 
Collaborating in the care of patient.
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success and stability of their behavior change in self-care programs. Several studies 
revealed the association between family support and heart failure patients’ self-care 
[26, 27]. Earlier studies showed that patients with more support had better compli-
ance of self-care health behaviors. Adherence to self-care behaviors such as restricting 
fluid intake, regular medication, and exercise are associated with patients with social 
or family support [28]. It has been found that the level of family support was directly 
associated with adherence to dietary modification and other dimensions of self-care 
in heart failure patients [29].

Family members, who provide support at home, were found to have inadequate 
knowledge regarding management of disease, its signs and treatment [29]. In addi-
tion, they were found not to have knowledge on how best to support and encourage 
patients to follow self-care behaviors [29]. Therefore, the support from families with 
inadequate knowledge may be harmful and lead to poor health outcomes [30]. Hence, 
collaboration of primary healthcare providers with family in the care of patients is 
significant [31] and can close identified knowledge gap. In addition, the primary 
healthcare providers could play a significant role in support, education, counseling, 
and taking care of patients diagnosed with cardiovascular diseases and their caregiv-
ers or family members [32]. The collaboration can help in familiarizing family mem-
bers of patients’ necessary behavioral changes to equip them to act as a knowledgeable 
and capable source of family-focused nursing at home where most care happen [32]. 
It has been reported that effective behavioral changes require baseline line analysis to 
gain insight into family dynamics and mutual interdependence of the family system 
[33]. Interventions which target family members, caregivers, and children, encourage 
communication among family unit, and address the structural and environmental 
conditions in which families live and operate, are likely to be the most effective 
approach to promote cardiovascular health [33]. Therefore, there is a need for the 
adoption of the family-centered care approach.

Family-centered care (FCC) is considered as an approach of responding to the 
needs, values, and cultural needs of the patient and their families [32] and begins 
from consultation at the healthcare facility involving healthcare professionals, 
patients, and family members, being involved in decision-making and shared leader-
ship [31]. Family members are often asked to share responsibility in support of the 
person living with diabetes; this responsibility includes driving patients to appoint-
ments, and social and emotional support, among others. The FCC has so far produced 
better outcomes in younger children who are usually cared for by their parents or 
families, since younger children are unable to perform certain tasks related to self-
care [34]. The aim of the FCC is to maintain and strengthen family bond and roles so 
as to provide healthy family functioning, and at the same time improving the quality 
of life (QoL) of patients, as well as minimizing new cases involving family members 
who are already at risk due to family history [35].

5.2 Collaboration with communities

Collaboration with communities was found to be essential and cornerstones of 
efforts to improve public health [36]. A community can be regarded as the social 
and political networks that link individuals, community organizations, and leaders 
[37]. Therefore, it is critical to understand these networks in planning engagements 
with communities. The purpose of community engagement is to build trust, enlist 
new resources and allies, create better communication, and improve overall health 
outcomes [37, 38]. The importance of collaboration with communities derives from 
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acknowledgment that lifestyle, behaviors, and the incidence of illness are all shaped 
by social and physical environments [38]. Community engagement and mobiliza-
tion have been critical in addressing smoking cessation, obesity, cancer, heart 
disease, and other health concerns [37, 38]. Community awareness campaigns or 
intervention which involves communities during planning were essential in iden-
tification of most pertinent health issues as well as to design the most effective and 
appropriate strategies to solve them [39]. Figure 1 indicates that working together 
with all stakeholders within communities is required to effectively change envi-
ronmental and organizational conditions that promote rather that inhibit healthy 
lifestyles [36].

A community collaboration that considers the behavioral risks of associated with 
increased chances of development of CVD has the potential to improve access to 
health checks [37]. These could be an effective strategy for improved implementation 
and uptake of health checks leading to early detection and management of CVDs. 
Community engagement is defined as the process of working collaboratively with 
and through groups of people affiliated by geographic proximity, special interest, 
or similar situations, to address issues affecting the well-being of those people [37]. 
A review on community engagement interventions was conducted and the findings 
showed that it is effective in improving health behaviors, health consequences, and 
psychological outcomes [40].

It has been found that a healthy community has well-connected, interdependent 
sectors that share responsibility for recognizing and resolving problems, including 
enhancing its well-being [40]. Effective and successful community interventions 
are based on integration, collaboration, and coordination of resources from all 
parts [40]. Health can be impacted by social factors; therefore, it is significant to 
engage stakeholders within the communities who can bring their own perspectives 
and understandings of community life and health issues to help in developing an 
intervention [38].

6. Behavioral change

Behavioral change is the process of altering habits and behaviors for particu-
lar purpose [41]. Behaviors can be highly ingrained and turn into habits which 
are done without thinking. It has been found that little changes in behavior 
can lead to significant health improvement and life expectancy of patients by 
decreasing the negative impact of unhealthy behaviors [42]. Behavior change is 
influenced by number of factors including knowledge and attitudes which are 
important determinants of behavior change [43]. It has been found that education 
programs that contain behavior change approaches are extra effective in changing 
behavior [44]. Behavior change is a complex process which requires theoretical 
foundation during planning any behavioral intervention program [45]. Theory 
enables greater understanding of the relationships among factors that influence 
behavior change [46].

They must work jointly with patients in designing health goals, eliminating 
 barriers to adopting a healthy lifestyle, and tracking their own behavior can be 
beneficial [46]. Healthcare providers regularly see patients who engage in unhealthy 
lifestyle behaviors; therefore, healthcare providers particularly at the primary 
healthcare facilities must be equipped with skills to encourage patients change their 
behaviors [45].
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6.1 Goal setting for health

Goal setting is regarded as an essential intervention for patients intending to 
change behaviors [44]. Healthcare providers particularly at primary healthcare 
facilities should help patients visualize the does and do not for the successful attain-
ment of their health goals [44]. In doing so, they must work together with patients 
in designing health goals and eliminating barriers to adopting a healthy lifestyle. 
Identification of barriers will enable development of possible solutions and ulti-
mately in achieving improved clinical outcomes. The healthcare providers can use 
“SMART’ acronym goal setting strategy to encourage patients to realize their goal 
setting; the acronym stands for [44]:

Specific: Encourage patients to get as specific as possible about their goals. For 
instance, if patients want to lose weight, he/she must indicate how much weight  
he/she wants to lose.

Measurable: Ensure that the goal set is measurable. For example, exercise for 
30 minutes, 3 days a week.

Attainable: Make sure patients’ goals are feasible; for example, the patients want-
ing to exercise daily but working far from home can be encouraged to wake up early 
for exercise or late after coming from work.

Relevant: Ensure that the goal is relevant to the patient. Why does the person 
want to make this change? How will this change improve his or her life?

Timely: Help patients define a specific timeline for the goal. When do they want to 
reach their goal? When will you follow-up with them? For instance, helping patients 
set a goal to lose 10 kilograms (kg) in the next month may feel less overwhelming than 
a goal of losing 5 kg in the next year.

7. Attitude of patients

Attitudes of patients are significant to behavioral change and assumes an enormous 
importance with positivity in attitude becoming an absolute necessity [31]. Attitude 
is regarded as positive/negative behaviors an individual acquires through experience. 
It is significant to alter false perceptions and attitudes toward cardiovascular diseases 
to help individuals develop positive attitudes [47]. It has been found that individu-
als’ perception and attitudes toward the disease influence how they deal with it [47]. 
According to Muchiri, Gericke, and Rheeder [48], attitudes are considered as the most 
important determinants of behavior change among patients. It is therefore important 
that patients must have positive attitudes toward cardiovascular diseases, particularly 
behavioral change interventions.

8. Self-monitoring of behavior change program

Self-monitoring refers to regular keeping or tracking of components of behavior; 
for example, patients who intend to lose weight could keep track of daily minutes of 
exercise undertaken [49]. It is important to encourage patients to keep diaries of their 
behaviors so that they could relay progress in the subsequent or follow-up consulta-
tion [44]. It may be difficult for patients to remember their activities or behavior 
during follow-up visit if they are not recorded leading to inaccurate and invaluable. 
The moment patients agree to be on behavioral intervention and monitor their 
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behavior, it becomes essential for healthcare providers to emphasize on the specifics 
of the plan. For example, the patient wants to monitor the physical activity behavioral 
intervention and discuss when during the day he/she can exercise. How will the 
patient remember to observe and record the behavior? Recording the behavior soon 
after its occurrence led to accurate data [44]. Although patients may be tempted to 
omit unhealthy behaviors or exaggerate healthy ones, healthcare providers should 
encourage patients to be completely honest to maximize the usefulness of their self-
monitoring program. For self-monitoring to be most effective, healthcare providers 
should ask patients to bring their self-monitoring book to follow-up visits. These will 
help in reviewing the behavior together with patients celebrate successes, discuss 
challenges, and co-create plans for next steps. The process of consistently tracking 
one’s behavior is sometimes an intervention itself, with patients often sharing that it 
created self-reflection and resulted in some changes [50].

9. Conclusion

This study acknowledges that cardiovascular diseases are costly to manage and 
that its prevalence is increasing daily and threatening the health budget. Therefore, 
the cost-effective interventions target behaviors such as: (1) cessation of tobacco 
use, (2) avoidance of alcohol abuse, (3) regular physical activity, (4) healthy eating, 
and (5) reduction of salt. The adoption of these behavioral interventions is associ-
ated with reduced costs burden and improved outcomes among patients diagnosed 
with cardiovascular diseases. Health policies that create conducive environments for 
making healthy choices affordable and available are essential for motivating people to 
adopt and sustain healthy behaviors. In the implementation of cost-effective behav-
ioral change interventions, it is important that primary healthcare providers help 
patients through SMART acronym and also help patients visualize what they need 
to do to reach their goals through the use of SMART acronym strategy. Attitudes of 
patients toward the behavior change and the self-monitoring program are crucial for 
better outcomes of cost-effective interventions to curb cardiovascular diseases.

© 2023 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided 
the original work is properly cited. 
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Abstract

Paravalvular leaks (PVLs) are complications of a surgical or percutaneous valve 
replacement. They are persistent defects between the native annulus and the sewing 
ring, which result in a regurgitant prosthesis. They are observed in 2–18% of patients 
after a surgical valve replacement (SVR) and in 7–40% after a transcatheter aortic 
valve replacement (TAVR). Clinical manifestations are heart failure and hemolysis. 
They develop in 1–5% of PVL patients, and they have a poor prognosis. Surgery was 
the only available treatment to improve the patient’s outcome. But it is a high-risk 
surgery in frail patients and PVL relapse is not rare. Percutaneous PVL closure has 
emerged as a promising technique. Nevertheless, it needs a careful assessment, 
demands high technical expertise, and still has limitations. This chapter focuses on 
the diagnosis of PVL after a SVR and transcatheter PVL closure (TPVL).

Keywords: surgical valve replacement, transcatheter aortic valve replacement, 
paravalvular leak, transesophageal echocardiography, 3D echocardiography

1. Introduction

Paravalvular leaks (PVLs) are complications of a surgical or percutaneous valve 
replacement. They are persistent defects between the native annulus and the sewing 
ring, which result in a regurgitant prosthesis. They are more frequent after a surgical 
replacement (SVR) of the mitral (SMVR) than the aortic valve (SAVR) (7–17% and 
2–10%, respectively) [1–3]. They can be detected early or several decades after the 
index surgery [4]. PVL reemerged as a frequent and deleterious complication with 
transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) development. Where it was reported 
variably in 7–40% of patients, it decreased with prostheses and technical improve-
ments. Only 1–5% of PVLs result in patent clinical effect [5]; hemolytic anemia 
or congestive heart failure. In patients with one or both clinical manifestations, 
spontaneous evolution is unfavorable, and an intervention is indicated. Percutaneous 
closure seems an optimal therapeutic solution, less invasive than surgery, and has 
promising results. Nevertheless, this technique demands high technical expertise, 
and it has its proper limitations and complications, hence indications should be care-
fully weighed.
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2. Etiopathogenesis

PVL after SVR are several co-contributing factors, related to the anatomy of the 
valve, the surgical technique, the status of the patient, and/or to the surgeon’s experi-
ence [6], they are depicted in Table 1. In TAVR, massive and asymmetrical calcifica-
tions and elliptical annulus shape as the main anatomical contributors, insufficient 
sizing and insufficient depth implantation as procedural predictors and functional c.

Lass and low left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) as patient condition factors 
[7, 8], the experience of the operator remains important to consider. Infective endo-
carditis (IE) is a main cause of valve disinsertion and can also be a consequence of a 
mechanical disinsertion with a secondary bacterial infection [9, 10].

3. Clinical and subclinical manifestations

The three main clinical manifestations of PVLs consist of congestive heart failure 
(HF), anemia, and IE [9].

Congestive HF occurs in the case of large or multiple PVLs with a severe valve 
regurgitation.

While hemolytic anemia syndrome occurs in small PVLs. They are more frequent in 
mitral valves with preserved LVEF [10], which results in a high velocity and turbulent 
systolic regurgitant jet. Hemolysis and anemia may be permanent or intermittent. 
Hence, a partial improvement during follow-up should not exclude the diagnosis nor 
lead to investigation cessation.

Infective endocarditis syndrome may be secondary to a previous mechanical known 
or unknown disinsertion or the cause of the valve disinsertion. It is important to 
detect IE for specific treatment. TPVL is contraindicated in this case.

Clinical tolerance is not directly correlated to the size of the PVL [9], it is influ-
enced by several factors, including the compliance of cardiac chambers compliance, 
ventricular functions, the existence and degree of anemia, and the rapidity of instal-
lation. Symptomatic patients are at the tip of the iceberg.

Subclinical PVLs are more frequent, they can remain stable and or lead to progressive 
heart function deterioration, or they can be unmasked by an intercurrent event like IE.

Subclinical PVLs were reported to affect the patient’s prognosis in SAVR and in 
TAVR [11, 12], they require a close follow-up and IE prevention. While symptom-
atic PVLs have a severe prognosis and an intervention, when feasible, is needed to 
improve their outcome [13].

Local anatomy Intervention technique Patient’s status Operator’s/center’s 
expertise

Infection
Friability
Calcifications
Elliptical 
annulus

Supra-annular aortic valve 
implantation
Continuous mitral valve 
sutures
Annular reconstruction
Difficult annular access

Advanced age
Endocarditis
Low body mass index
Denutrition
Previous valvular 
interventions and 
paravalvular leak relapses

Lack of experience and 
low activity volume

Table 1. 
Factors contributing to paravalvular leak occurrence after a surgical valve replacement.
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We should have a high index of PVL’s suspicion when a patient presents with one 
of these figures even if first-line investigations, namely, transthoracic echocardiogra-
phy (TTE) is negative. This is an essential step toward the diagnosis.

4.  Cardiac imaging for paravalvular leak assessment and procedural 
guidance

Assessment of PVLs relay first on ultrasounds. Imaging modalities are comple-
mentary and multimodality imaging is usual.

4.1 Transthoracic Doppler echocardiography

TTE is performed as a first-line noninvasive test. It is essential for detection or 
suspicion of PVLs through direct or indirect signs. Indirect signs include chambers’ 
enlargement and pulmonary pressure elevation. Direct signs consist of visualiza-
tion of the defect between the annulus and the prosthetic sewing ring, which 
should be distinguished from an artifact by simultaneous application of color 
Doppler and identification of the regurgitant jet. The whole circumference of the 
annulus should be examined carefully, the number, size, and extension of defects 
are noticed.

TTE can be sufficient, particularly, in anterior aortic PVLs to determine PVL 
characteristics, however, its sensitivity and precision are weak in mitral PVLs that can 
be totally missed by TTE due to acoustic shadows.

TTE is fundamental for the assessment of prosthetic valve flows, left and right 
ventricles and atria sizes and functions, pulmonary pressures, and other valves’ 
status [14–16].

TTE is usually the main test for periodic follow-up.

4.2 Transesophageal Doppler echocardiography

Two (2D) and Three (3D) dimensional TEE is the reference test for PVL assess-
ment, it is performed after a comprehensive TTE, whether this latter was contributive 
or not.

TEE is essential for the investigation of mitral PVL, multiple PVLs, and complex 
ones [14–16] TEE permits to assess accurately the sites of the leaks by exploring the 
whole circumference of the sewing ring by 2D, 3D, and color Doppler modes. When 
using 3D imaging a careful gain setting and joint color Doppler imaging are important 
to eliminate gain dropouts [15].

A double opposite clock face is used to indicate the mitral and aortic PVLs sites. 
The mitral clock face is divided into septal, posterior, lateral, and anterior dials 
(Figure 1).

The number, shape, area, length, and height of PVLs are determined by 3D TEE 
[9, 14] which also indicates the defect distance from the ring and the PVL spatial posi-
tion in relation to the mechanism of the prosthesis. Precise sizing using 3D multipla-
nar reconstruction is a key to choose an adequate device when a TPVL is indicated. 
Identification of calcifications and IE signs are important to discuss the feasibility and 
difficulty of a TPVL or surgical treatment (Table 2) [16, 17].

The quantification of the regurgitation is better evaluated by non-orifice-
related parameters. In fact, vena contracta and proximal isovelocity methods, are 
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distorted by the irregular shape and location of the defect, they are rarely useful. 
The severity of the regurgitation is better appreciated by continuity equation, 
end-diastolic descending aorta velocity or reversal systolic pulmonary venous flow, 
cavities’ dilatation, and pulmonary pressures. The circumferential extension of the 
defect is also a useful parameter for the severity of the regurgitation as well as the 
feasibility of TPVL. These parameters are to consider in parallel with the clinical 
status of the patient.

2D and 3D TEE are essential for TPVL guidance, especially in mitral PVLs, while 
TTE and fluoroscopy can be sufficient to guide aortic PVLs closure. The utility of per 
procedure TEE is depicted in Table 2. Septal puncture is guided by biplane (45 and 130°) 
imaging when an anterograde approach is chosen for a mitral PVL reduction, real-time 
3D and zoom mode are used to localize the guides and orient the crossing of the PVL 
then the right positioning of the occluder device. At crucial time of the procedure, the 
deploying, orientation, and position of the device are to be verified as well as the mobil-
ity of the prosthetic valve and its flow (Figure 2). Before the release of the occluder 

Figure 1. 
Schematization of en face view by transesophageal three-dimensional echocardiography. 0, 50, 90, and 130° views: 
corresponding bidimensional transesophageal echocardiography plans, AV: Aortic valve, IAS: interatrial septum, 
LAA: left atrial appendage, LMS: left main stem, MV: mitral valve, RCA: right coronary artery, TV: tricuspid 
valve.
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device, the residual leak is searched, qualified, and quantified. When significant, it leads 
to a change of the choice of the device or the indication of a complimentary ad hoc or 
differed procedure; residual leaks impact the prognosis (Figure 2) [16].

Permanent per-procedural monitoring detects at any time of the intervention the 
occurrence of complications like pericardial effusion or tamponade, embolization of 
the occluder, impinging, and blocking of the valve.

TEE is important to consider during follow-up if a complication is suspected (i.e., 
endocarditis, relapse, or extension of PVLs).

4.3 Fluoroscopy

Fluoroscopy is useful to detect rocking prosthetic valves when there is an extensive 
disinsertion, or an abnormal movement is seen in TTE or TEE. Fluoroscopy is impor-
tant for TPVL guiding [16].

Fusion imaging combines echocardiography and fluoroscopy, is precious to guide 
the TPVL, it saves intervention time and increase the success rate [17, 18].

4.4 Intracardiac echocardiography

Intracardiac echocardiography is also an innovative mean to guide TPVL. Unlike 
TEE it allows to get free from general anesthesia. A series of 21 interventions in 18 
patients with intracardiac echocardiography help was reported without any complica-
tion related to the imaging technique itself and with an acceptable rate of procedural 
success [19].

4.5 Magnetic resonance imaging and cardiac tomography imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging and cardiac tomography imaging are useful in a mul-
timodality imaging approach, which is crucial for aortic post-SAVR or post-TAVR 
PVLs. Cardiac tomography-fluoroscopy fusion imaging was used in experienced teams 
to achieve more reproducible results, higher success, and better short and long terms 

Pre intervention Per TPVL guiding Post intervention

Comprehensive cardiac assessment, 
including chamber sizes and functions, 
pulmonary pressure, all valves 
‘morphologies, and flows
Research for infective endocarditis
Assessment of local anatomy of PVLs: 
location, shape, number, size/extension, 
rocking, local, calcifications
Gradation of the severity of the 
regurgitation
Gradation of suitability for TPVL, relying 
on previous anatomical
Planification of procedures; choice of the 
approach, devices and occluders

Septal puncture
Spatial catheters and guides 
orientation
Occluder positioning
Normal function of 
prosthetic valve
Immediate results
Residual leak
Complications (tamponade)

Position (migration)
Function of prosthetic valve
Residual leak/relapse of 
regurgitation
Complications (infective 
endocarditis…)
General cardiac assessment, 
chambers’ size and function, 
pulmonary pressure.

PVL: paravalvular leak, TPVL: transcatheter paravalvular leak closure.

Table 2. 
Role of Doppler transthoracic and transesophageal echocardiography in paravalvular leak management.
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outcomes. Also, the extension of indications and treatment with the confidence of 
complex, multiple PVLs (especially aortic PVLs) were allowed [20, 21].

4.6 Angiography and video-densitometry

Video-densitometric angiography is an emerging method, it was used in prospective 
trials as a reference tool for post-TAVR PVL assessment. It was reported to have high 
accuracy and allowed an objective comparison between different TAVR prostheses 
[22, 23]. For Kitamura M et al. it is helpful in litigious cases and intermediate degrees 
of regurgitation [24].

Accurate assessment of PVLs remains challenging. American and Japanese 
imaging and interventional societies collaboration resulted in a key guideline 
article dedicated to the evaluation of valvular regurgitation after percutaneous 
valve repair or replacement to help the development and result assessment of these 
interventions [25].

5. Indications for intervention

Intervention is needed when the patient with PVL is symptomatic or has evolv-
ing subclinical consequences, such as left ventricular enlargement and function 
impairment, significant pulmonary pressure elevation at rest or with exercise, 
significant hemolysis, and infective endocarditis. In certain situations, the PVL-
symptoms causality relationship has to be assessed in case of comorbidities. In 
other situations, symptoms have to be unmasked by effort tests. TPVL is currently 
considered in first-line when expertise is available. The first step is to eliminate 
contraindications to TPVL: evolutive sepsis, extensive disinsertion greater than 
the third of the circumference, and rocking valves. When these figures are present 
surgery is chosen. Otherwise, TPVL offers a less invasive solution in generally oper-
ated and frail patients.

Figure 2. 
Approaches for transcutaneous paravalvular leak closure.
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6. Transcatheter paravalvular leak closure

After a full assessment, defining the objective of the procedure is primordial; in 
the case of heart failure presentation, every PVL reduction is beneficial. When the 
TPVL is motivated by hemolytic anemia it is important to achieve a total closure of 
the PVL.

TPVL planification includes the choice of an adequate approach and devices. 
The procedure is usually performed in a catheter laboratory under general 
anesthesia and joint TEE and fluoroscopy guidance. Antibiotic prophylaxis is 
applied by administration of a cephalosporine or vancomycin in case of penicillin 
anaphylaxis. Nonfractioned heparin is administrated to obtain an active cephalin 
time between 250 and 300 and prevent catheter thrombosis. These are generally 
long procedures; the use of fluoroscopy is optimized to 7.5 images/second and 
the use of a higher image frame rate (15 images/second) is restricted to necessary 
(device delivery).

Approaches: For the mitral valve, the anterograde transeptal approach is the most 
used, however, an anterograde transaortic approach is more suitable for septal and 
posterior PVLs. The combination of both approaches forming an arteriovenous loop 
and transapical access are alternatives particularly for large or multiple PVLs neces-
sitating the use of multiple devices [21]. The retrograde approach is not feasible in the 
case of mechanical aortic valve (Figure 2).

Device Amplatzer Vascular plug III Occlutech paravalvular leak device

En face 
view

Profile 
view

Material Multiple layer nitinol mesh Nitinol braided wires

Advantages Accommodation to the shape 
of the channel
Relative insusceptibility to 
deformation

Available in two shapes: square (a1) and rectangular (b1)
Available in two types twist (a2) and waist (b2)
Stable position in large Paravalvular leaks

Risks “overhanging” with larger 
sizes and multiple device 
implantation

“Dog bone” formation in case of oversizing with a leak 
across the device

Table 3. 
Characteristics of dedicated paravalvular leak devices.
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Figure 3. 
Illustration of steps of a complex mitral lateral and posterior paravalvular leak transcutaneous closure in a 
52-years-old female with an aortic valve prosthesis and a Starr mitral valve prosthesis. A: Paravalvular leak in 
color Doppler transesophageal echocardiography. B: Assessment of the defect by three-dimensional transesophageal 
echocardiography. C: The septal tenting. prior to the septal crossing by the wire. D: crossing of the paravalvular 
leak by the delivery catheter. E: assessment of the occluder device deploying by fluoroscopy and echocardiography 
and verification of the prosthetic valve flow. F: final result assessment by fluoroscopy and three-dimensional 
echography after delivery of one lateral and two posterior devices (arrows).
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For the aortic valve is concerned, the retrograde approach is the most used, and 
transapical approach, which is useful for multiple and complex PVLs [26].

Devices: Rare dedicated devices were designed by manufacturers; Amplatzer 
vascular plug III (Abbott Vascular) and the paravalvular leak device (Occlutech), they 
are theoretically more suitable than non-dedicated devices. Their characteristics are 
summarized in Table 3.

Other non-dedicated devices were used for TPVL amplatzer vascular plug II and 
IV (Abbott Vascular), amplatzer duct occluder devices (Saint Jude Medical), atrial 
septal defect, and ventricular septal defect devices.

All devices are used off-label and do not have FDA approval [27].
The use of multiple devices can be necessary for large or multiple PVLs. This can 

be achieved one or more times [5].
Delivery sheaths: There is no dedicated delivery sheaths for PVL dedicated devices. 

Delivery sheaths for atrial septum, ventricular septum, or arterial duct devices adapted for 
PVL may have an insufficient length for aortic PVLs or nonoptimal diameters. Steerable 
sheaths facilitate the procedure and are imperative in mitral posteroseptal PVLs.

Figure 3 illustrates the main steps of a TEE-guided mitral TPVL.

6.1  Specific considerations for post-transcatheter aortic valve replacement 
paravalvular leaks

PVL after TAVR increases late mortality [28]. The assessment relies on a multimo-
dality approach (ultrasounds, MSCT, hemodynamic, and angiography). The closure 
of TAVR-related PVLs can be considered during the TAVR procedure or subsequent 
follow-up. During the procedure, many techniques are available to reduce regurgita-
tion. Oversized balloon post dilatation is effective to optimize the valve expansion 
and ensure a better seal but exposes to an over risk of cerebral embolic events. Snares 
are used when there is an inadequate depth of implantation. It is to consider with 
caution when there is heavy calcification as it can result also in their detachment and 
embolization. Valve-in-valve is used when the previous techniques are not feasible, 
especially when there is a nonoptimal first valve procedure. This technique can also 
be used later for surgical or transcatheter degenerated valves [29]. TAVR-related PVL 
can also be reduced by a TPVL as previously described.

7. Transcutaneous paravalvular leak closure results

Compared to surgery TPVL has lower technical success (about 90% vs. 70–86%) 
but less short-term adverse events and lower 30 days mortality (about 4 vs. 11%)  
[27, 30–32]. Mitral TPVL has higher adverse events and mortality rates than aortic 
TPVL [27]. Three years prognosis and survival are improved when the TPVL is 
successful without or with the only mild residual leak [33]. Indeed favorable result 
is obtained in case of the absence of significant residual regurgitation. After a first 
TPVL, repeated transcutaneous or surgical interventions can be needed during 
follow-up. The main adverse problems are worsening or new hemolysis in mitral 
PVLs, significant residual PVL, encroachment of the prosthetic valve, vascular injury, 
tamponade, hemothorax (transapical approach), device embolization, stroke, relaps-
ing and new PVL, infective endocarditis, and death [3, 27].
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8. Wrap-up

Essential steps forward TPVL achievement begin with a clinical suspicion that 
should include heart failure, anemia, infection, and equivalent syndromes. TTE 
should be very large. Multimodality imaging assessment is encouraged and facilitates 
the localization, anatomy evaluation, and measurement of the PVLs, and it prepares 
and guides the closure intervention. Full patient assessment is also needed, including 
comorbidities, frailty. Indication should be led by a structural valve specialized heart 
team. The patient’s preferences are taken into account. The planification of interven-
tion is precise and demands a large material set preparation to be able to adapt the 
technique and address complications, and can miss the diagnosis, particularly in the 
case of mitral PVL. The procedure is conducted in expertise centers. A long-term 
close follow-up is then needed as complications can occur at any time of the evolution.

9. Conclusion

Since its first description in 1992, TPVL has undergone an important evolution 
and become a confirmed technique. It is currently considered as a first-line and vital 
solution for PVLs reduction by many teams, even if surgery remains the reference 
technique in guidelines. It is important to note that it demands high expertise and is 
feasible only in Ref. centers with a multidisciplinary team contribution. It remains 
limited by dedicated devices availability and lack of financial support.

© 2022 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided 
the original work is properly cited. 
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Abstract

In this chapter, readers will be able to know a better mechanism of lesion formation, 
the benefits of the technique for specific arrhythmias, practical uses, and tips and tricks 
on the procedure. The chapter will also contain the first trials that validated the tech-
nique showing recent trials comparing cryoablation of atrial fibrillation versus medical 
treatment. The main idea is to explore how it works for clinical cardiologists and to show 
electrophysiologists how to use it practically. Readers will see a comparison of cryoabla-
tion versus radiofrequency versus laser to decide which one to be used, comparing total 
procedure time, success rates, and clinical experience.

Keywords: cryoablation, mapping, lesion formation, tips and tricks, atrial fibrillation

1. Introduction

Cryoablation is a method of destroying tissue by freezing, and it was first used for 
cancer treatments by Dr. James Arnott. It can be performed via surgical or percuta-
neous approaches. In this chapter, the focus will be on catheter ablation for cardiac 
arrhythmia treatments, which means percutaneous ablation.

Cryoablation causes cellular damage, death, and tissue necrosis with direct injury 
to cells and indirect mechanisms. Tissue cooling forms ice crystals in the extracellular 
space, leading to hypertonicity of this space, osmotic tension taking water from inside 
the cells, and dehydrating them. The intracellular membrane is altered and damage to 
cytoplasmic enzymes occurs but warming still can reverse this process.

When the cooling process occurs rapidly, there is no time for cellular dehydra-
tion, and free water is trapped within cells during freezing. In this scenario, there is 
intracellular crystal formation, which is a stage just before cellular death.

During thawing, melting ice within the extracellular space results in cell swell-
ing and the influx of free water into the intracellular space can result in ice crystal 
growth, which is maximized at −20° to −25°C [1].

The rapid expansion of nitric oxide causes a decrease in the temperature of the gas 
(Joule–Thompson effect), which is rapidly transferred by convection and conduction 
to the metallic walls of the cryoprobe. The cryoprobe consists of the hollow shaft, 
closed electrode tip, and integrated thermocouple for the distal temperature record-
ing. The refrigerated fluid is delivered under high pressure to the distal electrode after 
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the fluid goes through the tip, cooling occurs to −55 to −60°C and gas is aspirated 
through a separate return lumen. There is also the cryoablation balloon, specific for 
atrial fibrillation ablation with pulmonary veins isolation [2].

By 12 weeks, small full-thickness lesions disrupt local cellularity but preserve scaf-
folding. Damaged cells in the center are surrounded by fibrotic scar tissue.

The advantages of cryoablation over radiofrequency (RF) are the ability to moni-
tor the ablation zone in real-time, less painful since cooling of tissues and nerves 
provide an anesthetic effect, low risk of thrombus formation, and ease of use, but 
care must be taken when performing right pulmonary vein isolation because phrenic 
nerve palsy may occur. Studies have found rates ranging from 3.5% to 10% of phrenic 
nerve injury with most cases being transient [3].

RF uses alternating current to produce electromagnetic energy at high frequency 
when it passes through the small probe, gives high density, the tissue is heated 
directly by a resistive effect and deeper tissues are heated by conduction. Tissue 
within 2–3 mm from the probe is heated to 50°C–60°C, leading to coagulation and 
permanent cell destruction, damaging the sarcoplasmic reticulum, and irreversibly 

Cryoablation Radiofrequency Microwave Laser Ultrasound

Linear 
lesions

With linear 
probes

Coil-tip and 
pen-tip

With coil tip 
device

With 
diffusion 
linear tips

With serial 
transducers

Transmural 
lesion

Good Limited (requires 
optimal contact)

Marginal Excellent Excellent 
(epicardial 
only)

Width/
depth ratio

Moderate High Moderate Low-
moderate

Low

Duration 
of single 
ablation

Long Moderate Moderate Low Low-
moderate

Endocardial 
application

+ + + + –

Epicardial 
application

+ + + + +

Endocardial 
damage

Low Moderate Low Low ?

Risk for 
perforation

Low Moderate Possible at 
high energy

Low-high 
(wavelength 
dependent)

?

Char 
formation

N/A + (avoided with 
irrigation)

+ +/– –

Flexible 
probe

+ + + + +/–

Clinical 
experience

Extensive Extensive Moderate Early Early

Adapted from Recent Advances in Lesion Formation for Catheter Ablation of Atrial Fibrillation Circ Arrhythm 
Electrophysiol. 2016;9:e003299. Different energy sources and characteristics of lesion formation, areas of application, 
possible complications, and clinical experience.

Table 1. 
Energy sources compared.
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disrupting electrophysiological properties. Energy is dissipated by the convection 
of blood. Later, tissue is replaced by fibrin and collagen scar, and weeks more, an 
8–10 mm scar remains.

Laser is another energy source recently available for cardiac ablation. It produces 
high-energy optical waves via an optical coupling fiber and radiating fiber tip. Power, 
time, and energy vary from 30 to 80W, 60–180 seconds, and from 1.5 to 9 kilojoules, 
respectively. Ablation occurs through controlled dielectric heating. Spectroscopic 
absorption of electromagnetic frequencies is converted into vibrational kinetic 
energy of water molecules manifested as direct heat, indirect lesions by shock waves, 
and blast effects that disturb myocyte elasticity. The light beam is collimated, heats 
the tissue without dispersion and lines are well-demarcated. Lesion length is between 
2 and 5 cm, with a depth of 4 mm, and deeper lesions occur with heat conduction. 
At high power, laser energy causes protein denaturation and coagulation, leading 
to membrane destruction and loss of water. Experimentally, 30W for 180 seconds 
or 50W for 60 seconds can create lesions 5–7 mm deep. Excess heat can cause cra-
ters, and duration beyond 60–80 seconds, risk of perforation. Advantages are long 
uniform lesions during a single application with low temperature (50°C), the reduced 
area of ablated tissue preserves contractility, reduces the risk of thromboembolism, 
and minimizes perforation.

Choosing energy source must be done according to physician experience, avail-
ability of consoles, location of arrhythmias, and success rates of the technique based 
on multiple trials (Table 1).

2. Trials for cryoablation

The first-generation cryoballoon was evaluated in the cryoballoon ablation 
of pulmonary veins for paroxysmal atrial fibrillation [First Results of the North 
American Arctic Front (STOP-AF) Pivotal Trial] [4], which demonstrated an acute 
isolation rate of 97.6% and a relatively low rate of complications. However, long-term 
success rates varied from 62% with a single procedure and 77% after multiple pro-
cedures. The limitation of the first-generation balloon was a narrow zone of cooling 
around the equator of the balloon, the second-generation balloon has an extended 
cooling from the equator of the balloon to the tip, with more uniform lesions inde-
pendent of balloon positioning.

A meta-analysis of 15 studies showed a success rate of 82% at 1 year in patients 
with paroxysmal AF and 70% in persistent AF [5]. Another meta-analysis comparing 
cryoablation versus radiofrequency ablation for paroxysmal AF (PAF) analyzed 16 
studies including 7194 patients (2863 with cryo and 4332 with RF). There was no sta-
tistical difference between the two strategies (p = 0.159) as well as procedure-related 
adverse events, but procedure time was shorter with cryoablation [6].

The most impacting trial comparing these two energy sources was the FIRE 
and ICE Trial, with results presented in 2016. The trial compared RF ablation 
using a 3D mapping system with cryoablation guided by fluoroscopy in patients 
with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation and prior antiarrhythmic drug failure. A total 
of 762 patients were randomized and they found that procedure time was shorter 
with cryoablation but using more fluoroscopy when compared to radiofrequency. 
The trial conclusion was that cryoablation is non-inferior to radiofrequency when 
performing pulmonary vein isolation in paroxysmal atrial fibrillation in terms of 
efficacy and safety [7].
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 In 2021, Cryo-FIRST Trial [ 8 ] randomized 218 patients with paroxysmal atrial 
fibrillation to be treated with cryoablation as first-line therapy compared to antiar-
rhythmic drugs (AAD). The results were freedom from AAD after 12 months in 
82.2% of subjects in the cryoballoon arm against 67.6% in the AAD arm, a 52% 
benefit with statistical significance (HR = 0.48, P = 0.013) (  Figure 1  ). The conclusion 

  Figure 2.
  Graphic showing percentual or phrenic nerve injury recovered after 12 months, and full recovery in 2 years. 
(Adapted from the Phrenic Nerve Injury During Cryoballoon-Based Pulmonary Vein Isolation: Results of the 
Worldwide YETI Registry.  Circ Arrhythm Electrophysiol.  2022;15:e010516).          

  Figure 1.
  Results showing the superiority of cryoablation in atrial fibrillation compared to the antiarrhythmic drug as 
first-line therapy. (Adapted from Cryoballoon ablation vs. antiarrhythmic drugs: first-line therapy for patients 
with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation. For the CRYO-First Investigators. Europace (2021) 23, 1033–1041. doi:10.1093/
europace/euab029).          
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was that the positive results demonstrate cryoablation being superior to AAD therapy 
in reducing AF recurrence in the first-line patient population.

Recently, the phrenic nerve injury during cryoballoon-based pulmonary vein 
isolation: Results of the worldwide YETI registry [9], a retrospective, multicenter, and 
multinational registry evaluated the incidence, characteristics, prognostic factors for 
phrenic nerve (PN) recovery and follow-up data during cryoablation. A total of 17356 
patients underwent pulmonary vein isolation in 33 centers from 10 countries. Patients 
experiencing phrenic nerve injury was 4.2% (731), the mean time to occur was 
127.7 ± 50.4 seconds, and the mean temperature at the time of injury was −49±8°C 
[9]. Recovery at 12 months was found in 97.0% (Figure 2), with only 0.06% showing 
symptomatic and permanent injury.

3. How to preform tips and tricks

Patient preparation must be as usual, with a 12-lead electrocardiogram monitoring 
system, vital parameters, such as heart rate, blood pressure, and oxygen saturation 
throughout the entire procedure, and external pads prepared, or adhesive pads put on 
the patient´s chest for electrical cardioversion as needed. If the procedure to be done 
is for supraventricular tachycardia (focal), the type of sedation can be the physician´s 
choice, cryoablation with a balloon can be easily performed with deep conscious 
sedation but, if general anesthesia is chosen, the anesthesiologist must know that 
curarization/neuromuscular blockade must be reversed when moving to right pulmo-
nary vein ablation, in order not to interfere with phrenic nerve pacing/capture using a 
decapolar or quadripolar catheter.

For focal procedures, usually, three venous femoral access are done, one for 
decapolar catheter inside the coronary sinus, another for a quadripolar catheter posi-
tioned at the atrioventricular node level, capturing atrial, HIS bundle and ventricular 
electrograms, and the last one to be used with the cryoablation catheter, which is a 7F 
catheter 4 mm tipped and deflectable connected to a console and the electrophysiol-
ogy (EP) system stimulator.

Ablation with a focal catheter can be performed transiently or definitely, the first 
one is a limited time and temperature to ensure that the chosen area isn´t going to 
cause any kind of damage, such as atrioventricular block (−30°C for 40–60 seconds), 
this technique is called cryomapping and can be divided into efficacy cryomap-
ping when the exact site responsible for abolishing the arrhythmia is determined, or 
safety cryomapping when you search for unintended consequences during ablation. 
Definitive lesions occur at −50° to −75°C during 2–4 minutes, with the ice ball at the tip 
of the catheter producing good stability of the catheter. With cryomapping and good 
catheter adhesion, the risk of atrioventricular block for septal accessory pathways can 
be eliminated. The acute procedural success rate is around 84%, which is comparable to 
RF ablation, however, there is a high recurrence rate of approximately 29% [10].

When performing pulmonary vein isolation with cryoballoon only two venous 
femoral punctions can be done, one to be used with a pacing catheter (either a 
decapolar or quadripolar), and the other for transeptal access followed by the 
exchange to cryoballoon sheath. A manifold must be prepared with two connections, 
one for contrast injection and the other one with 1000 mL of heparinized saline in 
a compressed bag; another 1000 mL of heparinized saline must be prepared, with 
or without a second compressed bag, to be connected to the steerable sheath of the 
cryoballoon.
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Transeptal puncture with fixed sheath (FS) must be performed according to 
physician’s practice, either using only fluoroscopy, or complemented by transesopha-
geal echocardiogram (TEE) or intracardiac echocardiogram (ICE); lower transeptal 
puncture helps a better approach and occlusion of the right inferior pulmonary vein 
(RIPV), usually the most chalenge vein.

After transeptal access with FS, if one wishes to make left atrial and pulmonary 
veins angiography, the best way to do it is to maintain the FS at left vein ostium and, 
during fast ventricular pacing (400 ms), rapidly injecting contrast and recording 
fluoroscopy, since less amount of contrast will be needed with the first sheath. The 
next step is exchanging sheaths from FS to the 15F deflectable sheath (DS), which is 
done by preferably keeping a wire inside the left superior pulmonary vein (LSPV), 
while removing FS before introducing the DS, deepening the site of puncture with 
a small blade is needed in order to best pass through it with the sheath, which has a 
more robust and harder tip. When the sheath is at the transeptal orifice, viewing in 
left anterior oblique (LAO) projection (30° or 40°), a deflection can be done point-
ing toward the LSPV so the wire doesn´t come off the left side, while advancing the 
sheath. With the sheath inside the vein, the wire and dilator can both be retracted, the 
sheath flushed with heparinized saline solution, and the saline solution connected 
with continuous slow flushing.

Preparing the cryoballon is crucial to avoid bubbles inside the plastic cap at the 
tip of the catheter, two fixed sizes are available but the 28 mm is the most used. There 
are two “dry” connections that must be done before any flushing, one for balloon 
inflation and deflation with nitric oxide gas (coaxial umbilical), and a second one to 
capture electrical signals from the cryoConsole, such as temperature, and to ener-
gize the catheter (electrical umbilical) this latter catheter has a box in-between that 
decodify possible catheter or balloon errors to stop ablation and prevent injuries. The 
manifold and Y-shape device are connected directly to the balloon and flushed; the Y 
connection is flushed backward then closed and flushed forwards until the solution 
passes through the balloon tip. In sequence, the tip of the cryoballoon is submerged 
into a saline solution and its plastic cap is moved in a back-and-forth manner to 
completely remove air.

The last step before passing the balloon is introducing the circular multipolar 
diagnostic catheter (called achieve) through the Y connection until the very tip of the 
system, then the plastic cap is necessarily used to open the DS valve permitting the 
balloon to get off the sheath.

Common pulmonary vein isolation suggested sequence is LSPV, left inferior 
pulmonary vein (LIPV), RIPV, and right superior pulmonary vein (RSPV), because 
the right side is where PN injury can occur, RIPV has a greater distance to PN, pulmo-
nary vein isolation typically precedes PN injury in RSPV, and if RIPV ablation results 
into PN palsy, at least three veins were already isolated. In pulmonary vein isolation, 
cryomapping is not usually applied and freezing until, at least, −40°C is the goal.

Ablation time began with a 4-minute freeze using the first-generation balloon in 
STOP-AF Trial, and in the FIRE and ICE Trial, a 4-minute bonus freeze was applied; 
for the second-generation balloon, a 3-minute initial ablation time has been sug-
gested. Investigators reported an 80% success rate with 3 minutes of freezing in 143 
patients in a single-arm, non-controlled study [11].

During cryoablation some parameters must be observed to ensure good vein isola-
tion—visual fluoroscopy of vein occlusion with the balloon plus contrast injection 
without leaks to the left atrium (Figure 3); once you find this position the operator 
must maintain it until, at least 30–35 seconds of freezing, enough time to secure the 
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system in a stable position. A good relationship between freezing time and tempera-
ture drop, which best occurs in a one-to-one fashion (e.g., −30°C at 30 seconds of 
freezing), graphically can be seen as a straight-line drop. Vein isolation in less than 
30 seconds or 60 seconds of freezing time helps the physician to decide whether 
second freeze is to be performed or not, we usually take as practice one full 3 minutes 
ablation when isolation occurs in less or at 30 seconds, and a 2 or 3 minutes bonus 
freeze if isolate at or after 60 seconds.

Another parameter indicating good contact and occlusion within the vein is 
temperature reaching −40°C between 30 to 40 seconds at a maximum of −60°C to 
halt freezing. A steep and rapid drop in temperature (<−40°C within 30 seconds) and 
nadir of the temperature of −55°C to −65°C are potential indicators that the balloon is 
deep inside the vein and not at an antral position, and freezing should be terminated.

There are some techniques described for ablation—the direct approach, the 
hockey stick approach, and alone or combined with the pull-down maneuver. If the 
catheter direct occludes the vein ostium, it is called the direct approach (Figure 4) 
and is usually good for LSPV and RSPV.

The so-called hockey stick alone or in combination with a pulldown maneuver 
is commonly used in LIPV and RIPV. A careful PV angiogram can be used, and the 
most caudal branch of the inferior PV should be wired with the mapping catheter 

Figure 3. 
Fluoroscopy showing cryoballoon catheter occluding left inferior pulmonary, and contrast is filling the vein 
without leaking to the left atrium. (From the authors).

Figure 4. 
Fluoroscopy showing cryoballoon catheter in a direct approach, only pushing at vein antrum, and the vein in the 
example is a left superior pulmonary vein. (From the authors).
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(achieve). After CB inflation, the sheath should be curved down and pushed up 
with the bending point at the LA roof. The CB should then be advanced to improve 
contact with the inferior aspect of the inferior PV, resulting in a hockey stick figure on 
fluoroscopy (Figure 5). If an inferior gap remains, we combine the hockey stick with 
a pulldown maneuver (CB and sheath) after 60 seconds. At this point in time, the CB 
is frozen to the superior aspect of the inferior PV and a typical response consists of an 
additional CB temperature drop and isolation in the next 20 seconds.

Before freezing right veins, PN should be paced at twice the capture threshold using 
a deflectable catheter, a good place for pacing is at the junction of the superior vena cava 
(SVC) and the right subclavian vein. Monitoring PN function can be done by direct 
manual palpation of the patient´s thorax or by monitoring de diaphragmatic compound 
motor action potential (CMAP) since the latter one alters first before PN palsy.

The CMAP is implemented using a modified ECG lead I technique. The right-arm 
surface ECG electrode is placed 5 cm above the xiphoid, and the left-arm surface 
ECG electrode is placed 16 cm from the xiphoid along the costal margin (Figure 6). 
Freezing is stopped in the event of a 30% reduction in the maximal diaphragmatic 
CMAP amplitude or any perceived reduction in the strength of diaphragmatic 
contraction.

Figure 6. 
Positioning polygraph electrodes (12-lead electrocardiogram) with the right arm placed 5 cm above the xiphoid, 
and left-arm surface ECG electrode placed 16 cm from the xiphoid along the costal margin to obtain the CMAP.

Figure 5. 
Fluoroscopy showing the circular mapping catheter (achieve) in an inferior branch of the left inferior vein, and 
balloon and sheath in a “hockey stick” approach for better occlusion.
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4. Conclusions

Cryoablation is a feasible technique for SVT procedures with a high acute success 
rate, but also higher rates of recurrence compared to RF ablation; it is suggested to use 
it in targets where the risks of the procedure are higher than the benefits if using RF 
as an energy source, such as in right septal accessory pathways.

Cryoablation with a balloon catheter to treat atrial fibrillation by pulmonary vein 
isolation is non-inferior to RF procedure and, to date has a unique trial of superiority 
to antiarrhythmic drugs as first-line therapy.
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Abstract

Degenerative aortic valve disease is the most common heart valve disease in 
western countries. After the onset of symptoms, the prognosis of aortic stenosis 
is poor, despite optimal medical therapy. In recent years transcatheter aortic valve 
implantation has been affirmed as a viable treatment for patients with high to low 
surgical risk. Patient screening and procedural planning are crucial for minimizing 
complications and achieving procedural success. In the last decade, we have seen a 
progressive technological development in the percutaneous approach, allowing for 
expanding indications even in low-risk populations. Here we report a brief review 
summarizing patient screening and procedural planning in patients with aortic valve 
disease undergoing a transcatheter approach.

Keywords: aortic valve stenosis, aortic valve disease, transcatheter aortic valve 
implantation, transcatheter aortic valve replacement, interventional cardiology

1. Introduction

Alongside the progressive aging of the general population, aortic valve disease is 
currently one of the most common heart valve diseases worldwide, and its manage-
ment is going to have a central role in public health, with an expected doubling of 
the cases in the next 50 years [1, 2]. This topic is particularly significant in developed 
countries, as in the United States, 4.2 to 5.6 million (approximately 2.5% of the 
population) are estimated to have a clinically relevant form of heart valve disease in 
which aortic valve diseases account for 35% of cases [3]. Notwithstanding worldwide 
primary etiology of aortic stenosis is rheumatic fever. In western countries, regular 
access to antibiotic therapy and the aging of the population made calcific aortic valve 
disease, its most common cause, giving account to the rise of aortic stenosis as the 
most significant heart valve disease in the elderly population [4].

Transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI) has progressively emerged as a valid 
alternative and choice since 16 April 2002, the date of the world’s first TAVI, performed 
by Alain Cribier in Lyon (France). In the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) 2012 
Guidelines TAVI was limited to surgical high/prohibitive risk patients [5], mainly 
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based on the results of the Placement of Aortic Transcatheter Valves I (PARTNER I; 
NCT005308944) trial. This trial investigated patients with severe aortic stenosis who 
were not suitable candidates for surgery; TAVI, as compared with standard therapy, 
significantly reduced the rates of death from any cause (71.8% vs. 93.6%, Hazard 
Ratio 0.50; 95% CI 0.39–0·65; p < 0.0001), cardiovascular death (57.3% vs. 85.9%; 
p < 0.0001), repeat hospitalizations (47.6% vs. 87.3%; p < 0.0001), and cardiac symp-
toms in terms of New York Heart Association (NYHA) class improvement (NYHA 
III-IV 14.3% vs. 40%; p = 0.531) [6]. In 2016 PARTNER II trial (NCT01314313), com-
paring SAVR and TAVI in a randomized trial considering intermediate-risk, patients 
concluded that TAVI had a similar rate of the primary endpoint (death and disabling 
stroke) at 2 years follow-up in the overall cohort (Hazard Ratio 0.87; 95% CI 0.71–1.07; 
p = 0.18) and lower in the transfemoral-access cohort (Hazard Ratio 0.78; 95% CI 
0.61–0.99; p = 0.04). On the other hand, surgery demonstrated fewer major vascular 
complications and less paravalvular aortic regurgitation compared to transcatheter 
approach [7]. In 2019 results from PARTNER III trial (NCT02675114), comparing 
SAVR and TAVI in surgical low-risk, patients confirmed that the rate of the composite 
of death, stroke, or rehospitalization at 1 year was significantly lower with TAVI than 
with conventional surgery (8.5% vs. 15.1%) [8]. In parallel to PARTNER trials, based 
on a balloon-expandable prosthesis (Edwards Sapien valve), surgical replacement and 
transcatheter aortic valve implantation (SURTAVI - intermediate-risk; NCT01586910) 
and Evolut (low-risk; NCT02701283) trials were conducted, comparing standard 
surgical therapy to transcatheter implantation of a self-expandable aortic prosthesis 
(Medtronic Evolut valve). In both studies, TAVI was not inferior to surgery in reduc-
ing the primary endpoint of death from any cause or disabling stroke at 24 months [9, 
10]. In 2019, based on the evidence generated by these clinical trials, the U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) and the European Medicines Agency (EMA) approved 
TAVI for the treatment of symptomatic severe aortic stenosis in surgical low-risk 
patients (Figure 1) [11, 12].

2021 ESC/EACTS Guidelines (Figure 2) for the management of valvular heart 
disease have a more balanced approach, currently recommending TAVI for elderly 
(≥ 75 anni, STS-PROM/EuroSCORE II >8%) or patients unsuitable for surgery and 

Figure 1. 
Overview of the most important clinical trials, stratified according to surgical risk scores.
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SAVR for younger patients who are low risk for surgery (<75 years and STS-PROM/
EuroSCORE II <4%) or in patients who are operable and unsuitable for transfemoral 
TAVI, leaving gray-zone context to the comprehensive evaluation of individual 
clinical, anatomical, and procedural factors by the Heart Team, which discussion is 
however recommended in every scenario [13].

2. Patients selection

Aortic stenosis is frequently associated with advanced age and numerous cardio-
vascular non-cardiovascular diseases. Because of that, the treatment choice is based 
on a careful and 360° patient evaluation.

Figure 2. 
Management of patients with aortic stenosis [13].
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2.1 General screening: symptoms and prognostic impact

A typical benign course characterizes aortic valve stenosis during most of its 
natural history. At the same time, a drastic prognostic worsening occurs after symp-
toms onset, with an event-free survival of only 30–50% at two years and with an 
average survival of just 2–3 years without aortic valve replacement [14–17]. For that 
reason, looking for even vague symptoms and closer follow-up have a central role 
during the medical visit. Aortic stenosis typically manifests itself with effort angina, 
dyspnea, progressively evolving to congestive heart failure, pre-syncopal, and synco-
pal events. However, symptoms may be atypical, like fatigue or tiredness, especially 
in the elderly who, for concomitant reasons, are not able to perform relevant efforts. 
Usually, in western countries, the onset of the symptoms occurs between 7th and 9th 
decade of life as a consequence of progressive calcification of valvular cusps [18]. In 
elderly/complex patients, a critical effort should be to recognize the most likely cause 
of symptoms, especially in mild or moderate aortic stenosis, as symptoms normally 
occur in severe stenosis. Moreover, aortic stenosis shares the same risk factors and 
symptoms as other cardiac and noncardiac diseases. Dyspnea can be present in 
asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), anemia, renal failure, 
deconditioning, and coronary artery disease (CAD), which could also be manifest 
with angina and arrhythmias-related presyncope or syncope. In particular, CAD in 
aortic valve stenosis patients is highly-prevalent; it was found in 69.7% of patients 
addressed to TAVR in the PARTNER II trial and in 69.2% of patients assigned to 
SAVR in the SURTAVI trial [7, 9]. Coronary angiography is recommended in assess-
ing each patient with severe aortic stenosis to identify patients that could benefit 
from contemporary coronary revascularization [13].

In general, aortic valve stenosis progression is constant, with an average 
annual reduction in the valvular aortic area of 0.03 ± 0.01 cm2/year and about 
2.7 ± 0.1 mmHg in the mean transaortic pressure gradient [19]. To improve proper 
follow-up and identify the most suitable time to proceed to aortic valve replacement, 
In 2020, American Heart Association (AHA)/American College of Cardiology (ACC) 
guidelines classify patients into 4 stages according to the natural history phase of 
aortic valve stenosis: from those at risk of development aortic stenosis (Stage A), to 
progressive aortic stenosis with mild or moderate calcifications (Stage B), to asymp-
tomatic severe aortic stenosis with normal or reduced left ventricular ejection fraction 
(LVEF) (Stage C), and to symptomatic aortic stenosis with normal or reduced LVEF 
(Stage D). This classification is useful in the management of patients because each 
stage is associated with a proper diagnostic-therapeutic iter; in particular, aortic valve 
replacement is recommended in all Stage D patients and in Stage C with reduced 
LVEF (< 50%) [20]. In fact, despite improving symptoms in the short term, medi-
cal therapy is not capable of changing the natural history of severe aortic stenosis; 
therefore, aortic valve replacement is the only effective therapy.

2.2 Risk stratification

According to 2021 ESC/EACTS guidelines for the management of valvular heart 
disease, aortic valve replacement is recommended for every symptomatic severe aortic 
stenosis (IB) and asymptomatic severe aortic stenosis with systolic left ventricular 
dysfunction (LVEF <50% IB; < 55% IIa B) without another cause, undergoing coronary 
artery bypass graft (CABG) or surgical intervention on the ascending aorta or another 
heart valve, demonstrable symptoms or sustained fall in blood pressure (> 20 mmHg) 
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on exercise testing (IIa B-C), and/or procedural low-risk plus a risk parameter (very 
severe aortic stenosis, severe valve calcification and peak aortic valve velocity progres-
sion ≥0.3 m/sec/year, markedly elevated brain natriuretic peptide levels) [13].

Once indication to valve replacement is defined, the choice between surgical and 
transcatheter intervention lies on age, surgical hazard, previous cardiac surgery, a 
concomitant cardiac condition requiring intervention, technical parameters, comor-
bidities, and frailty. These parameters should be evaluated by a multidisciplinary 
heart team, whose role is predominant, especially in moderate-risk patients, in which 
cases guidelines provide less indications [13]. Aspects favoring SAVR are younger 
age (typically <75 years), low surgical risk, no previous thoracic surgery, coronary 
or heart valve disease requiring intervention, and nonrelevant comorbidities, while 
older age (≥ 75 years), high surgical risk, previous thoracic surgery, and comorbidi-
ties favor TAVR. The scores that are commonly used in the definition of the surgical 
risk are Society of Thoracic Surgeons Mortality (STS) score and EuroSCORE II. 
Although, these scores were born and developed for stratifying risk in patients 
undergoing cardiac surgery and not for those who are scheduled for transcatheter 
therapy. Moreover, they provide just only low correlation with 30-day mortality [21]. 
In a recent multicenter study performed on patients assigned to TAVI, STS score 
and EuroSCORE II demonstrated just a moderate correlation and a low accuracy for 
inhospital adverse events and for 30-day and medium-term mortality, pointing out 
the necessity of dedicated scores [22].

Technical aspects will be discussed in a separate section (see Anatomical 
assessment).

2.3 Futility

Transcatheter aortic valve implantation was developed to improve prognosis 
and has revolutionized the treatment of elderly patients affected by severe aortic 
stenosis. The expansion in indication and the spread among centers determined the 
increase of its demand. Consequently, adequate patients selection has become fun-
damental to avoid wasted resources. Currently, TAVI represents a highly expensive 
intervention and a relevant issue in a health system where economic resources are 
limited. However, cost/efficacy analysis had demonstrated a non-inferiority of TAVI 
respective to SAVR in the long run; in particular, Cohen et al. [23] demonstrated how, 
despite a higher procedural cost, TAVI allows significantly reduced follow-up costs, 
compared to SAVR. According to the 2017 American College of Cardiology (ACC) 
consensus, avoiding intervention on patients who are not going to benefit in survival 
or quality of life is appropriate. In particular, futility is defined for patients with a 
life expectancy inferior to 1 year and for those with expected survival with benefit 
of <25% at 2 years, as evaluated with NYHA class and/or Canadian Cardiovascular 
Society (CCS) angina grade improvement [24].

In the recent frailty in older adults undergoing aortic valve replacement 
(FRAILTY-AVR; NCT01845207) study, 646 TAVI patients have been stratified with 
several frailty scores. The one that had the major correlation with prognosis was 
the essential frailty toolset (ETF) score. This score is composed of 4 items: mobility 
(assessed by the time necessary to get up from a chair), cognitive function, hemoglo-
bin value, and serum albumin value. It is interesting to notice that the highest (i.e. the 
worst) score (5) was associated with a mortality rate of 63% and a major disability 
rate of 16%. The persistence of a high ETF score value after interventions focused on 
its reduction could be a futility marker in this kind of patient [25].
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In addition to the futility issue, the TAVI’s outcome still has several possibilities 
of improvement; after implantation, there is a 30-days mortality rate of 7.8% and 
2.2%, with old and new devices, respectively [26]. Moreover, considering 5 years of 
follow-up derived from major trials, the mortality rates exponentially increase. In the 
Core Valve US pivotal extreme and High-Risk trial (NCT01240902), a prospective, 
multicenter, and single-arm clinical trial of TAVI enrolling 639 patients with severe 
aortic stenosis at extreme surgical risk, with a mean age of 82.8 ± 8.4 years, a 5-year 
mortality rate of 71.6% was observed (with futility of 50.8%) [27]. The same behavior 
was confirmed in the PARTNER I and II trials, enrolling, respectively, inoperable and 
surgical intermediate-risk patients randomly assigned to TAVI or SAVR, reporting 
a 5-year mortality of 71.8% vs. 93.6% (p < 0.0001; PARTNER I) and of 47.9% and 
43.4% (p = 0.21; PARTNER II) [6, 7]. It is interesting to notice that a rapid increase 
in mortality is observed after about 30 days from intervention [28]. Several studies 
have demonstrated that in patients undergoing TAVI, after an early phase of high 
cardiovascular risk, this drastically reduces but, in elderly, non-valvular heart failure 
and noncardiac diseases represent the main causes of death. According to Chen et al. 
metanalysis, main etiologies are: infections/sepsis (14%), cancer (7%), renal insuf-
ficiency (4%), multi-organ failure (3%), and other causes (23%) [29]. This scenario 
is easily understandable considering that TAVI patients are generally older and have 
more comorbidities, compared to patients addressed to conventional surgery, and 
despite valvular disease correction, advanced age and comorbidities still represent 
a heavy frailty burden [30, 31]. Although, age is not automatically a synonymous of 
frailty, the latter has demonstrated to significantly affect the outcome of patients 
undergoing TAVI even in the 90-years-old population [32].

Several factors are associated with increased morbidity and mortality at 1 year 
after aortic valve replacement among cardiac conditions, atrial fibrillation (AF), 
left ventricular systolic dysfunction, mitral regurgitation, pre-capillary pulmonary 
hypertension, and right ventricular dysfunction. Among extracardiac conditions, 
COPD and restrictive lung diseases, chronic kidney disease, cancer, advanced age, 
and frailty are the most impacting from a prognostic point of view [33]. In this 
context, a fundamental question concerns if aortic valve replacement may improve or 
resolve symptoms and associated conditions affecting prognosis. Indeed, left ventric-
ular systolic dysfunction, when other potential causes are excluded, improves in about 
two-thirds of the patients from 48 hours to 1-year post aortic valve replacement [34], 
and mitral regurgitation, especially if functional, may be positively affected after 
TAVI [35]. Conversely, COPD (with poor exercise tolerance, oxygen-dependency or 
use of noninvasive ventilation), precapillary pulmonary hypertension (especially 
with systolic pulmonary artery pressure > 60 mmHg), primary mitral valve regurgi-
tation, active cancer, and cognitive impairment are unlikely to get better after aortic 
valve replacement and are thus associated with a worse prognosis [36–38].

Considering the multidimensional phenotype and the discordance among the 
various tests and scores used in clinical practice, quantifying the impact of frailty 
could be challenging. Its assessment is however essential in patients’ selection in order 
to improve extracardiac diseases and avoid vain invasive procedures.

2.3.1 Balloon aortic valvuloplasty (BAV)

Widely used in high surgical risk patients since it was first introduced by Cribier 
et al. in 1985, BAV is progressively gaining significance in patients’ stratification, 
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clinical stabilization, and forecasting the results of a definitive correction of the valve 
disease, as a “bridge to decision (medical therapy/TAVI/SAVR)” therapy. In particu-
lar, the evaluation of BAV’s results provides prognostic information and is capable of 
identifying patients who are going to take advantage of aortic valve disease correction 
[39, 40]. In addition, performing BAV could improve mobility and general status of 
frailty patients, helping them to bear intensive rehabilitation courses that could be 
fundamental to face up to aortic valve intervention with the lowest frailty degree. In 
the end, in frailty patients, in which a judgment of futility has been made (especially 
for poor life expectancy), BAV may be used as a temporary palliative treatment, as a 
“destination therapy” [24]. A major limitation of BAV has always been the risk of vas-
cular complications, as the most widespread vascular access site is the femoral venous 
and arterial access. This site is associated with a rate of major and minor vascular 
complications of, respectively, 2.7% and 6.6%, even with the use of advanced hemo-
stasis systems (Angio-Seal and ProGlide) [41]. In recent years, there was an important 
effort in researching techniques to minimize periprocedural complications and, in 
this context, the Safety and Feasibility of Transradial Mini-invasive Balloon Aortic 
Valvuloplasty (SOFTLY; NCT03087552) study showed the feasibility and safety of 
a mini-invasive approach combining radial artery access and LV pacing through the 
wire (without implantation of a temporary pacemaker through venous access) [42]. 
The possibility of a mini-invasive approach able to significantly reduce access-related 
complications could be a great incentive for the use of BAV in order to improve frailty 
situations before an aortic valve disease definitive correction is performed.

3. Anatomical assessment

3.1 Echocardiography

Echocardiography is fundamental to diagnosis and to assess aortic stenosis 
severity, valve calcifications, LV systolic and diastolic function, and other cardiac 
pathologies. Current ESC guidelines underline the importance of echocardiographic 
evaluation when blood pressure is well controlled to reduce confounding flow effects 
of increased afterload [13].

Aortic stenosis severity assessment lies on the measurement of mean pressure 
transvalvular gradient, peak transvalvular velocity (Vmax), and aortic valve area 
(AVA). Based on these parameters, three categories of severe aortic stenosis may be 
identified and could benefit from aortic valve replacement [13]:

• High-gradient AS: characterized by mean gradient ≥40 mmHg, Vmax ≥4 m/s, 
AVA ≤ 1 cm2 (or AVAi ≤0.6 cm2/m2);

• “Classical” low-flow, low-gradient AS (LF-LG AS): characterized by mean 
gradient <40 mmHg, AVA ≤ 1 cm2 (or AVAi ≤0.6 cm2/m2), LVEF <50%, and as 
an additional variable, indexed stroke volume (SVi) ≤ 35 ml/m2; in these cases, 
dobutamine stress echocardiogram is recommended to identify true classical 
LF-LG AS, which presents increasing mean pressure (≥ 40 mmHg) and could 
benefit from AVR, form pseudo-severe AS. In particular, patients with true clas-
sical LF-LG AS have developed functional improvement one year after TAVI, but 
no significant LV function improvement [43].
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• “Paradoxical” low-flow, low-gradient AS: characterized by mean gradient 
<40 mmHg, AVA ≤ 1 cm2 (or AVAi ≤0.6 cm2/m2), LVEF ≥50% and SVi ≤ 35 ml/m2. 
This condition is typical of patients with profound concentric LV hypertrophy with 
small cavities that are not able to generate enough SV to effectively open the aortic 
valve [44]. In this context, a computerized tomography (CT) assessment of valve 
calcification’s degree helps to define the probability of true severe AS (highly likely 
with Agatston units >3000 for men and > 1600 for women).

In peculiar cases, especially with patients with poor echocardiographic trans-
thoracic windows, transesophageal echocardiography could be a valid alternative 
(Figure 3).

3.2 Cardiac catheterization

Despite the evaluation of aortic valve stenosis is mainly based on echocardiogra-
phy, there is a not negligible discrepancy between effective aortic valve area (AVA) 
derived from Doppler and from cardiac catheterization. According to Minners et 
al., there are inconsistencies in grading aortic valve stenosis in patients with nor-
mal LV function, in particular with respect to AVA, while mean pressure gradient 
seems to be a more robust parameter [45]. In a prospective study on assessment 
of aortic stenosis severity between echocardiography and cardiac catheterization, 
AVA correlated poorly between the two techniques, with an average AVA differ-
ence of 0.25 cm2 (range 0–1.59) [46]. That is due to the fact transvalvular pressure 
gradient is maximal at the level of the vena contracta, the point in a fluid stream 
where the diameter of the stream is the least and fluid velocity is at its maximum, 
which occurs where all the layers of the stream converge, slightly downstream of 
anatomic aortic valve area. After the vena contracta, part of the jet kinetic energy 
is recovered in pressure but, during this process, there is some energetic dispersion 
as a result of flow separation and vortex formation. Echocardiography, measuring 
transvalvular pressure gradient at the vena contracta (where it is maximal), tends 
to overestimate pressure gradient and, therefore, underestimate aortic orifice area. 
Cardiac catheterization, instead, tends to measure a lower transvalvular pressure 
gradient because it samples it at some distance downstream to vena contracta, where 
conversely catheter would have trouble maintaining the position of the pressure 
sensor due to the instabilities secondary to flow-jet turbulence [46]. As assessed by 
Garcia et al., effective orifice area calculated by catheterism (EOAcath) may therefore 
be larger than the one calculated by echocardiography (EOAecho). This overestima-
tion becomes relevant as the ascending aorta diameter decreases, mostly when 
sino-tubular junction diameter is ≤30 mm [47]. Moreover, echocardiography could 
also overestimate EOA because of poor alignment of the ultrasound beam with the 
stenotic jet [48]. In the end, cardiac catheterization provides data about pulmonary 
pressures and resistances that, if elevated, could identify an advanced pathology 
grade that may not benefit from valve correction [37]. Nevertheless, current ESC/
EACTS Guidelines for the management of valvular heart disease recommend LV 
catheterization only when there is a severe aortic stenosis clinic and noninvasive 
assessment is inconclusive [13]. Criteria for defining aortic valve stenosis sever-
ity and its prognosis are derived from catheter measurements, and nowadays the 
invasive assessment could be a valid ally in an accurate definition of aortic stenosis 
severity, although a proper selection is mandatory to limit unavoidable complica-
tions related to its invasiveness.
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3.3 Computerized tomography scan

Electrocardiogram-gated CT scan has a central role in the pre-procedural planning 
for TAVI. First of all, it is fundamental to evaluate annular valvular area and perimeter 
(essential to guide the choice of prosthesis’ size), extent and distribution of calcifica-
tions, aortic root anatomy, and height of coronary ostia from aortic annulus and LV 
outflow tract dimension (Figure 4). All this information is pivotal to define prosthe-
sis implantation. For example, an overestimation of the aortic annulus dimensions 

Figure 3. 
Integrated assessment of patients with aortic valve stenosis [13].
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poses a significant risk for aortic root lesions or disruption during prosthesis release. 
On the other hand, underestimation increases the risk of paravalvular aortic regur-
gitation [49, 50]. Considering that aortic annulus dimensions vary throughout the 
cardiac cycle, they should be measured during systole, i.e., when they are larger.

Another main scope of CT scan concerns the planning of vascular access through 
imaging of aorta and iliofemoral vasculature. This assessment has become increas-
ingly important and has led to a significant decrease of pre- and post-procedural 
major and minor vascular complications in TAVR patients [51].

4. Device

Transcatheter therapies for the treatment of aortic stenosis have seen a fast and 
progressive development in technology. Many platforms are nowadays available; it is 
possible to categorize the devices according to the deployment mechanism: balloon-
expandable valves (BEV) and self-expandable valves (SEV). The third category of 
devices, mechanically expandable, is less widespread. They also differ in the leaflets’ 
position and their relationship with the annular plane (Figure 5).

4.1 Balloon-expandable valves

The SAPIEN platform (Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine, USA) is one of the most dif-
fuse BEVs. It is an intra-annular device, with bovine pericardial leaflets mounted on a 

Figure 4. 
Computed tomography evaluation for TAVI procedural planning. Aortic annulus measure (A) and calcium 
distribution (B). Coronary distance from virtual basal ring (C, D). Aorta and peripheral artery evaluation for a 
transfemoral access (E-G).
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cobalt-chromium balloon-expandable frame. SAPIEN valves have a flexible delivery 
system that allows adapting the implantation in angulated aorta; the balloon expan-
sion allows volumetric modification according to annular sizes, although it is not 
recapturable during the implantation. The fourth-generation SAPIEN 3 Ultra features 
an increased outer seal cuff to reduce paravalvular leak (PVL). There are 4 currently 
available sizes: 20, 23, 26, and 29 mm. The SAPIEN family valves have a lower stent 
frame profile, which makes easier the coronary catheterization after TAVI [52].

4.2 Self-expanding valves

The Evolut PRO+ (Medtronic, Minneapolis, USA) is the last generation prosthesis 
of the Evolut family of SEV. They have a supra-annular design and consists of three 
porcine pericardial leaflets attached to a self-expanding nitinol stent. The stent is a 
diamond-shaped cell and the valve has an hourglass shape, with a larger circumfer-
ence at the proximal and distal anchoring points. The delivery system allows the 
device to recapture after partial deployment and repositioning. Four valve sizes are 
available (23, 26, 29 and 34 mm) [52].

The ACURATE Neo 2 valve (Boston Scientific, MA, USA) is a SEV with supra-
annular design and porcine pericardial leaflets. Its design includes stabilizing arches 
to facilitate correct positioning. Its top-down deployment, with or without the need 
for ventricular pacing, does not allow any recapture. It has less radial force, so pre-
dilatation is mandatory. The open-cell design and the short-stent body should ease 
coronary access after implantation. Furthermore, it has a superior crown designed to 
keep the native cusps away from the coronary ostia [53].

The Portico valve (Abbott Vascular, Santa Clara, CA, USA) comprises a biopros-
thetic bovine pericardial aortic valve mounted upon a self-expandable nonflared 
nitinol frame. The leaflets are located at the annular level, ensuring valve function 
immediately upon deployment.

Allegra (Biosensors International, Morges, Switzerland) and HYDRA (SMT, 
Wakhariawadi, India) are two self-expanding nitinol frame valves with bovine 
pericardial leaflets. Their use is limited to high surgical risk patients and the evidence 
of safety and efficacy are quietly poor.

Figure 5. 
Principal TAVI platforms and technical characteristics.
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4.3 Device choice

So far, there is insufficient evidence to claim the superiority of a prosthesis or 
another. Each TAVI device has a unique design, and certain elements may slightly 
favor one or another prosthesis. Among the factors to consider when choosing a 
valve for TAVI, those that may favor BEV are short or narrow sinus of Valsalva, the 
presence of conduction disturbances (right bundle branch block or 1st degree AV 
block), and the anticipated need for future coronary re-access and a horizontal 
aorta. In small annuli and in case of severe LV outflow tract calcification, SEV may 
be preferred [52, 54].

The intra-annular design is associated with higher trans-prosthetic gradients and 
more frequent patient-prosthesis mismatch (an effective orifice area too small in com-
parison to patient’s body surface area) [55]. Patient-prosthesis mismatch is associated 
with a worse prognosis in surgical prosthesis; however, the clinical relevance of TAVI 
remains uncertain [56].

Only few randomized trials directly compared different TAVI devices. Direct 
comparisons are difficult because the small number of events makes necessary 
the use of composite endpoints. Furthermore, data from early generations TAVI 
devices cannot be automatically extrapolated to current-generation prosthesis. The 
Comparison of Transcatheter Heart Valves in High-Risk Patients With Severe Aortic 
Stenosis (CHOICE; NCT01645202) trial, which randomized high-risk patients to 
receive a BEV (Sapien XT) or a SEV (Core Valve), showed a greater rate of device 
success with early generation BEV. The greater device success of BEV in comparison 
to SEV (95.9% vs. 77.5%; relative risk, 1.24; 95% CI, 1.12–1-37; p < 0.001) was driven 
by a significantly lower frequency of significant aortic regurgitation and less frequent 
need for the implant of a second valve. Placement of a new permanent pacemaker 
was less frequent in the BEV group (17.3% vs. 37.6%, P = 0.001). A randomized trial 
compared the SAPIEN 3 valve with the ACURATE Neo valve (Safety and efficacy of 
the Symetis ACURATE Neo/TF Compared to the Edwards SAPIEN 3 Bioprosthesis - 
SCOPE 1; NCT03011346) [57]. The non-inferiority of the ACURATE Neo was not 
met in a composite endpoint. In the SCOPE 2 trial (NCT03192813), the ACURATE 
Neo valve did not meet the non-inferiority criteria in comparison with Core Valve 
Evolut prosthesis. Nevertheless, the ACURATE neo showed a significative reduction 
in permanent pacemaker implantation (PPI) (10.5% vs. 18%) [58]. Data from obser-
vational analysis seem to favor BEV [59, 60], but should be interpreted with caution.

5. Minimizing complications

5.1 Paravalvular leaks

Paravalvular leak (PVL) consists of a residual gap between the native calcified 
aortic valve, aortic annulus, and the prosthesis. PVL can be identified during the 
TAVI procedure using invasive hemodynamics and cine-angiography, while echocar-
diography is the most diffusely used technique to detect, grade, and follow PVL [61].

The hemodynamic effects of a significant residual regurgitation have a negative 
clinical impact. Moderate to severe PVL are independent predictors of short-term and 
long-term mortality, while the impact of mild PVL is unclear [62].

Calcification of the aortic valve, leaflet asymmetry, prosthesis malposition and 
under-sizing, and the use of SEV is associated with the development of PVL [63]. 
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SEV is more influenced by the calcium burden, as they exert less radial force than 
BEV, therefore they are more often under-expended or eccentrically shaped. On 
the other side, the higher radial force exerted by BEV could lead to annular  
rupture [63, 64].

The first-generation devices had a 30-day incidence of moderate to severe PVL 
of 9.0% and 11.8% (respectively for SEV and BEV) in high-risk patients [65, 66]. 
Newer-generation devices were designed with features aimed to reduce PVL, such 
as external skirt of the SAPIEN 3 Valve and the external sealing system of the Evolut 
PRO Valve. In the more recent PARTNER III trial, the SAPIEN 3 valve had a decreased 
incidence of moderate to severe PVL in low-risk patients (0.6%) and of note that was 
similar to residual PVL of SAVR (0.5%) [8]. In the Evolut Low-Risk Trial, there was 
a greater incidence of moderate to severe PVL: 3,5% in TAVI vs. 0,5% in SAVR [10]. 
This discrepancy is consistent with the different designs of prosthesis.

A significant PVL may benefit from several treatment options, which includes 
balloon post-dilatation of the prosthesis, percutaneous closure with plugs, and TAVI-
in-TAVI to exert a superior radial force against the PVL, and surgical intervention.

5.2 Coronary obstruction and coronary re-access

Almost half of the patients undergoing TAVI have coronary artery disease, and 
about a third of the patients are in a low-risk population [8, 67]. TAVI may influence 
coronary in two ways: the prosthetic valve struts may prevent the selective catheter-
ization of coronaries during PCI and the prosthesis or the dislodged native leaflets 
may cause acute coronary obstruction.

The coronary re-access following TAVI is influenced by several anatomical factors 
(sino-tubular junction dimensions, sinus height, leaflet length and bulkiness, sinus of 
Valsalva width, and coronary ostial height) and device-related and procedural factors 
(commissural tab orientation, sealing skirt height, and valve implantation depth) 
[68]. Prosthesis with higher frame design hinders coronary re-access more than those 
with a lower frame due to the barrier of the stent frame in allowing coronary catheters 
to directly engage the coronary ostia (Figure 6). Therefore, selective coronary angi-
ography after TAVI with some SEV could be more challenging than with BEV [68].

Otherwise, some SEVs, such as ACURATE NEO (Boston Scientific, MA, USA), are 
characterized by lower stent frame, which could allow for easy coronary engagement.

The alignment of the TAVI valve commissures with the native aortic valve com-
missures is a promising modifiable factor to facilitate coronary re-access. TAVI differs 
from aortic valve replacement in the fact that the orientation of commissural posts 
relative to the coronary ostia is random. It has been shown that specific orientations 
of the Evolut and ACURATE neo at initial deployment could improve commissural 
alignment [69]. Of note, a commissural alignment is particularly helpful in high-
frame SEV in avoiding coronary artery overlap; this may be fundamental in coronary 
artery access and redo TAVR.

Acute or delayed coronary obstruction after TAVI is a rare but life-threatening 
complication, with an incidence inferior to 1% [70, 71]. Coronary obstruction is usu-
ally caused by the displacement of the calcified native valve leaflet over the coronary 
ostium or by the direct occlusion of the coronary ostium by the covered skirt of the 
transcatheter aortic prosthesis. Anatomical factors associated with coronary obstruc-
tion are low coronary ostia height and shallow sinuses of Valsalva. Procedural-related 
elements include BEV and valve-in-valve (VIV) for surgical bioprosthesis [70]. To 
prevent this complication some coronary protection techniques may be used, such 
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as preventive coronary wiring or positioning of an undeployed stent in high-risk 
patients. If the coronary blood flow is compromised during or after TAVI release, the 
stent is retracted and deployed to create a channel for coronary perfusion between the 
displaced leaflets and the aortic wall (chimney technique) [72, 73].

5.3 Pacemaker implantation

High-grade atrioventricular block requiring permanent pacemaker implantation 
(PPI) is one of the most common complications following TAVI, with an incidence 
ranging from 2 to 36%, depending on the patient population in exam and the prosthe-
sis design [74]. Notably, the rate of PPI remains high even in recent trials with newer 
generation devices compared with previous trials [74, 75]. SEV is associated with 
higher risk of PPI than BEV, probably because of the increased radial force exerted 
on the left ventricle outflow tract (Figure 7). In the Core Valve High-Risk trial, PPI 
was significantly more frequent in the TAVI group than in the SAVR group (19.8% vs. 
7.1%, p < 0.001) [65]. A more frequent occurrence of PPI in TAVI patients was also 
observed in the Evolut Low-Risk trial [10]. In the PARTNER III trial, the rate of PPI-
associated TAVI was similar to that of surgical patients (6.6% vs. 4.1%, hazard ratio 
1.65; 95% CI, 0.92 to 2.95), although the onset of a new left bundle block was more 
common after TAVI (22.0% vs. 8.0%; hazard ratio 3.17; 95% CI 2.13 to 4.72) [8].

The link between the occurrence of conduction disturbances and the TAVI proce-
dure is explained by the proximity between the aortic valve and the structures of the 
cardiac conduction system. The atrioventricular node is situated in the right atrium, 
continues as the Bundle of His, and then splits into the left and the right bundle 
branches. The Bundle of His emerges at the level of the interventricular membranous 
septum, caudally to the commissure between the right and noncoronary cusp. The 
course of the Bundle of His may be within the right half of the membranous sept, 

Figure 6. 
Difference between TAVI device profile in coronary re-engagement. Device with low profile could theoretically 
guarantee a easier coronary cannulation.
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within the left half, or under the endocardium; conduction disorders during TAVI 
are lower with the first anatomic variant [76, 77]. During TAVI, the conduction 
system can be injured by the insertion of guidewires, balloon pre-dilation, and valve 
deployment.

The conduction disturbances after TAVI range from new-onset complete atrioven-
tricular blockade to left bundle branch block and transient complete atrioventricular 
block. The presence of baseline right bundle branch block (RBBB) is the strongest 
predictor of need for PPI. Other predictors for PPI after TAVI are PR-interval pro-
longation, left anterior hemiblock, older age, presence of left ventricle outflow tract 
calcifications, severe mitral annular calcification, and the length of the membranous 
septum. Procedural predictors are the use of SEV, deeper valve implantation, balloon 
pre- and post-dilation, and prosthesis oversizing (Figure 8) [74, 78–80].

As per standard of care, PPI is recommended when the patient develops a persis-
tent complete or high-grade atrioventricular block after TAVI. It is also recommended 
in case of new-onset alternating bundle branch block, while it may be considered in 

Figure 7. 
Relationship between transcatheter heart valve and conduction system.
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patients with pre-existing right bundle branch block who develop new post-procedure 
conduction disturbance. There is not yet consensus about the optimal strategy for 
patients with other conduction abnormalities [78].

PPI after TAVI has been associated with increased mortality and rehospitaliza-
tion, as the need for RV pacing may lead to decreased LV function and heart failure, 
yet there is still conflicting evidence [78, 81]. Risk factors that should be assessed in 
the preoperative TAVI evaluation are preexisting conduction disturbances and LVOT 
calcification. There may be a trade-off between the reduction of PVL and the risk 
of PPI, as a greater radial force may reduce the regurgitation, but it may damage the 
conduction system [52]. A BEV may be preferred in patients with baseline conduc-
tion disorders. A higher implantation strategy may minimize the contact between the 
valve and membranous septum, reducing conduction defects after the implantation 
[82]. In this context, an angiographic view providing an accurate visualization of the 
implantation depth (the cusp overlap view, as the right coronary cusp and the non-
coronary cusp appear overlapping) demonstrates to reduce the rate of PPI [83].

6. Particular cases

6.1 Pure aortic regurgitation

Moderate to severe aortic regurgitation has a prevalence of 0.5%. The course 
of chronic aortic regurgitation leads to left ventricular dilation and heart failure. 
Primary aortic regurgitation may be caused by infective endocarditis, rheumatic 

Figure 8. 
Major factors associated with permanent pacemaker implantation after TAVI.
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disease, or degenerative/calcific valve disease. Bicuspid aortic valve, while more 
commonly associated with stenosis, may cause pure aortic regurgitation or a mixed 
disease. Aortic regurgitation may also be secondary to marked dilation of the ascend-
ing aorta [84].

The gold standard treatment is surgery, with both aortic valve replacement or aor-
tic valve-sparing root replacement. Currently, the role of TAVI is limited to selected 
patients with aortic regurgitation deemed ineligible for SAVR [13, 85].

The commercially available TAVI devices have been designed for the treatment 
of degenerative calcific aortic stenosis. The presence of a rigid frame of calcium in 
the annulus provides an anchoring point for device deployment. The lack of calcium 
poses thus a significant challenge, as there is increased risk of device malposition, 
dislodgment, and embolization. The lack of calcification may also lead to higher rates 
of PVL. Another issue is the risk of implanting undersized devices, as regurgitant 
aortic valves are more elastic than calcific stenotic valves and can expand to a greater 
degree during valve deployment. Furthermore, the concomitant presence of a certain 
degree of aortic disease with dilation and friable tissues poses a further degree of risk 
for the procedure [85, 86].

Registry data show that TAVI in pure aortic regurgitation has worse out-
come than TAVI in aortic stenosis. A 331 patients registry showed a 3% rate of 
procedure-related death, a 3.6% conversion to open surgery, a 1.2% rate of coro-
nary obstruction, a 1.5% of aortic root injury, and a 16.6% need for second valve 
implantation. Newer generations valves scored better, as device success went from 
61.3% to 81.1% (p < 0.001) and moderate to severe aortic regurgitation decreased 
from 18.8 to 4.2% (p < 0.001). [85] In another registry, also including patients with 
failing bioprosthesis, device success was achieved in 85% of patients with new-
generation devices [87].

New prosthesis specifically designed for aortic regurgitation are currently being 
investigated, such as the Trilogy Heart Valve (Trilogy; Jena Valve Technology), which 
features anchor rings to clasp the native aortic leaflets [88]. While TAVI may be an 
alternative for selected patients deemed at high risk for surgical aortic valve replace-
ment, it is currently an off-label indication; randomized control trials and long-term 
data are still needed.

6.2 Bicuspid aortic valve stenosis

The bicuspid aortic valve is the most common congenital heart defect, with an 
incidence of around 1% [89]. Almost half of the patients undergoing isolated aortic 
valve replacement have a bicuspid aortic valve, with a higher incidence in younger 
patients [90]. In the contemporary practice, up to 10% of patients with bicuspid 
aortic valve stenosis are referred to TAVI [91].

Echocardiography often underestimates the prevalence of bicuspid valves in calci-
fied aortic stenosis [91]. CT scan provides a more accurate diagnosis and visualization 
of the bicuspid morphology [92]. Bicuspid aortic valve encompasses a wide range of 
morphologies; the most common classification categorizes it according to the number 
of raphes [93].

Aortic annuli in patients with bicuspid valve tends to be larger than in patients 
with a tricuspid valve. The annulus size may be outside of the range for the currently 
available devices. Furthermore, the aortic valve complex may have a non-tubular 
geometry, such as tapered or funnel anatomy. This adds complexity to the selection of 
a compatible prosthesis [94].
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Bicuspid valves have a higher calcific burden than tricuspid stenotic valves. The 
calcium involves the leaflets in an asymmetrical way and often extends to the LV 
outflow tract. The majority of the bicuspid valves have a fibrotic and calcified raphe. 
These anatomic elements hinder the optimal expansion of the valve during TAVI. The 
asymmetric expansion of the prosthesis increases the risk of PVL. The presence of 
a highly calcified raphe, if localized between right coronary cusp and non-coronary 
cusp, increases the risk of conduction disturbances. Calcified raphe and excess leaflet 
calcification have been found to predict all-cause mortality in TAVI, and when both 
were present patients had higher rates of aortic root injury and PVL [94, 95].

In addition, coronary anomalies are more frequent in patients with bicuspid aortic 
valve, and 20 to 30% of them have concomitant aortic disease [89, 94]. Many patients 
may need aortic root surgery in addition to the valve replacement.

Data about the outcome of TAVI in bicuspid valve anatomy are limited to obser-
vational studies, as it was an exclusion criterion in all the randomized trials con-
fronting TAVI with SAVR. In patients at increased surgical risk included in the STS/
ACC transcatheter valve therapy registry (STS/ACC TVT Registry; NCT01737528), 
TAVI for bicuspid aortic valve stenosis showed acceptable safety outcomes with low 
complications rates [96]. When current-generation devices were used, device success 
was higher (96.3 vs. 93.5; P = 0.001) and the incidence of moderate to severe PVL 
was lower (2.7% vs. 14.0%; P < 0.001) in comparison with older-generation devices. 
With current-generation devices, device success was slightly lower in the bicuspid 
valve group (96.3% vs. 97.4%; P = 0.07) in comparison with tricuspid stenosis, with 
a slightly higher incidence of residual moderate or severe PVL. A comparable 1-year 
mortality was observed, with no increase in the risk of stroke [97]. Results of TAVI 
in low-risk patients with bicuspid valve anatomy seem similar to those patients with 
tricuspid aortic valve. In the PARTNER 3 bicuspid registry, with a population of 169 
patients, a propensity score matching with TAVI patients showed no difference in the 
primary endpoint and in the individual components (death, strokes, cardiovascular 
rehospitalization). Of note, almost half of the patients submitted (47%) were not 
treated, being excluded because of anatomic or clinical criteria [98]. Another small 
prospective trial showed good short-term outcomes in low-risk patients with bicuspid 
aortic valve [99]. Despite the good outcomes in selected patients with favorable anato-
mies those results cannot be inferred for all the patients with bicuspid aortic valve.

Technical recommendations for TAVI include more frequent balloon valvuloplasty 
and post-dilation, a low degree of oversizing, and the use of repositioning prosthesis. 
In tapered anatomies, a supra-annular positioning of the prosthesis has been sug-
gested [94].

7. Conclusions

In recent years the treatment of severe aortic stenosis has been deeply transformed 
by the introduction of the transcatheter approach. We have reported an overview of 
the more relevant clinical and technical aspects of the TAVI procedure. As the indica-
tions extend to younger patients and with lower surgical risk, it is even more crucial 
to optimize the results and reduce the complication rate. Further improvements in 
both technologies and techniques are needed before expanding indications in aortic 
stenosis in bicuspid valve and in aortic regurgitation.
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